
 

 

  



 

6 focuses on high density hubs which I agree will add to vibrancy 

7 Good to develop significant district centres with existing public transport and facilities.   

11 good for transport and access to hub facilities  

11 good for local businesses 

11 allows some heritage building/houses to be maintained 

12 good - uses existing trains/ buses less impact on houses 

15 Agree with some elements, development around key nodes with public transport 
facilities. Less impact on existing houses and residential area. Inner West Leederville with 
Leederville could also and agree of development. 

17 Support dense growth 

17 Big Tick - density hub!! 

19 Supportive of increasing district centres with higher density 

21 It could achieve the outcomes and seems consistent with Government policy. It focuses 
on areas closest to the city which makes sense to densify first. It appears to recognise 
that the whole council area does not need radical change to achieve 3000 more dwellings 
(if Perth does in fact grow as quickly as projected) in the next 33 years. 

22 Like the walkability of the Scenario A.  It concentrates district centres into clear 
identifiable nodes. 

25 It makes a lot of sense to increase development opportunities in West Leederville 
because of its strategic location however the plan is overly ambitious when you consider 
the large number of established single residential homes in the area. There aren't many 
land holdings that have the capacity to hold the sort of density proposed. 

26  
Allows these areas which already have multi storey buildings to develop in the same way 
thereby allowing City Beach with its single housing model and peace and tranquillity to 
remain unchanged. 

28 Strongly support 10 storey heights (and more) along Railway Parade, as there are no 
neighbours to the south hence no solar impact and excellent public transport. 

29 I am comfortable with Floreat and Wembley proposed town centres.  

34 Places density appropriately in major activity centres near transport. 

35 Places density around major transport areas and shops 

37 Generally support Scenario A - Conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in 
urban consolidation areas; Makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes and 
train stations; wont impact on traditional residential streets as much; will help link West 
Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that Wembley Ward want 

38 This one makes sense but I prefer the broader impact on the existing commercial routes 
offered by Scenario B as that should ensure a more balanced building development level 
and particularly with regard to height. 

39 This makes sense, it focuses density in major activity centres near the trains and 
transport access 

42 Preferred Option: 1) Opportunity to activate each hub as a place. 2) Higher density infill 
around these areas will naturally activate these. 3) High rise needs to protect privacy of 
existing surrounding residences. 4) would require less council resources for ongoing 
maintenance and support 

51 Generally support scenario A - Conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in 
urban consolidation areas; Makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes and 
train stations; wont impact on traditional residential streets as much; will help link west 
Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville link project that Wembley ward want 

52 My preferred option - concentrates density in commercial areas; makes use of high 
frequency transport; maintains character of suburbs; allows for commercialisation and 
employment in high density area of Floreat Forum, Wembley District Centre and West 
Leederville Centre; may be allow smaller  "District Centre Frame around the Empire 
Village  

53 Happy to support this option. These areas all have good amenities to support high 
density dwellings and are also on bus transport routes.  

54 Mostly in favour of scenario A. Conforms to the Governments planning density in urban 
consolidation areas. It utilises high frequency transport rates + train stations. Wont 
impact on traditional residential streets. Will link West Leederville to Leederville for the 
Leederville link Project - Wembley Ward want this. We need to make it look good so as to 
retain the garden suburb status.  

59 I agree that urban development is required and would be good. 



60 Happy with higher density in the centres 

67 I support development within 800m of a train station 

68 This is the most sensible option, as long as there is adequate new parking in focus areas 

70 I like the projected density in West Leederville and its proximity to trains and buses. No 
transport  

86 I agree that increased density around transport hubs like the train stations make a lot of 
sense. 
I also like the concept of 'residential transition' near the main centres like the Floreat 
forum; but would like it extended to other parts of the town, not just the local hubs. 

87 It seems to be in line with the State Government's policy of putting development near 
Activity Centres - this makes sense as those centres have better and more public 
transport, services and are closer to hospitals and businesses.   

88 Leederville and  Wembley 

89 It makes good sense to utilise the high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
It doesn't impact too much on traditional residential streets. 

90 Utilises the high frequency transport routes. 
Won't impact traditional residential streets. 

91 I generally support scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peel 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

92 This scenario seems to be compatible with Community wishes to confine increased 
density around district centres  

93 Density is focussed around urban centres 
Option good for efficient public transport planning - limiting impact of traffic 
Minimal impact on amenity for Cambridge residents 

94 Recognises that higher density required and focusses this on existing semi-commercial 
centres. It preserves the character of the western leafy suburbs which is one of the 
reasons residents purchased / live in those areas. 

95 this i prefer 2nd out of 3 - higher density around major hubs makes sense - already has 

most infrastructure and similar to the apartments just finished in Cambridge street 

96 1.Conforms with Perth & Peel Planning by placing density in consolidated urban areas. 
2.Makes sense to utilise close transport routes, both bus & train. 
3. Would not impact as much on traditional residential streets. 

97 That it concentrates higher density dwelling in a few areas, where public transport and 
amenities such as shops and entertainment are available. Meets the requirements of 
needing to create more dwellings without spoiling the neighbourhood. Makes great 
sense especially for West Leederville with access to 2 railway stations. 

98 I am most supportive of this scenario because it: 
1. Places housing density in consolidation areas which have high frequency transport 
routes that can cope with the extra density 
2. Has the smallest impact on existing environment and green space by limiting footprint 
3. Won't impact on traditional residential streets 
4. Links West Leaderville with Leaderville around major transport hub 
5. Best option to provide more affordable high rise housing for younger/older people 

99 I like the way that high density housing is placed near hubs for transport and services 
which are already there. this will hopefully encourage the use of public transport. I like 
the fact that the traditional residential streets are not affected (retains the integrity of 
the garden suburbs) I like the way that this Scenario meets the objectives for growth set 
out in the Perth and Peel  @ 3.5m 

100 easy to access existing infrastructure like railway in west Leederville. developing floreat 
forum is a good move. Needs more pedestrian/footpath access to make it more of a 
community centre rather than a large shopping centre. Eg redevelopment of Empire 
Shopping Village was a great example of good planning. 

102 Redevelop what's already there but don't encroach on residents. Get rid of the old poorly 
designed buildings and make the new ones environmentally friendly.  

103 Generally support option A.  Higher density is based around transport and amenity hubs.  
Will not detract from "garden suburb" not put pressure on roads and other infrastructure 
away from these areas.    

105 It makes sense to create higher density housing around public transport nodes and 
exiting commercial/retail congregations. 

106 1. Makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes and train station 
2. wont impact traditional residential street as much 
3. help link west leederville to leederville  
4. Like mixed use residential and commercial  



107 Generally support scenario A.  Will not impact character of garden suburbs of Floreat and 
City Beach by forced and poorly planned infill. 

108 makes sense to increase density around major districts with good transport links 

109 I like the build up of density through main activity centres. I like the increased density 
between the rail line and Cambridge st in west leederville 

110 I like the reduced impact on traditional streets. 

111 Concentrated in key areas, doesn;t have any scope for "creep" out into the remainder of 
the suburbs 
Wembley district centre 
Good use of transport corridors and trains etc, doesn't impact residential zones too much 
Supports the Leederville Link Project 
Likely to stimulate economic activity and growth in the right places 

112 Higher density activity centre development is a good long term vision, commensurate 
with well planed, much larger cities around the world.  

115 I like the idea of creating centres that put multiple activities and shopping close together, 
as well as a higher density housing surrounding those centres for people who like that 
style of living. It encourages growth of new business in the local area. These areas are 
generally well supported by frequent public transport during working hours. 
It supports the existing residential style living that is in place in the surrounding areas, for 
those of us who moved here for that style of living. 

118 Retains most of the areas characteristics and the reasons we live here.  

119 Around existing built up ar eas with good infrastructure 

120 I generally support scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

121  generally support scenario A because:  
• It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 

Wembley ward want 

122 Maximum development is concentrated around existing shopping centres and business 
activity hubs. 
Streets that have been exposed to traffic in these regions used to accommodate 
increased traffic loads 
The potential for unplanned-for problems (both in the activity hubs and in surrounding 
blocks and roads) is minimised as the same regions which have been used for decades 
will be utilised in this plan 
Will allow the development of very high density dwelling proposals with minimal to no 
impact on the residential amenity of the surrounding suburbs 
Will easily allow Town of Cambridge to meet its targets for increased dwelling units 

123 It focuses on infill around the built up services, which is good. Given claiming some of 
infill for those without cars then should be in areas where there is transport and service 
availability, option C doesn't provide that. 
Development at floreat forum makes sense, but the forum shopping centre will also need 
an upgrade as quite dated compared to others. 

124 I generally support scenario A because: 
it confines density  to urban consolidation areas; 
utilising high frequency transport routes and train stations makes sense; 
hopefully it won't impact on traditional residential streets as much, and 
it will help to link West Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward wants. 

125 I generally support scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

127 It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

129 I like that the density is localised where facilities are provided for people, so they can 
walk to restaurants, shops and activities. 
 
It also preserves areas for family style living.  I think it is critical that families of future 
generations have the opportunity to choose a family home on a large block.  We've 



enjoyed having this lifestyle and I believe when the time comes to downsize you need to 
be prepared to move - maybe to the new developments as suggested by this scenario -
and let another family enjoy the lifestyle you did.  If you allow infill everywhere, the day 
will come where variety of lifestyles will not be offered in the Town of Cambridge and 
families will be driven out. 

130 Using high frequency transport routes puts more density in the area without overly 
impacting the area's character and garden suburb nature. 

131 generally support scenario A 
Places density in urban consolidation areas 
utilises transport routes and train stations 
wont impact on traditional streetscapes 

132 Concept of district centre, but why only 3? 

133 Opportunity to downsize and move closer to services. Preserves "character" of the areas 
outside of the centres.  

135 It will not impact on traditional streetscapes as much as the other two options. 

137 Some sharing of the infill burden along Cambridge St, to encompass Wembley and 
Floreat precincts where infill can be accommodated.It is also ok to do higher rise next to 
the railway line but not so as to encroach into the quiet streets north of Cambridge St.  

138 Utilizes transport centres & routes  
Less impact on character of existing traditional residential streets  
Concentrates density in focal areas  

139 I generally support scenario A because it: 
1) conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas 
2) makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
3) won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that Wembley 
Ward want  

140 Generally support Scenario A 
 
• Places density in urban consolidation areas 
• Good to utilize high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• Less impact on traditional residential streets 
• will link W Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville link that Wembley ward desires 

141 Defined focus areas 

142 Makes a lot of sense to focus high density through to transition around those district 
centres which will have minimal impact on the garden suburbs as such and increase use 
of community & shopping facilities in those centres. Also that should cater for mixed 
residential through age groups (especially older/downsizing/ singles/couples) wanting 
smaller residences. Makes sense for West Leederville to be higher density if this attracts 
(is affordable to) CBD workers (20 to 35 year-olds) to the area.  

143 The district centres I approve of except going beyond the north side of Cambridge St in 
West Leederville. Incorporating Tower St and the east end of Woolwich St is far too out 
of keeping with the existing residential nature currently. Even the district centre frats are 
too large and out of keeping with the current residential use. 

144 I like the sharing of density across the town but this needs to incorporate City Beach as 
well.  This option prioritizes existing public transport and shopping centres and is a 
practical solution especially if some high rise is being considered. 

145 Generally Support Scenario A 
Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
wont impact on residential streets too much 

146 There is increased density around transport nodes and shopping districts 

147 This is the most acceptable to me. 
1. Major growth near the railway and Leederville shopping complexes can be accepted 
subject to no additional impact on traffic on Cambridge St, leading to Thomas St. which is 
already impacted by traffic calming. 
2 & 3 Floreat Forum (3) and Wembley Town Centre (2) maximum transition is OK as 
detailed but must be controlled to be no greater development higher than 2-3 stories as 
vehicle numbers will cause major traffic/noise/personal crowding especially at Floreat 
Forum area. 
Reflection of how badly planned Perry Lakes was and now they have serious parking 
issues with the high density. 

148 Places density in consolidated areas. 
Hopefully it wont impact on traditional streets, and will support project that Wembley 
ward want. 

149 I like the fact that the 'centres' have buffer zones on lower height scales before they 
move into standard residential. Also that they are associated with bus/train transport. 

150 Generally support as it places density in urban consolidation areas with existing transport 
and infrastructure. 



152 I like Scenario A as it builds density where the current transport routes are already in 
place and existing shopping centres are. It also should not change the suburbs as they are 
today, we bought in City Beach because it is not high density and would like to keep it 
that way. 

153 It conforms with the Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density n urban consolidation areas 
 
It utilises high density transport routes 
 
It won't impact on the "garden suburb" tradition of the streets as much 
 
It will help to link Leederville to west Leederville Link project that Wembley Ward want. 

154 The focus on areas which are best suited to high density 

155 1) Common sense to use high frequency transport routes and train stations  
2) It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
3) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
4) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 

157 1) Common sense to use high frequency transport routes and train stations 2) It won't 
impact on traditional residential streets as much 3) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas 4) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas  

158 It gives the sense of small villages. 
It maintains current residential integrity for most people. 

159 1) Common sense to use high frequency transport routes and train stations 2) It won't 
impact on traditional residential streets as much 3) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas 4) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas  

160 Keeping the infill to areas of amenity and transport and protecting the suburbs from infill.  
We live in one of the last remaining garden suburbs and they cannot be recreated once 
lost. 

161 Aligns well with TOD development zones concentrating high density residential around 
transport infrastructure and services, leading to more vibrant retail and community 
spaces.  Aligns with both state government objectives and well researched international 
best practice. 

162 1) Common sense to use high frequency transport routes and train stations 2) It won't 
impact on traditional residential streets as much 3) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 

by placing density in urban consolidation areas 4) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas  

164 I support scenario as it won't impact on tradition residential streets. Links Leederville to 
West Leederville, Great to develop around existing transport hubs.   

165 That commercial development kept to areas already with commercial interests. 

166 That it doesn't touch Floreat. 

167 This is the best option of the three supplied busy nodes servicing residential areas 
nearby.   

170 • It conforms with Perth and Peel 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

175 Generally support scenario A - Conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in 
urban consolidation areas; Makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes and 
train stations; wont impact on traditional residential streets as much; will help  

176 Generally Support Scenario A: 
● conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas;  
● makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
● won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 
● will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want. 

177 Generally supportive of the density being placed in district areas  

186 Generally support Scenario A 
● makes sense to utilise existing transport routes and train stations. 
● no impact on residents at streets or minimal impact. 
●  helps Leederville Link Project 
●  may help Aged Friendly Communities  

187 I'm happy with all 3 plans, but this needs to be something for residents so they can stay 
in the area.   

190 The concept here is OK, it makes some sense to put large apartment developments in 
consolidated areas, new existing community facilities. 

196 I support Scenario A 



- it utilises high frequency transport routes & train stations. 
- Links West Leederville to Leederville & Perth. 
- minimal impact on residential areas 
- confirms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m 

197 LIKE: 
Support Scenario A 
- utilises high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
- Links West Leederville to Leederville & Perth. 
- minimal impact on residential areas 

199 Makes sense to keep density around commercial centres & transport thoroughfares.  
Most of this is acceptable. 

200 I like the aspect of keeping urban growth around commercial centres and transport, if 
you have to meet in full requirements as per government policy.  I like it as does not 
impact on traditional residential streets as much as other Scenarios B & C. 

201 Conforms with Perth.  Peel planning by  
1. placing density in consolidated urban areas 
2. Clare to transport routes - bus & rail 
3. Less impairs on traditional residents 
4. Need  few extra care re parking for residents & metro 
5. Problem of increased traffic 

202 Generally support Scenario A 
- will not impact on  normal residential streets but rather uses high frequency transport 
routes and train stations. 

205 Happy for development of existing high rise along railway. 

206 Makes sense to build around district centres 

211 I quite like this idea. It works with existing areas of development, which means it does 
not raise objections about destroying established character of purely residential areas. In 
particular, it puts the emphasis on developing as centres of activity those places which 
are most easily and effectively connected to transport links. The chances growth along 
Cambridge street in Wembley is a very good idea. Cambridge does need to develop 
commercial areas more, and these have great potential. 

212 Generally support Scenario A 
• conforms with Perth and Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas; 
• makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
• won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 

• will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley Ward want. 

213 Generally support Scenario A: 
• conforms with Perth and Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas; 
• makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
• won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 
• will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley Ward want. 

214 Generally support Scenario A: 
• conforms with Perth and Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas; 
• makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
• won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 
• will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley Ward want. 

215 Generally support Scenario A: 
• conforms with Perth and Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas; 
• makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
• won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 
• will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley Ward want. 

216 Generally support Scenario A: 
• conforms with Perth and Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas; 
• makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
• won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 
• will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley Ward want. 

217 Generally support scenario A. Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and 
train stations. Won't impact on traditional residential streets as much. Conforms with 
perth and peel @3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas.  

218 The Wembley and Floreat district centres are OK as restrict heights to 2 to 4 stories and 
only 10 in the current shopping centre 

221 Given the proximity it makes sense to increase density around the training station. 

222 I rank this my second favoured option. It largely is able to retain the amenity of the 
residential streets of Floreat and City Beach.  It restricts major infill to zones close to 
major transport corridors - particularly Leederville and the nearby railway stations. 
Will help improve the vibrancy of the district centres with concentrated development. 



224 Makes use of current infrastructure like buses and trains 
Increases density in specific areas only 
Keeps residential areas as they are, to provide a feeling of space 
Allows for additional activity in centres to make them work as businesses 
Provides employment for local people 
  

225 If extra density needs to happen then this is an OK option in that it puts density closer to 
the major transport hub/train line in west Leederville.  

228 High density around train station precinct. 
Increase density of Wembley town centre/opportunity for more strip retail 

232 I like the density in and around Floreat Forum 

234 Three distinct District centres that would allow for development of separate community 
identities and hub. Nice flow of District centre to residential allowing for increased 
infrastructure in centre whilst keeping surrounding suburban feel 

235 I support the increased density in the West Leederville and Wembley District town 
centres, particularly along Cambridge and Grantham Streets  

236 The small area in West Leederville close to train stations and with no heritage residual 
properties is the best focus of future development and can support some more 
significant heights, although lack of open space around this area would see open green 
space being required (including pools) in developments.  I note the community garden 
would be well situated for developments here. 

238 Linking West Leederville to Leederville is a good idea 

240 The only aspect is that it recognises Wembley and Floreat already have established 
commercial areas that could accommodate higher density dwellings without encroaching 
onto existing residential areas.  i.e. using the immediate Cambridge street areas. 

243 Improved commercial amenity along Cambridge St and Railway Pde. Also higher density 
residential on those streets  

245 Higher density is near railway line 

248 I generally support scenario A because:  
• It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 

Wembley ward want 

249 Understand that planners are keen to concentrate around transport links ... 

251 I like the concept of public transport-centric development especially around the terrific 
rail assets at Leederville and West Leederville Train Stations.  The opportunity to develop 
a wide corridor between these two stations which is vibrant  dynamic and encourages 
public amenity along the lines that Oxford St does is extremely valuable for our 
community socially environmentally and economically. 

253 I prefer this Scenario as it provides distinct areas for increased population growth centred 
around or close to existing community facilities and commercial development while 
maintaining the existing Garden Suburb environment of the outer suburbs in the Town.  

259  generally support scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want. 

263 I like the fact that higher density living is concentrated around hubs that are close to 
transport and retail areas while much of the character of the area is preserved for the 
wider community.  

266 I like Scenario A because it makes sense to increase the density near the commercial 
centres and public transport. It also protects the traditional residential streets and 
maintains the uniqueness of the garden suburbs. 

268 I agree with all the dynamics envisaged  [ie. concerning 
density/transport/maintenance of traditional  dwelling/ 
Leederville link project 

275 Keeps density in small areas.  

276 It is urban growth in district centres that already has good transport and train line access 
and good access to retail. These areas already have pockets of density so it will not 
change dramatically the street scapes of these areas.  This will see no real change to 
street character.  

277 I generally support scenario A because: 1. it makes sense to utilise high frequency 
transport routes and train stations. 2. It wont impact on traditional residential streets as 
much. 3 It will help to link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project 
that Wembley Ward want. 4. it conforms with Perth and Peel 3.5 m by placing density in 



urban consolidation areas. 

279 I don't mind the Wembley density proposal as this is around an already denser area and 
away from the school. 

281 Concept is good - I support this scenario 
1. Focuses density in areas with good public transport 
2. reduces impact on traditional residential streets 
3. Good to allow mixed uses in focal areas to create local services and jobs 
4 .consistent with State Gov't infill planning guidelines for population growth (to 3.5m)  

286 Increased density around town centres is preferred providing adequate parking is 
included. Cambridge Street has already been narrowed and traffic slowed although it is a 
major bus route. The train station is an obvious focal point for increased housing and will 
make businesses more viable. High rise parking near the station could also encourage 
commuters to leave their cars out of the city or Fremantle and take the train. 

288 The concept of increased density, but applied more evenly across Cambridge. Nobody 
needs more than 3-500m2 to build a substantial house. 

293 Floreat Forum mixed use precinct makes some sense 

295 Conforms with Perth and Peel planning schemes by placing density in urban 
consolidation areas. 
Good idea to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
More limited effects on traditional residential streets and will help link West Leederville 
to Leederville. 

298 With regard to any change forced on the Town by the State Government, I generally 
support scenario A because:  
• It conforms with Perth and Peel 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want. 

300 Density around activity centers. 
No development in single residential streets. 
Most likely to maintain character of suburbs. 

301 Best scenario 
Density is concentrated around activity centres 
Single Residential streets are minimally affected. 
Character of garden suburbs is preserved. 

Helps Leederville Link project 

302 Concentrates development around hubs 
Increases density around West Leederville, which will help the Leederville link project. 

304 Less impact on the surrounding residential areas in Floreat and Wembley. 

305 I feel this proposal will accommodate people closer to the workplace, transport and 
services that people will require in the future. 
Larger blocks should be left for future generations to own and enjoy. The choice of living 
on a garden block should not be denied to future residents because of short sighted 
planning process. 
I like gardens to sustain nature, allow for water drainage and to reduce the heating effect 
of so much concrete.       

310 Increased density in Wembley and Floreat and increased density around Southport St is 
fine 

311 It makes good use of existing community centres and transport links and builds on 
current developments. 

312 Encouraging growth in centres means businesses thrive and employment opportunities 
increase.  Better public transport reduces reliance on cars and more people can live 
closer to work places so not as much congestion on roads.  Protects the green belts and 
established large trees which are destroyed with sprawling development.  

313 Places density in urban consolidation areas 
Sensible to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
Won't impact on traditional residential streets too much 

319 Development of Floreat Forum opportunities could be explored.   
Allowing 2-3 storey (not 2-4 storey) buildings in the surround areas of Floreat, Wembley 
and West Leederville. 

323 The densification and added vibrancy of the Southport St and Cambridge St activity 
centre proposals (as per the 2013 plan) remain positive aspects.  If well done, these could 
add a new life and improve the sense of community in this area.  The proposal of a centre 
in Floreat is great. 

343 This is a common sense plan as it enables business growth in centres while retaining 
green belt in established areas.  Transport routes to accommodate denser centres needs 
to encourage public transport and less cars.  

349 I like the focus on district centre.  West Leederville has the best transport links with the 
train station so it makes sense to concentrate the growth here.   



366 4. ONLY positive = possible link to Leederville 

367 I support Scenario A in a general sense it is sensible to take advantage of and develop 
highly frequents transport routes & train stations.  Increasing employment in these areas 
makes sense. 

378 I generally agree with scenario A as in principle conforms with Perth & Peel @ 35 by 
placing density in urban consolidation areas. It utilises high frequency transport routes 
and is near several train stations.  
Will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville link project that Wembley 
ward want 
It wont impact on residential, traditional streets (*especially if only the South Port 
business node is area is used to get targets*) 

382 Generally support scenario A  
Conforms with Perth & Peel 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas 
Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
Wont impact on traditional residential streets as much 
Will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville link project that Wembley 
ward want 

383 I like this idea.  I think urban density needs to be centred around areas that provide 
services - commercial/shopping, medical and transport.  This has a lesser impact on 
existing residential streets. 

386 My preferences. I support this scenario as new development best added alongside shops, 
cafes, etc. as well as on major transport routes. 

387 Generally support scenario A.  Conforms with Perth & Peel. Makes sense to utilise high 
frequency transport routes and train stations. Won't impact on traditional residential 
streets as such. Will help link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville link 
project that Wembley Ward want. 

390 Generally support A.  Places density in consolidated reasonably contained areas.  These 
areas can support density with transport and infrastructure available and able to be 
centred. Provides links between centres in clear routes.  Reduces impact on residential 
areas and on residential traffic congestion. 

391 Happy to support scenario A. Growth around the main shopping areas is ok.  This will not 
effect residential streets and cause parking issues. 

405 Support scenario A as it places high density in areas around transport and existing higher 
density areas.  Improves Leederville region.  Note - do not push high density into 
suburban streets, only main thoroughfares. 

409 We support the scenario A.  Increasing density in areas close to where jobs and major 
shopping areas are is sensible.  Developing density including hi-rise along major transport 
routes and near train stations will not impact too much on residential streets.  Eastern 
states cities have expanded along with these ideas.  Linking West Leederville to 
Leederville with the Link project will improve the liveability of the suburb. 

410 If we must increase density, which is less demanding given the deteriorating WA 
economy, this seems a reasonable plan.  What is the Leederville Link Project? 

412 Generally support scenario A.  Conforms with Perth & Peel 3.5m by placing density in 
urban consolidation areas.  Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and 
train stations. Won't impact on traditional residential streets as much. Will help link West 
Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link project that Wembley ward want. 

413 District centre development is sensible. Add to this "suitable government owned land", 
"higher density" can bring difficulties to commuters - design very important. Retain 
garden environment for Floreat. 

414 This scenario is best because it limits the impact of growth to centres that can best 
accommodate it.  Of course the infrastructure needs; roads, public transport, schools, 
employment, services etc. also important to provide in a timely and convenient flow.  The 
guiding principle for Floreat - City Beah must be to maintain the garden suburb 
appearance now and in the future. 

415 Generally support scenario A.  Conforms with Perth & Peel 3.5m by placing density in 
urban consolidation areas.  Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and 
train stations. Won't impact on traditional residential streets as much. Will help link West 
Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link project that Wembley ward want. 

416 Generally support.  High density near high frequency transport routes and especially train 
stations.  Won't impact on traditional residential streets as much.  Will help link West 
Leederville to Leederville. 

418 Scenario A is our preferred option due to the fact that residential streets will not be 
impacted by subdivisions.  We believe that growth areas should be limited to the main 
district centres as it would have the least impact on parks and existing residential streets.  
We support scenario A!. 

421 I support some higher density housing near shopping centres and transport routes.  
Improved bus services would then be fully utilised. 

422 Generally support scenario A.  Places density in urban consolidation areas.  Wont impact 
traditional residential streets as much. 



433 close to City and will create more opportunities for small business, easy access with 
public transport 

437 Proposed density in West Leederville area as this will tie in with the future density in the 
adjoining areas (Subiaco & Perth)  

438 Makes sense to put people where shops and other infrastructure already exist.  

447 Conforms with Perth and Peel planning schemes by placing density in urban 
consolidation areas. 
Good idea to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
More limited effects on traditional residential streets and will help link West Leederville 
to Leederville. 

450 More density in Floreat and Wembley. 

451 More density in Floreat and Wembley. 
 
 

455 • It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

456 I agree with development around Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West 
Leederville Activity Centre. 

458 Focuses development around key hubs of commercial activity.  The West Leederville and 
Wembley sites are serviced by regular public transport, especially those in West 
Leederville.  Good opportunity to incorporate mixed density into specific centres. 

463 I support scenario A because: it conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in 
urban consolidation areas; it makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and 
train stations which are already in place; it won't impact on traditional residential streets 
as much as other plans; it will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the 
Leederville Link Project that Wembley ward want. 

467 I generally support scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peel 3.5m by placing increased density  in urban consolidation 
areas and not disrupting to over density the existing full design capacity of already fully  
developed residential areas.  

It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional family style residential streets as much which are already  
populated by people and cars/vehicles  to max design capacity . 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

468 I generally support scenario A because:  
• It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

469 Generally support Scenario A. Seems to be based on sound planning principles & 
common sense providing opportunities around existing commercial nodes & transport 
that can support increasing density 

470 concept of district centres good 

471 I generally support scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

474 I support it as it conforms in many ways. It is utilising the transport routes and train 
stations. In gerneral it has little impact on the Traditional Residential streets. There is an 
added advantage as it will link Leederville with West Leederville 

475 Focus is on community hub and growing areas that have access to public facilities and 
transport  

476 Increasing density around shopping centres seems very logical. Additional mixed use 
zoning around the centres is a very good idea. 

477 It is more logical to have higher density living near transport and social hubs  
Of the 3 scenarios provided this is probably the best but definitely not ideal! 

479 I like the idea of growth being around existing district centres. This would be beneficial 
for the centres and take advantage of the transport infrastructure already in place. It will 
allow for hubs of housing and businesses to develop naturally, as they already are, while 
preserving the suburban feel of the suburbs. 



480 The development around the district centres allows for higher density to be managed 
within close proximity to the facilities that needed to support that density. This scenario 
will help facilitate the leederville link vision which is currently being proposed 

482 1) Common sense to use high frequency transport routes and train stations 2) It won't 
impact on traditional residential streets as much 3) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas 4) It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m 
by placing density in urban consolidation areas  

488 The idea of higher density housing in conjunction with Floreat Forum redevelopment 

491 I prefer to leave things as they are but if we have to change I would broadly support 
scenario A because: 
It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5M direction by placing density in designated urban 
consolidation areas. 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations as centres of 
develpoment, rather than broad scale redevelopment.  
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much as A31 would have, had it 
proceeded.  That was a very bad option. 
It will help to link West Leederville  to Leederville as part of the Leederville Link Project 
that the Wembley ward favour.  

493 Progressing with a Floreat Forum activity centre plan appears to make good sense.  It 
deserves the same attention that Wembley and West Leederville have had and should be 
approached without any prejudgement regarding dwelling numbers.  The forum area has 
significant amounts of green space around it and already has the town's library and 
significant shopping/commercial to create an attractive hub.  Additional growth would 
ensure that more frequent bus services would be provided. 

494 Please whatever you do don't spoil the beauty of our garden suburbs, admired by visitors 
& tourists & treasured by residents. I think highrise (greater than 2-3 storeys), high 
density buildings anywhere within existing, usually two storey residential family areas, 
spoils the visual amenity, generally brings attendant social problems & devalues the 
propery values of what is usually the main family asset. 
However in senario A, the West Leederville Activity Centre would be the best place for 
further development as it is already bounded by a freeway & existing development, has 
good access roads in place & is close to the city. Wembley Town Centre also has existing 
development & would be the choice for some expansion. 

495 The concept of development around Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West 
Leederville Activity Centre is reasonable however the plan proposed is too high in density 

497 I generally support scenario A because:  
• It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 

• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

501 Mostly agree with Scenario A, as it will provide better facilities without changing the 
surrounding areas too much. 

503 -the alignment with state planning - nodes not blankets 
-should be approved by Wembley ward residents 
-increasing density around the railway corridor makes sense 

504 some higher density around the Floreat forum shopping centre 

508 Best option- Urban growth centred on West Leederville and Wembley Town Centres will 
promote and increase the viability of these existing commercial centres. The 
consequence will be to increase the number and diversity of retail and commercial 
offerings. There is already existing urban growth and density in these areas. There is 
existing transport corridors in these Centres. 

510 I like Scenario A because: 
(i) the proposed changes of Scenario A appear to be in-line with policies, including 
Perth and Peel @ 3.5m, by placing density  in urban consolidation areas that are well-
supported by transport routes; 
(ii) it is in-line with the Leederville Link Project; 
(ii) it has less impact on traditional residential streets, and therefore preserves the quality 
of suburban life that families in these areas have "bought" into. 

513 1. Placing density in urban consolidation areas 
2. making sense to use high frequency transport routes and local train stations 
3. doesn't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
4. will help link Leederville to West Leederville for the Leederville Link project 
5.generally support this scenario 

514 I generally support Scenario A. Scenario A conforms with Perth & Peel @3.5m by placing 
density in urban consolidation areas, it utilises high frequency transport routes and train 
stations; it will not impact on the traditional residential streets as much; will help link 
West Leederville and Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that the Wembley Ward 
wants. 

515 It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 



It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

516 It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

517 Conforms with Perth & Peel by placing density in urban consolidation areas. 
Good to utilise transport routes and train stations. 
Won't impact on traditional residential streets as much. 
Will help link West Leederville toLeederville which is what Wembley Ward want. 

522 I like that it is on major public transport routes. Seems to comply with Gov policy 
regarding placement of high density urban living 

529 I appreciate that the Town is under considerable pressure from the State Gov. to provide 
a substantial number of dwellings.  However as a general comment I would like to see the 
residential feel of this lovely town to be preserved as far as possible with less 
development taking place around the smaller district centres such as Floreat (3).  
Development plans should focus on the West Leederville District Centre (1) which is close 
to existing development infrastructure such as the railway line.  A secondary focus could 
be on the Wembley District Centre (2) where significant non-residential buildings also 
exist. 

531 Some sharing of development with Wembley / Floreat 

535 Generally support scenario A, as it concentrates on areas of urban growth. 

537 3 distinct centers supporting urban growth 

538 The West Leederville node. It is close to the city, close to the railway, cycle paths and is a 
walkable distance for a large number of offices. It already has shopping and service 
infrastructure and easy access to freeway. 

540 My preference in urban growth is around facilities that can be accessed easily by public 
transport which this allows for.  Wont impact traditional residential housing.  Improves 
employment prospects closer to home by increasing facilities. 

545 Option A focuses urban growth on the three district centres - Floreat Forum, Wembley 
Town Centre and the West Leederville Activity Centre. 
It is based around the rail transport system allowing for rapid movement of the 
population. 
The district centre concept preserves the integrity of the single housing suburbs and 

meets the government housing goals 

548 The focus on developed areas that all ready have in place developed infrastructure, 
transport routes and businesses.  
Higher density near District Centres and the transition to medium density residential 
development surrounding these Centres.  

549 District centres providing a hub for the local commumity 

551 More density around Floreat & Wembley shopping precinct. 

553 Strengthening development at  Wembley and Floreat. 
 
West Leederville is already dense enough 

554 Pro Development on High street and through to the Train station in line with the current 
strategic plan in west leederville. 

558 Puts high density near public transport. 
Minimal impact on the bulk of the existing suburbs. 
Retains the choice of living in a garden suburb rather than force higher density living onto 
everyone. 

559 I agree there should in general be more dwellings within an easy walk of structured 
shopping and service precincts as well as near transport corridors. 

560 Localised high/medium density around shopping/service centres makes complete sense 
and offers affordable options for a wider demographic in the community. Public 
Transport nodes thrive under this type of planning and the creation of vibrant 'town 
centres' is something that benefits us all.It also enables the intrinsic amenity of the 
surrounding suburbs (ie; single home residences on larger blocks) to be maintained. 
intact, which is what a lot of people love about this area. 

561 There should be an increase in density around transport links particularly train stations - 
however heights should be determined by impact on neighbouring properties & street - 
e.g. too high on north side of street can result in unpleasant & uninviting streets for 
pedestrians. Urban design around increase in density is critical. Noted that height 
restrictions may be nominated but exceeded by developers with approval from DAPS 

562 I support Scenario A. These district centres will benefit from urban growth and will not be 
impacted negatively. They are urban centres already with transport links, shopping areas 
and areas of density 

564 that the leederville area will be able to have high density housing. This will make the area 
more vibrant.  Rail and buses are close by so better for this type of living. 



566 I think urban growth in these areas would be good for growing community atmosphere 
and I think 2-4 storeys is acceptable, but I think this should be decided by the immediate 
community it won't directly impact on me in City Beach 

568 West Leederville is the obvious place for any type of this development. It already has 
multi-storey development and an 'urban' / inner city feel to it. Floreat and Wembley still 
maintain a more traditional suburb feel 

569 Development of Leederville / West Leederville and Wembley Town Centre areas. 
without impacting or developing current single residential streets. 

570 I support Scenario A  
 
Makes use of the  good transport system. 
Care full management of the roads are required, so that we don't get a poor flow of 
traffic as in the single lane in West leederville at the shopping centre 

572 I support scenario A for the following reasons: 
1. won't impact on tradtional streets 
2. link west leederville to leederville 
3. built up areas around transport centres. 

576 [All of the comments we offer in this survey document summarise the combined views of 
(redacted) 
 
We see this as the most attractive scenario. The more developed "town centre" should 
prove attractive to the surrounding residents, and attractive to office workers who use 
public transport.  

577 Generally support this Scenario. I think it makes sense to have higher density around 
shopping and transport hubs. It also doesn't have much impact on the traditional 
streetscapes which is why people who are already live her, have invested in the suburb. 

578 - utilising high frequency transport routes and train stations 
- will not impact our traditional residential streets as much 
- make a lot of sense to utilise district centres 
- activate existing activity centres 

583 Logical use of existing services and retail infrastructure 
Contained area for larger scale buildings. 
Green area close to each area. 

585 Wont impact on traditional residential streets as much 
Will help link West Leederville to Leederville 

586 Keeps development near high traffic/public transport areas. 
Creates town centres. 

587 Generally support Scenario A 
in line with Perth & Peel @3.5m with densities focused in urban consolidated areas: 
appropriate to focus on transport corridors and existing train stations 
less impact on traditional residential areas: 
it is well understood by the community of the rationale to help link West Leederville to 
the broader Leederville Link project that residents in these areas having been seeking for 
some time.  
Makes sense to stage future development particularly given current and near term 
economic outlook  

588 Focusing density around major district centres makes sense as long as there are good 
transport links and support networks. 

589 This appears generally in line with the Perth & Peel @ 3.5m strategy (2015), and is 
consistent with how infill in Cambridge has been developing for some years. West 
Leederville and Wembley have emerged as natural centres already. Floreat Forum is not 
yet at this stage, but would be the next logical growth centre after these. 

590 Preserves character and amenity of single residential streets. 
Makes use of high frequency transport routes and decentralised work areas outside city 
CBD 

591 Places density in into urban consolidation areas. 

592 generally support urbanisation around activity centres and close to shopping and 
transport. This will provide apartment/medium density opportunities 

593 I support the concept in a general sense. Essentially increases the population density 
where it is already a relatively busy zone. 
Not as much adverse effects on traditional streeetscapes. 

595 Increased density / mixed use developments around existing infrastructure of that type, 
especially in West Leederville where density is already high and the more vibrant nature 
of that locality is already a factor.  
Seeks to  segregate high density from single dwelling lifestyles. 
These lifestyles are to a certain extent divergent as one values the quiet enjoyment of  
the outdoor areas / gardens (of single dwellings) and the other is more tolerant of 
"vibrancy". 

598 I think this is the best option.  It minimises the impact on the existing residential 
neighbourhoods and maintains the amenities of the area.  It focuses on areas that are 



already growth centres which is good.  It keeps the suburbs the way we love them - quiet, 
family-orientated and beautiful instead of overcrowded and unusable. 

601 Provision of medium density residential areas around District Centres. I think smaller 
residential block sizes ( about 350m2) would be very acceptable as long as the height was 
a maximum 2 storeys. 

602 Keeps the suburb as a single residential garden street scape. This is unique and creates a 
sense of space and is what attracts people to live in these areas 

603 Sensibly concentrates higher density development around transport, shopping and 
community hubs 

605 It satisfies the charge to increase density along the lines of high frequency public 
transport  and at existing major activity centres.  
It best preserves the existing, and historical, residential single lot garden suburbs that 
those of us who live here chose and cherish.  
It is the best plan to start with, corridor fill-in will inevitably occur in the future, doesn't 
have to be full-on as in Scenario B, to start with.  

606 I like the focus on higher density around district centres.  This should provide easy access 
for older people in particular.  Care should be taken to manage increased traffic and 
parking pressures, it is already very difficult to park at Floreat Forum in the middle of the 
day. 

609 Use of transport routes 
Near to shopping and other facilities 
Won't impact quiet residential streets where residents have specifically chosen to live for 
the reason that they are quiet, less traffic etc 

611 The district centre concept to attract commercial and retail space.  

614 It conforms with Perth & Peel at 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas. 
Makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes and train stations. It won't impact 
on traditional residential streets as much. Will help link West Leederville to Leederville 
for the Leederville Link Project that Wembley Ward want. 

617 Makes sense to concentrate growth around existing facilities and infrastructure 

618 I generally support scenario A because: 
*It conforms with Perth and Peel 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas; 
*It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations; 
*It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; 
*It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 

Wembley ward want. 

619 Focusing  limited urban growth on district centres,  is an acceptable approach and this 
should also include the City Beach shopping centre.  

620 These centres are already undergoing development and additional 
apartment/shopping/office construction and it seems logical to continue this as local 
residents must be expecting.  It would appear that transport is also good with buses 
and/or trains. Hopefully services such as gas,power and water are also able to cope with 
the density and also NBN or similar communication facilities. 

621 Increased density is focuses around current infrastructure.  

622 Residential streets are largely left alone 

626 I like the idea of concentrating growth near public transport. 

627 Generally support Scenario A. 
Makes sense to consolidate density in already used consolidation areas which are better 
supplied with public transport. 
Scenario A should not impact on traditional residential streets as much, thus preserving 
their character. 

631 Having the three different districts. 

633 linking Leederville to West Leederville better. 
makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes. 
doesnt impact more traditional leafy areas and streets 

634 More opportunities for cafe, shopping, restaurants, bars 
Dont mind the increased population as long as the quality and price of the buildings is a 
premium. Most people have paid a million + to buy around here, so to allow 300,000 to 
400,000 units to explode around here devalues our properties 
There is already not enough green space down the city end of Cambridge st. 

635 Like the way we have peace trees good access to essential medical facilities shops,Sport 
facilities, Parks etc 

637 I support this scenario A as it doesn't impact on residential streets as much and uses the 
higher frequency transport routes and train stations 

639 It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas. 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much. 
It will link W Leederville to Leederville Link project. 



640 Building out on existing facilities 

642 Development around Floreat Forum. It's much bigger, has essential shops i.e. 
supermarkets *and* specialty shops, so is more diverse than the Wembley Centre, but 
you seem so much more shy of development around it.  I'm glad to see that you're 
looking at increasing the density around it - this might improve the patronage of the 
shops, too, without increasing parking needs too much, as more people could walk to the 
shops.  Floreat Forum also has two bus routes passing through it, (82 and 83) which, 
along with the 81 along cambridge st nearby, really means the areas around Floreat 
Forum would benefit the most from being developed from a sustainable transport aspect 
as well. 

643 strongly support option A. 
Optimizes existing infrastructure and uses high frequency public transport routes. 
Protects residential areas from high traffic/parking issues and keeps them "family 
orientated which was my understanding of the intent of the original Land  Endowment 
Act . 
Allows a focus/critical mass to build up for services/amenities such as shops and 
restaurants. 
Allows affordable housing while not affecting existing areas. 

647 I generally support scenario A because:  
• It conforms with Perth and Peal 3.5m by placing density  in urban consolidation areas 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations 
• It won't impact on traditional residential streets as much 
• It will help to link west Leederville  to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
Wembley ward want 

648 Generally support this- makes sense to use current transport routes etc. 
Won;t impact on suburban streets as much. 

649 Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes  
Won't impact on traditional residual streets as much 

655 It recognises the fact that Floreat Forum is identified in the Central Sub-Regional Planning 
framework as the Town's main activity centre. Floreat Forum is the geographically and 
culturally the centre of Cambridge with a choice of supermarkets, restaurants, cafes, 
shops, Cambridge Library, the Cambridge Civic Centre and a petrol station.  It is in close 
proximity to large parks and recreation facilities.  It is however underdone. 

656 It makes sense as it places most of the new growth and density options in and around the 
three main district centres. This is consistent with Goct policy and importantly helps keep 
density out of established single residential streets (except those around the centres). It 

is simple effective and equitable. Put density close to infrastructure means all of the 
options associated with this lifestyle including public transport is close to hand. It does 
however need elements of Scenario B added to really make sense and fully comply with 
Perth and Peel. Plus it is consistent with the Wembley and W Leederville Activity Centre 
Plans endorsed by the Town. 

657 Conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m by putting density in urban consolidation areas. 
Puts higher density closer to high frequency transport routes & train stations. 
Will not impact on traditional residential streets as much. 

658 Ceentres offer a focus point for the community and with increased density may allow for 
more frequent bus options - traffic along Cambridge St is already congested, so no more 
than 4 storeys should be planned (NOT 10 storeys) ; 

659 I generally support scenario A 
-Conforms to Peel and Perth @ 3.5m by placing density in urban consolidation areas 
-Makes sense to use high frequency transport routes and train stations 
- Won't impact traditional residential streets as much 
- Will help link Leederville and West Leederville for the Leederville link project that 
Wembley want 

660 Of the 3 options my preference Scenario A is the most preferred. 
Importantly the impact of increased density is relative to the available arterial traffic 
routes and capable of being serviced with growing infrastructure over time. Further, 
traditional residential streetscapes will be preserved. such changes will be consistent 
with other localities where increased density is within designated growth areas such that 
the different uses are likely to be more harmonious. 
The focus point for the community should be in those traditionally communal areas. This 
option assists that outcome. 

661 Urban growth in district centres will need to be accompanied by adequate car parking in 
parking structures so that centres are readily accessible both by nearby residents and by 
people from outside the town attracted into the centres by a range of diverse 
commercial and entertainment opportunities. 

662 Concentrating housing density around main centres  will consolidate urban development 
around existing district centres and will facilitate development of increased public 
transport e.g. light rail along Cambridge Street.  

665 This scenario makes good use of rail and bus transport  
Does not impact on suburban streets as much by being focused around 
commercial/community hubs 

670 Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes. 



671 Support A.   High density nodes will not interfere with attractive garden suburbs.  A 
variety of housing types can be developed. (1 bedroom - 3 beds etc).  People living in 
these nodes will not need to depend so much on cars. 

674 Support.  Increase public transport options.  Both options A and B need to be utilised to 
spread the urban infill needed across all of town of Cambridge but kept support around 
already built up areas.   

675 Generally support scenario A:  conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m by placing density in 
urban consolidation areas; makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and 
train stations; won't impact on traditional residential streets as much; will help link West 
Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link project that Wembley Ward want. 

679 Increased density within walking distance of shops, restaurants, doctors surgery is good 
idea. 

680 Capitalises on existing train and bus routes. 

693 Fully support scenario A focussing on growth around district centres. 

700 Sensible scenario. Centre development definitely is way to go. 

701 Support scenario A - utilises high frequency transport routes and train stations - helpful 
for the Leederville link. Won't impact on our nice peaceful residential streets as much. 

710 Generally support this scenario - logical to utilise high frequency transport routes and 
three train stops.  Conforms with Perth & Peel @ 3.5m.  Concentrates density close to 
employment and education opportunities e.g. hospitals, Perth CBD, universities, main 
corridors with business activity. 

717 Generally support scenario A. Allows for increased density in appropriate areas (x3) 
chosen as growth face. 

719 I like the concentration of growth in thse areas as it will not detract from the garden 
character of the City Beach suburbs. Experience may lead to realization that the areas 
concerned are not big enough to accommodate the demand. 

724 General support for this option using major centres as focus for more growth 

732 I like that increased density is around centres that can support + provide benefits to the 
residents in these dwellings. 
What I don't want to see is this higher density creeping into the streets surrounding. 
Limit to / street block perimeter. We must preserve the character + streetscape of our 
inner residential streets. 

734 Increased development around the activity centres is a good idea but 10 storeys at 
Floreat Forum is appalling, This will have a major impact in an important landscape 
context + a garden city and Bold Park Terrible idea. Why isnt there more development at 
the City Beach district centre? 

735 Preferred scenario as it will utilise existing high frequency transport routes and train 
stations and is consitant with existing higher density development. 
In particular it does not impact on traditional residential streets in the Town of 
Cambridge comapred with other scenarios - B and C 
Concentration density in urban consolidated areas 

738 Generally support scenario A.  Will empower business owners in high frequency transport 
hubs.  Places density in urban consolidation areas. 

744 Higher density needs to be close to public transport. 

745 This scenario appears to be what I suggested in responding to the earlier survey on 
greater density ie around major business centre and public transport corridors. 
However, I would not like to see any change impact negatively on single housing lots in 
nearby side streets 

749 I agree with scenario A focusssing growth on the three district centres of Floreat Forum, 
Wembley Town Centre and West Leederville Activity Centre. 

750 I agree with scenario A of limiting the increased density to the areas near floreat forum, 
wembley town centre and west leederville activity centre.  The roads railway station and 
shopping centres can service increases in population without destroying the single 
residential character of the surrounding garden suburbs of Cambridge. 

752 Most acceptable of the three options.  Endeavour to keep our suburbs streets leafy and 
pleasing to live in. 

754 Agree with centres ability to grow in an acceptable fashion. Availability of transport is an 
advantage and makes the scenario a reasonal course of action. 

759 I support the idea of the urban growth around the district centres - but not in a 
residential area. 

765 Yes - generally agree with this proposal for Wembley Town Centre and West Leederville 
activity centre.  

771 Generally support this scenario.  Density increase should be on places near train stations 
and big shopping centres. 



772 I like this scenario best because it has the least impact on residential areas with their 
unique green garden/beach character - it makes sense to focus on district centres where 
development has already started and public transport is available. I would rather not 
change anything but I think scenario A is the least disruptive. It would be best not to 
decide now but wait for new council in Cot 2017. 

773 This scenario is acceptable as the areas are already devleoped with shopping facilities, 
parking, good transport.  It makes sense to further develop these areas if done in an 
environmentally friendly way. 

774 This scenario is acceptable as the areas are already devleoped with shopping facilities, 
parking, good transport.  It makes sense to further develop these areas if done in an 
environmentally friendly way. 

775 Just acceptable but not too dense or becomes a slum after 10-20 years. 

776 This scenario is acceptable as the areas are already devleoped with shopping facilities, 
parking, good transport.  It makes sense to further develop these areas if done in an 
environmentally friendly way. 

777 The fact it is centred around shopping and transport.   

778 Support scenario A.  Train stations and public transport facilities already exist to support 
urban growth.  Areas of urban consolidation so logical to focus urban growth in district 
centres.  Impact on residential streets won't be as great. 

779 Don't mind this one so much as long as it sticks to shopping centres and train stations. 

784 Support scenario A - makes sense to utilise high frequency transport.  Will not impact on 
traditional residential streets as much. 

785 Support scenario A because it makes sense to focus urban growth in the district centres 

786 I support concept near high density/transport centres. 

791 The fact it is centred around shopping and transport.   

793 I like this scenario, having hubs & good eating places and maybe attracting high end 
fasion/homewards shops is very Melbourne like and will attract people there with the 
public transport access. 

796 I agree that existing business hubs should be utilised.  We need more services within the 
town.  Hubs such as the Floreat Forum should be utilised with services focussed on more 
roads such as the Boulevard and Cambridge Streets. 

800 I like the idea that Wembley has a bigger commercial develoment Plan.  Opportunity to 
develop a mall down.  Love the West Leederville district centre.  Like to see a mall down 
northwood st.  Floreat and Wembley commercial centres need to dvelopment. 

803 Agree fully to scenario A.  Especially around the forum, the boulevard the library the shell 
garage. Some of these homes are 50-60 years old falling apart. People too old to look 
after such big blocks. A no brainer. And great for Floreat. Floreat could become best in 
WA as the genious Mayor Withers wanted and would have given us. 

804 The district centres scenario is a good approach.  Increased public transport will half 
reduce traffic congestion. 

805 I support scenario A because it conforms with placing density in consolidated areas; 
utilises high frequency transport routes and train services; wont impact adversley on 
traditional residential streets; link West Leederville to Leederville in accordance with the 
Leederville Link project. 

815 Generally support development around Floreat Forum, Wembley town centre and West 
Leederville activity centre.   

817 I like the focus on 'nodes' for urban growth compared with scenario B as it will give 
variation to bulk, height etc along the main road e.g. Cambridge St.  I agree that 
increased density should occur around transport orientated sites e.g. Leederville station - 
rail, greater height. 

820 I support scenario A.  Keeping high density around existing transport and activity hubs 
e.g. forum, Wembley and West Leederville. 

821 I support this style of growth centred around district centres.  It works in europe.  It 
keeps the village feel.  It helps grow communities. 

826 Positive:  Conforms with the Perth Peel policy by placing density in urban consolidation 
areas.  Agree with density along high frequency transport routes and train stations 
radius.  Doesn't impact on the traditional residentials treets.  Given the town has 
acquired assets to create the Leederville Link project this will help to create and develop 
this link. 

833 Mostly support scenario A.  Concentrate urban growth around the 3 district centres, 
floreat forum, wembley town, and west leederville shopping area.  BUT spread district 
centre and associated residential transition to the SOUTH of Cambridge St in the 
Wembley town Centre.   

836 My preferred scenario.  Good to have growth around established community centres and 
with good public transport access. 



843 Support scenario A - places density in urban areas.  Utilises transport routes.  Satisfies 
Leederville Link objectives. 

853 This proposal makes the most sense in that well utilised district centers can be expanded 
as population increases.  Feeder transport already exists to lessen the impact for cars and 
serves to encourage residents to use public transport so support scenario A. 

854 We support higher density around train stations. 

855 Generally support scenario A.  Makes sense to utilise areas around floreat forum, 
wembley town centre and West Leederville activity centre.  Leave the leafy fuburbs alone 
- for the sake of future generations. 

856 I generally support scenario A. This is consistent with Perth & Peel @ 3.54m by placing 
higher density in areas where there will be good public transport and proximity to district 
centres which should provide good facilities and services within walking distance for a 
large number of residents. 

857 General support for this option using major centres as focus for more growth. 

868 Keeps development out of residential areas. 
Maintains use and development within established centres.   
Infrastructure (e.g. car parking, bus routes) already exists for these centres. 
Reduces impact on traditional residential streets. 

870 Its nice to see some progression within the town of Cambridge  

873 Good capitalisation of train stations (Leederville, City West and West Leederville) to focus 
opportunities higher density. Similarly I like the promoting of the district centre as a focal 
area - this is where people will want to live, work and play - it is the best and most likely 
way to increase density in the city. Plus, the influx of people leads to many social and 
economic benefits (restaurants, cafes, bars, etc) as part of mixed use. The District Centre 
at the existing West Leederville commercial area needs to diversify to become truly 
mixed use. 

880 Good idea to have centres in the areas Floreat, Wembley and West Leederville. Increased 
density in Floreat and Wembley areas 

887 I like the fact that density is clustered around major activity centres and high volume 
public transport arteries. 

888 I generally support this proposal.  Much better than the original A31 in that it focuses 
development along the major transport routes; Cambridge St and near good rail access - 
Joondalup and Fremantle rail line.  
-  high rise near the Leederville Bowls Club so it should not impact as much on residents 

as they are already living in a high density region. 
- Should ensure a better link between the Leederville and West Leederville districts. 

889 Aspects we like include : 
1. consistent with some of the challenges outlined in the Perth & Peel @ 3.5 million 
concept. 
2. opportunities for increased diversity. 

897 1. Increasing density by building multistorey residential buildings around shopping 
centres makes more sense than trying to increase density within every street in the TOC. 
Increasing density across suburbs as a whole would create greater problems (parking, 
increased traffic, loss of trees and greenery, loss of privacy, etc.) than concentrating 
increased density in a smaller area such as a shopping centre. 
2. Higher density around shops and other shopping centre facilities is convenient for less 
ambulatory older people who want to downsize. 
3. Location of district centre to west of Forum lessens impact on surrounding surburban 
streets as there are fewer houses at this end. 
4. Makes use of the high frequency transport routes of Cambridge St, etc. 
5. May improve public transport services (frequency etc) because of increased demand 
for public transport along these high frequency transport routes. 

899 I like the residential transition in the 3 areas but why does City Beach have none? 

901 Use of Activity Centres to create planned, managed and liveable environments is a good 
way to create higher density whilst maintaining existing surrounding built-up residential 
character and amenity. 

903 The district centres are compact and separate enough to have community identity rather 
than endless ribbon development. 
 
With improvements it could be more like Scenario C 
 
Note however my strong reservations of this Scenario A 

906 I like that the residential areas around Floreat and Wembley dont get changed too much 
in terms of streetscape and that the high rise areas are contained to hubs that are suited 
to growth. 
I like that W. Leederville seems to have the most growth in terms of higher buildings as 
W. Leederville is so close to the city and transport and the freeway. 

910 Proposed developments for Floreat and Wembley are appealing but we believe the 
maximum allowable height should be 4 storeys. 

911 Conforms to urban density in consolidation areas 



Uses existing transport routes 
Links Leederville and West Leederville 
Concentrates activity in a particular area 
Increases density of population for easier access to the city and amenities and make 
district centres work 

912 generally supportive of increasing some density options in and around activity centres 
medium density buildings. 

915 I like that this will create an vibrant sense of community life around focal points in the 
community.  

916 - Increased density along Cambridge street- makes sense to do this.  

918 The identification of certain areas as district centres. 

919 Generally do not support this Scenario. Agree with district centres but infill should not be 
restricted to just these areas.  

921 West Leederville DC: Between 4 and 6 storeys abutting Cambridge St.and railway lines. 
Wembley DC: 2storeys ok for surrounding areas. 
Floreat DC: 8 storeys around forum. Surrounding up to 4 storeys. 

924 Not many areas affected 

925 This scenario has the most use of "residential transition" style. 

928 Focus on West Leederville and Wembley Centres makes sense. 

929 The proposals for the Floreat  Forum District Centre. 

930 This is my preferred option. High density urban growth will be centred around West 
Leederville Activity Centre, Floreat Forum and Wembley Town Centre which have access 
to railway stations and frequent bus services. I think urban growth should initially centre 
on West Leederville Activity Centre which already provides a wide range of services and 
commercial opportunities. Development should follow later, when required, at Floreat 
Forum and Wembley Town Centre. 

931 That West Leederville is not the only district centre in the Town of Cambridge. 

933 I support increased density close to CBD eg West Leederville District Centre as it is close 
to various employment/retail/transport facilities: two train lines, bus/walking/cycling 
routes. Increased density close to train lines is preferable , as trains can cope with 
increased numbers far better than current roads can.West Leederville density also keeps 

increased road traffic close to the city, where corridor roads are two lanes. 

934 Overall like the idea of increased density around District Centres.  

935 Generally like the concept of District Centres. 
 
Concentrates development in a single commercial/residential hub where people have the 
choice of an urban lifestyle without spreading development all over our suburbs. 
 
In the case of the planned Wembley District Centre, development has already taken place 
or been approved adjacent to or, in the near vicinity of, the proposed foot print  so why 
not focus on this one area. Better a concentrated planned approach rather than 
developers driving a piecemeal approach on any piece of land they can get their hands 
on. 
 
Consistent with the overall Perth/Peel @ 3.5 million in placing density in urban 
consolidation areas. 
 
Keeps the majority of new development away from traditional residential suburbs. 
 

936 Activity Centres:  Activity Centres can be a good way to create planned, liveable higher 
density environments whilst maintaining existing built-up residential character and 
amenity, if social and physical infrastructure needs are taken into account in a 
comprehensive fashion through the planning process. 

937 Generally like the concept of District Centres. 
 
Concentrates development in a single commercial/residential hub where people have the 
choice of an urban lifestyle without spreading development all over our suburbs. 
 
In the case of the planned Wembley District Centre, development has already taken place 
or been approved adjacent to or, in the near vicinity of, the proposed foot print  so why 
not focus on this one area. Better a concentrated planned approach rather than 
developers driving a piecemeal approach on any piece of land they can get their hands 
on. 
 
Consistent with the overall Perth/Peel @ 3.5 million in placing density in urban 
consolidation areas. 
 
Keeps the majority of new development away from traditional residential suburbs. 



938 Focussing increased density development close to district centres. 
Residential transition concept 

939 The Floreat Forum precinct, if redeveloped, could accommodate a wider range of 
employment opportunities, and potentially more residential dwellings in an area where 
future families are likely to want to live.  Redeveloping this area is likely to be a positive 
for the whole community.  However, as stated below, high-rise development has a 
negative impact on communities and should not be encouraged when there are other 
means of achieving an increased number of residential dwellings. 

940 Only that it concentrates high density activity in selected pockets. 

941 This is my preferred option. It concentrates urban growth around West Leederville 
Activity Centre which is adjacent to a railway station and to Floret Forum and Wembly 
Town Centre which are well surviced by bus services. 

943 Generally support scenario A. 
Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
Wont impact on traditional residential streets as much. These must be maintained as 
much as possible. 
Will help link West Leederville to Leederville project for the Leederville Link project that 
Wembley Ward want. 

945 Transitional considerations for residential area. Lower heights in Wembley. 

946 Nothing other than residential transition being 2 storeys high (but not to 4 storeys as 
mentioned in the local planning strategy). Wembley, in particular, is not a large suburb 
and such development strategies as this local one detracts from the areas character and 
history. There could be development around Floreat Forum but again I would not like to 
see heights in this area get more than 4 to 5 stories. West Leederville could have further 
development but already there are buildings which are too high and detracting from the 
character of this heritage suburb. 

947 That there are community focus points with the district centres and these are located in 
logical spots. 

952 I think it is nice to have some activity in the urban centres. The amount of activity at 
Floreat is about right now. it certainly doesn't need much more. 

954 It keeps development contained to district centres, other than that not that inspiring. 

956 I like the following things about Scenario A: 
That it conforms with key objectives of the State Government's 'Perth and Peel' by 
placing residential density in urban consolidation areas. 

That it won't significantly impact on the single residential areas within the Town. 
That it will help to link West Leederville to Leederville for the Leederville Link Project that 
has been supported by the Wembley Ward Councillors. 
I think that it will place residential density within walking distance of existing high 
frequency public transport routes within the Town that will result in greater use of this 
existing infrastructure and reduce the reliance on cars as the population of the Town 
grows - this makes sense from both a financial and environmental perspective. 
That in increase in residential density around the Floreat Forum will create a more 
vibrant precinct and encourage commercial growth within the Centre, thus creating more 
local jobs. 

957 Conforms with Perth and Peel @ 3.5M by placing density in urban consolidation areas. 
Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
Limited impact on traditional residential streets. 
Improved linkage of West Leederville to Leederville. 
Generally support this option. 

 



 

2 Good 

5 Like townhouse options  

28 There should be no plot ratio controls and set backs to Railway Parade and side 
frontages/side boundaries on corner properties on Railway Parade, encouraging maximum 
use of sites to maximise use of existing public transport.  
All properties along the Railway line should be zoned mixed use to ensure a vibrant and safe 
environment. 

41 Supported: Comment as per Scenario B 

46 This is fine but it must include the Boulevarde Shopping Centre in City Beach. They must take 
their share of the infill.  

74 tick 

101 All of the development is away from me 

178 Support most aspects. High density in areas of carbon consolidation - near high frequency 
transport routes 

179 Support "A" with reservations 

180 SUPPORT "A" WITH SOME RESERVATIONS. 

181 most logical 
preserves amenity of the 'garden suburbs' 

188 Happy with all aspects 

226 Moderate change to existing footprint. 

227 This scenario puts higher density in consolidated urban areas and is near already existing 
high frequency transit routes and train stations. Has low impact on existing traditional 
residential streets. 
Generally supportive of this option. 

247 Generally OK 

255 Residential Transition - with strict regulation on height and density. 

262 some infill in Floreat area 

282 Urban growth in West Leederville  

283 Floreat forum 

309 Builds on existing trends 
Simple 3 points of focus  

370 This reads all right - but is there room at these centres? 

372 Better than B and C Scenarios 

373 I generally support scenario A as will help link West Leederville to Leederville via Leederville 
link project that Wembley ward councillors want. 
I only agree with density being concentrated in SOUTHPORT BUSINESS DISTRICT & not to spill 
into traditional streets where I lived.  This confirms to Perth and feel 3.5 utilizes transport 
routes & trains. 

374 Generally support Sc A 
- It will help link WL to Leederville for link project that councillors want (Wembley) 
- Won't impact traditional streets as much (especially if business node of South Port St is 
used with no residential buffer) 
- Makes sense as complies with Perth & Peel 3.5 & utilizes high frequency transport routes & 
train stations. 

376 Generally I like A as it complies with good planning but I would like it to stay in the business 
district of Southport Street and not spill into the residents streets where my dad used to live 
- it will help link West Leederville to Leederville. 

377 I like , this complies with good planning however I would like it to stay in the business district 
of Southport Street. 

380 Makes sense - agree this scenario should be considered further 

381 Generally support scenario A  

389 Likes - allows the most retention of garden streetscape that drew existing residents to the 
area. 

408 Seems fine, but large blocks (1/4 acre+) and big corner blocks should be able to be 
developed into 2 properties/dwellings, as originally proposed in the 'maison-type' 
developments. 

417 Generally support scenario A. 

419 This scenario A is generally accepted. 



443 Development along Cambridge Street. 

454 I like the idea of residential transition and think this should be the predominate in all 
districts. High rise appartments up to 10 stories tall are too much for west leederville. There 
are enough of these as it is.  

472 Mixed use developments 

484 Higher density between Railway and Cambridge St, Southport St West Leederville. 

487 Some distribution of development along cambridge street 

511 Better shopping facilities. 

528 Proximity to community centers 

533 The development of high street commercial areas has merit. 

534 The opportunity exists to create a European style Piazza design. This has proved to be an 
effective way of humanising medium to high density housing with the area being the social 
focal point. This plan also has the least impact on the greatest number of existing residents. 

573 Increased development around Floreat Centre. 

575 Carefully managed development should be allowed (but see below). 

584 Generally support 

594 I commend all aspects of Scenario A. 

599 The only part of this plan is there is "growth" planning taking place by the Town of 
Cambridge. 
It is vital that we continue to look "forward" and grow in the best ways to protect and 
maintain the beauty and use of our Town. 

608 Potential to enliven the area, BUT this is something that must happen 'organically' in order 
to be authentic and sustainable.  It cannot be forced. 

615 looks fine 

616 generally support Scenario A 

628 Floreat and Wembly proposed changes  

632 Wembley through to West Leederville is already sprinkled with higher development and 
from Harbourne to the east, sits on the railway and is close to busses, so can better support 

5 to 10 storeys. So it makes sense to develop areas 1& 2 on the sketch but not area 3 

652 This is my preferred option. Floreat forum definitely needs to be upgraded/expanded 

666 Outlook for growth.  
Openness to mixed use. 

668 GENERALLY SUPPORT SCENARIO A 

673 General support for scenario A. 

678 OK 

681 Support combination of both scenarios (a & b) 

687 Mixed use is helpful, and hopefully adding to the diversity of the Town. When there is a focal 
point, we imagine people will still be drawn from surrounding suburbs, e.g. City Beach 
residents come to Floreat Forum. 

689 Generally support scenario A.  Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes/train 
stations. 

691 We agree and support scenario A 

692 Ok with me. 

694 Has to be. 

696 Scenario A generally acceptable except: 

697 Correctly implemented this scenario would contain aspects of orderly and proper planning 
for the district.  

698 This appears sensible as facilities and public transport are easy to access. 

714 Partially support due to the reasons far left [standard Coast Ward proforma) 

715 Tick, tick 

718 OK 

720 Generally support scenario A 

721 Generally support scenario A 

722 General support for scenario A: a) conforms to state government planning policy by placing 
density in urban centres  



b) sensible in regard to use high frequency transport corridors and train lines 
c) low impact on traditional residential streets with preservation of heritage and amenity 
values associated with garden suburbs 
d) promotes West Leederville - Leederville linage as desired by Wembley Ward  

723 Generally support A. Conforms with Perth and Peel A 3.5 by placing density in urban 
consolidation areas. *PTA Stuff up in Cambridge street in West Leederville that has occurred 
needs to be fixed. Wont impact on traditional streets much. Will help to link Leederville to 
the Wembley Ward as wanted 

726 This is my next preferred option after scenario B 

730 Seems ok 

731 I generally support scenario A. 
This will not impact traditional streets as the previous A31 did. It is good to utilise high 
frequency transport routes + train station, although bringing a good deal more traffic to this 
area is of great concern. Is it necessary to debate about increasing the population + 
accomodation in this area when there are a great number of empty apartments in Perrylakes 
development 

733 Generally support but 8-10 storeys is too high-6 max is suitable in Floreat. 8-10 in Wembley + 
Leederville is suitable as is closer to the city. WHY is there no development in City Beach? 
There is no reason higher density there too.Keeps existing garden suburbs but develops on 
major transport routes and rail stations. General subdivision like Amendnent 31 are 
TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE could also include Herdman + Brookdale Centres 

742 Generally support.  

746 Generally support growth in these areas if land is available and devleopment won't adversely 
affect existing landholder, i.e. land values, overshadowing, views, etc. 

747 Acceptable - if a good case can be demonstrated. 

748 Provisional support for this scenario A as the use of frequent transport and trains makes this 
plan a sensible solution. 

753 Generally support. 

755 Supportive except 

756 Generally support scenario A.  Availability of high frequency transport and train stations.  
Less impact on residential areas.  Supports Leederville Link project. 

757 Support this scenario strongly.  Provides good access to most facilities - shops, transport, 

community services.  Can become a pivotal point for local transport.  Less need to cars and 
congestion if public transport is well provided.  Won't interfere with suburban streetscapes 
and generally maintain the 'garden suburbs'. 

758 To scenario A, I have no objection. 

760 General support scenario A (see left) however your info was based on dwellings. Info on 
actual population would have been useful. 

762 Generally support. 

763 Conditional support depending upon detail in plans to progress strategy.  Support limit of 6 
storeys. 

764 Generally support scenario A. 

788 Support this scenario 

789 Support A. 

790 Generally support this scenario.  Keeps developments to designated locations where design, 
size, etc can be better regulated. 

792 Generally support scneario A. 

794 Generally support scneario A. 

798 I like this plan, very good aspects of extra growth. 

801 This would be my second choice provided there was off street parking as Cambridge St will 
be construted with this development. 

807 Modest support. 

810 Acceptable scenario.  Traffic congestion will be alleviated with increase in public 
transportation. 

811 Transition zones on Salvado Rd east of Selby St OK. There is a cycle path here and quality of 
housing is suitable for development. Even with a limit of 2-4 storeys overshadowing 
particularly blocking winter sun from the north needs to be taken into account. 

812 Like 1, 2, 3. 

818 Generally support scenario A.  Amakes use of high frequency transport routes and train 
station. 



822 Yes generally support scenario A. 

823 Agree with lots of this - guess the devil is in the detail. 

834 Support this - use high frequency transport routes.  Won't impact on traditional residential 
streets. 

835 Reluctantly prefer this scenario. 

837 Sensible use of existing infrastructure without overously impacting amenity of local residents 
who have chosen to live away from centres of development.  Support. 

838 Generally support scenario A.  Makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes/train 
stations. Won't impact traditional residential streets as much. 

844 Generally support scenario A 

845 We generally support A & B but lot more community support and information needs to be 
given. 

846 Yes support this.  Will have no impact no traditional residential streets. 

850 Generally support. 

851 Generally supportive of scenario A. 

859 Some densification is ok, but not too much. 

875 agree 

886 area 2 & 3 are reasonable to a degree.  I would not like the residential transition areas to be 
any higher than 2 stories. 

892 Generally support increased commercial, community and residential use on site of Floreat 
forum and immediate surrounds, no higher than the suggested storeys 

894 The idea of concentrating development by "nodes" of existing commercial centres makes 
sense in some respects, however, HUGE amounts of money has been spent on the West 
Leederville activity centre, slowing the traffic to one-lane, in favour of "pedestrianising" the 
area. Any new developments have to take in the fact that there are more people, more cars, 
more traffic and more congestion 

914 District Centre 1 located in more of a commercial / less-utilised area of West Leederville. 

926 It isn't Amendment 31. 

950 I do think I can support District Centres but this must be carefully managed to ensure 
appropriate infrastructure is also allowed for including enough allowance for green space, 
parking, community assets like parks and schools.  Developers need to ensure enough 
parking for residents and visitors, this is too often overlooked.  Heritage precincts should be 
protected. 
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there is 
existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look at 
how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be lost to 
infill to reach a questionable target. 
I do like that it leaves most existing residential areas as is.  The original design of suburbs like 
Floreat , City Beach and Wembley are protected ie garden surburbs.  This is important for 
our environment, local residents who purchased in those areas and to protect endangered 
species like the Carnaby Cockatoos.  It also makes sense as these are not near train stations 
or other major transport hubs. 

951 identifying where the built up areas will be 

953 I do think I can support District Centres but this must be carefully managed to ensure 
appropriate infrastructure is also allowed for including enough allowance for green space, 
parking, community assets like parks and schools.  Developers need to ensure enough 
parking for residents and visitors, this is too often overlooked.  Heritage precincts should be 
protected. 
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there is 
existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look at 
how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be lost to 
infill to reach a questionable target. 
I do like that it leaves most existing residential areas as is.  The original design of suburbs like 
Floreat, City Beach and Wembley are protected ie garden surburbs.  This is important for our 
environment, local residents who purchased in those areas and to protect endangered 
species like the Carnaby Cockatoos.  It also makes sense as these are not near train stations 
or other major transport hubs. 

955 I do think I can support District Centres but this must be carefully managed to ensure 
appropriate infrastructure is also allowed for including enough allowance for green space, 
parking, community assets like parks and schools.  Developers need to ensure enough 
parking for residents and visitors, this is too often overlooked.  Heritage precincts should be 
protected. 

Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there is 
existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look at 
how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be lost to 
infill to reach a questionable target. 



I do like that it leaves most existing residential areas as is.  The original design of suburbs like 
Floreat, City Beach and Wembley are protected ie garden suburbs.  This is important for our 
environment, local residents who purchased in those areas and to protect endangered 
species like the Carnaby Cockatoos.  It also makes sense as these are not near train stations 
or other major transport hubs. 

 

 

  



 

36 Very little 

40 All comments, like those of everyone else one coloured to some extent by self-interest 

56 Like: Retention of POS near forum, quarry + Templetonia. Dev around forum Birkdale. 

57 LIKE: Pt 1, 2 

104 Absolutely none 

113 Nil 

117 Living in West Leederville, I accept a level of residential "in-fill" to create higher density 
living. However I object to multi-story dwellings in the area. There should be more 
townhouse and unit development and NO development above 2 story height. 

168 None 

342 I don't know Leederville sufficiently to comment.  Areas close to the Railway seems ?? 

435 None 

436 Nil, we do not want more density increases to West Leederville.  
We have spent significant money moving into the area based upon the unparalleled appeal 
and offering of West Leederville - which is being able to purchase a large, non-subdivided 
block with a character home over with over 100yrs of history - in the inner city.  
Any increase to the density seriously threatens this beautiful appeal and will see thousands 
of collective years of magical property replaced with modern box garbage as developers seek 
to create more and more unliveable shoe boxes. 
It also is an insult to existing owners who have invested millions into a lifestyle not offered 
anywhere else in Perth. Protect your current owners.  Look after those that already call and 
make West Leederville home & special. 
Local amenities, ancillary services, schools and road infrastructure can not cope with further 
density increases and the dramatic additional load it would place on these services. 

440 Nothing.  

441 None of them. Completely dissatisfied with the proposal. 

442 None. I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school.  

444 Nothing 

445 Nothing!  
West Leederville should not be the high densitiy scapegoat for the rest of Cambridge.  

446 None. 

448 That some development will be moved west to Floreat, but 10 storeys is too much. The rest 
is terrible 

449 None 

452 None.  
I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds additional 
pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. 
You are asking us to respond to proposals / maps provided, that really are not worth the 
paper they are written on, there is no relevant backing to the "facts"? there is NO evidence 
of where this information has been derived  from. Where is the information these are based 
on and I, along with all the other members and residents of West Leederville wish to see this 
before we agree to any such vaguely proposed assumptions. To me it sounds like the Council 
has "decided" that this is their agenda and what ever we, the residents, might have to add, 
will not even be considered.  Before we make any decisions, provide us with what we need 
to know i.e. the facts, the source of where this information derives and exactly what 
commitments are required to be made and by whom?? then we will stand a better chance 
and be able to make a much more educated comments. Do not attempt to railroad us into 
this is what is " expected " by government and it is a commitment that HAS to be made until 
we see evidence of that and if that is the case, it certainly needs to be spread equitably 
across the entire council , including City Beach ! 
 

453 None. This scenario is not acceptable. 

457 There is nothing to like about this scenario.  It is greedy, ill thought out and will result in 
poorly planned ad-hoc greedy development set in amongst quiet residential streets.  You will 
see 4-6 storey monster buildings crowing out and overshadowing residential houses.  West 
Leederville has a tight community with people who have moved here to be part of that.  
Don't destroy it.  This scenario sees West Leederville as an infill scapegoat for City Beach. 

459 - I like no aspect of Scenario A 

460 None 

461 Nothing. Too high density in a small historic residential area. 



462 Nil at present 

464 None 

465 None 

466 None 

473 None 

481 None 

485 None 

486 ALL scenarios are not acceptable. West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density 
increases. No more density increase for West Leederville. West Leederville cannot and 
should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

489 None without further information and consultation. 

496 None , there is insufficient information on these plans and streets such as Tate street must 
be kept as residential with the high streets being commercial. Also number of storeys for 
commercial build to be minimised and other areas in the town should share the increased 
density  

498 Very little 

499 none of aspects are acceptable 

502 None 

506 Nothing 

509 None. 

518 Very little. !! Apart from an acceptance that Perth needs to develop its inner City densities 
albeit though sound developed planning. This scenario is not sound.  

519 I do not accept any aspects of Scenario A.  

520 I don't like any aspect of plan A 

521 Not acceptable.  

523 None - this is a totally unfair imposition on West Leederville and will ruin its character and 
heritage.  Some increase in Floreat (but not to 10 storeys) seems like a reasonable idea but 

should be more widely spread. 
The lack of any pain for City Beach residents is inequitable, but not surprising given the Town 
appears to be run for and by City Beach landowners. 

524 Nothing. 

526 None 

527 Not much - high development areas are fine near train stations 

530 Can't see any positives for my location 

532 None of them 

536 I don't like anything about this Scenario. 
 
  

539 None 

544 This does not allow for options within the community of City Beach.  

546 None 

547 None 

550 NONE 

552 I do not like scenario A at all 

555 It's OK but Scenario B is better with the suggestions I have made. 

556 There is nothing in this plan I like.  

557 None 

574 None  

579 Oppose concept needs a more balanced density plan across the Town of Cambridge. 

581 Nothing 

582 Oppose the concept 

596 This scenario is not acceptable 

597 I don't like any aspect relating to Scenario A. 



600 None 

604 None 

607 None of the above. The area is already struggling with constant construction and an 
overpopulated school.  

610 no aspects 

612 Nothing about this Scenario is acceptable. 

613 Nothing 

624 None, I consider the scenario to be unacceptable to residents of West Leederville. The 
existing West Leederville activity plan is more than enough density for the services that are 
available in the district particularly with respect to the primary school. 

630 None. This is not acceptable. 

636 None. 

638 I am trying to be balanced, but there is nothing I like about this scenario.  

644 None 

645 None. Don't support Scenario A. 

651 Don't like this one. 

653 None 

654 None.   

663 Community services 

664 Don't  

667 There is no aspect of "Scenario A" that is acceptable. 

669 None 

869 None 

871 NONE 

872 I am very concerned about the implications of all three scenarios for West Leederville.  
 

All three scenarios propose (further) increases  in density for the suburb which would result 
in significant loss of amenity. With the exception of transport infrastructure, there is 
insufficient social infrastructure to support further increases in density (see additional 
comments below).  
 
In addition, increased density (in the form of the range of multi-story development buildings 
suggested in the plans) would put at risk the unique historical character of the suburb - with 
these changes to planning arrangements (if progressed) providing further incentive to 
replace historic homes with multi-floor unit developments.  
 
In terms of my response, the comments provided under Scenario A (in this box and below) 
apply equally (and in some cases more so) to the Scenarios B and C. Because of their 
negative impact on West Leederville there is very little in the all three scenarios that i like. 

874 N/A 

876 Not a preferred option 

879 I like nothing in Scenario A to be honest. It is the worst of the 3. West Leederville, as in all the 
scenarios, gets smashed. 

881 DO not support any infill 

882 None 

883 Two much urban growth in West Leederville. 

884 none 

885 I understand need for more development but am concerned about the impact on the 
immediate single residential home owners, it may be that longer term those owners would 
expect their zoning to be slightly increased to take a benefit from a graduated outwards flow 
of density too. Currently it is nice and quiet in the wembley town centre something that will 
be .lost if bigger density occurs on the hotel car park site. Also concerns about access 
through roads appearing from simper to Alexander that are currently low key access. 

891 Don't agree with it at all but if I have to comment its as follows: 
 
Area 1, 2 and 3 but only orange and yellow zones of each   -  they existing retail / commercial 
nodes with key transport nodes within the town. If you spread it far and wide along 
Cambridge they will die like Subiaco which is costing rate payers more and more each year 

895 As a current home owner and resident in West Leederville, there is very little in Scenario A to 
like. 



896 - A terrible scenario with very limited merit. 
- The establishment of a Floreat Forum district centre. 
- The focus on the Southport Node (east of Southport Street). 
- Is consistent with transit oriented development. 

902 None of it 

904 None. This scenario is not acceptable. 

913 All comments below. 

917 None 

922 Nil 

923 None 

927 None. Strongly oppose all aspects of this Scenario.  

932 None 

948 Please note these comments are written and submitted by (redacted) 
 
There are no aspects of this Senario that are positive for the West Leederviile Centre District 

949 Nil.  

 



 

 

  



 

1 Lack of densification along the central and coastal areas means less opportunity for 
people in these areas to downsize and stay in the same neighbourhood.  People who may 
prefer to live in higher density dwellings may also like to live nearer to the beach or 
parklands and not just close to shops and/or transport.  

3 Option does not provide a variety of housing for the whole town. Instead it concentrates 
it in certain areas. If you want to downsize you are forced into these areas.  

6 This plan does not adequately address housing choices in City Beach and Floreat - more 
housing options required throughout the town. 

22 City Beach is lacking a centre.  There are opportunities for a coastal node. 
This option doesn't maximise opportunities around Lake Monger.  

36 cluster hubs aka district centres 
significant increase in density in west Leederville 
sick of preserving large blocks in western end of town of Cambridge and creating density 
at the cost of the heritage part of Cambridge 

67 I do not support focal point development, I believe it should be spread out 

73 Too much density focussed around only 3 small areas 

75 I don’t like the focussed intensity. It damages the intense areas and minimises 
investment in the other areas.  

77 Too much in Leederville, nothing in Floreat & City Beach which is not fair & lots of these 
residents would like to live on smaller clocks & not have to move away 

79 Don’t like Leederville having to carry the majority of the increased density living. This 
should be spread evenly across the town of Cambridge 

80 Too much density W. Leederville 

86 -the City beach area is completely left out!  Why do we not get to benefit from increased 
density and improvement of our local centres/facilities?? We in City Beach will be even 
further isolated as public transport will have no need to improve to our area if there is no 
increased development/local centres as drawcards. 
- there is already significant high density development in Leederville; and already there 
are significant parking issues and traffic delays. I feel sure that the local residents of the 
area will not be happy to have just about all the extra development on their doorstep 
instead of it being spread out over the whole Cambridge council land.  

92 This scenario fails to take advantage of the area within the 800m arc from Subiaco 
Station within Cambridge boundary eg transitional  residential around the cross roads of 
Harbourne and Cambridge Streets   

97 It doesn't include any additional build up of housing density along the main roads, 
especially Cambridge Street, which is a waste as this whole road (at least out to Floreat 
Forum) will have good public service. 

112 This plan lacks corridor planning, the coastal precinct has no change, there should be a 
couple of greenfield, higher density developments in the TOC and  there is a lack of bike 
paths. 

126 It seems that West Leederville has to take the brunt of it, and City Beach has no impact at 
all. This doesn't feel equitable.   

129 I don't like how it impinges on the wembley section inward from cambridge street. The 
section between 

132 Too much emphasis on West Leederville- where is the increased density in Floreat & City 
Beach?!  West Leederville already has increased its density, block size 300m2 whilst 
Floreat & City Beach remain at 900m2 +.   West Leederville amenities can't cope with 
more density, esp primary school already over capacity.   

149 It completely ignores the fact that there is an identical District Centre at the Empire 
/Boulevard Shopping Centre which is also serviced by an adjacent bus route. 
Something fishy about this omission. 
Apparently Scenario A is not based on Planning Principles but local politics. 
 
Also there is no mention of community activity hubs or services to be attached to the 3 
District Centres. This makes it appear as if the Planning imperative is solely  
to create more dwellings rather than vibrant communities. There is a high potential for 
this to lead to soul less suburbs. 

168 No infill to city beach  

187 There needs to be choice so that residents can downsize in their preferred location.  The 
Floreat forum discussion mentioned intergenerational housing.  I can't see any mention 
of it and I don't think residents should be dictated to in terms of who they live with. 

191 Why does City Beach not have any developments proposed as do the other centres?  
They do have transport networks.  Is there any allowance for the saving of large mature 
trees? 

209 Too much focus on W. Leedy & Wembley non on City Beach.  These suburbs have great 



heritage value which will be destroyed by high rise. 

210 Commercial centres to sparse 
- more centres to the west needed 
- need to emphasize walk access rather than vehicle access 

223 VERY concerned about the proposed density in West Leederville area. There seem very 
disproportionate and equally distributed through the town of Cambridge.  

226 There unfortunately is no change to the City Beach area, this is not equitable and the 
equitable spread of density should be a principle for this exercise. Too much density in 
Floreat and W-Leederville. 
 
No transport corridors as proposed in the transport plan released last year are included 
in these scenarios, how are these factored into scenario design? 

230 Emphasis on ruining West Leederville. Western Cambridge spared yet again.  
Subdivision already rampant in West Leederville and it has not been done well.  Rapidly 
losing its leafy street and heritage appeal. 
 
So what if it's close to the CBD. Stop trying to turn it INTO the CBD. Surely more people 
would also like to live near the beach in mor high density buildings. 
 
West Leederville already has a good number of high rise flats (future slums).  Perth 
overall  an oversupply of flats currently.  Ask any valuer whether they represent a good 
investment right now. 

231 Scenario A is not acceptable! West Leederville will lose entirely its characteristics and 
such density increase is not acceptable. Wembley and Floreat District Center will be 
affected too much as well.  

234 No proposed residential transition in City Beach. There is no opportunity for infill housing 
in this area thus limiting choices for existing resident to downsize. I don't like higher 
density development in Floreat and Leederville. 

239 West Leederville and Wembley have already seen its recent fair share of density 
increases. 

240 The heavy emphasis on West Leederville which would effectively destroy the historic 
suburb.    

246 Undue emphasis on West Leederville including total destruction of the amenity of those 
living in the eastern end of the suburb. 

251 One of the valuable aspects of the Cambridge town is its corridor from city to sea.   
 
Part of the drive for a new strategy seems to be urban infill.  The clearest opportunity lies 
in the large individual blocks around City Beach, which will lead to greater public services 
for all.  West Leederville in particular seems to be doing its bit to be good regional 
citizens: how about those closer to the ocean? 

253 I would like to see a District Centre in City Beach also, perhaps in the Boulevard around 
the Shopping Centre. 

258 This Scenario is UNACCEPTABLE. It places the bulk of the density increases in West 
Leederville, which has already had significant increases in recent years.  It shift none of 
those increases to Floreat or City Beach.  West Leederville has many historic streets and 
homes which will be destroyed by these plans.  Further there are insufficient amenities to 
cope with the increased density. 

262 Two much focus on Wembley and West Leederville 

273 Clusters of growth around district centers is poor planning 

278 none of them - I feel West Leederville is already very built up, with traffic congestion and 
parking problems. Other parts of the town could easily accommodate higher density - 
around Floreat, for example. High density limited to a very narrow part of West 
Leederville. Excessive heights. No thought given to how traffic and congestion will be 
managed.  

280 Focuses all density increase in west Leederville. Need to spread the density increases 
across all suburbs, particularly city beach and Floreat.  

283 Further density increases in West Leederville are unacceptable 

288 Unfair distribution of density into just a few smaller suburbs which are already taking the 
brunt - heights over 2 stories apart from along arterial roads are unacceptable to us as 
residents and will encourage developers to destroy even more character homes in West 
Leederville. An even distribution of increased density across all suburbs would be fair and 
would even out the load on existing amenities eg parks and schools. This is a blatantly 
unfair and political process which reflects the biased views of councillors who were 
elected to preserve land densities in the western suburbs at the expense of older 
suburbs. 

297 West Leederville and east end of Wembley take the brunt of the higher density 
proposed. 

299 The density in the West Leederville area is too intense and the high density area goes 



across too larger area.  This density should be shared through the entire Town of 
Cambridge area.  The height of the proposed building are way to high.  There will be no 
privacy due to the building height.    The schooling facilities in West Leederville will not 
cope with increased density let alone the streets and parking areas sue to the increased 
number of residents in a very small area. 

304 No Residential Transition in City Beach  
The heights around Floreat - should be 6 stories max. 
Too much development around West Leederville. 

311 The lack of diversity of residential choices in the western suburbs. 

319 Too concentrated in West Leederville.   
 
Doesn't consider pressure on amenities (such as parking, schools, parks etc). 

348 Not supportive of this option as most of the development will be in West Leederville & 
Wembley.  The multi-storey and consequent population and traffic concentrations are 
not conducive to social harmony or traffic comfort. 

349 There is room to redevelop Floreat Forum and include residential development.  Why 
isn't City Beach included for apartments near the surf club? 

368 I Disagree with all the scenarios!  City Beach residents rejected any increase in density - 
why should W. Leederville residents pay the price?  Any increase in density should be 
spread equitably across the town and transport systems put in place to link to rail 
systems.  We, like City Beach Residents a pleasant environment to live in. 

369 I disagree with all of these!  A choice between something & something gives us hideous 
answers like the bell-tower.  In fill should be spread across Cambridge. W. Leederville has 
already done its bit.  I dispute population modelling - this was done during the boom.  
Climate change with shrinking agriculture and falling amounts of commodities will 
probably see population plateau.  Develop light rail - East and to Ellenbrook - develop 
medium density housing across those long corridors also along existing railway lines. 

441 The high density increase is concentrated to West Leederville while City Beach and 
Floreat have minimal/no increased density. 
Already a glut of high density apartments. 

448 As a West Leederville resident, I feel that more density is being forced upon us. We 
agreed to 4-6 storeys, but you gave us up to 8. 10 is too many. Moving medium/high 
density deeper into the suburbs streets is not the answer.   
i am not anti development, but West Leederville and Wembley are crowded, and some 
development needs to move to the western end of the town of Cambridge  

449 The fact that it singles out West Leederville (which has already done more than it's fair 
share) to take the brunt of further increasing population density. 
 
In my view ALL that areas should carry it's fair share of the load for something that 
actually has to be done.  We ALL have to be a part of that. 
 
West Leederville Primary school has already been expanded and expanded  and there 
does not seem to be enough space to allow it to carry a higher load, and nor should it be 
asked to. 
 
The nearest high school - Perth Mod - is not automatically available to local children and 
has been functionally removed from the equation.  
 
The "three scenarios" are based on sophistry that housing density should be majorly 
based on ONE already existing transport system - in this case the Train system. This is 
sophistry  and a red herring and it lets Floreat and City Beach off the hook.   
 
All current and future transport solutions must be looked at so that ALL areas do what 
needs to be done equitably. 

453 - The fact that historical buildings in West Leederville will not be maintained.  
- West Leederville already has higher density living than the other suburbs in the Town of 
Cambridge and therefore should not bear the brunt of increased higher density living. 
- The West Leederville Primary School is already at capacity and any increased density 
would put further pressure on this school. 
- Other amenities in the West Leederville area would also be detrimentally affected by 
increased density living 
- West Leederville has already been subject to increased density living with zoning 
changes over the time 

454 The high density areas of West Leederville. Why are there no medium density presincts 
closer to floreat and city beach. The number of new residential addresses should be more 
evenly spread across Cambridge.  

457 No infil in City Beach?  Really?  How convenient.  I'm sure that will get lots of votes at the 
next election but it won't get mine.  There is too much development around West 
Leederville.  Potential for density in a city that is at the wrong end of the mining boom, 
with an overflow of apartments already on the market that can't be sold.  DON'T destroy 
our suburb. 

458 Possibly too centred around West Leederville however this is the district which is closest 
to the CBD which makes logical sense for high density.  Don't want to destroy the local 
character too significantly. 



459 - it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
- it fails to leverage other suburbs such as City Beach which remain unaffected which can 
support density and lifestyle choices 
- proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Floreat Forum which is out of character 
with the area 
- proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
- it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
- it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
- it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
- it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

462 The proposal appears to land the burden of  growth primarily with the West Leederville 
Area, whilst City Beach appears to bare no responsibility and the areas of Floreat & 
Wembley are minimal. In addition the proposal appears to provide no plan or direction in 
respect of infrastructure, such as schools (WLPS - which is already at it's limits), transport, 
basic services (sewarage, power, gas etc.) and the like to accommodate the additional 
population. I would suggest an agreement to any scenario needs to understand all 
aspects relating to urban development.  

470 city beach is not contributing to the required overall density increase 
west Leederville is contributing too much to the required overall density increase 
the footprint for rezoning in west Leederville too large 

472 Too much concentrated on West Leederville. 
4-10 storeys in West Leederville and 8-10 storeys in Floreat is too high. 
2-4 as in Wembley would be better. 

481 That it is clearly designed to protect City Beach and Floreat at the expense of already 
densely populated areas such as West Leederville. You lead with your bias.  

486 ALL scenarios are not acceptable. West Leederville has already seen its fair share of 
density increases. No more density increase for West Leederville. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

487 Excess development of West Leederville, where civic amenities such as schools are in 
short supply.  Over-reliance on railway connectivity to guide development. 

498 The vast majority of the higher density allocation is in West Leederville which as a suburb 
has the greatest proportion of Federation character homes. Not a great mix. It seems 

other suburbs such as City Beach are not carrying their weight. 

503 no advantage taken of the full (large scale) potential of developing Forum which is the 
natural centre of the town 
-adding to the woes of negotiating Cambridge by increasing density in Wembley 
-thinking Cambridge is the go-to for such a hash pash that has become thanks to previous 
small thinking 

504 Most of it. West Leederville is a historic suburb already devastated by horrible grey 
buildings and scenario A plans for many more. If the plan is for the town to increase 
density, it should be distributed throughout the whole town. The plan for substantially 
increased dwellings was made during the mining "boom" so those figures are no longer 
relavant. The infrastructure in West Leederville (school, roads) cannot cater for anymore 
density the way it is. 

505 Too complex. Instead I suggest that most of the properties between 100 m north of 
Cambridge Street and the southern Town of Cambridge boundary should permit 
buildings of 10 storeys or more. The rest of Town of Cambridge properties should be 
zoned R30 with a maximum 2 storey building height. 20% of City Beach properties should 
permit buildings of 10 storeys or more. Except as just noted, West Leederville property 
zoning should stay the same. With these recommendations the property zoning 
apportioning from suburb to suburb should be approximately the same. 

506 Higher density in West Leederville 

509 Why are the plans are focused on West Leederville, Wembley and Floreat only while City 
Beach remains untouched. West Leederville has had an unfair amount of infill already. 
Keep high-rises to busy streets if at all (Railway Pde/Cambridge Street). Please do not ruin 
the beautiful heritage of the Hill of Tara and West Leederville streets (St 
Leonards/Vincent/Blencowe etc by converting it to a modern slum. Existing amentiites 
already pressured with number of massive highrises in the area and resultant pressure on 
local school. WLPS hardly has any open space/amenties. Use old stadium/quarry 
land/City Beach Bush Reserves to build as many highrises as required to meet infill 
targets. Please leave whatever little is left of West Leederville heritage alone.ENough 
carnage has been done to this area already. Proximity to city need  not warrant total 
mass destruction. Will totally devalue the area and make it another Belmont. 

518 It is unbalanced, there is a focus on West Leederville which does not have quality or 
adequate infrastructure.  
Why is there no development West of Brockway Road and much less around Wembley 
and Floreat.  
I discard this scenario in its entity as offering a way forward 



521 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 

524 This plan proposes an increased density for approximately half of West Leederville 
including areas of single residential and heritage houses. Little or no impact has been 
imposed on other areas of the ToC and no thought given to the impact of local 
infrastructure. 

527 No development planned for City Beach 

532 Too unnecessarily dense- utterly ridiculous that this density is practically restricted to 
West Leederville when there is so much space in the rest of the TOC.  
There are already limited facilities in the area, the school is bursting at the seams and 
have to use the neighboring park for its sports. There is only on small shopping centre in 
Cambridge Street. 
Parking already an issue in the street at times, and parking needs to be provided for each 
unit, not a token number, with the Council getting paid by developers for any parking it 
does not provide. 

544 This does not allow for options within the community of City Beach.  

551 No corner lot subdivision 
No growth on Grantham Street or City Beach.  Shopping Centres in City Beach need more 
density. 
Could also be more growth along Cambridge Street. 

556 This scenario loads pretty much all the development in West Leederville. It will overload 
already inadequate infrastructure. The loss of the current greenness is inevitable and 
there is no plan shown for green space and recreational areas. The historic integrity of 
the area will be compromised significantly. West Leederville is a leading example of an 
inclusive and active community where residents socialize and interact continually, a goal 
many countries in the world strive to emulate. 
 
Any development over 4 stories on Railway Parade or Cambridge St, and 2 stories 
elsewhere is out of step with the developments done elsewhere , e.g Subiaco and East 
Perth. 

559 Effectively gives no options for older residents to downsize and stay in City Beach or 
Floreat. 
City Beach and Floreat have shouldered little or no "Load" with regard to absorption of 
extra dwellings compared to Wembley and West Leederville etc. 
 
It is kind of like  saying people who prefer to live in higher density areas "PREFER NOT TO 
LIVE BY THE BEACH OR NEAR PARKLANDS" 

Do you really think that is true ?? 

579 Does not address increasing reasonable density targets in politically sensitive areas. 

587 Could be slighter higher focus around largest shopping precint Floreat Forum, should not 
exclude underutilised parts of sporting precint adjacent to Forum  
Not in favour of increased density to south of Cambridge Street near Floreat Forum   

592 Does not sufficiently spread the opportunity for smaller blocks (450 - 500m2) into the 
existing residential areas to provide a more diverse housing choice. Not everyone wants 
to live in an apartment. 

619 This scenario reflects the "not in my backyard" syndrome that City Beach rate payers and 
councilors are pushing. There is no reason why City Beach residents should not accept 
some of the inevitable higher density and spread this inconvenience more equitably over 
Cambridge. In fact, it would be far more logical to place high rise apartment blocks along 
West Coast highway which is a real main thorough fare , with fast access north, south and 
east - not just a single lane street such as Cambridge street that has become a parking lot 
in West Leederville during peak hours. High rise apartment blocks have been constructed 
in leighton ,  Swanbourne and Scarborough, why not City Beach! 

624 Increases in the density in West Leederville is unacceptable as it would totally destroy the 
character and amenity of the historic suburb. West Leederville seems to be providing a 
very large proportion of the density increases to the whole town of Cambridge The 
existing plan is enough of an impost on the rate payers of the West Leederville Area 

644 Distribute density increases equally throughout the entire town don't; make West 
Leederville carry all the weight. 

651 The Cambridge street corridor and the 800m to train station area did not get used, which 
have convenient public transport access. No opportunity to accommodate further urban 
growth. 

653 Too much high-rise centered in West Leederville 

655 Scenario A ignores the need for a diversity of housing in the Town.  It ignores the fact 
that many long terms residents of the Town would prefer to age in place.  It clusters 
additional dwellings in high-rise buildings in centres along Cambridge Street. 
 
It places undue emphasis on the contrived district centre of West Leederville and 
Wembley and largely ignores the capacity of the Town's only real District Centre of 
Floreat Forum.   
 
West Leederville and Wembley have Activity Centre Plans which address the Perth to 



Peel at 3.5m. this scenario assumes that because the community has been through these 
exercises and have accepted the need to include some medium to high density that they 
should take more. This argument based on this assumption is disingenuous and the 
perpetrators dishonest. 
 
It assumes the the current high quality public transport routes won't be expanded to 
meet increased population density outside its current routes. 
This is too city centric.  The people that live in the district centres may work in the CBD,  
but they will still want to belong to sporting clubs, shop, go to the beach etc. 
 
This scenario creates a 2km2 Town within Town.  The people living in high-rise West 
Leederville will have vastly different needs and attitudes the rest of the Town.  The issues 
of the suburb would be more akin to those of City of Vincent or Subiaco or even Perth - 
heavily taxed schools, roads and different social and cultural needs.  A high rise West 
Leederville would not be well served being part of the Town of Cambridge. 

669 Too much strain on West Leederville 

685 No. Ocean Village, Hale Road, City Beach? 

690 No to this scenario.  No district centre planned for City Beach, Grantham St areas too 
much focus on West Leederville area. 

702 I strongly object to all proposals which will lead to an increase in higher density living in 
residential streets of West Leederville.  West Leederville has already delivered its share of 
urban growth with department developments along Cambridge Street and Northwood 
Street.  Suburbs like City Beach, Floreat and Wembley have not contributed to higher 
density living streets such as Oceanic Drive, the Boulevard, West Coast Highway and 
Grantham Street must be reviewed for higher density living to share the load. 

716 Too narrow and focus only on inland area 

777 The fact it is concentrated in Leederville Activity Centre and Floreat and City Beach makes 
no contribution to urban density requirements.  This is unbalanced and provides very 
little in the way of housing options, and opportunities for City Beach residents.  It is 
manifestly unfair to West leederville residents and the areas amenities. 

791 The fact it is concentrated in Leederville Activity Centre and Floreat and City Beach makes 
no contribution to urban density requirements.  This is unbalanced and provides very 
little in the way of housing options, and opportunities for City Beach residents.  It is 
manifestly unfair to West leederville residents and the areas amenities. 

797 This concentrates too much density in 1 2 and 3. Esp in W Leederville with potential for 
10 storeys.  I don't understand why the plans expect to increase density by so many 

dwellings when the town is already 1/2 way to its target as it is. 

806 I don't like the proposed level of highrise and density.  I think density should be spread 
throughout the town.  Realy disagree with Cit beach remaining no change.  Nimby at its 
worst. 

814 The local planning strategy for the growth corridors is unfairly concentrated on the 
Wembley and West Leederville wards, leaving City Beach ward without any urban 
corridor or residential transition developments.  Therefore I cannot agree with urban 
growth scenarios A, B or C. 

816 Impact of height and scale on a residential area.  More should be identified in City Beach 
for redevelopment.  

818 Dislike lack of development in City Beach. 

827 I disagree with the push in relationship to density if it is not euqally spread throughout all 
wards. 

859 Don't like this as this concentrates too much density at the eastern end of the town, and 
concentrates traffic congestion.  This option does not help increasing public transport to 
City Beach. Does not provide any amenity, shops, retail and restaurants to the western 
end of the town. 

869 The concentration of high intensity building in West Leederville will destroy the amenity 
of the area. Existing housing will be overshadowed and road traffic will increase 
exponentially. While some similar development is proposed for Wembley and Floreat 
there are no such plans for other suburbs such as City Beach where ther is space for such 
development. 

873 Subiaco Station is not recognised - this should expand the West Leederville District 
Centre to the west. This is a great opportunity that is missed.  The scenario should be 
combination of Scenario A & B. The urban corridors should be enhanced and upgraded to 
District Centre Frame to connect the District Centres.  

874 No provision for graded multi storey adjacent to single storey in block from Cambridge to 
Railway Pde. Very busy scenario along main road route, poor provision now for cyclists 
will be worse. ?green spaces 

877 The scenario fails to take any opportunity to spread density equitably, and distribute the 
infrastructure and service pressures more evenly within the town by lower scale 
increased density in the larger blocks in City Beach and Floreat.  
 
Scenario A will require the construction of a new Primary School, and significant 
infrastructure (including road) upgrades in order to accomodate the increased density.  



 
Scenario A sacrifices the heritage value of the area of the Town of Cambridge that has the 
oldest and most significant heritage values.  

878 I'm not happy supporting any plan that allows increased density in West Leederville while 
the rest of the council area has very little increased density and City Beach has none.    

879 I don't like how West Leederville has been targeted to do all of the heavy lifting, with a 
large amount of the small suburb affected. Also, the amount of stories of the residences 
along the railway would be a blight on the suburb. Why do you want to put so much 
more in such a small suburb that is already pulling well above its weight, while places like 
City Beach, with its massive blocks, are untouched? 
I also hate to think what the traffic conditions would be like through West Leederville if 
this came in, it is terrible already trying to drive around the area! 

880 The majority of high density/increased population just in West Leederville.  West 
Leederville is already at capacity in terms of exploding school, very little open space and 
traffic issues.  Density is not spread evenly throughout the centres and should be. There 
also needs to be centre/activity for City Beach, increased density in City Beach. 

883 No urban growth in City Beach. 

884 too much development in one area. 

889 Aspects we do not like include : 
1. ignoring Scenario B and/or Scenario C, both of which are needed to meet the 
challenges of the Perth & Peel @ 3.5 million concept. 
2. over-reliance on just 3 district centres to satisfy urban growth targets. 
3. large-scale, multi-level residential developments in the district centres, which front 
directly onto main roads, and detract from liveability for the residents. 

895 Scenario A shows gross and unacceptable expansion of density in West Leederville, 
encroaching into our beautiful tree-lined streets, north of Cambridge St. The Scenario 
represents a disproportionate burden on West Leederville compared to other areas in 
the Town of Cambridge to carry the added density. 

896 - A terrible scenario with very limited merit. 
- IS INCONSISTENT WITH WEST LEEDERVILLE ACTIVITY CENTRE PLAN ("WLACP") 
RECENTLY ENDORSED BY THE WA PLANNING COMMISSION ("WACP") (Area #1) 
(the endorsed WLACP is surely consistent with 'Perth&Peel@3.5million'; why does it go 
excessively beyond the WLACP? (especially to the north of Cambridge Street); this 
scenario ignores the preferred scenario in the WLACP). 
- Is inconsistent with draft Wembley Activity Centre Plan ("WACP") recently approved by 
Council (Area #2) 

(which surely must mean that the Town considers it to be consistent with State 
government policy if it has been submitted for endorsement by the WAPC). 
- The West Leederville and Wembley district centres in the scenario needlessly go beyond 
State government planning options in its Central Sub-Regional Planning Framework; and 
results in an unacceptable opportunity for higher density in garden suburbs of Wembley, 
West Leederville and (to a lesser extent) Floreat. 
 
- It focuses increased density on residential streets in garden suburbs of Wembley and 
West Leederville; increased density bleeds from medium/high density areas of WLACP 
into surrounding residential streets. There is unacceptable bleeding of density from West 
Leederville, Wembley and Floreat district centres into surrounding residential streets. 
- The extension of the West Leederville district centre beyond the WLACP will have a 
particularly detrimental effect on the heritage values of Holyrood Street. 
- There appears to be limited distinct separation between commercial/medium-high 
density residential and traditional residential areas (Area #1). 
- It appears to be largely based on transport considerations without taking into account 
other considerations such as limited and already overburdened social (schools, green 
open space, heritage) and utilities (roads & parking, stormwater drainage, water 
pressure) infrastructure and amenity in West Leederville, and to a lesser extent 
Wembley. It appears contrary to preservation of heritage, amenity and identity values of 
the areas. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville and Wembley district centres appears 
likely to encourage buildings of excessive height and with a built form inconsistent with 
the local amenity, identity and character of the current Wembley and West Leederville 
district centres. The West Leederville and Wembley communities are concerned about 
the resulting built form of increased dwelling density (which can cause overshadowing, 
disrupt solar orientation, affect cross-ventilation), and how that will impact streetscape 
profiles (height, bulk and setbacks) and local identity and amenity. 
- The Residential Transition areas are too wide; they should only be a 1-2 lots on the edge 
of the District Centres and District Centre Frames. 
- The District Centre and District Centre Frames areas extend too far north of Cambridge 
Street in West Leederville and Wembley. In West Leederville, these transition areas are 
substantive areas in their own right rather than a minor transitional zone; this results in 
AT LEAST 50% of West Leederville being changed to higher density. 
- Buildings higher than 3 storeys are surely excessive for the District Centres Frame areas. 
 
- It is nonsense to release (high level strategic planning) scenarios for comment which are 
obviously inappropriate given known infrastructure constraints such that the scenarios 
can't be supported by existing social and utility infrastructure, eg overcapacity Wembley 
and (particularly) West Leederville primary schools. 
- The scenario doesn't maintain/retain/preserve valued traditional residential areas 
surrounding the West Leederville and (and to a lesser extent) Wembley district centres; it 



spreads increased density far beyond that proposed in the WLACP and WACP. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville district centre appears likely to 
encourage many strata developments, which become very difficult to 
refurbish/redevelop as they age because of the many owners and this risks the creation 
of 'ghettos'. 
- The scenario displays an inequitable sharing of dwelling density throughout the Town. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville and Wembley district centres does not 
evidence any potential for sustainable development (especially considering the lack of 
social and utilities infrastructure). 
- It doesn't appear to demonstrate any equity in making a diversity of dwelling options 
available to existing residents, eg medium-high density for older residents who wish to 
downsize but remain in their current suburb of residence. 
 
- The scenario is part of the Town’s response to Stage government planning policy 
(Perth&Peel@3.5million) which is based on questionable population growth figures (do 
the contained dwelling targets remain valid?) and remains a draft suite of strategic land 
use planning documents which may not be endorsed by the new State government, and 
doesn’t take into account in policies (eg MetroNet) of the new State government; why 
should this State document drive the Town’s long term strategic land use planning? 
- It is difficult to give feedback about high level planning strategy possibilities without 
clear understanding over the development controls which will be applicable to 
executing/implementing development consistent with the final form of the local planning 
strategy. The acceptability of a planning possibility may turn on the applicable 
development controls and it seems that current development controls in the Town are 
inadequate and/or not supported by the local communities within the Town – ie the devil 
is in the details. 

899 There are too many district centres with high density especially in West Leederville 
where it already has parking issues and narrow streets. 
There needs to be more urban infill across all suburbs and not as much medium to high 
density developments. Not everyone wants to live in an apartment and most would still 
like to have a small garden. 
Why is West Leederville getting the majority of urban infill and City Beach none. West 
Leederville and Wembley already has smaller housing lots so why doesn't Floreat and City 
Beach have the same.  

902 It is too centralised on 3 areas 

903 The absence of any shared burden of this higher density living growth in the western half 
of the town of Cambridge.   
 
As a resident myself  living in the western half of Cambridge I feel embarrassed that a 

similar 4th District Centre is not  proposed closer to the ocean. 
 
 Scenario "A"  seems the "pre-decided" option presented  with the western area of 
Cambridge unaffected by the need for higher living density. 
 
This Scenario as it stands is  biased and unfair. 

907 I do not support the increased density concentrated in West Leederville. 

912 this option concentrates primarily apartment development in three locations. Does not 
adequately provide for housing diversity options such as opportunity for 450m2+ single 
residential lots spread fairy and equitably through the cambridge district. There should 
be a focus on large corner lots as an addition to apartment options. 

925 No reason for growth to be concentrated in West Leederville.   

929 The inequitable distribution of development in the town whereby City Beach remains 
unscathed. Floreat has minimal development and the areas of Webmbley and West 
Leederville bear the brunt of urban infill and the negative aspects that are associated 
with it. 
The concentration of growth in the Leederville and Wembley areas. 
The height and accompanying scale of the district centres frame and residential transition 
proposals.  
I do not like the proposals of more than two stories if the proposed buildings negatively 
impact on existing residences. I am greatly concerned about the impact of loss of 
streetscape, light, privacy, noise, increased traffic and the ensuing problems of pollution, 
parking difficulties and the impact a higher concentration of people will have on the 
existing and newer inhabitants of the town.  

931 The unfair increase in density for the Town of Cambridge imposed mostly on West 
Leederville, with a small amount around Wembley and Floreat.  This will totally destroy  
West Leederville's historic character.  West Leederville cannot take any more density 
increases as facilities are already stretched, for example parking and the overpopulated 
school.  Do you allow school places for all the children that will be living in these 
apartments? 

932 I don't like ALL aspects of scenario A because : 
 
- this scenario is not acceptable 
- West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increase. No more density 
increase for West Leederville 
- West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate ant further density 
increases. 



938 Increased density development is not evenly distributed throughout Town of Cambridge. 
West Leederville is burdened with the majority of this development and this area should 
be reduced by at least 75% from what is shown on the scenario. 
There should be increased density development in City Beach around District centres 
(shopping centres)  
Development should be limited to 3 storeys throughout. 

939 The proposed significant increase in the number of storeys to Wembley Town Centre, 
West Leederville Activity Centre, and Floreat Forum is unnecessary given that there are 
large parts of City Beach and Floreat which have not yet been subdivided.  Blocks in West 
Leederville are rarely larger than 600sqm (often less than 400sqm), whereas City Beach 
and Floreat block sizes are often over 1000 sqm. 
 
Generally speaking, apartment-style residential development is far less desirable than 
single-storey detached residential (green title) development because: 
 
(a) families with kids would prefer to have their own space to run around, with backyard 
etc…., and not to live in apartments.  As younger people with families look to the 
possibility of living in Floreat and City Beach, replacing the aging population, those people 
will want their own yards for their kids, not apartments.  Perth needs additional green-
title (or strata subdivided) housing stock close to the CBD.  City Beach and Floreat are 
obvious locations where additional sub-division can occur. 
 
(b) apartments impact on the skyline of the suburb which has an impact on everyone in 
the neighbourhood.  I would prefer to see my sunsets and sunrises, unbroken by 
apartments. 
 
(c) apartments increase the likelihood of over-looking issues for neighbours. 
 
(d) apartments increase traffic density in specific areas, which decreases traffic flow and 
increases the need for traffic calming measures, such as stop lights. 
 
(e) apartments increase the burden on utility infrastructure, such as water and electricity, 
leading to a greater likelihood of service failure, such as decreased water pressure, or 
electricity drop-outs during summer caused by the failure of local transformers. 
 
Every effort should be make to meet the additional dwelling requirements through the 
subdivision of green title blocks, prior to considering high-rise development.   

 

 

  



 

5 Not keen on 6-8 storeys 

23 too much tall high density 

25 Too much density to the north of Cambridge in Wembley. These are established 
residential areas with and the lot configurations aren't really designed to enable anything 
more than R20 without creating in line villa type developments like what you see in 
Cloverdale. 

 The narrow setbacks in Wembley of new buildings has further exacerbated this problem 

32 Proposed high density crapboxes pushing into heritage areas. Way to ruin a suburb. Keep 
that kind of rubbish close to the railway line and away from perfectly fine residential 
zones. If it ain't broke, don't fix it.  

49 No: I don’t like the prospect of 10 storey towers being proliferated. Whats wrong with 
more 2-4 storey in wider areas.  

50 NO. I disapprove of this option. Why is increased housing density considered beneficial?? 
To whom?? The developers of course. Why is West Leederville being overwhelmed by 
concentrating urban growth in this small, historic area. West coast region is not being 
attached or changed at all.  

55 Do not like the building heights proposed 

56 Don’t Like: presumption of high density rectangular concrete boxes with little or no 
public benefit in terms of design. Plazas etc.  

81 Floreat Forum - too high impacting immediate areas & character.  

90 Will tend to make Floreat Forum and Wembley town centre feel crowded at street level if 
buildings are allowed to go to 6+ levels. 

100 other than floreat forum, there is already higher density around these areas. Ie it might 
have maxed out already. Can't see how they would benefit from more.  

102 Do not allow anything higher than 2 storeys anywhere. Office vacancy is at an all time 
high.  Why waste our rates on anything bigger.  It's not necessary, it looks ugly, there's no 
parking and there's inadequate public transport.   

105 I live in West Leederville on Blencowe St between Cambridge and Woolwich. The current 
diagram has my house on the cusp between the District Centre and the District  Centre 
Frame when I consider my segment of the street residential. I believe that high rise (more 

than 4 storeys) should be limited to developments which front onto Cambridge St.  

106 1. 8 - 10 storeys is still a lot 

108 Concerned about residential development of 2-6 storeys in the Floreat District Centre. 
It is not clear how wide the "surrounding areas " will be 

109 I think the increased density into the existing west leederville residential area north of 
Cambridge st is too high and spreads too far. The current WLAC plan I think is too abrupt 
with how it treats the north side of Cambridge St however I think a compromise between 
the 2 would be a good outcome. 

111 8-10 stories in the Floreat forum area is FAR too high.  Suggest 2-4 as the absolute limit.  
And in the surrounding residential are, limit to no more than 2 storey buildings, 2-8 
stories in also FAR too high. 
 
In other words, the Floreat District should follow a similar lead to that proposed for the 
Wembley District 
 
Not keen on 4 storey buildings in the gray residential areas in the West Leederville 
district  

117 NO dwellings permitted above 2 story height in West Leederville. The multi-story 
apartment development to date IS SUFFICIENT. It provides a range  of accommodation in 
the suburb without further impacting the wonderful amenity and sense of family and 
community in the suburb. Also maintained is the sense of history of the suburb. We 
desire NO MORE higher density living in the suburb and especially NO further 
development of dwellings above 2 story height. We feel very strongly about this. Should 
this form of development occur in West Leederville in the residential areas, we would be 
compelled to leave this lovely suburb. 

136 I do not agree with the Residential Transition  zones. They are unnecessary, many of the 
houses in this zone are already 2 story  and that should be the absolute maximum.!  
I  want the plans for Cambridge street to adhere to the current Wembley Activity Centre 
Plan. 

142 Don't think these should go 8 to 10 stories ? Obviously this will put significantly more 
traffic into the local shopping centres and on the road.  How to minimise the impact of 
this?  Will local schools be able to cope with over 7000 additional children etc etc? 
Encourage safe school cycling channels. 

146 West Leederville already has a higher than average level of density with many blocks at 
300sqm.  The scenario increases the density for the suburb to an unacceptable level.  Its 
a historic suburb which will become awash with high rise developments.  The school is 



already overflowing 

148 Scenario A is an option to be considered 
1. definately NO to 10 storeys there is already an issue with the Kimberley St 
development, already with increased trafffic flow reduced to a crawl from traffic calming 
obsticales. 
3. Floreat Forum even with redevelopment will still be to small a center to accommodate 
the proposed high rise density of 2-8 storeys.  Disagree with anything over 4 storeys high 

158 It limits opportunities for medium density housing and mixed use developments. 

160 pushing infill around the floreat forum.  Wembley and West Leederville are already 
higher density. We need to protect the lower density options so residents of Perth have a 
choice. 

163 The height of development for residents in fringing streets could be an issue - particularly 
in relation to overlooking and overshadowing at heights up to 8 storeys.  This should be 
avoided. 

165 The height of the commercial precints is too high... especially in the grey transition areas 
in all three areas. 
West Leederville hub should be below 6-8 stories, and no 4 stories in grey transition. 
Wembley District Centre doesn't even specify a height!  But again 4 stories in the 
transition areas is too high - should be limit of 2 outside the commercial area. 
Floreat District Centre - 8-10 stories is WAY too high, and 2-8 stories in adjacent areas is 
totally unacceptable.  There are no high rise in this area, just residential, and it should 
stay that way. 

166 The proposed heights of the developments.  

169 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 
 
NO MORE DENSITY INCREASE FOR WEST LEEDERVILLE!!! 

177 BUT very opposed to the mixed density height being up to 10 stories and the residential 
being allowed up to 8 storeys. Eg. Floreat District Centre; I think the maximum for mixed 
should be no higher than 5 storeys and the absolute max for residential should be no 
higher than 3 storeys 

205 Not apply for development to 4 + stories in residential areas ie to Woolwich St!!! 

217 Heights should be limited to 4 . DEFINITELY not 8 or 10. 

218 The West Leederville District centre proposal as it proposes up to 10 stories in current 

historic old houses residential areas  

221 Concern is the density increase around Lake Monger and what effect this may or may not 
have on the lake. 

222 Residents in the medium vicinity of the activity centres may not want this level of 
development. 

228 Density around Floreat forum may look out of scale given it is surrounded by parkland on 
the opposite side of how tree place 

233 This is a scenario that only caters for a certain type of living. It does NOT allow for smaller 
blocks in the suburbs - not everyone wants to be on top of each other. Having high rise 
development on the main roads we all use would be absolutely awful! 
 
There are much larger blocks in City Beach (1100sqm +) that could be developed. 
Ridiculous wastage of space. 

235 Although I do not oppose mixed use development in Floreat, I am against 8 to 10 storeys 
at Floreat Forum.  Two storeys would be my preference . Floreat Forum already has lost 
many locally owned shops to chain stores because of increased rent. This was always a 
small community shopping centre and it has lost that since the last renovation.    

236 An increase in height is absolutely unacceptable and almost unbelievable given the 
feedback from residents over the last few years.  Why would feedback be asked for and 
surveys conducted if the views of residents aren't taken into account.  Height in all areas 
should be reconsidered to ensure the feel of our town centres and suburbs is retained - I 
would view a maximum height of four storeys would be fair and reasonable. 
 
There should be NO encroachment into residential areas and impact on existing 
residential areas should be minimised.  Height on 'development' and 'anchor' sites should 
be considered based on adjacent residential properties - therefore a four storey limit 
again would be fair and reasonable. 

237 High density and multi storey - just does not fit with what is currently around Floreat 
Forum. For example, Our streets do not have the capacity to accommodate all the extra 
cars that will result a this is just A31 all lver again.  

241 Nothing. It is a complete destruction of the West Leederville amenity and feel. The 
density levels are too high.   
Traffic is already intense. 
Higher density needs to occur on the larger blocks in Floreat and City beach 

255 All others. Too much height proposed for District Centres and too much height and 



density in District Centres Frame. I note that in some centres, this has already gone too 
far. 

260 Too much high rise in concentrated areas.  

261 height around the rear of my property on Tower street. Due to the natural slope, we are 
already low, and our retaining walls are already collapsing due to the apartments behind 
us.  

275 8 - 10 stories at Floreat Forum is ridiculous and unnecessary. It would be an eyesore 
towering way above anything else in the area.  

279 There is too much proposed density in West Leederville, especially around the primary 
school.  The proposed transition zone is WL is already very tight - how will you gain more 
density here without losing the character of the WL houses and streets? 
There is too much density near Floreat Park primary school.  Evn thought the density is 
not surrounding it, a good portion of the students live East of the Forum and will be faced 
with a lot more traffic in the area due to the proposed density. 

300 Too much density around Floreat Forum. A maximum height of 7 storeys on the forum 
should be sufficient. 

301 Floreat Forum height too severe - maximum of 6-7 storeys 
Cambridge street should be developed (transport route) 
City Beach should have some impact (? above Boulevard shops?, or city beach shops) 

302 Floreat Forum too high - 6-7 storeys should be sufficient. 
Doesn't take into account sites owned by TOC but not yet developed (ie old quarry and 
templetonia) 

303 The Height and Density of the possible developments. 

316 I reject this Scenario.  I do not agree with the development proposal for West Leederville 
particularly the height proposed to 10 stories.  This appears to be either influenced by 
affluent lobbying developers for self interest or those from City Beach and Floreat where 
there is virtually no high density proposed and certainly not 10 story buildings.  Either 
way this is not appropriate density for West Leederville.  West Leederville should not be 
the area to be burdened by the proposed increase in residences even if this proposed 
number of new residences is even close to the required infill. 

317 The planned high intensity of housing in West Leederville is totally unsuitable to the type 
of area and existing housing. Higher density would not be supported by the current 
transportation and road systems which struggle with current load. WLPS is already to 
capacity with no further adjacent land available. It will be further impacted by the 
proposed Subiaco Kitchener Common development. Many existing residents have 

invested significantly in refurbishing and redeveloping their heritage character homes in 
keeping with the character and history of the area. 

366 1. Not really supported 
2. Any proposal over max. of 5 stories NO! 
3. Excellent reason to not visit specialists @ SJOG.  Parking is horrendous at present, let 
alone with expansion. 

370 There is no high frequency transport in Floreat after 9.30 - 4.30. 
Blocks for single residences should be kept as - in fill is not needed. 

375 No high rises in current residential areas. Suburban streets around proposed district 
centres should be left alone. No mention made at City Beach. 

437 Proposed density in Wembley District Centre and around the Floreat Forum probably too 
high although I support high density over the Floreat Forum shopping centre itself.   

440 10 stories - at least 4 stories too high. This plan will turn WL into a ghetto. I have zero 
confidence in the developers. Where are the cars going to go? WL has become a rat run / 
car park. 10 stories "abutting the railway line"? Where?  

456 The West Leederville development should be restricted to 6 storeys high - there are 
enough vacant apartments in the city centre without a need for more so close to the city. 
 
The Wembley suggestion is ok. 
 
2-4 storey developments are adequate for Floreat district centre. 
 
SCENARIO A DOES NOT INCLUDE DEVELOPMENT IN CITY BEACH so it is NOT a good 
option overall. There needs to be 2 storey developments around Local Centres such as 
Empire Village (within a 500m radius ie walking distance) to cater for elderly 
people/others who can't afford a full size block but who want to remain in the suburb. 
Similarly, corner blocks within a 500m radius ofLocal Centres should be allowed to be 
subdivided into green title blocks to accommodate elderly people and those unable to 
afford full size blocks. 

460 All. 
Especially the 8-10 storey proposal.  

466 Most of the increase in density 

473 No density increases 

494 The great increase in highrise around Floreat Forum.  



495 The West Leederville development should be restricted to 6 storeys high only 
 
The Wembley suggestion is ok. 
 
No more than 2-4 storey developments is adequate for Floreat district centre. 
 
Scenario A does not involve development in City Beach so it is NOT a fair option overall 
for the Town of Cambridge.  

500 Scenarios A & C would seem to imply further density to West Leederville north of 
Cambridge St. I live in this area (Blencowe St) and this area has some of the nicest 
residential streets of West Leederville with an amount of attractive older houses. The 
current zoning obviously allows 2 houses on a typical 600-650m2 block, and larger 
housing groups on bigger blocks. There has been and will continue to be increased 
density in all of this area with the current zoning. I am not opposed to this type of 
development continuing, these zoning rules have obviously been in place a long time,  
but it would nice to see the majority of the existing good quality old houses remain - but 
without any sort of forced measures like heritage listing to which I would be certainly be 
opposed. Increasing the density in this area, presumably by relaxing further the zoning I 
think will put added pressure either now or in years to come on losing some of the better 
quality old houses that obviously add to the genuine character of the area. 

514 I am not in support of medium to high density buildings higher than 4 -5 storeys. 

526 That West Leederville is proposed to have 4-10 storey dwellings in residential streets. 
This is unsupportable infrastructure for this suburb 

529 Any development should be done in a way sensitive to surrounding residences so as not 
to impact adversely on the amenity which they presently enjoy.  Multi-storey buildings 
should be kept to a height that does not downgrade their lifestyle or property values. 4 
storeys is high enough for the Floreat Forum Shopping Centre and 4 storeys is too high 
for the surrounding residential transition zone. 

530 As a resident of West Leederville, I am not happy with the proposed additional 
development especially , the revision of maximum building heights for more 10 storey 
buildings. We live right beside the new apartment complex at 172 Railway Parade and 
that building has severely affected our amenity in every way, most particularly noise and 
traffic. There is a constant hum of machinery noise which prevents us ever having silence.  
More high multi-storey buildings means more cars on our already pressured roads. We 
have great difficulty exiting from our driveway both morning and evening now. 

548 The size of proposed development in the Floreat District Centre. Developments should be 
limited in this area to residential transition of 2 to 4 storeys to reduce impact of height 

and scale on neighbouring properties. 

553 Increased density for  W. Leederville 

561 Concentrated density in 'town centres' however greater impact on these locations with 
loss of amenity & character. How is the building quality to be controlled - more than just 
height - form, bulk, scale appearance & connection to street - how will urban 
environment be enhanced.  
 
Lack of consideration of existing infrastructure including access to schools - local primary 
schools filled to capacity in these areas 

563 Building height. Increased density of traffic on roads that are already congested. 

566 I think 8-10 storeys high in Floreat is crazy and unnecessary, I think the Floreat Forum 
precinct will lose it's residential flavour should this happen, I think 2-4 storeys would be 
much more acceptable 

567 I am against the density increase for West Leederville 

568 The suburb of Floreat does not require 8 to 10 storeys of mixed use development or 2 to 
8 storeys of residential development. The reason Floreat community members have 
bought in the suburb is that it does not have this type of development. For those who 
want to live in that type of accommodation that can easily move next door into Subiaco, 
West Perth or Scarborough. I would also question the demand for apartments though 
given the lack of sales in Urban on Cambridge, Churchland Apartments (Selby Street) and 
the Subiaco area. Further more, any buildings greater than 2 to 3 storeys high in Floreat 
would look out of place. 

580 Higher density development in residential  Wembley/WL areas that are within 800m 
from railway  

584 I do not support a height increase of up to 10 storeys - . Keep the height increase at no 
more than 3-4 storeys. Two storey at street front and 3-4 storey behind  

586 Highrise at Floreat Forum - there is not enough infrastructure (public transport, schools, 
parking etc) in the area as it is. 

588 Concerned about residential high rise development of 2-6 storeys in the Floreat District 
Centre.  Need more clarify and how far reaching into the surrounding area this high rise 
development will be.  

595 The proposed densities and building heights are far too high, especially in the Floreat 
District Centre.  
8 to 10 storey buildings would impact adversely on the existing suburban / parkland 



nature of this locality. A "Subi-Centro" style development will be totally out of place. 
8 to 10 storey buildings should only be considered in CBDs, not suburban areas. 
Developers often seem to maximise building heights, so 10+ storeys would be on the 
cards. There is insufficient space allowed in this scenario for transition between a 
redeveloped Floreat Forum and surrounding single dwellings. 
The impact of traffic and demand for parking created by excessively high density would 
be a major factor and often seems to be ignored in development plans. 
It is a myth that people living in high density areas (even with the availability of public 
transport) will generally have fewer cars. There will also be a greater number of visitor's 
cars to cater for (eg due to the commercial opportunities offered by 'mixed 
development').  

601 Building height. Increased density of traffic on roads that are already congested. 

602 It creates too high a density and too high buildings in area 3. The approach used at Perry 
Lakes stadium is a better hight and density 

622 8-10 storeys too high for mainly residential suburbs 
Potential traffic congestion 

625 Don't like the proposed height  for Floreat District centre. Should. be limited to 2-4 
storeys 

629 Do not support residential development of between 2 and 8 storeys. 8 storeys will 
destroy the current traditional residential streetscape.  

630 West Leederville has already seen its recent fair of share density increases. NO MORE 
DENSITY INCREASES!!! 

631 The proposed heights. It should be limited to four storeys only. Cambridge street is 
getting more and more congested (especially in West Leederville). West Leederville PS is 
under significant pressure as is.   

636 West Leederville District Centre proposal is not acceptable. The construction at West 
Leederville Primary School shows that the suburbs density already too high for the 
current infrastructure. Current zoning in this suburb has already created very ugly 
dwellings where two dwellings can be squeezed side by side on a 500m2 block.  

642 The ridiculously small transition zone around Floreat Forum, and the suggestion of 8 
storey residential developments. I think lower-than-proposed  density, but spread out a 
bit further to a reasonable walkable (pedshed) distance would be so much better..eg up 
to 4 storey if you must, rather than 8 storey right around the shops, with another 'layer' 
of medium density eg 450m2 blocks along Chandler Ave East and Orrel Ave.   Take a walk 
along Newry Street. It's already battleaxe blocks along the Cambridge St side, with very 

little loss of  amenity.  Perhaps some slight parking issues, but with reasonable building 
codes for new areas the parking problem could be addressed.  I feel totally safe walking 
past Newry St at night.  I would not feel safe walking past an 8 storey apartment block at 
night.  Eight stories will be horrible, and does NOTHING increase housing choices!! There 
are already plenty of apartments along Cambridge street (even more with the proposed 
changes), and in the Perry Lakes development. We want the opportunity to live on a 
smaller more manageable block that still has a medium garden, suitable for raising kids.  
(preferably on the block my family has owned for three generations, but at least walking 
distance to Floreat Forum, and schools and PUBLIC TRANSPORT.)   We know elderly 
couples around here that want to live on a smaller block, and not in  an apartment or 
townhouse.  400 metres walk to Floreat Forum is an easy walk, or easy Gopher ride.   
Increase the pedshed to 400 metres from the edge of the carpark  Are  you taking in the 
distance to the shops if you use the footpaths between roads? This increases the number 
of properties which are an easy walk to the shops.  I rarely take my car to the forum as 
it's literally quicker to walk once you take finding parking into account, but somehow our 
close-to-the-Forum property does not fall into the proposed transition zone.  I don't like 
that at all!!   

658 Concentrated high rise around Floreat Forum (of up to 10 storeys) will destroy the unique 
attractiveness of this shopping centre, and impact adversely on residential homes 
abutting these planned high rise.  could we restrict to 4 storeys? 

663 High rise 
High density 

727 Do not support area 3 as stated 8-10 storey buildings to the east of the forum will have 
detrimental impact on surrounding residential areas and streets. Makes A31 worst 
features look good! Although not as bad as scenario B & C 
Incompatible with character of the surrounding areas.  
Traffic congestion is bad enough without further increases in density. 

788 Prefer high rise to be limited to lower heights to minimise impact on local residents. 

792 Buildings/developments must be restricted to 4 storeys.  Restrict development to 2 
storeys if residential. 

811 Floreat district centre 8-10 storeys too high. Surrounding areas presently single storey 
good quality housing - 8 storeys too high - significantly impacting surrounding properties.  
4 storeys too high for some reason in TII GIN areas.  Not making use of busy roads and 
transport routes for increased housing density e.g. Harbourne Grantham Cambridge 
Selby which could accommodate residential transition low to med density. 

824 Do not support.  I currently live in the Floreat district centre. Highrise mixed use and 
medium density residential will destroy all of the qualities that were my reason for 



buying into the suburb and would cause me to sell my property and move elsewhere. 

852 Not this proposal!!! Floreat forum is only a small centre - a long way from train transport, 
and limited bus times.  Urban growth really means hirise of some description, which 
would completely change the character of the area.  We chose this area because of the 
greenery, park-life feel and the fact that it is not surrounded by hi rise. 

872 The suggestions for Residential Transition areas (in this scenario) and, in addition, the 
West Leederville District Centers (in the other scenarios) would result in further increases 
in density (in an area which is already which is largely zoned R30 and smaller) that are 
unstainable and unjustifiable for West Leederville. These rationale behind all three 
scenarios appears to have been driven largely by considerations of the availability of 
transport infrastructure and proximity to the city.   
 
This focus seems to largely ignore the existing constraints on other social and physical 
infrastructure in West Leederville, which is already under significant pressure due to the 
significant increases in density in the suburb in recent years. 
 
I have lived in the suburb for 10 years and witnessed substantial changes to population 
levels and make-up of the suburb. Examples include the number of multi-story 
developments on Cambridge Street around (and including Coles) and the numerous times 
single-dwelling establishments  have been replaced by multi-unit developments (the 
stretch of Woolwich St between Kimberly and Northwood streets being a good example 
of this). 
 
This change is not all bad. The recent increases in density have added to the vibrancy and 
social mix of the suburb and resulted in improved amenity (better shops, new cafes etc). 
Some increases in density were expected given the rising population in Perth in general in 
recent years. 
 
However, further increases in density will put at significant risk the amenity and 
character of the suburb. Already there numerous examples of where the increased 
population is putting existing facilities under real pressure and resulting in the loss of 
amenity. 
 
The local primary school (where my children go) is an obvious example. The school has 
been a construction site for most of the last 10 years with new buildings required to 
accommodate dramatic increases in school population. The increase in the size of the 
building footprint has reduced the already small space available for recreation activities, 
with the result that the school regularly uses Cowden park for outdoor sport and physical 
activities.  
 
The expanded population has also resulted in the kindergarten being permanently moved 

offsite (which makes school drop-offs and pick-ups challenging for families with children 
with kids at both campuses). 
 
A number of local parks are also under stress. The number of people using Cowden Park 
for dog exercising in the morning and the evening has grown to such an extent that it has 
pretty much reached capacity during these times. With the amount of dogs off-leash it is 
almost impossible to use the BBQ facilities, and there is also increased risk for small 
children using the playground area.  
 
Other examples of the impact of increased population in the area include difficulty in 
parking at certain times of the day,  increased local traffic and pressure on underlying 
water infrastructure. 
 
As noted in my response to the question in the preceding box, there is also the risk that 
all three scenarios pose to the amenity and character of the suburb through the  
encouraging the replacement of existing single dwellings (regardless of historical 
character and worth) with at least (depending upon scenario) 2-4 multi story dwellings.  
As well as loss of character, for a suburb with generally smaller blocks than other suburbs 
in the Town of Cambridge, developments of this nature will undoubtedly result in loss of 
amenity for inhabitants through overlooking issues, blocked light and potential increases 
in noise.  
 
These risks are unacceptable when West Leederville has already done more than its fair 
share of meeting the needs for increased density in the Town. 

893 West Leederville and Floreat: 10 storeys too high think 6 should be the maximum. There 
will be a huge increase in local traffic and this would impact on the local primary schools, 
and other amenities in the area. 

897 1. Would not want the residential transition zone to allow more than two storeys (The 
picture shows two storeys.). More than two storeys in this zone would impact too much 
on neighbouring houses by overshadowing, increasing traffic, causing parking issues, etc. 
2. 10 storeys seems a bit high for the district centre in Floreat. Maximum of 4-6 storeys 
would be better. 
3.  The higher density would probably cause problems with overflow parking and 
through-traffic in surrounding traditional streets, which are currently pretty quiet. This 
would need to be prevented as much as possible. 
4. Increasing density over  a small area would have a big impact on streets immediately 
neighbouring the district centres. Though it could also increase the value of these 
properties? 

906 I dont like the sound of 8-10 stories at the Floreat Forum . That sounds like an eye sore 
and I have not seen that at any other shopping centres in perth. It seems excessive and 



will not be received well by the surrounding community. Floreat is so green and low 
residential use that that doesnt seem to fit at all. Perhaps a 4-5 storey maximum.  
I would also be concerned about the increased traffic coming down the Boulevard and 
Grantham St 

910 The density is too high for West Leederville. West Leederville is already very dense with 
narrow streets, traffic congestion and limited parking. We strongly disagree that there 
should be multi storey buildings north of Cambridge St in the West Leederville District 
Centre. Ten storey buildings are too high in all cases, the maximum allowable limit should 
be 4 storeys. Do not allow multi-storey buildings to encroach into suburbia where there is 
normal residential housing. 

913 Our backyard adjoins three properties on the Southern side of Oceanic Drive, near the 
Floreat Forum.  All three scenarios that have been put forward for discussion would 
seriously and adversely affect our property - overlooking and overshadowing, less 
privacy, block out of views - all of which would no doubt result in a devaluation of our 
property and a huge decrease in our ability to live in and enjoy our property.  The view 
from our back deck, the principle reason we bought our property only months ago, was 
the view that looks out over the treetops - quintessential Floreat.  The Floreat Forum is 
conveniently only minutes away, however it is barely visible as it, unlike so many more 
modern shopping complexes, is an unimposing and low rise shopping centre.  I am not 
anti-development but it needs to be carried out with respect to the surrounding areas.  I 
would be happy to see some redevelopment at Floreat Forum, but it should be limited to 
no more than three storeys - any higher than that would make the Forum visible from all 
over the suburb and it should not be the focal point of the suburb. 
 
All three scenarios that have been put forward propose high density living in the blocks 
that run behind our property.  From two to eight storeys.  I can not even imagine how 
anyone could seriously propose putting an eight storey apartment block directly behind 
us.  The sheer bulk that we would be looking smack bang into and the overlooking and 
lack of privacy, would completely alter the enjoyment of our property.  When I think of 
the extent that the town looks at overlooking and privacy issues when someone wants to 
build next door, and juxtapose that against the possibility of 2-8 storeys in our backyard, 
my mind boggles and I wonder if the world has just gone crazy.  If we were somehow 
able to look beyond such a monstrosity, we would likely be looking over towards Floreat 
Forum and at more high or medium rise housing in the streets adjoining.  That would be 
a terrible change to the Floreat landscape and one that must be resisted by the Town at 
all costs.  I do not support allowing anything higher than two storeys to be built on the 
Southern Side of Oceanic Drive, particularly in the area South of the Forum where the 
properties abut our backyard. 
 
We moved in December 2016 from West Leederville to Floreat as we wanted a larger 
block and a leafy green suburban lifestyle that was still relatively close to the CBD.  

Floreat is one of the last remaining green suburbs with large blocks close to the CBD (or 
even anywhere in Perth).  It has a distinct character and feel which is well established and 
must be protected.  We paid a premium to move into the area and consider that the 
Town must do everything necessary to protect it.  It is a safe, family neighbourhood.  
Increasing the medium and high density in specific zones of the suburb will irrevocably 
change its character for ever, and not for the better.  There will be increased noise and 
traffic, trees will inevitably be knocked down to allow for development which will 
displace the birds that we wake up to chirping every morning, Floreat's pride of place at 
the top of the list of 'lowest crime suburbs' will be put at risk, and all the things that make 
Floreat distinctly Floreat will be lost. 
 
It is important that we keep these older more established suburbs.  There are plenty of 
newer suburbs where higher density living can be included from the start and properly 
planned so that it doesn't impact on existing residents. 
 
We had plans to do renovations to our home - those are now on hold as there is no point 
in putting more money into our home if it is going to have its value and liveability 
destroyed. 
 
I am concerned that in putting forward three awful choices, that residents will feel forced 
to choose the 'best of a bad lot', and the results may therefore appear as though there is 
support for a particular option, when really it is simply the option that will affect them 
least.  The 8 storey option - scenario C - would probably affect the least number of 
residents but those that it will affect (including us) will be seriously and adversely 
affected.  I note that there has been a letterbox drop by the 'Coast Ward Ratepayers 
Association' that generally supports Scenarios A and B - likely that support is simply to 
move sentiment from Scenario C which is the only Scenario that proposes any 
development in City Beach. 
 
I urge you to reject all proposals insofar as they would lead to ANY increase in medium or 
high density in Floreat.   Until December 2016 we lived in McCourt Street, West 
Leederville.   West Leederville is a different community with a different feel, smaller 
blocks and much closer to the city and public transport.  I note that there are 
fundamental and distinct differences between West Leederville and Wembley on the one 
hand, and Floreat on the other, and that there are areas in West Leederville (not 
necessarily those proposed by the three Scenarios) that could accommodate higher 
density without impacting on the existing residents. 
 
Some of the assumptions that appear to be underpinning some of these scenarios are 
just plain wrong -there does not have to be development in every suburb, there does not 
need to be additional urban growth and employment in every suburb (those should be 
resisted in Floreat as they will alter the neighbourhood that has been in existence for 



many, many years and that the residents want to see retained).  Further, I have not seen 
any plans to increase the number of buses that run along Oceanic Drive and it is 
therefore a fundamental error to treat that area as a 'key public transport corridor'.  The 
assumption that there will be increased public transport frequency along Oceanic Drive is 
wrong.  To the extent that the Town must show an additional number of dwellings being 
provided for, Floreat is not the place for those dwellings to be located.  There are areas 
that are better suited to high density living within the Town that will not impact existing 
residents - and those are the areas that should be focused on.  No increase to medium 
and high density in Floreat! 
 
1. Very significant, and unreasonable, impact on very traditional residential areas 
(including Salvado Road through Floreat). 
 
2. The pictures depicting the potential development are disturbing.  I do not support 
anything higher than two storeys on the Southern side of Oceanic on the properties that 
abut our property at 318 Salvado Road.  Allowing development of that scale would have a 
significant adverse affect on the amenity of our property.  The sheer bulk that we would 
be looking smack bang into and the overlooking and lack of privacy, would completely 
alter the enjoyment of our property.  When I think of the extent that the town looks at 
overlooking and privacy issues when someone wants to build next door, and juxtapose 
that against the possibility of 2-8 storeys in our backyard, my mind boggles and I wonder 
if the world has just gone crazy.   
 
3. Development around Floreat Forum will destroy a lovely neighborhood. Eight storey 
developments on the southern side of Oceanic between Hornsey Rd and Brookdale St / 
Howtree Place places the very appeal of Floreat at risk and would be an eyesore that is 
visible from all over Floreat.  I would only support development on the Floreat Forum site 
to a maximum of three storeys, anything more than that and it will become a landmark 
for all the wrong reasons. 
 
4. Any change in planning rules should not extend southward beyond Oceanic Drive, all 
potential development (up to three storeys) should be on the northern side of Oceanic 
Drive.  I do not support anything higher than two storeys on the Southern side of Oceanic 
as that is, and should be retained, as a residential area with the same look and feel as it 
currently has.  Allowing anything higher than two storeys on Oceanic Drive will destroy 
the lovely green treetop vista that is currently there as you drive West along Oceanic 
Drive and past the Forum. 
 
5. Access to the train line has not been maximised. 
 
6. Given most bus routes run towards the city, the plan has too much development on 
the western side of Selby street. In order to efficiently maximise access to buses, the 

closer development is to the city, the more efficiently improved bus services can be 
provided (as an example there exists good bus coverage down Cambridge street east of 
Selby as the various 81 to 85 buses all converge after Selby to head down Cambridge 
Street to and from the city. This area east of Selby Street is where additional bus services 
can be most appropriately provided. 
 
7. If 5 and 8+ storey developments are to be considered acceptable for the town, why are 
they not being proposed along west coast highway in proximity to the beach. Surely with 
the money already invested and the natural attraction the west side of city beach 
becomes a primary activity centre? 
 
8. I have not seen any plans to increase the number of buses that run along Oceanic Drive 
- it is therefore a fundamental error to treat that area as a 'key public transport corridor'.  
The assumption that there will be increased public transport frequency along Oceanic 
Drive is wrong. 
 

914 The number of storeys of buildings and associated privacy issues and strain on 
infrastructure in an already densely populated neighbourhood. The loss of heritage and 
history of a beautiful area. The loss of beautiful old trees and birdlife.  

919 Buildings too high and too rapid a change: going from single residential to 10 stories in 
one phase. Too big an impact on existing residents.There are other opportunities to 
accommodate expected population growth.  

926 10 levels is far too high for the Floreat Forum, and would result in a structure that is 
totally out of place with the surrounding area. Given the amount of traffic in the area 
already, it is difficult to see how the area would cope with all the additional vehicles, 
including the requirement for parking. The additional density also encroaches onto 
adjoining roads that are quiet residential streets, and will have an unacceptable impact 
on the nature of those streets.  

934 Feel that the in the case of the Floreat District Centre that 8 storeys would be too high, 
but maybe 2-4 storeys. The shops do definitely need a revamp, but with the school, 
tennis club and bowls club not sure where you could accommodate residential. 
Slightly concerned that there is too much emphasis on Cambridge Street, there is already 
a lot of development happening there and need to look elsewhere. 

940 8-10 storey buildings are too high in the Floreat area and not in keeping with the general 
Floreat ambience. 

944 The proposed 4-10 storey buildings in the District Centre area, and the 2-4 storey 
buildings in the District Centre Frame of the West Leederville precinct.  



Lack of any increased density west of Floreat Forum. 

945 Most of it.  8-10 storeys are too high for the character of the town.  Density options must 
be considered in a different way.  5 storeys should be the maximum anywhere with due 
consideration to amenity and character of the areas in the town.  Develop and height can 
only be considered once transport links, traffic and parking are properly addressed. The 
district town frame is too big in Wembley, it must be reduced, and limited on the 
northern side of Cambridge Street.   

946 I do not like the idea of high density at all, especially in the Wembley District Area, which 
is my local neighbourhood. I would like to see Wembley District Area remain as it is and 
the Town of Cambridge rezone sites so that buildings like The Cube on Cambridge St 
(which is an eyesore) are not permitted because of old or non-existent zoning restrictions 
or applications which get through DAP without going through the local council. I do not 
want to see any greater heights than already there now. I do not like the medium to high 
density of the District Centre Frame and the creation of mixed use because it takes away 
from the character of Wembley and more businesses in this small area are unsustainable 
economically. I would not like to see any Residential Transition in the Wembley District 
Centre and existing housing around the Centre be left as it is and no further 
developments. Low to medium density would again ruin the character of Wembley and 
be particularly unfair to unfair to residential close to Centre. This can also be said for 
West Leederville. I am sure many residential around the Floreat Forum, especially the 
East side would not like such density levels and heights. 

952 I think the the scale is too great for small urban centres. 10 stories is much too high. 4 
story max would be appropriate for these centres. 

954 West Leederville DC: Do not like the heights proposed. 4 - 10 storey's abutting Cambridge 
St and railway lines too great,  should be no higher than 4 storey's. Within fringing areas 
no higher than 2 storey's. It is density by stealth. 
Wembley DC: Heights to be kept to 2 or 3 storey's and not expand into residential 
streets. 
Floreat DC: Mixed use development supported but at no higher than 3 storey's as it is 
situated in a residential area. If any surrounding area is developed, it needs to be 
restricted to 2 storey's due to the residential fabric of this area.  

 



 

7 Consider how invasive & large this need to be scale it down. 

19 Not supportive of widening the bands of centres and district centre frames, not 
supportive of wide residential transition zones at it will decimate the historical character 
of the 1930s bungalows of the Grantham/Cambridge Street Areas. These are Perth's 
version of Melbourne's terrace cottages. 

29 I strongly object to Scenario A as it applies to West Leederville Town Centre.  Areas 
identified as 'Residential Transition' and 'District Centres Frame' include residential areas 
of residential streets such as Tate St, St Leonard's St, Blencowe St.   
Using 800m radius from the train stations as a marker for areas of increased density is 
flawed as it does not take account of the leafy, residential character of much of the 
affected areas.  A more appropriate measure for areas of higher density would be 
linear/rectangular, running along Railway Pde rather than intruding into the suburb. 
Allowing higher density development in these areas is out of keeping with the peaceful, 
residential, quiet character of the areas and would irreversibly destroy the peacefulness, 
greenery, amenity and enjoyment of most of West Leederville.  This is unacceptable.   

33 Growth is too concentrated on the district centres adding density to the most dense 
areas of Cambridge. Larger blocks in the western suburbs aren't contributing to the 
population density targets. 
10 storey height target is excessive and can't be implemented without causing substantial 
harm to street level amenity. 5-6 storey height limit should be the maximum anywhere in 
Cambridge. 

62 Strongly oppose the 800m radius in West Leederville it will destroy the village feel and 
amenity currently existing. High levels should not be altered for areas away from major 
streets also density levels should not change from current situation 

88 Floreat Forum development  

110  I don't like the idea of urban development around Floreat Forum. There are enough 
shops in the area and Floreat Forum should not be any bigger. We already have far too 
many huge shopping areas in WA.  Developing more urban shopping centre is around 
Floreat will only increase traffic parking issues and congestion   

113 Total destruction of the community of West Leederville, the bulk /extent of the changes 
is an insult to the community. 

114 People live in Floreat for a reason, we like it the way it is, that's why other people want to 
live here, hence the cost to buy a property here is what it is. 

High rise in residential Floreat is no good and would be totally out of character for the 
area. 
Perry Lakes precinct looks like a concrete jungle in a ghost town, don't repeat it!! 
Keep in character with the suburb, and stop trying to make into something it isn't! 

137 Still places far too much of the infill in West Leederville streets that are currently quiet 
leafy heritage places.  Streets like Woolwich, Northwood, Blencowe, St Leonards and Tate 
have unique character that must be preserved.  All 3 scenarios would decimate this 
unique enclave that has already absorbed substantial increases in density.   

143 As above district centre too large in West Leederville, DC frames extending beyond the 
main arterial roads. 

155 Don't like the way there is bleeding into residential ares for up-coding. It is not required 
given we will easily meet Govt requirements for density. 

157 Don't like the way there is bleeding into residential ares for up-coding. It is not required 
given we will easily meet Govt requirements for density.  

159 Don't like the way there is bleeding into residential ares for up-coding. It is not required 
given we will easily meet Govt requirements for density.  

162 Don't like the way there is bleeding into residential ares for up-coding. It is not required 
given we will easily meet Govt requirements for density.  

178 Don't want impact on traditional residential streets 
Links West Leederville to Leederville 

232 Too much density around West Leederville. There is a Centre Plan already in place with 4-
10 storeys and the rest of West Leederville is already zoned medium density so it doesn't 
need to change. 
I don't think the properties north of the Wembley Centre should be upcoded. 

245 No other moderate to high density should exist in West Leederville except facing the 
railway line 

256 I don't like any of these scenarios. I'm concerned that the heritage value of West 
Leederville will suffer for the sake of less density in Floreat and City Beach. I live in West 
Leederville because I like the older Federation style houses and streetscapes. Please 
don't forsake these aspects of West Leederville. 

263 Some of the zoning suggested sounds too aggressive. It probably also needs a hub in the 
more western area, perhaps around the Ocean Villages shopping centre.  

269 I do not support any further density increases in West Leederville. 



308 There has already been enough development within what is and should remain a 
heritage suburb. The character homes within the suburb create a wonderful anchor to 
the past, something so rare in WA.  DON'T let urban development and greed take this 
away.  

318 Increased density around West Leederville beyond what is considered in the Activity 
Centre Plan.  

323 The proposed expansion of the west Leederville district centre zone northwards to 
Woolwich St would intrude on an established and vibrant medium density residential 
community and is more extensive than the 2013 proposal in the activity centre plan. I 
bought in this area on the basis of the 2013 plan and now it is proposed to have my 
property on Woolwich st rezoned into high rise. Such a move would likely destroy the 
existing friendly and welcoming character of this neighbourhood, which is already quite 
dense and in recent years has made a significant contribution to the infill quota. 
This option also does not resolve the lack of housing diversity in the City Beach area. 

434 expansion and increased density in West Leederville residential areas is not acceptable, 
particularly high rise residential. Extension to Ruislip of residential transition is too far 
into the heart of West Leederville 
West Leederville already contributes significantly to the Towns high and medium density 
living. Other growth regions should be investigated i.e. Floreat / City Beach 

435 Pushing further population into an already congested area.   
I am also dismayed by the last several years of indiscriminate demolition and 
replacement with unsightly concrete structures in the previously very attractive 
streetscape of St Leonards ave.   

482 Don't like the way there is bleeding into residential ares for up-coding. It is not required 
given we will easily meet Govt requirements for density.  

523 I am opposed to any increase in density in our residential streets.  IF increased density is 
actually required in West Leederville, it should only be on Cambridge St and Railway 
Parade. 

545 Development of the Floreat area should be restricted to the area between the Boulevard 
and north of Cambridge St, to preserve the housing character south of that street. 

549 The district centre at West Leederville should be limited to a maximum of 100 m north of 
Cambridge street.  The residential transition should be limited to a maximum of two 
stories. 

554 District center frames proposal in West Leederville effectively proposing half of west 
leederville to become high density. This is not a realistic proposal given the  current 

nature of the suburb. It seems no consideration has been given to current facilities or 
capabilities of the suburb to handle such a drastic change in population density.  

564 Any increase in density in traditional single residential streets. Only busy streets on 
transport corridors need to increase density. Do not allow it to encroach too far back into 
traditional streets. 

569 Development of Floreat Forum area as it could only impact residential streets. 
There is already ample high density at the old games stadium area. 
There is no proximity to rail services. 

575 The boundaries for development in West Leederville should be restricted to WITHIN 
Cambridge Street and Railway parade (and no further) till this area is FULLY developed. 

576 We are concerned that the present central residential area (particularly in the vicinity of 
Lesser Street and the Primary School) should be preserved as far as practicable, especially 
the houses with aesthetic or historical merit.  

599 1. The size of the proposed area for District Centres - It is far too dense and large for the 
size and location of the area - Traffic management will impact all the major roads around 
the area 
2. A more even placement of "Residential Transition", ie. 2-4 story throughout the Whole 
of the Town of Cambridge, including City Beach and Floreat. 
3. 1 Above would allow more even population and growth of shopping areas and small 
business. It will also support more resident to live near to the beach - a much sort after 
lifestyle. 
4. 10 Story buildings generally don't enhance local lifestyle conditions in any way. They 
create for delinquency behaviour with increase in traffic, cafes/wine bars etc. 
5. I'm a West Leederville resident and this is a real "community", quite extraordinary and 
critical to protect. I expect it can be protected and sustain a "limited" growth if kept very 
low. 
6. Perth (suburbs) need to keep the beautiful architecture of areas such as those in Town 
of Cambridge. 

604 This scenario disadvantages ratepayers in the West Leederville district who are being 
treated like second class citizens simply because they live closer to Perth city and are 
within reach of two railway stations and the Transperth CAT. This solution is being 
promoted because of this convenience and protects the remainder of the Town of 
Cambridge. Each of the proposals is making the same assumption that because it is near 
transport it can afford higher density. The company acquired to prepare these proposals 
has looked for the simplest solutions and has been very slack in not providing a range of 
significantly different alternatives. The town council should be ashamed of themselves 
for promoting a solution that will destroy the historical significance of the buildings in the 
district and ruin the strong community presence found within the suburb. The council is 



sacrificing the rights of the West Leederville ratepayers at the expense of protecting City 
Beach residents and other suburbs throughout the Town. By allowing 2-4 storey buildings 
throughout the current residential area will result in increased pressure from developers 
to buy out properties and demolish the current Federation and Edwardian style housing 
unique to West Leederville and not found in other suburbs within the Town of 
Cambridge. The knowledge that my own residence in the suburb will be zoned 4-10 
stories is very concerning. It will not take long, once one or two houses are demolished, 
for our privacy to be compromised by over-towering apartment blocks resulting in having 
to sell up and move. 

612 Within the Town of Cambridge the suburb that contains the most houses of architectural 
signficance is West Leederville (with Floreat second).  This has been slowly diminishing 
due to the already poor Town planning decisions regarding increased density.   Scenario 
A will wipe out much of the heritage of the area and the beauty of the suburb and the 
houses that remain will be ruined by the proximity of high density housing and 
commercial building built by developers whose only concern is the money that they can 
suck from the community. 

628 West Leederville plans are way to big and extensive. This amounts to a substantive 
change to the neighbourhood.  

632 Area 3, Floreat Forum, is quite detached from residential and so the L shaped shaded 
area as shown, is not clearly disconnected from the existing homes.  However the 
corridor concept could cater for densification just along Cambridge St and The Boulevard 
in parts. 

640 The suggestion of develops property areas on Salvado Rd (increased density) - the 
residential impact includes the section of street that I live on (Point 3) 

646 I do not like the 800 meter radius from the railway stations and that 2 to 4 stories are 
proposed for quiet narrow streets on the edges of the radius. This does not fit with the 
character of the suburb. We cannot accommodate the increase in traffic, noise, waste 
etc. Strongly oppose the areas earmarked for residential transition. Also cannot see 
Woolwich street as a district centres frame - completely out of character with the current 
streetscape. No space for parking, waste management - will mean less green areas - loss 
of tree canopy. 

656 The absence of any consolidation adjacent/along the activity corridors 

664 Too much density in West Leederville residential streets up to Ruislip  

666 Disjointed. Will this be a growth opportunity for small business, or will we simply see 
more businesses around the hubs, all competing for the same wallets.  
 

What is the West Leederville Activity Centre? What is Wembley Town Centre? 
 
All plans need to take school populations into account. 

687  It does not need to be concentrated in 2 or 3 commercial areas. 

807 Should not have an adverse impact on the residential streets. 

833 Do not spread this district north into residential streets (north of Cambridge St) keep the 
spread, linking Matthews netball centre and the new adjacent development to the 
Wembley Town Centre. 

868 Development outside the existing centres (i.e. into the residential transition zone) will 
change the nature of areas adjacent to centres. 
Proposed development will encourage spread / sprawl. 

876 Centre will just keep expanding in a circular fashion impacting traditional residential 
streets 

882 Proposed development around the Floreat District should be fully contained between 
The Boulevard & Cambridge St as shouldn't expend outside this area. Extending District & 
Residential Transitional south of Cambridge St will be the start of the creep, and will be 
very detrimental to the residential values of south Floreat  

887 I feel the scenario pushes density too far into West Leederville, which is a gorgeous, treed 
character suburb. Density should remain closer to Cambridge street. 

901 Expanding Activity Centre frame into surrounding residential streets 
Expanding the Activity Centre frame into surrounding residential leafy streets, whether 
Wembley, West Leederville or Floreat is contrary to the aims of the Central Sub Regional 
Plan - that is   " to minimise impact on existing suburbs and retain the existing built-up 
residential character".   
West Leederville in particular is a tiny community, with only 1000 separate dwellings, 
many of which are 100 years old colonial homes.  Introducing 4-10 storey new housing 
into these leafy residential streets would destroy the existing residential character and 
amenity, and in particular would destroy West Leederville's historic community. 

908 Scenario A, like the others can be very unfair on neighbouring properties. The re-
development should not have a boundary with private property. If we are going to have 
uneven redevelopment whole blocks should be redeveloped, not individual properties.  
For example the redevelopment around the Floreat forum should be only to the west of 
Hornsey Road.  Access roadways should be reconstructed so that the increased traffic 
serving all of the redevelopment comes from the Forum, and does not pass though the 
surrounding housing areas. 



921 West Leederville DC: 800 metres excessive. 2 storeys maximum within fringing areas.  
Wembley DC: 4 storeys too high for surrounding areas. 
Floreat DC: 4 storeys maximum in surrounding areas. 6 is excessive. 

924 The zones around each Centre encroach on residential areas & will detrimentally affect 
our street . The height of the forum is excessive, it can't currently cope with parking 
needs & retailers  can't afford the rents charged  

928 Need to treat area around Floreat Forum respectfully to ensure integrity of residential 
areas. 

930 The possibility of excessive development around Floreat Fotum and Wembley Town 
Centre which will reduce the amenity of the surrounding single residential streets. 

941 That excessive development will spread into traditional suburban strreets. Development 
should initially be concentrated in those parts of the West Leederville Activity Centre 
which are already a service and business centre. Development should be extended to 
Floreat Forum and Wembley Town Centre when required rather than spread out into 
traditional streets. 

947 the significantly increased densities that are planned between Cambridge and Woolwich 
street in West Leederville. This area is already under pressure with services, particularly 
the primary school, which will be difficult to change. There is a large impact on west 
leederville and it is not beyond the realms of belief to imagine that this suburb may move 
between town or cambridge, town of vincent, city of perth or city of subiaco in the 
medium to long term. 
Density is not at all addressed in the city beach area and the areas north of the boulevard 
from selby street. There appears to be no planning for the west of the town at all.  
10 stories seems too high, maximum of 6 would be better.  

951 dont like all of the density in west leederville 

 



 

24 I am not happy that planning for dual use paths has been lumped into roads, footpaths 
and drainage.  The city's brochures show bicycle pictures and it is mentioned in the spiel, 
but it needs to be given its own headline. 
As Cambridge St and Grantham Street inevitably become gridlocked, vehicle including 
bus transport will be too slow, Bike paths must be a high priority as can be seen in many 
major cities where it was not given priority.  The planned route along Ruislip is excellent 
but leads to nowhere at the west end.  It really needs to have planned side routes to the 
3 centres and at the west end there must be plans to join to the bike path alongside the 
golf course.   Where is the connection of the district centres to the Dual use path? 

26 Increased congestion along Cambridge Street and the number of pedestrians needing to 
cross this narrow street, which I think is very dangerous for crossing, especially for school 
children and cyclists at sunset and evening. 

 Cluster development in Floreat and further cluster development in Wembley would 
create an absolute nightmare for all road travellers and public transport users, especially 
in peak hours, with existing high rise buildings in the Wembley precinct already creating 
severe traffic congestion.   

 The ambience of Floreat in particular and also Wembley would be forever destroyed and 
the tranquillity and lifestyle we all enjoy permanently eliminated. Cambridge Road would 
merely become a busy and congested thoroughfare. 

45 This would create too  much traffic. Arterial roads are not coping with current traffic. 

47 No: Increased congestion. Greater urban density. Reduce Wembley's Character 

87 Definitely I believe a traffic study should be done. Cambridge Street (and other streets 
near these activity centres) is narrow in parts and slow/congested at times (peak hour). 
Where are people going to park? On street parking is already at a premium - plus 
adequate and non restrictive parking at train stations needs to be looked at to encourage 
people to use the train. As regards the area around the Floreat Forum - parking is already 
in short supply for people using the shopping centre and often cars are parked on 
surrounding roads because you can't get a park at the Forum - making these already fairly 
narrow suburban streets even more narrow and congested.      

96 1. Care would have to be taken to accommodate increased parking facilities for both 
residents and visitors to the area. 
2 Increased traffic would have to be considered. 

98 1. Potential traffic impact around Lake Monger and freeway junction 

115 Public transport (buses) frequency outside of working hours will need to be increased, 
hourly bus transport is insufficient for higher density populations. 

131 The proposed mixed used floreat redevelopment 
Will interrupt the gardens and streetscopes of the easter floreat district 
Properties surrounding floreat forum already have pressure on parking for both staff and 
residents therefore higher density in this area will add to existing pressures 

133 Congestion (traffic, carparking) in the vicinity of the centres. 

179 ● parking is already an issue in & around these centres.  More residents / businesses ??? 
the requirement for more parking. 
● 8-10 storeys is far too high.  Should be restricted to 4-5 storeys. 
● Maintains some semblance of the "garden suburbs"  

180 ● PARKING IN & AROUND THESE CENTRES IS ALREADY A PROBLEM.  MORE RESIDENTS / 
BUSINESS = REQUIREMENT FOR  MORE PARKING 
● 8-10 STOREYS IS TOO HIGH.  SHOULD BE RESTRICTED TO 4-5 STOREYS. 
● USES PRESENT PUBLIC TRANSPORT LINKS. 
● MAINTAINS (to a DEGREE) THE GARDEN SUBURB'S 

206  W. Leedy is smallest suburb with biggest "district" ear-marked.  I understand idea that 
train access is desirable, but it doesn't reduce number of cars in 'hood as everyone wants 
one (or 2!) for weekend activities. 

224 Likely to slow the traffic down as fewer lanes and slower speeds required 

225 Floreat forum and Wembley are not a major transport hub - there is no train , only buses 
and the buses are not super frequent.....any significant density increase needs to be 
closer to the train and bus routes. 

244 This is unacceptable that West Leederville continues to be the target of density increases. 
It is impossible to move freely around as most arterial routes are extremely congested in 
the mornings and afternoons. The soft infrastructure is unable to support any further 
developments. 

267 Areas suggested as "District Centers Frame" and "Residential Transition" in West 
Leederville are Residential neighbourhood streets.  If Multiple Dwelling Buildings are 
allowed to be built in this area that will increase traffic and lead to greater demand on 
the services in the area.  It is not appropriate to have higher density living here.  West 
Leederville density has already been increased and SHOULD NOT be increased further. 

286 Cambridge Street particularly around West Leederville is already difficult for car traffic so 
don't make that worse.  



There are some beautiful streets in West Leederville that need to be heritage preserved. 
A mix of modern and high rise in those streets with a reduction of stress and gardens 
would destroy a valuable streetscape and community vibrancy. 

292 West Leederville (where I have been an owner/resident for 35 years) is already suffering 
from the new flats in Northwood Street and the ones around the West Leederville 
'village'. There is now always traffic congestion in the West Leederville hub - indeed it has 
become a bottleneck at certain times of the day - and this will only get worse. 
Furthermore it appears that West Leederville is going to become the high density 
scapegoat for Cambridge and this is completely NOT ACCEPTABLE. While I understand 
the urban sprawl has to be contained and high rise building is becoming inevitable, it it 
NOT a good idea to pick a spot and then dump all the new flats in that zone.  

306 I do not support this proposal at all because (1) I live on Woolwich St, (2) I think the 
proposed height of up to 10 storeys is totally unacceptable. 
Besides wind tunnel effects, which are already apparent on Railway Parade (e.g. at the 
WALAGA building), the extra vehicular load from traffic & loss of amenity for a local 
travelling to the south (e.g. to Subiaco) or to the east (e.g. Northbridge or West Perth or 
the CBD). 

307 West Leederville has already seen more than its recent fair share of density increases. 
West Leederville school, roads and other amenities cannot accommodate further 
population increases. The school in particular is a nightmare at drop off and collection 
times. The area can not cope with more people and traffic. 

312 Risk is to ensure transportation routes not congested.  Need to provide better public 
transport so less reliance on cars on road.  Need more overpasses for pedestrians / bikes 
to provide safety in built up areas.  Also better bus routes and trains - light rail would be 
ideal which could run either up Cambridge or the Boulevard and all way into City.  
Monorail system similar to Sydney linking centres would be best as this is elevated and 
takes pressure off roads. State Govt funding should be sought for infrastructure in rail 
links and better public transport options.  

372 The streets surrounding the three district centres mentioned, cannot cope with the 
existing traffic, parking is already a problem. 

433 parking regulation for small business owners in the growing suburb is really difficult. 
With the convenience and easy access to public transport in West Leederville, the council 
should review the parking regulations.  For example, currently medical consultation 
business, 1 consultation room requires 3-4 parking bays.  With a typical consultation 
clinic, there are 2-3 rooms, to have 9-12 parking bays, it is really difficult for small 
business to operate. It will also stop people to invest in buying commercial properties in 
this area. 

438 The streets around all three locations are already very congested. The West leederville 
site street scaping that was done a few years ago remains a bit of a failure and it won't be 
helped by more people living in the area.  

446 Increased density inevitably means increased traffic with accompanying noise pollution.  
 
McCourt Street and Woolwich Street currently carry a disproportionate traffic flow. 

477 Where ever you put more people it means more cars more amenities needed therefore 
the whole area changes in character. 
Roads get more congested. 
New facilities need to be provided, needing increased funding and therefore increasing 
the cost of living in these areas. 

508 Floreat Forum has already challenging parking issues. Floreat Forum site was originally 
designed as a "strip shopping" facility, however evolved into the state's first shopping 
centre (mall). Sporting grounds and road layout might make this a difficult centre to 
increase urban density.  

511 Crazy traffic jams in Kimberley St West Leederville! 

528 Current Roads and Parking situation is not thought throw to accomodate such an 
increase in density 

536 I think that most of these areas have had enough "urban growth" 
Other areas such as Floreat Forum already have traffic congestion due to the proximity of 
several schools. 

538 The building heights and density around Floreat Forum would significantly increase 
pressure on roads and infrastructure as well as reducing the amenity of quiet leafy 
suburbs where people have moved there for that reason.  
The Wembley node already has some high rise. One would not want it to get much more 
dense. 
There is already an over supply of apartments that is meant to keep Perth going for a 
number of years yet. 

555 The increased pedestrian activity will increase traffic congestion and travel time on the 
District Distributor roads through the district centres.  The increased interaction of Ped, 
cyclists with vehicles will reduce road safety.    

558 I wouldn't like to have my property devalued by overlooking and inevitable nuisance 
traffic and street parking, if I lived near the developments. 
Cambridge St near Wembley likely to become clogged due to much higher number of 



inhabitants, slowing bus traffic and pushing peak hour commuters onto Grantham St and 
suburban streets. 

582 Traffic and high rise causing problems for residents in one part of the council area at the 
expense of protecting other areas from reasonable infill. 

607 Living in a high density street, increase in traffic, having appartments already looking into 
our backyard 

611 District centre frame area, particularly around West Leederville. The current proposal is 
as far north as Woolwich Street and the Primary School. My concern would be around 
the ability of current roads and infrastructure to cope with potential increased traffic and 
additional intensity brought on by the concept. 
 
I see benefits to the residential transition area, but coupled with the District Centre 
frame concept, I think that area of West Leederville would lose some of its character.  

613 The high density and high storey buildings proposed would completely change the suburb 
of West Leederville from a lovely, family friendly community that we all love living in to a 
horrible, high density, crowded, impersonal, ugly place to live. 
The current roads already struggle with the traffic that goes through the area - with this 
sort of expansion and increase in population, access would be a nightmare. 

620 Must be sensitive to not impact on ambience of quiet local streets. 
I am concerned that each development must have adequate on site parking so as not to 
congest local streets. 
I am opposed to any building higher than 2 storeys in any street other than major 
through roads such as Cambridge, Selby or Harborne ., as they can cause major problems 
with overshadowing and parking congestion. 

634 The effect on traffic congestion it will cause. 
The increase in rubbish, litter ect  
Probably increased crime especially on Tower street and those that people walk down to 
th strain lines. 

638 - Residential Transition sections placed through the streets of West Leederville, outside 
of the main corridors of Cambridge Street and West Leederville. These streets already 
struggle with traffic, parked cars and limited parking options. An Increased number of 
residents and their visitors will put a further strain on the already narrow roads.  
- floreat and city beach have greater capacity to accommodate increased traffic 
associated with an increase in number of residents. Yet they have much less area here 
proposed for higher density. I appreciate the point around placing population where 
there is existing public transport, but surely the answer to this project is to not overload, 
overcrowd and diminish the appeal of the suburbs that do have existing public transport. 

We may meet the quota but it will come at a significant cost to the community.  

643 Increases pressure ob parking and access, 
(Development need to be supported by public transport and parking) 

660 With both Scenario  A and B I am concerned that any increase in the general area will 
need to be in conjunction with proper serviced transport system. Increased population 
density in the area runs the risk of causing disharmony by stretching the limited existing 
resources.  Experience both here and elsewhere demonstrates that increased commercial 
centres without adequate transport and infrastructure become a nightmare with traffic 
being diverted onto residential "rat runs" to avoid the increased congestion to the 
significant detriment of the traditional residential areas. In the end the areas become less 
liveable.  
Given that many areas of Cambridge are still without underground power, adequate 
water pressure (due to demand and failing infrastructure), aged and in many cases 
unserviceable gas mains, and a power grid that is unable to adequately service new 
developments without impacting upon existing users great care must be taken to ensure 
that expansion in established areas cannot be treated as if it is a greenfield site and the 
development is measured and considered with due regard to the amenity and liveability 
of the whole of the area. 

665 Will require adequate parking structures and increased security 

671 Transport will need to be improved however. 

674 More public transport options. 

728 -Do not like the possibility of high density growth contributing to existing traffic problems 
-Do not like possibility of social problems due to high density living 
-This scenario is the only one which would cause least problems 

755 Avoid strip shopping & commercial development front on main road.  Stop destroying or 
restricting 4-lane streets to become 2 lanes. And if bus stops to pick up or allow 
passengers to alight, the bus stops flow of traffic altogether i.e. Cambridge St W 
Leederville. 

801 No street parking two lanes is all they want. 

839 No! Due to impending parking problems for areas surrounding the new developments. 

840 No! Due to impending parking problems for areas surrounding the new developments. 

905 I believe there is already too much pressure on the Leederville area.  Further 
development, particularly over two stories, dramatically diminishes the ambience of the 
area. Also, use of public transport by new residents is not obligatory, and many will work 



in areas not serviced by public transport. This means extra vehicular load on an already 
busy area. 

935 I get no sense that the concept of District Centres has been thought through in terms of 
how they might relate to known or proposed transport infrastructure improvements nor 
a realistic view of how private and public transportation will be utilized in 30 years time. 
Planners seem to be stuck within an old paradigm. 
 
Increased public transport along existing roads is a nightmare scenario. Bus drivers today 
and their long suffering passengers are increasingly being required, it would seem, to 
negotiate a virtual obstacle course of multiple roundabouts, chicanes and other hazards.  
 
Very little thought or provision seems to be going into  considering how to construct 
these District Centres without completely disrupting the neighbourhood and local traffic 
flow for several years. Recent and ongoing projects in Perth City are a prime example. 
 
I don’t really see the benefit of a West Leederville District Centre per say. This area is 
already growing generically being in close proximity to the city and rail infrastructure. It 
will inevitably become an inner city lifestyle option anyway and developers seem to have 
already become de facto planners! 
 
I disapprove of any District Centre of more than 6 stories. If developers cannot live with 
that then they should rethink their priorities or go somewhere else. 
 
I absolutely do not see Floreat as a District Centre, perhaps a “Local Retail Centre” but 
only on the basis of a 4 story height limit including parking with any surrounding 
residential development limited to 2 stories. 

937 I get no sense that the concept of District Centres has been thought through in terms of 
how they might relate to known or proposed transport infrastructure improvements nor 
a realistic view of how private and public transportation will be utilized in 30 years time. 
Planners seem to be stuck within an old paradigm. 
 
Increased public transport along existing roads is a nightmare scenario. Bus drivers today 
and their long suffering passengers are increasingly being required, it would seem, to 
negotiate a virtual obstacle course of multiple roundabouts, chicanes and other hazards.  
 
Very little thought or provision seems to be going into  considering how to construct 
these District Centres without completely disrupting the neighbourhood and local traffic 
flow for several years. Recent and ongoing projects in Perth City are a prime example. 
 
I don’t really see the benefit of a West Leederville District Centre per say. This area is 
already growing generically being in close proximity to the city and rail infrastructure. It 

will inevitably become an inner city lifestyle option anyway and developers seem to have 
already become de facto planners! 
 
I disapprove of any District Centre of more than 6 stories. If developers cannot live with 
that then they should rethink their priorities or go somewhere else. 
 
I absolutely do not see Floreat as a District Centre, perhaps a “Local Retail Centre” but 
only on the basis of a 4 story height limit including parking with any surrounding 
residential development limited to 2 stories. 

950 I don't think no 2 or 3 can support District Centres.  The current infrastructure does not 
support the highest density and the transport corridor would be severely affected by 
over development.  Existing shopping facilities are already struggling to cope with 
parking, which is a major issue at Floreat Forum and even the new Boulevard Shopping 
centre.  Traffic studies must be a part of any change to ensure areas can cope with any 
higher densities. 
Re District Centres and  Residential Transition residents in those affected areas should be 
consulted and their views incorporated to allow for reasonable development that does 
not affect their own enjoyment (overshadow, overlooking issues etc). 

953 I don't think no 2 or 3 can support District Centres.  The current infrastructure does not 
support the highest density and the transport corridor would be severely affected by 
over development.  Existing shopping facilities are already struggling to cope with 
parking, which is a major issue at Floreat Forum and even the new Boulevard Shopping 
centre.  Traffic studies must be a part of any change to ensure areas can cope with any 
higher densities. 
Re District Centres and  Residential Transition residents in those affected areas should be 
consulted and their views incorporated to allow for reasonable development that does 
not affect their own enjoyment (overshadow, overlooking issues etc). 

955 I don't think no 2 or 3 can support District Centres.  The current infrastructure does not 
support the highest density and the transport corridor would be severely affected by 
over development.  Existing shopping facilities are already struggling to cope with 
parking, which is a major issue at Floreat Forum and even the new Boulevard Shopping 
centre.  Traffic studies must be a part of any change to ensure areas can cope with any 
higher densities. 
Re District Centres and Residential Transition residents in those affected areas should be 
consulted and their views incorporated to allow for reasonable development that does 
not affect their own enjoyment (overshadow, overlooking issues etc). 



 



 

56 Don’t like - no added POS in West Leederville 

59 But I feel schools in the area are overloaded and this needs to be considered in all 
development assessments 

151 West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density in density increases. 
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases (parks and open space, traffic roads and parking). West Leederville's historic 
character and close residential community will be significantly impacted. 

219 West Leederville is already over-developed, many streets are clogged with parked cars 
and the small primary school in particular is very crowded. Children in kindy already 
need to be taught off-site. A 'District Centre' in West Leederville must be avoided. 

229 Not impressed at all totally unsuitable. This is a ridiculous proposal for the area which 
has important heritage and cultural values. Such developments in the  past have 
ultimately led to slum like environments. The local infrastructure would be unable to 
cope with the massive population increase particularly the West Leederville school 
which has no room for further development 

243 Increased residential density away from Cambridge and Railway.  
Any increased residential density without simultaneous increased services, especially 
school.  

250 No density increases in West Leederville.  We've had our recent fair share of density 
increases.  West Leederville Primary School is bursting at the seams!!!!  And the 
increased traffic on our street (Kimberley Street) is disturbing and dangerous. 
Would you like to live next door to a 4 - 10 storey complex?  We don't think so. 

252 Nothing of this Plan I like. In Wembley and Floreat areas, the population has increased 
dramatically in last few years. The local traffic is busy; the school is full; the kids have 
no play area in school. I have not seen the government to solve any of these problems. 
We don't need to rush into a plan to increase population to make the problems bigger 
before the government can come up with a solution to solve it.  Plus West Leederville is 
a 120 years historical community, I don't vote for  high rise building over historical 
building/culture.    

257 None of the scenarios.  Too high density.  West Leederville Primary is already 
overcrowded, there is not enough parking on Railway or Cambridge, traffic is 
horrendous during rush hour. I don't like any of it. Leederville is a vibrant area without 
8 story buildings along the corridors. 

265 I am appalled that the council would suggest more high rise / high density living within 
West Leederville without considering the impact on the surrounding infrastructure and 
services.  West Leederville Primary is at breaking point with no open space for 
students.  Cambridge street is at best dangerous, at worst a death trap.  My young 
children are not able to safely walk to school due to having to cross Cambridge st with 
one crossing located at Coles.  Even there the cars are not guaranteed to stop.  It is a 
complete lack of insight by councillors.  You want the neighbourhood to be family 
friendly, without providing safe environment.  Have any of the councillors attempted 
to cross Cambridge st with small children?  Does someone need to be seriously injured 
or killed for the council to take note?  There are so many near misses each day.   

274 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. No more density 
increase for West Leederville. West Leederville should not, and cannot accommodate 
any further density increases. Our school is already over populated and we have a 
strong sense of community that will be adversely impacted by the proposed changes.  

287 West Leederville has already seen it's fair share of density increases.  The local school 
CANNOT accommodate further population increases.  There is NO ROOM at the school 
- density increases will limit the quality of space available for our kids of the 
neighbourhood. 

293 West Leederville CANNOT carry any further infill until the size and capacity of the 
school in the area is addressed 

310 The wide 'Residential Transition' corridor in West Leederville will completely destroy 
the character of the area.  Constraints in West Leederville are not being taken into 
account - heritage value, already stretched school, limited public open space and 
smaller block size. 

442 All of it. I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and 
adds additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. The proposal to 
change the Tower St/Holyrood/Cambridge street precinct to a red zone doesnt 
demonstrate any due diligence to the environmental sustainability of the area and fails 
to demonstrate how the services of sewage and water and power will cope with the 
increased population. 
The council adopted a greening of the suburb approach when it implemented 
reduction of cambridge street in West Leederville and the ideallic leaf streets will be in 
jeopardy by this proposal. We lack green open space and the proposal to red zone 
Holyrood Park precinct is not keeping with the street scape TOC initially adopted. 

444 West Leederville already has enough high density accommodation and given the 
heritage value of the area - more growth in this area would be devastating 
The school is already not coping, there is not enough green space and on Holyrood 



street - where I live it is a noisy and sometimes dangerous pedestrian cut through after 
football, JB O'Reilley's closes and when there are concerts at the oval. 

452 All of it.  
I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. The proposal to change 
the Tower St/Holyrood/Cambridge street precinct to a red zone doesn't demonstrate 
any due diligence to the environmental sustainability of the area and fails to 
demonstrate how the services of sewage, water and power and even traffic alone, will 
cope with the increased population. 
 
The council adopted a greening of the suburb approach when it implemented 
reduction of Cambridge street in West Leederville and the idyllic leaf streets will be in 
jeopardy by this proposal. We lack green open space and the proposal to red zone 
Holyrood Park precinct is not keeping with the streetscape TOC initially adopted. We 
went though great pain to achieve this with some local shops even having to close as 
they were so affected , now you want to add to that and in fact change the "entire " 
plan again!  
 

461 Too high density in a small area. 
West Leedrville primary school is too busy as it is with the current residents in the area. 
Not enough green space / parks in the area to accomodate the increased number of 
people. 

465 All of it.  West Leederville Primary School is busting at its seams and it cannot 
accommodate any more students.  There is limited space available to play and no 
school oval. Cambridge Street is dangerous now that it is one lane and impossible to 
cross for children.   

484 Green space not protected in West Leederville. Density increases in traditional street 
with character homes and heritage significance (Hollyrood St) 
City Beach protected from increase (are we afraid after Amendment 31?) 
School cannot take density increases at Wembley, West Leederville. 
What about GREEN SPACE in West Leederville. All the other space is shown, but looks 
like you're wiping out around the Leederville Town Hall. If you increase density, you 
need to maintain the green space that exists, or we get a ghetto 

488 The slow increase in the West Leederville area of high rise and high density dwellings. 
there has been a big increase in the last few years. 
West Leederville is unique in its history. We see no benefit in diluting this. The WL 
Primary school has little opportunity to grow its footprint - its full already! Why do we 

want to add to the problem? 

489 The proposed increased density. West Leederville already has R30 residential zoning.  
No information is given about how the increased volume of traffic will be managed, 
how the need for increased parking will be managed, where primary school children 
will be educated given the current school does not have the room even now to 
accommodate its pre-kindy children. Have increased open spaces been planned? If so, 
where? Surely all these issues should be successfully addressed before even 
considering increasing density in any area of the Town. 

520 The last building we saw rise are 2 bedrooms apartment. When you already have 2 
children, where do you go? 
West Leederville Primary school is overcrowded, probably the worst school in Australia 
when we look at the density. The plan will put even more pressure on it: we need 
space and you proposing the opposite. 

531 4 - 10 storey development is unnecessary and inappropriate in and bordering the WL 
residential area. There is no clear need for this type of extreme density, there is no 
creation of new green space or other infrastructure (such as schools). 

533 These are terrifying proposals for West Leederville residents. The increases in density 
proposed for West Leederville is unacceptable. The primary school is already 
completely full with no space for the children to run and play. The proposal completely 
ignores the infrastructure required in the area for schools, water and power and 
ignores the current village and community atmosphere of West Leederville. 

547 All of them. High rise construction won't fit in the neighbourhood. One more time it 
will put more pressure on the roads, more pressure on public infrastructures (WL 
primary school is already struggling to cope with the increase population with 
subdivided blocks, the same is right for Wembley too). 

552 My house is 100 years old and well preserved in character.  To demolish it and make 
way for 2-4 storey apartment blocks demonstrates a complete lack of respect for the 
heritage of our city. 
My children attend the local school.  Already the kindergarten is off-site negating the 
ability to walk my 4 year old to school, which was half the reason of relocating to this 
suburb.  My oldest daughter has split lunch time so the teachers can supervise play in 
the adjacent park.  How can the school accommodate MORE families?  There is no 
room left for the ones we have and no room to build a new school. 

557 Impact to W Leederville. In particular impact on school, no room, traffic congestion, 
and impact to heritage and amenity of the suburb. Already a lack of open space to 
share in suburb. 



577 It will definitely impact on the amenity of people living in West Leederville, and it 
seems unfair on some of the current landholders in that area who do not wish to live 
right next door to high rise which impacts on their quality of life..also where will the 
new school be to accomodate the kids? West Leederville Primary School is way too 
small. 

597 There is too much density proposed with Scenario A. This will put a strain on local 
schools which are already over crowded. Parking on weekends is already not adequate. 
Visitor to the area using West Leederville services like cafes are already struggling to 
find parking without being fined by rangers.  
 
For as much as these businesses need this community and visitor revenue to continue 
to flourishing. Having corner cafes and alike are the corner stone an old community 
feel. One of the reason I wanted to live in West Leederville. So having a balance 
between local and visitor support is important, but overcrowding is not something that 
I would have happy with. This sort of high traffic should be saved for hot spots like 
Northbridge, Elisabeth Quays etc, not inner city family neighbourhoods.   

600 The West Leederville district centre/frame and transition area moving anywhere north 
past Cambridge St. This would ruin the quiet, beautiful suburb and be much too close 
to the Primary School. The school is already so small and can't accommodate further 
population increases.  

667 I am opposed to any further density increases in West Leederville 
 
I have lived in West Leederville for the past 20 years and have seen the residential 
zoning change to R30, causing a significant detrimental impact on the infrastructure 
within the area.  Further densification will have a dire consequence on community 
health and wellbeing, connectivity and sense of place and historic character of the 
area.   
 
The three options provided only look at increasing density in three areas instead of a 
way to integrate increased density throughout the entire Town of Cambridge (eg why 
not rezone larger blocks to give those that want to subdivide the option) I liken the 
current plan to placing all statewest housing in the same area.  This is not visually 
appealing or conducive to building stronger healthier communities.  This plan appears 
to be a knee jerk response to Perth-Peel@3.5m instead of understanding the current 
infrastructure and capacity and engaging with the community to develop a vision for 
each of the wards within the Council.   
 
My specific concerns include parking, increased traffic, lack of cycle paths and/or wide 
footpaths for access, lack of public green open space (active and passive), lack of SAFE 
access to Lake Monger, loss of tree canopy,  the complete inability of WL Primary 

School to cope with its current enrolments numbers (In the last 7 years the West 
Leederville Primary School population has doubled from some 250 students to over 
500.  This has now caused the relocation of the Kindergarten to Lake Monger and the 
use of Cowden Park for play and sports.  The School has no oval, limited playspace, no 
parking for teachers or parents).  The issue with tree canopy (which I see you have 
started to identify in the Towns Treescape Plan) is of serious concern in the three 
options provided, with the heat island effect, reducing the quality of living of residents.  
There needs to be more green space and trees in West Leederville not less.  We are 
restricted in tree planting by verge size.  We are restricted for green space by provision 
and access.  This proposal as with the other two proposals are unacceptable. 
 
Perhaps you should challenge PerthPeel@3.5m.   

849 Not acceptable for West Leederville which is slowly being destroyed by ugly 
unimaginative infill - no plans for infrastructure roads, transport, schools. 

870 West Leederville expansion - West Leederville is already over crowded, over populated 
West Leederville Primary School is busting at the seams and parking around the suburb 
to visit the businesses is a massive issue   

886 the increased residential and infill north of Cambridge st.  in west leederville. This will 
overload all of the local facilities - eg schools. 

891 Parking is already under pressure in streets already 
Current schools can't cope ,  need to be build bigger primary and high schools 
Most important , too many high rises looses the calibre of resident to a lower social 
economic level (rents lower)  and then it costs rate payers funds to clean up , manage 
and eliminate less desirables which push values of properties down and consequently 
rates income 
Infrastructure pressure in a few zones  
Place all in a few areas people will go outside to Leederville and Subiaco in terms of 
commercial spend because there zones to crowded 
We don't want to loose IGA community centres if development doesn't happen around 
the smaller centres, not sustainable they lose 

904 - The fact that historical buildings in West Leederville will not be maintained. 
 - West Leederville already has higher density living than the other suburbs in the Town 
of Cambridge and therefore should not bear the brunt of increased higher density 
living. 
- The West Leederville Primary School is already at capacity and any increased density 
would put further pressure on this school.  
- Other amenities in the West Leederville area would also be detrimentally affected by 
increased density living 



 - West Leederville has already been subject to increased density living with zoning 
changes over the time 

909 Unfair to residents of West Leederville and also Wembley.  Residential Transitional 
diagram is totally misleading and contrary to law- picture shows two storey building yet 
small print provides may be up to 4 storeys.  Does not take into account demand that 
will be placed on amenities, social infrastructure and utilities in those areas. 
 
All areas are traditional residential areas. 

920 The District Centre proposal in West Leederville is bordering an area which already has 
insufficient parking for local residents. We live in ___ Street which is a dead end street 
to the back of the primary school where most of the residents do no have off street 
garage facilities. Between the school & doctors surgery on the end of the street 
residents are continually having difficulty getting parking outside or close to their 
houses.   
 
We understand that the primary school is already at capacity with limited ability to 
expand further. Introducing higher density housing will only add to this challenge. We 
are a young family & when it comes time to send our children to school we would be 
highly disappointed if a place were not available to us due to this influx.     

948 Not acceptable in any way. The proposal hasn't looked at how the Cambridge district is 
operating at the moment with all the constraints already affecting this area. It 
definitely doesn't need more development as it is already struggling with the number 
of residents, cars and facilities in such a small area. The Primary School is bulging at the 
seems even without  
even factoring future student intakes. New building extensions cover all the school 
block with students having to be walked over to the nearby park for lunch and sport!! 
Not an ideal situation. One of the preprimary classes had been off campus at Lake 
Monger Primary. Cambridge St is so busy and traffic chaotic between Kimberley St and 
Northwood St.  The light in front of Coles, the entry to the car parks for the shopping 
centre, the single lane which has a bus stop in the middle means traffic is always built 
up. The Gym at the other side of Coles and the Early Leaning centre contribute to the 
problem. It iI already not working well and there had been an obvious road rage 
mentality due to the frustration particularly at peak hour. 

 



 

12 Needs further development 

16 This concentration will lead to a "ghetto like" result - than further.  

20 changing the community from family to a diverse identity. 
Apartments and high rise, high density brings it's issues. 
A different age demographic with it's differing needs and expectations. 
A very congested and high traffic areas. 
Associated parking issues.  

27 We are strongly opposed to both Scenario A and B 

30 I feel that it very much impinges on the existing residential fabric of the suburbs in 
particular West Leederville. 

31 West Leederville : high rise is too high, inadequate provision for parking which is 
already at a premium in the area, no privacy protection for  existing residents in single 
story housing, there is no public open space planned (European successful high rise 
normally has open public areas nearby) 

44 The district centre heights are too high for residential area. City Beach doesn't have any 
input to reaching the state government targets and this is unfair to the residents of in 
W. Leederville and Wembley. The residential transition area too far back. This will spoil 
the feel of the suburbs and result in many heritage building being destroyed. High rise 
building do not encourage the community to meet and detracts from the suburban 
feel. 

57 Dislike: Pt 1 

63 Not a huge fan 

93 Other than shopping centres, is there much to make people want to live in these 
centres?  

94 I don't think that it is quite extensive enough and that a transition or corridor from the 
east / city end to the west side would be preferable  

101 Much of the development is going to be on traffic corridors which are already past 
there capacity. Generally I am not in favour of high rise living as (with the exception of 
where it is on extremely expensive real-estate, due to some special factor ie view or 
location) it tends to deteriorate into a poor environment. I don't think next to a railway 
station qualifies as a great location. 

104 The Civic developments are all long distances from the residential infill, and poorly 
accessible by public transport. 
The greatest concentration of residential infill has no high school or secondary school 
infrastructure available. 
The idea of the tight, inner city "District Centre" being "well landscaped indicates a 
poor understanding of the word "landscaping". High rise buildings do not count as 
landscaping. This is NOT consistent with the plans as extensively discussed with the 
community in 2006-2009. 

116 Not acceptable 
I do not like the idea of high rise developments in the West Leederville Activity centre. 
No further  density increases 

128 None, all the proposals are an imposition on the amenity and character of West 
Leederville. We have already been ' Railroaded' by the Council in the past with poor 
planning decisions being forced upon the Residents and Rate Payers. NOT ACCEPTABLE.  
Increased density without the infrastructure to support it. The roads can't cope with 
the present traffic flow, especially in Peak Hours. Lack of public Parking. A Primary 
School that is already "Bursting at the Seams". NO GENERAL INTAKE HIGH SCHOOL TO 
SERVICE THE AREA!  Has any of this been taken into consideration? It appears not.  No 
density increases without proper planning and consideration for the current and future 
Residents. The area can't accommodate further population increases of the proposed 
magnitude. 

130 I do not think our planning regulations need changed. I live in this area because I love 
the garden suburb nature.  

134 Perths population is no longer increasing at the same rate, there is an over supply of 
commercial and residential premises - development will only make this situation 
worse. Empty premises is not a good advertisement for people to move into a area. 
We have enough mixed use as is 
Don't spend money the Govt does not have 
None - Leave things as they are -  give people choice to live in a low density suburb. 
You have already destroyed the feel of West Leederville - I now never go there - too 
congested. Cambridge St is a nightmare / unsafe to drive with the new median strip - 
you can not over take a cyclist safely which increases road rage.Hence people will not 
access any new developments You are now starting to destroying Wembley area in the 
same way.  
Floreat Forum - has a nice open feel about it - re development will cost a fortune and 
make me feel closed in. Property values around here are very high  and thus will cost a 
fortune to acquire and re develope unless you are going to re develop on open spaces 
and destroy current amenities e.g. primary School Oval, the tennis club, bowling 
Greens etc  



135 I do not think our planning regulations need changed. I live and have bought property 
in this area because I love the garden suburb character which defines Floreat and City 
Beach. 

198 OPPOSE THIS OPTION 
- TOO MUCH DEVELOPMENT AROUND FLOREAT FORUM.  WE ALREADY HAVE PERRY 
LAKES TOWN HOUSES EXPERIENCING PARKING ISSUES. 
- PUBLIC TRANSPORT WOULD STILL BE DIFFICULT TO PLAN.  TO IMPROVE TRAFFIC 
ISSUES. 
- WEST LEEDERVILLE OVER SATURATED WITH NEW DEVELOPMENT. 

238 Will destroy West Leederville. 

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

249 The concentration in West Leederville which will put pressure on road congestion, 
parking, crime and traffic accidents. 
The affect on house prices as housing density increases 
Reduction in the 'quality of life' for existing West Leederville residents 
Why it concentrates on West Leederville and not other potential areas like Floreat or 
City Beach 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

271 This scenario is unacceptable. 

272 Not acceptable  

276 No 

282 I do not want to see urban growth in Floreat  

284 This Scenario is unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen large density increases. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases 

285 ALL ARE UNACCEPTABLE 

291 Nothing about this scenario is pleasing. To bring more people and cars into this area 
will spoil the current situation. This area has seen increased traffic both vehicular and 
pedestrian. To encourage higher density would be foolish. 

294 Nothing about this proposal is acceptable  

296 All Scenario's are unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases.  No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

314 The whole plan is flawed! 

315 All aspects 

320 I oppose this scenario - please refer to comments. 

384 I don't like this scenario as it is not detailed enough as to exactly where the 
accommodation will be placed. 

385 Strongly disagree with Scenario A. 

407 No. I DO NOT support scenario A: District Centres. 

436 All of it - none of the proposal is acceptable.  

439 All scenarios are not acceptable 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases and cannot and 
should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

445 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE. 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases.  
NO density increases!  
West Leederville Primary School cannot accommodate further population increases.  
There are NO feeder high schools in the area.  

450 Too much density in West Leederville. Too much pressure on West Leederville Primary 
school, with no space adjacent to school to expand. Building heights too high in West 
Leederville. 
Cambridge street has been reduced to one lane in West Leederville, further 
development will lead to traffic congestion. 

451 Too much increase to density in West Leederville. Too much pressure on West 
Leederville Primary school, with no space adjacent to school to expand, school has no 



buffer zone to residenses and alread no oval or sizable green space 
Building heights too high in West Leederville transition zone causing overlooking and 
overshading to character single storey house that are encoraged to be maintained to 
jeep the hertitage value of the suberb. 
Cambridge street has been reduced to one lane in West Leederville, with cogestion 
around poor parking entry to Coles and bus stops, further development will lead to 
further traffic congestion. 
 
 
Density increase should be in Floreat, City Beach, Wembley. 

475 De valuation of property close to proposed development 

483 ALL 3 (a + b + c) SENARIOS ARE UNACCEPTABLE 
WEST LEEDERVILLE HAS ALREADY SEEN ITS RECENT FAIR SHARE OF DENSITY INCREASES 
WHICH WERE NOT IN HARMONY WITH THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE  
NO DENSITY INCREASES 
WEST LEEDERVILLE SCHOOL AND OTHER AMENITIES CANNOT ACCOMMODATE 
FURTHER POPULATION INCREASES.  

493 Proposals for Wembley and West Leederville should be dropped completely.  Both 
areas have recently been the focus of planning efforts and these should be followed.  
Increasing the density in these areas is not good planning - among the many faults, 
there is insufficient open green space and no allowance has been made for schools.  
The focus on proximity to train lines seems absurd - obviously the state considers this 
as valid for outer suburbs where train travel into the CBD is common and where areas 
around the train stations are not well developed.  It is not an excuse to ignore sensible 
planning, it just looks like a Year 10 student's urban planning project where they didn't 
do the reading past the paragraph about "build next to train lines".  Glad to see they 
did a nice job drawing the circles. 

499 I don't like any of the aspects 

502 Does not show any plans for road redesign, transport systems, school spaces, urban 
pedestrian spaces, or buffering to garden suburbs. Cannot comment on just a few 
colour codes on a map.  
Floreat Forum is a disaster currently - expanding it in any way will only make it worse. 
And how can you just abut higher density living across the street from lovely old 
garden suburb homes? 
Wembley Cambridge St area is also a disaster currently. Instead of being a lovely urban 
pedestrian space like South Tce, Freo, its just become a vehicle disaster and a place 
none of us want to go to. 
West Leederville Cambridge St, was stuffed up a few years ago and will only get worse 

with further development. 
Grantham St, is just a speedway. No trees, just tarmac. Has anyone ever tried to get 
onto Grantham St or get out from a shop. 

507 I do not support any of the 3 urban growth scenarios. 
I am diametrically opposed to further urban growth.  
I consider further urban growth to be detrimental socially and environmentally. 
I believe that Council should push back at the state government to reform its urban 
growth policy. 

512 We do not need high density living/ businesses in these area.  These actions are all for 
profit and not for sustainable and peaceful living.  Many of the people who would 
support these proposals whether it be residential or business would not intend to live 
or trade long term in the area but see it as an opportunity to make money.  Some of us 
value where we live and intend to continue living in the area...we don't see it all about 
short term money gains. I oppose these proposals. 

519 I do not accept any aspects of Scenario A.  

539 All 

550 It is already impossible to drive along West Leederville streets as the current ability to 
subdivide blocks means that residents and their visitors are parked along both sides of 
streets.  The infrastructure will not support further (or event current!) infilling.  The 
school is already completely overcrowded. There is not enough green space.  There are 
heritage properties at risk.  Cambridge street is already a nightmare to travel along 
since the council works that prevent any access to West Leederville shopping centre if 
travelling North and force you to cross 4 lanes of traffic to travel across Cambridge 
Street to be able to turn left onto Railway and then double back.  "Infilling" West 
Leederville will make it impossible for those from more western suburbs to get into the 
city.  It will be gridlock.   

573 No consideration of infrastructure, schools, heritage or traffic. Impossible to make an 
informed decision.  Overbuilding along Cambridge Street without setbacks will render a 
canyon-like feeling. Building above 2 stories in residential areas is inappropriate and 
will destroy the amenity of West Leederville.  

574 All aspects 

581 Everything 

585 I just wish you would leave our area as it is. I personally am happy with it 

590 Dwelling numbers resulting may be insufficient to achieve density targets, relying on 
West Leederville to take up most of the density will damage the character of this 



suburb. 
Current description of building height and density is too vague, further consultation is 
required and tight controls will need to be set in place to ensure height and density 
restrictions are enforceable and enforced. 

596 This scenario proposes significant increased density for West Leederville. West 
Leederville has already had its fair share of density increases. It is a small community 
that cannot accommodate further significant increases in density. Major issues would 
be capacity at the school, parking, heritage and other amenities. 

608 Disruption to everyday life both in construction phases/ period and after with a 
significant potential for degradation and adverse change in character in the area. 
In some respects it would be the conception of a ghetto 

610 all 

626 This is a finite area and will have limited benefits. 

639 I don't really want any change! 
If I have to choose, scenario A is the best option. 

641 Serious concentration of only a few areas, mean the pain of future relocation of those 
living in the district centers is not recognized. It also means there will be few 
opportunities for those who will be forced to move from district centres but stay within 
a  relatively close location wont have any choice but apartments.   
Recognition that massive blocks of buildings will obliterate the ecosystem of birds and 
increase the temperature of the area. 

645 It falsely links three distinct centres under one heading. Each is unique and should be 
treated as such. Rejuvenation should follow the style of each existing hub, without 
increase in density. 
High density housing has been proven to create a poor living environment. Once the 
unique environment of TOC is destroyed it will be lost forever. Change for the sake of 
change is unnecessary, and in TOC it is unnecessary. 

654 All planning strategies presented assume that all you need to do is consolidate next to 
transport hubs and suggests that increasing density around commercial hubs is a good 
idea.  Whilst this is a good simple concept it shows a one-dimensional dangerous focal 
point around existing transport and commerce infrastructure that if pursued in 
isolation will result in ghetto like communities with unsatisfactory access to open 
space, recreation and lifestyle opportunities.  Any strategy focusing only on transport 
and commercial opportunity is flawed. 

695 I don't agree to these developments being built on the entire plot right up to all 

existing boundaries. What is proposed is what took place in inner Fremantle and 
Northbridge in the early 1900's when houses and terrace houses were built within the 
front footpath which gave the residents no privacy and no parking facilities. Would 
happen here. 

699 Dislike all aspects.  The current position has the right balance. 

713 No. 

725 Don't like this aspect - growth in Perth has been driven by resource development, 
which is coming to an end 
- continued growth of Perth is not sustainable 

736 OPPOSED TO ANY FORM OF HIGHER DENSITY/ INFILL WITHIN THE TOWN 

737 No 

795 Not supported. 

865 Not agree. 

871 THE ENTIRE SCENARIO 

881 All. Amenities in Floreat region already overwhelmed 

916 I have a general comment that applies to all scenarios. I support increased density, but 
I want to know more about the problem we are trying to fix prior to deciding on a 
solution. It seems to me that there is no evidence based data that can tell us about 
population growth looking towards 2050 and that current targets are based on 
information that is old. Tell me about the targets we are going to reach, tell me about 
why other suburbs are not targeting 2050, tell me what the state government has to 
say about population growth, tell me about the infrastructure plans to support 
increased growth. I want to know more about how the town of cambridge plans to 
manage the increased density in terms of schools, roads and amenities such as water 
drainage and rubbish. It doesn't make sense to me to try to pick a plan without these 
extremely important issues being explored. It seems we are trying to find a solution 
before we have properly defined the problem.  
Because of my above stated opinion, I find it very difficult to comment on the scenario 
because I don't have enough supporting information, however I have a few comments: 
 
I think that this increased density must be shared across the town of cambridge. In this 
scenario, City beach has no increased density and West Leederville takes the bulk of 
the increased density.  
I do not like the idea of 4-10 story development in the residential area of West 
Leederville (Between cambridge and Woolich), a historic area of the suburb with 



beautiful leafy streets. I am also not supportive of 10 storey development in the area 
around tower street- also a residential area.  

917 Most particularly, the underhanded reworking of a costly survey undertaken by the 
TOC prior to the upgrading of the Cambridge Street precinct several years ago.  That 
survey proposed increases in density which had the broad support of West Leederville 
residents.  Scenario A pushes past this and has the potential to create a ghetto. 

918 You are relying upon the redevelopment of Floreat Forum - that is unlikely and will not 
occur until the buildings add little additional value. 

922 All 

923 All 

927 All 3 scenarios are based on increased 2050 density targets as per Perth/Peel 3.5 
million draft document, while LPS only required to plan for a 10 (possible 20 year) 
planning phase.  Town is already on track to achieve that density increase through 
existing and recent planning changes in West Leederville.  Planning for density 
increased targets well beyond 10-20 years is not needed at this time and it is reckless 
to plan for such given uncertainty over State government targets and provision of key 
infrastructure to accommodate such additional long-term targets. Planning and 
consultation should have also been canvassed on the basis of no additional density 
increases and continued working on current planning initiatives.   
 
Strongly oppose increased density or increased building heights in residential streets. 
This includes in particular the residential streets in West Leederville. 
 
Planning and scenarios presented and density increases proposed do not take into 
account key planning considerations such as Heritage, Schools, Sewage, Water, parking 
space (both on property lots and street parking) and other infrastructure.  Planning 
needs to undertake proper assessment of these factors. 
 
Any density increases should be limited to high street areas, and commercial 
‘transition’ zones. 
If density is to be increased, that density should be focused on high street corridors 
such as Cambridge street.  However further high street corridors and any proposed 
density increases also need to be utilised and equitably spread across other Town high 
streets including but not limited to Grantham Street, Selby Street, Harborne Street, 
Railway Pde, Jersey Street, Est Coat Highway, Oceanic Drive, Brookdale, The Boulevard, 
Empire, Challenger Pde.  The focus should not just be on Cambridge St in West 
Leederville and Wembley.   
 

Town should work harder to unlock high street potential for density increases rather 
than increasing density in residential streets. Increased density in residential streets 
will destroy community and fabric of suburbs. 
 
Strongly oppose any further increased density in West Leederville, in particular in 
residential streets, as West Leederville is already at a high density capacity with R30 
and higher zoning and already very small block sizes of 300m2.   
West Leederville cannot accommodate further density increases and doing so will 
increase already troublesome level of on-street parking, verge bin space issues, limited 
public spaces, school at capacity, anti-social behaviour already experienced in and 
around Town Hall district zone. 
 
City Beach residents currently have minimal alternatives to down size either through 
subdivision of existing properties or adequate selection of housing availability on 
smaller more manageable blocks.  Such residents have no choice but to move out of 
the suburb which they have lived in in many cases most of their life.  Town must 
consider greater equity of planning choices across the Town to accommodate all 
residents, including those coastal ward residents who actually want the ability to 
downsize and have smaller more manageable blocks particularly in later years of life. 
Town should work with the State Government to unlock disused or large commercial 
areas for housing rather than the “easier” solution of just increasing density in 
residential areas.  Eg Subiaco Oval/Railway Pde precincts and development of that area 
post AFL clubs Football leaving end 2017.   
 
Strongly oppose any commercial zoning in residential streets.  In particular as proposed 
by all scenarios, particularly for West Leederville, orange shading on scenario maps, as 
in West Leederville residential streets between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street 
and between Cambridge Street and Railway Pde.  Commercial development and zones 
must be confined to high streets such as Cambridge Street and other high streets in the 
Town. 
Consideration should be given to expanding the Town’s “District Centres” on a more 
equitable basis across the town to include high activity zones in Coastal Wards not 
currently designated as District Centres.  For example, shopping precincts such as 
Floreat Forum and Boulevard Shopping Precincts are well-placed in terms of their size 
to and already existing commercial scope to become designated District Centres. These 
areas are currently label “Neighbourhood Centres’ and ‘Local Centres’ and should 
rightly be redesignated ‘District Centres’.  Doing so will assist with the equitable 
distribution of density and also unlock such more appropriate areas for density, as 
opposed to pushing towards more residential streets.  
The process to date for consultation on the draft LPS has been limited.  For example 
limited information has been provided to the public on how the information to be 
presented for consultation has been determined and what main factors or instructions 



drove the proposed scenarios put forward for comment.  The information presented 
for consultation and comment only puts forward scenarios for significant density 
increases.  Consultation that is balanced should consider all alternatives including no, 
minimal or modest density increases as well as continuation of existing planning 
initiatives without the need for significant change. Further, for example, the scenarios 
presented are skewed so that all three scenarios have density increases in residential 
streets for West Leederville.  No scenario is presented for comment whereby there are 
no or minimal density increases for West Leederville, unlike has been afforded to other 
suburbs.  Accordingly the comments received will no doubt be in response to the 
scenarios as put and as a result the results will be biased or unbalanced from the 
beginning.  The consultation process needs to be unbiased, balanced and with proper 
consideration and options.   
Broader planning consideration should be given to more innovative and broader 
planning solutions such as developing better access to the coastal ward through 
increased public transport and other transport avenues.  Doing so will thereby unlock 
further density solutions for the town including in  coastal ward areas.   
 
 

933 I don't support the concepts of district centre frames and residential transition in areas 
which are currently single residential streets (Wembley and Floreat - R12.5). Some 
reasons include: Increased traffic on already congested local streets, increased 
numbers of students in local schools which are aleady at or over capacity, additional 
transport feeding onto Cambridge St which is now one lane in West Leederville. 

936 Firstly as a planning and consultation process, this Scenario (and all the scenarios) fails 
to address, explain or seemingly even take into account inn any historical and current 
population issues, long-planned density and zoning changes and the increases in 
density which have already occurred and produced great stress for West Leederville.  
At the information sessions the planners were unable to state what the past increase in 
population has been in recent years or even what the current population of West 
Leederville is.   
 
To call the presentation of three such scenarios without even such basic information 
available or having been considered or unable to be explained illustrates that as a 
consultation process, it fails completely.  Rather such failings seem to indicate that this 
process is consultation to tick a box in a process, rather than any real process where 
residents will be listened to. 
 
As a town planning exercise this option (and all three options) fails completely in 
addressing social infrastructure – fundamental to any town planning exercise.  There is 
no mention of having considered: 

• Traffic 
• Recreation 
• Green space 
• Schooling 
• And many other basic social infrastructure needs 
 
This option does not truly examine activity centres and the other social and physical 
infrastructure absolutely essential to determining whether it is in fact physically 
possible (in terms of spatial requirements, alnd tenure, etc) and economically possible 
to make such proposed density in any way viable.  Rather it just shows area of high 
density without explaining how the planners had considered activation would be 
created.  Rather at the information centres the planners brushed off such concerns, 
saying that such detail would be worked out later.  What the planning clearly does 
 
All three proposals clearly reveal that the planners do not comprehend the social 
infrastructure and activation that is already in place – and in fact the proposals reveal 
that the panning would destroy current social infrastructure.   Rather the planning 
takes a lazy approach to simply expand West Leed Activity Centre into existing 
character and leafy residential streets, destroying existing amenity in the suburb. 
 
A fundamental failing of the town’s planning process by proposing three very similar 
concepts is that they have failed to explore opportunities that could develop as part of 
a collaboration with Subiaco. This includes – Subi Oval, covered railway line and PMH 
site all have potential to create a significant corridor of attractive new in-fill – this is 
clearly not considered in ToC’s plan – a crucial and fundamental failing of the planning 
process. 
 
And quite clearly this is an agenda-driven local political solution in which councillers 
from coastal precincts seek to impose their not in my backyard viewpoint of the coastal 
suburbs. 
 
These three proposals do not develop density to any significant degree in other than 
West Leederville and omits significant development opportunities in Wembley, Floreat 
and Blvd activity centres 
Planning opportunities within ALL of the existing Activity Centres should be the focus 
for the planning consultants to create a ‘connected city’. 
 
This plan creates corridors of high density, with no overall town planning – a likely 
outcome which would be corridors of high rise slums. 
 
This (and all the concepts) fails to recognize the changes that have occurred in West 
Leederville through the long-planned West Leederville activity centre development 



process – which resident and land owners have made their lifestyle and investment 
decisions around. 

949 Urban growth is too narrowly focussed. Too much urban growth in West Leederville 
Activity Centre in particular. Roads are already choked and there is not enough land to 
develop infrastructure like schools and public open spaces if the population is 
increased markedly in West Leederville Activity Centre. More public open spaces are 
needed. 

 



 

21 None 

28 There should be no plot ratio controls and set backs to Railway Parade and side 
frontages/side boundaries on corner properties on Railway Parade, encouraging 
maximum use of sites to maximise use of existing public transport.  
All properties along the Railway line should be zoned mixed use to ensure a vibrant and 
safe environment. 

91 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

107 N/A 

120 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

121 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

122 nothing much 

124 Nothing at this stage: it seems like the best option. 

125 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 
  

127 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 
  

147 I still consider Council is being pushed too quickly into what will be major changes to 
our town and life styles. 

152 Nothing 

153 Really love where I live just the way it is but if something has to be done this is the best 
scenario 

154 Given that public transport will go along Cambridge St anyway, it makes sense to 
develop all the way along Cambridge St (Scenario B). 

161 Didn't consider there to be any significant draw backs. 

167 The taken as given that we must accept any growth, and in particular, if population 
density of catchment area does not rise (given that we have rejected amendment 31 
and substantial suburban infill), the viability of increased numbers of businesses and 
employment without corresponding increased market base is doomed. Neighbor 

councils are unlikely to sit by as we steal all their customers.   

170 The need for change at all! 
If I ahve to accept an option then A is preferred. 

220 Nor acceptable 

248 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

254  none that effect the historical and appeal of the unique personality  of the West 
Leederville area. all aspects which effect the West Leederville area. 

259 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

268 I am happy with the concept outlined.  Scenario A is the best option. 

277 I don't really want to change anything but scenario A is the best option 

298 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option. 

305 This proposal seems reasonable. 

309 Are the current trends the right trend for 2027?  Have the demographics really been 
taken into consideration - aging population in western areas and the requirement for 
them to have smaller blocks to move to but still within their "home Territory" 
What are the drivers going to be for Floreat growth?  
 

313 None really 

342 The development in the Cambridge St town area - shops and accommodation is ugly - 
greater setback from Road is not sufficient. 

343  Stephenson Hwy should be REMOVED from MRS so land can be rehabilitated and used 
for community.  More focus on preserving parks.  Reserves that pose bush fire risk to 
neighbouring properties to be better maintained by removing dead / dry wood and 
grasses.  Better public transport from these centres.  Stop use of chemical toxic 
spraying and use STEAM.  FREMANTLE COUNCIL DOCS! 

455 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

463 I am generally against changes being made but Scenario A seems the best option of 
those presented. 

464 Refer below 



467 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option  of the 3 
scenarios  

468 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

469 No further comment 

471 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

474 Nothing 

476 none. 

485 None 

491 That it changes the status quo.  It is the least worst option if we must change. 

496 Many, same comments apply as above  

497 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

501 Not sure yet 

510 Scenario A appears to be the best option. 

515 N/a 

516 Na 

534 It would be nice if none of these plans went ahead but that's progress. The Forum area 
should probably be larger to make it work better but that would then be more 
contentious. All in all, not a bad plan. 

560 Nil - this is by far the best option. 

562 None 

572 nothing negative to say 

578 - in full support of this strategy 

589 Nothing specific. 

591 None 

593 Nil 

594 I have no issues with scenario A 

598 None. 

603 None 

605 Nothing that is obvious about "A". But I certainly am dead set against the infill 
proposals of A31 and Scenario C and although this does not seem to be an issue with 
"A", I want to express my objections should there be a hidden way in "A" that would 
allow it. 

616 nil 

618 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

623 I am very dismayed how this and the earlier 2013 Section A31 were absolutely over 
ridden by the selfish noisey minority. Change and progress and some forward thinking 
should at all times be supported and encouraged for the better outcomes for all 
councils and suburbs. 

633 N/A 

647 I don't really want to change anything but Scenario A is the best option 

661 Security in urban centres that function on a 24/7 basis and that attract people from 
outside the town will inevitably require full CCTV coverage and increased police 
presence. 

668 GENERALLY SUPPORT SCENARIO A 

686 Do not support this scenario but prefer A to C. 

885 See above 

894 See Above 

943 I would like things to remain as they are but Scenario A is best option provided. 

956 I am generally in favour of Scenario A. 



 

 

  



 

10 City Beach needs more duplex's/triplex's for the oldies! 

14 Link Leederville and west Leederville. Develop an area with facilities and infrastructure 
need and to be combined with elements of B. 

19 This scenario also excludes the western part of City of Cambridge from taking any 
responsibility for infill targets.    The density increases are all proposed for the eastern 
portion.  Higher density is appropriate where there is a demand for services – proximity 
to the beach is also a key driver for popularity and range of housing.  

22 Lake Monger and City Beach nodes.  Suggest being ambitious with density and heights.  
We need to get real about meeting our infill targets. 
 
A number of elite sport facilities are in the Town of Cambridge (or adjacent).  Look to 
build upon these.  There is growing demand for competitive cycling facilities e.g. 
criterium circuits, outdoor velodrome that provide safe and accessible facilities. 

23 allow corner block subdivision like Option C 
 
allow residential transition around Empire shopping centre 

25 None of the scenario address opportunities to  increase density in existing single 
residential areas within a walkable catchment of Local centres. 400m to the north and 
south of local centres / Cambridge street should be increased to R20 as a minimum, 
especially as there is already a significant number subdivisions of this type from previous 
planning regimes. East Floreat would be a an example of land that is currently R15 that 
should be R20, possibly R30 depending on the specific lot. 

29 I am concerned that West Leederville is the 'scapegoat' for the Town of Cambridge.  10 
years ago West Leederville Cambridge St corridor had less commercial presence and high 
rise buildings than Wembley and Floreat.  All of the current proposals envisage 
significantly greater areas of density and commercial and residential development in 
West Leederville than in other suburbs.  West Leederville is a small suburb and it is unjust 
and inappropriate that one suburb bear the brunt of the Town's need for increased 
density.   
I do not understand why the town's 'Scenarios' do not include a 'Scenario' for City Beach - 
a suburb which also appeared to escape the previous round of increased density. 
I would like the following options to be investigated increasing density in City Beach. 
Increasing the size of the Floreat District Centre and the Wembley District Centre, 
including increasing the size of the Residential Transition and District Centres Frame. 

30 More focus on nearby ( but still only short distance to transport) suburbs of Floreat and 
City Beach 

32 Sell Subi Oval to developers and built a mini-Burswood there.  

34 no maximise density only where appropriate 

36 city beach hub needs to be developed 

46 Greater housing diversity right across the whole town. Too much concentration around 
the 3 shopping precincts.  

49 (why not bring back the option of manor houses as proposed by amendment 31 through 
western suburbs). Definitely no more density required in West Leederville.  

53 Hopefully won't impact existing residential streets. 

56 Add to consider: residential nodes to build on recreation development or golf course + 
ocean front.  

64 I am sick of the word urban growth! We are not living in China or India. 

66 Use brown sites to increase population growth 

76 West of Harborne, North of Grantham & East of Wembley there is NO development 
proposal on either board 4,5 or 6. There is more potential here than has been 
considered. Has good bus routes & schools. More thought should be given to including 
development in this precinct!!! 

86 -spread the increased density over a larger area by increasing the areas which can be 
approved for 'Residential Transition'. This applies NOT only to the transport hubs; and 
should include City beach where many older people live and would like to stay in their 
retirement; without needing to maintain a 1/4 acre house and garden.- 
There is room in City Beach to create extra community Hubs for example; in South City 
Beach where there is not even a corner shop to purchase milk; and in central City Beach , 
possibly at the site (large) of the existing 'Civic Centre' which, since my childhood when it 
was used for school socials; plays etc i s NOT used for the community at all and is a 
massive waste of space. 

88 Growth closer to the city 

92 Incorporate the use of Cambridge Property along Boulevard eg the old quarry and 
Tempeltonia land .the vacant land west  of Durston and vacant and undeveloped 
Endowment lands if any . 
Merge the features of Scenario B for corridor growth.   



94 I prefer Scenario B to A but perhaps there could be better blending of the two in the 
West Leederville area. 

98 1. Stretch density from West Leaderville further west along Cambridge St to Harborne St 
to reduce northern impact toward Lake Monger and freeway junction 

100 Changing the zoning and allowing subdivision in City Beach and Floreat on any large 
blocks. Then the residents are able to decide if they want a big block or not. 

109 I think the whole Cambridge st axis should have its density upgraded and high density 
development should focus on this axis. 

113 Clearly growth along Cambridge St is reasonable and commercial precincts, but stay away 
from residential areas. 

126 I think the higher density should be scattered throughout the whole region. 

128 If the Council must meet Increased Density Targets then it must spread them evenly 
across all of Town of Cambridge, STOP USING WEST LEEDERVILLE AS THE HIGH DENSITY 
SCAPEGOAT FOR THE REST OF CAMBRIDGE! We should not be treated as the  Second 
Rate Dumping Ground. GO BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD.  

132 Increase density in coastal suburbs before further increases in West Leederville.  Ensure 
any high density buildings retain character of suburbs.  Limit high rise to major roads, not 
suburbsn streets. 

136 The area between Challenger Parade and Fred Burton Way opposite the City Beach 
restaurants should be considered for medium density development.  This is not only fair 
to ensure the City Beach area also contributes, but will also lead to better public 
transport as density increases.  

137 Some measured change in City Beach would be fair.  None wants blocks of flats in quiet 
streets, but doing nothing at all in these areas is unfair and inappropriate, particularly in 
an area that has virtually no heritage issues.  There are verges in City Beach that are 
larger than existing blocks in West Leederville.   
 
Grantham St and Harborne St are busy streets that could take more density without 
ruining quiet streets. 

143 Along The Boulevard (or especially the Boulevard shopping centre), Oceanic Dr - maybe 
the corner of Oceanic Dr and West Coast Hwy for commercial development. 

146 Whilst its noted the current Mayor won their seat on the back of no infill in City 
Beach/Floreat, there needs to be more infill in those suburbs.  We can't have legislation 
that prevents suburbs from allowing subdivision, especially when they are on 900+sqm 

blocks in a 10-15km radius from the city. 
This is protectionism which has had a knock on effect of West Leederville left to do the 
"heavy lifting" under the guise of proximity to the city and transport nodes. 
We should be allowing some level of infill in City Beach first before completely changing 
the fabric of a suburb. 
Infill is a necessity but to the extent prescribed in West Leederville is excessive. 
800m from the train line seems too much. 
Perhaps limit the infill to Cambridge St?  There could be a lot of infill between Railway 
and Cambridge, like we are seeing at Northwood. 

149 Why not extend the District Centre concept to City Beach. 

160 Slowing down the infill overall.  As I understand we are well ahead of our mandated 
targets due to the Perry Lakes development. 

163 A similar hub should be centered around the City Beach shopping centre on the 
Boulevard - development of that shopping centre is notably absent from this scenario. 
 
There is also the opportunity to have a higher density hub around the international 
school site in City Beach to provide more affordable accommodation to families 
attending that school or any replacement school on that site. 

168 City beach blocks zoned R30 

211 I would like to see some consideration given to development around the Empire Village 
shopping centre as well. 

218 For the West Leederville District Centre I would propose that it would be reasonable to 
have developments up to 4 stories along major arterial roads, that is, Cambridge St and 
railway Parade as these could be separated from current houses by the current north-
south laneways and if designed to be in keeping with current housing styles, could be 
visually acceptable. The connecting streets between Cambridge St and Railway Parade 
and fringing residential areas would be limited to 2 stories and in keeping with current 
housing. 

222 Council must listen carefully to the concerns of residents/property owners who live in the 
medium vicinity of the activity centres. 

223 further development into City beach, city beach shopping centre, around Floreat forum  

228 Corner lot subdivision opportunities should be encouraged as this will provide a great 
housing choice for new suburb entrants and downsides throughout the whole town 

230 Spread the load between the suburbs. There is nothing planned for City Beach ( that 



doesn't surprise any of us in West Leederville). 

233 There are no/very little options for development in City Beach. This seems very odd 
considering there are some huge blocks in the area. I would like to see the option for 
residential blocks 1100sqm or larger be rezoned for future development. It is ridiculous 
to suggest that this level of density option would disadvantage the City Beach community 
in any way and yet it would allow some small variation in housing options - ie a few 
smaller lots (still larger than 500sqm mind you) that are still part of the suburb and not a 
high rise.  
Not ALL of the density changes need to be around transport routes and activity centres - 
not everyone wants to live in such a way and clearly not everyone catches public 
transport. 

234 Residential transition in City Beach added to this proposal 

235 Look at retaining and revitalising strip shopping in Cambridge and Grantham Streets to 
keep the character of the older suburbs with a good mix of retail and commercial- not 
just coffee shops. Also do more to keep heritage buildings and houses in the town. 

236 Cambridge street in walking distance from the train station (in West Leederville) should 
be incorporated into development plans.  Given this is a medical area, development here 
would be well suited for higher end apartment dwelling. 
 
Allowances should be made for future sights (not currently readily identifiable).  For 
example the City Beach High School site is now highly likely to be available for 
development. 
 
Development needs to be focussed away from residential areas, and adjacent to open 
areas like parks.    Therefore in addition to West Leederville, development should focus 
on: 
- Salvado road near Henderson Park 
- City Beach High School 
- Floreat shopping centre 
- City Beach shopping centre 
- Wembley Golf Club 
 
Having significant developments on main roads risk producing low quality developments 
which don't blend into the heritage suburbs (as can be seen by the Urban development).   
A strategic approach should consider and ensure liveability  of both existing and future 
residents.  I would also like to see green space (trees, gardens, pools) incorporated into 
developments. 
 
I don't understand why the Town is targeting growth in excess to that required by 

targets, and given the time then a significant portion of future development should be for 
future identifiable opportunities.  Growth should be staged and ensure residential areas 
retain their look and feel.  
 
Assumptions and targets should have been disclosed and incorporated on all scenarios.  
Transparency is important, especially when residents have such a low level of trust in the 
Town. 

240 Yes, large areas of land are available in the City Beach area that should be used that 
would not impact so much on West Leederville. The new housing should be shared 
evenly amongst the entirety of Cambridge - including where the coast based council 
members live. 

241 Higher density needs to occur on the larger blocks in Floreat and City beach. 
Almost every block in Floreat could be easily subdivided. 

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

244 No there should be no further pressure applied to these areas. 

245 Yes. City Beach has much larger blocks and doesn't have any high density plans put 
forward. There will be a lot more housing development opportunities on the other side of 
the railway line once Domain Stadium and PMH are vacated. 

246 Greater subdivision provision in City Beach. 

249 Reducing housing density on West Leederville and sharing it across Cambridge to share 
the impact of the above 

250 We understand the population in Perth in increasing however do not make West 
Leederville your scapegoat for the rest of Cambridge. What about some growth in City 
Beach or Floreat???????? 
Spread the growth out EVENLY through Town of Cambridge. 

252 The city should investigate further if there are any waste lands or vacant areas to 
develop.  

253 Greater opportunity for duplex and triplex developments in the suburbs of Floreat and 
City Beach. 
Allow land owners in Floreat and City Beach with land 900sqm or more with a minimum 



20m frontage to subdivide into 2 blocks to allow 1 or 2 storey residences with 10m 
frontage to be built on separate titles. 

254 Yes, the unique appeal of the West Leederville area , including history, residents voice 
and the effect of such a  development would be on such a special residential  area  with 
such proximity to the city in West Australia . 

257 Increasing density in City Beach.  It needs increased transport and urban growth, so build 
there. 

265 I accept that inner city suburbs will have a need for increased housing density.  The point 
being West Leederville has had its fair share and I am not confident the council will 
provide further infrastructure and services to support this.   

269 Density increases should be shared evenly throughout the town of Cambridge. 

278 Spread the growth.  

279 Could the area adjacent to the back of The Herdsman be a candidate for higher density?  
On Pearson Place, near the doctors surgery. 

280 Density increase in city beach and Floreat 

282 Look at Wembley for growth  

283 Yes, maintaining West Leederville at its current urban density limit 

284 Density increases to Wembley, City Beach and Floreat areas 

287 Options in suburbs other than West Leederville.  

288 Subdivision and increased densities must be applied to suburbs of Floreat and City Beach 
where land waste is unacceptable. The urban part of West Leederville and Wembley 
should be limited to two or 3 stories max, and only 4 or 5 stories along arterial routes 
otherwise the areas will become wind tunnel wastelands. Think about Paris for 
inspiration. 

290 Hi, I am a resident of West Leederville and agree to a certain extent that WL is one of the 
most obvious candidates to accommodate more of the growth required being so close to 
the city and West Perth.  I live on St Leonards Ave  between Cambridge Street and 
Railway Parade and thought it would only be a matter of time before the zoning would 
change, as we in that section, are gradually being consumed from the increased height of 
buildings on McCourt and Northwood Street.   
If these growth scenarios were to come to fruition the infrastructure to support them 
would need to radically change.  Is the sinking of the railway line going to be put on the 

table again?  This would allow for development on new sites and also allow for railway 
parade to be better able to cope with the increasing traffic with which it is already 
struggling. 
As for arguments about extra schools etc.  Couldn't the wards that are doing less of the 
lifting guarantee extra places for residents/school children of West Leederville.  

291 Increase the density further along the coast to encourage development in areas such as 
city beach and Floreat. 

293 Sub division in the coastal ward to allow for infill in that area instead of the already overly 
populated inner city corridor 

296 Higher density in City Beach and Floreat 

297 Medium to high density development in City Beach and west end of Floreat which has 
the attraction of ocean views. 

299 Sharing the density throughout all areas in the Town of Cambridge including Wembley, 
Floreat and City Beach.  Not just placing the high storey density in one small area ie West 
Leederville.   Smaller blocks across a wider area should be considered rather than focal 
points with significantly high buildings.   

300 Increase density along transport links  such as Cambridge street and Railway parade. 
Look at option of developing boulevard shopping center- is leave ground floor as 
commercial - but build above for apartments/ residential. This would have minimal 
impact on surrounding single residential area. 
SINGLE RESIDENTIAL STREETS should not be touched 

301 Develop above the boulevard shops or city beach shops - it would benefit the businesses 
there and have minimal impact on surrounding residential streets. 
Cambridge street 

302 The two city beach shopping centers should be looked at for modest potential 
development to 4 storeys. This should not affect single residential areas however. 
Cambridge street should be developed as a transport corridor 

304 Give consideration to splitting large corner blocks particularly in Floreat and City Beach. 

307 Put more development into the other centers (Floreat Forum and Wembley Town 
Centre) and City beach. 

309 Need to present the maps with proposed development/planning in neighbouring councils 
to have a better appreciate of how these plans fit with our neighbours. 



310 Increased density in district centres in City Beach should be included in this scenario. 

311 I would like  to see the combination of Scenarios A & C  to make use of local centres and 
create a better diversity and more vibrant suburbs. 

316 Validating the infill density requirements and then spreading the density across all 
suburbs including City Beach and Floreat as well as West Leederville and Wembley. 
Ensuring that the supporting utilities and infrastructure are there or are provided for such 
a plan.  Clearly some of these are provided by State Government so until they are clear 
about their priorities to truly support infill targets with the requisite utilities then there is 
no point planning for such infill.  So rather build a plan that has supporting utilities or 
defined plans for the utilities.  This will by definition likely support spreading the infill 
more broadly within the Town of Cambridge rather than concentrating it in West 
Leederville.  Also let's limit either the height or the graduation to or percentage of higher 
buildings so that the form of development is visually pleasing and not a set of high-rise 
square boxes.  Also some more planning for bikeways and provision of thought for 
driverless transport options which will be with us within this planning horizon.  I would 
like to see the brief set for the consultants since it did not seem to address the full 
coverage of the Town of Cambridge yet we are all paying for the work with our rates.  No 
real consultation prior to presenting three scenarios as if they are the only choice is not 
suitable in our diverse shire. 

317 Lower density proposal that spread the increased population across a wider area is the 
preferred approach. The council should consider City Beach and Floreat as these areas 
have very large lots as compared to West Leederville. It is unacceptable that all 3 
proposals impact West Leederville significantly and present a lose , lose, lose outcome. 

318 Additional district centres/density around all suburbs should be investigated (including 
city beach). These areas provide opportunities for infill, which should form part of the 
mix, to create diversity in housing stock.  

319 Allowing 2-3 storey (not 2-4 storey) buildings in the surround areas of City Beach, close to 
City Beach central area, particularly around Oceanic Drive (with good bus access). 

323 The Floreat centre could be expanded further to provide better services for more 
residents in the western half of the LGA. Also I don't think enough has been made of the 
potential of the medical hubs around Wembley and Subiaco. This could be a great live-
work community with medical services including medical IT and related services, helping 
to revitalise Wembley. 

388 Hello, thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.  None of the options are 
palatable.  While there are many issues beyond the scope of this form, I make 2 key 
points.  1.  Why has West Leederville (and particularly its residential areas) attracted all 
the focus?  The other areas, most notably City Beach, are being left largely untouched.  2.  

In regard to West Leederville in particular, we do not have the amenities to support extra 
development.  There are many issues here, most notably LSPS is already at (above) 
capacity.  I spoke with a TOC Planning Officer at the Council Information Session on 
1/4/17 and it was quite clear that there has been very little thought given to this.  As an 
aside, despite (ridiculous) assurances that there would be no impact on traffic, since the 
construction of the apartments on the cnr of Kimberley and Cambridge Streets thee has 
been a material increase in both traffic and street parking on Kimberley St. Thanks. 

401 It is a good idea to spread the growth throughout the whole region.  Every suburb will 
then be playing it's part in development for the future.  City Beach has been omitted?  
Yet it covers an enormous area.  Enforce all builders, planners and developers to ensure 
all buildings have below ground level parking - future proofed - no excuses on this as it 
allows extra space in every case for more people to live in the community. 

402 I believe it is good to spread the growth throughout the whole region.  Maximum heights 
should be 5-6 storeys.  We don't want blocks of 'flats'.  These are very unsightly and 
concentrate a lot of people living in a confined space which brings it's own problems.  
Underground sufficient parking is essential. 

433 No to have too many high rise apartments in the West Leederville area. 

434 Floreat / City Beach  
Grantham St. The Boulevard, Oceanic drive, Perry Lakes 

435 Possibly land could be created by undergrounding the railway.  Further development 
along the coast near City Beach could create a lot of room without much disruption.  

437 Greater housing options for City Beach as shown in Scenario C. Currently there is very 
limited options for City Beach residents to down size in the area.   
Opportunities along Grantham St & Pearson St in Wembley as shown in Scenario C.  

440 Yes. Limit development to Cambridge street and clean up the crappy 1960s blocks of flats 
before destroying more of our suburb. 

441 Increased density for City Beach and Floreat and reduction in the concentration of it in 
West Leederville. We have already experienced density increases to the area. The other 
suburbs should follow suit. 

442 I would like to investigate looking at other options for the LPS. For example why are we 
needing to commit to higher density reform on such an extent. The population 
expectations have changed since the mining boom has ended, and with a change of 
government and review of light rail option and the redevelopment of Subiaco still unclear 
we should not be commitment to such radical and short sighted high density changes 
without a more holistic and indepth look at the whole picture. Also I find it completely 



unacceptable that West Leederville is having to take on the majority of the changes to 
the LPS. 
 
 
Other points I wish to raise is why is the council looking at 2050 population in our ten 
year plans. We had changes in 2013 to reflect the greening of cambridge street and 
preservation of our sense of community and under these proposals the increased traffic 
and population will require cambridge street works to be reversed and rectified to 2 
lanes.  
No proposal has included foresight to our school problems in that WLPS is over 
populated as it is and increased density will add additional pressures to this 
overstretched school. The school is 1.7 hectares and with no oval or playing  grounds 
Holyrood, Cowden and Lake Monger are their only options and with that kids will be 
crossing even busier roads. 
Equity in the solution needs to include all suburbs INC City Beach and not burden one 
suburb.  
The existing services are already stretched and additional populations on the scale 
proposed will see streets dug up and homes disrupted to add additional sewage and 
water services.  
The environmental impact on the birds migrating to Lake monger and the impact of bike 
paths and transport and roads will immediately impact our community. 
 
These scenarios are not acceptable and additional consultation needs to be undertaken. 

445 Density increases in Floreat and City Beach. Density should be spready more evenly 
throught the town.  
West Leederville should not be the high densitiy scapegoat for the rest of Cambridge.  

448 City Beach seems to be hardly included in these plans, yet it is just 20 minutes to the city 
and busses could easily be run down Cambridge and Grantham streets. It's time City 
Beach shared some of the growth 

449 Yes - ditch the false starting point (800m from train stations in it's three variations) and 
replace it with the actual starting point - that ALL areas must do their share.  From THAT 
as the starting point  work out what needs to be done - and be fair to everybody. 
 
Fair minded people would accept that (well, most would)  

450 Density increase should be in Floreat, City Beach, Wembley. 

451 More density spread through out town of cambridge especially Floreat and City Beach 
where density could be increased along bus routes, near existing shopping facilities and 
overlooking open spaces where it would cause overlooking and over shading issue. The 

traffic naturally spreads out after West leederville then again lessens after Wembley, so 
other suburbs should be increased before West Leederville to try and maintain  road 
safety. Floreat and City beach are still very close to the city and services compared to 
most suburbs in perth so inceases in density there make sense when compared to the 
whole metro area not just within Town of Cambridge. Increasing density and a "Town 
centre feel" in the more spread out areas of Floreat and city beach would help bring back 
a sense of activity and community and give aging population more housing choices. 

452 I would like to investigate looking at other options for the LPS. For example why are we 
needing to commit to higher density reform on such an extent. The population 
expectations have changed since the mining boom has ended, and with a change of 
government and review of light rail option and the redevelopment of Subiaco still unclear 
we should not be commitment to such radical and short sighted high density changes 
without a more holistic and in depth look at the whole picture. Again give us the facts!. 
Also I find it completely unacceptable that West Leederville is having to take on the 
majority of the changes to the LPS. 
 
Other points I wish to raise is why is the council looking at 2050 population in our ten 
year plans. We had changes in 2013 to reflect the greening of Cambridge street and 
preservation of our sense of community and under these proposals the increased traffic 
and population will require Cambridge street works to be reversed and rectified to 2 
lanes.  
 
No proposal has included foresight to our school problems in that WLPS is over 
populated as it is and increased density will add additional pressures to this 
overstretched school. The school is 1.7 hectares and with no oval or playing  grounds 
Holyrood, Cowden and Lake Monger are their only options and with that kids will be 
crossing even busier roads. 
 
Equity in the solution needs to include all suburbs INC City Beach and not burden one 
suburb. The existing services are already stretched and additional populations on the 
scale proposed will see streets dug up and homes disrupted to add additional sewage and 
water services.  
 
The environmental impact on the birds migrating to Lake monger and the impact of bike 
paths and transport and roads will immediately impact our community. These scenarios 
are not acceptable and additional consultation needs to be undertaken. 
 
 

453 - Higher density living in Floreat and City Beach areas  



454 Providing more infill opportunities closer to the coast for those looking for a coastal 
townhouse/appt rather then have the majority in the West Leederville precinct  

456 There needs to be 2 storey developments around Local Centres like Empire Village 
(within a 500m radius ie walking distance) to cater for elderly people/others who can't 
afford a full size block but who want to remain in the suburb. Similarly, corner blocks 
within a 500m radius of Local Centres should be allowed to be subdivided into green title 
blocks to accommodate elderly people and those unable to afford full size blocks. 

457 Yes - let's subdivide in City Beach.  Why not?  How come West Leederville can sit on R30 
blocks and now we are getting threatened with 4-6-10 storey buildings in our residential 
streets when City Beach remains untouched.  Let's resurrect A31. Let's balance the 
density out.  Let's vote for equity.  Once City Beach and Floreat are full of R30 blocks then 
maybe we can consider going up in West Leederville. 

459 Redevelopment of north City Beach. 

461 Spread the density increase evenly from City Beach, through Floreat & Wembley. Re-zone 
the areas with larger blocks to R30. 

462 Items to be considered in my opinion are: 
1. A more even distribution of growth responsibility across the entire Town 
2. An understanding of the plan in respect of infrastructure and how this will be modified 
to accommodate the additional/changes in population 
3. There appears to be no consideration of how changes in transport are likely to occur in 
the near future, such as driverless cars, which are likely to impact any planning strategy 

464 There needs to a more open spread of infill. West Leederville is already popping out of 
the seems and the coastal areas have done NOTHING. These zonings need to be looked 
at...it's not all about high density living (apartments) 
City Beach and Floreat with there lot sizes could easily accommodate more infill/family's 
around the huge open space they have. 

470 create a district centre for city beach 
city beach must make a meaningful contribution to increase in density  

472 Spread in-fill across the whole town, rather than concentrated in so few spots, but 
2-4 storeys only. 

476 incorporate this with the corridor growth scenario 

479 Perhaps smaller district centres could be developed at the existing  Empire and 
Glendalough shopping centres.  

480 there are some additional sites such as the former quarry site that would be well suited 
to development under this scheme. The area is currently undeveloped, it is on a main 
transport corridor and close proximity to the the city beach shopping precinct. This could 
be developed as an additional stage to Ocean Mia without impacting the current suburb 

481 Yes. Make absolutely sure that the new State Government require 6,900 new residences 
in the town of Cambridge.  
Increase the housing density where it is lowest before increasing it areas like West 
Leederville where it already the densest in the Town of Cambridge. My block is 232 m2. 
When City Beach has a large proportion of similar sized blocks we might listen to you. 

484 Hub around Herdsmen Fresh shopping centre (in the part of the town that is Cambridge). 
Grantham St is a bus route but nothing happening there. Could be a lively village too. 

485 Density needs to be moved further west in the Town of Cambridge where there is room 
for increased infrastructure. 

486 A more balanced density spread throughout the Town of Cambridge - such as City Beach, 
Floreat, West Coast Highway, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, Grantham St,  Wembley Golf 
course or Perry Lakes development. 

487 More development along Grantham St.  More development between centres on 
cambridge street. 

489 it would seem sensible and fair to increase the R30 residential zoning for all other areas 
within the Town: this would increase density and spread the impact of the increased 
density throughout the Town.  

494 How about suggesting that the Government target for population density be transfered 
to areas which are being newly developed for the first time and encouraging the splitting 
of corner blocks, or very large blocks, into two. Leave room for trees, please. 

495 There needs to be 2 storey developments around Empire Village (within a 500m radius ie 
walking distance) to cater for elderly people/others who can't afford a full size block but 
who wish to remain in the suburb. Corner blocks within a 500m radius of Empire Village 
should be allowed to be subdivided into green title blocks to accommodate elderly 
people and those unable to afford full size blocks. 

498 Yes greater spread of load across all suburbs. 

504 The plan should be scrapped until population estimates can be recalculated. Also, the 
amenities in areas marked for higher density should be upgraded to cater for it. And the 
historic area of West Leederville should not be expected to do the "heavy lifting" for the 
rest of the suburb. 



508 No- Cambridge has few commercial centres, must ensure that any growth is centred 
around these existing hubs - we really want these vibrant - we don't want a Subiaco 
experience of vacant shops. Perhaps the commercial hub near Selby street might be 
another are worth considering. 

509 Explore old sites - bushland/stadium/quarry/City Beach. Meet infill targets by targeting 
high traffic streets that have commercial appeal. 

510 I would like to see development opportunities identified across a number of horizons. 
The current Council should not be seeking to reach agreement before the next election 
on wide-scale development opportunities that extend into the longer term and have the 
potential for permanent changes to the character of parts of what is a diverse council. 

511 Improve streetscape in Cambridge st close to Wembley hotel area. 

519 Any proposed scenario must, at a minimum: 
o   MUST NOT involve increased density in residential streets. Density should be limited 
to the high street. 
o   MUST share the distribution of infill amongst ALL areas/suburbs of the Town of 
Cambridge. Inequitable concentration of density in West Leederville is NOT acceptable. 
o  MUST be based on consideration of factors OTHER than transport (which favours low 
density in City Beach/Floreat). It must also be based on consideration of factors such as 
capacity of local schools, existing density levels throughout the Town, and a comparison 
of actual likely demand for high-density accommodation versus existing supply of high-
density accommodation in the town.  
 
Fundamentally, however, I challenge the feasibility, legitimacy and sensibility of this 
proposed 2050 plan (and its projected population growth/density targets) for two 
primary reasons:  
1. We have a new State Government with so-far undefined proposals for education and 
transport infrastructure.  
2. The population growth of Western Australia has diminished significantly since 2007-08, 
the period in relation to which these scenarios appear to be based.  
3. We have a current abundance of supply of high-density accommodation in the eastern 
parts of the Town (e.g. on Cambridge St near the medical precinct; on Selby Street near 
Herdsman). To what extent is the demand meeting the supply in this regard?  

520 I think there are enough residents in West Leederville and the new building made in the 
last 5 years are creating more congestion and changing forever the neighbourhood. 

521 West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

523 Before the population of West Leederville increases, the capacity of the infrastructure 
needs to be fully examined.  This includes not only the primary school (apparently 
already overflowing and with very little land left for outdoor activities) but also the 
sewerage system, power grid, phone lines, waste collection (our streets will be overrun 
with garbage bins) and water supply.  There is also a complete lack of consideration of 
heritage issues & hardly any reference to public transport. 
*These comments apply to all scenarios. 

524 Yes. Spreading the increased density to all areas of the ToC especially those with under 
utilised local primary schools, shopping precincts and more open green space. 

526 Sharing density far more equitably with Wembley, Floreat and City beach. THe latter 2 
suburbs have far more options to find pockets which to infill with minimal disruption to 
locals 

527 More development in city beach 

528 Do we still need to increase density in Town of Cambridge with the economical slow-
down? The density in Town of Cambridge should stay the same as it is.  THere are many 
properties for rent and sale.  This is a sign that there is sufficient amount of houses 
available to people.  Town of Cambridge should be the town people of Perth aspire to 
live.  Bringing density higher would take the exclusiveness of Town of Cambridge and it 
will be a big loss.  It will turn into another Scarborough/Doubleview/Innaloo where 
people have no backyards and places to bring up well rounded kids - leaders of 
tomorrow.  Think twice before destroying Town of Cambridge. 

531 The underlying premise of rapid growth needs revisiting. The last assessments were done 
during an atypical boom period. This has finished and future growth will likely be 
significantly less. e.g. there is an oversupply of appartments in perth currently. Plans do 
not take account of the change in State Government and the fact that they have already 
flagged a change of approach to urban development (e.g. smart cities and transport 
hubs). Globally there is a move to reduced car use and more healthy community oriented 
urban design. Large multistory apartment blocks are predominantly built to suit 
developer needs, not communities. 

533 High density housing should be kept to the High Street and then done in consideration of 
infrastructure to support the population growth. Also consideration should be given, is 
there is some required goal of density in the town, for high density on high streets in City 
Beach, Wembley, Floreat and other centres - not just West Leederville. 

539 None of the scenarios are acceptable. No more density increases for West Leederville. 

544 Yes. There are very large 1100m2+ blocks in City Beach that make up a small percentage 
of the suburb (so won't affect the 'street scape') and yet could easily be granted rezoning 



to allow for smaller green tile blocks to promote diversity in housing options. The other 
options presented only allow for a very small diversity in option - apartments/town 
houses. Corner blocks as a development option alone will achieve very little in City beach 
as a significant number of these blocks have very large new dwellings on them that 
preclude them from development. Allowing development of the very large blocks in 
Central City Beach gives diversity and makes perfect sense. 

548 The residential transition precinct should be considered for areas closer to the coast. This 
is to accommodate existing residents who, in time, may want to move out of their 
relatively large block ie >800m2 due to ill health,  inability to maintain the block etc to a 
smaller residence while staying in the area where they live and know. At present this is 
not an option except for a retirement village in the area. Perhaps the area south of 
Rochdale Rd might provide opportunities??? 

549 Provide a strong link along the axis between the Leederville and West Leederville train 
stations.  Take advantage of the Northwood Street beteen Railway Parade and 
Cambridge Street as a central hub and shopping precinct that is off the main Camrbidge 
thoroughfare 

550 Look at less congested areas/suburbs to take infill. eg Floreat and City Beach. 

551 More Residential Transition on main corridors and within the suburbs. 

554 Spread the density change more evenly through the entire town of Cambridge to a much 
lower level. 

556 I do not agree that the proposed centralisation of density primarily in West Leederville  
should be pursued. Plan B is a better option. 

558 Yes.  Avoid the ideology of infill centered  on Perth.  Retain the desirable nature of the 
existing suburbs.  Look for less intrusive ways to develop other centres instead (Midland, 
Joondalup etc). 

559 Yes I believe that many older residents of City Beach and Floreat would not consider that 
living in Wembley, or West Leederville amount to "Living in the same area" if this is their 
only choice to downsize. 
I believe that an opportunity exists to create a "Mosaic" of smaller / higher density "City 
Blocks" within the existing "Low Density" suburb areas throughout the Town. 
All lots that are within the  (chosen / drawn / picked) City Block, will have a blanket 
increase in density i.e. to R40. 
The advantages of this method is that every lot owner will have (automatically) gained a 
financial (value) advantage compared to the lot owners in the adjacent "City Block" 
The developers will "Naturally" target these "Islands" of higher R-Coded lots for 

development opportunities. 
Any current owners of a lot that has had its R-Code  value increased, and would prefer to 
"Live Low Density" will likely be able to afford to move across the road or down the street 
to remaining low density lots, and also have some faith that the process would not need 
to repeat itself for at least another generation. 
 
Change is inevitable  but we can always choose wisely to enable the "Change" to be 
"Acceptable". 

561 Should investigate increasing density near ocean from Floreat to City Beach - in line with 
increasing commercial development adjacent to ocean. Allow greater diversity of 
residential type & height & allow more access for people to live near ocean. Improved 
public transport with stronger linkages east west e.g ocean to city  

565 Go back to Amendment 31 which was a well thought through and considered document 
that proactively managed the inevitable move towards infill. We need residential options 
to enable downsizing seniors to "stay local" which is critical for a sense of engagement 
and well-being.   

569 Retention of single house residential garden suburbs is of paramount importance. 

573 Consider all of the above issues before proceeding with a scenario. 
Consider further development of City Beach. 

574 I don't believe the surrounding suburban streets of the district centres should be 
considered for higher density.  

575 Why has West Leederville been chosen for significant development and other suburbs 
are unchanged? The growth plans need to be 'fairly' apportioned throughout ALL 
suburbs. 

577 Development of Government lands should also be included in this scenario,especially City 
Beach. It is an obvious way to increase diversity in City Beach and is an obvious thing to 
do because the government should reopen the high school.  All spare land in the council 
area should be developed to its maximum potential. Large block developments like Perry 
Lakes, and the land near the Mathews Netball Centre do not impact as much on the 
amenity of the current residents. There is nothing worse than ad hoc spotty development 
of cornerblocks and the odd large block etc. 

579 A Council with the courage to make tough decisions would investigate including 
reasonable increases in density in City Beach & Floreat 

582 A wider plan incorporating various density levels across the Cambridge area. 



583 A similar area in City beach near the Bold Park swimming pool 

584 Further opportunities to develop corner lots or larger lots with infill opportunities at the 
rear provided all parking for the increased density is provided on site 
We should be able to provide suitable affordable housing solutions for downsizers in and 
around the suburb you are down sizing from. This creates the opportunity to maintain 
friendship groups and continue to support the local community in which you grew up and 
have a genuine connection to 

590 Introduce some of the "corridor" features of Scenario B 

592 you should most definitely pursue well designed corner lot subdivision that will not 
detract from the surround streetscape for parent lots larger than 950m2. 

594 There should be similar plans, but on a smaller scale, for areas surrounding the two City 
beach shopping areas. 

595 The Boulevard shopping precinct in City Beach  would also lend itself to higher density 
development as proposed for Floreat and Wembley (with similar density /height 
restrictions). This would help to spread the 'burden' of higher density more evenly within 
the Town. 

596 Density should be spread evenly throughout the Town of Cambridge - not just West 
Leederville.options could include: I ncreasing density in City Beach, Floreat, West Coast 
Hwy, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, Wembley Golf Course, Perry Lakes development and 
rezoning areas with larger blocks. 

598 Why has there been no density increases in City Beach at all? 

603 Maybe some innovative mixed use developments near rail stations 

607 Don't have all high density housing on one key spot ie West Leederville where it's so close 
to housing - consider commercial areas.  

608 Yes.  A very steady promotion of growth in the proposed areas. 
Increase in density of residential occupation should be spread more evenly.  It seems that 
the current proposal recognises the downside of the plan and yet is prepared to proceed 
foisting the negatives onto as few people as possible.  We would all, regardless of 
position in the area be aware of the change in traffic and amenity. 

610 higher density at or very near to railway stations 

611 Limiting the district centre frame to cambridge street. Currently a large section of the 
change is focused on West Leederville (which is the smallest suburb) - could some of the 
change be redistributed to Wembley Floreat to have a more even spread of the ditrict 

centre frame areas.   

613 Re-developing the area in between Southport St and Thomas Rd for mixed use 
development, and leave the quiet, leafy suburban areas of West Leederville as they are. 

619 As outlined above, there is a real opportunity to achieve the Government's higher density 
target for Cambridge, whilst preserving existing residential streets of our garden suburbs, 
by providing high rise along West Coast highway. We can plan for it now or wait for it to 
happen - as it inevitably will (sooner rather than later ) and in the meantime ruin our 
suburb and upset a lot of people. 

622 A District Centre for City Beach 

624 Increases proposed around the arterial roads noted as transitional residential should be 
confined to areas that border arterial roads and include all such roads in the Town, 
including Cambridge/ Oceanic Drive, Selby, Harbourne, Grantham streets and The 
Boulevard 

628 Spreading the proposed changes more evenly throughout the town of Cambridge rather 
than west Leederville (which already has parking issues and narrow streets) bear the 
brunt of the development. 

630 Leave West Leederville alone and focus on City Beach or Floreat 

631 What about Grantham Street near Heardsman parade for a District centre? 

636 Keep high density living on main roads and spread it out evenly through city beach and 
floreat.  

638 I think we should explore further the concept of corridor growth, and ways in which to 
promote more population growth and density in areas where there is greater capacity to 
accommodate a larger population.  
Public transport can be improved to service these areas, and is long overdue for the 
existing population in suburbs such as floreat and city beach. However, once a suburb is 
overcrowded, it's too late to do anything to ease it.  

640 I would say this is viable without the grey sections in the residential areas 

641 The opportunity to redevelop larger blocks to allow for smaller houses with some front 
and backyards so older people who are still active can downsize without moving away 
from the areas near Perry Lakes and the district centre.  

646 West Leederville has already taken its fair share of infill, it is time other areas are also 
coming to the table. Why is there no mention of a future traffic and public transport 
strategy. More public transport corridors to Floreat and City Beach will make these areas 



better set up for infill and it will also solve parking problems at the beach - instead of 
keep developing new parking lots.  

651 The area within 800m to the major train station - Subiaco station should allow to build 4 
to 6 stories, as the train service is more reliable and always be the first preference for 
travel. People also will enjoy the walk distance to Subiaco's  market and coffee shop. 

655 Housing diversity across the town to allow long standing residents to age in place 
Parks and green corridors need to be incorporated even in the district activity centres 
. 
Schools need to be considered.  People living in apartments do have children, who do 
need to go kindergarten and school. 
Street parking for share cars. 
Better public transport. 
Pursue a reduction in the target as West Leederville has an endorsed Perth to Peel at 
3.5m Activity Centre Plan.  

658 Further extend the "residential transition" concept in vicinity of Floreat Forum where low 
to medium density options could be planned as a transition from high density of 
Wembley District Centre 

667 1.  Rezoning all suburbs so residents can decide if they want to subdivide.   
2.  Look at all suburbs to assess infrastructure, capacity and then engage with the 
community to ascertain their vision. 
3.  "Even" density across the Town (that means City Beach too). 
 
a few other suggestions... 
4.  Sink the rail line and place greenspace on top, or turn it into a road and remove 
Railway St, Cambridge etc 
5.  Place at least two underpasses to Lake Monger so WL residents can access 
6.  Reclaim green space for WL 
7.  Reclaim space for the school to increase footprint or relocate the school 
8.  Cycle paths and wide footpaths 
9.  Increase tree canopy 
10.  Cambridge St and Lake Monger Drive are a complete nightmare to cross, drive on, 
access.  Future plans need to review traffic congestion in peak hours.  Work completed 
last year has caused massive bottlenecks.   
11.  Can you please provide something for the kids to do - playspaces/playground/pump 
track/parkour/obstacle course at Lake Monger, Hollyrood or Cowden...the growing 
population of children have limited opportunities (most of the playgrounds are designed 
for under 7s. 

669 City Beach and Floreat should have higher density where it is more appropriate. 

688 It doesn't seem that residential transition is same as the others and orange/red areas 
bigger. Could create a better feel of separate villages rathern than long line of devel in B. 

765  I cannot envisage where Floreat Forum could have increased density.  The school, tennis 
club, park opposite and standard residential properties allow no room for new housing 
and shouldn't be altered. 

815 Seneario A does not include development in City Beach which I believe there is a place 
for, namely 2 storey developments around Empire Village (within a 500m radius) to 
enable the elderly and people who can't afford full size blocks to live in City Beach. 

816 1.  West Leederville District Centre.  Restrict heights to 4-5 storeys abutting Cambridge St 
and rail lines.  Restrict building heights to 2 storey within fringe areas.  2.  Wembley 
District Centre.  Restrict height to 3 storeys on Cambridge St and 2 storeys on Salvado 
Road.  Extremely bad example of apartment block on Cambridge St/Jersey scale too 
dense for streetscape.  Impacts on businesses on other side of Cambridge through 
overshadowing.  3.  Florest district centre.  Mixed use devt no higher than 4 storeys at 
FFSC and no higher than 2-3 storeys in suitable sites.  Wembley golf course has spare land 
identified for housing. 

817 In addition to the 'distict centres' there should be an opportunity for subdivision in 
residential areas of City Beach and Floreat due to existing lot sizes up to 1000m2 plus 
density could change to R20 to allow people to subdivide and stay in area - downsize.  As 
for scenario A there needs to be a spread of density across the town allowing subdivision 
of the larger lots in City Beach and Floreat for downsizing. 

818 Need for some development in City Beach around local centres so that those who want 
to remain in City Beach but can't afford full blocks can do no e.g. Empire Village. 

868 Redevelopment of existing centres (e.g. Floreat Forum) to increase density e.g. to place 
car parking under / over the shopping centre and to increase the floor area of the 
shopping.  Increase density in order to prevent spread / sprawl. 

870 The town of Cambridge is a large area and yet nothing has been placed in City Beach so 
further development opportunities around City Beach should be investigated  

872 As noted by many other West Leederville residents during this consultation process,  
there is a severe sense of inequity when it appears that West Leederville is shouldering 
most of the burden for higher density when compared to other suburbs in the 
municipality, which have the capacity for increased density without the consequent loss 
in amenity. 
 
thank you for the opportunity to comment. 



873 Wembley District Centre and District Centre frame should be increased/expanded - it is 
currently undercooked and has more potential. The area within the 800m catchment of 
Subiaco Station is overlooked - this should form part of the District Centres zone, or at 
the very least a District Centres Frame - even though the hospital is here, this could 
regenerate in the future.  
Considering Leederville is classified as a Secondary Centre, the area noted in West 
Leederville as Residential Transition should be increased to District Centres Frame. 
Obviously heritage investigations should be undertaken to protect some cottage single 
houses, but this should not prevent high rise development.  

874 Main routes of Camridge, The Boulevard etc increase density along total route to spread 
the load, discussion with State re sinking of rail line in WL area this is obvious area for 
density and hold back changes in TOC until some discussion here. Or else lost 
opportunity. Enough area here for buffer green space around high rise, minimal shading 
on Subi side too. 

877 Amendment 31 was a more considered proposal and is preferable to this. It should be 
reintroduced. 
 
Increased density along major transport corridors in Wembley, Floreat and City Beach 
needs to be considered (ie along the Boulevard, Oceanic Drive and West Coast Highway). 
None of the scenarios contain any significant amendment to the density in City Beach 
and Floreat, where the block sizes and zoning are the largest and most generous in the 
town and have significant scope for increased density. This is a significant oversight and 
missed opportunity, and would enable an increased density spread throughout the town.  
 
Opportunities to renew the leadership of Town of Cambridge should be considered so 
that such biased, ill-considered and obviously political proposals are not developed with 
my rates in the future. 
 
The proposal is unworkable in the absence of a new site and State funding to construct a 
new primary School in West Leederville. If the Town of Cambridge is not able to come up 
with well considered proposals, perhaps we should leave it to the Planning Minister. 

878 There should be higher density in City Beach and Floreat 0n corner blocks. I note that last 
time this was suggested the council was successful in reversing the decision. I'm still not 
sure why the state Liberal Government caved in or am I naive? 
In regard to Public Transport I have thought for years that there should be more buses 
running along Cambridge St to City Beach. There may be parts of Grantham St that are 
suitable for high-rise. 

879 Yes, looking at City Beach/Floreat! 

880 A combination of District Centres with Urban Corridor growth along Cambridge street 
The District centres should include West Leederville, Wembley, Floreat and City Beach. 
Also make less density in West Leederville, spread it evenly through District Centres and 
if there is still a requirement for more population increase provide Local opportunities 
form Scenario C. 

882 The western areas aren't contributing to the 'urban growth. 

884 share developments across the whole town equally. 

885 Maybe the rezoning of houses immediately opposite the dvelopment eg wembley 
carpark of the hotel food hall area. 

887 Potentially density along Selby st. 

889 Other opportunities to be investigated include : 
1. proceeding with all 3 Urban Growth Scenarios without delay. 

894 There are Commercial centres in City Beach that can also be included in this "Scenario", 
but This scenario is flawed without improvements in infrastructure. Improved rail and 
bus links are essential to deal with this ideas, not to mention sewage, water, plans for 
open space retention. 

895 A better and more even spread of density across the Town of Cambridge.  

896 - The inclusion of a village green/market square in the Cambridge High Street Node (area 
bordered by Cambridge, Northwood, Railway and Kimberley). 
- Redevelop ‘air rights’ over the Fremantle train line at West Leederville station; sink 
West Leederville station and connect the Cambridge High Street Node (particularly the 
area bordered by Cambridge, Northwood, Railway and Kimberley - which minimises 
negative impacts on existing residential dwellings) with a redeveloped Subiaco Road and 
Subiaco Oval (I acknowledge that Subiaco Road and Subiaco Oval are not within the 
Town). 
- Develop a Herdsman district centre including along Pearson Street and including areas 
bordered by Pearson Street, Pearson Place, Herdsman Parade and Flynn Street. 
- Prepare a Floreat Activity Centre Plan to provide residents and the community with an 
opportunity to better guide development of a Floreat Forum district centre. 
- Develop low-medium density areas around Ocean Village and Empire Village shopping 
centres. 
- Develop a Dodd Street Node. 
- Focus on the corridor between Cambridge and Salvado Streets to the west of St John of 
God Hospital. 
- Potential development of City Beach Senior High School site. 



899 Yes. There are many older houses in the City Beach and Floreat areas on large lots that 
could easily be subdivided into duplex or triplex lots and still manage to retain the garden 
suburb feel. This was the original plan but unfortunately some local residents screamed 
loudly and the plan was squashed.  
There are a number of blocks in Floreat and City Beach that are over 900sqM and could 
easily be divided into 2 lots and still maintain the Garden suburb feel. These duplex 
developments will not impact on streetscape and traffic management in the area. Large 
houses now can have 5-6 bedrooms which require excess parking  and allow very little 
open space for gardens. This also has an impact on the environment when every tree is 
chopped down.  
There is no reason why City Beach and Floreat could not allow for corner blocks and 
blocks over 1000sqm to be subdivided into 300-400 sq m blocks with street frontages as 
shown in your residential transition photo. 

901 ToC should develop an LPS based on its own realistic planning numbers.  The 6900 target 
was set by previous state government and Perth to Peel is a draft document.  The State 
Government's target of 6,900 has changed 3 times in recent years, and could change 
again.  ToC must not be pressured into completing an LPS based on 6900 new dwellings, 
and it must not pressure its residents into a poorly planned and divisive LPS.   
 
ToC should continue to pressure State Govt to contribute financially and strategically 
towards assisting the town and its residents meet the increased dwelling targets 
requested whilst minimising impact on existing suburbs and retaining the existing built-
up residential character.  
  
State Govt should contribute to lowering rail line and covering between Haydn Bunton 
and Loftus Street to create a new  area for medium to high density development.  
 
State Govt should contribute to the Urban Link Walkway proposed to link Leederville 
Station with West Leederville Stn, and create additional density development 
opportunities, already identified within the WL Activity Centre plan. 
 
ToC must consider planned and well designed sub-division in Floreat and City Beach.  
West Leederville lot sizes are already zoned down to 300m2, whilst City Beach lot sizes 
are still zoned at 900m2.  This is unsustainable as the infrastructure costs per dwelling 
escalate through a lack of economy of scale.   
 
State Govt should consider implementing a "large lot levy" to compensate the State for 
the additional infrastructure costs associated with large lots.  This levy could be used to 
provide green space and fund infrastructure spend to support inner city in-fill. 
 
ToC should review additional density opportunities within current activity centre 

boundaries.  For example, the Southport and Roslyn Street precincts both offer potential 
for density review. 

903 Include the opportunities numbered  4, 5  and 6 in Scenario C into Scenario A. 
 
This would make this Scenario A far more palatable to ALL the residents and rate payers. 
 
Then rename this Scenario to C 

904 Sharing the density with other suburbs in the town of Cambridge eg Floreat and city 
beach.  

906 I strongly believe that W.Leederville is well suited to higher growth due to the proximity 
to transport and the city and Leederville. I think more of the increases in residential 
development should be there rather than around the forum at FLoreat. Wembley has 
had a lot of growth upwards recently so it makes sense to make a larger hub of higher 
buildings there as well but I just cant see it working around the forum area. However, I do 
think an upgrade in terms of the shops available at the forum is well needed. 

908 There is no reason that I can see for the exclusion of the City Beach centres, surely the 
shops off the Boulevard are suitable for intensive development if the forum is. 

910 In West Leederville higher density should be explored between Cambridge St and the 
West Leederville Train Station. Opportunities for higher density living should be explored 
in City Beach and Floreat where there is an abundance of space. 

912 Locating the majority of density in west Leederville is unfair to the Leederville residents 
and there should be more focus on "housing" options in other areas not just on 
apartments. 

916 - City Beach- oceanic drive, the boulevard, empire village 
- the major thoroughfare streets, such as harborne, grantham, other parts of cambridge 
street and selby streets. 

917 Spread the load.  We understand West Leederville will retain the highest density, but fair 
and imaginative planning could see all wards providing areas for residential transition 
and corner subdivision. 

918 There should be a main street environment created from Oceanic Drive to the Forum. 

919 See Scenario C 

920 We believe more development around the Wembley Hotel precinct would be more 
appropriate with more frequent bus services added along Cambridge Street. There are a 



number of vacant or low use business fronts along Cambridge which could be utilised for 
this purpose.   

921 Virtual quarantining of City Beach is irrational, unacceptable, obscene. Many 900 square 
metre blocks insulated is disgusting. Transport node factor is overstated. Current CB 
residents travel. Infill residents can similarly travel. The task need to be shared. Scenario 
for resentments the Mayor says she doesn't like. 

922 Look at other suburbs. We are already too densely populated. 

925 More extensive use of "residential transition" and "urban corridor" styles throughout the 
entire Town of Cambridge (including Floreat and City Beach) would represent "human-
scale development" and eliminate the need for higher density structures such as "district 
centres". The Town should acquire properties to provide more open space (parks, plazas, 
etc.) as the density increases. 

929 Other opportunities in the areas of Floreat and City Beach should be further investigated. 
4 -10 storeys should be considered in those areas, around civic centre precincts and 
around parks, bushland and anywhere where the impact of height,  higher 
concentrations of people are not detrimental to the quality of life of existing 
communities. 

931 Increasing the density in other parts of the town which already have much less density 
than West Leederville, for example City Beach. 

932 - West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increase. No more density 
increase for West Leederville 
- West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate ant further density 
increases. 

933 Yes. They fit more into local opportunity areas, so will be listed under Scenario C. 
However, infill does not have to be tied to activity centres eg. Perry Lakes isn't tied to 
one, but this development had little effect on current surrounding residents - visual, 
traffic and privacy. 

934 While City Beach residents would not like it, apartments near the recently revamped City 
Beach precinct and Wembley Golf Course would be a great place to live,  if you were to 
do along the Boulevarde. 

935 Focus should be on developing only one District Centre in each district (a town centre), 
and not multiple projects in parallel.  A good example  historically would be Claremont 
Quarter; critisised at first, but now generally seen as a positive. 3Hr onsite free parking. 
although entry and exit could have been designed better with perhaps another storey of 
parking that would have facilitated more pedestrian surrounds and ambience without 

being cluttered with street parking.  
 
A chance to  introduce more realistic thinking in terms of influencing how we structure  
the use of public and private transportation in the future. Personal Transportation 
Vehicles PTVs are here to stay. They will be smaller and electric. District Centres should 
be designed to encourage and not discourage the use of such vehicles. There should be 
limited and costly parking for unnecessarily large vehicles (who needs a Range Rover to 
go shopping), plenty of low cost parking for designated small vehicles and free parking 
with charge points for electric vehicles.  
 
If planned in coordination with other councils and regional authorities each District 
Centre could be linked by a Metropolitan Light Rail system.  
 
One main District Centre in Cambridge could house the TOC offices in a central location 
and free up existing land for incremental housing development. 

937 Focus should be on developing only one District Centre in each district (a town centre), 
and not multiple projects in parallel.  A good example  historically would be Claremont 
Quarter; critisised at first, but now generally seen as a positive. 3Hr onsite free parking. 
although entry and exit could have been designed better with perhaps another storey of 
parking that would have facilitated more pedestrian surrounds and ambience without 
being cluttered with street parking.  
 
A chance to  introduce more realistic thinking in terms of influencing how we structure  
the use of public and private transportation in the future. Personal Transportation 
Vehicles PTVs are here to stay. They will be smaller and electric. District Centres should 
be designed to encourage and not discourage the use of such vehicles. There should be 
limited and costly parking for unnecessarily large vehicles (who needs a Range Rover to 
go shopping), plenty of low cost parking for designated small vehicles and free parking 
with charge points for electric vehicles.  
 
If planned in coordination with other councils and regional authorities each District 
Centre could be linked by a Metropolitan Light Rail system.  
 
One main District Centre in Cambridge could house the TOC offices in a central location 
and free up existing land for incremental housing development. 

938 There should be increased density development in City Beach around District centres 
(shopping centres)  
Increased density development should be more  evenly distributed throughout Town of 
Cambridge  
Increased tree planting along main roads and in traffic islands  



939 As I have stated, the Town of Cambridge should first investigate and thereafter factor in 
the sub-division of green-title blocks in calculating whether it is able to meet its 
additional dwelling targets, before proposing a local planning strategy that encourages 
high-rise development. 
 
As is the case with other beachside suburbs in Perth, such as Cottesloe, North Fremantle, 
and the various beach-side suburbs north of Scarborough, there is clear demand for 
residential green-title blocks close to the beach.  Please note that this does not mean 
that there must be high-rise development on the beach (which I personally do not 
favour).  However, there is obviously ample scope in the Town of Cambridge for further 
green-title blocks close to the beach in City Beach and Floreat without the need for high-
rise development on the beach.   
 
Given the inevitable growth that Perth will see over the coming years, the planning 
strategy must cater for the future needs of families who will want to live on green-title 
blocks, close to the beach.  None of Scenario A, B or C do this and it is a major omission.  
Forcing families to live in suburbs further from the CBD has a negative impact on people’s 
lifestyles and the environment. 

944 I would like to see any increased density in the West Leederville area to be restricted to 
Cambridge St and limited to four storeys. This would protect the heritage character of 
the West Leederville suburb and reduce the negative amenity for local residents. 
I would also like to see  

945 Appropriate areas of density should be considered in City Beach.  Not necessarily high 
rises but density from smaller density areas exampled by the old Edith Cowan University 
Churchlands site and Subiaco Centro.  This may also be a way of more appropriately 
addressing density in Floreat.  

948 The Wembley and Floreat districts need to be developed as West Leederville District is 
already over flowing 

949 Spread urban growth more evenly throughout Town of Cambridge to provide diversity of 
accomodation in all areas and develop infrastructure better. 
Many more public open green spaces in West Leederville Activity Centre and close 
surrounds. 

951 a fairer spread of density between areas 

954 Before any district centres are looked at for increase in densities vacant council land that 
is currently under utilised should be looked at for development options. This could be on 
the Wembley Golf Course where apartments could be developed as permanent 
dwellings. If housing infill is the primary objective of this document then before 

increasing densities in existing areas all available council land should be considered for its 
housing potential.  This could be around ovals and open spaces as is happening in 
Claremont around the oval, but heights restricted to keep within the urban fabric and 
amenity of the garden suburbs. 
Lake Monger could be looked at for housing options as due to its proximity to the 
freeway. 

956 I think that linking the Floreat District Centre and the Wembley District Centre with 
greater development potential (predominantly residential) along Cambridge Street could 
enhance Scenario A. 
I think that there is the opportunity to create housing specifically for people over 55 
within this scenario as it places smaller dwellings within walking distance of shopping 
centres, public transport and medical facilities.  I think that any new residential 
development opportunity should be tied to the requirement to create such dwellings 
with minimum quotas and specifically design guidelines to ensure the ability to age in 
place. 

 



 

5 2-4 storeys opposite/around Forum. Transport needs to be sorted first. 

28 Ground floors should be activated by allowing various non-residential activities 24 hours 
a day including workshops, cafes, studios, entertainment etc. 

28 It should be a requirement that all developments should be designed and site 
administered during construction by WA registered architects to ensure appropriate 
design quality is achieved in these denser urban scenarios (as is the case in other cities 
like Sydney). 

28 Passive House' environmental standards should be required of all developments, as this 
would ensure comfortable & secure environments (including acoustic control) in these 
areas, as well as improved internal air quality and significantly lower energy 
requirements. Note this is the only building certification that delivers the above as the 
certification process includes both design and construction components, ensuring the 
final buildings actually meet their targets: 

28 http://passivehouseaustralia.org/what-is-passive-house/ 

28 Height limits higher than 10 storeys should be explored along the Railway line due to the 
excellent public transport and not having neighbours to the south affected by shadows. 

81 More shops in forum & cafes would be good.  

102 Floreat Forum needs a large retailer if you want people to use the shopping centre.  It's 
dead and too many businesses have gone broke.  It needs a Kmart, Target or some draw 
card. 
Floreat Forum needs trees and grass and places for families to sit and eat.  It's a horrible 
boring concrete block. Make it welcoming and enticing for people so they want to go 
there and have a meal.  

148 With the changing face of commercial business and on line shopping who is going to fill 
these new commercial developments.   
As there will be new elections in October with different views being offered 
consideration should go to wait for Council Elections. 

161 Ensure street level interaction for taller developments for those closest to the retail 
precincts or ensure street connectivity for ground floor residences to avoid big soulless 
lobby spaces that are uninviting after dark. 

165 I think the whole focus is on getting highrise development approved, and then abutting it 
with high rise residential, which is completely out of character for this area. 

231 Reduce height limit for District Center (max 6 storey), District Center Frame (max 4 store) 
and Residential Transition areas (max 2 storey). 
Public landscape and private gardens should be preserved and implemented as a priority 
to guarantee high living quality. 

275 Reduce the heights at Floreat Forum.  

303 Allowing developments but with strict and lower height limits. We already have the 
amenity of the residents in Blencowe Street between Railway Parade and Cambridge 
Street destroyed by the High Rise Development in Northwood Street!!!  

532 Yes, look at the kind of infrastructure and buildings in other livable city centres - they are 
certainly not high rise, a maximum of 4 stories is preferable, but widely distributed. 

534 Having spent some 18 months traveling around Europe over the last 5 years, I love the 
public piazza style. It brings people out of their apartments and creates an excellent 
social meeting place. The other 2 options don't have that same capability. It is the social 
fabric of Cambridge that needs to be preserved, where we all know many of our 
neighbours. An insular development is not conducive to a good social environment. 

537 maximizing height of buildings to 6 stories 

557 Limit higher buildings to railway, southport st. infill at Subiaco oval site. Higher density 
should run along Cambridge street and should be shared amongst Wembley, Floreat, and 
City Beach. 

564 Apartment buildings allowed along rail reserves and any vacant land where overlooking is 
not an issue.   

599 Spread the load of 2-4 stories in ALL areas "evenly"....that is include City Beach and 
Floreat. 
The shopping areas, and business owners, in City Beach and FLoreat will benefit with the 
growth. 
High rise - 4-6 Levels maximum along Railway and Cambridge seems appropriate as these 
support efficient public transport to the city....but are NOT appropriate within the 
general residential areas. 
Town of Cambridge are putting these suburbs at risk of looking like slums in future years. 
Please rethink the volume of traffic and parking. West Leederville already suffers from 
parking and traffic in most streets. 
If the proposed growth happens......Where will the new school be built??? The current 
school in WL cannot sustain any further growth. 
I believe that all new buildings MUST provide car parking for each bedroom, PLUS visitor 
parking OFF street. How does that work with proposals A,B or C.? 



601 I think in Wembley there are already major parking problems as Cambridge Street runs 
through the proposed development area.  I think buildings should be limited to two 
storeys in this locality and all residential transition areas should be limited to two storeys 
and the District Centre height should be limited to 2  storeys for Wembley and Floreat 
and 2 storeys for the District Centres Frame. 

602 area 3 in proposal B could be considered and reduce the height limit in Floreat District 
Centre to 6 stories.The approach used at Perry Lakes stadium is a better hight and 
density is better for the Cambridge st corridor 

605 Yes, if indeed 4m. setback is now law, change it back to the 7 meters along with 
disallowing infill of the existing single family residential  streets. 
And considering the ambiance once again, disallow tin roofs lighter than taupe or mid- 
green (the original "exception" allowed while ToC was still part of City of Perth), so those 
of us on hilly dunes are not blinded by our neighbors'roofs. And, consider the case of 
Corte Madera CA where the city recognizes we pay for our views and should be allowed 
to preserve them, making it a law other properties can't "steal" your view with trees and 
other structures  (other than the lawful major residence), i.e., they have to remove them 
if they post date your property's development.. We do pay for our views when we buy 
property and we continue to pay for them through our assessed rates.  

642 Anything that increases housing (not *only* apartment) options  within walking distance 
to Floreat Forum. Lots of us DONT want a massive yard and/or a massive house , but 
ALSO DON'T want to hole their kids up in a tiny apartment with no yard either.  
 You seem to be deliberately trying to cater for the new people who have spent up big, or 
people who want to move into an exclusive suburb who cannot afford to buy a house in 
TOC, *but* at the same time you are forgetting to cater to the needs of the people who 
made it what it is today i.e. retired couples, lower income families who have passed 
property on from generation to generation.  We all get to vote, we all should have a say.  
By having a few blocks to build apartments on, you are also lining the pockets of the 
developers (which was what supposedly one of the reasons you didn't like amendment 
31) and not allowing your residents to share some of the wealth that would be made by 
changing the r-codes.   
Please don't develop bushland instead, we love our bushland close by, it's part of what 
makes the place so nice!! 

696 max 3-4 storey development around 'forum'. Do not reduce residential setback to less 
than 6m front boundary. Cambridge is ahead of density requirements so why spoilt a 
'garden' suburb with an increase in density when the public transport system is appaling. 

697 However, redevelopment already carried out in these areas is in places poor planning. 

740 District centre 3, around existing forum shows proposed development requireing the 
complete demolition of existing assets.  Allow the high rise to proceed on other ground 
to satisfy popn density increase, but minimise the addition of shops and keep the 
parking. Centre 3 does not need a theatre or other entertainment - we all have cars and 
are prepared to travel. 

757 Suggestion: height restriction of 4 storeys. We don't want a South Perth. 

789 Providing the windows overlooking neighbours are frosted.  No balconies to overlook 
neighbours.  Build on highly used roads make use of publc transport.  Two parking spots 
per dwelling. 

913 All comments above. 

940 Re-development of the Floreat Forum shopping centre (mixed commercial and 
residential apartments) with a limit of 4 storeys would be acceptable. 

946 Particularly for the Wembley District Centre, I would like to see the area beautified by 
more green sections/gardens around the Wembley Hotel. The parking bays around the 
Wembley Hotel need to remain as they are and not lost to development as they are 
always full during business open hours. The Heritage buildings need to be preserved and 
receive maintenance to keep them sound and to refresh the Centre. Green areas along 
footpaths and roads need a facelift too. It is important to keep heights restricted for all 
developments whether commercial or residential as it is not in keeping with suburbs' 
character. This also goes for West Leederville and Floreat.  

 



 

28 The council should invest in high end streetscapes including lush plantings and street 
furniture, to complement the high densities. 

31  How to provide additional  public green open spaces in West Leederville. 

33 Preserving areas and locations to facilitate requirements of a greater population such as 
preserving land for schools, public transport infrastructure for light rail. 
Ensuring rigorous, high quality design and construction standards for large apartment 
and office buildings. 
Any proposal to include or leverage the West Leederville Activity Centre Plan. 
Noise mitigation measures for residential areas close to the freeway, for eg. raising the 
wall barrier height of the nose wall barrier. 

43 Where is the primary school(s) that will cater for the increase in population? WLPS is 
already bursting 

58 We need sewerage in south city beach 

60 Other opportunities (not necessarily linked to scenario A): preserve POS in city beach 
bold park and West Coast Hwy. Golf course less important - could be redeveloped or 
greenfield/revegetated.  

75 Underground power for ALL of Wembley 

93 Need to make sure that there is a big focus on getting the other factors right about 
making a place desireable to live in. Good transport, schools, public open space, small 
restaurants, etc. Cambridge seems to have done poorly in this respect in the past - no 
improved transport, over crowded schools, reduction in public open space, new 
restaurants going to the 800-seater model rather than microbars/restaurants. Previous 
Developments have been good for developers but no-one else. 

110 I would like an area in city beach or near Floreat Beach where the water is protected and 
calm. Such as an ocean swimming pool. 

112 Better bike paths and sensible, higher density across the whole of the TOC would be 
more suitable for a long term plan. Good planning opens the gate for optimal 
development over the next half a century. Greenfield options in the TOC should be 
permitted, corner lots should be subdivisible and these should be added to Scenario A.   

138 Schools - both primary & secondary to accommodate growing young population that will 
come with increased density  

227 As part of increasing density, then the local council must seek a guarantee from the 
newly elected Labour Government to build a new high school in the City Beach area prior 
to beginning construction works that increases housing supply. This is an absolute must 
as it is unreasonable and irresponsible to bring in higher living density and expect 
additional high school children to attend Churchlands Secondary School, which all would 
agree is significantly over-crowded. 

239 The schools and other amenities cannot accommodate further population increases 

251 The lack of focus for attractive public space on the ocean front misses an opportunity to 
develop further public access through things such as light rail and "Cats bus" like services 
linking all centres in the long term. 

255 Yes. More focus on the Floreat and City Beach areas, where there's a lot more space and 
the blocks are twice the size of those in the eastern parts of the Council area. 
Kids at West Leederville PS are already having to use Cowden Park as a playground 
because the school has run out of space. There is very little open/park space at this 
(eastern) end of the T of C as it is - where are all these proposed new residents going to 
go for recreation? 

271 How will the West Leederville Primary School be able to cope with this population 
increase? 
I will only support density changes if ALL regions of the Town of Cambridge are affected 
equally. 
This scenario is unacceptable. 

305 The parks need to be protected and well maintained into the future. Weeding should be 
done by steam and not chemically as shown by the City of Fremantle. 
Perry Lakes is a disgrace and has been left to deteriorate for too long. It has been an 
important nature sanctuary that is on the verge of collapse due to the inaction of council 
and state government.    

493 The Town should implement some plans to address the current lack of urban green space 
in both Wembley and West Leederville and progress the Leederville Link aspect of the 
Activity Centre plan.  Both areas are going to have a large increase in current dwellings 
associated with their activity centre plans.  The Town needs to give something back to 
protect the amenity.  Current plans are just take and take and take.  The recent survey of 
residents identified a significant concern about schools but none of the plans even 
addressed this issue.  Considering the problems already experienced in this regard with 
high schools and the recent discussion on a high rise high school in the CBD due to lack of 
available land, how is it possible that a well thought out plan could fail to address this 
issue?  Passing the buck to the state education dept might work for planners but not for 
the people affected.  The state has already refused to expand the current primary school 



due to cost.  Perhaps looks for areas where schools have capacity and urban green space 
is plentiful. 

541 I believe the following:  
 
- all 3 scenarios are unacceptable and new options need to be generated 
 
- Anything higher than 6 stories should be excluded from all versions. Such buildings are 
too big and impact too significantly upon the light and ambience of adjacent blocks. 
There are many precedents for cities that are considered beautiful and with a high quality 
of life that are built around a maximum of 6 stories. Paris and Berlin being two examples. 
There are thousands of examples of cities that have lost their community strength with 
10 storey buildings. All options should limit height to 6 stories (we will have a much 
better result for our community as a whole) 
 
- development should focus on existing areas that don't have any character. To suggest 
significant increases in density to the core of West Leederville (Holyrood -- Connolly) will 
destroy the historic character of West Leederville.  
 
- West Leederville PS cannot accommodate additional children. All other Cambridge 
schools can. Hence all scenarios should factor in where families can send their children to 
school. 
 
- Cambridge St already has a street front of mixed aesthetic value and has lost its historic 
character. All blocks facing Cambridge St could be zoned to accommodate up to 6 stories, 
including through West Leederville, but equally ensuring that the full corridor right 
through to Bold Park has increased density (to ensure that 6 stories is all that needs to be 
built). It should not be deeper than 1 (possibly 2 in some places ) standard house blocks 
from the street. Any further away from Cambridge St destroys the existing character of 
the streets. The exception being the area around Southport, which could be developed to 
6 stories consistently. 
 
- it is unacceptable that the coastal part of the ward see almost no planned increases. 
That is unacceptable under all scenarios. Opportunities for increased density clearly exist 
along The Boulevard, Grantham Street, the area around Empire Village and the western 
parts of Cambridge St. In all scenarios those streets are only touched lightly, in some 
areas, if at all. To leave block size at 900 sq m in City Beach and to put a 10 storey 
building on Blencowe, McCourt, Tate Sts next to restored and renovated cottages does 
not have a compelling logic and will absolutely destroy the character and community in 
West Leederville. 
 
- we should agree on examples of city areas that capture what we are trying to achieve 
and then be clear in communicating these to the public. At present it appears that the 

intention is to make West Leederville like West Perth or Northbridge and to leave City 
Beach and Floreat entirely as they are. That suggests a singular view of the future, driven 
by an 'us versus them' approach. Instead, we have the opportunity for a unified approach 
that brings both areas of Cambridge towards a unified and consistent approach to 
building strong communities. We are such a small council. There is absolutely a common 
ground to be had that enables us to increase density in a fair, consistent and cohesive 
way. 

568 If increased density is going ahead has consideration been given to schools. Already 
Floreat Park Primary is 'bursting at the seams' with temporary classrooms. 

632 It is astonishing that the Perry Lakes development did not provide a single opportunity 
for a commercial opportunity for a coffee shop or deli.  similarly Churchlands Green in 
Stirling also missed this opportunity.    Increased density should take on board the 
facilities provided around the world.  Londoners expect to be able to get their mild, bread 
paper etc from downstairs. Certainly they expect to pick up some basics between 
transport and home.  You can't expect people to walk miles when creating such density.  
Most young people would expect mixed use, with food and drink outlets at ground floor 
level. 

634 Develop areas for more sport and recreation, leisure 
Need to make the area more unique, not just to plonk units and shops here for the sake 
of it! 
Leederville is good but we are west leederville and should be aiming to raise the bar if 
considering developing the area. 

654 Density increases must be considered in the context of equality - of opportunity and cost.  
General increase in density allowances across the entire Town of Cambridge MUST be the 
starting point and could no doubt accommodate the State's objectives.  Focal areas can 
then be considered in the light of a more complex set of considerations that includes 
access to open space.  Many people will want to live close to open space (not just 
transport and commercial infrastructure).  Many of them will not be able to afford a 900 
m2 block - the opportunity to pursue higher density close to open space and recreational 
feature must be included.  Opportunities to provide higher density access to open space 
is critical in planning.  The opportunities to do this exist within the Town but have not 
been investigated or considered.  The opportunities for modest density increases over 
larger areas appears not to have been considered.  This would provide more equitable 
means of meeting growth targets with more equitable sharing of the inevitable 
considerations of shading, parking, traffic, support infrastructure, community 
development and access to open space. 

915 Any facilities/amenities built for these district centres should be properly researched, as 
to whether they will actually be used by enough people.  



924 We need to concentrate on improving schools etc for current residents & not plan for 
growth which is not happening, see statistics below. 
WA's Migration rates:2012+8898. 2015 -3005 
Temporary visa holders in WA: 2012: 27090, 2014:12130 
NZ citizens moving to WA 2012 :9330 2014: 650 
Skilled migration visas fell 
 457 visas: 2011-12 :17000 , 2015-16: 6000 
Source : Back to the futureWAs economic future after the boom. Bank West Curtain 
Economics Centre 

942 I would like if planning ahead is based on a bigger picture including planning for local 
schools, both primary and secondary, and social and recreation centres to help families 
and to all people to live better healthier lives. 

947 opportunity for education facilities within west leederville, possibly a catholic primary 
school linked with CEO land already there.  
another district centre closer to the coast. 
Inclusion of the boulevard shopping centre as a district.  

 



 

9 This scenario suggests congestion of people and traffic around these three centres. 
Consideration will need to be given to improved traffic flows (wider roads perhaps) and 
more provision of public open space around these areas. 

11 Must ensure that adequate and safe (offroad) parking - minimise main road traffic parking 

17 Last 7 months moved around district. West Leederville/Wembley - great transport easy 
walking to City/Park Lakes, Shops, Hospital - Trains to Freo.  

20 Traffic, congestion, parking. 

26 Foot bridges for pedestrians along Cambridge Street. 

28 Streets should be designed to slow down traffic below 30 km/hr encouraging community, 
improving safety and discouraging cars. 

28 We should allow developments that don't require car parking but instead promote walking, 
cycling and use of public transport and hence make developments more affordable and 
sustainable. 

31 How the additional private vehicles will be accommodated in the area (each unit will likely 
have one or maybe 2 vehicles) and the subsequent traffic flow.  

115 Public transport (buses) frequency outside of working hours will need to be increased, hourly 
bus transport is insufficient for higher density populations. 

133 Public transport and paths, including bike paths, to separate pedestrians and cyclists from 
traffic in and around these centres.  

142 Public transport along Cambridge corridor to link centres to train stations 

224 Public transport needs to be improved so that residents do not need to rely on cars 
Higher buildings need to be stepped back from the front boundary so that streetscapes are 
more pleasing 

226 City Beach sharing the density load (as in Scenario C). 
 
Implication of future transport corridors. 

238 Closing off local streets so that existing streets do not become thoroughfares. Need a way to 
get traffic from Cambridge street to the freeway without the back street run or increasing 
road usage on the local streets. 

262 Have a good look at the traffic which will be in these areas and who is going to suffer as the 
side road will get more congestive bad enough now nothing 

306 A designated cycle marked strip/zones along Kimberley Street 
A set of lights - prefer to roundabout - on Kimberly/Cambridge Street intersection (this is 
very difficult to cross through most times of the day 
Improved pedestrian crossing measures on Cambridge Street near Green Cat entry point, to 
make it safe for students & others trying to cross Cambridge St (e.g. alighted from Green CAT 
or come off footbridge to Leederville Station - the main crossing point is on the bend & is 
NOT safe. 
Consider putting a subway for students/pedestrians to cross over Railway parade close to 
Thomas St - the paused walk system is not optimal for pedestrians or cars turning into or out 
of Railway Pde 

312 As above, rail links including light rail/monorail, better public transport, pedestrian 
overpasses in built up areas, bike tracks to encourage less cars on road.  Western Suburbs 
are suffering from increasing congestion on roads and this is one of biggest challenges with 
any infill proposal.  Funding to improve transport infrastructure and public transport  is 
essential.  More people = more cars = more pollution, frustrations and accidents!  Transport 
is key. Stephenson Highway is nonsensical and should be removed from MRS once and for 
all.  Old Drive In site needs to be investigated for community uses as this is derelict, unkept 
and bush fire risk. Perry Lakes needs more upkeep and CSIRO plan to use waste water 
implemented to replenish lakes.  Solar and rainwater harvesting projects to be encouraged 
as Fremantle Council does.  Fremantle also uses STEAM for weed control not toxic chemicals. 
This approach should be adopted by Cambridge. The long term health of residents is being 
seriously compromised by extensive use of chemical sprays.  They are carcinogenic and it is 
irresponsible to continue ignoring the health warnings.  Big business will fabricate whatever 
studies it needs to in order to continue making a dollar.  I have read plenty of them. Please 
show some leadership and put people not profits for Monsanto first.  At least meet with 
Fremantle Councillors and listen to their evidence and experience.  Well done Fremantle!  At 
least it's reassuring to know there are some good people on Councils out there willing to do 
the right thing, not just the easiest and cheapest.  Another opportunity  lies in promoting the 
beach front area at City Beach.  Sculptures by the Sea could easily be accommodated by the 
new cafes and restaurants and the parking facilities that are now available here.   In order to 
become Iconic as a destination we need more than just the City to Surf and should support 
the investment made by the Surf Club by promoting outdoor concerts, art events and the 
like.     

392 Each of these entries are already focal points.  Further job opportunities there need better 
public transport. 

458 These scenarios will need to be supported by frequent public transport, especially the 
Wembley and Floreat centres. 



The use of mixed residential including high-rise should be considered however the high-rise 
aspect should be well separated i.e. all not next to each other. 

505 By 2030 self-driving vehicles are very likely to be the main form of public road transport. 
Important consequences are likely to be: 
• Less traffic congestion. 
• Car sharing the norm. 
• Public passenger transport being phased out because private passenger transport better 
serves the public.  

506 Sinking of railway line. 
 
Higher density along railway corridor. 
 
3 Storey along Cambridge Street. 

530 Proper bike paths - not those where traffic can park in them. 
 
Spreading the density throughout Cambridge, including City Beach. I feel that there are many 
possibilities for a Leighton Beach style development  - close to City Beach - which could tick a 
lot of boxes regarding increased density and provide a great source of income to the Council. 

552 Sink the railway line from Subiaco to Thomas Street and build higher density, new buildings 
there.  Look at Subiaco Square.  Reclaim land which is not occupied by beautiful heritage 
homes and get rid of the railway being visible.  Trains do not require sunlight to operate 
effectively.  Then relocate Perth Modern to a new precinct in the city, as proposed by the 
new government and reclaim the school for local families and take the load off West 
Leederville. 

643 Links to Leederville and Train station. 

666 Monorail linking Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and the West Leederville Activity 
Centre. Just kidding. 

752 Avoid overcrowding.  Improve public transport. 

755 Do as IGA shopping centre between Jersey & Pangbourne Sts, provide parking at rear. Or as 
Floreat Forum off main road. 

886 Increase of retail, residential along the boulevard and west coast highway with increase 
public transport hubs to encourage people to use public transport - and this will allow more 
people to remain in their homes once they are unable to drive. Subdivision of large blocks to 
be considered if desired. Areas west of Floreat Forum have poor public transport options. 

888 More thought will need to be given to ensure public transport can flow easily through this 
area.  The bottleneck around West Leederville Coles is already an issue.  Very short sighted 
planning decision and development to make that one lane given the level of traffic going 
through that area. 

891 1. Each unit should have 2 bays per unit and visitor bays should be included 
2. Developer to pay a $20k levy per unit to the closest school for necessary funds to purchase 
properties around them for expansion  
3. Can develop further high rise around Herdsman as is being done 
4. Can develop high rise around Ocean Village Park 
4. Can develop high rise around in  Perry Lakes and Netball centre above car park  
5. Can develop high rise around The Boulevard Centre 
6. Develop high rise above Floreat car Park 
7. Build high rise between Bold Park pool and Floreat Boulevard looking onto golf course 
 
If each area carries its share and supports it individual node then the commercial nodes 
become more sustainable. Putting the majority only in West Leederville , Wembley does not 
make economic and infrastructural sense 

892 Needs to be separate residential parking at the forum so locals are not squeezed out when 
coming to shop 

 



 

16 It would be advisable to seel some more heritage houses that reflect the history of the 
area and the streets - too many beautiful homes have already gone in the West 
Leederville area. 

151 Plan for heritage does not include important planning issues such as heritage, current 
school capacities, historic town character and amenity 

221 I believe the Town needs to implement a tree plan in the area and ensure old / heritage 
trees are not removed for development. 

258 The Council should be looking at increasing density in Floreat and City Beach.  There are 
many areas there with room for growth, which are of no historical or aesthetic value or 
significance. 

436 Leave the existing density rules unchanged. Focus on heritage listing the valuable & rich 
history of West Leederville instead of threatening the appeal of this magic inner city area. 
Don't succumb to capitalist pressure - the damage is irreversible, you don't get a second 
chance to protect history. Add value to the EXISTING residents who have committed to 
the area. 

444 conserve the heritage in this area and maintain the local value 

503 absolutely!  firstly step back and look at the bigger picture. 
while that is working around in the back of the brains, investigate the heritage of the 
town - not just individual buildings but wider scenarios too-:  remember much of this land 
was planned as the city's garden suburbs, with workers closer to cbd etc 
then back to the big picture - widely and variably question what could be (more on that 
later) 

664 More focus on planning to maintain historic character of West Leederville . Apartment 
buildings and excessive infill will destroy what little character is left. Also we need to 
retain trees, gardens for environmental and aesthetic reasons. 

914 The endangered red-tailed black cockatoos are often in the mature trees around West 
Leederville. At a very minimum, there should be planning requirements to manage and 
preserve the trees within the area. I believe there are environmental requirements to 
protect the habitats of these birds.  
 West Leederville and Wembley are beautiful suburbs with history, and a really 
interesting and diverse mix of architecture. Any changes should be sensitive to maintain 
the balance, aesthetics, history of the area. 

 



 

17 Perry Lakes - beautiful but sterile too many reg's, crazy parking rules, no support from T 
Council re: pick ups etc. Transport very poor. 

35 No we should place density here and leave character suburbs and streets alone 

36 can we have some council representation in the eastern parts of the town that are not all 
about developing 

39 I prefer to keep density restricted to as few areas as possible around major shops and 
around train stations 

87 Not really. 

91 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

105 No 

107 N/A 

114 No leave as is before you completely destroy the character of the suburb 

120 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

121 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

124 I don't think anything should happen before October this year, when we have another 
chance to get rid of councillors who are pushing agendas most residents don't want. 

125 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 
  

127 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

130 Firstly, we should stop this process and wait for a new council to be voted in for October 
2017. 
 
I support the development of density infill sites such as Perry Lakes but I question the 
assumptions behind the demand for higher density in these suburbs, i.e. what property is 
selling best in Perry Lakes, larger blocks. What is not selling, apartments! 

134 We do not have to meet target for several years - so leave things alone and see what the 
future holds before you jump in a destroy what we have. 
If you don't re develop there will be no need for a costly Management of additional vehicle 

traffic. 
Show  some backbone, oppose Govt policy and / or get it changed. Listen to your residents / 
owners who voted you in. There are ways to make development hard for developers - lots of 
rules and regulation e.g. insist on an over supply of off road car parking - lost of basement 
parking which will be expensive to construct, open spaces within the development, height 
restrictions etc. 
I bought into the Floreat area 40 years ago, I did my research which showed it would always 
remain single residential, Govt Gazette under the Endowments Act   - Govts have made 
several amendments over the years, which had eroded the quality of my life which I chose - 
do not do any more damage and force me to live out my life surrounded by high density 
development  and it's associated congestion - leave my wonderful suburb alone and let me 
and my ancestors die in peace and quiet. 

135 We should stop this process and wait for a new council to be voted in for October 2017. Rate 
payers deserve no less than a council which acts on their behalf! 
 
I support the development of density infill sites but question the assumptions behind the 
demand for higher density e.g. what property is selling best in Perry Lakes? The larger blocks. 
What is not selling - higher density options such as apartments. 

139 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

147 Consideration should be given to await any decisions until after the next council elections.  

153 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

155 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their instructions to 
contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what residents want. A 
new Government is likely to have new requirements for  the LPS and we should wait until 
instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also. 

157 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their instructions to 
contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what residents want. A 
new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we should wait until 
instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

159 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their instructions to 
contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what residents want. A 
new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we should wait until 
instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  



162 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their instructions to 
contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what residents want. A 
new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we should wait until 
instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

170 Why the need for such rushed decision now! Why not wait for the October elections and a 
new council reflective of residents current views? 

182 N/A 

183 No Comment 

225 Wait until the new council is voted in in October 2017 

229 No 

232 See later 

237 As a ratepayer it is not up to us to offer up alternatives, we pay large amounts of rates for 
the council to look after ratepayers, not go against us. I would have thought with the recent 
stuff up with A31, ToC would have a fair idea of what the residents would agree to, so this is 
just more time and money wasting! 

248 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

259 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

268 Perhaps it would make sense to wait for the new Council 
to be appointed in October 2017 before any decisions are taken. 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

272 Not acceptable  

273 No 

276 no 

277 we should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

285 YES - SHOW SOME FORESIGHT AND STOP PREDATORY DEVELOPERS TURNING INNER 
SUBURBS INTO GHETTOS 

294 No 

298 No. We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 
 
How about Scenario D - leave the area as it is? We need to preserve the wonderful amenity 
of the area. In particular, low density with large single residential blocks and wide set backs. 
Do not wreck what we value and love by allowing inappropriate development, density and 
height. Why do you think people are prepared to pay high prices to live here? 

308 Yes. No density increases. can someone please explain what the headline objective is of this 
plan. It's unclear what the benefits are to the residents.  On face value it only appears to 
create opportunities for developers and an increased revenue stream for the council.  
Very disappointing as a new resident to the area.  

313 No 

314 Not with this plan 

320 Planning is premature – is the target to provide an additional 6,900 dwellings still relevant in 
view of the recent change of Government, and the slowed rate of growth in Perth? 
 
These proposals are not balanced across the Town of Cambridge. West Leederville (the 
smallest suburb with the least amount of available land-space) is flagged to support the 
majority of new dwellings. This seems a grossly inequitable approach. 
 
I object to the nature of the survey as I don’t support ANY of the 3 proposals.  
 
The aim of the State Government Planning Framework is to “minimise the impact on existing 
suburbs and retain the existing built-up residential character and amenity”. It is difficult to 
see how these plans go towards achieving that aim in West Leederville. 
 
The Framework also suggests that “Perth has a colourful history and is rich in historic 
buildings and landscapes that need to be preserved for future generations.” Again, these 
plans appear to have little regard for the historic nature of West Leederville and retaining its 
unique neighbourhood feel for future generations. 
 
West Leederville is an historic suburb filled with heritage homes, small blocks, narrow 
streets, little off-street parking and limited public space. It seems unreasonable to try and 
squeeze many more dwellings into an already over-crowded suburb. 
 
Previous developments have been approved and constructed with little regard for the 
impact on residents, both during the construction phase and after the completion phase. 
Large, multi-storey developments take several years to construct, with road blockages, traffic 
problems, parking problems, noise pollution, air pollution, piles of rubbish and rubble, and 



undermine the foundations of heritage homes. Upon completion, the impact continues to be 
felt with traffic problems, parking problems, noise issues, home maintenance issues, over-
crowding at the local school, undesirable characters in the local precinct, an increase in 
crime, and reduced amenity in the enjoyment of quiet residential life. 
 
West Leederville simply does not have the space or capacity to accommodate several more 
of these types of developments, particularly in residential streets. 
 
It is well documented that the residents of new, multi-story developments are not simply 
singles and couples. Entire families are moving into these dwellings and require the 
necessary infrastructure as a result. As such you CANNOT ignore the capacity issue at West 
Leederville Primary School. 
 
Residents are happy to consider developments which have due regard for the continued 
enjoyment of quiet residential life. After all, most have paid a premium to live in West 
Leederville and should have the right to maintain the integrity and amenity of their suburb. If 
developments are to take place, they should be limited to the current high streets (ie. 
Cambridge St, Railway Parade and Lake Monger Drive) and NOT to infiltrate the quiet 
residential streets. 
 
I’m sure I speak for all residents when I say there is ABSOLUTELY NO NEED or DESIRE to open 
up retail shopping in the residential streets of West Leederville. These facilities should be 
kept to high streets only. Residents place far more value on reduced traffic, reduced noise 
and quiet residential life than being able to shop next door to their homes. 
 
It seems the plans consider additional dwellings in isolation. Surely a comprehensive plan 
needs to consider the impact of these dwellings on the infrastructure and amenity of the 
suburb ie. schooling needs of children, rubbish collection, parking considerations, transport 
issues, sewerage and drainage, provision of electricity etc. 
 
It also seems that the plan has been developed in isolation, not taking into account other 
initiatives to be considered by the State Government. Perhaps the most relevant of these is 
transport planning and the proposed light rail system. If this transport was available to the 
Western corridor, surely this would open the way for more people to enjoy areas such as 
City Beach, Floreat and Wembley. Failing this, additional bus transport also seems to be a 
simple and effective solution. 
 
Whilst this is a Town of Cambridge proposal, I don’t see how we can consider this without 
also having an understanding of what might be happening in other councils. For example, 
what is happening in the Leederville precinct? What are the plans for Subiaco oval and 
surrounds? What about plans to sink the railway joining West Leederville and Subiaco? 
Again, it seems wrong to plan in isolation. 

 
Your website says that “certain centres, such as West Leederville, Wembley and perhaps 
Floreat, are well better placed to accept some taller, higher density development”. I think it’s 
incorrect to place West Leederville in the same category as Wembley and Floreat. West 
Leederville is a tiny suburb with tiny blocks and tiny streets. There is little amenity in the way 
of retail outlets and eateries. Both Wembley and Floreat on the other hand are large suburbs 
with large blocks and large streets, not to mention the capacity to cater for many more 
residents with their large shopping, office and eating precincts. It seems these larger suburbs 
can far more easily absorb the construction requirements and amenity for new residents. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. It is unclear how and why these 3 scenarios were 
developed for consideration, but I oppose ALL the plans. The residents of West Leederville 
feel we are being disadvantaged compared to other areas of Cambridge, and we are in fact 
the least well-positioned suburb to be catering for proposed development. 

393 Prefer scenario B 

455 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

460 Scenario B 

463 Waiting for the new council to be elected in October before anything is done. 

466 No 

467 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in from  October 2017 

468 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Don't make the mistake of the Barnett government with the Roe Hwy Extension and clearing 
a section of the Beeliar Wetland which was now unnecessary with the change of 
government, regardless of whether you agreed with it or not! Wait a few months for the 
next election in a few months. 

469 No further comment 

471 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

474 No 

475 No 

477 All council decisions should be made after the local council elections in October. 

482 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their instructions to 



contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what residents want. A 
new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we should wait until 
instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

491 Delay until after elections  and have a fresh look with a council that is not tainted by A31. 

497 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

499 I don't like any of the aspects 

502 Yes the whole thing is being tackled the wrong way. First get a shared view on how we want 
our Town to look and feel in 10 years time. What is the heartbeat we want?  
Then what are the primary structures we need to change? How do we change these crazy 
roads like Cambridge St, Grantham St, Howtree Place, Brookdale St, The Boulevard. Get the 
through traffic away from the Town. Maybe we need to introduce a new ring road to bypass 
the through traffic?  
Public Transport major structure, light rail that provides an interconnectedness to the Town 
to Rail nodes. 
School strategic plan, Pedestrian Urban places. we find we have to go to Freo on weekends 
to find any heartbeat. The Forum is bland at best and we hate Cambridge St Wembley. As far 
as the Beach is concerned Clancy's or the Floreat cafe is about it for us. The new stuff is a bit 
like Barnett's Elizabeth Quay. 
Sorry but we have a long way to go. Years of neglect and dominance of vehicles. 
Let's get back to the High St type living environments, with pedestrians and bikes ruling over 
stupid through traffic. 

515 N/a 

516 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

518 Yes.  
Start from a quality brief to your Consultants which means making available the full brief for 
these ill considered three scenarios. 
Secondly, the Town is on track for its 10 year target growth, the growth targets were set 
when WA had net migration increase which is not the same now hence targets should be re 
confirmed with the State Government and all Councils. 
Lastly, if the town is on track for a 10 year target then there is ample opportunity to develop 
a quality plan which first identifies the problems and objectives, can consider all 
dependencies and move forward with consultative input.     

536 Stop  everything and wait until the new council is elected later this year. 
Hopefully we may get  a Council that is willing to negotiate with the Government to get it to 
agree to rethink the amount of accommodation needed in Perth at this time. 
Perth is losing population not gaining. House prices are among the lowest in the country. 

Low house prices affect everyone especially Senior citizens who need equity in their house to 
pay for a Nursing Home or Home Care. 
More accommodation in the area will further reduce the house/ apartment prices. 
Perth is in a different situation to the Eastern States. 

546 Having just registered to take the Survey we find that we are constrained to comment only in 
the context of the three scenarios. This is totally unacceptable! Hence these comments have 
been pasted into all three scenarios. 
 
As residents of West Leederville we would like to voice our concern regarding the Long Term 
Planning Strategy for the Town of Cambridge. 
Firstly we have grave misgivings about the transparency of the process and its scope and the 
need for these detailed proposals in a 10 year plan. The figure of some 6ooo new dwellings is 
based on the projections for growth in Perth to 2050 – a period way beyond the scope of a 
10 year plan. Surely a 10 year plan should be incremental and take account of developments 
elsewhere in the metropolitan region and in particular in neighbouring Councils. For example 
what will be the impact of redevelopments at Subiaco Oval, the old PMH site and those 
being proposed for Scarborough and Innaloo? The proposals take no account of current 
densities nor the existing or additional infrastructure required for these changes in 
population density. What is the consulting company that has been responsible for the 
development of the plan? What is their expertise and have they been involved in the 
development of previous proposals for other Local or State Government bodies? How were 
they appointed? Was it through a formal call for expressions of interest? Do they have any 
potential conflicts of interest or associations with the Town of Cambridge? Will the scoping 
document provided to them be made available to residents and can we be assured that any 
proposal that follows from this process will be a draft and subject to further consultation and 
review? What are the real timelines for submission of any plans and are these still relevant 
given the recent change of State Government? 
The request that comments should be made on each of three scenarios is totally 
inappropriate. The three options provided lack equity across the Town with all the major 
proposed changes occurring in West Leederville and two of the proposals making no changes 
at all to the City Beach area. It is not possible to opt for any one scenario as all are seriously 
flawed. 
While we understand the need for increased density given the population growth in Perth 
and hence the targets proposed by the State Government. The Town of Cambridge already 
has a current West Leederville Activity Centre Plan adopted in 2013 which has our support.  
The three scenarios laid out in the LPS do not take into account the increased density already 
accommodated within that plan and proposes further increases in density including 
multistorey and commercial development in adjoining exclusively residential streets. West 
Leederville has a density greater than any other part of the Town of Cambridge with many 
block sizes less than 300sq metre. In addition there are many multiple unit developments 
either under construction or recently completed.    
Increasing the density further will put considerable strain on the current infrastructure like 



schools, green space, parking, traffic and utility services such as sewerage. 
We are not averse to some high rise development along the main streets such as Cambridge 
and Southport streets and the area between the Fremantle rail line and Cambridge Street 
from Thomas street to Northwood Street, but allowing for development of multistorey 
commercial and residential properties in residential streets such as ours (Tower Street) 
totally unacceptable and is inequitable with no increased density in other residential areas 
such as City Beach and Floreat. 
It is vitally important that the residents remain informed as to subsequent changes to the 
LPS and have an opportunity to have further input prior to any submissions being made to 
the Western Australian Planning Commission  

547 Yes there is. You might like to look at other work opportunity. You just don't fit in. 

555 See my suggestions for Scenario B 

562 N/A 

567 I an not in favour of this Scenario 

581 Yes 

591 No 

593 No 

597 See comments for scenario B.  

604 We are already on track to meet the ten year plans so why should we work further than this? 
There are no legislative requirements to do this. 

616 no 

618 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

633 N/A 

639 We should stop everything and wait until the new council is is voted for in October 2017. 

645 No, leave TOC as it is. 

647 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

650 When I click on 'here' to view Scenario A, I am directed to a blank page 

653 No 

656 See above 

660 Not at this time. 

661 No. 

665 No 

739 Rather elitist. 

762 PS: Doorway needed middle Coles & Wools forum needs better access (entrance) to and 
from eastern carparks. 

813 The current Council was elected to oppose subdivision in the City Beach ward and had the 
amendant by the previous council overturned.  The current mayor has stated in a letter to 
the Post newspaper that the planning strategy for the City Beach ward is yet to be advised.  I 
would not endorse or agree to any of the proposed strategies proposed until planning for all 
wards is made transparent. 

871 I THINK SCENARIO C Covers all issues related to this Scenario. 

902 No 

905 The strategic vision for Perth was determined years ago during the mining boom, when 
about 1,500 people were arriving here/week.  The boom is gone, never to be resurrected, 
and statics now estimate 1,800 people are now leaving Perth/week. 
Why are we still planning such intense growth when estimates now project there will be a 
glut of apartments? 
Also, why is City Beach so seriously omitted from these infill plans, when they have large 
blocks?  Public transport still services City Beach and it can hardly be said to be a long way 
from the city! 

923 None 

926 I will give the same answer in this section for all 3 Scenarios presented.  
The planning proposals, and the drive for increased housing availability is based on the Perth 
& Peel @3.5 Million report. The opening paragraph of that report states:  
 
"Over the past few decades, the Perth and Peel regions have experienced a radical 
transformation as the State’s continued economic prosperity has seen the population soar to 
more than two million people. The subsequent demand for homes and jobs, and associated 
physical and social infrastructure has resulted in a city with a linear, sprawling urban form 
that now stretches more than 150 kilometres from north to south. 
 
"Over the next 35 to 40 years, it is anticipated that the population of Perth and Peel will 



top 3.5 million, placing increased – and unsustainable – pressure on our natural 
environment, our economic well-being and our highly-valued way of life". 
 
Since that report was published, the fortunes of WA have changed dramatically, and with no 
immediate indications of world economy changing in a way that will revitalise Perth's 
position as a major powerhouse of Australia, it appears to invalidate the Perth & Peel @3.5m 
report. Minister Day has been shown to have had, at best, poor judgement and possibly a 
hidden agenda, and so I believe there is a need for a revalidation of of that premise upon 
which all this so-call development is based.  
 
There is also the statement that the suburbs stretch 150km from South to North, and so infill 
is the only real option. Really? Why can't new suburbs be developed further up and down 
the coast, and further inland, developing Mandurah and Joondalup as proper cities in their 
own right? Doing so will help to reduce the overall congestion in Perth itself as more people 
live and work out of the Perth Central Business District.  
 
If it is necessary to do infill building in the existing suburbs, councils including Cambridge 
should have a plan in place, but only activate parts of that plan as demand requires. This will 
help to regulate and control the greedy developers who are waiting to pounce on those 
suburbs with little regard for the culture and character of the areas.  
 
I also think there needs to be absolute clarity whether the intent is to allow residents to live 
in smaller properties while staying in in the same area, or to downsize on the same block. 
The infill option of building more smaller residences on the one block (either through 
subdivision or a Manor House concept) is unacceptable. It unfairly affects neighbouring 
residents and should not be allowed. It would be better to have a new development similar 
to Perry Lakes, but including a range of amenities (shops, etc) so that the older residents 
living in that area have all their needs met on their doorstep, without the need to travel to 
the busy district centres to do their shopping.  
 
   

927 All 3 scenarios are based on increased 2050 density targets as per Perth/Peel 3.5 million 
draft document, while LPS only required to plan for a 10 (possible 20 year) planning phase.  
Town is already on track to achieve that density increase through existing and recent 
planning changes in West Leederville.  Planning for density increased targets well beyond 10-
20 years is not needed at this time and it is reckless to plan for such given uncertainty over 
State government targets and provision of key infrastructure to accommodate such 
additional long-term targets. Planning and consultation should have also been canvassed on 
the basis of no additional density increases and continued working on current planning 
initiatives.   
 
Would like to see greater equity of distribution of density levels across the Town, including 

better higher density choices in Coastal Ward which is severely lacking at present and as 
presented under the proposed scenarios. 
 
Any density increases should be limited to high street areas, and commercial ‘transition’ 
zones. 
If density is to be increased, that density should be focused on high street corridors such as 
Cambridge street.  However further high street corridors and any proposed density increases 
also need to be utilised and equitably spread across other Town high streets including but 
not limited to Grantham Street, Selby Street, Harborne Street, Railway Pde, Jersey Street, Est 
Coat Highway, Oceanic Drive, Brookdale, The Boulevard, Empire, Challenger Pde.  The focus 
should not just be on Cambridge St in West Leederville and Wembley.   
 
Town should work harder to unlock high street potential for density increases rather than 
increasing density in residential streets. Increased density in residential streets will destroy 
community and fabric of suburbs. 
 
City Beach residents currently have minimal alternatives to down size either through 
subdivision of existing properties or adequate selection of housing availability on smaller 
more manageable blocks.  Such residents have no choice but to move out of the suburb 
which they have lived in in many cases most of their life.  Town must consider greater equity 
of planning choices across the Town to accommodate all residents, including those coastal 
ward residents who actually want the ability to downsize and have smaller more manageable 
blocks particularly in later years of life. 
Town should work with the State Government to unlock disused or large commercial areas 
for housing rather than the “easier” solution of just increasing density in residential areas.  
Eg Subiaco Oval/Railway Pde precincts and development of that area post AFL clubs Football 
leaving end 2017.   
 
Strongly oppose any commercial zoning in residential streets.  In particular as proposed by all 
scenarios, particularly for West Leederville, orange shading on scenario maps, as in West 
Leederville residential streets between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street and between 
Cambridge Street and Railway Pde.  Commercial development and zones must be confined 
to high streets such as Cambridge Street and other high streets in the Town. 
Consideration should be given to expanding the Town’s “District Centres” on a more 
equitable basis across the town to include high activity zones in Coastal Wards not currently 
designated as District Centres.  For example, shopping precincts such as Floreat Forum and 
Boulevard Shopping Precincts are well-placed in terms of their size to and already existing 
commercial scope to become designated District Centres. These areas are currently label 
“Neighbourhood Centres’ and ‘Local Centres’ and should rightly be redesignated ‘District 
Centres’.  Doing so will assist with the equitable distribution of density and also unlock such 
more appropriate areas for density, as opposed to pushing towards more residential streets.  
The process to date for consultation on the draft LPS has been limited.  For example limited 



information has been provided to the public on how the information to be presented for 
consultation has been determined and what main factors or instructions drove the proposed 
scenarios put forward for comment.  The information presented for consultation and 
comment only puts forward scenarios for significant density increases.  Consultation that is 
balanced should consider all alternatives including no, minimal or modest density increases 
as well as continuation of existing planning initiatives without the need for significant 
change. Further, for example, the scenarios presented are skewed so that all three scenarios 
have density increases in residential streets for West Leederville.  No scenario is presented 
for comment whereby there are no or minimal density increases for West Leederville, unlike 
has been afforded to other suburbs.  Accordingly the comments received will no doubt be in 
response to the scenarios as put and as a result the results will be biased or unbalanced from 
the beginning.  The consultation process needs to be unbiased, balanced and with proper 
consideration and options.   
Broader planning consideration should be given to more innovative and broader planning 
solutions such as developing better access to the coastal ward through increased public 
transport and other transport avenues.  Doing so will thereby unlock further density 
solutions for the town including in  coastal ward areas.   
 
 
 

936 The Town of Cambridge should seek the support of the State Government to contribute 
planning and funding for creating new areas for infill that will support higher density whilst 
minimising impact on existing residential character and amenity – initiatives such as the 
Urban link from Leederville to West Leederville, undergrounding the railway line along 
Railway Parade, real engagement with local business, real engagement with other councils, 
real engagement with state and federal government bodies, etc 
 
The council needs to work with the state government in a much more positive and active 
way to examine options which cross boundaries.   For example quite clearly the council in 
proposing three similar options which dump the pain and cost of change on one suburb 
(which the majority of councillors don’t live in). 
 
The council needs to be strong enough in promoting Town of Cambridge interests (and yes, 
this does include the interests of West Leederville residents) and be prepared to engage with 
the state government on overall issues of metropolitan density, zoning and social 
infrastructure issues rather than blindly and silently accepting that the council must deliver a 
density outcome dictated only on the basis of numerical population changes desired.  At the 
information session the planners were unable to state what debate had been entered into 
on any such issues, and what results had been achieved. 
 
Clearly this planning process and so-called community consultation process indicates that 

the Town of Cambridge is currently not capable of engaging in a proper, unbiased town 
planning exercise.  The Town of Cambridge council should be prepared to consider calling in 
a state government organisation such as the MRA who have the in-house capabilities to and 
the mandate to look at the entire problem in the context of the entire metropolitan area.  
While portions of the solution will be local to individual councils and to suburbs, the ability to 
clearly examine options such as the Princess Margaret site, Subiac oval, etc where major 
portions of the target for local density increases could be accommodated with proper social 
infrastructure is clearly needed.  Social infrastructure planning cannot be ignored and 
brushed away in the process by saying such planning will come later, as one of the planners 
had the brazenness to brush off residents with during the information sessions. 
 
The council needs to engage competent planners and empower them with brief which is not 
driven by a pre-determined agenda. 
 
The Town of Cambridge should slow down the LPS process so that it is developed in a 
considered and supported way.  The Town  has achieved approximately 3,500 new dwellings 
through recent planning projects and rezoning and is therefore well on its way to meeting its 
infill obligations.  There is no need to rush through an LPS or to develop ill-thought through 
changes to existing zoning. (One may cynically come to the conclusion the LPS is being 
rushed through to preserve City Beach and Floreat’s A31 outcome and legislate in-fill in West 
Leederville while Coastal councillors currently have a voting majority).  If the council chooses 
not to recognize the political agenda and  bias in the process, the state government needs to 
be called in to adjudicate a clearly flawed process. 
 
The Town of Cambridge should consider planned and well designed sub-division in Floreat 
and City Beach to further contribute to dwelling targets. For example, West Leederville lot 
sizes are zoned at 300m2, whilst City Beach lot sizes are still zoned at 900m2.  The town of 
Cambridge needs to consider a plot size infrastructure levy to take into account the extra 
costs of physical infrastructure associated with such luxurious plot sizes – and the extra costs 
they impose upon the ratepayers of the town. 
 
The Town of Cambridge should undertake and update the review of the existing West 
Leedervilee Activity Centre, in particular the Southport and Rosslyn Street precincts, which 
may offer potential for further density, but do so in the context of the changes which have 
occurred in recent years, the planning and investment that individuals have made on the 
basis of past town policies and initiatives and the necessary social infrastructure that is 
needed to accompany growth 

943 Yes put everything on hold until after the next LG elections in October 2017 

950 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet planning 
target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 million should be 
reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale and rent data.  There is 



no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space and 
other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe these 
are due in October 2017. 

953 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet planning 
target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 million should be 
reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale and rent data.  There is 
no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space and 
other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe these 
are due in October 2017. 

955 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet planning 
target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 million should be 
reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale and rent data.  There is 
no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space and 
other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe these 
are due in October 2017. 



 

 

  



 

6 I have no issue with the corridor option with a good mix of business/shopping/restaurants 
and bars. It will add to the community. 

7 Good to develop along existing corridors.   

8 I feel the garden "feel" should be maintained but development of the main corridors should 
be encouraged. Also close to shopping areas (400 mtr) density can be increased. 

11 Good for transport and access to hub facilities  

16 This minimises the high rise development and given a share even spread for the 
development. 

19 Supportive of increase density along key arterials with higher existing road traffic volumes, 
noise and public transport 

22 Probably a more serviceable option from a public transport perspective 

25 This is probably the more sensible option. It makes a lot of sense to spread higher density 
development along a transport and business corridor.  

26 Allows these areas which already have multi storey buildings to develop in the same way 
thereby allowing City Beach with its single housing model and peace and tranquillity to 
remain unchanged. 

28 Densification along Railway Parade, as there are no neighbours to the south hence no solar 
impact and excellent public transport. 

29 I like the way the proposal for increased density focuses along the main road 'corridors'.  I 
believe this is far more appropriate than Scenario A and C, and more respectful to the 
green, established, peaceful feel of residential streets.  I believe therefore that Scenario B is 
a more sensible basis for development moving forward. 

30 Density is less intrusive on existing residential areas and aligns with major roads eg. 
Cambridge St. It more helps to conserve the existing residential character of the suburb. 

31 Provision of additional public transport  

33 Inclusion of the West Leederville and Wembley Activity Centre plans.  
Focus on public transport frequency to accommodate people movements through the city.  
Dispersed density along well a serviced corridor. Will still allow for a strong community 
focus on the key centres, so will retain the perceived community benefit of Scenario A. 

34 places density in major activity centres. 

35 Places density around major transport areas and shops 

36 uses existing corridors for development along the corridor 

 connects the town rather than divides it up 

37 Generally support Scenario B; Spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
utilizes high frequency transport routes; activates activity centres to provide economic 
growth and employment in the right places. 

39 I like that it's around train stations and major shops.  

41 Increased density along Cambridge St between Marion and Selby St  should be encouraged 
to allow an appropriate interface with some of the existing building heights along this area.  

49 Best of the 3 options but should be limited to 2-4 storey max with further density fostered 
in City Beach/Floreat where greater lot areas allow (and could help make up the numbers 
required). Definitely no more density required in west Leederville.  

50 This option is at least spreading the proposed increase in density along a corridor which 
already has some high rise & communal use.  

52 Good in that growth will be near public transport routes. 

55 I like the corridor development concept. Public transport is my major concern. Access & 
egress very important. Many cities have major road development and are excellent 

61 By far the best scenario.  Allows for growth along corridors! Allows Cambridge St to become 
more like Beautort St or Oxford St. Spreads the development and urban infill throughout. 

62 Seems like the least worst option out of the three. Spreads out development a bit more 
between different areas. And makes sense to concentrate along major thoroughfares.  

65 I like the prospect of increased public transport opportunities along these corridors. Also 
that growth is a bit more spread out and not focused on several locations.  

67 I support development and growth along the identified urban corridors! Scenario B is my 
first choice 

75 I favour this. Distribute density along the major roads, which are already less pleasant due 
to high traffic flow. Evolution not revolution.  

87 As with A - its logical to have growth in areas with better public transport and close to 



services. 

89 It makes good sense to utilise the high frequency transport routes and train stations. 
It doesn't impact too much on traditional residential streets. 

90 Follows the busy transport routes. 
To some degree is an extension of what is already there especially around Cambridge St & 
Selby St corner. 

91 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy  
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes  
It activates activity centers to provide economic growth and employment opportunities  
It wont impact on traditional residential streets as much 

92 Better Exploits corridor growth which preserves the best garden features of the fully 
developed residential areas of Town of Cambridge area . 
Better exploits the area within 800 m of Subiaco station  

93 Density is focussed around urban corridors 
Option best for efficient public transport planning - limiting impact of traffic 
Minimal impact on amenity for Cambridge residents (though greater than Scenario A) 

94 This is my preferred scenario since if provides the semi-continuous corridor from the city 
end to Floreat. 
 It preserves the character of the western leafy suburbs which is one of the reasons 
residents purchased / live in those areas. 

95 this I prefer the most - allows infill along the major arteries so you don't encroach on nice 
neighbourhoods at all - least impact - like the apartment building just finished on Selby near 
herdsman shops 

96 1. Conforms with Government Planning Strategy. 
2. Utilises transport routes but these would have to be of increased frequency and apply to 
buses only in these areas. 
3.Development along corridors would have less impact on existing traditional residential 
areas. 

97 I like the corridor growth, along public transport routes, especially along the railway line. 
Also makes sense to have higher density living around areas with shops and entertainment. 
Provides lots of alternative living options. This is my preferred option. 

99 keeps higher density housing close to faster transport routes and service centres. 
reduces impact on the existing residential streets that are not able to support higher 

density housing.   

103 Generally support option B.  Higher density is based around transport and amenity hubs.  
Activates these areas and will provide economic benefits. Will not detract from "garden 
suburb" nor put pressure on roads and other infrastructure away from these areas.  

104 The best of a bad bunch. This distributes the higher densities along the main road, rather 
than destroying existing quiet suburbs, but it still maximises impact on an already under-
resourced area. 

106 1. general support - spreads density in accordance with the government policy 
2. Ultislise high frequency publie transport routes 
3. activates growth, employment opportunity in right places 
4. reduces impact on traditional streets 

109 I really like this scenario. There is a great opportunity to concentrate density along 
Cambridge st and make it a vibrant corridor through the Town of Cambridge. I also like the 
residential transition zones shifting into the existing residential properties along the 
corridor. I don't think they need to extend any further. 
 
I like the increased medium density along Harborne st, grantham st and Selby street 

110  I support scenario B. I support it because it spreads the density in accordance with the 
government policy, it utilises high frequency public transport routes, it reduces the impact 
on traditional streets.  

112 This plan uses corridor planning, which is good.  

113 The focus along transport routes has some merit 

115 I like the idea of creating corridors that put multiple activities and shopping close to the 
main public transportation corridors, as well as a higher density housing surrounding those 
corridors for people who like that style of living. It encourages growth of new business in 
the local area.  
It supports the existing residential style living that is in place in the surrounding areas, for 
those of us who moved here for that style of living. 

117 We accept that Cambridge Street is an urban corridor which could accommodate further 
commercial and residential development, however we wish to see this limited to along 
Cambridge Street ONLY, NO higher than 4 storeys and with NO creep into residential 
streets off Cambridge. We support improvements to the streetscape and road reservation 
to ensure efficiency of movement and a high quality public realm. 

119 Around existing built up areas with good infrastructure  



120 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

121 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

123 It focuses on infill around the transport and built up services, which is good. Given claiming 
some of infill for those without cars then should be in areas where there is transport and 
service availability, option C doesn't provide that. 

124 In general, I support this option because: 
it too utilises high-frequency transport routes; 
spreads density in line with government policy; 
may provide growth and employment opportunities, and  
hopefully it won't impact too much on residential streets. 

125 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 
  

127 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

129 This is my preferred option.  I think this has the benefits of Scenario A withthe added 
benefit of the ease of transport into the city & beach for people living in the higher density 
areas.   
 
It will also see the people living in these higher density areas not needing to use their car 
for everyday living, easing congestion for everyone in Cambridge. 

130 It makes sense to focus on high frequency transport routes 

131 Generally support scenario B - spreads density in accordance with government plan 
utilises high frequency public transport routes 

132 Focus on transport corridors - but why stop in Floreat? Is City Beach sacred?! 

135 Using high frequency transport routes puts more density in the area without overly 
impacting the area's character and garden suburb nature. 

136 Point 4 is fine as long as it is only restricted to immediate abutting of the streets.  

137 Harborne, Grantham and Selby St plans look ok.  It is also ok to do higher rise next to the 
railway line but not so as to encroach into the quiet streets north of Cambridge St.  

138 Spreads density in line with government policy  
Utilizes current transport centres 
Further Activates current shopping & business centres  

139 I generally support Scenario B because: 
1) It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
2) It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
3) It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
4) It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

140 Generally support Scenario B  
 
• Spreads Density in accordance with government policy 
• utilizes high frequency transport routes  
• activity centres provide economic growth and employment opportunities in the right 
areas 
• reduced impact on traditional residential streets 
• illogical to  reduce W Leederville density in this scenario due to Leederville link with two 
trains stations and public transport corridors  

141 Increased transport frequency 

142 I like the residential transition / urban corridor along Cambridge as  long as this will be well 
serviced by public transport otherwise it will get clogged 

144 It makes sense and is very practical to have the density along the artery roads but this 
needs to go into City Beach as well. 

146 Greater spread of increased density and less concentration in West Leederville 

150 Makes more sense than dumping more housing in already established quiet 
neighbourhoods, where residents have bought in in good faith that Councils and planners 



won't move the goal posts on them and force unwanted change on them. 

152 Scenario B is my second choice as it spreads density along the main traffic routes and also 
places the density near existing infrastructure like shopping centres etc. 
It also reduces the impact of density on the traditional parts of the suburbs as we currently 
know them. 

153 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

154 Better utilisation off public transport options by developing along the corridor- this has to 
be the focus of all future development as we already have difficulty managing the number 
of cars on our streets. 

155 1) It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
2) It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
3)  It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
 4) It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

157 1) It spreads density in accordance with government policy 2) It makes sense to utilise high 
frequency transport routes 3) It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and 
employment opportunities 4) It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much  

159 1) It spreads density in accordance with government policy 2) It makes sense to utilise high 
frequency transport routes 3) It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and 
employment opportunities 4) It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much  

160 At least stops pushing the infill right into the suburbs by keeping it to the main 
roads/transport routes. 

162 1) It spreads density in accordance with government policy 2) It makes sense to utilise high 
frequency transport routes 3) It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and 
employment opportunities 4) It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much  

164 I generally support scenario B as it won't impact on tradition residential streets. Links 
Leederville to West Leederville, Great to develop around existing transport hubs.   

167 public transport 

168 Higher density on major arterial roads makes sense and along train lines  

170 I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

175 Generally support B: Spreads density in accordance with government policy. Utilises high 
frequency public transport routes. Activates activity centres to provide economic growth & 
employment opportunities in right places. Reduce impact on traditional streets. Illogical to 
reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville Link and the fact has 
two train stations and public transport corridors.  

176 Generally Support Scenario B: 
● spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
● utilises high frequency public transport routes; 
● activates activity centres to provide economic growth + employment opportunities in 
right places; 
● reduce impact on traditional streets; 
●illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville Link and 
the fact has two train stations and public transport corridors 

177 Generally supportive of Scenario B: Utilises the existing public transport and promotes 
activity centres. It reduces  

178 Generally support B 
Spreads density 
Utilises high pregnancy public transport routes 
Activates activity centres to provide growth, entertainment & employment.  No reason to 
reduce density in W Leederville. 

186 Generally support Scenario B 
● may comply with government policies 
● utilises existing transport routes 
● may give more scope for residential growth than Scenario A 
● keeps busy traffic off smaller, suburban streets 
● could give more variety of housing 

190 Similar to A, this concept is OK and puts development along an already established corridor, 
with a public transport focus (important! - large car parks are not ideal…) 
Pref a up of 6 storeys on developments - 8 to 10 is too many…. 

196 I support Scenario B 



- it utilises high frequency transport routes & train stations. 
- utilises Activity Centres 
- Activity Centres will generate economic growth & employment opportunities. 

197 LIKE: 
- utilises high frequency transport routes & public transport station 
- utilises Activity Centres 
- Activity Centres will generate economic growth & employment opportunities. 

198 SUPPORT THIS OPTION 
- WOULD PROVIDE EXCE3LLENT PUBLIC TRANSPORT OPPORTUNITIES. 
- WOULD NOT IMPACT ON CURRENT "GARDEN STREET SCAPE" 
- WOULD NOT IMPACT NEGATIVELY ON CURRENT STREET TRAFFIC FLOW. 
- WOULD ENCOURAGE NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES. 
- WOULD HELP GROW CURRENT BUSINESSES. 

199 This options seems OK too.  No real objections.  It supports the fact of train stations & 
Leederville link being reasons for denser urban growth. 

200 Not as good as Scenario A, but definitely far better than Scenario C which is dreadful!!! 
This Scenario keeps growth around commercial centres and makes use of high frequency 
public transport routes. 
Also reduces impact on traditional streets.  If you are going for infill, it is nonsense to 
reduce density in West Leederville as this has good public transport.  This scenario must 
have been dreamed up by Leederville based councillors / planner NIMBY's 

201 Confirms with Great planning strategy utilises transport routes - buses only.  Less impact on 
local residents.  Definitely don't agree with 5-6 storeys Selby, Grantham & Harborne Sts 2 
storeys only maxim of 2 story in all areas.  Problem of parking etc if greater than 2 storey. 

202 Generally support Scenario B 
- in accordance with government policy and again uses high frequency transport routes and 
existing train stations. 

206 Yes - populate corridors, then more transport gets built along corridors.  BUT - can corridors 
cope?  Already such a snarl on Cambridge & Railway in peak times. 
Also, corridor should continue on the Boulevard near City Beach hub & minimise W. Leedy 
to only the red section. 

209 Corridor growth sounds good.  Nomination of West Coast Hue on Oceanic Drive. 

210 2nd best option 
Promotes public transportation 
Need for commercial development in City Beach area 

211 This seems reasonable to me,  as it keeps the main corridors of growth and traffic impact 
on the existing main east-west road links. It also spreads new density more evenly across 
the Town. I support the idea for real commercial growth on Cambridge and Grantham 
streets. 

212 Generally support Scenario B  
• spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
• utilises high frequency public transport routes; 
• activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places; 
• reduce impact on traditional streets; 
• illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to the Leederville Link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

213 Generally support Scenario B: 
• spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
• utilises high frequency public transport routes; 
• activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places; 
• reduce impact on traditional streets; 
• illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to the Leederville Link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

214 Generally support Scenario B: 
• spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
• utilises high frequency public transport routes; 
• activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places; 
• reduce impact on traditional streets; 
• illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to the Leederville Link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

215 Generally support Scenario B: 
• spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
• utilises high frequency public transport routes; 
• activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places; 
• reduce impact on traditional streets; 
• illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to the Leederville Link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

216 Generally support Scenario B: 
• spreads density in accordance with government policy; 



• utilises high frequency public transport routes; 
• activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places; 
• reduce impact on traditional streets; 
• illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to the Leederville Link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

217 Generally support Scenario B; 
Spreads density in accordance with government policy. Utilises high frequency public 
transport routs. reduces impact on traditional streets. 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places. 

221 Allows for growth opportunities for existing centre. 

222 I rank this my most favoured option.  Infill will be restricted to existing major transport 
corridors which are best suited to redevelopment.  Cambridge St in particular already has 
significant commercial development.  It will have minimal impact on the nearby residential 
suburbs and current streetscape.  Will limit the traffic impact major proportion of suburbs.  

223 better distribution of development 

224 Will allow for activities to be spread over a larger area 
Height of buildings lower so will not impact the street as much 
Bus and train transport are existing already 
Provides activity and employment for locals to reduce the need for cars 

225 There is more development around west Leederville which is closer to the train line.  

227 It does achieve the governments policy of spreading out density but importantly is still 
focused on areas with high frequency transport routes. Improves employment 
opportunities not necessarily based in the city. Low impact on existing traditional 
residential streets. 
Generally supportive of this option 

228 Cambridge street development should be encouraged as major bus thoroughfare 

230 Development is more fairly distributed and less impact on existing residential. 

231 I like the idea to focus density increase along Urban Corridors. Actually, there are many low 
rise properties along Cambridge Street that don't add any value to the streetscape and to 
the community. 

232 I like the corridor approach along Cambridge Street and Harborne Street. Would like to see 
some more density along Herdsman Parade especially in the run down area near Selby.  I 

think you could extend Cambridge Eastwards as a corridor - it doesn't matter that it goes 
through a medical precinct and the west Leederville centre. I like Floreat Forum density  

235 I support further urban growth along these corridors 

240 The use of Selby Street, Grantham Street and Harborne Street areas tp accommodate 
increased residential development of between 2 and 4 storeys immediately abutting these 
roads, makes  good use of the increased public transport frequency and provision. 

243 Restriction to corridors, avoiding adjoining area 

245 Higher density is near railway line 

248 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

249 Shared with more suburbs than just West Leederville ..but prefer the corridor than previous 
plan 

259 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

263 I like the fact that higher density living is concentrated around areas that are close to 
transport and retail areas while much of the character of the area is preserved for the 
wider community. It makes more sense to change 2-3 areas significantly than to change the 
whole area significantly. Will also create economic opportunities for some home owners.  

266 I like the idea of increased density close to public transport and reducing the impact on the 
traditional garden suburbs. 

267 Less change to West Leederville Town Center 

268 No major impact on traditional living. Sensible approach to 
transport , economic and employment growth 

273 The corridor growth is good idea 

275 Evenly distributed growth in easy transport routes.  



276 These corridors already have good transport networks so makes sense to utilise the existing 
services.  So the benefits for again not detracting from the already semi dense housing in 
these corridors makes sense too.  It is not a dramatic change to the already semi dense 
housing occurring.  Although slightly less intensity for district centres these corridors are 
also gateways to them and allows for better linkage of all.  

277 I generally support scenario B because: 1. It spreads density in accordance with government 
policy. 2. It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes. 3. It activates activity 
centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities. 4. It wont impact on 
traditional residential streets as much. 

279 I don't mind the Urban Corridor concept, but there is too much. 

281 Overall concept is good: 
1. keeps density in areas of existing busy corridors, so lessens impact in traditional 
residential streets 
2. places density in areas with good public transport 
3. consistent with State government infill guidelines (growth to 3.5m document) 

282 Corridor growth in West Leederville, Harborne st, Grantham st  

295 Spreads density in accordance with government policies.  
Utilises high frequency public transport routes. 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places. 
Reduced impact on residential streets. 

298 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

300 increasing density along transport lines makes sense. 
Single residential streets DO NOT appear to be affected. 

301 Character of garden suburbs is preserved. 
Transport corridor is used for increased density (not single residential streets) 

302 Transport corridors should be developed 

304 The growth is focused along the corridors of Cambridge St with less impact in West 
Leederville. 

305 This seems to reduce the impact on traditional urban areas.  

310 This spreads the density increase across a wider area, along Cambridge St, which makes 
sense. 

312 This is consistent with the State Planning document and makes sense as a development 
scenario.  It focuses on improving opportunities for people to live closer to workplaces or 
on direct routes to work and so avoid pressure of increased cars on road.  This protects 
existing open spaces and amenity of established suburbs.  Once again, transportation is the 
critical issue.  Increased frequency of public transport alone is unlikely to be enough. There 
is a need for improved transportation infrastructure 

313 Spreads density in accordance with policy 
Also utilises high frequency transport routes and train stations 
Activity centres will stimulate economic growth and employment in appropriate places 

319 Really like the Cambridge Street urban corridor and improved amenities and streetscape. 
Residential areas allowing 2-3 storey (not 2-4 storey) transitional development. 

323 This option has more potential to link through to the medical hubs in the east and support a 
live-work community in this area. It also increases the potential around the Cambridge / 
Selby / Boulevard hub which with good transport links would be ideal for a higher 
concentration of people and businesses. 

342 Selby St a possibility as long as Selby itself increases to two lanes between Grantham and 
the Boulevard. 

349 I like the focus on the identified corridors.  I think having more than 3 storeys would be too 
high, especially for neighbours on the south side of the development. 

373 I generally support sc B as implies with govt policy but don’t want residential buffers 
destroying streets.  Contain density to existing forum site only, add CB kindy site, quarry & 
Hale Rd shop instead! 
The scenario reduces impact to traditional streets. 

374 Support Sc B generally but don't want residential buffers spilling into streets e.g (behind 
Cambridge or East of forum) as not necessary.  It does reduce impact on traditional streets.  
Doesn't make sense to reduce density in WL due to Leederville Link & that it has train 
stations. 

376 I mostly like B as it generally follows sound planning but  I want to save traditional streets - 
especially around the Floreat Forum. 

377 I mostly like B. It generally follows sound planning but  I want to save traditional streets - 



especially around the Floreat Forum. 

378 Generally support scenario B as according to government policy 
Utilises transport routes and activity centres to provide much needed economic growth and 
employment opportunities 
Reduces impact to traditional streets (but don't agree with buffer zones and particularly 
buffer zone into original Floreat streets to east of forum) 

379 Best option - It appears to satisfy higher density requirement in the area. Good access with 
main roads and public transport. This higher density appears to be better located to suit the 
main amenities along main arteries  
Leaves main areas unaffected/ visually as is  

382 Generally support scenario B 
Spreads density in accordance with government policy 
Utilises high frequency public transport routes 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
right places 
Reduce impact on traditional streets 
Illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville link and 
the fact has two train stations and public transport corridors 

383 This idea is OK - not all people with higher density living want to live on thorofare streets so 
less preferable to me than Scenario A, however I do like this idea as at least has transport 
connections and doesn't impact existing residential streets the same. 

384 I do like the corridor growth scenario as it places people where infrastructure exists and the 
rest of the community benefits from more vibrant hubs. 4 storey apartment style living is 
preferred with an investment into roads and public transport. 

386 My next preference as development is along major transport routes so people can get to 
shops etc. 

387 Generally support Scenario B.  Spreads density in accordance with government policy. 
Utilises high frequency public transport routes. Activates activity centres to provide 
economic growth and employment opportunities in the right places.  Reduce impact on 
traditional streets.  Illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to 
Leederville link - has 2 train stations.  Why is the old drive in site not used to meet town's 
infill quota. 

389 Likes - should lead to better public transport along the corridors.  Allows existing garden 
scape of suburbs to be retained. 

390 Yes, in general.  Corridor contains density logically and creates ease of use of businesses, 

workplaces and apartments.  Transport infrastructure can be maximised and economical.  
Traffic congestion in residential areas is minimised.  Creates clear differentiation of 
business, community centres and residential needs (i..e low impact). 

391 Scenario B would also be ok.  Growth along major traffic pathways is sensible, as long as 
not to cause traffic congestion.  This will cause less disturbance to residential streets and 
neighbourhoods. 

392 Growth areas around fast transport hubs are evident in cities around the world.  It is 
workable and logical.  Preferred Option of these 3. 

403 Best option.  It appears to satisfy higher density reqm. Good use and access to main roads 
in the area.  Good access with main roads and public transport.  This higher density seems 
better located to suit the main amenities along main arteries. Leaves main areas 
unaffected/visually as is. 

404 Best option.  It appears to satisfy higher density requirement. Good use and access to main 
roads in the area.  Good access with main roads and public transport.  This higher density 
seems better located to suit the main amenities along main arteries. Leaves mai 

405 Support scenario B as it utilises transport corridors.  On seeks to increase density allow busy 
streets.  Keep density increases out of suburban streets. 

406 Best option.  It appears to satisfy high density requirement in the area.  Good access with 
main roads and public transport.  This higher density appears to be better localised to suit 
the main amenities along main eateries. Leaves main areas unaffected/visually as is. 

408 Seems fine, but large blocks (1/4 acre+) and big corner blocks should be able to be 
developed into 2 properties/dwellings, as originally proposed in the 'mansion-type' 
developments. 

409 We generally support scenario B.  We note that scenarios A and B are similar and B 
promotes more density on major corridors which is what is happening in Sydney and 
Melbourne.  We agree with slightly less density near district centres and restriction to 3 
storeys e.g. Wembley strip and Floreat Forum.  The hi-rise residential block on Cambridge 
St Wembley is a bad decision.  The Coles development and the road calming work has 
caused a bottleneck to be avoided. 

412 Generally support scenario B.  Spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
utilises high frequency public transport routes; activates activity centres to provide 
economic growth and employment opportunities in right places; reduce impact on 
traditional streets; 

413 If increased population exceeds district centre then limited growth in 'corridors' as 
identified seems appropriate.  Changing 'R' zone in corridors would gradually achieve 



higher density. 

414 There is some justification for more intense development of corridors.   

415 Generally support scenario B.  Spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
utilises high frequency public transport routes; activates activity centres to provide 
economic growth and employment opportunities in right places; should reduce impact on 
traditional streets; 

416 Generally support.  Spread density in accordance with government policy.  Utilises high 
frequency public transport routes; activates activity centres to provide economic growth 
and employment opportunities in right places; reduce impact on traditional streets. 

422 Generally support scenario B.  Spreads density as per government policy.  Utilises high 
frequency public transport routes. 

434 better than A - with extension along Cambridge 

440 Reduces the impact of development away from district centres. 

443 Development along Cambridge Street. 

447 Spreads density in accordance with government policies.  
Utilises high frequency public transport routes. 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places. 
Reduced impact on residential streets. 

448 This is the best of all three, because it sticks with the Activity Centre Plans for West 
Leederville and Wembley and allows for some development along arterial roads. 

450 More density in Floreat and Wembley. West Leederville Activity Centre as per existing 
policy. 

451 More density in Floreat and Wembley. 

455 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

456 I agree with development around Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West 
Leederville Activity Centre. 

460 spreads the burden of higher density along a defined corridor 

463 I generally support Scenario B because: it spreads density in accordance with government 
policy; it makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes; t activates activity centres 
to provide economic growth and employment opportunities; it won’t impact on traditional 
residential streets as much as other options. 

464 Refer scenario A comments 

467 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

468 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

469 This scenario appears to comply with State Govt Dept aims which is ultimately required for 
any amendments to get up.  
Makes use of higher frequency public transport options. 
Increased activation around existing commercial / service nodes that will assist economic 
activity 

471 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

472 Mixed use developments and more evenly spread development along the corridor. 

474 Again this one can be supported as it utiliases the public transport routes and conforms 
with the spread in density according to the policy. This option has the potential of 
economic growth through the activation of activity centres. It once again does not have big 
impact on the Traditional Residential streets 

475 Makes  sense to reduce density impact on suburbs 

476 increasing density with public transport infrastructure seems very logical.  



479 This is my second favourite scenario, which also takes advantage of existing transport and 
commercial infrastructure. 

480 The development around the district centres allows for higher density to be managed 
within close proximity to the facilities that needed to support that density. The urban 
corridor scheme also focuses increased density within the main shopping districts and 
transport corridors. This also allows for higher density to be managed within close 
proximity to the facilities that needed to support that density. This scenario will help 
facilitate the leederville link vision which is currently being proposed 

482 1) It spreads density in accordance with government policy 2) It makes sense to utilise high 
frequency transport routes 3) It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and 
employment opportunities 4) It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much  

484 Density limited to the high street like villages in the UK.  

487 Better spread of development along Cambridge St.  No mention of widening Harborne to 
accommodate increased traffic and parking 

490 Development of urban corridors but with less than 10 storey limits proposed and only 
proposed when infrastructure ie schools, sewage upgrade, light rail and open spaces be 
included in the plan too.  

491 I generally support Scenario B because: 
If we must have more density, this option spreads density in accordance with government 
policy. 
It utilises high frequency transport routes. 
It helps strengthen activity centres to provide economic growth and employment 
opportunities. 
It lessens impact on traditional residential streets. 

493 Some development along Cambridge street would appear sensible considering the existing 
commercial nature along most of it but the nature of the plans as shown are not supported. 

495 Some level of development around Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West 
Leederville Activity Centre is reasonable to a point. 

497 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

501 Better/more frequent public transport is good for an increasing population. Won't have too 

much impact on traditional suburbs. May increase opportunities for jobs. 

504 some higher density around the Floreat forum shopping centre 

508 Second best option. These are significant transport corridors and will allow people the 
option of living in the Town without a car. Could extend the commercial hubs to a 
commercial street scenario like Beaufort Street. But must be careful as Beaufort  Street is 
now quite quiet with many vacant shops.  

510 I like Scenario B because 
(i) density is increased in-line with government policy, including new development being 
located close to high frequency transport routes; 
(ii) it activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities; 
(iii) it has less impact on traditional residential streets, and I think it is very important to 
protect the investment of all families who have in recent years paid for this quality of life by 
buying into these streets. 

511 Lower intensity. 

513 1 spreads density in accordance with government policy 
2. utilizes high frequency public transport routes 
3. activates activity centres to provide employment opportunities and econoomic growth in 
the right areas 
4. reduces the impact on traditional streets 
5. generally support this scenario 

514 I generally support Scenario B. Scenario B spreads density in accordance with government 
policy; it utilises high frequency public transport routes and train stations; it will not impact 
on the traditional residential streets as much; activates activity centres to provide 
economic growth and employment opportunities in the right places; it is illogical to reduce 
density in West Leederville under this option due to the Leederville Link and the fact that it 
has 2 train stations and public transport corridors. 

515 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

516 I generally support Scenario B because: 
It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 



517 Spreads density in accordance with Gov. policy. 
Uses high frequency public transport routes. 
Activates centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in right 
places. 
Reduce impact on traditional streets. 

518 Very Little although some higher density development along major roads (only main 
transport thoroughfares) has merit as has already occurred along Cambridge Street.  

527 High density areas limited to already built up locations 

529 I think that corridors adjacent to Cambridge Street provide the best opportunity for 
additional urban growth as long as it is done with due consideration to nearby home 
owners. 

533 The development of high street commercial areas has merit. 

534 Keeps the development on main roads. Hopefully that would stimulate better public 
transport which at the moment is grossly inadequate and infrequent. 

535 Generally support Scenario B, as growth is focused on specific areas and doesn't damage 
the character of surrounding suburbs. 

540 Generally support this scenario as it spreads density in accordance with government policy 
and uses high frequency public transport routes.  Encourages economic growth and 
employment opportunities and reduce impact on traditional streets. 

545 Development around the rail transport areas. 

548 Development along established urban corridors ie Cambridge St, Harborne St, Selby St.  
Higher density near District Centres and the transition to medium density residential 
development surrounding these Centres.  
Probably the best long term option for growth in this sought after area of Perth.  

549 Reduced impact on housing north of Cambridge Steet 

553 Spreads the development 

554 Much prefer the even distribution of the higher density areas along Cambridge street, 
creating a high street feel. 

555 Spreads the population density 

556 Spreading the development wider in the town which reduces the impact on any one 

community area compared to the other two scenarios. 
Development beyond this plan has been contemplated. 
Less loading on infrastructure that is already old and under duress. 
Provides the opportunity to enhance the transportation options along the urban corridor. 
Provides the possibility of providing extra schools and other facilities with access to a wider 
area. The other scenarios do not. 

558 Puts high density near public transport. 
Minimal impact on the bulk of the existing suburbs. 
Retains the choice of living in a garden suburb rather than force higher density living onto 
everyone. 

561 At least distributed density increase over greater area & could improve transport links east/ 
west across Perth.  

562 I like the increased public transport along these corridors. 

564 It respects the main transport thorough fares and seeks to increase density on areas that 
allow residents to use public transport. 

566 I think this would be a good scenario if it increases public transport routes and frequencies 
to reduce congestion in these areas which is growing at an alarming rate; I think 2-4 
stroreys is appropriate 

570 Spreads density around as is required. 
Reduces traffic on traditional streets 

572 I like scenrio B as it: 
1. spreads density in line with policy 
2. use transport hubs 
3. doesnt impact traditional streets 
4. Employment opportunities by activating activity centres 

578 - utilising high frequency transport routes and train stations 
- will not impact our traditional residential streets as much 
- make a lot of sense to utilise district centres 
- activate existing activity centres 

585 Spreads density in accordance with government policies 

586 Generally support Scenario B. 
Utilises high frequency public transport routes. 
spreads development out a bit more rather than focussing on town centres. 
Medium density rather than high density. (4 stories not 8). 



587 Generally support scenario B: 
more consistent density spread in accordance with Government policy; 
better utilises and underpins high frequency transport routes; 
increased density adjacent to larger activity will support greater commercial and 
employment opportunities; 
with focus on major traffic arteries will reduce impact on traditional suburban streets 

588 Generally consistent with State Government guidelines. Reduces impact on local streets. 

589 This seems a rational further development of Scenario A, but not an alternative. Once 
Scenario A has been established, extension along transport routes would be logical. 

590 Preserves character and amenity of single residential streets. 
Makes greater use of high frequency transport routes than Scenario A 
Provides a more balanced load of density distribution (ie less "pressure" on West 
Leederville) 

591 Spreads density in accordance with Government policy. 
Utilises existing high frequency public transport routes. 

592 provides  apartment development opportunities on major transport routes. 

593 Again support it generally , seems logical to grow corridors which already have an element 
of increased population density and are established thoroughfares. 

595 Seeks to address the increased density requirements by  allowing a spread of development 
along major transport routes (that to a certain extent already accommodate higher density 
/ mixed use development) while slightly lowering the overall development heights, 
although these are still too high.  
By allowing the increase density to be spread right along major transport routes (eg 
Cambrige st.) a greater uptake of public transport might be achieved. 

603 As with A - sensibly concentrates higher density development along transport routes 

606 I generally support Scenario B, so long as increased public transport is available.  Higher 
density along these corridors should contribute to vibrant communities without increased 
traffic. 

609 Uses high frequency transport routes 

610 More concentrated development along existing major roads 

614 Spreads density in accordance with government policy. Utilizes high frequency public 
transport routes. Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment 
opportunities in right places. Should reduce impact on traditional streets. Illogical to reduce 

density in West Leederville. Under this option due to Leederville link and the fact has two 
train stations and public transport corridors and close to CBD. 

617 Utilises high frequency public transport links into the CBD 

618 I generally support Scenario B because: 
* It spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
* It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes; 
* It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities; 
* It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much. 

620 As above for Scenario A providing transport and services are adequate, and overshadowing 
and parking congestion are avoided. 
I would hope this would preserve the amenity of local streets with traditional residential 
heritage preserved. 

621 This scenario appears to make the most sense with it focusing around current 
infrastructure and being located in areas where public transport can easily be increased.  

627 Generally Support Scenario B. 
Spreads density in accordance with government policy. 
Makes use of existing high frequency transport routes. 
Scenario B should not impact on traditional residential streets as much. 

628 More balanced approach to transport improvements  

632 Corridor growth has been around for a long time and makes a lot of sense. First up, 
residents are living on transport routes and benefit from the convenience of retail and food 
outlets on their doorsteps.  These main arteries have more traffic anyway, hence the 
increased density doesn't impact on quieter streets beyond. Wembley already has up to 4 
or 5 storeys and it looks to fit in well. 

633 Proposed higher density is focused around main roads and where transport exists. 

634 Spreads out the growth 

637 I support scenario B because it spreads density in accordance with government policy.  It 
also utilises high frequency public transport routes.   

638 I like that higher density is concentrated on roads that already accommodate significant 
traffic and volume of people. Surrounding streets will still be impacted by overflow of 
traffic and visitor parking to the higher density properties, but it will be significantly less.  
Also, as i understand it these corridors have already been noted as higher density, and I 
would hope so after reflection of surrounding infrastructure such as west Leederville 
primary (which is currently very overcrowded).  



639 It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
It uses high frequency transport routes 
It activates activity centres  
It won't impact as much on traditional residential streets 

647 • I generally support Scenario B because: 
• It spreads density in accordance with government policy 
• It makes sense to utilise high frequency transport routes 
• It activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities 
• It won’t impact on traditional residential streets as much 

654 Increased density near existing transport infrastructure makes sense - to an extent.   

655 It reduces the intensity of the district centre by spreading the additional dwelling along 
transport routes and providing better linkages. 
Extra dwellings along the distributor roads will slow the traffic through the Town of 
Cambridge, maybe to the point where car commuters will ether choose an alternative 
route or public transport. 

656 It makes use of the main activity corridors which have high frequency bus routes to 
encourage density. This is consistent with Policy and the positions being pursued by 
Government. It also reflects land use change which is already happening. However this 
scenario only makes sense when matched up with Scenario A so the Activity Centres 
become the density pearls on the string of corridor density  

657 Spreads density in accordance with government policy. 
Utilises high frequency transport routes that are already in place. 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth & employment opportunities in the 
correct places. 
Should reduce impact on traditional streets.  

658 The natural flow of development from Cambridge St to other streets (Grantham, 
Harbourne) to allow for more consistency and greater spread of infill development, options 
for increased public transport frequency and provision.  

659 I generally support scenario B 
- Spreads density in accordance with government policy 
- Uses high frequency public transport routes 
- Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
right places 

662 Increasing density along main public transport routes is logical.  

663 Better transport links connecting the precincts  

664 Agree that increased growth along Cambridge and some pockets of set Leederville closer to 
Freeway and railway has benefits and helps meet targets.  

665 Spreads density instead of just in 3 hubs as in Scenario A 

670 Utilises high frequency public transport routes. 

675 Generally support scenario B:  Spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
utilises high frequency public transport routes; activates activity centres to provide 
economic growth and employment opportunities in right places; should reduce impact on 
traditional streets;  

679 Corridor growth is also good 

680 Likewise utilizes existing public transport i.e. trains and buses. 

681 Support combination of both scenarios (a & b) 

686 This is the only option I support. High density accommodation should only be allowed along 
the identified corridors and near train stations. 

690 No. Acceptable along Cambridge but not in the other streets at all. 

698 Scenario B appears slightly better than scenario A in that there is more opportunity to 
spread the housing density. 

710 Support this scenario B.  Spreads density in accordance with government policy.  Activates 
activity centres which will provide jobs and growth with minimal impact on traditional 
suburbia.  Utilises high frequency public transport routes. 

722 General support for scenario B 
a) focus on density as per state gov. planning policy 
b) utilises high-frequency transport corridors 
c) promotes economic activity in town centre 
d) reduces impact on traditional residential streets 
e) reduced density in West Leederville at odds with two train lines, public transport 
corridors, proximity to Leederville sub-urban centre & CBD. 

723 Generally support B. Spreads density in accordance with government policy. Uses high 
frequency transport routes activates activity centres and growth and employment. Keep 
impact on traditional streets. Reduce density in Leederville under this option and spread 
over into link with Wembley and train stations within area and bus routes *except PTA stuff 
up in Cambridge st Leederville @ Coles area 

724 Also general support for this option with growth along established major routes on TOC 



726 Scenario B is my preferred option providing  the existing roads are made capable of 
handling the increased traffic. And not for example the road design at the Coles 
development which becomes traffic jam  when a bus has to stop and vehicles can't get past.  

731 I partly support Scenario B Growth as it spreads density according to government policy. 
Hopefully it will reduce impact on traditional streets. 
It uses high frequency public transport routes. 
Anything would be better than Scenario C. 
What about the traffic - very difficult to get a parking at Floreat Forum now?? 

732 I am happy for the increased growth along identified corridors that also are district centres. 
Limit to one street block perimeter. 

735 Also support scenario B as it ensures increases in density are in accordance with 
government policy 
High frequency public transports are optimally utilised which could result in improved 
service frequency resulting in a reduction in private vehicle use. could result in reduced 
density in west Leederville which has excellent local transport amenities and is in close 
proximity to teh CBD. 

738 Generally support scenario B.  Again will maximise exposure to business owners and 
hopefully enhance local economy. 

748 Provisional support again as the frequency of the transport route makes it an attractive 
solution.  

749 I agree with Scenario B focussing growth along corridors of Cambridge Street, Harbourne 
Street, Grantham and Selby Street with increase public transport frequency along eahc of 
these corridors proposed. 

750 I agree with scenario b. Takes advantage of existing high frequency public transport routes, 
will reduce impact on existing 'single residential' streets. Will provide economic growth and 
increased job growth. 

756 Generally support scenario B.  Supports spread of density in tune with government policy.  
Growth and employment opportunities.  Less impact on traditional streets.  Availability and 
access to public transport. 

759 Support scenario B developing Cambridge, Harbourne, Grantham and Selby streets and 
increase public transport on those routes. 

773 Corridor growth to the district centres is acceptable, they are on bus routes which allows 
people to do without a car if they wish thereby prserving the environment and relieving 
family costs. 

774 Corridor growth to the district centres is acceptable, they are on bus routes which allows 
people to do without a car if they wish thereby prserving the environment and relieving 
family costs. 

776 Corridor growth to the district centres is acceptable, they are on bus routes which allows 
people to do without a car if they wish thereby prserving the environment and relieving 
family costs. 

778 Support scenario B.  These corridors already have high frequency public transport routes.  
Has opportunities to support further urban growth and promote economic growth and 
employment.  Close to CBD/two train stations/Leederville link/public transport.  Corridors 
make this a logical scenario. 

784 Support scenario B.  Utilises high frequency transport routes.  Reduces impact on 
traditional streets. 

788 Support this generally, around existing retail and commercial areas, with minimal impact on 
residents. 

790 Best scenario.  Growth is specific areas with transport connections a major feature.  Again 
control can be exercised on design, size, etc. 

793 I also like this scenario allowing for increased accommodation along bus routes that will 
take families directly to the beach and city alike. 

795 Partial support if it includes 'The Boulevard' corridor. 

804 Another good approach.  Similar to scenario A above, will requrie increased public 
transport to reduce traffic congestion. 

805 Also support scenario B.  Spreads density in accordance with govt policy; also utilises high 
frequency public transport routes; promotes activity centres which provide for economic 
growth and employment; less adverse impact on residential streets. 

806 Adding growth to corridors makes sense.   

818 Like.  Generally support scenario B as it uses high frequency transport routes. 

820 I support scenario B as a logical consequence of scenario A as long as it doesn't impact on 
the ambiance of the existing suburban streets. 

826 Positives: Spreads density in accordance with govt policy.  Utilizes high frequency public 
transport routes (but a bit too aggressive given the target housing).  Activates the acitivty 
centres for density whilst creating economic growth and employment in the right places.  
Due to West Leederville having proximity to 2 train stations will support density increases. 



833 Some support for scenario B to spread growth along Cambridge St corridor.   

834 Support this. Uses high frequency freight routes which increase ecnomic growth and 
employment in right places.  Reduce impact on traditional streets. 

837 Sensible use of existing transport routes and hubs.  Protects amenity and lifestyle of 
residents who have chosen home locations away from transport and development 
routes/centres.  Support. 

838 Mostly support scenario B but should extend to City Beach.  This growth should extend to 
City Beach along the Boulevard to Empire Village. COAST WARD PROFORMA 

843 Support scenario B.  As extension of A along major traffic corridors. 

853 The designated high density streets along growth corridors makes sense as long as 
residents can access enhanced public transport which will lessen the reliance on car 
movements. Support scenario B. 

856 Scenario B is not as good as scenario A, but is much more preferable than scenario C.  If it 
provides good public transport frequency along the corridors that would be good, but I am 
not sure that this would necessarily happen. 

857 Also general support for this option with growth along established major routes in TOC. 

868 Keeps development away from existing residential areas. 
Utilises existing travel infrastructure. 

870 4- Selby, Grantham and Harbourne Development  

873 Urban Corridors connecting the district centres. Increased density in these corridors will 
(hopefully) improve public transport frequency and lateral connectivity within the Town, 
which is difficult at the moment.   

874 More equitable in spreading the load. Up to 5 stories on corridor possible but still a sharp 
interface next to single storey.?green spaces 

879 I like how all 3 suburbs are being asked to help out with this situation. Although, in saying 
that I only want the "modest change" of the West Leederville Activity Centre to be looked 
at.  

880 It makes sense to have an urban corridor all the way down Cambridge street with District 
Centres in Floreat, Wembley and West Leederville. The population density in West 
Leederville is better in this scenario than A and C 

883 Urban growth in the Cambridge street, Selby, Harborne and Grantham Street precinct. 

886 area 1 does not encroach into the area north of Cambridge street as much.  Although if the 
residential area is all units/high rise the traffic in this area will be much worse than it is and 
it is already a bottle neck between Northwood street and Kimberley. 

887 Scenario B is my preferred option with the focus of density being around the district 
centres and Cambridge street. This makes a lot of sense in terms of provision of transport, 
evolving of the current urban landscape (there is already considerable density, multi use 
sites and provision of retail, food & beverage services along Cambridge) and I like the way 
the scenario limits the density recommendations in Leederville and Floreat and uses 
residential transition nicely as to not significantly impact the existing nature of those 
suburbs. 

888 Supported in that it continues a density increase around the key routes such as Cambridge 
St.  Good for public transport access for rail (West Leederville end) and bus. 
Focus around key activity centres to help with economic growth. 

889 Aspects we like include : 
1. consistent with some of the challenges outlined in the Perth & Peel @ 3.5 million 
concept  
2. linkages between centres. 
3. proposed increases in public transport frequency. 

893 This seems a fairer option as it spreads the development across a larger area. 

894 I am in favour of some development of urban corridors but with much less than the 10 
storey limits proposed and only proposed when infrastructure ie schools, sewage upgrade, 
light rail and open spaces be included in the plan too. 

897 1. Spreading increased density across corridors would spread the impact on surrounding 
streets and should therefore have less of an impact (as opposed to the concentrated 
district centres in Scenario A). 
2. It makes sense to place high density housing on transport routes to reduce the need for 
so many cars. (Increasing density in back suburban streets does not make sense because 
public transport services are inadequate so there will be more need for cars.) 
3. Scenario B seems more in accordance with government policy and what the government 
is doing elsewhere (eg in new developments along southern part of freeway). 
 

899 The residential transitions areas are good as it will allow residents to downsize and stay 
within their own community.  

910 Higher density along main roads such as Grantham Street, Harborne Street, Selby Street 
and Cambridge Street is ok provided the height restriction is 4 storeys. No multi-storey 



developments should be allowed north of Cambridge Street in West Leederville. 

911 Spreads density along public transport routes 
Doesn't impact traditional residential areas as much 
Provides activity and employment for local people 
Concentrates more density close to amenities and public transport 

912 apartment buildings on major transport corridors is logical for that demographic that 
wishes to live in an apartment close to a major thoroughfare. 

914 More fairly shared distribution of high density areas. 

916 - The development along cambridge street, grantham street, harborne and selby. These are 
major roads, with public transport- makes sense to develop along here.  

918 1)Cambridge Street to be retained as an important access road and increased in importance 
with the ability to redevelop properties fronting the street. 
2) Corridor growth concept is a more modern approach to future opportunities. 

920 If we were forced to choose from one of these 3 scenarios, Scenario B makes better use of 
underutilised & under developed commercial properties along Cambridge Street between 
West Leederville & Wembley, with a less significant impact to the historic & small 
community oriented neighbourhood of West Leederville.   

921 Increased public transport a positive factor. 
1. ok as long as DAP obeys. 
2. ok. 
3. ok. 
4.ok 
5. 3 storeys max. 

925 "Urban corridor" style density is appropriate. 

928 Most preferred as focuses on current transport corridors and accompanying commercial 
development and reduces impact on traditional residential areas. 

929 Floreat district centre scenario. 

930 This is my second preference as it will focus development along existing transport corridors. 

933 West Leederville aspect only, for same reasons as Scenario A. 

934 Like No 4 Re: Selby Street, Grantham Street and Harborne Street.  

938 Urban corridors along main roads 

Residential transition areas 

939 Scenario B appears aimed at spreading out the increase in urban density across the 
transport areas (or “corridors”), rather than focus it on certain specific areas, like the 
various town centres.  This is a positive aspect of this scenario.  

940 It makes good use of the public transport corridors. 

941 Scenario B is my second preference. It concentrates development along the identified 
corridors of Cambridge Street, Harborne Street, GranthamStreet and Selby Street which are 
well developed corridors, well served by pulic transport. 

943 Generally support Scenario B. 
Makes sense to utilize high frequency transport routes. 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities. 
Wont impact on traditional residential streets as much. 

944 Use of corridors rather than areas 

945 Corridor approach along Cambridge, lower heights. 

947 that it is planned around good flow of transport using cambridge street as a spine 

951 density near public transport 

952 Better public transport along these corridors would be good  

956 I like the following about Scenario B: 
That it links the Floreat District Centre and the Wembley District Centre with West 
Leederville and Leederville.  I think this will make good use of existing high frequency public 
transport routes and create a logical link between the Town's Centres that will result in the 
creation of a vibrant 'spine' of development through the Town.  This will create housing for 
smaller households and employment opportunities within the Town whilst minimising the 
reliance on car travel as the population f the Town increases. 
That it minimises the impact on traditional single residential areas within the Town. 
That it spreads density in accordance with State Government Guidelines. 

957 Spreads density in accordance with government policy. 
Utilises high frequency public transport routes. 
Activates activity centres to provide economic growth and employment opportunities in 
the right places. 
Reduced impact on traditional street scapes. 
Generally support this option. 

 



  



 

11 good for local businesses 

11 Increasing density closer to the city (like most major cities do) 

12 Some good points 

14 Some elements are ok - uses existing facilities better - combine with other plans 

15 Ok in some aspects.  Spreads infill, focuses around significant development centres and 
existing well serviced public transport. 

21 It could achieve the outcomes and seems consistent with Government policy. It focuses 
on areas closest to the city which makes sense to densify first. It appears to recognise 
that the whole council area does not need radical change to achieve 3000 more dwellings 
(if Perth does in fact grow as quickly as projected) in the next 33 years. 

36 does not further develop west Leederville to a greater extent than other areas 

38 This one makes the most sense to me as it will make the best use of existing 
infrastructure and keep overall building heights more uniform than I expect A would. 

42 Okay.  

51 Generally support scenario B: spreads density in accordance with government policy; 
utilises high frequency public transport routes; activate activity centres to provide 
economic growth and employment opportunities in right places; reduce impact on 
traditional streets; illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option du to 
Leederville Link and the fact has two train stations and public transport corridors  

53 Okay option - seems to comply with government policy. Public transport  

54 Generally support Scenario B. Spreads density in accordance to government policy. 
Utilises high frequency public transport routes. Activates activity centres to provide 
growth + employment opportunities. Must also consult the Wembley residents I'm sure 
they don't want 8 storey apartments next to their homes.  

56 Like: as above 

57 Like: Pt 1,2,3,4 

60 Like concept of linking centres but would like to see more development throughout 
suburbs to beachfront. Like point 3.  

63 This is a good solution and is practiced overseas 

72 This is my favourite option. I like that most areas are preserved for family homes + the 
character of Wembley, City Beach + Floreat are preserved. People density is controlled 
within areas where there is easy access to shops, restaurants etc and activities ad easy 
access to the city. I think its important to retain district areas for district purposes. We 
need to have areas which aren't built up for families of future generations.  

79 From the 3 scenarios this has the more evenly spread of density.  

86 I like the increased Residential Transition zones, but would like to see it applied also to 
City Beach 

88 Good for transport 

98 I am generally supportive of this option but prefer Scenario A. This option: 
1. Spreads density in areas that have high density transport routes to cope with it 
2. Enhances and compliments existing urban activity areas 
3. reduces impact on quiet residential streets 
4.  limits detrimental impact on environmental green space somewhat 

100 Redevelopment of Floreat Forum for mixed residential/commercial use. 

101 All of the development is away from me 

105 The corridor areas south of cambridge st make sense.  

107 Generally support scenario B.  Will not impact character of garden suburbs of Floreat and 
City Beach by forced and poorly planned infill. 

108 generally consistent with State Government guidelines 
reduces impacts on local streets 

111 Doesn't wreck garden suburbs. 
Reasonably well concentrated 
Use of district centres and corridors, good use of transport corridors and trains etc, 
Doesn't impact residential zones too much 
Likely to stimulate economic activity and growth in the right places 

118 Retains most of the areas characteristics and the reasons we live here. Although less so 
than A with increased density. Increased public transport would be welcomed.  

122 Similar benefits are inherent in this design, compared to Scenario A. 
It could be seen as a possible strategy to use if the density of the residential 
developments in Scenario A is compromised for any reason.  



126 More spread out 

128 AS  ABOVE 

133 Opportunity to downsize and move closer to services. Preserves "character" of the areas 
outside of the centres and corridors. Reduces congestion associated with Scenario A.  

143 Overall better - although I think some district centre of Scenario A could be incorporated 
(in more constrained version). 

145 Generally Support Scenario B 

147 1. West Leederville area could be developed as planned on Board 4 but with no 
residential transition along Cambridge and Grantham St. 
 
3. Urban corridor over the area east of Boulevard/Cambridge Junction OK. No changes 
west of the junction ie: No urban or transition housing west on Cambridge between the 
Boulevard and Brockway Rd.  
 
5. Transition only along Cambridge St east from Boulevard Junction. 

148 West Leederville Area OK, but no residential transition along Cambridge and Grantham 
St. 
Some sections that dont change the face of traditional streets. 

158 There is more medium density (useful for people to stay in the area once they want to 
retire/downsize). 

161 While scenario A is the preferred option, this option may also provide for good activation 
of key centres providing better activation.  There may well be a compromise between 
scenario A & B. 

179 SAME COMMENTS AS "A" above 
● would support a combination of A&B with the proviso's that parking issues are 
thoroughly addressed & building heights are restricted to 4 storeys. 

180 SAME COMMENTS AS "A" above 
● WOULD PROBABLY SUPPORT A COMBINATION OF "A" + "B" if parking issues were 
addressed  & height restrictions to 4 storeys were placed on buildings. 

188 Happy with all aspects 

218 Having increased density along major arterial roads is OK but  

236 Lower height limits than other scenarios. 

238 THE density in West Leederville is not too high. Although I do not like it this is the best of 
the three. 

241 Higher density in Floreat 

247 Generally Ok 

288 Comments as for A 

291 ditto as for A 

309 Improve the look of connecting focal points of the Council district. 
If light rail was a possibility along the corridor - more appeal. 
Improved landscapes for a significant part of the towns centre. 

367 I also support Scenario B in a general sense taking advantage of already available 
transport routes makes sense. 
Activities activity centres to provide economic growth & employment is the key areas 
makes sense. 

380 Could be included in the overall plan with (A) 

381 Generally support scenario B   

393 Generally support. 

410 If we must increase density, which is less demanding given the p…..bus and deteriorating 
WA economy, this seems a reasonable plan.  What is the Leederville Link Project? 
Appears reasonable planning approval. 

419 This scenario B is generally accepted. 

433 it will promote more locals and visitors to the area.  It will make the areas more vibrant 
and create more job opportunities with the growth of small business. 

454 Same comments as scenario A. Medium density like subi cento provides a much better 
community than high rise appts 

458 This is our preferred option. 
Spreads density along the main traffic corridors.  Supports a range of different density 
options along an extended corridor. 
However this option would truly need to be supported by frequent public transport. 



470 The area of west Leederville  to have density increments is more acceptable than 
scenario A / C but west Leederville is still being asked to contribute too much 

498 Again little although marginally better than A and C. Again the Western most suburbs are 
not sharing the load. 

500 In principle I would strongly support Scenario B over A or C. I am actually happy to see 
increased density to West Leederville and the TOC generally as long as it is done sensibly, 
in a balanced way, and fairly as far as possible to existing residents that may be 
immediately affected by changes. I accept the need that Perth has to increase its inner 
city density and I'm happy to see multi- apartment buildings such as the fairly recent 
Psaros development cnr Cambridge & Northwood St, and the 'Urban' apartments on 
Cambridge St in Wembley. I think Scenario B which suggests 4-10 storey apartments 
along a long length of Cambridge through Floreat, Wembley and West Leederville 
appears a good way to get a large amount of dwellings into these areas, which will bring 
a lot of younger people into the area (as well as perhaps providing living options for older 
people that want to downsize but still stay in the area) who in turn will help support 
cafes, small bars and restaurants along Cambridge St. I have lived in West Leederville for 
30 years. I would like to live in a suburb that grows and has a bit of life, with a diversity of 
people of different ages, with the chance of some better restaurants & small bars 
opening up and surviving. The quality of what is available now is not always great, but 
will be unlikely to improve greatly without more density. I would support too the District 
Area shown to the fairly commercial area of West Leederville in this scheme, as well as 
the District Centre Frame shown also to West Leederville - however some sensitivity 
probably needed here in some of the more straight residential streets as opposed to 
some of the more commercial areas in this zone. 

522 Generally seems like a logical solution 

532 This is barely better, but some concentration and attention appears to have been given 
to transport options through the Town. 

551 More opportunity for housing options 

557 Better than A. Still not best option. 

559 As above see Scenario A 

571 Logical choice 

575 Carefully managed development should be allowed (but see below). 

576 It's OK to the extent that our comments for Scenario A are relevant. 

577 I like the hub idea, and I think allowing development along Selby Street (especially the 
properties that abut the parks is a sensible option. Likewise Harborne Street 
redevelopment makes sense because there is a laneway behind those houses on the 
eastern side of the street providing a separation between development and the next 
street over and development would be along their rear fence lines not the sides of the 
houses. 

584 Same as A 

594 I am generally in favour of expanded higher density housing. 

607 Increased public transport.  

611 The district centre concept to attract commercial and retail space.  

615 looks fine 

616 generally support scenario B 

643 Generally support option B, for similar reasons as A. 
Slightly less density so doesn't use existing infrastructure as much as Option A . 
Encourages use of existing restaurants and shops along the route. 
Encourages commercial development (small offices etc) 

645 It is the best of a bad set. 

648 Generally support this scenario too. 
spreads density but doesn't impact suburban streets but makes use of current high traffic 
routes. 

649 Generally support this  
This should reduce impact on traditional streets 

653 Better than Scenario A in that development more spread out 

666 Increased public transport frequency.  

668 GENERALLY SUPPORT SCENARIO B 

671  It is however a better option than C. 

673 General support for Scenario B. 

674 Support.  Increase public transport options.  Both options A and B need to be utilised to 
spread the urban infill needed across all of town of Cambridge but kept support around 



already built up areas.   

678 OK 

687 Some of this would be beneficial, but not just along these main roads, e.g. we would like 
to downsize eventually, but not live on a busy over-populated noisy main road. 

689 Generally support Scenario B growth and employment opportunities in right places. 

691 We agree with corridor growth 'scenario b' 

692 OK with me. 

693 Generally support scenario b. 

694 Necessary. 

696 Scenario B just acceptable with similar comment to above. 

697 As with A aspects of this scenario represent proper planning for the district. So generally I 
support aspects of A and B but they would need to be implemented correctly with 
appropriate consultation and ratepayer support. 

700 Offers some potential benefits overall but not as sensible as scenario A 

701 Generally support scenario B. This area has the leederville link, transport to train stations 
along cambridge st, is easier already and existing will spread density in accordance with 
government policy. 

714 Partially support due to the reasons far left [standard Coast Ward proforma) 

715 Tick, tick 

717 Generally support scenario B. As with scenario A, allows for increased density in 
appropriate 'corridor' setting well served by public transport. 

718 OK 

719 I prefer this scenario as it would make larger areas available for development 

720 Generally support scenario B 

721 Generally support scenario B 

730 Ok 

733 Generally support but can Cambridge st, Granthamst, Selby st, etv cope with the extra 

traffic generated? WHY no development in CITY BEACH? Why are they immune? 
Amendnent 31 subdivisions TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE  
Good use of existing stations + bus routes and shopping centres. If you are including 
Selby + Grathon why not include Herdsman shops too, This one could take more high 
rise. 
Minor development at Brookdale possible. 

734 Generally support esp development along Cambridge street + Grantham Street will road 
funcross and traffic infrastructure cope with this increase in population and traffic 
movement, should be a few storey maximum at Floreat Forum, 

740 With finesse, this could work. 

742 Generally support. 

745 See above. 

746 As above. 

747 Acceptable if a good case can be demonstrated. 

753 Generally support. 

754 Reasonable support of this scenario. 

758 To scenario B I have no objection. 

760 General support scenario B (see left).   

762 Generally support. 

763 2nd preference. 

764 Generally support scenario B. 

765 Ok to some of these streets (eg Cambridge St and Grantham St). 

777 See above comments 

779 We don't want to go back to C - A31 definitely no to these two.  We got rid of the Mayor 
Withers by over 80%.  B is what we want. 

786 I support, again, because it is similar to A. 

789 Same as above. 



791 see above comments. 

792 Generally support scenario B. Support subdivision of existing residential to R15 on 
Cambridge St. 

794 Generally agree with scenario B. 

798 This is a good plan, combining both Scenario A and B would be better.   

799 Support scenario B. 

800 Like the growth down Cambridge St.  Love residential transition down Harborne, Selby, 
Grantham St.  Like opportunity to develop a mall down Northwood St. 

801 I like this plan as it 5# seems to connect Leederville Wembley and Floreat together. 

803 OK with B but a much better. 

807 Modest support. 

810 This is a good scenario but combining it with scenario C would be better.  Great idea to 
improve public transport. 

812 Like , 3, 5. 

815 Generally support development around Floreat Forum, Floreat district centre, Cambridge 
St and Selby, Grantham and Harbourne Sts. 

817   I support greater density to the west Leederville area although limit to areas around the 
train station. 

822 Yes generally support scenario B.. However, please please focus on fixing up Perry Lakes - 
make it as it was once and that will bring people in.  I'm sure there is someone who can 
help that lovely area!! 

823 Again agree with this scenario.  We cannot expect that western suburbs will forever 
remain the same.  Urban sprawl is expensive in all service areas, public and private and 
the mundane type of development is a light on our society, i.e. limestone walls: flat 
blocks; lookalike houses etc. 

844 Generally support scenario B 

845 We generally support A & B but lot more community support and information needs to 
be given. 

846 Generally support this.  Reduced impact on traditional streets. 

851 Generally supportive of Scenario B. 

854 Generally support. 

855 Generally support scenario B, however Cambridge St, Harbourne, Grantham and Selby 
streets are becoming 'choked' as traffic from northern sububs uses these routes for 
commuting into the CBD. 

865 Agree. 

872 as above 

875 agree 

876 Preferred option 
Makes sense to use a corridor to make busy roads more vibrant along a greater length 
Reduces impact on residential streets as long as kept to narrow corridor 
Transport links along main corridor 

878 I have little problem with high density living along Cambridge St and Railway Pde in the 
commercial area of West Leederville as long as affected residents are listened to. 

892 Generally support increased use of corridors that graduate into existing residential areas, 
no higher than the suggested storeys 

896 - Aspects are acceptable (but not Area #5; much better than Scenario A). 
- Is somewhat consistent with the WAPC endorsed West Leederville Activity Centre Plan 
(Area #1). 
- Is somewhat consistent with the draft Wembley Activity Centre Plan submitted to the 
WAPC for endorsement. 
- Is somewhat consistent with the State government’s Central Sub-Regional Planning 
Framework. 
- Some increased density around the Floreat Forum, West Leederville and Wembley 
district centres without being excessively high (Areas #1 and 2). 
- The focus on the Cambridge-Salvado corridor (Area #3). 
- The potential for increased density and mixed use along Grantham Street. 
- Is consistent with transit oriented development. 
- The establishment of a Floreat Forum district centre (Area #2). 

906 I think it makes some sense to have a corridor of growth joining Floreat and Wembley but 
I prefer Scenario A where the changes are not as spread and not so ugly along Grantham 
St. 
I think Cambridge St is perfect to keep developing as a corridor but love Grantham St and 
the Boulevarde as a green garden and residential-only  entrance into Floreat from the 



city area.  

922 As above for Scenario A 

926 It isn't Amendment 31. 

931 Less development in West Leederville than Scenario A. 

949 Less emphasis on West Leederville Activity Centre. 

950 Parts of no 1 may be okay however some parts would probably support District Centres.  
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there 
is existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look 
at how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be 
lost to infill to reach a questionable target. 
I do like that it leaves most existing residential areas as is.  The original design of suburbs 
like Floreat , City Beach and Wembley are protected ie garden surburbs.  This is 
important for our environment, local residents who purchased in those areas and to 
protect endangered species like the Carnaby Cockatoos.  It also makes sense as these are 
not near train stations or other major transport hubs. 

953 Parts of no 1 may be okay however some parts would probably support District Centres.  
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there 
is existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look 
at how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be 
lost to infill to reach a questionable target. 
I do like that it leaves most existing residential areas as is.  The original design of suburbs 
like Floreat, City Beach and Wembley are protected ie garden surburbs.  This is important 
for our environment, local residents who purchased in those areas and to protect 
endangered species like the Carnaby Cockatoos.  It also makes sense as these are not 
near train stations or other major transport hubs. 

955 Parts of no 1 may be okay however some parts would probably support District Centres.  
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there 
is existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look 
at how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be 
lost to infill to reach a questionable target. 
I do like that it leaves most existing residential areas as is.  The original design of suburbs 
like Floreat, City Beach and Wembley are protected ie garden surburbs.  This is important 
for our environment, local residents who purchased in those areas and to protect 
endangered species like the Carnaby Cockatoos.  It also makes sense as these are not 
near train stations or other major transport hubs. 

 

  



 

20 none 

114 None 
People live in Floreat for a reason, we like it the way it is, that's why other people want to 
live here, hence the cost to buy a property here is what it is. 

134 None - Leave things as they are -  give people choice to live in a low density suburb. 
Perths population is no longer increasing at the same rate, there is an over supply of 
commercial and residential premises - development will only make this situation worse. 
Empty premises is not a good advertisement for people to move into a area. 
Don't spend money which the Govt does not have - we have enough mixed use as is  

149 Almost none, it is a hotch potch. 

165 None, don't like the spread of high rise living throughout Wembley and Floreat 

181 less likely to stimulate dynamic centres within ToC 

220 Not acceptable 

226 I don't like this scenario - too linear, will be like a walled city.   

229 None 

233 Nil 

234 I do not like this plan 

239 Not acceptable  

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

244 None 

246 None 

250 Again none!!!!! 

251 Not many. 

252 Nothing of this plan I like as well. 

253 None 

254 none 

255 None 

256 I don't like any of these scenarios. 
 
Please keep the Federation style of West Leederville!!! 

257 None 

258 This Scenario is UNACCEPTABLE 

262 nothing 

265 Nil 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

272 Not acceptable  

274 None - not acceptable.  

278 Its also bad.  

280 None  

283 This scenario is unacceptable 

284 This Scenario is unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen large density increases. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases 

285 NONE - ALL ARE UNACCEPTABLE 

287 None 

292 This is an even worse scenario than A. 

294 No aspects of the proposal are acceptable 

296 All Scenario's are unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases.  No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 



West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

297 I don't 

299 Nil 

303 NONE 

306 Same concerns as noted with respect to Scenario A above 

307 all 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE. 

308 As above 

311 None, it overwhelms the eastern suburbs and and spreads the development to areas 
which do not have the amenities to support the higher densities and will add to traffic 
congestion on currently busy streets forcing traffic into nearby residential streets. 

314 None 

315 Nothing 

316 I reject this Scenario so there is nothing about it that I truly like. 

317 Nothing. The proposed high density housing in West Leederville is totally unacceptable. 

320 I oppose this scenario - please refer to comments. 

366 Would support above Scenario (A) and Scenario ( C) providing development is less than 
or equal to 5 stories. 

435 None 

436 Nil, we do not want more density increases to West Leederville.  
We have spent significant money moving into the area based upon the unparalleled 
appeal and offering of West Leederville - which is being able to purchase a large, non-
subdivided block with a character home over with over 100yrs of history - in the inner 
city.  
Any increase to the density seriously threatens this beautiful appeal and will see 
thousands of collective years of magical property replaced with modern box garbage as 
developers seek to create more and more unliveable shoe boxes. 
It also is an insult to existing owners who have invested millions into a lifestyle not 
offered anywhere else in Perth. Protect your current owners.  Look after those that 
already call and make West Leederville home & special. 
Local amenities, ancillary services, schools and road infrastructure can not cope with 
further density increases and the dramatic additional load it would place on these 
services. 

437 I don't believe this Scenario is appropriate.  

441 None of them. Completely dissatisfied with the proposal. 

442 None. I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school.  

444 not much 

445 Nothing! 
West Leederville should not be the high densitiy scapegoat for the rest of Cambridge.  

446 None. 

449 None 

452 None.  
I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. 
You are asking us to respond to proposals / maps provided, that really are not worth the 
paper they are written on, there is no relevant backing to the "facts"? there is NO 
evidence of where this information has been derived  from. Where is the information 
these are based on and I, along with all the other members and residents of West 
Leederville wish to see this before we agree to any such vaguely proposed assumptions. 
To me it sounds like the Council has "decided" that this is their agenda and what ever we, 
the residents, might have to add, will not even be considered.  Before we make any 
decisions, provide us with what we need to know i.e. the facts, the source of where this 
information derives and exactly what commitments are required to be made and by 
whom?? then we will stand a better chance and be able to make a much more educated 
comments. Do not attempt to railroad us into this is what is " expected " by government 
and it is a commitment that HAS to be made until we see evidence of that and if that is 
the case, it certainly needs to be spread equitably across the entire council , including 
City Beach ! 
 
 

453 None.  This scenario is not acceptable.  

457 None, see above.  Too much encroachment onto residential streets.  The 4-6 storey 'limit' 
as transition zones is a joke.  If you lived in a 1 storey federation home which you have 
worked all your life to pay for would you want 4 or 6 or 10 storeys next to you just so as 
we can increase more density?  No?  I thought not. 

459 I like no aspect of Scenario B 

461 Nothing. Too high density in a small area. 



462 Nil at present 

465 None 

466 None 

473 None 

477 None 

481 None 

485 None as there is already traffic issues in this area. 

486 ALL scenarios are not acceptable. West Leederville has already seen its fair share of 
density increases. No more density increase for West Leederville. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

489 As above. 

494 Please whatever you do don't spoil the beauty of our garden suburbs, admired by visitors 
& tourists & treasured by residents. I think highrise (greater than 2-3 storeys), high 
density buildings anywhere within existing, usually two storey residential family areas, 
spoils the visual amenity, generally brings attendant social problems & devalues the 
propery values of what is usually the main family asset. 
However, having to make a choice, I would opt for part 1 (Leederville, possibly better as 
envisaged in Senario A & for my reasons given in Scenario A) & part 3 ( Cambridge Street) 
& part 5. 

496 None, same comments as scenario a  

499 none of aspects are acceptable 

502 None. This is actually the worse of a very bad choice. 

503 actually, not a lot 
it seems to impose too much on an already un-happy road in a fiddly niggly little way 

506 Nothing 

509 None 

519 I do not accept any aspects of Scenario B.  

520 none 

521 Not acceptable.  

523 None - but it is not quite as bad as Scenarios A and C.   

524 Nothing. Again, this scenario is focused on West Leederville - was there no input into 
these "options" by anyone but City Beach residents. 

526 None 

528 I don't agree with this scenario.   

530 The proposal that West Leederville remain in their current form. 

531 None.  

536 None 

538 Nothing 

539 None 

544 Nil 

546 None 

547 None 

550 NONE 

552 I do not like scenario B 

560 None - another shot gun approach. 

569 None except as for Scenario A comments. 

573 Consideration for more development around Floreat Forum. 

574 None  

579 See comments in A above 

581 Nothing 

582 See comments in A 

596 None - this scenario is not acceptable 

597 I feel the intent is better with the allocation of density being located more appropriately 
towards the CBD, however this Scenario is still too dense. For the same reasons as I have 
noted in Scenario A.  

598 None.  This is the worst option presented. 

599 The only part of this plan is there is "growth" planning taking place by the Town of 
Cambridge. 



It is vital that we continue to look "forward" and grow in the best ways to protect and 
maintain the beauty and use of our Town. 

600 None 

601 Current plan for West Leederville Activity Centre. 
Development to 2 storeys- medium density residential may be better one street back 
from major roads or in close proximity but not on them. 

602 Keeps the suburb as a single residential garden street scape. This is unique and creates a 
sense of space and is what attracts people to live in these areas 
Confines development to the main streets where there is already much development 3-5 
stories 

604 None 

605 It's better than "C" by far but overkill for the present in impacting unnecessarily many 
single residential streets in a strasserdorper style.  Plan "A's" compact activity centres 
with less "residential" transition is a better first step. 

608 Again, there is potential to enliven the area, but this should develop 'organically' in order 
to be authentic and sustainable.  It may be promoted but it cannot be forced. 

612 This Scenario is still unacceptable. 

613 Nothing 

622 Height restriction to 6 storeys largely 

624 None, I consider the scenario to be unacceptable to residents of West Leederville. The 
existing West Leederville activity plan is more than enough density for the services that 
are available in the district particularly with respect to the primary school. 

630 None. This is not acceptable. 

631 none really 

635 It is essential that some infill is well planned that suits our environment and is agreed to 
by our resident. 
Our shops are getting over run by more cars already and parking is tight. 
Sorry have to finish this in a rush. 
I agree with the coast ward 

636 None.  

640 Nothing (this would not be good for my street) at all 

644 None 

651 The identified corridors of Cambridge Street, Harborne Street, Grantham Street and Selby 
Street were fully used,  with slightly less intensity within the District Centres, and leave 
the opportunities to accommodate further urban growth. 

660 AS with Scenario A, the proposal is measured and limits the development to traditional 
growth areas. The focus of development and infill is expanded and impact upon the 
existing amenity will be affected more than in A.  

661 None. 

667 There is no aspect of "Scenario B" that is acceptable. 

669 It keeps to the main roads and doesn't invade the narrow streets of West Leederville as 
much. 

816 Do not like this scenario at all.  1.  Florest district centre - height of mixed use should not 
exceed 4 storeys and surrounding areas shhould not exceed 2-3 storeys.  2.  Cambridge 
Street corridor no higher than 2 storeys.  3.  Selby St, Grantham and Harbourne Sts no 
higher than 2 storeys.  Residential areas abutting these streets NO higher than 2 storeys.  
Least favoured of all plans presented.  This scenario destroys the fabric even further of 
these areas already impacted on by traffic.  There is no connection to City Beach. If this 
option is considered then it should continue down the Boulevard, Oceanic Drive all of 
Grantham and Harbourne St, Hale Rd, rather than Cambridge St taking the bulk of it. 

869 None 

871 none 

881 None 

882 Absolutely none! 

884 none 

885 No real comments on this  

891 Don't agree with it at all but if I have to comment its as follows: 
 
Area 1.2.3 acceptable as development nodes only. Existing commercial centres already 
but should not be the only location 

895 Not extending the current West Leederville Activity Centre Plan is preferred. 

901 NONE 

902 None of it 

903 None 



904 None. This scenario is not acceptable. 

913 All comments below. 

917 Have no specific "likes" 

919 Do not support any aspects of this scenario. Do not agree with the statement "these 
corridors have opportunities to accommodate further urban growth".  

923 None 

924 None 

927 None. Strongly oppose all aspects of this Scenario.  

932 Non 

935 There is very little to like about this scenario. It is a recipe for disaster. ‘Cart before the 
horse’ development I would call it. 
 
It could only work for TOC if either Cambridge St or another alternative is made into a 3 
lane highway as per Gt Eastern Hwy, or large sections of 2 lane road were to go 
underground or thirdly, and preferably, the corridor were to develop along a light rail 
route between Floreat and the city as a precursor to planned development. 

936 None 

937 There is very little to like about this scenario. It is a recipe for disaster. ‘Cart before the 
horse’ development I would call it. 
 
It could only work for TOC if either Cambridge St or another alternative is made into a 3 
lane highway as per Gt Eastern Hwy, or large sections of 2 lane road were to go 
underground or thirdly, and preferably, the corridor were to develop along a light rail 
route between Floreat and the city as a precursor to planned development. 

946 Nothing much. Again density and develop heights are all out of character with the 
suburbs. 

948 None doesn't take into account all the development already in place in the West 
Leederville District. 

954 None. It doesn't think outside the box of how a garden suburb can accommodate future 
densities other than stack the arterial roads, which will force motorists to find rat runs in 
addition to the rat runs that they already use in these suburbs.  
It seems like an old fashioned, out dated approach to a significant problem. 

 

 



 

 

  



 

1 Lack of densification along the central and coastal areas means less opportunity for 
people in these areas to downsize and stay in the same neighbourhood.  

1 People who may prefer to live in higher density dwellings may also like to live nearer to 
the beach or parklands and not just close to shops and/or transport.  

3 This option doesn't provide housing choices across the town, unless you want to live on a 
busy corridor. 

6 This plan does not adequately address housing choices in city beach and Floreat. More 
housing options are required throughout the entire town. 

27 Nor do either Scenario A or B offer housing options that will allow Senior Citizens to 
remain in City Beach in familiar surroundings and among their friends. This has been a 
challenge for many years and there is now at last an opportunity to rectify this shortfall 
by allowing smaller, tasteful and easier to maintain homes and gardens in the 
recommended area, in City Beach close to the new and highly successful Empire shopping 
facilities. 

34 unnecessarily reduces density around major activity centres and spreads it further into 
traditional suburbs for no reason. 

35 Doesn't maximise density where it should but spreads it throughout suburb 

36 still no development towards city beach 

62 Don’t like the fact that City Beach is left out and does not have any changes. Needs better 
public transport in that area.  

79 Don’t like city beach is left out and does not have any changes. Need better public 
transport in this area.  

86 -once again City Beach is completely left out and will be isolated with poor public 
transport; and no improvement of local hubs/ community centres and facilities. 
- increasing the density along the major arteries (Cambridge St and Grantham) will mean 
increased traffic along there roads. Once again the peipole to suffer for this will be the 
residents of City Beach; as the roads are our only access to the freeway. Already 
Cambridge st has been made single lane and is a traffic nightmare; if Grantham goes the 
same way we will spend much longer in commuting from the coast. 
- increased density in the Wembley area does mean there is even higher density with a 
minimum of public open space available as it is. By contrast , City Beach has masses of 
public space and could easliy absorb increased density without compromise. 

- Many City Beach residents have lived there most of their lives; and wish to remain in 
the area, NOT move to an apartment in another suburb. What about us?? Why is our 
area being completely ignored?? in the previous plan (approved b the Council)  some 
subdivision was included in the City Beach area. Why has that not been continued?? 

91 illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors  

112 The activity centres are however not well utilised and there is no increase in density in 
the coastal area. 

126 Again, nothing in City Beach. This feels unfair, as if the voters in City Beach have greater 
influence (and they tend to be very outspoken about no changes in their backyards). 

132 Too much emphasis on West Leederville!  West Leederville already has increased its 
density, block size 300m2 whilst Floreat & City Beach remain at 900m2 +.   West 
Leederville amenities can't cope with more density, esp primary school already over 
capacity.   

137 Still places far too much of the infill in West Leederville streets that are currently quiet 
leafy heritage places.  Streets like Woolwich, Northwood, Blencowe, St Leonards and Tate 
have unique character that must be preserved.  All 3 scenarios would decimate this 
unique enclave that has already absorbed substantial increases in density.   

143 Still NOTHING west of Floreat forum - did the planners not know this is part of 
Cambridge? Half of the DC frame in West Leederville should be Urban corridor/ 
residential transition. 

146 Still far too much infill into a residential area.  Still no changes to City Beach.   

151 West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density in density increases. 
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases (parks and open space, traffic roads and parking). West Leederville's historic 
character and close residential community will be significantly impacted. 

168 It should be along Cambridge and oceanic drive 

169 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 
 
NO MORE DENSITY INCREASE FOR WEST LEEDERVILLE!!! 

191 Again - Whilst this is my preferred option why does City Beach not have ay proposed 
options for urban growth?  Surely this has to be shared across the whole town.  Equity is 
important. 



223 no development in city beach- some developmental "weight" needs to be taken here! 

226 City Beach is not touched and (not doing their bit ) and this goes against the principle of 
sharing density. 
 
No transport corridors as proposed in the transport plan released last year are included 
in these scenarios, how are these factored into scenario design? 

234 Development is spread out which which would make Cambridge Street look to busy and 
not identifying true character of the precincts. Would create more of a City feel.  No 
prosed infill for City Beach. 

239 These areas have already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 

240 Too heavy an emphasis on West Leederville still.   And again, new housing should be 
shared evenly amongst the entirety of Cambridge - including City Beach where the coast 
based council members live. 

246 Undue emphasis on West Leederville including total destruction of the amenity of those 
living in the eastern end of the suburb. 

249 Again West Leederville is coping the bigger share of dense housing 
And again will the increase in traffic and population be catered for? 

250 Again, where's the growth in City Beach??????  
NO! NO! NO! NO density increases in West Leederville. 
We've had our recent fair share of density increases.  West Leederville Primary School is 
bursting at the seams!!!!  And the increased traffic on our street (Kimberley Street) is 
disturbing and dangerous!! 

258 It places the bulk of the density increases in West Leederville, which has already had 
significant increases in recent years.  It shift none of those increases to Floreat or City 
Beach.  West Leederville has many historic streets and homes which will be destroyed by 
these plans.  Further there are insufficient amenities to cope with the increased density. 

274 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. No more density 
increase for West Leederville. West Leederville should not, and cannot accommodate any 
further density increases. Our school is already over populated and we have a strong 
sense of community that will be adversely impacted by the proposed changes.  

280 Focuses all density increase in west Leederville. Need to spread the density increases 
across all suburbs, particularly city beach and Floreat.  

304 No Residential Transition in City Beach.  

No mention of subdividing corner blocks in City Beach and Floreat. 

307 West Leederville has already seen more than its recent fair share of density increases. 
West Leederville school, roads and other amenities cannot accommodate further 
population increases. The school in particular is a nightmare at drop off and collection 
times. The area can not cope with more people and traffic. 

318 Scenario B notes that development under the Activity Centres Plan will remain, however 
the development proposed within Scenario B extends beyond this, further north. The 
current plan is somewhat misleading in this sense.  
Like Scenario A, there is limited increase in density within City Beach, which should also 
be investigated to spread the required density across suburbs.  

319 Still concentrated in West Leederville.   
Doesn't consider pressure on amenities (such as parking, schools, parks etc). 

323 As per A - regarding the northern extension of the West Leederville centre up to 
Woolwich St, this is already medium density, and making it high density would destroy 
the existing friendly and vibrant neighbourhood. This would be better with its current 
zoning as a residential transition. 
Also, this scenario, as per A, doesn't resolve the lack of housing diversity in the City Beach 
area. 

342 Near Floreat Forum on Cambridge a possibility.  Not Salvado Road - why not the 
Boulevard adjacent to the Forum! 

434 High density living still extends too far into West Leederville residential area. NO high 
density living in City Beach/ Floreat 

441 The high density increase is concentrated to West Leederville while City Beach and 
Floreat have minimal/no increased density. 
Already a glut of high density apartments. 

448 It still fails to adddress the fact that City Beach and Floreat are very close to the city 
and/or train stations, and should be included in higher density housing proposals 

449 The fact that it singles out West Leederville (which has already done more than it's fair 
share) to take the brunt of further increasing population density. 
 
In my view ALL that areas should carry it's fair share of the load for something that 
actually has to be done.  We ALL have to be a part of that. 
 
West Leederville Primary school has already been expanded and expanded  and there 
does not seem to be enough space to allow it to carry a higher load, and nor should it be 



asked to. 
 
The nearest high school - Perth Mod - is not automatically available to local children and 
has been functionally removed from the equation.  
 
The "three scenarios" are based on sophistry that housing density should be majorly 
based on ONE already existing transport system - in this case the Train system. This is 
sophistry  and a red herring and it lets Floreat and City Beach off the hook.   
 
All current and future transport solutions must be looked at so that ALL areas do what 
needs to be done equitably. 

453 - The fact that historical buildings in West Leederville will not be maintained.  
- West Leederville already has higher density living than the other suburbs in the Town of 
Cambridge and therefore should not bear the brunt of increased higher density living. 
- The West Leederville Primary School is already at capacity and any increased density 
would put further pressure on this school. 
- Other amenities in the West Leederville area would also be detrimentally affected by 
increased density living 
- West Leederville has already been subject to increased density living with zoning 
changes over the time 

454 Same as scenario A. More public transport options should be considered for coastal areas 
to allow for more medium density living rather than high density 

462 The proposal still appears to land the burden of  growth primarily with the West 
Leederville Area, whilst City Beach appears to bare no responsibility and the areas of 
Floreat & Wembley are remain relatively minimalistic. In addition the proposal appears to 
provide no plan or direction in respect of infrastructure, such as schools (WLPS - which is 
already at it's limits), transport, basic services (sewarage, power, gas etc.) and the like to 
accommodate the additional population. I would suggest an agreement to any scenario 
needs to understand all aspects relating to urban development.   

470 city beach is not making any contribution to increasing the overall density of the town of 
Cambridge - is it planning to secede ?  
the corridors are too monotonous  

472 Still too concentrated on West Leederville, where there are large sections of single 
residential. Increased traffic will use Cambridge St, which has been reduced in traffic 
lanes and is already congested. 

498 West Leederville again is taking the majority of the burden for higher density yet has the 
greatest proportion of character homes. 

504 Most of it. West Leederville is a historic suburb already devastated by horrible grey 
buildings and scenario B plans for many more. If the plan is for the town to increase 
density, it should be distributed throughout the whole town. The plan for substantially 
increased dwellings was made during the mining "boom" so those figures are no longer 
relavant. The infrastructure in West Leederville (school, roads) cannot cater for anymore 
density the way it is. 

509 Residential transition at 800m is way too abrasive and is against the Corridor Growth 
approach. How is a 800m radius defined as a corridor? Why is the plan leaving City Beach 
out again? Why is there such discrimination on the basis of suburb? An absurd and 
skewed approach that has succumbed to pressure from City Beach. 

521 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 

527 Residential build up along streets that can't accomodate it - e.g. Woolwich. 
No development planned for city beach 

544 No/very little diversity presented for City Beach 

547 Increasing population in areas which do not need it. 

551 No subdivision allowed for corner blocks. 
Not enough development in City Beach 

557 Nothing in City Beach. West Leederville cops most of higher density. 

561 Still no consideration of any density adjacent to ocean - City Beach  

573 Does the "urban corridor" include Woolich Street? This is completely inappropriate. 
Why is City Beach not included in any development scenario? 
 
No consideration of infrastructure, schools, heritage or traffic. Impossible to make an 
informed decision.  Overbuilding along Cambridge Street without setbacks will render a 
canyon-like feeling. Building above 2 stories in residential areas is inappropriate and will 
destroy the amenity of West Leederville.  

583 No population increase noted for City Beach 

592 Does not sufficiently spread the opportunity for smaller blocks (450 - 500m2) into the 
existing residential areas to provide a more diverse housing choice. Not everyone wants 
to live in an apartment. 

599 1. A more even placement of "Residential Transition", ie. 2-4 story throughout the Whole 
of the Town of Cambridge, including City Beach and Floreat. 



2. 1 Above would allow more even population and growth of shopping areas and small 
business. It will also support more resident to live near to the beach - a much sort after 
lifestyle. 
3. 10 Story buildings generally don't enhance local lifestyle conditions in any way. They 
create for delinquency behaviour with increase in traffic, cafes/wine bars etc. 
4. I'm a West Leederville resident and this is a real "community", quite extraordinary and 
critical to protect. I expect it can be protected and sustain a "limited" growth if kept very 
low. 
5. Perth (suburbs) need to keep the beautiful architecture of areas such as those in Town 
of Cambridge. 

624 Increases in the density in West Leederville is unacceptable as it would totally destroy the 
character and amenity of the historic suburb. West Leederville seems to be providing a 
very large proportion of the density increases to the whole town of Cambridge The 
existing plan is enough of an impost on the rate payers of the West Leederville Area 

630 West Leederville has already seen its recent fair of share density increases. NO MORE 
DENSITY INCREASES!!! 

641 Serious concentration of only a few areas, mean the pain of future relocation of those 
living in the district centers is not recognized. It also means there will be few 
opportunities for those who will be forced to move from district centres but stay within a  
relatively close location wont have any choice but apartments.   
Recognition that massive blocks of buildings will obliterate the ecosystem of birds and 
increase the temperature of the area.  
Traffic flow will be a major concern with such density on major routes. 

644 Distribute density increases equally throughout the entire town; don't make West 
Leederville carry all the weight. 

653 Still too concentrated an area 

664 More consideration to suitable pockets of other suburbs i.e. Wembley near Herdsman 
Lake , City Beach shopping area is barely viable and needs a greater population to sustain 
it.Areas of West Coast Highway, corner blocks need to be reconsidered by the 'leafy 
suburbs" The argument that there isn't enough transport options for higher density is 
absurd. Planning could encourage more bus to train links, better bus services and 
reconsider trams etc. Planning seems too limited to just increasing West Leederville to 
meet targets and that's all. 

667 I am opposed to any further density increases in West Leederville 
 
I have lived in West Leederville for the past 20 years and have seen the residential zoning 
change to R30, causing a significant detrimental impact on the infrastructure within the 

area.  Further densification will have a dire consequence on community health and 
wellbeing, connectivity and sense of place and historic character of the area.   
 
The three options provided only look at increasing density in three areas instead of a way 
to integrate increased density throughout the entire Town of Cambridge (eg why not 
rezone larger blocks to give those that want to subdivide the option) I liken the current 
plan to placing all statewest housing in the same area.  This is not visually appealing or 
conducive to building stronger healthier communities.  This plan appears to be a knee 
jerk response to Perth-Peel@3.5m instead of understanding the current infrastructure 
and capacity and engaging with the community to develop a vision for each of the wards 
within the Council.   
 
My specific concerns include parking, increased traffic, lack of cycle paths and/or wide 
footpaths for access, lack of public green open space (active and passive), lack of SAFE 
access to Lake Monger, loss of tree canopy,  the complete inability of WL Primary School 
to cope with its current enrolments numbers (In the last 7 years the West Leederville 
Primary School population has doubled from some 250 students to over 500.  This has 
now caused the relocation of the Kindergarten to Lake Monger and the use of Cowden 
Park for play and sports.  The School has no oval, limited playspace, no parking for 
teachers or parents).  The issue with tree canopy (which I see you have started to identify 
in the Towns Treescape Plan) is of serious concern in the three options provided, with the 
heat island effect, reducing the quality of living of residents.  There needs to be more 
green space and trees in West Leederville not less.  We are restricted in tree planting by 
verge size.  We are restricted for green space by provision and access.  This proposal as 
with the other two proposals are unacceptable. 
 
Perhaps you should challenge PerthPeel@3.5m.   

669 It doesn't include city beach and most of floreat 

690 A little more attractive proposition but again NO focus at all on City Beach and may to 
much on residential streets in West Leederville.   

702 More higher density living in the West Leederville residential area will already add to 
existing problems of:  residential parking; rubbish bin collection; drainage; traffic, 'rat 
running', crime, primary school over capacity, transient society not contributing to 
community; messy street verge collections. 

814 The local planning strategy for the growth corridors is unfairly concentrated on the 
Wembley and West Leederville wards, leaving City Beach ward without any urban 
corridor or residential transition developments.  Therefore I cannot agree with urban 
growth scenarios A, B or C. 



874 No development slated for City Beach!! 

877 The scenario fails to take any opportunity to spread density equitably, and distribute the 
infrastructure and service pressures more evenly within the town by lower scale 
increased density in the larger blocks in City Beach and Floreat.  
 
Scenario B will require the construction of a new Primary School, and significant 
infrastructure (including road) upgrades in order to accomodate the increased density.  
 
Scenario B sacrifices the heritage value of the area of the Town of Cambridge that has the 
oldest and most significant heritage values.  

878 Once again City Beach appears unscathed regarding increased density in spite of the fact 
that many people would like to subdivide their property. 

879 Again, I don't like how West Leederville has been targeted to do all of the heavy lifting, 
with a large amount of the small suburb affected.  Why do you want to put so much more 
in such a small suburb that is already pulling well above its weight, while places like City 
Beach, with its massive blocks, are untouched?I also hate to think what the traffic 
conditions would be like through West Leederville if this came in, it is terrible already 
trying to drive around the area! 

880 Increased density around Grantham street, means that the district centres and urban 
corridor on Cambridge street is less dense. It would be better to concentrate density to 
one road and district centres.  City beach does not have a district centre and has no 
increased density which is a bit unfair for the rest of the Town of Cambridge. 

883 No mention of urban growth in City Beach. 

884 not enough development shared between all suburbs. 

891 All the pressure in 3 areas 
Not enough parking 
Schools can't cope 
Infrastructure can't cope 
People likely to spend commercially in Leederville and Subiaco - lost revenue to other 
cities because not spread out at key commercial nodes in Cambridge 
Don't  want to loose small IGA community centres because no devlopment around them 
for sustainability  

904 - The fact that historical buildings in West Leederville will not be maintained 
- West Leederville already has higher density living than the other suburbs in the Town of 
Cambridge and therefore should not bear the brunt of increased higher density living.  
- The West Leederville Primary School is already at capacity and any increased density 

would put further pressure on this school.  
- Other amenities in the West Leederville area would also be detrimentally affected by 
increased density living  
-West Leederville has already been subject to increased density living with zoning 
changes over the time 

905 I believe Oceanic Drive and the west end of The Boulevard should have Residential 
Transition and/or Urban Corridor increased density as they are very wide streets and are 
on the public transport routes.  They also can filter non-public transport vehicles of the 
increased populace off in other directions to minimise traffic build up in areas such as 
West Leederville. 
I feel very sorry for the people remaining in single residences in the Urban Corridors who 
will be sandwiched between increased density.  It may seriously devalue their homes. 

912 Providing a proper mix of diverse housing choices is not all about where apartment 
buildings should go. We need to incorporate corner lot subdivision to provide options for 
quality housing choice in a broader area. not everyone wants to live in an apartment or 
on a main road. 

916 I have a general comment that applies to all scenarios. I support increased density, but I 
want to know more about the problem we are trying to fix prior to deciding on a solution. 
It seems to me that there is no evidence based data that can tell us about population 
growth looking towards 2050 and that current targets are based on information that is 
old. Tell me about the targets we are going to reach, tell me about why other suburbs are 
not targeting 2050, tell me what the state government has to say about population 
growth, tell me about the infrastructure plans to support increased growth. I want to 
know more about how the town of cambridge plans to manage the increased density in 
terms of schools, roads and amenities such as water drainage and rubbish. It doesn't 
make sense to me to try to pick a plan without these extremely important issues being 
explored. It seems we are trying to find a solution before we have properly defined the 
problem.  
 
Because of my above stated opinion, I find it very difficult to comment on the scenario 
because I don't have enough supporting information, however I have a few comments: 
In this scenario, the idea of making woolich street  a residential transition will completely 
change the nature of the suburb of west leederville- having high traffic thorough this 
quiet residential street makes no sense. 
West leederville again takes the bulk of the increased density, while there is no increased 
density in City Beach. I think that there needs to be a whole of town approach to 
increasing density. 
I don't like the 4-10 story development in the residential area of West Leederville 
(Between cambridge and Woolich), a historic area of the suburb with beautiful leafy 
streets.  



921 Continued obscenity of excluding most of City Beach  
5. 3 storeys max. Malcolm Mackay at original Psaros DAP hearing for Northwood Street 
explained that an 'interface lane' in Fremantle had a principle of 3 storeys. Pity of course 
that he then resigned from the DAP and co-submitted a proposal for 7 [!!] storeys for the 
Georgiou development further along Northwood Street.  

931 City Beach is also readily accessible to the city via Cambridge St and yet there is no 
density increase proposed there. 

932 I don't like ALL aspects of scenario B because : 
 
- this scenario is not acceptable 
- West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increase. No more density 
increase for West Leederville 
- West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate ant further density 
increases. 

934 Again concerned about too much emphasis on Cambridge Street, need to look 
elsewhere.  

938 Increased density development is not evenly distributed throughout Town of Cambridge. 
West Leederville is burdened with the majority of this development and this area should 
be reduced by at least 75% from what is shown on the scenario. 
There should be increased density development in City Beach around District centres 
(shopping centre) 
Development should be limited to 3 storeys throughout. 

939 There is public transport and large roads capable of supporting future transport needs all 
the way to City Beach.  It is unclear why further development is not being proposed to be 
spread out along or close to these “corridors” as well. 
 
For the reasons that I gave above for not liking Scenario A, the sub-division of green-title 
blocks should be pursued across the Town of Cambridge prior to considering additional 
high-rise development. 

949 Lack of diversity of accomodation outside of the identified corridors. 

951 no density in city beach and high density in west leederville. cambridge street will 
become a tunnel of high rise buildings with poor traffic flow. 

952 Urban corridors are awful and do not add to a sense of community unity. It just becomes 
a commuter drag with no appeal for either living in or for recreation. 

 

  



 

28 Minimum 10 storey height limits should be allowed along Railway Parade as there are no 
neighbours to the south affected by shading. 

28 All properties along the Railway line should be zoned mixed use to ensure a vibrant and 
safe environment. 

33 Any guideline or plan where height limit exceeds 6 storeys anywhere in Cambridge 

44 This plan though lower density would create a prison feel for the residents blocked in by 
residential transition buildings. Once again the burden is entirely on W. Leederville and 
Wembley to carry the burden. The linear development along Cambridge St is OK as long 
as building heights are limited to protect the privacy and rights of the people behind. 

74 Not in favour of high rise. Esp. on Stratham St which is already very busy. Major school on 
Grantham 

80 Too dense - not supported 

96 1. I do not agree with allowing dwellings of up to 5 or 6 storeys. 
2. Selby, Grantham and Harborne Streets should be limited to 2 storeys. Cambridge 
Street already has multiple storey buildings built. We do not need any more!! 
3. No more that 2 storey developments in residential areas. 
4. Parking facilities and increased traffic problems would have to be addressed before 
any developments were allowed. 

99 the corridor of high rise all along the main roads and the transition areas behind 

100 there is already high density housing options along Cambridge St and they look pretty 
awful. They could be improved immediately by putting cycle paths along Cambridge St 
and again encouraging community engagement/less traffic etc.  

101 Much of the development is going to be on traffic corridors which are already past there 
capacity. Generally I am not in favour of high rise living as (with the exception of where it 
is on extremely expensive real-estate, due to some special factor ie view or location) it 
tends to deteriorate into a poor environment. I don't think next to a railway station 
qualifies as a great location. I also believe that low rise unit developments tend to the 
same poor environment given time. 

102 Do not allow anything higher than 2 storeys anywhere. Anything more is completely 
unnecessary.  
"With increased public transport frequency along each of these corridors proposed"  
What does that mean?  Public transport from where - City Beach? It's not enough to link 

the 3 districts. How do people get there to start with - drive? That means more traffic, 
more parking issues etc and the cycle continues. 

108 Concerned about higher density moving into surrounding residential areas 
Does this mean 4 storeys allowed one street back from Cambridge or Grantham Streets  

110 I am concerned that will be too many shops around Floreat Forum.   I do not like the idea 
of multi story buildings around Floreat Forum or in Floreat  

111 6-8 stories in the Floreat forum area is too high.  Suggest 2-4 as the absolute limit.  And in 
the surrounding residential are, limit to no more than 2 storey buildings, 2-6 stories in 
also too high. 
 
In other words, the Floreat District should follow a similar lead to that proposed for the 
Wembley District 
 
Don't like the 5 storey zone on Salvado Rd west of Selby Street.  This should be left as is, 
and replaced with the the Wembley District from Option A 

114 High rise in residential Floreat is no good and would be totally out of character for the 
area. 
Perry Lakes precinct looks like a concrete jungle in a ghost town, don't repeat it!! 
Keep in character with the suburb, and stop trying to make into something it isn't! 

117 We object to building heights above 2 storeys is ALL residential streets in West 
Leederville. We would be comfortable with no more than 4 storey height buildings along 
Cambridge Street ONLY. We seek assurance from Council that there will be no creep of 
multi-story development permitted in any residential streets in West Leederville (i.e. 
higher than 2 storey dwellings). 

136 I do not like Residential Transition zones.  
I  want the plans for Cambridge street to adhere to the current Wembley Activity Centre 
Plan. 

147 2. Absolutely NO to any 6-8 stories at Floreat Centre and a maximum of 3 stories of 
residential surrounding the Forum.  
 
4. No transition along Selby, Grantham or Harbourne as traffic increase will develop 
especially along Grantham. 
. 
Has consideration been given to the changing face of commercial enterprise, who is going 
to fill these commercial developments? 
Definitely disagree with proposed building heights of 6 storeys. 

148 No transistion along Cambridge and Grantham Sts. 
Anything over 4 storeys, has potential for ghettos to form and developers to be greedy 
and build cheaply. 



No changes west of Boulevard/Cambridge Junction, NO urban or transition housing  

149 This concept completely ignores the amenity  of the people living adjacent to these 
corridors. For example in the case of the Harborne St proposal it would see  4 story 
developments between that street and the lanes behind it ,overlooking single lot 
residential dwellings over the lane.Can you imagine the privacy and laneway traffic issues 
this will create as all the developments funnel their underbuilding car parking via the 
lanes and how much conflict this will create. 

152 I don't think it is necessary to add density to Grantham Street 

163 The height of development for residents in fringing streets could be an issue - particularly 
in relation to overlooking and overshadowing at heights up to 4 storeys.  This should be 
avoided. 
 
If there is too much work done to slow traffic along Cambridge street, then you will get 
rat runs developing along Salvado Road (which runs parallel to Cambridge from Selby to 
Brookdale St) - that will be a significant negative for residents. 

165 I think the whole focus is on getting highrise development approved, and then abutting it 
with high rise residential, which is completely out of character for this area. 
4 stories along Selby, Grantham and Harbone is complete change of character for this 
area... bringing much higher density, traffic, parking etc which is not what I would like to 
see in this area. 

218 Do not agree with the West Leederville District centre proposal as per Scenario A as it still 
proposes up to 10 stories in residential area. Also development along arterial roads 
should be limited to 4 stories. 

225 I don't like the extra height allowances along Cambridge, Selby, Grantham, airborne st as 
I feel they will impact too much on the adjoining residential properties. They will also 
create an unsightly tunnel like feeling of high rise development along those roads. 
6-8 stories around Floreat forum is too much. The public transport isn't good 
enough/frequent enough to service that and as a result there will be too many cars in the 
area. 

231 I think that the Residential Transition area north of Cambridge Street should be max. 2 
storey high and that existing garden should be preserved, in order to maintain the 
suburbs character. WL District Center Area should be limited only in the area between 
Southport Street and Loftus Street. No changes to Selby Street, Grantham Street and 
Hartbone Street. 

232 Don't like the increased density around Wembley and West Leederville. As per Scenario 
A. 

233 This is a scenario that only caters for a certain type of living. It does NOT allow for smaller 
blocks in the suburbs - not everyone wants to be on top of each other. Having high rise 
development on the main roads we all use would be absolutely awful! 

 
There are much larger blocks in City Beach (1100sqm +) that could be developed. 
Ridiculous wastage of space. 

235 Further development of Floreat Forum should be limited to ensure it keeps its 
community appeal, and not just become another major shopping centre 

236 Five storeys still too high.  I would support up to 4 storeys with all older buildings 
retained (not just pre-war). These buildings add character and value to all of West 
Leederville and Wembley and should be protected. 
 
The lower height should impact the existing centre plans.  Seven storeys is far too high 
for developments and should be decreased to four storeys. 
 
Grantham, Selby and Harborne should not be included in any urban corridor concept. 
 
There should be no encroachment into residential areas and any development should be 
of a height than would ensure this would not occur in the future. 
 

245 No other moderate to high density should exist in West Leederville except facing the 
railway line 

253 I don't like the Corridor Growth Scenario because I think it would destroy the current 
beautiful appearance of Leederville, Wembley, and Floreat. Cambridge and Grantham 
Streets are the major thoroughfares through those suburbs. I don't like the idea of 
continuous high density housing lining those streets. 

261 height around the rear of my property on Tower street. Due to the natural slope, we are 
already low, and our retaining walls are already collapsing due to the apartments behind 
us.  

269 I do not support any further density increases in West Leederville. 

275 6- 8 stories in Floreat Forum area. Way too high should be 4 stories max.  

278 we do not want nor need 2-10 storey housing along streets like Woolwich, Cambridge 
and so on. It is totally uncalled for and will generate huge problems.  

288 Comments as for A. Corridor growth is fine, but restricted to arterial roads only (not into 
the suburb) and limited to 4 or 5 stories only. 

303 Again the Height and Density. 

310 The 4-10 storey area in West Leederville seems too big, and combined with the 2-4 
storeys, will destroy the character of West Leederville.  Constraints in West Leederville 
are not being taken into account - heritage value, already stretched school, limited public 



open space and smaller block size. 

316 I reject this Scenario.  I do not agree with the development proposal for West Leederville 
particularly the height proposed to 10 stories.  This appears to be either influenced by 
affluent lobbying developers for self interest or those from City Beach and Floreat where 
there is virtually no high density proposed and certainly not 10 story buildings.  Either 
way this is not appropriate density for West Leederville.  West Leederville should not be 
the area to be burdened by the proposed increase in residences even if this proposed 
number of new residences is even close to the required infill. 

317 The planned high intensity of housing in West Leederville is totally unsuitable to the type 
of area and existing housing. Higher density would not be supported by the current 
transportation and road systems which struggle with current load. WLPS is already to 
capacity with no further adjacent land available. It will be further impacted by the 
proposed Subiaco Kitchener Common development. Many existing residents have 
invested significantly in refurbishing and redeveloping their heritage character homes in 
keeping with the character and history of the area. 

348 Again the focus is on the Wembley / West Leederville centres & merely spreads the 
problems of high rise that arise with shifting populations - and in usually visually ugly. 

375 No high rises near current residential streets. I do not want my lovely residential street 
turned into transitional housing with associated traffic and parking issues.  

414 However I do not favour lengthy, unbroken lines of commercial and highrise, it needs to 
be softened with frequent low level development and parks. 

435 The part that increases density in West Leederville 

437 I think the Corridor Growth option will bring all sorts of issues with over shadowing 
particularly for those residents living south of the proposed Corridor. I think it is better to 
group high density areas in nodes as shown in both Scenario A & C.  

440 4 stories in transition areas is too high. The current plan for the WL Activity Centre Plan 
has allowed some seriously poor outcomes for areas deemed to be within 800m of the 
Leederville train station. The assumption that the district centres will bring retail and 
commercial development which is of any benefit to residents of the town is flawed. The 
Cambridge High Street plan has failed to attract any retail / cafes / restaurants at all. The 
result is a dead centre which has added nothing to the amenity available to residents. 

456 Pockets of Grantham and Harborne streets are not suitable for development close to 
Newman College as they are too busy and disruptive for schools.  
 
West Leederville development should be restricted to 6 storeys high-  there are enough 
vacant apartments in the city centre without a need for more so close to the city. 
 
The Wembley suggestion is ok. 
 

2-4 storey developments are adequate for Floreat district centre. 

460 Anything above 5 storey's 

479 It would be better if the higher density buildings were centered near the existing 
shopping areas as this combination makes better sense. 

481 The overloading of West Leederville. I live in Tower St and I do not want any further 
increase in density in my immediate area. It already has blocks such as mine at 232 m2. I 
do not want more than 2 story buildings here. There are already 5 story apartment blocks 
on Cambridge St.  

506 Higher density in West Leederville 

514 I am not in support of medium to high density buildings higher than 4 - 5 storeys. 

523 Corridor growth (IF growth is actually required) is preferable, however 4 storeys is still 
planned in residential streets between Cambridge and Woolwich St.  This is completely 
unacceptable.  Two to three storey developments in cases which do not impinge on 
neighbours or heritage properties would be acceptable. 
*This scenario still has no change to City Beach which is absolutely inequitable.   
*It seems that the eastern part of West Leederville will still under this plan be totally 
destroyed. 

524 Increased density up to 4 storeys extending between Cambridge and Woolwich Streets 
and 10 story buildings along Cambridge street. 

526 Plans for West Leederville. Density proposed is still unsupportable 

532 the density in West Leederville is still totally unacceptable without allowing for extra 
schools, parks and parking for all proposed buildings. Perth is still light years away from 
providing suitable transport options for all parts of the city, which is why everyone still 
needs (and owns) cars - improvement of the infrastructure (schools, parks, shopping 
options such as markets) is all necessary before this kind of  development 

538 This is horrible. It will effect light and quality of life for all around. It will be a noisy wind 
tunnel and ugly strip development. Can't imagine why there is that silly " bend of 
development unless vested interests are already involved. Very odd. 

548 Need to restrict higher intensity 6-8 storey development to the existing Floreat Forum 
site and along Cambridge St. 2-4 storeys in other areas.   

552 My house is still in the development zone.  High density living starts on the street next to 
me.  Alone the apartment buildings are an eye sore.  To put more apartment buildings in 
along the Northwood strip is an offence to those people on the West side of Blencowe 
Street, privacy and sunlight is destroyed. 
There is already insufficient parking, infrastructure and school capacity to deal with 
residents we have. 



554 District center frames proposal in West Leederville still proposing for 4 to 10 story 
development through out  existing low level residential area. not a realistic proposal of 
high density given the current suburban setting. 

556 I am vehemently opposed to any development over 4 stories. I believe this is out of step 
with other areas that have been developed.  
There is still too much concentration in West Leederville compromising the historic 
nature, greenness, and community interaction. 
There is no indication of additional infrastructure to accommodate the increase in people 
- schools, green space, shopping hubs. 

563 Increased density of housing and proposed height allowences 

564 Any increase in density in traditional single residential streets. Only busy streets on 
transport corridors need to increase density. Do not allow it to encroach too far back into 
traditional streets. 

566 Still think 6-8 storeys in Floreat is unreasonable - see comments Scenario A above 

577 Grantham Street developments would unnecessarily impact on the surrounding 
neighbours no matter what you do. Because of the way the blocks are laid out in 
Wembley any development in Grantham street will impact on the side fence lines of the 
neighbours. This is unacceptable.  The current commercial areas in Grantham Street are 
the only ones that are separated from the adjoining houses with a laneway. Development 
should be left to those areas.  

588 Concerned that Scenario B will also eventually allow surrounding residential areas higher 
density also increasing.  Does this mean that 4 storeys will be allowed one street back 
from these mentioned streets e.g. Cambridge or Grantham Streets? 

595 Building height proposals are still far too high. Suggest 5 storeys as the maximum. 
I've recently seen the construction of a 5 storey ~100 unit development on Selby st. , 
Churchlands and it certainly 'impacts' the local suburban area. The influx of residents and 
visitors and their cars has not yet begun! 

598 It creates high-density housing in what are now quiet residential streets, filled with 
families and older residents.  It destroys the amenities of the areas and downgrades the 
entirety of the three main suburbs affected.  It will destroy the character of these 
suburbs and destroy land values. 

601 Development of Floreat Centre should be limited to 2 storeys and the surrounding 
properties should be a maximum of 2 storeys. Wembley should be limited to two storeys- 
it already appears congested. 
I believe that proposals 3 and 4- development along Cambridge, Selby , Grantham and 
Harbourne will create traffic and parking issues along the major roads.  

602 The transition areas numbers 4 and 5 are too high and should be confined to 2-3 stories 
e.g. Perry Lakes Stadium 

8 stories in area 2 should be limited to 6 

622 Any exemption to the 6 storey height limit 
Expansion of higher density into the side streets (5) 
Potential traffic congestion 

625 Don't like the proposed height  for Floreat District centre. Should. be limited to 2-4 
storeys 

631 The proposed heights of the buildings (all should be capped at 4 stories) . 
 
Need to focus on making the corridor home to small business (cafes, wine bars, boutique 
shops). Large developments tend to deter this from happening. 

632 Perhaps the corridor could be extended more along Cambridge Street which particularly 
through Wembley between Jersey and Harbourne, already has denser dwelling units.  I 
believe that Leederville already expects higher development say 5 to 8 storeys, 
particularly along the railway as well as busses on Cambridge, whereas Floreat is far more 
residential and would really feel overpowered if 8 to 10 storeys went around the forum. 

633 6 storeys isnt neccesary at Floreat Forum, this should be kept much lower.  
There is already a so much vacant property and especially commercial property around 
that it doesnt make sense to keep building more at this stage. Review this in 5 years time. 

640 This impacts Salvado Rd, and I do not wish for any further development on our street, 
definitely nothing more than 2 stories (the max size currently) - point 5 
This seems to have the most impact spatially (I don't like all the grey sections in all the 
residential streets). Preferring development to remain in the centres 

658 To allow 5 and 6 storey development adjacent to Floreat Forum will impact adversely on 
its unique character and attractiveness.  Why not limit development options to 3 and 4 
storeys? 

663 High density living and high rise 

679 but would limit height along the corridors. 

695 I don't agree to these developments being built on the entire plot right up to all existing 
boundaries. What is proposed is what took place in inner Fremantle and Northbridge in 
the early 1900's when houses and terrace houses were built within the front footpath 
which gave the residents no privacy and no parking facilities. Would happen here. 

748 I consider buildings over the height of four stories quite unnecessary. 

754 I do not accept buildings over 4 storeys. 

772 I oppose scenario B because it will have impact on older charming houses on the 
residential streets that are named.  STOP. Wait for new council in Oct 2017. 



792 Do not support 5 storey development for the entire length of Cambridge St.   

817 I do not agree with the long corridor scenario as it does not allow for streetscape 
variation in bulk, form and height. 

852 No.  This again means hi rise buildings which would tower over our places: it is bad 
enough with two stories overlooking us.  Down near the railway stations makes much 
more sense. 

869 We live on Cambridge Street and like our townhouse. We would not like to be crowded 
out by high rise building and forced to relocate. More generally, there are already a 
number of high rise residential buildings on Railway Parade and Cambridge Street. If the 
town is required to increase density generally then all suburbs should share the load - 
particularly City Beach and Wembley. 

886 I would not like all the residential transition along Cambridge street to be more than 2 
story. The more intense infill means less trees, increased heat sink and increased traffic 
problems.  This is a main thorough fare for buses and thus easy transport for the 
residents, but most people still have a car so this needs to be taken in to account with 
parking for traders and customers a priority. 

893 Don't like any option that has more than 6 storey buildings. Apart from the visual 
pollution the increase in traffic will be a big problem. 

894 No consideration for culture and existing community feel and heritage of West 
Leederville. No need to increase to 2-4 storeys along quiet residential streets north of 
Cambridge street. Impact on flight path of birds between Lake Monger and Kings Park 
will be greatly impacted with high density rezoning in West Leederville. 

908 Scenario B is too unfair on neighbouring properties. If there is any corridor development, 
the re-development should not have a boundary with private property, whole blocks 
should be redeveloped, for example all the land between Cambridge and Newry Street 
and between Cambridge and Salvado Road.  The boundaries for the corridor 
development should be roadways not residential fences. 
 
It should NOT be focussed on particular areas, that is unfair.   

910 The density is too high for West Leederville. West Leederville is already very dense with 
narrow streets, traffic congestion and limited parking. We strongly disagree that there 
should be multi storey buildings north of Cambridge St in the West Leederville District 
Centre. Ten storey buildings are too high in all cases, the maximum allowable limit should 
be 4 storeys. Do not allow multi-storey buildings to encroach into suburbia where there is 
normal residential housing. 

929 The corridor growth along Selby, Grantham and Harborne Sts. I do not like the proposals 
of more than two stories if the buildings negatively impact on existing residences. I am 
greatly concerned about the impact of loss of streetscape, light and privacy and the 

increased traffic, noise and the ensuing problems of pollution, parking difficulties and the 
impact a higher concentration of people will have on the existing and newer inhabitants 
of the town. Many people in today's society have no appreciation of the impact their 
behavior has on others. The negative consequences of greater urban density and higher 
concentrations of people in confined spaces will increase many societal problems.   

940 6-8 storeys in the Floreat area is too high.  4 Storeys should be maximum. 

945 High rises even at 4 storeys are utterly inapproach for Wembley along Harborne, 
Grantham and Selby Streets, and certainly not extending into the suburb.  These will 
destroy the character of the area.  If these densities are to be considered, they should be 
limited to along Cambridge Street, south to Salavado, and not just in Wembley or West 
Leederville but also into Floreat and City Beach.  The old character of the suburb, and 
local shops must be kept. 

946 I do not like the proposed density levels and the development heights which go with this, 
particularly along Cambridge Street and at Selby, Grantham and Harborne Streets.  As 
mentioned above these plans are not conducive with the character or heritage feel of 
these older suburbs and would ruin the area.  

947 district centres are not as defined and likely to become medium density and services all 
the way along cambridge street. 
Increased density along a large portion of cambridge street, likely to decrease values of 
properties close to cambridge street and disrupt the balance of the community.  
Increase on pressure to west leederville services and facilities which are all ready under 
pressure. 
No planning in the west of the town. 

 

  



 

7 But again need to consider how invasive and significant this is 

14 Still need to consider impact on existing residences need to develop further 
infrastructure 

19 No supportive of corridors extending out further than the property facing the arterial 
road.  e.g. behind north side of Cambridge street in Wembley.  This will impact the 
character of the streets that have a strong Californian bungalow proportion.  These are 
Perth's version of Melbourne's terrace cottages.  The area between Cambridge and 
Grantham is one of few heritage areas within the start the have a high density of 
remaining Californian bungalows, to push the fringe area north of Cambridge street is not 
warranted, required or welcomed. 

30 It still further erodes the residential fabric of the suburb 

39 I think it is spreading density further into suburbs than is needed and not maximising 
opportunity in areas are major shops 

52 Not particularly keen on this option - Does not concentrate population and commercial 
function in current high density areas. This does not concentrate growth in W Leederville 
which a hub of public transport. 

57 Dislike: Pt 5 

81 Worst option too spread out ruining character 

142 I don't like the residential transition along Grantham. Grantham is a key artery for the 
Western Suburbs to the freeway and higher density along Grantham will clog it.  

160 This is pushing the infill further into the suburbs. 

260 Too spread out along major roads, a lot more residential at the rear of corridor will  lose 
amenity with high rise. 

279 Too much residential transition in Floreat. 

282 Do not want corridor growth in Floreat district  

299 The density in the District Centres are too significant and are not just allocated to the 
Cambridge Street Corridor.   They appear to go back too far. 

443 Leave Selby, Grantham and Harborne Streets alone. 

458 Uncertain the density along Selby, Grantham and Harborne Streets is required if the 
focus is kept on on Cambridge Street. 

493 Harbourne and Selby streets do not appear to be good candidates for corridor 
development!  Much of the "corridor development" concept looks suspect, more a case 
of misleading people than actually demonstrating the concept.  The "residential 
transition zones" look more like a way to stuff higher dwelling numbers into the concept 
rather than any necessary or helpful addition. 

494 I don't like point 4  as it impinges too much on existing family homes. 

495 Strips along Grantham and Harborne streets are not suitable for development especially 
close to Newman College as it would be too busy and disruptive for schools.  
 
West Leederville development should be restricted to 6 storeys high 
 
The Wembley suggestion is ok. 
 
2-4 storey developments are adequate for Floreat district centre. 

502 This how Mt Lawley stuffed up its suburb. Ribbon high density and hi traffic down an 
already overdosed roadway (Beaufort St).  Anyone tried parking in that area recently? No 
public Transport system. Its a disaster. 
This Scenario, like the others, does not show any plans for road redesign, transport 
systems, school spaces, urban pedestrian spaces, or buffering to garden suburbs. Cannot 
comment on just a few colour codes on a map.  
Floreat Forum is a disaster currently - expanding it in any way will only make it worse. 
And how can you just abut higher density living across the street from lovely old garden 
suburb homes? 
Wembley Cambridge St area is also a disaster currently. Instead of being a lovely urban 
pedestrian space like South Tce, Freo, its just become a vehicle disaster and a place none 
of us want to go to. 
West Leederville Cambridge St, was stuffed up a few years ago and will only get worse 
with further development. 
Grantham St, is just a speedway. No trees, just tarmac. Has anyone ever tried to get onto 
Grantham St or get out from a shop. 

508 Problem is that it spreads population along a longer area and may make existing 
commercial hubs less viable. In effect this may increase the number of commercial shops 
- may not need this given the weak domestic economy. 

545 Development of the rail transport area is limited. 
I am strongly against infill and development of any roads outside the marked areas in 



Option A. 
I see no reason to increase densities and traffic in Selby, Cambridge, Harbourne and 
Grantham Streets when the rail precinct is more suitable. 
I do not want to have any further development between Selby St and Brockway Road. 
Single housing should be the standard south of Cambridge St 
I do not like this plan as it does not contain the features outlined in Option A 

549 The long unbroken corridor 

568 As per my previous comments in Scenario I do not see a requirement for commercial or 
residential density in Floreat or Wembley. Given vacancy rates (both commercial and 
residential) in West Perth and Subaico why build more. If the Town must go ahead  with 
these plans than it should not cross over Selby Street into Floreat given this sort of 
development has already started in West Leederville and Wembley 

575 The boundaries for development in West Leederville should be restricted to WITHIN 
Cambridge Street and Railway parade (and no further) till this area is FULLY developed. 

589 1. This would not be an effective alternative to Scenario A. If Scenario B were to proceed 
without higher density around the main hubs produced under Scenario A,  it would just 
make the main routes a continuous commuter strip with people heading to the City. 
2. If the medium-density townhouse developments along Cambridge Street Wembley are 
examples of how development under Scenario B would proceed, it would be a wasted 
opportunity to contribute to the Perth & Peel @ 3.5m strategy. 

594 I am generally in favour of expanded higher density housing but doing it along corridors 
does not seem the best approach. 

600 The West Leederville district centre/frame and transition area moving anywhere north 
past Cambridge St. This would ruin the quiet, beautiful suburb and be much too close to 
the Primary School. The school is already so small and can't accommodate further 
population increases.  

603 I think the district centres model is better - to create better community feel than high 
density corridors - and also safety impacts on traffic access onto main roads 

605 Cutting out  of swathes of single residential streets and surrounding that whole section of 
single residential homes bounded by Selby, Cambridge, Harborne, and Grantham. It's not 
just your single lot you enjoy, it's also the ambiance of the whole neighborhood and your 
journey through it to home. 
"B" doesn't concentrate on the three major activity centers.  

642 Development around Birkdale St.  Floreat Forum should be the focus, it has 
supermarkets.  Birkdale St has nothing but hairdressers and cafes.  Lots of apartment 

blocks all along Cambridge St in Floreat, like there is now in Wembley.  Cambridge St in 
Wembley is awful now.  How anyone can think that is less of an amenity loss than a slight 
increase in density on large blocks across the Town is beyond me.  Don't forget, if a a 
street is designated a higher  R code not all houses are going to be knocked down and 
developed.  The old crumbly ones will go, others will take decades to infill, in which time 
the proposed apartments on Cambridge St will become run down and very urban looking.  
The only explanation I can think of is that that people in City Beach might  prefer this 
option because they don't care what happens, as long as no change has to occur in their 
own backyard... 

646 Strongly oppose the residential transition creeping into areas such as Woolwich street. 
Does not fit with current character and will ruin liveability. 

656 The Wembley and W Leederville Centres in this option are under  well under developed 
which will just put pressure on density being added into the traditional streets. Wembley 
and West Leederville need to be added in as per Scenario A.  West Leederville in 
particular as it far larger than Wembley being close to three train stations and a lot of 
other infrastructure and employment opportunities 

662 Scenario A  increased density around district centres preferable to ribbon development in 
Scenario B. Scenario B looks like second stage after completion of Scenario A 
redevelopment along main transport corridors between regional centres.  

807 Should not have an adverse impact on residential streets. 

808 Scenario B is the worse one with long corridors of high rise which will create ugly 
apartment blocks. 

812 Dislike 1, 4. 

821 I stronly oppose this scenario.  I don't believe we achieve a commuinty feel if we spread 
growth along traffic corridors.  It makes no sense to isolate people on busy roads. Why!! 
Crazy to think public transport would increase. 

833 However, prefer NOT to spread north of Cambridge St into Wembley residential.  IDEA to 
spread south of Cambridge St and Link wembley town centre to the new development on 
Salvado Road and the park and matthews netball centre. 

876 worried about corridor creep to streets further back 

889 Aspects we do not like include : 
1. ignoring Scenario A and/or Scenario C, both of which are needed to meet the 
challenges of the Perth & Peel @ 3.5 million concept. 
2. over-reliance on identified growth corridors to satisfy urban growth targets. 
3. large-scale, multi-level residential developments along the transport corridors, which 



front directly onto main roads, and detract from liveability for the residents. 

903 Ribbon development affects many more residents due to long  border lines. 
Many examples in Australia of ugly ribbon development. 
 

906 Grantham St already has enough shops and little hubs happening. I wouldnt want any 
more shops along there. I aodre the section along Grantham St that leads from Selby to 
The Boulevard and would hate to see any development or increased traffic along that 
section 

915 I believe this corridor growth scenario would be very detrimental to the value of 
Wembley as a down-to-earth family-friendly area. It would disrupt, significantly, the 
current ambiance of this area, and would drive away young families.  

930 The possibility of excessive development along the corridors which will intrude into single 
residential areas and reduce their amenity. 

941 That excessive development will extend into traditional suburban streets and reduce 
their amenity. 

944 Lack of any increased density west of Floreat Forum. 

 

  



 

2 Lacks plan to reduce traffic/increase public transport (we need more public transport, 
bike lanes etc to drive people away from cars). 

17 Roads too small to support this idea, will need more planning  

17 Cycle paths disjointed, for commuter going to work - separation VIP, especially Salvado 
Rd etc. 

22 The long narrow strip focus could reduce north-south movement/permeability.  Can see 
potential for congestion heading east-west. 

24 As per scenario A comments, Cambridge and Grantham will become gridlocked making 
dual use paths vital, the Ruislip St planned dual use path must be planned to conned to 
the freeway bike path, the railway bike path, the bike path on boulevard down the side of 
golf course to the beach, and to district centres.   Dual use paths need to be given their 
own heading not lumped into Roads and footpaths where residents don't get to indicate 
a wish to upgrade dual use paths without requiring road upgrades.   

25 I would argue that Harborne and Selby street aren't really designed to cope with intense 
development. The road reserve is too narrow and these already serve as important 
connector roads. I doubt the community would be excited about seeing more congestion 
here. 

26 Increased congestion along Cambridge Street and the number of pedestrians needing to 
cross this narrow street, which I think is very dangerous for crossing, especially for school 
children and cyclists at sunset and evening. 

27 The corridor approach shown in Scenario B would be even worse than Scenario A with 
even greater congestion and even more adverse lifestyle impacts than Scenario A. 

 Under both Scenario A and B parking would become a major problem for all persons 
needing to attend the many medical facilities in the area, visiting patients or for persons 
requiring urgent medical attention along Cambridge Road. Persons going to or from work 
or air travellers with strict time constraints would be disadvantaged. 

31  Increased traffic density and parking problems. Perth is not a European city. Most 
residents will have a car - many housing units will have 2 or more cars. Some residents 
will use public transport for work, many will not and most will use their private transport 
for out of work activities. 

42 1) Has implications on traffic flow. 2)Needs to be considered in conjunction with a 
western suburbs integrated transport plan that forms not just this option but all options. 

3) Light rail down Cambridge St should be a feature of this option now or future. 4) 
Higher maintenance and support cost by council. 5) High rise issues in point 3 above.  

47 No: Planned density too large. Increase traffic flow through residential streets.  

61 I am very unhappy with all the high rise apartment blocks - I wonder if it has occurred to 
anyone as to how people are to park their cars!! How many parking for people with two 
cars 

64 I am very unhappy with all these high rise apartment blocks - I wonder if it has occurred 
to ANYONE as to how people are to park their cars!! How many parking bays for people 
with two cars. 

77 This is terrible, all along Cambridge St traffic already congested especially at peak hour, 
with new 7 storey buildings adding to it. Also buildings overshadowing Camb St very 
oppressive. Traffic will increase 

87 Again strongly believe a traffic study needs to be done - all the streets identified 
(Harborne, Selby, Grantham, Cambridge) are already congested - especially Cambridge St. 
How will this effect businesses along these street (especially Cambridge) where it is 
already difficult to turn into a business on the other side of the road (where Cambridge 
Street narrows even further as it gets to West Leederville). Plus with all the additional 
residents (and their visitors) where are they going to park? I don't often shop/visit 
Wembley and West Leederville now due to difficulty parking and congestion. But I like 
this option better than A as it will have less impact on the "traditional" homes and people 
currently living in the area.        

88 Transport and roads need upgrading 

90 I think parking is the biggest issue. Will it put more pressure on narrow Wembley streets? 

98 1. Does not link West and East Leederville 
2. Higher traffic impact along more of Cambridge and Grantham Streets 

115 Public transport (buses) frequency outside of working hours will need to be increased, 
hourly bus transport is insufficient for higher density populations. 

116 Not acceptable - no further increase in high density along Cambridge Street - the traffic 
flows along Cambridge Street are already too high - adding more dwellings and/or 
commercial development will only add to congestion. You have already narrowed 
Cambridge Street down to one lane in certain parts and all this would do woul add to 
congestion. The same applies to Grantham Street, Selby Street and Harborne Street. High 
rise developments would spoil the quiet residentail nature of the suburb. 

123 These roads could become very busy as a result so load may need to be shared.  



138 Current traffic volume from beach to city already very high - has it been accounted for 
higher traffic volume at peak hours??  

158 The medium density developments would bleed into traditional residential 
neighbourhoods. 
The corridors may well create more traffic and parking problems. 

167 Corridor growth along existing through roads will make them even busier.  Shopping 
strips died out with the advent of shopping centres.  

205 Please focus on commercial area near Jean Claude & GROTTY high rise areas around 
Abbottsford St.  DON'T make congestion of roads & schools worse. 

221 Increased traffic by increasing population in the area creating slower traffic on main road. 

238 Need better traffic flow from Subi/Cambridge st to the freeway. 

241 Still too much density and pressure on West Leederville. 
Traffic is already too heavy 

251 It entrenches road transport at a time and in a location which is vulnerable to the direct 
(particulates etc) and indirect (general health) negativities of continued reliance on the 
car. 

252 All the traffic will be pushed into Cambridge St and Lake Morgan Dr. which are already 
busy enough now. The state government doesn't have a plan for solving the problem, we 
should not go ahead with any plans.  Again, the West Leederville and Wembley are 
targeted to take on the high rise buildings with the population growths. With the busy 
street, the school runs over capacity, we should focus to solve the problems instead of 
come up with a plan to make the problem worst. Please we don't need high rise building. 
The building can rebuilt the historical can't. Leave our community the way it is. 

257 None - too much traffic and density already.  Encourage more small businesses not huge 
developments. 

262 What more traffic do you want in Gratham Street  Take  a good look at what is on this 
road now and tell me what are your plans for traffic movement 

263 It looks like higher density in those particular areas may impact traffic heading to the city 
and worsen congestion. The higher density area is pretty much concentrated around the 
main traffic corridor.   

267 It is yet again increasing density in West Leederville and placing more pressure on local 
amenities.  Harborne street is already very busy and congested and more buildings will 
make this issue worse. Cambridge street already has multiple dwelling buildings on it so 

there is no need for this to change. 

292 This is an even worse scenario than A as the traffic would end up creating blockages all 
along Cambridge Street. As it is, it is now often hard to get out of the lower stretch of 
Blencowe Street onto Cambridge and there are often quite long queues up  to 10 cars 
belching their fumes in our gardens and on our children and grandchildren. 

300 Grantham street is an important street for access to freeway- This shouldn't be 
developed- Cambridge street should be enough. 
Increasing the density along Selby and harboured is unlikely to significantly affect density 
targets, but may significantly impact transport. These two streets should be excluded. 
Floreat forum max height should not exceed 7 storeys. 
City Beach should have some impact (?above The Boulevarde shops) 

301 Potential for some impact on quiet residential streets. 
West Leederville should have higher density- It is close to two train lines, shops, main 
road networks. It already has lost its character and has significant development - 
therefore increasing this is less likely to make a dramatic negative impact (unlike in City 
Beach or Floreat) 

312 Transportation is key.  Increasing density on corridors will also increase cars on existing 
roads.   Public transport also uses these roads so there is need for additional 
transportation options not just increasing frequency of public transport.  Light rail / 
monorail links to city, urban centres,  and universities would be best option to reduce 
pressure on roads.  Public transportation also has to be affordable to encourage greater 
uptake.  There are simply too many cars on the roads now and this will only worsen with 
more people unless there are steps taken now to alleviate reliance on cars.  

343 This is less acceptable than A but still has some merit.  Improved public transport along 
corridors should give more opportunity for unit developments and wider variety 
dwellings.  It remains important to maintain reserves and open spaces - less toxic sprays, 
use steam instead.  Replenish water in Perry Lakes.  Remove Stephenson Hwy from MRS 
and give more certainty to future land use options eg Old Drive In.  This is derelict and 
community should have access - poses bushfire threat.  Fremantle Council mandates 
solar / rainwater use - should look at programs it uses INCLUDING STEAM for weed 
control.  It does work! 

366 BUT where exactly is everyone going to park at the hubs?  Totally unrealistic to expect 
resident to ditch their cars. 

372 Cambridge, Harborne, Gratham & Selby Streets cannot cope with the traffic they already 
have.  We oppose Scenario B. 

418 Scenario B is NOT supported by us as it may have a direct impact on density around the 



main roads.  This would see a large increase in traffic in residential areas and also allows 
for subdivision along the main roads. 

433 Selby street and Harborne street are really busy with frequent congestions, especially 
during peak hours 

438 All three plans contain West Leederville. Again, traffic will be very heavy through this 
corridor.  

444 the potential that this would make Cambridge street even busier than it already is 

446 Increased density inevitably means increased traffic with accompanying noise pollution.  
 
McCourt Street and Woolwich Street currently carry a disproportionate traffic flow.  

451 West Leederville activity centre should remain as per current policy. 
Cambridge street has been reduced to one lane in West Leederville, with congestion 
around poor parking entry to Coles and bus stops, further development will lead to 
further traffic congestion. 

475 Will increase traffic and congestion on roads that are main arteries into the city 

485 Having lived in North Perth previously and seen what chaos lack of parking has caused 
with increased density. I can see the same occurring in West Leederville if these plans are 
permitted to proceed. 

488 The traffic on Cambridge St is already hectic. it is very hard to cross the road sometimes 
unless you find a legitimate crossing. Also very hard to get ONTO Cambridge st from the 
feeder streets especially in peak hours.  

503 -small thinking, overcrowding and imposing on more homes than is needed 
-low and spreading style 
-Cambridge street is already horrendous traffic wise;  this plan appears to worsen that 
situation 

511 More buses along CambridgeSt. 

528 All those roads are struggling to accommodate the existing traffic, not to mention 
increased traffic as proposed. 

530 Cambridge street cannot have wall to wall commercial and residential development of 5 
storeys - the traffic will not allow this. There is no room for further 'improvements to the 
streetscape and road reservation' . The last 'improvement' in West Leederville saw 
planting of trees in the footpath which has narrowed the footpath even more than 
previously. 

534 This method can become less social due to the greater spread unless great care is taken 
to have usable open space easily accessed by residents. Historically has a problem with 
poor integration of the entire scheme and can create a rather ad-hoc appearance. 
It would also have a greater negative impact on traffic flows on the main roads. 
Cambridge St is already clogged most times of the day. 

555 Increasing density along both major east/west roads (Cambridge and Grantham Streets) 
will further increase traffic congestion and travel time on those roads. 

611 District centre frame area, particularly around West Leederville. The current proposal is 
as far north as Woolwich Street and the Primary School. My concern would be around 
the ability of current roads and infrastructure to cope with potential increased traffic and 
additional intensity brought on by the concept. 
 
I see benefits to the residential transition area, but coupled with the District Centre 
frame concept, I think that area of West Leederville would lose some of its character.  

619 Cambridge street is a single lane street with a relatively narrow road easement. It is 
already a very busy street (and has been since 1976 when I moved into Floreat) 
particularly during peak hours. It is even more congested at the eastern end in 
leederville, where it often becomes a carpark. To suggest that the higher density housing 
target for Cambridge can be achieved by allowing commercial and residential 
development up to 5 storeys along the Cambridge street "urban corridor" defies logic. In 
this scenario people living/working in these premises wouldn't be able to get out of their 
driveways due to the traffic. 

626 This could cause major traffic problems at peak hour and Im not sure there are any plans 
to deal with it.  I am leaning to oppose. 

643 Parking issues along the routes. 

645 It falsely suggests increased density is manageable, when the existing road infrastructure 
does not allow this. 
High density housing has been proven to create a poor living environment. Once the 
unique environment of TOC is destroyed it will be lost forever. Change for the sake of 
change is unnecessary, and in TOC it is unnecessary. 

666 Not at all clear that Cambridge St is suitable for both high traffic and high amounts of 
business. Either it has lots of business, and is one lane and slow moving, or it has less 
business but lots of cars - two lanes each way at all times.  
 
All plans need to take school populations into account. 

674 More public transport options. 



688 Could have been good, but the reduction of Cambridge Street in W. Leederville will be a 
huge problem with an increase in cars and traffic use with increased density. Bus/trams 
early am and late pm! 

727 Increases existing traffic conjestion problems at Selby/Cambridge sts and in Wembley 
area.  
Creates ugly closed in canyons along Cambridge st. (near Jessy st) and in Selby St near 
Grantham st. 

728 -Do not like that there is already a problem with traffic congestion in Wembley and Selby 
st/Cambridge st intersections  
This scenario will add to problems 

757 Not supported.  Busy roads already somewhat congested. 

765 Definintely not to Selby St and Harborne St.  Selby St, in particular between the 
Boulevard & Grantham St is already overcrowded with traffic creating significant peak 
congestion. 

771 Oppose this scenario.  Too much impact on some residential streets. 

797 This scenario has significant potential to affect the flow of traffic along these streets even 
with increased public transport.  Harborne St is only 1 lane each way and there are 
significant problems especially in the pan already with traffic to build up.  The density for 
West Leederville is preferrable in this option rather than A and C.  Selby, Grantham and 
Harborne should not have heights above 2 storeys. 

798 Public transport may need to be increased. 

801 I'm concerned about traffic along Cambridge St it needs to be two lanes all the way and 
parking should be placed in all this developments. 

806 I am concerned about traffic with this scenario.  It is already bad at peak times. 

827 Traffic flow needs to be carefully monitored in areas of increased density, taking into 
account the likelihood of new rules for cyclists. 

839 NO! Due to anticipated parking problems. 

840 NO! Due to anticipated parking problems. 

859 Whilst some densification along these corridors is supported, what is proposed is too 
much as it will make the main thoroughfares to City Beach too congested.  Having one 
lane each way like at coles Leederville all he way to City Beach will be UNACCEPTABLE, 
and too traffic congested. 

868 Increased traffic and congestion along corridors.   
Increased journey times along these corridors. 
Potential for spread / sprawl along the corridors and into adjacent residential areas. 

895 Further density along Cambridge St will need traffic volume, and create further stress at 
chock-points like the single lane sections at the West Leederville Activity Centre. 

897 1. Not sure that the current transport routes could cope with the increased traffic. But I 
assume that will be dealt with. 
2. Would need to ensure adequate parking to limit overflow into back streets. 
3. In some cases, 4 storeys would be too high for the transition zone to surrounding 
residential areas as this would impact too much on neighbouring houses. Based on 
experience, I am not confident that decisions regarding this would be made sensibly. 

902 The traffic will be more congested than it is now 

914 Traffic considerations of Cambridge Street. 

919 Increased density should not just consider transport corridors. Does not address other 
transport corridor options either, eg Northern Harborne St / Selby St, Herdsman Pde etc. 
Too high an impact in areas which should be single dwelling residential. i.e side streets to 
transport routes. Traffic flow around these areas would be a nightmare. 

924 Too many areas affected, will increase traffic to unsafe levels. See point 1 comments  
about forum 

926 Adds to the bottlenecks of the arterial roads between the coast and the CBD, particularly 
the chicanes near Coles on Cambridge Street. where much of the road is now taken up 
with footpaths.  

933 Don't like the concept of corridor growth at all. Selby St between The Boulevard and 
GranthamSt is single lane, as are parts of Harborne St, Salvado Rd, Cambridge St - 
increased density along these routes will have MAJOR consequences on traffic flow/ bus 
timetables/rubbish collection. (Have you ever been stuck on Leige St in Innaloo when the 
rubbish truck is emptying bins? It's a 10 minute trip for a 1 km road). 
Don't support urban corridor growth in Floreat - it is single residential, with no 
apartments. Any increase in density here will significantly effect the character and 
amenity of the suburb, and would make it like many others, so no individual identity. 
Urban corridor growth in Wembley on Salvado Rd close to train line could be okay, 
depending on location etc, as there are already apartments there. 

948 The West Leederville district already had sufficient high density along Cambridge St. 
There exists a number of old flat developments, together with town houses, new 
apartments and buildings  ,houses with mainly medical uses.  



The district already has number of houses which have been divided into smaller land 
plots  of  approximately 300 sq metres .These means that there is a higher density of 
population in West Leederviile district than in neighbouring areas. Traffic and parking is a 
headache with people trying to find parking anywear even in clearly marked residential 
parking. 
The number of new coffee shops is great put again makes the parking issue impossible 
and unfortunately I know people who have decided not to patronise the area for this 
reason . Of course is is having a negative effect .If they can find parking it is for a limited 
time so again off putting.  
The residents living in the area all have at least 2 cars, even up to 4 , depending on family 
size. With visitors, service vehicles and through traffic , cars parked on both sides of the 
verge driving down these streets is tricking with one way having to give way always . 
Cambridge St at peak period is already banked up from Southprt St to Harbourne St. 

950 no 2 to 5 all have concerns.  Existing roads are already finding it difficult to cope this will 
only increase it.  The transport options in these areas do not support a lot of density.  
Residents in these areas should be consulted and their views taken into account. 
Again some higher density options like District Centres may be supported in parts of no 1 
- this scenario may under develop those areas.  Heritage/existing areas of residential 
character must be protected. 

953 no 2 to 5 all have concerns.  Existing roads are already finding it difficult to cope this will 
only increase it.  The transport options in these areas do not support a lot of density.  
Residents in these areas should be consulted and their views taken into account. 
Again some higher density options like District Centres may be supported in parts of no 1 
- this scenario may under develop those areas.  Heritage/existing areas of residential 
character must be protected. 

955 no 2 to 5 all have concerns.  Existing roads are already finding it difficult to cope this will 
only increase it.  The transport options in these areas do not support a lot of density.  
Residents in these areas should be consulted and their views taken into account. 
Again some higher density options like District Centres may be supported in parts of no 1 
- this scenario may under develop those areas.  Heritage/existing areas of residential 
character must be protected. 

 

  



 

29 I am concerned that the Cambridge Street urban corridor would need to include 
significant improvements to streetscape, including many more trees, in order to retain 
amenity with higher density development. 

36 hardly any green space left in Wembley west Leederville except for lake monger 

104 No amenities planned for the areas of increased density. Schools, parks, pedestrian and 
cycling infrastructure. It is still setting the area up to be an inner city ghetto. 

243 No simultaneous planning for increased services especially schools 

265 See above.  It seems very productive to compile 3 scenarios but I am not aware of any 
plans to upgrade services and infrastructure.  I would like the council to address the 
issues relating to traffic and lack of safe crossing zones for Cambridge st and what the 
plan is for West Leederville Primary school.  Or will this simply be handballed to the 
Education Dept to sort out?  The Ed Dept cannot magically create more land to support 
the increased numbers from high density housing within the area.  At have has the 
council considered the issues regarding high school for the increased numbers?  It all 
seems very short sighted.  More people, more rate payers.  More money for the council.   

442 All of it. I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. The proposal to change the 
Tower St/Holyrood/Cambridge street precinct doesn't demonstrate any due diligence to 
the environmental sustainability of the area and fails to demonstrate how the services of 
sewage and water and power will cope with the increased population. 
The council adopted a greening of the suburb approach when it implemented reduction 
of cambridge street in West Leederville and the ideallic leaf streets will be in jeopardy by 
this proposal. We lack green open space and the proposal to  Holyrood Park precinct is 
not keeping with the street scape TOC initially adopted. 

450 Too much density in West Leederville. Too much pressure on West Leederville Primary 
school, with no space adjacent to school to expand. Building heights too high in West 
Leederville. 
Cambridge street has been reduced to one lane in West Leederville, further development 
will lead to traffic congestion. 

452 All of it.  
I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. The proposal to change the 
Tower St/Holyrood/Cambridge street precinct to a red zone doesn't demonstrate any 
due diligence to the environmental sustainability of the area and fails to demonstrate 

how the services of sewage, water and power and even traffic alone, will cope with the 
increased population. 
 
The council adopted a greening of the suburb approach when it implemented reduction 
of Cambridge street in West Leederville and the idyllic leaf streets will be in jeopardy by 
this proposal. We lack green open space and the proposal to red zone Holyrood Park 
precinct is not keeping with the streetscape TOC initially adopted. We went though great 
pain to achieve this with some local shops even having to close as they were so affected , 
now you want to add to that and in fact change the "entire " plan again!  

461 Too high density in a small area. 
West Leedrville primary school is too busy as it is with the current residents in the area. 
Not enough green space / parks in the area to accomodate the increased number of 
people. 

465 All of it.  West Leederville Primary School is busting at its seams and it cannot 
accommodate any more students.  There is limited space available to play and no school 
oval. Cambridge Street is dangerous now that it is one lane and impossible to cross for 
children.   

484 What about GREEN SPACE in West Leederville? All the other space is shown, but looks 
like you're wiping out around the Leederville Town Hall. If you increase density, you need 
to maintain the green space that exists, or we get a ghetto. 

490 No consideration for culture and existing community feel and heritage of west 
leederville. No need to increase to 2-4 storeys along quiet residential streets north of 
Cambridge street. Impact on flight path of birds between lake monger and kings park will 
be greatly impacted with high density rezoning in west leederville.  

520 Same as Scenario A: you want to put more people when there are already enough people 
and not enough infrastructures to support it. Create child care and primary school with 
space for the kids to grow, park for them to play and for resident to meet. It is not in 5 
storey building that you will have that. 

533 These are terrifying proposals for West Leederville residents. The increases in density 
proposed for West Leederville is unacceptable. The primary school is already completely 
full with no space for the children to run and play. The proposal completely ignores the 
infrastructure required in the area for schools, water and power and ignores the current 
village and community atmosphere of West Leederville. 

550 It is already impossible to drive along West Leederville streets as the current ability to 
subdivide blocks means that residents and their visitors are parked along both sides of 
streets.  The infrastructure will not support further (or event current!) infilling.  The 
school is already completely overcrowded. There is not enough green space.  There are 



heritage properties at risk.  Cambridge street is already a nightmare to travel along since 
the council works that prevent any access to West Leederville shopping centre if 
travelling North and force you to cross 4 lanes of traffic to travel across Cambridge Street 
to be able to turn left onto Railway and then double back.  "Infilling" West Leederville will 
make it impossible for those from more western suburbs to get into the city.  It will be 
gridlock.   

596 This scenario proposes significant increased density for West Leederville. West 
Leederville has already had its fair share of density increases. It is a small community that 
cannot accommodate further significant increases in density. Major issues would be 
capacity at the school, parking, heritage and other amenities. 

636 I have copied the things I don't like about proposal A to here because in my opinion there 
is no difference.  
West Leederville District Centre proposal is not acceptable. The construction at West 
Leederville Primary School shows that the suburbs density already too high for the 
current infrastructure. Current zoning in this suburb has already created very ugly 
dwellings where two dwellings can be squeezed side by side on a 500m2 block.  

870 5 - West Leederville expansion - West Leederville is already over crowded, over 
populated West Leederville Primary School is busting at the seams and parking around 
the suburb to visit the businesses is a massive issue   

909 However continues to unfair to residents of West Leederville and also Wembley.  
Residential Transitional diagram is totally misleading and contrary to law - picture shows 
two storey building yet small print provides may be up to 4 storeys.  Does not take into 
account demand that will be placed on amenities, social infrastructure and utilities 

925 More extensive use of "residential transition" and "urban corridor" styles throughout the 
entire Town of Cambridge (including Floreat and City Beach) would represent "human-
scale development" and eliminate the need for higher density structures such as "district 
centres". The Town should acquire properties to provide more open space (parks, plazas, 
etc.) as the density increases. 

 

  



 

5 Not keen on this option.  

20 Who is telling us we need urban growth? 

21 It's probably a bit denser than option 1 and may be a bit of overkill.  I think option A is 
better, and option B if necessary. 

32 Again, pushing high density crapboxes up into perfectly functional residential zones. Keep 
that rubbish down near the railway line. Mind you, the block that went up against serious 
residential protest has ruined the lives of the people in Blencowe Street. I believe Psaros 
owns the block on the corner of Northwood and Cambridge Streets and a similar highrise 
is planned for there. Let's hope his development doesn't disrupt retail the way the 
upgrade of Cambridge Street business district did to the poor shop owners in the Coles 
complex who were shafted by the landlord and went bankrupt trying to operate while 
customers couldn't access the shop. Disgraceful planning, disorganised workers - what a 
debacle.    

56 Don’t like: as above 

93 Other than shopping centres, is there much to make people want to live in these 
corridors? This is even more an issue than in Scenario A. 

97 I don't see why you wouldn't have the building heights in the district centre the same as 
for Scenario A. Start with that, and let the corridor growth some as and when it's 
required. 

106 Illogical to reduce density in west leederville under this option due to leederville link and 
the fact two train stations and public corrindors  

109 I don't think the density is enough around the activity centers. My preferred scheme 
would be Scenario A with a reduced footprint into West Leederville north plus the linkage 
of higher density along Cambridge st between the activity centres 

113 The invasion of residential space is wrong 

120 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 
  

121 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

122 The proximity of the increased density developments to the existing household 
infrastructure will make the administration of planning approvals on a case by case basis 
critical and difficult. Without great care in the implementation of the high density 
developments, the amenity of the surrounding suburban homes will be adversely 
impacted. Once the amenity of the suburb is adversely impacted, the suburb becomes 
less desirable and the socioeconomic mix of the suburb changes, with deterioration of 
the upkeep of the homes and streets 

124 It seems illogical to reduce density in West Leederville  under this option, due to 
Leederville link and the fact the fact it has two train stations and public transport 
corridors. 

125 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 
  

127 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

128 AS ABOVE 

131 illogical to reduce density in West Leederville 
Properties surrounding floreat forum already have pressure on parking for both staff and 
residents therefore higher density in this area will add to existing pressures 

134 You have already destroyed the feel of West Leederville - I now never go there - too 
congested. Cambridge St is a nightmare / unsafe to drive with the new median strip - you 
can not over take a cyclist safely which increases road rage.Hence people will not access 
any new developments You are now starting to destroying Wembley area in the same 
way.  
Floreat Forum - has a nice open feel about it - re development will cost a fortune and 
make me feel closed in. Property values around here are very high  and thus will cost a 
fortune to acquire and re develope unless you are going to re develop on open spaces 
and destroy current amenities e.g. primary School Oval, the tennis club, bowling Greens 
etc  

139 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

153 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

155 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 



157 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville under this option due to Leederville link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors  

159 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville under this option due to Leederville link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

161 Unnecessarily limits the potential of the identified development zones.   

162 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville under this option due to Leederville link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors  

170 Why reduce density in West Leederville with its train stations and public transport 
corridor? This option does not make use of this fact. 

196 Dislike: Scenario B reduces density in West Leederville. 

197 Dislike: Reduces density in West Leederville 

211 I prefer Scenario A. 

217 Illogical to reduce density in west Leederville under this option due to Leederville link and 
the fact that it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

219 As above. 

229 As per scenario 1 the same logic applies here 

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

244 Stop putting more development on these transport routes, they are creating an eye sore 
for the Wembley and West Leederville districts. The Perth metropolitan area is already 
oversupplied with apartments, this form of Town Planning (or lack there of) is putting too 
much pressure on roads, services, schools - you are creating concrete jungles. 

248 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

254 all 

255 All of it. 

259 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

268 some density aspects of the West Leederville/Leederville 
scenario don't seem to gel. 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

271 This scenario is unacceptable. 

272 Not acceptable  

277 It is illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville 
Link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

283 The entire scenario is unacceptable 

284 All aspects 

285 ALL ARE UNACCEPTABLE 

286 This is not a good proposal at all. Continuous high density all along the major roads would 
destroy the personality of each area . It would make every thoroughfare a car tunnel 
instead of allowing some roads to take the majority of through traffic without shopping 
slow spots, while allowing others to be community hubs. 

287 All 

291 as above 

294 No aspects of the proposal are acceptable 

296 All Scenario's are unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases.  No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

297 Same as Scenario A 

298 It is illogical to reduce density in West Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

302 Misses opportunity to enhance Leederville link project by not increasing density here. 
West Leederville has by far the best transport links and is closest to the city -it should be 



developed further. 

308 As above  

313 Reduces density in West Leederville- not sensible as there are two train stations and 
public transport corridors here 

314 All of it. 

315 All aspects 

320 I oppose this scenario - please refer to comments. 

385 Strongly disagree with Scenario B 

407 No. I DO NOT support scenario B: Corridor growth 

412  illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville Link 
and the fact has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

415  illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville Link 
and the fact has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

416  illogical to reduce density in West Leederville due to Leederville Link and the fact has 
two train stations and public transport corridors. 

417 Strongly oppose scenario B. 

436 All of it - none of the proposal is acceptable.  

439 All scenarios are not acceptable 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases and cannot and 
should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

445 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE. 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases.  
NO density increases!  
West Leederville Primary School cannot accommodate further population increases.  
There are NO feeder high schools in the area.  

455 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

457 See above. 

459 - It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 

link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 
- it fails to leverage other suburbs such as City Beach which remain unaffected which can 
support density and lifestyle choices 
- proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Floreat Forum which is out of character 
with the area 
- proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
- it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
- it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
- it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
- it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

463 It seems illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to 
Leederville link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

464 Refer scenario A comments 

466 The whole lot 

467 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations ,several  public transport corridors and is on the 
periphery of the Perth City centre developments  

468 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

469 Focus on increased density around West Leederville seems to be diminished under this 
proposal. Seems retrograde planning given what has been created in recent times that 
has enhanced use of previously derelict sites. Makes sense to increase density in areas 
that have existing infrastructure such as shops etc that can support development with 
existing transport options 

471 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

473 No density increases 

474 I do not understand why one would want to reduce the density in West Leederville as the 
Leederville Link will be there and one has the Train stations and bus routes there. 



477 All Of Them 

482 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville under this option due to Leederville link 
and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors  

483 ALL 3 (a + b + c) SENARIOS ARE UNACCEPTABLE 
WEST LEEDERVILLE HAS ALREADY SEEN ITS RECENT FAIR SHARE OF DENSITY INCREASES 
WHICH WERE NOT IN HARMONY WITH THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE  
NO DENSITY INCREASES 
WEST LEEDERVILLE SCHOOL AND OTHER AMENITIES CANNOT ACCOMMODATE FURTHER 
POPULATION INCREASES.  

486 ALL scenarios are not acceptable. West Leederville has already seen its fair share of 
density increases. No more density increase for West Leederville. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

487 No commercial development along Grantham St, possibly connected to excess weighting 
given to rail transport.  Not ambitious enough in developing the existing corridors of 
cambridge and grantham streets. 

489 As above. 

491 It does not seem to be good planning or logicto reduce density in West Leederville  under 
this option, due to Leederville Link and the fact it has two train stations and major public 
transport corridors. 

496 Many, same comments as scenario a 

497 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 
  

499 I don't like any of the aspects 

505 See Scenario A comment 

512 Again this is high density living all for the so called benefit of diversity and opportunities.  
I oppose these proposals. 

513 Illogical to reduce density in West Leederville as under this options due to the Leederville 
Link and the fact that it has two train stations and is a public transport corridor 

515 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

516 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

517 Illogical to reduce dentsity in West Leederville. 

518 Comments same as Scenario A 

519 I do not accept any aspects of Scenario B.  

531 Development along Woolwich street is an extraordinary proposal. Anyone come accross 
"heritage' value at the council?  The underlying premise of rapid growth needs revisiting. 
The last assessments were done during an atypical boom period. This has finished and 
future growth will likely be significantly less. e.g. there is an oversupply of appartments in 
perth currently. Plans do not take account of the change in State Government and the 
fact that they have already flagged a change of approach to urban development (e.g. 
smart cities and transport hubs). Globally there is a move to reduced car use and more 
healthy community oriented urban design. Large multistory apartment blocks are 
predominantly built to suit developer needs, not communities. 

536 I don't like the Government policy.  
You can't squeeze more housing into a built up area without improving roads. 
Widening roads in a built up area is very expensive. 
People are not suddenly going to give up driving even if the Government  can provide 
cheap and efficient transport and they can't do that at the moment. Public transport 
everywhere in the world runs at a loss. 

539 All 

546 See below 

558 I wouldn't like to have my property devalued by overlooking and inevitable nuisance 
traffic and street parking, if I lived near the developments. 

559 As above see Scenario A 

560 This option once again "splatters" the carving up of our beautiful green suburbs all over 
the place rather than creating a consciously planned town centre which can offer 
commercial/residential mixes of much greater benefit and critical mass for public 
transport usage. 

562 I support Scenario B to an extent but believe that a mixture of A and B would be good, as 
the District Centres mentioned in Scenario A are already high - density areas. High-rise 
residential apartments should all be consolidated in these districts rather than spread out 
into residential areas. 



567 I am against the density increase in West Leederville 

569 Most of them because of the destruction of the town as a single residential garden 
suburban town. 

572 Nothing negative to say. Amendment 31 AGAIN! 

574 All aspects 

579 See comments in A above 

580 as above 

581 Everything 

582 See comments in A 

584 Same as A 

585 illogical to reduce density in West Leederville due to the link and the fact there are two 
train stations and public transport close to the CBD 

586 It should include more of west leederville due to train access. 

587 quite illogical to reduce density in West Leederville, under this option due to Leederville 
link, there are two existing train stations and well functioning public transport corridors 
and reasonable proximity to Perth CBD.  

590 Current description of building height and density is too vague, further consultation is 
required and tight controls will need to be set in place to ensure height and density 
restrictions are enforceable and enforced. 

591 The potential reduced intensity of the District centres (why can't they be increased too?) 

597 Made comment above. 

604 This scenario disadvantages ratepayers in the West Leederville district who are being 
treated like second class citizens simply because they live closer to Perth city and are 
within reach of two railway stations and the Transperth CAT. This solution is being 
promoted because of this convenience and protects the remainder of the Town of 
Cambridge. Each of the proposals is making the same assumption that because it is near 
transport it can afford higher density. The company acquired to prepare these proposals 
has looked for the simplest solutions and has been very slack in not providing a range of 
significantly different alternatives. The town council should be ashamed of themselves 
for promoting a solution that will destroy the historical significance of the buildings in the 

district and ruin the strong community presence found within the suburb. The council is 
sacrificing the rights of the West Leederville ratepayers at the expense of protecting City 
Beach residents and other suburbs throughout the Town. By allowing 2-4 storey buildings 
throughout the current residential area will result in increased pressure from developers 
to buy out properties and demolish the current Federation and Edwardian style housing 
unique to West Leederville and not found in other suburbs within the Town of 
Cambridge. The knowledge that my own residence in the suburb will be zoned 4-10 
stories is very concerning. It will not take long, once one or two houses are demolished, 
for our privacy to be compromised by over-towering apartment blocks resulting in having 
to sell up and move. 

607 The imposition on my current residential address.  

608 Disruption to everyday life both in construction phases/ period and after with a 
significant potential for degradation and adverse change in character in the area. 

612 Like Scenario A there is too much loss of architectural heritage, in West Leederville and in 
Floreat.  Some of the most beautiful houses in both areas (from different eras of 
arhcitectural significance) are between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street in West 
Leederville and between Cambridge Street and the roads immediately north in Floreat.  
And in West Leederville the worker cottages between Cambridge and Railway are also of 
signficance. 

613 Too much increase in high density living and increase to the population that is not in 
keeping with the community values of these suburbs. 

618 It is illogical to reduce density in West Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors. 

620 See above as for Scenario A 

627 Doesn't make sense to reduce density in West Leederville due to Leederville Link and two 
train stations and public transport corridors and proximity to CBD. 

628 West Leederville changes are still too extensive  

639 It is illogical to reduce density in West Leederville due to the Leederville link and 
transport corridors.  

647 It is illogical to reduce density in west Leederville  under this option due to Leederville 
link and the fact it has two train stations and public transport corridors 

654 It is the sole focus of scenario B.  See comments on Scenario A. 
The absence or poor status of existing public transport should not result in density 
increases not being considered in areas with attractive features such as very generous 



amounts of open space. 

655 This scenario is the worst for being misleading to the point of dishonesty.  West 
Leederville and Wembley have Activity Centre Plans which address the Perth to Peel at 
3.5m.  This scenario doesn't recognise the additional dwellings in the draft Wembley 
Activity Centre Plan and proposes more dwellings in areas along the Town's distributor 
roads of Cambridge, Harbourne, Grantham and Selby Streets without reference to the 
Activity Centre Plans. 
Scenario B ignores the need for a diversity of housing in the Town.  It ignores the fact that 
many long terms residents of the Town would prefer to age in place.   
It places undue emphasis on already busy roads linking the contrived district centre of 
West Leederville and Wembley to the largely ignored District Centre of Floreat Forum. 
 
The corridors stop at Floreat forum and short of the main organised sport and 
recreational areas in the Town. 

657 West Leederville Activity Centre is a logical location to increase density due to proximity 
to 2 train stations and public transport and is close to the CBD, so doesn't make sense to 
take it out of the scenario.  

659 - Illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville link 
and the fact that its close to 2 train stations and public transport corridors and is close to 
CBD 

660  As with Scenario  A  I am concerned that any increase in the general area will need to be 
in conjunction with proper serviced transport system. 
This proposal seemingly seeks to move the density away from the established transport 
services including rail transport. 
 Increased population density in the area runs the risk of causing disharmony by 
stretching the limited existing resources.  Experience both here and elsewhere 
demonstrates that increased commercial centres without adequate transport and 
infrastructure become a nightmare with traffic being diverted onto residential "rat runs" 
to avoid the increased congestion to the significant detriment of the traditional 
residential areas. In the end the areas become less liveable.  
Given that many areas of Cambridge are still without underground power, adequate 
water pressure (due to demand and failing infrastructure), aged and in many cases 
unserviceable gas mains, and a power grid that is unable to adequately service new 
developments without impacting upon existing users great care must be taken to ensure 
that expansion in established areas cannot be treated as if it is a greenfield site and the 
development is measured and considered with due regard to the amenity and liveability 
of the whole of the area. 

661 Potential for broader and unrestrained spread of commercial developments and multi-
level apartments encroaching into existing neighbourhoods, undermining their identity 
and spreading parking problems into residential streets rather than concentrating public 
transport nodes at district centres and improving parking with high rise parking stations 
at district centres. 

665 Should not reduce density in West Leederville as it has 2 train stations, many public 
transport routes and close to CBD 
This will not fit in with the Leederville Link 

671 Do not support.  Rather than corridors, I would prefer nodal development spaced along 
major routes.  

675 Illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this option due to Leederville Link 
and the fact has two train stations and public transport corridors and close to CBD. 

685 No. Hale Road? Have you forgotten we are part of City Beach? 

699 Dislike all aspects. All is currently fine. 

716 As above 

725 Please see above - Urban planning in Perth has, and has been a disaster e.g. closure of 
old City Beach High, closure of Perth - Fremantle rail line (then its rebuilding) 
Our "planners" have no idea of long term demographic trends and the factors that 
influence them. As noted above, resource development in W.A. has largely finished and 
the need to cater for large increases in population is finished. Our gold, nickel, diamonds, 
coal etc. are largely exhausted and iron ore is "stable" or declining (gas too!)  

736 SEE ABOVE 

777 See above comments 

785 Do not support this scenario because:  Think this isn't required at this stage.  The area is 
great as it is.   ….. [illegible - faint] 

800 West Leederville district centre needs to be scenario A & C. 

818 Dislike - Illogical to reduce density in West Leederville. 

824 Do not support.  Same as above but more intrusive. 

835 Reject and oppose.  30 years ago it was suggested to have a new town north of perth to 
take the extra population and nothing happened all these …… (illegible) are a land …. To a 
new city should be planned AGAIN! 



849 Not acceptable.  Increased public transport? How long would this take?  Why focus on 
West Leederville, is it the easy option? 

871 entire , specially having high density around the main corridors is not a balanced 
approach to attract high profile residents to the region. People with a taste for new 
houses can be put off moving to the region if their only option is to live next to crowded 
streets (corridors) . losing this Growth potential which I believe all suberbs should 
compete to attract means less prosperity for our region floreat, city beach and etc. 

872 as above 

873 Harborne Street not identified as an Urban Corridor. West Leederville District Centre not 
large enough - the 800m catchment of the train stations should NOT be untouched. This 
makes no sense. Needs to be District Centres Frame.  

881 all 

882 Total destruction of central & southern Floreat.  
Scenario A makes better sense of concentration to the eastern part of Cambridge that 
have are serviced with more transport options. 
Potential devastation of property values & which selfishly includes mine & the long term 
investment poured in my property for retirement. 

885 See above 

896 - Aspects are acceptable (but not Area #5; much better than Scenario A). 
- Corridor development has the potential for ‘canyonised’ streetscapes where the 
development doesn’t promote human scale streetfronts. 
- The Residential Transition areas are too wide; they should only be a 1-2 lots on the edge 
of the Urban Corridor, District Centres and District Centre Frames; this is to minimise the 
bleeding of density into valued traditional residential areas. 
- Buildings higher than 3 storeys are surely excessive for the District Centres Frame areas. 
- The Selby and Harborne corridors seem inapporiate given traffic and parking constraints 
(Area #4). 
- The Area #5 Residential Transition corridors are too wide and result in too much density 
bleeding into residential areas. 
 
- It appears not to have taken into accounts considerations such as limited and already 
overburdened social (schools, green open space, heritage) and utilities (roads & parking, 
stormwater drainage, water pressure) infrastructure and amenity in West Leederville, 
and to a lesser extent Wembley. It appears contrary to preservation of heritage, amenity 
and identity values of the areas. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville and Wembley district centres appears 
likely to encourage buildings of excessive height and with a built form inconsistent with 

the local amenity, identity and character of the current Wembley and West Leederville 
district centres. The West Leederville and Wembley communities are concerned about 
the resulting built form of increased dwelling density (which can cause overshadowing, 
disrupt solar orientation, affect cross-ventilation), and how that will impact streetscape 
profiles (height, bulk and setbacks) and local identity and amenity. 
- It is nonsense to release (high level strategic planning) scenarios for comment which are 
obviously inappropriate given known infrastructure constraints such that the scenarios 
can't be supported by existing social and utility infrastructure, eg overcapacity Wembley 
and (particularly) West Leederville primary schools. 
- The scenario doesn't maintain/retain/preserve valued traditional residential areas 
surrounding the West Leederville and (and to a lesser extent) Wembley district centres. 
- The scenario displays an inequitable sharing of dwelling density throughout the Town. 
- It doesn't appear to demonstrate any equity in making a diversity of dwelling options 
available to existing residents, eg medium-high density for older residents who wish to 
downsize but remain in their current suburb of residence. 
 
- The scenario is part of the Town’s response to Stage government planning policy 
(Perth&Peel@3.5million) which is based on questionable population growth figures (do 
the contained dwelling targets remain valid?) and remains a draft suite of strategic land 
use planning documents which may not be endorsed by the new State government, and 
doesn’t take into account in policies (eg MetroNet) of the new State government; why 
should this State document drive the Town’s long term strategic land use planning? 
- It is difficult to give feedback about high level planning strategy possibilities without 
clear understanding over the development controls which will be applicable to 
executing/implementing development consistent with the final form of the local planning 
strategy. The acceptability of a planning possibility may turn on the applicable 
development controls and it seems that current development controls in the Town are 
inadequate and/or not supported by the local communities within the Town – ie the devil 
is in the details. 

899 I don't like all the mixed use apartments. Who do you think is going to be renting all the 
commercial areas. We already have a lot of restaurants in these areas and so many 
businesses are going broke and there are so many vacancies that I think there are just too 
many commercial buildings planned as well as too many apartments style buildings.  
This urban corridor will begin to look very ugly and needs to be broken up with different 
types of developments not just urban corridors along these main streets. 

901 ALL 
The premise of corridor density is flawed for Cambridge St. 
Corridor development will result in the same ad hoc, low quality hotch potch that 
currently exists on Cambridge St.  In 30 years time we will look back and wonder what we 
were thinking.  The premise of a traffic corridor and liveable environment that is 
pedestrian and cycle friendly is a fantasy.   Figure 14  Page 29 of the Draft Central Sub 



Regional Plan, ostensibly shows high density development in Vic Park but it is a photo-
shopped dream - cyclists, cars, buses and pedestrians cannot safely and pleasantly mingle 
on a 60km double lane road.  If the road is narrowed and speed is throttled to 40km to 
create a liveable/workable environment, then you no longer have a traffic corridor, but 
an activity centre. 
In West Leederville, additional density from a proposed  Cambridge St corridor between 
Southport to Northwood Sts is already covered by the Activity Centre plan so will not 
contribute to dwelling increase. 
Cambridge St between Northwood St and McCourt St has no parallel laneways or streets 
to allow stepped down development, so any change to allow high rise development on 
Cambridge St is this section of the corridor would not meet the Corridor to 
Neighbourhood interface guidelines indicated in the Central Sub Regional Plan.  High rise 
developments in this section of a Cambridge corridor would severely impact many 
existing residential dwellings in each direction. 
Cambridge St between McCourt and Station Sts is a Medical precinct and therefore will 
not contribute to residential density targets.   
Cambridge St between Station and Selby Sts may offer an opportunity for density review 
as there are some parallel laneways and streets that may afford high density without 
impacting negatively on surrounding existing residential areas.  However this would need 
to be planned in detail, with a review of each individual lot and assessment of local 
impact. 

923 All 

927 All 3 scenarios are based on increased 2050 density targets as per Perth/Peel 3.5 million 
draft document, while LPS only required to plan for a 10 (possible 20 year) planning 
phase.  Town is already on track to achieve that density increase through existing and 
recent planning changes in West Leederville.  Planning for density increased targets well 
beyond 10-20 years is not needed at this time and it is reckless to plan for such given 
uncertainty over State government targets and provision of key infrastructure to 
accommodate such additional long-term targets. Planning and consultation should have 
also been canvassed on the basis of no additional density increases and continued 
working on current planning initiatives.  
 
Strongly oppose increased density or increased building heights in residential streets. 
This includes in particular the residential streets in West Leederville.  
 
Planning and scenarios presented and density increases proposed do not take into 
account key planning considerations such as Heritage, Schools, Sewage, Water, parking 
space (both on property lots and street parking) and other infrastructure.  Planning needs 
to undertake proper assessment of these factors. 
 
Any density increases should be limited to high street areas, and commercial ‘transition’ 

zones. 
If density is to be increased, that density should be focused on high street corridors such 
as Cambridge street.  However further high street corridors and any proposed density 
increases also need to be utilised and equitably spread across other Town high streets 
including but not limited to Grantham Street, Selby Street, Harborne Street, Railway Pde, 
Jersey Street, Est Coat Highway, Oceanic Drive, Brookdale, The Boulevard, Empire, 
Challenger Pde.  The focus should not just be on Cambridge St in West Leederville and 
Wembley.   
 
Town should work harder to unlock high street potential for density increases rather than 
increasing density in residential streets. Increased density in residential streets will 
destroy community and fabric of suburbs. 
 
Strongly oppose any further increased density in West Leederville, in particular in 
residential streets, as West Leederville is already at a high density capacity with R30 and 
higher zoning and already very small block sizes of 300m2.   
West Leederville cannot accommodate further density increases and doing so will 
increase already troublesome level of on-street parking, verge bin space issues, limited 
public spaces, school at capacity, anti-social behaviour already experienced in and around 
Town Hall district zone. 
 
City Beach residents currently have minimal alternatives to down size either through 
subdivision of existing properties or adequate selection of housing availability on smaller 
more manageable blocks.  Such residents have no choice but to move out of the suburb 
which they have lived in in many cases most of their life.  Town must consider greater 
equity of planning choices across the Town to accommodate all residents, including those 
coastal ward residents who actually want the ability to downsize and have smaller more 
manageable blocks particularly in later years of life. 
Town should work with the State Government to unlock disused or large commercial 
areas for housing rather than the “easier” solution of just increasing density in residential 
areas.  Eg Subiaco Oval/Railway Pde precincts and development of that area post AFL 
clubs Football leaving end 2017.   
 
Strongly oppose creation of “corridor”, as per Scenario B, along Woolwich street, then on 
to Connolly Street and Barrett Street.  Creation of a corridor right through the middle of a 
historic small suburb such as West Leederville on a quiet residential street will severely 
damage the suburb and its community feel.  The area is already overburdened given its 
street size and location with traffic in and around West Leederville Primary School, 
already high level of on street parking (due to small block sizes in West Leederville).  
Creating a corridor of Woolwich street will result in safety issues in terms of pedestrian 
movement through the suburb. It will create a division right  up the centre of the suburb.  
Any corridor should be confined to existing high street corridor of Cambridge street and 



should not bleed into residential streets.  Cambridge corridor already exists.  Creating a 
new corridor in this extremely poor location when one already exists makes absolutely 
no sense. 
 
Strongly oppose any commercial zoning in residential streets.  In particular as proposed 
by all scenarios, particularly for West Leederville, orange shading on scenario maps, as in 
West Leederville residential streets between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street and 
between Cambridge Street and Railway Pde.  Commercial development and zones must 
be confined to high streets such as Cambridge Street and other high streets in the Town. 
Consideration should be given to expanding the Town’s “District Centres” on a more 
equitable basis across the town to include high activity zones in Coastal Wards not 
currently designated as District Centres.  For example, shopping precincts such as Floreat 
Forum and Boulevard Shopping Precincts are well-placed in terms of their size to and 
already existing commercial scope to become designated District Centres. These areas 
are currently label “Neighbourhood Centres’ and ‘Local Centres’ and should rightly be 
redesignated ‘District Centres’.  Doing so will assist with the equitable distribution of 
density and also unlock such more appropriate areas for density, as opposed to pushing 
towards more residential streets.  
The process to date for consultation on the draft LPS has been limited.  For example 
limited information has been provided to the public on how the information to be 
presented for consultation has been determined and what main factors or instructions 
drove the proposed scenarios put forward for comment.  The information presented for 
consultation and comment only puts forward scenarios for significant density increases.  
Consultation that is balanced should consider all alternatives including no, minimal or 
modest density increases as well as continuation of existing planning initiatives without 
the need for significant change. Further, for example, the scenarios presented are 
skewed so that all three scenarios have density increases in residential streets for West 
Leederville.  No scenario is presented for comment whereby there are no or minimal 
density increases for West Leederville, unlike has been afforded to other suburbs.  
Accordingly the comments received will no doubt be in response to the scenarios as put 
and as a result the results will be biased or unbalanced from the beginning.  The 
consultation process needs to be unbiased, balanced and with proper consideration and 
options.   
Broader planning consideration should be given to more innovative and broader planning 
solutions such as developing better access to the coastal ward through increased public 
transport and other transport avenues.  Doing so will thereby unlock further density 
solutions for the town including in  coastal ward areas.   
 
 

935 Everything.  
 

This is no more than a modern urban equivalent of strip development that has so 
blighted landscapes all over the world. 
 
Without a light rail system in place this scenario would become a traffic nightmare. It 
would need proper provision for repair and service vehicle access and most importantly 
adequate residential parking. Cars are not going away and even with a light rail in place 
and being heavily used, each resident over the age of 18 is likely to own at least one 
vehicle for travelling out of town and recreation.  Many dwellings will be occupied by 
extended family, namely young adults, and/or renters who tend to share the 
accommodation. That puts a massive load on infrastructure because trying to limit each 
dwelling to one parking bay and one visitor bay is totally inadequate. So many of our 
suburbs look like city parking lots already. I would think any dwelling planned under this 
corridor scenario that will focus high density in a narrow strip, should be required to have 
at least 2 parking bays and perhaps a communal area for adequate permitted visitor 
parking. 
 
The concept of increasing the frequency of existing public transport along Cambridge St is 
not going to work unless dedicated bus lanes are introduced and parking not allowed at 
any time along this main thoroughfare. 

936 ALL  
The State Government’s concept of corridor growth where high volumes of traffic mingle 
with cyclists, pedestrians in ‘attractive’ residences is fanciful and should not be pursued.  
Rather it has every possibility of producing a social and planning nightmare through 
poorly planned buildings, streetscapes and lack of social infrastructure.  Instead the focus 
should be on liveable, well designed precincts. 
In addition, the Cambridge St corridor proposal shown is simply a grey line on a plan but 
does not ascribe any additional dwelling numbers to this corridor – it is clear no real 
planning has been undertaken  as any analysis will quickly show the Cambridge St 
corridor between Southport and Station Sts will contribute little to no additional 
dwellings, with potential for severe impact on surrounding amenity between Northwood 
and McCourt Streets.  
In detail, the proposed Cambridge St corridor between Southport and Northwood Sts is 
already included in the West Leederville Activity Centre dwellings count.  Cambridge St 
between Northwood and McCourt Sts has no parallel laneways or parallel streets to allow 
stepped down development, so high rise development in this section would impact 
existing residential amenity in each direction and would be highly contentious. 
Cambridge St between McCourt and Station Sts is a Medical precinct and will not 
contribute to residential density targets. 
 
This option does not truly examine activity centres and the other social and physical 
infrastructure absolutely essential to determining whether it is in fact physically possible 
(in terms of spatial requirements, alnd tenure, etc) and economically possible to make 



such proposed density in any way viable.  Rather it just shows area of high density 
without explaining how the planners had considered activation would be created.  Rather 
at the information centres the planners brushed off such concerns, saying that such 
detail would be worked out later.  What the planning clearly does 
 
All three proposals clearly reveal that the planners do not comprehend the social 
infrastructure and activation that is already in place – and in fact the proposals reveal 
that the panning would destroy current social infrastructure.   Rather the planning takes 
a lazy approach to simply expand West Leed Activity Centre into existing character and 
leafy residential streets, destroying existing amenity in the suburb. 
 
A fundamental failing of the town’s planning process by proposing three very similar 
concepts is that they have failed to explore opportunities that could develop as part of a 
collaboration with Subiaco. This includes – Subi Oval, covered railway line and PMH site 
all have potential to create a significant corridor of attractive new in-fill – this is clearly 
not considered in ToC’s plan – a crucial and fundamental failing of the planning process. 
 
And quite clearly this is an agenda-driven local political solution in which councillers from 
coastal precincts seek to impose their not in my backyard viewpoint of the coastal 
suburbs. 
 
These three proposals do not develop density to any significant degree in other than 
West Leederville and omits significant development opportunities in Wembley, Floreat 
and Blvd activity centres 
Planning opportunities within ALL of the existing Activity Centres should be the focus for 
the planning consultants to create a ‘connected city’. 
 
This plan creates corridors of high density, with no overall town planning – a likely 
outcome which would be corridors of high rise slums. 
 
This (and all the concepts) fails to recognize the changes that have occurred in West 
Leederville through the long-planned West Leederville activity centre development 
process – which resident and land owners have made their lifestyle and investment 
decisions around. 

937 Everything.  
 
This is no more than a modern urban equivalent of strip development that has so 
blighted landscapes all over the world. 
 
Without a light rail system in place this scenario would become a traffic nightmare. It 
would need proper provision for repair and service vehicle access and most importantly 

adequate residential parking. Cars are not going away and even with a light rail in place 
and being heavily used, each resident over the age of 18 is likely to own at least one 
vehicle for travelling out of town and recreation.  Many dwellings will be occupied by 
extended family, namely young adults, and/or renters who tend to share the 
accommodation. That puts a massive load on infrastructure because trying to limit each 
dwelling to one parking bay and one visitor bay is totally inadequate. So many of our 
suburbs look like city parking lots already. I would think any dwelling planned under this 
corridor scenario that will focus high density in a narrow strip, should be required to have 
at least 2 parking bays and perhaps a communal area for adequate permitted visitor 
parking. 
 
The concept of increasing the frequency of existing public transport along Cambridge St is 
not going to work unless dedicated bus lanes are introduced and parking not allowed at 
any time along this main thoroughfare. 

943 It is illogical to reduce density in West Leederville under this scenario due to Leederville 
Link and the fact it has 2 train stations and public transport corridors and is close to the 
CBD. 

956 I don't like the proposed reduction of density in West Leederville relative to Scenario A.  
Scenario A makes better use of the existing train stations and high frequency transport 
routes by placing more people within walking distance of existing infrastructure. 

 

  



 

16 This minimises the high rise development and given a share even spread for the 
development. 

28 There should be no plot ratio controls and set backs to Railway Parade and side 
frontages/side boundaries on corner properties on Railway Parade, encouraging 
maximum use of sites to maximise use of existing public transport.  

94 I don't have any significant issues with this scenario. 

105 I think more concentrated development around the nodes in West Leederville, Wembley 
and Floreat Forum is a good idea.  

107 N/A 

129 Nothing at this stage as long as development is sympathetic to the area. 

130 I do not think our planning regulations need changed. I live in this area because I love the 
garden suburb nature.  

135 I do not think our planning regulations need changed. I live and have bought property in 
this area because I love the garden suburb character which defines Floreat and City 
Beach. 

222 None really. 

273 No 

276 nil 

305 This proposal seems reasonable  

309 Expensive per sq metre maybe?   
Not sure enough business to support the distributed infrastructure. 

370 Scenario B - reads well if the development is kept within the boundaries specified.  Is 
increased transport a government or council deal. 

476 none 

500 I would like more detail on exactly what Scenario B means. I attended the WLRA meeting 
held at the Town Hall on 2 April where I was told that we should very concerned about all 
proposals and vote against all. My support for Scenario B is made in good faith that it 
would be implemented well. There was also considerable hostility at the meeting that 

the proposed density changes of a year or two ago to City Beach were not passed. Whilst 
I think that to a degree the merits or otherwise of these or other scenarios should be 
considered on their own, it will be a lot more difficult task getting acceptance by many in 
the West Leederville community if there is a perceived imbalance in where the density 
increases are occurring. 

501 Mostly agree with scenario B. 

578 - in full support of this strategy 

593 Nil 

616 nil 

651 N/A. 

668 GENERALLY SUPPORT SCENARIO B 

713 No. 

737 No 

887 Quite supportive of this scenario. 

917 None 

954 None.  
 
Again all the heights proposed are out of scale with the garden suburbs. No proposed 
developments should be over 2 storey's. It is creating a density tunnel and pushing 
densities into adjacent streets that should not occur. 
 
Why does the corridor stop at Floreat and not extend down Grantham Street into City 
Beach, The Boulevard through City Beach and Oceanic Drive where a lot of through traffic 
comes from? 
If a corridor approach is being considered then it needs to be consistent along all of the 
roads through the town so that less density is pushed onto the properties and streets 
that run parallel to these roads and streets.  
Again, West Coast Highway should also be considered for density increases and 
opportunities.  
It is concentrating density into roads that are already congested and you are finding ways 
of congesting these further by proposing increased densities which will increase traffic 
flow which will then lead to traffic calming measures which then congests the roads even 
more. Parking for cars wanting to access businesses on these roads will be an issue along 
with residents parking.  



 



Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? 

 

  



 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

12 Needs to be further explained to deliver best outcome. Only need plan to meet quota. 

19 Again, the City Beach area contributes nothing to the increased density requirements of 
the council, and they have similar bus movements to the Cambridge and Grantham street 
areas.  Why not increased density on the Boulevard, Oceanic Drive or in proximity to the 
West Coast Highway? 

22 Again, City Beach appears left out.  Lake Monger is an area that could be better utilised 
given the number of visitors to this area. 

23 allow corner block subdivision like option C 
 
allow residential transition around Empire shopping centre 

25 None of the scenario address opportunities to  increase density in existing single 
residential areas within a walkable catchment of Local centres. 400m to the north and 
south of local centres / Cambridge street should be increased to R20 as a minimum, 
especially as there is already a significant number subdivisions of this type from previous 
planning regimes. East Floreat would be a an example of land that is currently R15 that 
should be R20, possibly R30 depending on the specific lot. 

30 More of an extended investigation of Wembley, Floreat and even City Beach for planned 
increases in density as these suburbs are also relatively short distances to public 
transport etc. 

32 Selling Cowden Park to the Education Department and building an extension to WLPS 
there.  

33 Establish a fourth centre located at city beach near the intersection of Oceanic Drive and 
West Coast Highway. This could be supplemented with Residential transition projects to 
create a node near the beach serviced by a frequent public transport service to the city. 

33 There should be more focus on new zoning to carve up larger blocks and west of 
Brockway Rd to help meet the population target. 

36 city beach hub development 
retaining heritage in west Leederville 
can we have some council representation in the eastern parts of the town that are not all 
about developing 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

43 Will City Beach do any heavy lifting or will west Leederville continue to bear the brunt of 
infill? 

50 The West Leederville Precinct should remain as already planned - this has already been 
agreed upon after previous consultations and planning. 

60 Other opportunities: Harborne + Gregory St around Lake Monger could do higher storey 
development (5 storey). More utilisation of Lake Monger - walking, cycling improvements 
and quality of POS to accommodate population increase.  

86 as above- infill housing in City Beach including some transition housing spread out in 
various areas of City Beach. 
At very least; the zoning should be consistent- the area of City Beach north of Hale Rd has 
subdivision potential for large blocks. The rest of City Beach should be the same. 

92 Create a non controversial Ocean Mia/Perry Lakes  style development( without the 
controversial high rise component   and parking issues associated with both Ocean Mia / 
Perry Lakes project )  on appropriate vacant govt land , old quarry site on the Boulevard 
and to a lesser extent on Templetonia land  

93 Like Scenario A, need to get the other factors about desireable living right. This option 
currently just looks like a bonanza for apartment developers with no benefits whatsoever 
for the rest of the community. 

94 I prefer Scenario B to A but perhaps there could be better blending of the two in the 
West Leederville area. 

100 Change the zoning and allow subdivision of all big blocks in City Beach/Floreat and 
Wembley. 

101 Reduce the minimum block size by 25% and maintain the existing set backs 

109 As discussed above with increased density around the activity centres. 
 
I also think there is a missed opportunity for high density along lake monger drive. With 
such an attractive outlook close to amenity (Leederville TC) and a train station this would 
probably be the first areas of the town to be developed. It would also continue the 
theme of higher density continuing on from Vincent street which has been implemented 
by the Town of Cambridge. 

111 Insert the Wembley District from Option A.  This coud be used to eliminate the Grantham 
street 5 storey zone and/or the Salvado Rd west of Selby St 5 storey zone 

112 The activity centres should be larger, commensurate with Scenario A. Corner allotments 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

across the whole of the TOC should be able to be subdivided as a means to increase 
density.   

130 Firstly, we should stop this process and wait for a new council to be voted in for October 
2017. 
 
I support the development of density infill sites such as Perry Lakes but I question the 
assumptions behind the demand for higher density in these suburbs, i.e. what property is 
selling best in Perry Lakes, larger blocks. What is not selling, apartments! 

132 How about West Coast Hwy? Increased density plus better public transport eg light rail, 
to take pressure off West Leederville.   

136 The area between Challenger Parade and Fred Burton Way opposite the City Beach 
restaurants should be considered for medium density development.  This is not only fair 
to ensure the City Beach area also contributes, but will also lead to better public 
transport as density increases.  

137 Some measured change in City Beach would be fair.  None wants blocks of flats in quiet 
streets, but doing nothing at all in these areas is unfair and inappropriate, particularly in 
an area that has virtually no heritage issues.  It is also ok to do higher rise next to the 
railway line but not so as to encroach into the quiet streets north of Cambridge St. There 
are verges in City Beach that are larger than existing blocks in West Leederville.  

143 Along The Boulevard (or especially the Boulevard shopping centre), Oceanic Dr - maybe 
the corner of Oceanic Dr and West Coast Hwy for commercial development - something 
like DC Frame/ Urban corridor. 

148 Has anyone talked about the reasons so many people have come to our country, the 1/4 
block, safe streets for children, freedom from being hemmed in in apartments.  
 
Again wait until after council elections for new fresh opinions, submitted by Councillors 
who will have community support. 

149 Why isn't this concept continued along Oceanic Drive and The Boulevard? 
Is it for the same reason that the District Centre in City Beach is omitted. 
Perhaps the Town of Cambridge could buy a dwelling on the east side of Daglish Street, 
adjacent to the proposed 4 story developments as a 'mandatory' residence for the Mayor 
of Cambridge as a means of showing solidarity with the troubled residents. 

151 Plan for heritage does not include important planning issues such as heritage, current 
school capacities, historic town character and amenity. Density should be spread more 
evenly throughout the Town. 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

163 A similar hub should be centered around the City Beach shopping centre on the 
Boulevard - development of that shopping centre is notably absent from this scenario. 
 
There is also the opportunity to have a higher density hub around the international 
school site in City Beach to provide more affordable accommodation to families 
attending that school or any replacement school on that site. 

168 Oceanic drive and the boulevard need to be refined why should only west Leederville 
bare the brunt of this density increase . Our school is too small to handle more people.  

223 ways to develop areas closer to city beach, expanding infrastructure here  

226 City Beach needs to share the density load. 
 
Implication of future transport corridors. 

228 Corner lot subdivision throughout the whole town providing a choice between medium 
density and low density existing form 

230 High rise for City Beach too please. There is nothing planned around the shops on 
Oceanic Drive. 

232 City Beach and Floreat corridors e.g. Empire Ave, Oceanic Drive, The Boulevarde, Kalinda 
Drive, Hale Road, Grantham Street. 

233 There are no/very little options for development in City Beach. This seems very odd 
considering there are some huge blocks in the area. I would like to see the option for 
residential blocks 1100sqm or larger be rezoned for future development. It is ridiculous 
to suggest that this level of density option would disadvantage the City Beach community 
in any way and yet it would allow some small variation in housing options - ie a few 
smaller lots (still larger than 500sqm mind you) that are still part of the suburb - and not a 
high rise.  
Not ALL of the density changes need to be around transport routes and activity centres - 
not everyone wants to live in such a way and clearly not everyone catches public 
transport. 

234 Residential traction in City Beach. 

236 Cambridge street in walking distance from the train station (in West Leederville) should 
be incorporated into development plans.  Given this is a medical area, development here 
would be well suited for higher end apartment dwelling. 
 
Allowances should be made for future sights (not currently readily identifiable).  For 
example the City Beach High School site is now highly likely to be available for 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
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development. 
 
Development needs to be focussed away from residential areas, and adjacent to open 
areas like parks.    Therefore in addition to West Leederville, development should focus 
on: 
- Salvado road near Henderson Park 
- City Beach High School 
- Floreat shopping centre 
- City Beach Shopping centre 
- Wembley Golf Club 
 
Having significant developments on main roads risk producing low quality developments 
which don't blend into the heritage suburbs (as can be seen by the Urban development).   
A strategic approach should consider and ensure liveability  of both existing and future 
residents.  I would also like to see green space (trees, gardens, pools) incorporated into 
developments. 
 
I don't understand why the Town is targeting growth in excess to that required by 
targets, and given the time then a significant portion of future development should be for 
future identifiable opportunities.  Growth should be staged and ensure residential areas 
retain their look and feel.  
 
Assumptions and targets should have been disclosed and incorporated on all scenarios.  
Transparency is important, especially when residents have such a low level of trust in the 
Town. 

240 The use of City Beach Tennis Club areas and City Beach Cricket Club. These should be 
developed like Claremont oval with apartments surrounding the playing areas.   

241 High density and high-rise in City beach 

245 Yes. City Beach has much larger blocks and doesn't have any high density plans put 
forward. There will be a lot more housing development opportunities on the other side of 
the railway line once Domain Stadium and PMH are vacated. 

246 Greater subdivision provision in City Beach 

249 Sharing it across all of Cambridge and not just the heavy hit on West Leederville 
the excuse that it is closer to the city and transport links is not necessarily as important as 
it sounds 
Other suburbs have bus links and shopping centres whee the density can be shared 

250 Spread the growth out EVENLY through Town of Cambridge. 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

252 Look at the waste land in the city and other vacant land.  

253   See comments under Scenario A 

257 Increase density in areas like City Beach. 

258 The Council should be looking at increasing density in Floreat and City Beach.  There are 
many areas there with room for growth, which are of no historical or aesthetic value or 
significance. 

269 Density increases should be shared evenly throughout the town of Cambridge. 
 
Density increases suggested are above those levels required in a 10 year plan.  Density 
increases should be no greater than required in a 10 year plan. 

278 Investigate building in parts of City Beach, around Floreat.  

279 Share the urban transition with City Beach to take pressure from the other suburbs. 

280 Higher density in city beach and Floreat 

282 Look at Wembley for growth  

283 Yes, maintaining West Leederville at its current urban density limit 

284 Density increases to Wembley, City Beach and Floreat areas 

287 A no change option to preserve West Leederville 

288 As for A 

296 Higher density in City Beach and Floreat 

297 See A 

300 City beach shops (The Boulevarde) should be allowed to develop apartments above the 
existing commercial space. (ie a 4-5 storey development to have some apartments 
there).  

301 The two main city beach shops (along Brompton and The boulevard) should be looked at 
for development into residential above them (to a height of 4-6 storeys) - with little to no 
subdivision in surrounding streets. 

302 The two city beach shopping centers should be looked at for modest potential 
development to 4 storeys. This should not affect single residential areas however. 
Greenfield sites owned by TOC but not yet developed (ie old quarry and templetonia) 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
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should be developed 

304 Consider sub dividing large corner blocks particularly in Floreat and City Beach. 

307 Put more development into the other centers (Floreat Forum and Wembley Town 
Centre) and City beach.. 

308 As above 

310 Increased density in City Beach 

316 Validating the infill density requirements and then spreading the density across all 
suburbs including City Beach and Floreat as well as West Leederville and Wembley. 
Ensuring that the supporting utilities and infrastructure are there or are provided for such 
a plan.  Clearly sme of these are provided by State Government so until they are clear 
about their priorities to truly support infill targets with the requisite utilities then there is 
no point planning for such infill.  So rather build a plan that has supporting utilities or 
defined plans for the utilities.  This will by definition likely support spreading the infill 
more broadly within the Town of Cambridge rather than concentrating it in West 
Leederville.  Also let's limit either the height or the graduation to or percentage of higher 
buildings so that the form of development is visually pleasing and not a set of high-rise 
square boxes.  Also some more planning for bikeways and provision of thought for 
driverless transport options which will be with us within this planning horizon. I would 
like to see the brief set for the consultants since it did not seem to address the full 
coverage of the Town of Cambridge yet we are all paying for the work with our rates.  No 
real consultation prior to presenting three scenarios as if they are the only choice is not 
suitable in our diverse shire. 

317 Lower density proposal that spread the increased population across a wider area is the 
preferred approach. The council should consider City Beach and Floreat as these areas 
have very large lots as compared to West Leederville. It is unacceptable that all 3 
proposals impact West Leederville significantly and present a lose , lose, lose outcome. 

318 Additional district centres/density around all suburbs should be investigated (including 
city beach). These areas provide opportunities for infill, which should form part of the 
mix, to create diversity in housing stock. Corridor opportunities should be investigated 
along the Boulevard.  

323 There are significant corridor opportunities along The Boulevard near Wembley golf 
course which don't appear to have been considered. 

401 Whilst it's a good idea to use the corridors, thousands of 3 or 4 bedroom houses exist in 
the western suburbs on corner blocks which could easily be subdivided.  Look carefully 
first at the zoning throughout the whole Town of Cambridge, i.e. plan for the future, dop 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

not think mass in any one area. 

434 Floreat / City Beach  
Grantham St. The Boulevard, Oceanic drive, Perry Lakes 

439 Further density increases should be considered around the main arterial routes of 
Oceanic Drive, The Boulevard and West Coast Highway in City Beach and Floreat with an 
increase in Bus services to support this growth which will have minimal impact to the 
quieter residential streets. 

440 Yes, concentrate any redevelopment on the urban corridor only. 

441 Increased density for City Beach and Floreat and reduction in the concentration of it in 
West Leederville. We have already experienced density increases to the area. The other 
suburbs should follow suit. 

445 Density increases in Floreat and City Beach. Density should be spread more evenly 
through the town.  

448 As above. If there are more people living in City Beach area because of higher density, 
then the state Gov't can be lobbied to include mor busses down Cambridge and 
Grantham streets to train stations and/or directly to the city. 

449 Yes - ditch the false starting point (800m from train stations in it's three variations) and 
replace it with the actual starting point - that ALL areas must do their share.  From THAT 
as the starting point  work out what needs to be done - and be fair to everybody. 
 
Fair minded people would accept that (well, most would)  

450 Density increase should be in Floreat, City Beach, Wembley. 

451 More density spread through out town of cambridge especially Floreat and City Beach 
where density could be increased along bus routes, near existing shopping facilities and 
overlooking open spaces where it would cause overlooking and over shading issue. The 
traffic naturally spreads out after West leederville then again lessens after Wembley, so 
other suburbs should be increased before West Leederville to try and maintain  road 
safety. Floreat and City beach are still very close to the city and services compared to 
most suburbs in perth so inceases in density there make sense when compared to the 
whole metro area not just within Town of Cambridge. Increasing density and a "Town 
centre feel" in the more spread out areas of Floreat and city beach would help bring back 
a sense of activity and community and give aging population more housing choices. 

453 - Higher density living in Floreat and City Beach areas  



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

454 Same comments as for Option A. 

457 More equitable development across the suburb.  Can the Southport 'node' not take the 
lion's share for West Leederville?  Can Floreat Forum not be developed into a regional 
centre?  Everyone loved the Ocean so let's see some more hubs in City Beach?  The 
shopping centre and surrounds could certainly be a good place to start. 

461 Spread the density increase from City Beach, through Floreat & Wembley. 

462 Items to be considered in my opinion are: 
1. A more even distribution of growth responsibility across the entire Town 
2. An understanding of the plan in respect of infrastructure and how this will be modified 
to accommodate the additional/changes in population 
3. There appears to be no consideration of how changes in transport are likely to 
 occur in the near future, such as driverless cars, which are likely to impact any planning 
strategy 

464 Refer scenario A comments 

470 Combine corridors and district centres 

472 Spread out development across Cambridge and reduce heights to 2-4 storeys so 
everyone shares the burden. 

480 there are some additional sites such as the former quarry site that would be well suited 
to development under this scheme. The area is currently undeveloped, it is on a main 
transport corridor and close proximity to the the city beach shopping precinct. This could 
be developed as an additional stage to Ocean Mia without impacting the current suburb 

484 City Beach shopping hubs, Floreat hubs 

485 Further investigation needs to be done in other areas of the Town where there is more 
open space for future development. 

486 A more balanced density spread throughout the Town of Cambridge - such as City Beach, 
Floreat, West Coast Highway, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, Grantham St,  Wembley Golf 
course or Perry Lakes development. 

487 Cooperation with Subiaco to spread development further south. Use the existing 
corridors of cambridge and grantham streets to drive development without impacting 
existing residential areas. 

489 As above 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

490  I’ would like to think there is a compromise solution where there is a modest increase in 
density in West Leederville, with no buildings greater than 3 storey except along the 
Cambridge Street “Urban Corridor" and a slightly greater increase in density throughout 
all the other suburbs. I would like that the infrastructure planning for the town required 
by local government be considered and closely developed in conjunction with this going 
forward. I would like current projections of growth to be a driver for change as figures 
would certainly have changed over the past few years. If light rail options are approved. I 
would like pressure to be adjusted from west leederville to other proximate areas for 
reasonable development.  

494 Combine the Leederville option from Scenario A with the Cambridge Street/5 options 
from Scenario B 
How about suggesting that the Government target for population density be transfered 
to areas which are being newly developed for the first time and encouraging the splitting 
of corner blocks, or very large blocks, into two. Leave room for trees, please. 

495 There needs to be 2 storey developments around Empire Village (within a 500m radius ie 
walking distance) to cater for elderly people/others who can't afford a full size block but 
who want to remain in the suburb. Similarly, corner blocks within a 500m radius of 
Empire Village should be allowed to be subdivided into green title blocks to 
accommodate elderly people and those unable to afford full size blocks. 

498 Yes greater sharing of load across all suburbs. 

502 Yes the whole thing is being tackled the wrong way. First get a shared view on how we 
want our Town to look and feel in 10 years time. What is the heartbeat we want?  
Then what are the primary structures we need to change? How do we change these crazy 
roads like Cambridge St, Grantham St, Howtree Place, Brookdale St, The Boulevard. Get 
the through traffic away from the Town. Maybe we need to introduce a new ring road to 
bypass the through traffic?  
Public Transport major structure, light rail that provides an interconnectedness to the 
Town to Rail nodes. 
School strategic plan, Pedestrian Urban places. we find we have to go to Freo on 
weekends to find any heartbeat. The Forum is bland at best. 
Turn Howtree Place into a pedestrian space. Cafes, gardens, party lights. Same with 
Cambridges St at Birkdale, and near the Wembley pub and up in west leederville near the 
hospital. Stop the through traffic by putting a bypass around the Town. Unless that is 
done, its always going to be just a raceway for cars. 

504 The plan should be scrapped until population estimates can be recalculated. Also, the 
amenities in areas marked for higher density should be upgraded to cater for it. And the 
historic area of West Leederville should not be expected to do the "heavy lifting" for the 
rest of the suburb. 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

505 See Scenario A comment 

506 Sinking of railway line. 
 
Higher density along railway corridor. 
 
3 Storey along Cambridge Street. 

508 Railway Parade might be an option worth investigating 

509 Leave West Leederville alone. Enough damage has been done.Whatever little id left is 
what is contributing to the value the suburb carries. Do not touch this suburb - this is not 
Innalloo. 

510 I would like to see development opportunities identified across a number of horizons. 
The current Council should not be seeking to reach agreement before the next election 
on wide-scale development opportunities that extend into the longer term and have the 
potential for permanent changes to the character of parts of what is a diverse council 

511 Develop Area around West Leederville train station. 

518 Comments same as Scenario A 

519 Any proposed scenario must, at a minimum: 
o   MUST NOT involve increased density in residential streets. Density should be limited 
to the high street. 
o   MUST share the distribution of infill amongst ALL areas/suburbs of the Town of 
Cambridge. Inequitable concentration of density in West Leederville is NOT acceptable. 
o  MUST be based on consideration of factors OTHER than transport (which favours low 
density in City Beach/Floreat). It must also be based on consideration of factors such as 
capacity of local schools, existing density levels throughout the Town, and a comparison 
of actual likely demand for high-density accommodation versus existing supply of high-
density accommodation in the town.  
 
Fundamentally, however, I challenge the feasibility, legitimacy and sensibility of this 
proposed 2050 plan (and its projected population growth/density targets) for two 
primary reasons:  
1. We have a new State Government with so-far undefined proposals for education and 
transport infrastructure.  
2. The population growth of Western Australia has diminished significantly since 2007-08, 
the period in relation to which these scenarios appear to be based.  
3. We have a current abundance of supply of high-density accommodation in the eastern 
parts of the Town (e.g. on Cambridge St near the medical precinct; on Selby Street near 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

Herdsman). To what extent is the demand meeting the supply in this regard?  

520 Yes, see above. 

521 West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

524 Yes. I would like to be presented with scenarios to consider that present no change for 
West Leederville as the suburb has already provided considerable increase in density and 
revenue to the ToC post 2012 plan. 

527 More development in city beach 

532 Yes, I believe the Town should investigate buying parcels of land when they become 
available for the building of new schools and parks and other community amenities. 
Parks do not have to be large to be used by the community, but they do need to be close, 
and there is a distinct lack of these in West Leederville. 

533 High density housing should be kept to the High Street and then done in consideration of 
infrastructure to support the population growth. Also consideration should be given, is 
there is some required goal of density in the town, for high density on high streets in City 
Beach, Wembley, Floreat and other centres - not just West Leederville. 

536 Persuade the Government to offer incentives for businesses to relocate to outer areas 
such as Joondalup, Midland etc. 
People will then not all be going into the CBD at the same time and there would be a 
more even traffic flow in both directions 

538 Just don't do it. Maybe a short burst beside the railway line as you have already done. No 
more though. 

544 Yes. There are very large 1100m2+ blocks in City Beach that make up a small percentage 
of the suburb (so won't affect the 'street scape') and yet could easily be granted rezoning 
to allow for smaller green tile blocks to promote diversity in housing options. The other 
options presented only allow for a very small diversity in option - apartments/town 
houses. Corner blocks as a development option alone will achieve very little in City beach 
as a significant number of these blocks have very large new dwellings on them that 
preclude them from development. Allowing development of the very large blocks in 
Central City Beach gives diversity and makes perfect sense. 

548 As per comments made for Scenario A.  

550 Look at less congested areas/suburbs to take infill. eg Floreat and City Beach. 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

552 Reduce the block sizes in Floreat and City Beach.  My parents have just had to leave City 
Beach which they adore because suitable down size options were not available. 

558 Yes.  Avoid the ideology of infill centered  on Perth.  Retain the desirable nature of the 
existing suburbs.   Look for less intrusive ways to develop other centres instead (Midland, 
Joondalup etc). 

559 As above see Scenario A 

561 Increase density/ diversify housing typologies in City Beach 

564 Apartment buildings allowed along rail reserves and any vacant land where overlooking is 
not an issue.   

565 Go back to Amendment 31 which was a well thought through and considered document 
that proactively managed the inevitable move towards infill. We need residential options 
to enable downsizing seniors to "stay local" which is critical for a sense of engagement 
and well-being.   

575 Why has West Leederville been chosen for significant development and other suburbs 
are unchanged? The growth plans need to be 'fairly' apportioned throughout ALL 
suburbs. 

576 The long narrow development corridor could prove to be reminiscent of the "strip 
developments" that grew in Australian cities in the late 19th and part of the 20th 
century: long congested routes with limited depth an limited services within walking 
distance. Town planning initiatives would in future ensure that these in future will be ore 
attractive and practical. However, with corridor growth, Cambridge Street for example 
could become a congested and tedious route. 

577 Again please develop the available Government land, particularly in City Beach to their 
maximum capability first. This will also put pressure on the new government not to 
shelve the idea of reopening City Beach High School. This is a retrograde and ridiculous 
situation as it will be required in the future. 

579 See comments in A above 

583 Whilst City Beach needs to remain as a 'green suburb', there are pockets on the outer 
areas of the suburb, near the golf course that would be perfect for higher density living - 
eg the expansion of the Ocean Mia estate towards the swimming pool with a mix of 
urban corridor and residential transition housing 

584 Same as A 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

587 West Leederville and parts of Wembley and how they can benefit from re-location of 
football away from Subiaco oval  

589 Focus on Scenario A before moving to Scenario B. 

590 Harbourne Street corridor extending north past Grantham St, likewise with Selby St 

592 you should most definitely pursue well designed corner lot subdivision that will not 
detract from the surround streetscape for parent lots larger than 950m2. 

595 The Boulevard shopping precinct in City Beach  would also lend itself to higher density 
development as proposed for Floreat and Wembley (with similar density /height 
restrictions). This would help to spread the 'burden' of higher density more evenly within 
the Town. 

596 Density should be spread evenly throughout the Town of Cambridge - not just West 
Leederville.options could include: I ncreasing density in City Beach, Floreat, West Coast 
Hwy, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, Wembley Golf Course, Perry Lakes development and 
rezoning areas with larger blocks. 

598 Why has there been no density increases in City Beach at all? 

599 Spread the load of 2-4 stories in ALL areas "evenly"....that is include City Beach and 
Floreat. 
The shopping areas, and business owners, in City Beach and FLoreat will benefit with the 
growth. 
High rise - 4-6 Levels maximum along Railway and Cambridge seems appropriate as these 
support efficient public transport to the city....but are NOT appropriate within the 
general residential areas. 
Town of Cambridge are putting these suburbs at risk of looking like slums in future years. 
Please rethink the volume of traffic and parking. West Leederville already suffers from 
parking and traffic in most streets. 
If the proposed growth happens......Where will the new school be built??? The current 
school in WL cannot sustain any further growth. 
I believe that all new buildings MUST provide car parking for each bedroom, PLUS visitor 
parking OFF street. How does that work with proposals A,B or C.? 

604 We are already on track to meet the ten year plans so why should we work further than 
this. There are no legislative requirements to do this? 
Subdivide City Beach lots and share the zoning changes across the Town. 

608 A very steady promotion of growth in the proposed areas. 
Increase in density of residential occupation should be spread more evenly to retain the 
attraction and amenity that is Perth. 
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It is not possible to construct a western alternative for Newtown or Fitzroy, it has to be 
grown, and believe me we do not want to develop in the manner those locations did. 

610 Reduce length of corridor and increase development near railway stations 

619 As outlined above, there is a real opportunity to achieve the Government's higher density 
target for Cambridge, whilst preserving existing residential streets of our garden suburbs, 
by providing high rise along West Coast highway. We can plan for it now or wait for it to 
happen - as it inevitably will (sooner rather than later ) and in the meantime ruin our 
suburb and upset a lot of people. 

622 District Centre for City Beach 

624 Increases proposed around the arterial roads noted as transitional residential should be 
confined to areas that border arterial roads and include all such roads in the Town, 
including Cambridge/ Oceanic Drive, Selby, Harbourne, Grantham streets and The 
Boulevard 

628 Less development in West Leederville  

630 Leave West Leederville alone and focus on City Beach or Floreat 

632 perhaps taking the densities a short way back from main arteries as well. 

636 Keep high density living on main roads and spread it out evenly through city beach and 
floreat.  

638 The Wembley area between Cambridge street and Grantham could be explored. This 
area is serviced by two main and nearby corridors that have a large number of bus routes 
operating.  

642 Spread out the opportunity for smaller block sizes i.e. subdivision around the whole 
town.  It's only an opportunity, not a must develop immediately directive.   

658 why not extend this moderate urban growth option along oceanic drive and west coast 
highway - limited to 2 to 4 storeys (accompanied by good planning guidelines - such as 
those being drafted by DoP currently).  

667 1.  Rezoning all suburbs so residents can decide if they want to subdivide.   
2.  Look at all suburbs to assess infrastructure, capacity and then engage with the 
community to ascertain their vision. 
3.  "Even" density across the Town (that means City Beach too). 
 
a few other suggestions... 
4.  Sink the rail line and place greenspace on top, or turn it into a road and remove 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
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Railway St, Cambridge etc 
5.  Place at least two underpasses to Lake Monger so WL residents can access 
6.  Reclaim green space for WL 
7.  Reclaim space for the school to increase footprint or relocate the school 
8.  Cycle paths and wide footpaths 
9.  Increase tree canopy 
10.  Cambridge St and Lake Monger Drive are a complete nightmare to cross, drive on, 
access.  Future plans need to review traffic congestion in peak hours.  Work completed 
last year has caused massive bottlenecks.   
11.  Can you please provide something for the kids to do - playspaces/playground/pump 
track/parkour/obstacle course at Lake Monger, Hollyrood or Cowden...the growing 
population of children have limited opportunities (most of the playgrounds are designed 
for under 7s. 

669 City beach and floreat 

679 Could use in combination with A. 

739 Subdivision of huge blocks in City Beach and Floreat should be considered for subdivision 
especially those on corners owned by life long residents who wish to downsize without 
leaaving the City of Cambridge. 

740 This proposal is a boon for developers private home sales to developers in area (3) would 
be dictated by developers.  The small commercial centre at Birkdale St is missing.  These 
shop keepers would greatly benefit. Adopt the French habit of local very professional 
small businesses - butcher, cafe, grocer, etc.  There is a mistaken emphasis on the car and 
little planning for local 'village' centres.  The overall proposal is 'slab-like' and lacks 
finesse.  With finesse, this could work. 

789 Keep residential streets quiet and reduce traffic.  Keep density on high frequency 
transport roads. 

792 Question why Oceanic Dr and Boulevard are not considered corridors?! 

815 Seneario B does not include development in City Beach.  There should be 2 storey 
developments within a 500m radius of local centres such as Ocean Village and Empire 
Village.  Corner blocks within a 500m radius of these local centres should be rezoned to 
R20 to enable green title blocks subdivision. 

818 Need for some development in City Beach around local centres to cater for elderly/others 
who can't afford/can't maintain full sized blocks e.g. Empire Village. 

836 This is ribbon development.  It is better to have intensity around established centres. 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
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870 City Beach  

871 I think Scenario C covers the shortcomings of this Scenario 

873 The ideal scenario should be Scenario A with the Urban Corridors included. 

874  Still need to explore plans for sinking the railway in WL area to accommodate higher 
options, will also have space for green space options 

877 Amendment 31 was a more considered proposal and is preferable to this. It should be 
reintroduced. 
 
Increased density along major transport corridors in Wembley, Floreat and City Beach 
needs to be considered (ie along the Boulevard, Oceanic Drive and West Coast Highway). 
None of the scenarios contain any significant amendment to the density in City Beach 
and Floreat, where the block sizes and zoning are the largest and most generous in the 
town and have significant scope for increased density. This is a significant oversight and 
missed opportunity, and would enable an increased density spread throughout the town.  
 
Opportunities to renew the leadership of Town of Cambridge should be considered so 
that such biased, ill-considered and obviously political proposals are not developed with 
my rates in the future. 
 
The proposal is unworkable in the absence of a new site and State funding to construct a 
new primary School in West Leederville. If the Town of Cambridge is not able to come up 
with well considered proposals, perhaps we should leave it to the Planning Minister. 

878 What about high rise close to the City Beach shopping centre? 

879 Yes, look at City Beach and Floreat rezoning to get those suburbs to pull their weight with 
this issue.  

880 see above 

882 The western areas aren't contributing to the 'urban growth.' as the expense of central & 
south Floreat. 

884 share infill equally. 

885 Not to overdevelop is always a concern.  

887 Are there density options on Selby, matching in with the City of Stirling developments. Is 
the northern side of Floreat Forum also an option? 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
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889 Other opportunities to be investigated include : 
1. proceeding with all 3 Urban Growth Scenarios without delay. 

891 1.Developers have to provide 2 bays per unit 
2.Developers donate $20k per unit to allow school to purchase properties for expansion 
around them 
3. Develop high rise around Ocean Park Village 
4. Develop high rise around Herdsman 
5. Develop high rise around Boulevard Centre 
6. Develop high rise at Perry Lakes and netball Centre car parks  
(Build high rises above ) 
7. Build high rises above Floreat Centre parking lot 
8. Build high rise between Bold Park pool and Boulevard overlooking Wembley golf 
course 
 
Make each Centre sustainable by developing in multiple locations not isolated areas 

894 I would like to think there is a compromise solution where there is a modest increase in 
density in West Leederville, with no buildings greater than 3 storey except along the 
Cambridge Street “Urban Corridor" and a slightly greater increase in density throughout 
all the other suburbs. I would like that the infrastructure planning for the town required 
by local government be considered and closely developed in conjunction with this going 
forward. I would like current projections of growth to be a driver for change as figures 
would certainly have changed over the past few years. If light rail options are approved. I 
would like pressure to be adjusted from West Leederville to other proximate areas for 
reasonable development. Communication with adjoining Cities and Towns to ensure 
sensible and coherent development along and across Town boundaries (for example 
Subiaco - Subiaco Oval redevelopment, sinking of rail lines, etc) 

895 A better and more even spread of density across the Town of Cambridge.  

899 Yes, Again why is City Beach not getting any infill. People are complaining now about the 
lack of public transport but if there was a bigger population in City Beach then perhaps 
we could have improved public transport.  
Given the aging population and demographics it is necessary to provide landowners the 
opportunity to downsize once their children have left home. By providing the opportunity 
for some of the City Beach homes on large 900sqm lots to subdivide this will allow 
residents to stay in the area they have lived for many decades. Providing the 
development complies with the residential design codes there will not be any adverse 
impact. In fact it will have the opposite as it will allow more people in the area so provide 
an increase in street surveillance - the greater number of residents in the street the safer 
the community. These large lots often have massive gardens which requires a lot of 
water to maintain and with out water shortage issues in Perth is another reason to 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

reduce the size of these blocks. 

903 Include the opportunities numbered  4, 5  and 6 in Scenario C into Scenario A. 
 
This would make this Scenario A far more palatable to ALL the residents and rate payers. 
 
Other than that - don't use Scenario B. 

904  Sharing the density with other suburbs in the town of Cambridge eg Floreat and city 
beach.  

906 If you go with Scenario B only Cambridge St should be used as a growth corridor, not 
Grantham St. 

908 I can see no reason that the corridor should be limited to part of the area, what is good 
for one area is good for all.  The corridor development must extend all the way along 
Oceanic Drive, Challenger drive and Kalinda Drive and along The Boulevard and 
Grantham Street.  That way the height and intensity of the redevelopment could be 
moderated to three stories or less fronting the main street and no more than two stories 
in minor streets so as to not overpower the neighbours across the road. 

910 In West Leederville higher density should be explored between Cambridge St and the 
West Leederville Train Station. Opportunities for higher density living should be explored 
in City Beach and Floreat where there is an abundance of space. 

911 A combination of Scenario A and B are the best options 

912 Very well design homes can be provided on subdivided corner lots. The lots in City Beach 
and Floreat are 1000m2 which will provide min 450 - 500m2 subdivided lots that are 
more than capable of having quality homes on them that will add to the character of the 
area not detract from it.  

914 City Beach and Floreat have more capacity to absorb the additional housing 
requirements. 

916 city beach- oceanic drive, the boulevard, empire village shopping entree area 

917 Again....spread the load.  Allow residential transition on suitable large holdings and 
corner lot subdivision throughout Wembley, Floreat and City Beach. 

919 See Scenario C 

929 The opportunity to find planners and developers who have a fine sense of aesthetics, and 
an appreciation of well designed and built residences who are not only interested in 
financial gain. Other opportunities in the areas of Floreat and City Beach should be 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

further investigated. 4 -10 storeys should be considered in those areas, around civic 
centre precincts and around parks, bushland and anywhere where the impact of height,  
higher concentrations of people are not detrimental to the quality of life of existing 
communities.nd have some concern for the impact that their buildings have on the 
people living in the town of Cambridge. 

931 There is already enough density along Cambridge St in West Leederville.  Growth along 
Oceanic Dr and The Boulevard should be looked at. 

932 - West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increase. No more density 
increase for West Leederville 
- West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate ant further density 
increases. 

933 Development in areas owned/managed by local and state government. Large percentage 
of Cambridge is parkland /open green space, so TOC may need to look at using some 
parts/fringes of these areas to reach targets. Also see Scenario C. 

934 I think Pearson Street, (aswell as Pearson Place) could also be looked at in relation to No 
4.  It is a high traffic Street with dual carriage way, is a public transport route, close to 
Herdsman Shops which include Doctor, Dentist and Pharmacy and is also close to 
Osborne Park Business centre.   

936 Cambridge St between Station and Selby Sts may offer an opportunity for density review 
on a precinct basis as there are some parallel laneways and streets that may afford 
additional density without impacting negatively on surrounding existing residential areas. 
However this would need to be planned in detail, with a review as a precinct rather than 
traffic corridor to ensure liveability of any new developments.  
 
As with comments on Scenario A, a wholistic approach to planning across the 
metropolitan areas needs to be conducted.  The failure of the Town of Cambridge to 
consider even basic community planning methodologies and background material 
indicates the either the pre0-conceived agenda-driven process of some councillors or the 
incompetence of the planners. 
 
As a town planning exercise this option (and all three options) fails completely in 
addressing social infrastructure – fundamental to any town planning exercise.  There is 
no mention of having considered: 
• Traffic 
• Recreation 
• Green space 
• Schooling 
• And many other basic social infrastructure needs 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Distribution of Infill Development) 

938 Urban corridors along main roads and  residential transition areas, should be also in City 
Beach. 

939 I repeat the other opportunities which I have referred to above in relation to Scenario A, 
that the Town of Cambridge should first investigate and thereafter factor in the sub-
division of green-title blocks in calculating whether it is able to meet its additional 
dwelling targets, before proposing a local planning strategy that encourages high-rise 
development. 

940 All corner blocks over 900sqm throughout Floreat and City Beach should be able to be 
divided into two equal sized green title blocks for residential use only. 

945 Why are densities and amenities not considered near Herdsman Parade/Glendalogh 
borders and City Beach?  

948 Developing of the Floreat and Wembley districts. It isn't reasonable that the Floreat 
residences oppose in -fill and high density as it will alter their life style and West 
Leederville residents take the brunt of this planning. 

951 the need to even out density of dwellings between all areas and not just to west 
leederville. 

954 If this is to be an option then it needs to extend the length of the roads eg Grantham 
Street, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, West Coast Highway, Hale Road, Rochdale Road, 
Underwood Avenue and Harborne Street just to name a few. 

956 I think that there is the opportunity to create housing specifically for people over 55 
within this scenario as it places smaller dwellings within walking distance of shopping 
centres, public transport and medical facilities.  I think that any new development 
opportunity should be tied to the requirement to create such dwellings with minimum 
quotas and specifically design guidelines to ensure the ability to age in place. 

957 Recommend if pursuing this option also establish Leederville link / building West 
Leederville and Leederville as district centre with 2 train stations. 

 

  



 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Building Height / Intensity) 

20 Low level developments. Not high rise. 
Far less density living.  

28 Ground floors should be activated by allowing various non-residential activities 24 hours 
a day including workshops, cafes, studios, entertainment etc. 

28 It should be a requirement that all developments should be designed and site 
administered during construction by WA registered architects to ensure appropriate 
design quality is achieved in these denser urban scenarios (as is the case in other cities 
like Sydney). 

28 'Passive House' environmental standards should be required of all developments, as this 
would ensure comfortable & secure environments (including acoustic control) in these 
areas, as well as improved internal air quality and significantly lower energy 
requirements. Note this is the only building certification that delivers the above as the 
certification process includes both design and construction components, ensuring the 
final buildings actually meet their targets: 

28 http://passivehouseaustralia.org/what-is-passive-house/ 

28 Height limits higher than 10 storeys should be explored along the Railway line due to the 
excellent public transport and not having neighbours to the south affected by shadows. 

28 Ensuring rigorous, high quality design and construction standards for large multi-storey 
apartments and office buildings. 

56 Add: retention of streetscape design to reflect character of each area for high density 
applications. Add: as above. Add: design criteria for high density. Prefer: Nodes of high 
density "villages" less piece meal than strip development hit + miss.  

161 Better community education of density and how good controls in relation to street level 
activation can better support height.   
 
Despite it being difficult to change the perception that developers are all bad, 
communities must understand there are trade-offs and if you are to construct good 
buildings that integrate with communities, then the developers are subsidising these 
outcomes and the way in which they do is by balancing the appropriate yield for the 
building which typically means more storeys.  Building better quality apartment 
developments that allow people to age in place is a good community outcome. 

165 Limiting height of development around the area to protect family living, quiet streets and 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Building Height / Intensity) 

reduced traffic. 

218 For the West Leederville District Centre I would propose that it would be reasonable to 
have developments up to 4 stories along major arterial roads, that is, Cambridge St and 
railway Parade as these could be separated from current houses by the current north-
south laneways and if designed to be in keeping with current housing styles, could be 
visually acceptable. The connecting streets between Cambridge St and Railway Parade 
would be limited to 2 stories and in keeping with current housing. Development along 
arterial roads should be limited to 4 stories and fringing residential areas limited to 2 
stories 

224 Guidelines for developments need to be advised so that the character of the areas is 
maintained 
Signage should be tasteful 

231 Reduce height limit for District Center (max 6 storey), District Center Frame (max 4 store) 
and Residential Transition areas (max 2 storey). 
Public landscape and private gardens should be preserved and implemented as a priority 
to guarantee high living quality. 

235 Encourage more locally owned businesses in the Floreat Forum  area to avoid take over 
by major chains. 

289 West Leederville has already had it fair share of high rise apartments.  Already the 
heritage of the suburb has been affected with 7 storey apartment north of Cambridge 
Street.  This has affected people's privacy, traffic and value of homes. 
 
If there were to be any apartments north of Cambridge Street, there needs to a limit of 
four stores so that the bulk of a very tall building has minimal  impact on small, hundred 
year homes or aesthetics of the suburb. 

290 Street and Railway Parade and thought it would only be a matter of time before the 
zoning would change as we, in that section, are gradually being consumed from the 
increased height of buildings on McCourt and  

299 NIl - the density should be remain at a residential transition level and spread further 
rather than focusing in hubs. 

303 Restricting development to 2  storeys along these main thoroughfares, so as to not 
destroy the amenity of people living in adjoining side streets.  

319 Allowing 2-3 storey (not 2-4 storey) buildings in the surround areas of City Beach, close to 
City Beach central area, particularly around Oceanic Drive (with good or increased bus 
access). 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Building Height / Intensity) 

456 There needs to be 2 storey developments around Empire Village (within a 500m radius ie 
walking distance) to cater for elderly people/others who can't afford a full size block but 
who want to remain in the suburb. Similarly, corner blocks within a 500m radius of 
Empire Village should be allowed to be subdivided into green title blocks to 
accommodate elderly people and those unable to afford full size blocks. 

476 I think mixed use zoning and increased height allowances around shopping centres would 
also make sense -  could incorporate this with the district centre scenario 

479 Higher density accommodation in the West Leederville area would make sense due to 
the proximity to the city. 

481 See my response to scenario A. 

503 -increasing height and therefore decreasing foot-prints that impinge on homes 
(yes, I know there's been thought put into graduating the impact -I'm not convinced that 
is the way to go) 
-an alternative to east-west access and Cambridge street 

556 Reducing building height limits to no more than 4 stories in the District Centers, District 
Center Frames and Urban corridors. Reducing to 2 storey height limit in residential 
transition areas. 
Reducing the impact on West Leederville further and spreading the development out 
more to and in Wembley and Floreat. 

574 If I follow the grey hight lighter, I'm to assume the grey areas are Woolwich and Barrett 
Streets in WL and Wembley. I disagree with any higher density being approved through 
these streets.  

597 I think the pocket in red indicating the greater that 10 storeys is still too large an 
allocation. I don't think having up to 10 storeys is an issue, just not too much of it. The 
orange allocation is too congested into too smaller area. This should be capped to 4 
storeys as a max and this should be positioned along Cambridge street or Railway parade. 
This should be shared through West Leederville, Wembley, Floreat and City beach where 
there is good access to public transport. Possibly allowing for then a pocket of 2 storey 
residential transition to be positioned between Cambridge and Railway parade.  

607 Not making hubs but rather higher distributions of medium density housing.  

651 The area within 800m to the major train station - Subiaco station should allow to build 4 
to 6 stories, as the train service is more reliable and always be the first preference for 
travel.  People also will enjoy the walk distance to Subiaco's  market and coffee shop. 

745  This seems to make sense however, why would the proposal suggest slightly less 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Building Height / Intensity) 

intensity within district centres which should be the first priority with spread to corridors 
to only progress slowly at a later time. 
This seems to make sense 
However, why would the proposal suggest slightly less intensity within district centres 
whih spread to corridors to only progress slowly at a later time 

808 Not everyone wants to downsize into apartment living. Most people want to live with 
some type of garden or outdoor area.   

946 Developments need to be kept low density and heights reduced and retained at levels 
like 2 storeys to keep the character, particularly in the areas mentioned above. 
Opportunities that should be further investigated are the same as my comments for 
Scenario A. The Wembley Town Centre Plan of August 2016 is still not in keeping with the 
character of the suburb and the heights and density levels shown in the sketches are just 
dreadful. it no longer looks like Wembley but just another ugly inner city development 
that belongs in the Perth City Centre. I urge the council to keep levels and heights low 
even though I understand that the State Government has instructed that these areas 
accommodate a few thousand urban dwellings. It would be a mistake to make these 
heritage suburbs into pieces of urban sprawl just to accommodate more people and 
create more business development when existing business is already suffering. Changing 
these areas so dramatically totally detracts from the history of these suburbs. Already 
there are developments which have made these areas ugly, such as the heights of The 
Cube, the building opposite IGA and at the corner of Cambridge and Jersey Street. 

 

  



 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Community Services, Schools and Public Open Space) 

28 The council should invest in high end streetscapes including lush plantings and street 
furniture, to complement the high densities. 

33 Preserving areas and locations to facilitate requirements of a greater population such as 
preserving land for schools, public transport infrastructure for light rail. 

58 Put waste water into Perry lakes 

75 Underground power for ALL of Wembley 

102 Create pedestrian malls, with big trees, encourage cycling, summer time movies etc. We 
do very little within Cambridge and are always travelling to other councils to enjoy their 
community events. 

138 Increased schools - primary & high school - to accommodate young generation that will 
be living in the area due to in teased housing density  

227 As part of increasing density, then the local council must seek a guarantee from the 
newly elected Labour Government to build a new high school in the City Beach area prior 
to beginning construction works that increases housing supply. This is an absolute must 
as it is unreasonable and irresponsible to bring in higher living density and expect 
additional high school children to attend Churchlands Secondary School, which all would 
agree is significantly over-crowded. 

239  schools and other amenities cannot accommodate further population increases 

271 How will the West Leederville Primary School be able to cope with this population 
increase? 
I will only support density changes if ALL regions of the Town of Cambridge are affected 
equally. 
This scenario is unacceptable. 

305 The parks need to be protected and well maintained into the future. Weeding should be 
done by steam and not chemically as shown by the City of Fremantle. 
Perry Lakes is a disgrace and has been left to deteriorate for too long. It has been an 
important nature sanctuary that is on the verge of collapse due to the inaction of council 
and state government.    

309 Consider more landscaping in similar styles to connect the corridor without the huge 
expense of rezoning. 
What impact more trees can have in the corridors to improve their aesthetics around the 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Community Services, Schools and Public Open Space) 

medium density residential areas.  

493 If there is going to any credibility to this process, there needs to be some detail work 
done to demonstrate the amenity of the finished product rather than just a presentation 
focused on ways to stuff 6900 additional dwellings on some unsuspecting group without 
them realizing it.  A good example would be to describe what " improvements to the 
streetscape and road reservation to ensure efficiency of movement and a high quality 
public realm" would be made for Cambridge Street. 

573 Consider infrastructure, school capacity, traffic and heritage BEFORE presenting a plan. 

654 Areas with good access to public transport existing and potential future and public open 
space. 

655 This has potential to address a number of the issues regarding housing, preservation of 
existing residential streets and better transport planning in the Town.   
 
Housing diversity across the town to allow long standing residents to age in place 
Parks and green corridors need to be incorporated even in the district activity centres. 
 
Schools need to be considered.  People living in apartments do have children, who do 
need to go kindergarten and school. 
Share cars, better bike paths and improved public transport. 

656 See above. The Activity Centres need to be expanded and the traditional streets 
protected from density expansion of any type.  A win win strategy 

886 The maintenance of current vegetation should be a high priority.  It would be a 'crime' to 
see trees disappear as they do during development of new subdivisions.  Treeless areas 
lead to high energy use and cost. 

896 - The inclusion of a village green/market square in the Cambridge High Street Node (area 
bordered by Cambridge, Northwood, Railway and Kimberley). 
- Redevelop ‘air rights’ over the Fremantle train line at West Leederville station; sink 
West Leederville station and connect the Cambridge High Street Node (particularly the 
area bordered by Cambridge, Northwood, Railway and Kimberley - which minimises 
negative impacts on existing residential dwellings) with a redeveloped Subiaco Road and 
Subiaco Oval (I acknowledge that Subiaco Road and Subiaco Oval are not within the 
Town). 
- Develop a Herdsman district centre including along Pearson Street and including areas 
bordered by Pearson Street, Pearson Place, Herdsman Parade and Flynn Street. 
- Prepare a Floreat Activity Centre Plan to provide residents and the community with an 
opportunity to better guide development of a Floreat Forum district centre. 
- Develop low-medium density areas around Ocean Village and Empire Village shopping 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Community Services, Schools and Public Open Space) 

centres. 
- Develop a Dodd Street Node. 
- Potential development of City Beach Senior High School site. 

942 I would like if planning ahead is based on a bigger picture including planning for local 
schools, both primary and secondary, and social and recreation centres to help families 
and to all people to live better healthier lives. 

949 More public open green spaces in the areas with higher density. 

 

  



 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Movement Network) 

1 Total length of the boulevard needs to be converted to dual lane to aid increased traffic 
load. The road reserve was originally designed for this outcome.  

1 Hale Road needs to continue from Weaponness to West Coast Highway as dual lane as 
originally planned.  

2 How about e-bike depots?  

5 Public Transport: increase should precede development. Bite the Bullet. Hay Street has 
space for increased traffic. 

9 This scenario suggests congestion of people and traffic around these three centres. 
Consideration will need to be given to improved traffic flows (wider roads perhaps) and 
more provision of public open space around these areas. Cambridge St. is already very 
congested, with single lane traffic. 

11 Must ensure that adequate and safe (offroad) parking - minimise main road traffic 
parking 

11 Would required good bike and pedestrian safety 

13  garden "feel" should be maintained but along Cambridge sty - Oceanic Drive a higher 
density is advisable. Close to shopping areas high rise will improve/encourage walking to 
shops and less car traffic. 

16 Limited public transport options closer to Wembley and CB. "Bus" frequency is terrible. 1 
per hr vs Leederville every 10 minutes plus trains to City/Freo/Mandurah etc. 

26 Foot bridges for pedestrians along Cambridge Street. 

28 Streets should be designed to slow down traffic below 30 km/hr encouraging community, 
improving safety and discouraging cars. 

28 We should allow developments that don't require car parking but instead promote 
walking, cycling and use of public transport and hence make developments more 
affordable and sustainable. 

31 Better ways of dealing with traffic flows and greater allowance for parking options. 

33 Noise mitigation measures for residential areas close to the freeway, for eg. raising the 
wall barrier height of the nose wall barrier. 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Movement Network) 

46 Support Point 1 and Point 3. Future problems with traffic flow along Cambridge & Jersey 
St, Wembley. In City Beach many older residents would like to downsize, but there is no 
evidence of this in the plans.  

66 Improve bike lanes/ transport to/from city 

68 Only viable is grantham and Cambridge & Stevenson Ave are widened by an extra lane in 
each direction with NO street parking 24/7 

88 Rail or tram 

115 Public transport (buses) frequency outside of working hours will need to be increased, 
hourly bus transport is insufficient for higher density populations. 

211 I would like to see it backed by a big push for more frequent public transport and for 
more cycle routes. 

221 I believe the Town needs to implement a tree plan in the area and ensure old / heritage 
trees are not removed for development.  Verges with the Town should have a minimum 
of one large tree planted on residential verges.  Planning will need to ensure increased 
parking in area to allow for influx of residents and their visitors.   

238 Closing off local streets so that existing streets do not become thoroughfares. Need a 
way to get traffic from Cambridge street to the freeway without the back street run or 
increasing road usage on the local streets. 

312 State government to be consulted on how to implement better public transportation 
options.  Possibly joint funded light rail links along Cambridge street into City and down 
Thomas to University.  Pedestrian overpasses also required in built up areas along 
corridors and improved bike tracks to encourage safer travel on bikes to / from schools 
and work places.   Discussion is also required around Stephenson Hwy and removing this 
from MRS as it is outdated and redundant.  Bold Park aquatic and Wembley Golf course 
are key assets that cannot be destroyed by a freeway.  Stephenson will not assist traffic 
flow or congestion in a meaningful way.  A long term traffic and transport strategy needs 
to be implemented with State/Federal Govt input and support.  There is a critical need to 
link the western suburbs and city with safer and more reliable public transport.  Less 
pressure on roads provides better amenity and safer communities.  Bike paths and 
pedestrian overpasses are essential for this purpose.  Updating MRS will also enable 
Council to determine how best to utilise the land immediately behind council buildings 
(Old Drive IN site)  This has been left in a state of disrepair and abandonment for over 30 
years.  It should be utilised for community purposes and either rehabilitated or 
developed as appropriate to improve amenity of surrounding area.  As it is it simply poses 
a bush fire risk.   The new bush fire zones also place obligations on residents to comply 
under building codes.  However, the Council fails to maintain the reserves that pose the 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Movement Network) 

fire risk in the first place, thereby increasing this risk.  All bush reserves should be 
maintained on a regular basis.  Dead trees/branches and over grown grasses CUT BACK 
(not poisoned) and rubbish thrown into reserves removed.  These reserves are a vital 
part of the amenity of the suburb and provide habitat for wildlife and should be 
preserved and maintained, not left in a state that poses a risk to residents.  I personally 
remove rubbish on a regular basis from these reserves whenever I walk on the paths but 
it is unfortunately a job not enough others take on board.  Bold Park is well maintained 
by BPA but the Council Bush Reserves fall a very long way short of this.  The paths are in a 
state of disrepair, rubbish strewn throughout and dead wood and branches left just 
waiting for a stray cigarette.  More effort and commitment by Council on Reserve 
Maintenance would be  greatly appreciated!  Perry Lakes also needs ongoing 
maintenance and commitment to implement CSIRO backed  waste water project to 
replenish ground water and refill lakes.  Once again, less toxic weed control is also 
required to protect wildlife (and our lives!)  Steam is used by Fremantle council and has 
been for some time. 

402 Concentrate on corridor growth.  Growth can be spread lower and further.  Underground 
parking is essential.  The new Perry Lakes site is a classic example of planners not 
considering ample underground parking.  Increased public transport and frequency go 
'hand in hand' with any further urban growth. 

488 More consideration needs to be given to the impact on traffic congestion with increased 
densities. 

530 Bike paths to reduce traffic congestion 

551 Lot of development in Leederville, Ok with that, but you need to have more walking, 
cycling opportunities or there will be a bottle neck of traffic going/coming out of the City.  
 Need boulevards with cycle paths on roads to narrow roads to slow down traffic and 
make it feel like we live in a community.  Need public open spaces within the District 
Centre Frame.   

555 Yes - As Grantham St links to the Mitchell Fwy it should be managed as a District 
Distributor road for motor vehicles, with two lanes in each direction, recessed bus bays 
and right turn pockets.  Given the traffic calming development on Cambridge St in West 
Leederville, Cambridge St is no longer able to provide a reasonable level of service to 
motorists during peak travel times, so increased housing density should be expanded 
along the full length of Cambridge St (east of Selby St) and public transport (Bus) and 
cycles should be encouraged to use Cambridge St rather than Grantham St.   

582 See comments in A 

631 Look  a smaller scale development. But any proposal must see Cambridge street widened 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Movement Network) 

to accommodate more traffic/bikes. 

646 Invest in more public transport corridors towards Floreat and City Beach. Make the beach 
better accessible by public transport. 
Also - check numbers with State Government as numbers used in DRAFT planning 
documents from DoP and WAPC are out of date and not realistic anymore. Once these 
number are revised, it is time to look at what infill is still needed and where it can be 
accommodated. 

664 With any increases there will need better flow on Cambridge St so will all the traffic 
calming need a rethink? 

666 Extension of Green Cat further into West Leederville/Lake Monger area. 

752 Before increasing the density along the corridors, we must first address where all vehicles 
are going to park.  An increase in commercial properties needs parking space to be found 
- resumed if necessary so that centres don't become too crowded. 

755 Streets named already have heavy traffic Harborne & Selby Sts running north/south are 
utilised by many many motorists from other external road users from other places.  
Cambridge & Grantham Sts all shopping/commercial activities should have enties & 
parking areas off the main road.  West Leederville residents have 2 rail stations available 
to access, therefore continue with the proposed plan to provide higher density living.  
Councils may have to purchase properties and consolidate areas for better development 
of residential properties & or commercial areas. 

760 Traffic north from Fremantle (West Coast Highway) developments in Cottesloe and now 
40 storey building proposals in Scarborough will cause major traffic blocks.  Stephenson 
Ave road proposal needs to be resolved.  There is a lack of public transport west of 
Floreat in non peak periods.  Notes: GPS system directs one travelling from south of Perth 
to north Cit Beach to exit motorway at Cedric Street!!! 

775 Should make increased public transport FIRST before increasing density. 

811 Salvado Rd is a proposed on road bike route.  Having increased development on both 
sides of Salvado Rd brings more vehicular traffic which is incompatible with a cycle route.  
This is good quality housing and should be kept as such but 4 storeys would impact badly 
on adjoining properties especially blocking northern winter sun from gardens and homes 
in Evondale St. Food producing gardens (including ours) would die.  Development better 
restricted to corridors and limited to 4 storeys on Cambridge, Harbourne, Selby.  

892 Needs to be corresponding increase in amenities to serve larger population including 
public transport and designated bike lanes 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Movement Network) 

935 Forget about more and more buses on an inadequate existing road system. The big 
opportunity of Scenario B is to plan around a light rail system.The concept of Local 
Centres (LC) or Neighbourhood Centres (NC) is an attractive one but perhaps someone 
could explain the difference?? 
 
The idea of meeting our incremental targets by developing land already owned by TOC 
makes eminent sense but only to the extent that dwellings would be limited to 2-4 
stories and/or be compatible with existing surroundings. 
As an example the old quarry site might be 4 stories whereas the site on Templetonia 
should be limited to 2 stories. 

937 Forget about more and more buses on an inadequate existing road system. The big 
opportunity of Scenario B is to plan around a light rail system. 

947 light rail down cambridge street if this scenario was considered from leederville station 
through to city beach. 

955 no 2 to 5 all have concerns.  Existing roads are already finding it difficult to cope this will 
only increase it.  The transport options in these areas do not support a lot of density.  
Residents in these areas should be consulted and their views taken into account. 
Again some higher density options like District Centres may be supported in parts of no 1 
- this scenario may under develop those areas.  Heritage/existing areas of residential 
character must be protected. 

 

  



 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

87 not really  

91 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

105 No  

106 N/A 

107 N/A 

114 No leave as is before you completely destroy the character of the suburb 

120 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

121 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017  

124 I don't think anything should happen before October this year, when we have another 
chance to get rid of councillors who are pushing agendas most residents don't want. 

125 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

126 I think the community have not realised that, because they have refused to consider 
changes (such as those proposed by Simon Withers), the State is over-riding the council 
and building lots of poor quality (I don't know one building that has fully 
complied/completed according to original plans) high density. The community does not 
understand why we have to increase the number of properties. We need better 
communication, and info on how to engage with the state, not just the council, if people 
are not wanting to increase the density to this extent. 

127 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

128 AS ABOVE 

134 We do not have to meet target for several years - so leave things alone and see what the 
future holds before you jump in a destroy what we have.If you don't re develop there will 
be no need for a costly Management of additional vehicle traffic.Show  some backbone, 
oppose Govt policy and / or get it changed. Listen to your residents / owners who voted 
you in. There are ways to make development hard for developers - lots of rules and 
regulation e.g. insist on an over supply of off road car parking - lost of basement parking 
which will be expensive to construct, open spaces within the development, height 
restrictions etc. 
I bought into the Floreat area 40 years ago, I did my research which showed it would 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

always remain single residential, Govt Gazette under the Endowments Act   - Govts have 
made several amendments over the years, which had eroded the quality of my life which 
I chose - do not do any more damage and force me to live out my life surrounded by high 
density development  and it's associated congestion - leave my wonderful suburb alone 
and let me and my ancestors die in peace and quiet.    

135 We should stop this process and wait for a new council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Rate payers deserve no less than a council which acts on their behalf! 
 
I support the development of density infill sites but question the assumptions behind the 
demand for higher density e.g. what property is selling best in Perry Lakes? The larger 
blocks. What is not selling - higher density options such as apartments. 

139 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

146 As per comments for Plan A 

147 As we will be changing Councillors in the next election, consideration to post phone 
decision making until then. 

153 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

155 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for  the LPS and 
we should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding 
also. 

157 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

159 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

162 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

170 Why the need for such rushed decision now! Why not wait for the October elections and 
a new council reflective of residents current views? 

182 N/A 

183 No Comment 

225 wait until the new council is voted in in October 2017 

229 No 

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

244 None of what you are currently proposing. 

248 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017  

251 Scrap this option. 

255 No 

259 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

268 Again , perhaps we should wait for the new Council to take 
office in October 2017 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

272 Not acceptable  

273 No 

276 no 

277 we should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

285 YES - SHOW SOME FORESIGHT AND STOP PREDATORY DEVELOPERS TURNING INNER 
SUBURBS INTO GHETTOS 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

294 No 

298 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

313 No 

314 Similar to a the plan is flawed. 

320 Please refer to comments at Scenario A. 

433 n/a 

436 Leave the existing density rules unchanged. Focus on heritage listing the valuable & rich 
history of West Leederville instead of threatening the appeal of this magic inner city area. 
Don't succumb to capitalist pressure - the damage is irreversible, you don't get a second 
chance to protect history. Add value to the EXISTING residents who have committed to 
the area. 

437 NA 

442 I would like to investigate looking at other options for the LPS. For example why are we 
needing to commit to higher density reform on such an extent. The population 
expectations have changed since the mining boom has ended, and with a change of 
government and review of light rail option and the redevelopment of Subiaco still unclear 
we should not be commitment to such radical and short sighted high density changes 
without a more holistic and indepth look at the whole picture. Also I find it completely 
unacceptable that West Leederville is having to take on the majority of the changes to 
the LPS. 
 
 
Other points I wish to raise is why is the council looking at 2050 population in our ten 
year plans. We had changes in 2013 to reflect the greening of cambridge street and 
preservation of our sense of community and under these proposals the increased traffic 
and population will require cambridge street works to be reversed and rectified to 2 
lanes.  
No proposal has included foresight to our school problems in that WLPS is over 
populated as it is and increased density will add additional pressures to this 
overstretched school. The school is 1.7 hectares and with no oval or playing  grounds 
Holyrood, Cowden and Lake Monger are their only options and with that kids will be 
crossing even busier roads. 
Equity in the solution needs to include all suburbs INC City Beach and not burden one 
suburb.  
The existing services are already stretched and additional populations on the scale 
proposed will see streets dug up and homes disrupted to add additional sewage and 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

water services.  
The environmental impact on the birds migrating to Lake monger and the impact of bike 
paths and transport and roads will immediately impact our community. 
 
These scenarios are not acceptable and additional consultation needs to be undertaken. 

452 I would like to investigate looking at other options for the LPS. For example why are we 
needing to commit to higher density reform on such an extent. The population 
expectations have changed since the mining boom has ended, and with a change of 
government and review of light rail option and the redevelopment of Subiaco still unclear 
we should not be commitment to such radical and short sighted high density changes 
without a more holistic and in depth look at the whole picture. Again give us the facts!. 
Also I find it completely unacceptable that West Leederville is having to take on the 
majority of the changes to the LPS. 
 
Other points I wish to raise is why is the council looking at 2050 population in our ten 
year plans. We had changes in 2013 to reflect the greening of Cambridge street and 
preservation of our sense of community and under these proposals the increased traffic 
and population will require Cambridge street works to be reversed and rectified to 2 
lanes.  
 
No proposal has included foresight to our school problems in that WLPS is over 
populated as it is and increased density will add additional pressures to this 
overstretched school. The school is 1.7 hectares and with no oval or playing  grounds 
Holyrood, Cowden and Lake Monger are their only options and with that kids will be 
crossing even busier roads. 
 
Equity in the solution needs to include all suburbs INC City Beach and not burden one 
suburb. The existing services are already stretched and additional populations on the 
scale proposed will see streets dug up and homes disrupted to add additional sewage and 
water services.  
 
The environmental impact on the birds migrating to Lake monger and the impact of bike 
paths and transport and roads will immediately impact our community. These scenarios 
are not acceptable and additional consultation needs to be undertaken. 

455 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017  

460 Moving to the country......  

463 Waiting for the new council to be elected in October before anything is done. 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

466 No 
And this is a crappy question to repeat 

467 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in from October 
2017 

468 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017  

469 No further comment 

471 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

477 Wait For The Local Council Elections 

482 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

491 Wait for new council  

497 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017  

499 I don't like any of the aspects 

515 Wait till new councillors in October  

516 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

523 *The population projections for Western Australia overall need to be re-examined.  I 
suspect the current projections occurred during the mining boom which as we are all 
aware has now well and truly come to an end. We have an investment property in this 
suburb as well as our residence - we have had to reduce the rent twice in the last 14 
months in order to maintain our tenants.   
*See all comments in equivalent box above (Scenario A) relating to heritage and 
infrastructure. 

528 Stop changing Town of Cambridge 
 
Do we still need to increase density in Town of Cambridge with the economical slow-
down? The density in TOwn of Cambridge should stay the same as it is.  THere are many 
properties for rent and sale.  This is a sign that there is sufficient amount of houses 
available to people.  Town of Cambridge should be the town people of Perth aspire to 
live.  Bringing density higher would take the exclusiveness of Town of Cambridge and it 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

will be a big loss.  It will turn into another Scarborough/Doubleview/Innaloo where 
people have no backyards and places to bring up well rounded kids - leaders of 
tomorrow.  Think twice before destroying Town of Cambridge. 

531 For the ToC planning department to consult with the new State Government to find out 
their plans for urban development first. 
Explain to local communities FIRST what problems need solving. Then, and only then, 
start exploring solutions. 

539 None of the scenarios are acceptable. No more density increases for West Leederville 

545 Development at West Leederville and Wembley district centres can utilise the transport 
nodes to preserve the character of our suburbs 

546 Having just registered to take the Survey we find that we are constrained to comment 
only in the context of the three scenarios. This is totally unacceptable! Hence these 
comments have been pasted into all three scenarios. 
 
As residents of West Leederville we would like to voice our concern regarding the Long 
Term Planning Strategy for the Town of Cambridge. 
Firstly we have grave misgivings about the transparency of the process and its scope and 
the need for these detailed proposals in a 10 year plan. The figure of some 6ooo new 
dwellings is based on the projections for growth in Perth to 2050 – a period way beyond 
the scope of a 10 year plan. Surely a 10 year plan should be incremental and take account 
of developments elsewhere in the metropolitan region and in particular in neighbouring 
Councils. For example what will be the impact of redevelopments at Subiaco Oval, the old 
PMH site and those being proposed for Scarborough and Innaloo? The proposals take no 
account of current densities nor the existing or additional infrastructure required for 
these changes in population density. What is the consulting company that has been 
responsible for the development of the plan? What is their expertise and have they been 
involved in the development of previous proposals for other Local or State Government 
bodies? How were they appointed? Was it through a formal call for expressions of 
interest? Do they have any potential conflicts of interest or associations with the Town of 
Cambridge? Will the scoping document provided to them be made available to residents 
and can we be assured that any proposal that follows from this process will be a draft 
and subject to further consultation and review? What are the real timelines for 
submission of any plans and are these still relevant given the recent change of State 
Government? 
The request that comments should be made on each of three scenarios is totally 
inappropriate. The three options provided lack equity across the Town with all the major 
proposed changes occurring in West Leederville and two of the proposals making no 
changes at all to the City Beach area. It is not possible to opt for any one scenario as all 
are seriously flawed. 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

While we understand the need for increased density given the population growth in 
Perth and hence the targets proposed by the State Government. The Town of Cambridge 
already has a current West Leederville Activity Centre Plan adopted in 2013 which has 
our support.  The three scenarios laid out in the LPS do not take into account the 
increased density already accommodated within that plan and proposes further increases 
in density including multistorey and commercial development in adjoining exclusively 
residential streets. West Leederville has a density greater than any other part of the 
Town of Cambridge with many block sizes less than 300sq metre. In addition there are 
many multiple unit developments either under construction or recently completed.    
Increasing the density further will put considerable strain on the current infrastructure 
like schools, green space, parking, traffic and utility services such as sewerage. 
We are not averse to some high rise development along the main streets such as 
Cambridge and Southport streets and the area between the Fremantle rail line and 
Cambridge Street from Thomas street to Northwood Street, but allowing for 
development of multistorey commercial and residential properties in residential streets 
such as ours (Tower Street) totally unacceptable and is inequitable with no increased 
density in other residential areas such as City Beach and Floreat. 
It is vitally important that the residents remain informed as to subsequent changes to the 
LPS and have an opportunity to have further input prior to any submissions being made 
to the Western Australian Planning Commission  

547 As mentioned previously, you might like to change your mind about your career 
perspective. 

560 No, ditch this option altogether. 

562 N/A 

567 I am not in favour of this Scenario 

581 Yes 

593 No 

603 Look at Scenario A 

605 can't think of any just now. 

616 no 

618 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

639 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted for in October 2017. 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

645 No, leave TOC as it is. 

647 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017  

650 When I click on 'here' to view Scenario B, I am directed to a blank page 

653 No 

660 not at this time 

661 No. 

665 No 

868 No further development of Cambridge and maintain the character that is cherished. 

872 as above 

901 NO - the premise of the State Govt's idea to create attractive residential developments 
along traffic corridors is flawed - the two concepts are incompatible. 

902 No 

913 All comments above. 

921 It has been a mistake to put forward proposals in current form. Patronising to intelligent 
people. We could have been asked to look at the total map of the Town and make 
suggestions. We then would have felt included rather than having to oppose thinking 
already in place without our participation. 

923 None 

926 I will give the same answer in this section for all 3 Scenarios presented.  
The planning proposals, and the drive for increased housing availability is based on the 
Perth & Peel @3.5 Million report. The opening paragraph of that report states:  
 
"Over the past few decades, the Perth and Peel regions have experienced a radical 
transformation as the State’s continued economic prosperity has seen the population 
soar to more than two million people. The subsequent demand for homes and jobs, and 
associated physical and social infrastructure has resulted in a city with a linear, sprawling 
urban form that now stretches more than 150 kilometres from north to south. 
 
"Over the next 35 to 40 years, it is anticipated that the population of Perth and Peel will 
top 3.5 million, placing increased – and unsustainable – pressure on our natural 
environment, our economic well-being and our highly-valued way of life". 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

 
Since that report was published, the fortunes of WA have changed dramatically, and with 
no immediate indications of world economy changing in a way that will revitalise Perth's 
position as a major powerhouse of Australia, it appears to invalidate the Perth & Peel 
@3.5m report. Minister Day has been shown to have had, at best, poor judgement and 
possibly a hidden agenda, and so I believe there is a need for a revalidation of of that 
premise upon which all this so-call development is based.  
 
There is also the statement that the suburbs stretch 150km from South to North, and so 
infill is the only real option. Really? Why can't new suburbs be developed further up and 
down the coast, and further inland, developing Mandurah and Joondalup as proper cities 
in their own right? Doing so will help to reduce the overall congestion in Perth itself as 
more people live and work out of the Perth Central Business District.  
 
If it is necessary to do infill building in the existing suburbs, councils including Cambridge 
should have a plan in place, but only activate parts of that plan as demand requires. This 
will help to regulate and control the greedy developers who are waiting to pounce on 
those suburbs with little regard for the culture and character of the areas.  
 
I also think there needs to be absolute clarity whether the intent is to allow residents to 
live in smaller properties while staying in in the same area, or to downsize on the same 
block. The infill option of building more smaller residences on the one block (either 
through subdivision or a Manor House concept) is unacceptable. It unfairly affects 
neighbouring residents and should not be allowed. It would be better to have a new 
development similar to Perry Lakes, but including a range of amenities (shops, etc) so 
that the older residents living in that area have all their needs met on their doorstep, 
without the need to travel to the busy district centres to do their shopping.  

927 All 3 scenarios are based on increased 2050 density targets as per Perth/Peel 3.5 million 
draft document, while LPS only required to plan for a 10 (possible 20 year) planning 
phase.  Town is already on track to achieve that density increase through existing and 
recent planning changes in West Leederville.  Planning for density increased targets well 
beyond 10-20 years is not needed at this time and it is reckless to plan for such given 
uncertainty over State government targets and provision of key infrastructure to 
accommodate such additional long-term targets. Planning and consultation should have 
also been canvassed on the basis of no additional density increases and continued 
working on current planning initiatives.   
 
Would like to see greater equity of distribution of density levels across the Town, 
including better higher density choices in Coastal Ward which is severely lacking at 
present and as presented under the proposed scenarios. 
 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

Any density increases should be limited to high street areas, and commercial ‘transition’ 
zones. 
If density is to be increased, that density should be focused on high street corridors such 
as Cambridge street.  However further high street corridors and any proposed density 
increases also need to be utilised and equitably spread across other Town high streets 
including but not limited to Grantham Street, Selby Street, Harborne Street, Railway Pde, 
Jersey Street, Est Coat Highway, Oceanic Drive, Brookdale, The Boulevard, Empire, 
Challenger Pde.  The focus should not just be on Cambridge St in West Leederville and 
Wembley.   
 
Town should work harder to unlock high street potential for density increases rather than 
increasing density in residential streets. Increased density in residential streets will 
destroy community and fabric of suburbs. 
 
City Beach residents currently have minimal alternatives to down size either through 
subdivision of existing properties or adequate selection of housing availability on smaller 
more manageable blocks.  Such residents have no choice but to move out of the suburb 
which they have lived in in many cases most of their life.  Town must consider greater 
equity of planning choices across the Town to accommodate all residents, including those 
coastal ward residents who actually want the ability to downsize and have smaller more 
manageable blocks particularly in later years of life. 
Town should work with the State Government to unlock disused or large commercial 
areas for housing rather than the “easier” solution of just increasing density in residential 
areas.  Eg Subiaco Oval/Railway Pde precincts and development of that area post AFL 
clubs Football leaving end 2017.   
 
Strongly oppose any commercial zoning in residential streets.  In particular as proposed 
by all scenarios, particularly for West Leederville, orange shading on scenario maps, as in 
West Leederville residential streets between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street and 
between Cambridge Street and Railway Pde.  Commercial development and zones must 
be confined to high streets such as Cambridge Street and other high streets in the Town. 
Consideration should be given to expanding the Town’s “District Centres” on a more 
equitable basis across the town to include high activity zones in Coastal Wards not 
currently designated as District Centres.  For example, shopping precincts such as Floreat 
Forum and Boulevard Shopping Precincts are well-placed in terms of their size to and 
already existing commercial scope to become designated District Centres. These areas 
are currently label “Neighbourhood Centres’ and ‘Local Centres’ and should rightly be 
redesignated ‘District Centres’.  Doing so will assist with the equitable distribution of 
density and also unlock such more appropriate areas for density, as opposed to pushing 
towards more residential streets.  
The process to date for consultation on the draft LPS has been limited.  For example 
limited information has been provided to the public on how the information to be 

Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

presented for consultation has been determined and what main factors or instructions 
drove the proposed scenarios put forward for comment.  The information presented for 
consultation and comment only puts forward scenarios for significant density increases.  
Consultation that is balanced should consider all alternatives including no, minimal or 
modest density increases as well as continuation of existing planning initiatives without 
the need for significant change. Further, for example, the scenarios presented are 
skewed so that all three scenarios have density increases in residential streets for West 
Leederville.  No scenario is presented for comment whereby there are no or minimal 
density increases for West Leederville, unlike has been afforded to other suburbs.  
Accordingly the comments received will no doubt be in response to the scenarios as put 
and as a result the results will be biased or unbalanced from the beginning.  The 
consultation process needs to be unbiased, balanced and with proper consideration and 
options.   
Broader planning consideration should be given to more innovative and broader planning 
solutions such as developing better access to the coastal ward through increased public 
transport and other transport avenues.  Doing so will thereby unlock further density 
solutions for the town including in  coastal ward areas.   
 

943 Yes put everything on hold until after the next LG elections in October 2017. 

950 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet 
planning target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 
million should be reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale 
and rent data.  There is no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any 
additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space 
and other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe 
these are due in October 2017. 

953 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet 
planning target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 
million should be reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale 
and rent data.  There is no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any 
additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space 
and other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe 



Ref Scenario B - Are there other opportunities you think should be further 
investigated? (Non-Conforming Responses) 

these are due in October 2017. 

 



 

 

  



 

3 This my clear preferred option. It provides some level of housing choices across the town.  

17 Like to down size to CB, support Town House around Empire shops (Beecroft Park) 

22 Some opportunities are provided in City Beach. 

23 corner lot subdivision very good 

25 More sensitive development to Wembley Village Cambridge street precinct. 

26 Allows older City Beach residents to downgrade.  Could help revive Ocean Village 
Shopping Centre. 

27 Scenario C is by far the best solution. It is much more benign, is less intrusive and will  
impact  less on travel times into and out of Perth. Scenario C acknowledges that 
Leederville, as is Subiaco, is already a de facto part of metropolitan Perth and we believe 
the tasteful and controlled expansion of a city from a city centre rather than an urban 
sprawl is the preferred option. 
There is definitely a growing demand for housing options in City Beach that 
acknowledges our population is aging, that there are more young couples with and 
without children, that there are single homeowners, some who may have sadly lost their 
partners and prefer to live an independent life and that at present there are no facilities 
whatsoever in City Beach to accommodate these growing socio demographic needs - 
Scenario C addresses these needs. 

28 Strongly support 10 storey heights (and more) along Railway Parade, as there are no 
neighbours to the south hence no solar impact and excellent public transport. 
We should allow developments that don't require car parking but instead promote 
walking, cycling and use of public transport and hence make developments more 
affordable and sustainable.  

33 Focus on new zoning of large blocks. 

36 like development in city beach however note the use of the words possibility so expect 
this will end up as a west Leederville development only 

39 Density around major activity centres is sensible 

40 I tend to favour scenario C. It seems to be the least intrusive of the three. As the 
population grows and suburban sprawl becomes more unsustainable , higher densities in 
inner suburbs is inevitable. BUT SHOULD BE MINIMISED.  

44 Greater burden for W. Leederville - but fairer share overall as includes City Beach. 

45 The best proposal, as Wembley would remain more of a family residential area. 

46 Agree with point 5 and 6. More infill around Boulevarde Shopping Centre City Beach.  

47 Like: Lower urban growth retaining the current residential mix. Reduce of high rise 
development on Cambridge street and surrounding areas. Keeping the area family 
friendly and safe for our children.  

52 Only feature I like is residential development around Empire Village @ Boulevard. 

56 Like : Empire village higher density Hale Rd Ocean shop hi. D.  

57 Like: Pt 2,3,5,6 

60 Like point 4 

62 Support development along Cambridge Str. Support spreading out among different areas.  

65 I like the proposal to subdivide properties and build apartment buildings. Especially if 
public transport is improved it may allow people to live closer to the city. I also like the 
idea that this subdivision and building at 5-8 story buildings is spread throughout the 
town of Cambridge (includes City Beach) and is not entirely focussed on the 
Wembley/Floreat/Leederville area.  

67 I support development and urban infill within 800m of a train station 

73 Equal distribution across the Cambridge City area (City Beach needs to share the burden!) 
also more focus centres for the western areas for people to meet, work, socialise.  

77 This scenario seems to spread the increased infill more evenly although a lot in 
Leederville.  

80 This is the only scenario that shares the density load in a reasonable fashion. Supported 

81 Best option - put density near train stations in West Leederville.  

86 -corner blocks subdivision potential 
-spreading out the development to include City Beach 
-including proposal to develop the City Beach Civic Centre 

88 Lower height 

94 Least preferred scenario but at least it limits the areas of development in the leafy 
western suburb zone to approx 2 areas near existing commercial shopping areas.   



100 This is the best scenario by far.  
Yes to residential areas within close proximity to 
Neighbourhood Centres and Local Centres 
accommodating residential development 
between 2 and 4 storeys but also consider commercial mix too. 
 
Yes to including infill to land owned by ToC on Templetonia. Note I live right next to the 
vacant land on Templetonia and am in favour of this. 
Yes to allowing corner lot subdivision but should extend it to all large blocks.  

105 Lack of development in Floreat and Wembley compared with West Leederville. This will 
mean that the character of West Leederville will change a lot faster than optimal as 
developers are limited to building in West Leederville rather than spreading out 
development in the Town.  

112 Subdivision of corner lots is a small compromise to the coastal ward, to help increase 
density across the TOC. If done correctly, 900 - 1,200 sqm corner lots can undergo green 
title subdivision, with minimal effect to the 'Garden Suburbs'. 

119 Points 1,2,3 ok.  

123 corner lot restricted only to areas where there are services built up. 
 
Utilising existing areas of town land. Even if area is contaminated, this is responsibility to 
clean up anyway, so should be done and can then be built on. 

126 Areas of development are spread out. 

132 Better spread of activity centres but still too much focus on West Leederville 

133 The local opportunities are modest so the impacts on the "character" of suburbs are 
minimised. 

136 I like that the current Wembley Town Centre is according to the current Wembley 
Activity Centre Plan... Point 2.  
I am in favour of point 5.  

143 Corner lot subdivisions seem fine. Finally something - minimal west of the Forum. 

144 I have lived in City Beach for 16 years and lived in Floreat before that attending both 
primary and secondary school.  I'd like to have the option to retire in City Beach on a 
block size that I could look after.  My block is over 900 sq metres and if I were allowed to 
subdivide I could downsize and stay here.  I feel the lobby group against allowing 

subdivision have invested in a luxury home and probably not near to retiring (because 
they wouldn't be building that kind of house if they were....)  I live in Norbury Crescent 
and at least option 3 is an option.  The other two completely ignore City Beach, but the 
recent spending on infrastructure (at City Beach, Bold Park swimming pool, Wembley 
Golf and the Empire village shopping centres surely supports the development of other 
types of housing.  I feel the anti-development lobby group have bullied some locals to the 
point that people aren't really able to debate openly.  More density would provide senior 
citizens with more frequent public transport options - City Beach doesn't provide this 
because we don't have the population to support it. 

146 There's a little bit of infill in City Beach 

149 It has a much more 'balanced' approach to future developments. There is much stronger 
potential to support these local centres with activity hubs and find ways to strengthen 
these communities with facilities. Also there can be buffers between the higher rise 
buildings and the single lot residential dwellings they abut. Deleting the street based 
developments of scenario B is good. 
At some time in the future, hopefully before my primary school aged grandkids retire, the 
issue of allowing development on the large City Beach and Floreat Park lots will be 
realised. Maybe corner lots are a 'baby steps' way of starting. 
Ensuring the 2 City Beach shopping precincts have adjacent developments is a more 
equitable principle. 

154 The option for sub-division in City Beach and Floreat. 

158 The higher density developments seem to be concentrated in West Leederville and close 
to the railway. 

165 Lower and smaller development areas 

168 Growth in floreat and Wembley  

218 Includes more areas that can increase density. Corner lot developments and potential 
development areas owned by council. 

223 corner block subdivision throughout the town   

224 Increasing density in West Leederville seems logical due to its proximity to the railway 
line and the city 
Corner block subdivisions should be limited to 2 properties only on larger blocks (500sq 
m each) to maintain the character of the area and allow elderly residents to remain in 
City Beach 
Allows for additional density near smaller local centres to improve viability of businesses 



226 Lower density for Floreat, moderate  density for a small area in City Beach (doing their bit 
to share density load) and moderate change to Wembley  

228 Corner lot subdivision 

232 Density around the shops in City Beach. 
Floreat Forum density. 
Corner lot subdivision for all properties 

234 There is residential transition in City Beach thereby spreading infill more fairly across the  
suburbs. I like the smaller local centres with medium density keeping exciting residential 
on main roads thus preserving character of suburbs. 

235 Definitely support corner lot subdivision so that residents who want to downsize do not 
have to move out of the area. Two smaller houses on a large block are preferable to the 
massive homes that are currently being built on single blocks without leaving any trees or 
garden space.  

236 As per above 

238 Linking West Leederville to Leederville is a good idea 

240 Use of areas closer to the Beach (where people want to live) 

241 Corner lot subdivision 

245 Higher density is near railway line 

249 There were options for further afield than just West Leederville 

250 "Opportunities for corner lot subdivision" in City Beach.  There's a lot of land in City 
Beach. 

251 Starts to include more development closer to the ocean. 

253 It provides growth opportunity in City Beach 

257 Residential transition in City Beach - need more. 

260 Starting from a low base means it could actually happen, rather than a grand plan (A&B) 
that is too ambitious. Remember developers need to  get on board. That that will only 
occur if its financially feasible.   
lower impact on amenity, and builds on what is already there with regard to services. 
Residences close by already are use to being close to services so opposition will be 
minimized . Smaller "village " developments means locals can walk or cycle to use rather 

than take cars and this may reduce parking requirements.   

262 The fact that you could  allow corner blocks to be subdivided. 

279 That you are trying to spread the density - this is the only scenario that includes City 
Beach.  They have a shopping centre too, why doesn't the TOC think that this area is a 
candidate for higher density in the other scenarios? 

282 Growth In West Leederville  

288 As for A and B 

291 ditto as for scenario A 

297 None, other than a tiny bit of development in City Beach. 

304 Consideration to sub dividing corner blocks. 
Residential Transition in City Beach. 

309 Better distribute builds and opportunities for a future workforce which is increasingly 
knowledge based.  
Aging workforce mixed with younger workforce potential. 
Calls for better infrastructure across the breath of the town placing less pressure on east 
end assets. 
More infill in the western parts, make more land available for young families wanting to 
move west as their children age and their work changes.  

310 There is, at least, some very slight density increases in City Beach. 

311 The western suburbs are included in this plan, giving it more residential diversity and 
amenities, creating a more interesting area. It also creates opportunities around the 
smaller local centres. 

319 Smaller density proposals spread out over a number of centres, including city beach. 

323 This option best considers the need for diverse housing options in City Beach, although it 
still seems inadequate. 

348 Preferred option - spreads the concentrations and is less likely to generate the 
acknowledged issues which arise with high rise development ?? 

349 I like the West Leederville aspect as per A.  

408 Seems fine also.  Conclusion. Stop being so fussy and selfish! The western suburbs need 
to have more population to match its infrastructure and help curb Perth's urban sprawl. 



438 The urban  villages in City Beach look great - and it would be great if some of the housing 
were lower cost so families could get into this very wealthy tract of land which is off 
limits to most.  

443 Development along Cambridge Street. 

448 This is the only plan which includes City Beach. But not enough 

450 More density in Floreat and Wembley. 

451 More density in Floreat and Wembley. 

456 I agree with the development around Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West 
Leederville activity centre.   
I strongly agree with: 
1) development of residential areas in close proximity to neighbourhood Local Centres 
2) opportunities for corner lot subdivision especially those in close proximity to 
neighbourhood Local Centres 

458 High density around West Leederville district centre which is close to CBD and supported 
by existing public transport. 

459 It spreads density more evenly through to City Beach, reducing impact at each designated 
district centre. 

460 possible spreading of the load 

464 Refer scenario A comments 

470 Finally city beach is making a contribution but still way too little 

476 increased density around shopping centres 

481 This is the only scenario which includes anything at all west of Floreat Forum. 

484 Hub concept with higher density development 

487 Some increased development west of bold park 

489 As above. 

493 The additional housing options and developments in City Beach look like they provide 
housing diversity and address the desires of those people in City Beach that want to be 
able to downsize without leaving the area.  Additionally, examining a number of local 
areas for potential makes sense as they are often overlooked due to their small size but 
they can add a significant amount in total.  However, this does not mean that 

development should be forced in order to meet any dwelling target, it needs to make 
sense as a planning activity. 

495 Development around Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West Leederville activity 
centre is reasonable.   
I strongly advocate 
1) development of residential areas in close proximity to neighbourhood local centres 
2) opportunities for corner lot subdivision especially those in close proximity to 
neighbourhood local centres 

503 -only one but not it's detail so to speak:  development around railway in Leederville 

504 some higher density around the Floreat forum shopping centre 

511 Smaller developments. 

518 Very little although there is a token level of development in West of the Town. Still a 
massive unbalanced reliance on West Leedeerville. 

522 I don't mind the idea of low density changes to local centres although I feel it is far more 
useful to increase density in major centres due to availability of public transport and 
availability of facilities in general. 

523 The only positive here is the inclusion of some very small changes in City Beach.  
Otherwise this is still a disaster for West Leederville, probably the worst scenario. 

525 Corner lot subdivision . I believe we need to stop urban sprawl but also don't want to see 
excessive height high density living. Corner lot subdivision and large block subdivision 
allows those of us ageing to remain in the area we are familiar with and yet not have to 
maintain large blocks  

527 some build up in city beach 

529 Again, I see the best opportunity for urban growth to exist in the West Leederville District 
Centre.Transition to adjoining residential areas needs to be carefully managed to avoid 
adverse impact on resident's homes and amenity.  I see no problem in using the former 
quarry site and vacant land on Templetonia Crescent (5) for residential purposes. 

530 I believe that spreading the density around all shopping precincts is a fairer option. 

538 Less intense development around Wembley. 

543 The possibility of increased housing and therefore population to ultimately help sustain 
existing and future businesses/schools/amenities within the shire. 
Increased public transport to the area due to greater demand by increased population. 



Subdivision of corner blocks to allow for existing owners to build another home for family 
members, this in turn creates support for elderly family members, reducing the need for 
moving to aged care facilities. 
 
 

548 Consideration for further development closer to the coast and the potential to use 
existing infrastructure, transport routes and businesses.  
Higher density near District Centres and the transition to medium density residential 
development surrounding these Centres.  

551 Being able to subdivide corner lots. Opportunity to utilise these large blocks to allow two 
quality homes to be constructed to improve the amenity of the area.   

554 Better to see a more even distribution throughout the entire town of Cambridge, 
although there still seems to be  an unfair distribution  of the high density being focused 
on the West Leederville community. 

559 As above see Scenario A 

566 I think further development of West Leederville is ok as already is built up in areas and 
smaller lot sizes - but again I think this should be decided by the immediate community it 
won't directly impact on me in City Beach - obviously works for me if development here 
means less in City Beach and Floreat; 
I have no problem with developing the quarry and Templetonia sites within the current 
height guidelines however the quarry is an invaluable overflow carpark area at times and 
would need to be addressed should this development go ahead  

568 Once again West Leederville is the obvious choice for this type of development given the 
location and development already undertaken 

573 Some development options for City Beach (albeit perhaps not appropriate). 

576 Some aspects provide attractions and benefits that are very similar to Scenario A, notably 
the West Leederville District Centre.  

577 I like  the idea of developing the government land to its maximum potential. Especially 
the areas in City Beach - to provide that suburb with some more mixed development for 
people wanting to downsize where they already live. Whilst there is currently not the 
same transport network as closer into the city, I am sure that if suitable density was 
achieved and demand, then public transport in this area could be improved. It would also 
fit with the reopening of the City Beach HighSchool. 

579 See comments in A above 

583 The higher density pockets support the existing local services. 
General feel of the suburbs would remain 

584 Same as A 

587 concept for West Leederville District and Floreat District Centres.  

592 There are a significant number of people like us who currently live on large lots in Floreat 
but don't want to leave the area or live on a major transport route in order to downsize 
our home into something of high quality but on a smaller block (450 - 500m2). The 
opportunity to incorporate a modest number of corner lot subdivisions for max 2 high 
quality dwellings would be a welcome addition to getting true housing choice and 
diversity in the area 

595 A more even spread of density across the town with less reliance of excessively high 
dense / height nodes while still seeking some separation / transition between higher 
density and single dwelling lifestyles. 
Corner lot subdivision may have merit as long as it is restricted to 2 dwellings and the 
development is sympathetic to the surrounding dwellings.  
Potentially less traffic / parking issues than the other scenarios. 

599 Scenario 6 - (Corner Lot subdivision opt) I believe is an ideal way of increasing growth and 
maintaining the "green"look of the community. 
Residential Transition shown, although Minimal, includes part of City Beach and FLoreat.  

601 The development of the West Leederville area and light development in the areas 2,3 
and 4.   
I support corner lot subdivision(6) as many  blocks are large and this would have no 
impact on the aesthetics of the adjoining residential areas. Blocks over 1000 m2 should  
be allowed subdivision into green title blocks with entries off two points. 

602 The District Centres 

603 Higher density in West Leederville area makes sense - due to transport options etc - but 
better under Scenario A 

606 Development within 800m of the train stations could be a positive thing, providing access 
to public transport.  The development proposed for Wembley Town Centre and the 
Floreat District centre is also good. 

608 Potential to enliven the area, though this must be allowed to evolve rather than be 
forced in order to be authentic and sustainable. 



611 The district centre concept to attract commercial and retail space.  

619 This is the most sensible of the 3 scenarios. It recognises  the need to  have limited higher 
density around the City Beach shopping centre, to limit the higher density either side of 
Cambridge street and  plan for higher density in Leederville , close to the freeway and 
within walking distance of the railway. 

622 All Suburbs have to contribute, less traffic congestion if development is spread out 

626 This idea seems like Plan A but hopes to expand a bit more. 

632 Denser infill at the West Leederville end of Cambridge, closer to 2x rails, Loftus St, Oxford 
St Leederville nightlife. 

641 There will be some opportunity for those having to move from district centres to 
potentially relocate to smaller subdivisions. A very positive move if there is some 
flexibility in design and size of blocks. 
 Potentially more chance for gardens on smaller blocks to help the birds and wildlife if 
not such high density. Allows those residents who are presently in district centres to have 
greater choice and flexibility as to where they might move whilst still staying in the 
neighborhood region. 

642 Development around Floreat Forum.   

653 Better spread of development 

655 The  Local opportunities scenario recognises the fact that we are one Town and long 
standing residents in each suburb want the option to age in place i.e. in their own 
suburb.  This privilege should not just be afforded those people who live in West 
Leederville. 

658 Close proximity to local centres could allow residential development of between 2 and 4 
storeys. 

661 Focusing growth and urban renewal at West Leederville will make that area look and feel 
like an extension of Perth city and a twin of Subiaco, while leaving the existing largely 
residential areas of the town less stressed by population growth and commercial 
development. 

662 The parts that are the same as Scenario A.  

666 Higher density centres on train links.  
 
Higher density might mean more small business (restaurants/cafes/bars) is viable in the 

West Leederville area.  

674 Do support suburban infill in City Beach too but around shopping centre only. 

687 We cannot see exactly how increasing density in these single residential areas will 
"destroy amenity". It could actually improve diversity and utilise land more effectively 
than some of the massive new homes currently being built.  Areas such as Subiaco and 
Shenton Park have not had their amenities or values decreased by increased density. 
Many of the large houses built are equal to four or more apartments. 

688 Dispite local opposition, mostly from self-satisfied residents, we all need to feel that we 
can downsize from huge blocks and palaces into a smaller residence and stay LOCAL.  
Must be accompanied by improved infrastructure. 

692 Strongly support OWNERS CHOICE to subdivide block 1000 m2 or over and strata title 
two or more green blocks. Many residents like me are old and would like to live near 
children and 1000m2 is simply too big to maintain.  We would like the option of having at 
least one child to stay close by to keep company.  Those who like to build mansions on 
huge blocks should be free to do so but let other owners have their choices too. 

716 This is the best opportunity to spread over the full council area. There needs to be 
opportunities for owners to infill and allow for owners to stay in their location by 
downsizing. City Beach needs more options but limit to 2 storeys. 

734 Generally in favour esp integrated development at West Leederville. Again, needs to be a 
4-storey limit at Floreat Forum would be better. Corner lot Subdivision on appalling idea I 
thought amendment 31 had been rejected by state gov. why you don't listen to what 
residents want? 

777 This is the only scenario in which City Beach and (in a tiny way) contributes to the 
community expectation regarding infill.  To be commended but does not go far enough. 

791 This is the only scenario in which City Beach and (in a tiny way) contributes to the 
community expectation regarding infill.  To be commended but does not go far enough. 

792 Support C as it spreads the notion of development throughout the Town.   

797 This appears more sensible and spreads density more widely rather than concentrating it 
in Wembley, Floreat.  The density for West Leederville appears unreasonable in this 
scenario.  Again 3 & 4 height should be limited to max 2 storeys. 

800 Love the West Leederville district centre. 

804 This is the best scenario.  Allows more families to house it will enhance the living aspects 
ithin the area.  There are many large blocks close to the recently redeveloped 'Empire 



Village' shopping centre.  However, incorporating scenarios A and B into scenario C will 
be the best option. 

806 I think this is the best option - spreading increased density around.  I think there should 
be the opportunity to subdivide blocks.  Most of the huge houses have cut down all the 
trees anyway. 

809 Prefer this scenario mainly because it develops a spread of smaller centres.  Also it offers 
the opportunity for infill housing on large corner blocks.  However I don't disagree with 
the need for greater housing densities as proposed in scenarios A and B. A mix of all 
these? 

810 This is the bset option.  There are a large number of blocks bigger than 760m2 that could 
be developed.  Prime development areas to be developed are 'Empire Village'.  There 
should be 'Scenario D' that combines all 3 options. 

811 This scenario protects the 'garden suburbs'.  To take some developmental pressure off 
West Leederville some increase in density along transport routes (2-4 storeys) could 
occur (Cambridge, harbourne, Grantham, Selby). 

817 I agree with spreading the density across the town with higher density to the West 
Leederville dristrict centre to neighbourhood areas around major roads to subdivision of 
large lots in City Beach and Floreat residental areas.  With water shortages and need for 
sustainable design, subdivision of larger lots will not impact on amenity.  Subdivision (e.g. 
R20) will have similar setback, height requirement to R12.5 and not impact on car parking 
or traffic management in residential areas. 

823 As older long term residents of City Beach we cannot understand that ignoring C it will 
stop lots of older folk the opportunity to downsize and stay in this lovely area.  We 
should be more open to sharing our privaleged space with others at minimal impact over 
the short term and minor over the longer term.  This infill would be years in occurring 
andm ight never be complete in the possible ultimate density!  More folk in the area - 
more rates with limited adverse conditions.  PS John has been a resident in 'south' City 
Beach 1945-1952 (my father one/other first to build in that area Bexhill Ave and 
.....(illegible) 

842 I am all in favour to subdivide large corner blocks for 2 or 3 dwellilngs. 

859 This is supported as it spreads density throughout the town.  There needs to be more 
shops and amenity in City and south City Beach. Especially in south City Beach there is 
little amenity.  This option minimises increases in traffic on roads, will also help improve 
public transport, especially if some extra density along corridors is allowed for.  Corner 
blocks should be allowed to be subdivided at R20.  All lots >950 m2 should be allowed to 
subdivide at R20 as long as the character of area maintained.  Strongly support corner lot 

subdivision. 

871 It seems very balanced , distributed within the area and provides flexibility to adjust the 
supply with the demand for accommodation. people with large blocks more than say 
1000 sqm within the Area whom mostly would love to stay in the area but unable to 
maintain their land, should be given the opportunity to make alternative arrangements 
such as subdivide. A combination of subdivided lands and original houses will bring some 
dynamic ,modernity and life into areas which have become so silent, old and static. 

872 as above 

873 West Leederville District Centre a decent size, but does not seem to be integrated into 
the rest of the Town of Cambridge. If it were to be a standalone District Centre, it would 
be more beneficial to truly develop Leederville Activity Centre and link east and west of 
the Freeway.  

874 Spreading load to include City Beach but  same discussion re excess load on WL as in Scen 
A. 

877 That there are some opportunities for development around neighbourhood centres in 
City Beach and Floreat, but these do not go far enough. 

878 A few little spots of orange in City Beach finally. 

879 I like that Wembley and Floreat are pulling their weight a bit more in this scenario.  

880 good idea to have increased density in City Beach,  

882 Spreads to load around 

883 Scope for corner block sub division in City Beach.  Growth is spread over the Town of 
Cambridge. 

884 subdivision of corner blocks 

886 the increased development in area 4  and area 5. Area 4 on Grantham street could be 
developed and increased too.  

889 Aspects we like include : 
1. consistent with all the challenges outlined in the Perth & Peel @ 3.5 million concept. 
2. increases housing supply and helps towards achieving the residential infill 
development target. 
3. increasing housing diversity, giving more people access to the existing, world-class 
activity centres and resources in the area, such as the beaches, Bold Park, Swimming, 



Basketball and Athletics Centres. 
4. links with existing public transport routes, allowing easy access to Perth CBD and 
avoiding further cars being channelled onto the north-south freeway corridor 

891 Most preferred  but Area 1 include only orange and red areas no grey areas 

899 At least this is spread over the 4 suburbs but still not very evenly. 

900 I like the idea of subdividing corner blocks. This would have minimal impact on the 
streetscape. I believe that multistorey apartments are necessary along transport routes, 
especially the train line. Residential development around The Boulevard Shops would be 
fantastic as these are providing restaurants and 24 hour shopping as well as a lovely park 
and accessibility to the beach. The Kilpa Court Shops lend themselves to development as 
they are a disaster at the moment! Please knock them down and build apartments, 
offices and shops. Again, there are parks close by, the beach and transport. I agree that 
government owned land in City Beach should be developed as high density 4 story 
residential. There needs to be more options for the older generation who want to "age in 
place".  

902 Uses current infrastructure to maximise utilisation. 
Allows my elderly parents to remain in the area to downsize and still be able to walk to 
the shops. 
Creates community and age diversity allowing young families to buy in and elderly to 
stay. 

905 Generally agree with this plan. 
Corner block development if there are very strict controls, e.g: 
1.  RETENTION OF TREES and mature plants- these are critical, not just for the benefit of 
the environment in general, but in sustaining a 'Floreat' (flora) based suburb, which is the 
main reason we all choose to live in the area.   Minimal care plants are not a reasonable 
substitute for 50+ year old trees, the likes of which will never be replanted. 
2.  Redevelopments should have STRICT LIMITS on mass/size, setbacks etc to 'fit' Floreat 
style. Design guidelines would probably be appreciated by most people, as a World War 2 
bunker style must inevitably be seen more often by disappointed neighbours than those 
living inside!  

906 I like that W Leederville would receive more of the growth and change as I strongly 
beleive that suburb is most suited and able to grow upwards and receive more 
people/traffic, being close to the freeway and public transport and of course the city. 

907 There is an increase in density in several areas around the TOC. 

908 If we are going to have focussed development, which is unfair, Scenario C is the fairest of 
all the proposals. 

909 Better in that it focus on 3 district centres. 

911 Would provide limited additional  density around local shopping centres 
Would make local centres more viable commercially 
Additional development on Templetonia Ave would provide further housing 

912 There are many suburbs in Perth (very beautiful ones too) that have quality homes on 
450 - 500m2 lots. Local opportunities to subdivide corner lots with strict design 
guidelines to ensure quality and amenity is a very sensible approach and a welcome 
addition to apartment opportunities elsewhere in the district. 

914 Floreat and City Beach to see some change though still unfairly disproportionate.  

916 - Increased density along Cambridge street- makes sense to do this.  
 
- floreat district centre 

917 Items 4, 5 and 6 are a step in the right direction, but inadequate in scope. 

918 Identification of local opportunities for better use of these locations. 

919 Genrally support this scenario with the proviso that this scenerio does not become a 
default substitute to amendment 31. Development needs to occur whithin the timeframe 
to meet the target: it does not have too be done all at once - careful and considered: do 
not rush it. I support suitable government owned land and other limited suburban 
subdivision opportunities, but this needs further serious investigation and tabling before 
ratification.  

921 1. West Leederville DC: Between 4 and 6 storeys abutting Cambridge St.and railway lines. 
2. ok. 
3. Floreat DC: 8 storeys around forum. Surrounding up to 4 storeys. 
4. 3 storeys maximum. 
5. ok. 
6. ok. 

923 It results in a well mixed set of solutions. The corner block development is really 
interesting andhelpful without impacting the face of our streets. 

924 Does include increase in city beach  

929 Numbers 3, 5 &6 

931 City Beach is considered for some development. 

934 No 1 with increased residential near Railway Stations 



No 4 Residential Areas within close proximity to Neighbourhood Centres, as above 
Pearson Street as well as Pearson Place should be considered for this. 
No 6, as long as it is not like Amendment 31.  There needs to be the opportunity to 
subdivide, and to be able to sell off one block and build on the other and have 2 different 
properties.  The Amendment 31 proposal where you had to build at the same time and  
manor houses would create a very cookie cutter look that would invite developers just 
looking for a buck and not interested in the aesthetics of the area. 

935 The concept of Local Centres (LC) or Neighbourhood Centres (NC) is an attractive one but 
perhaps someone could explain the difference?? 
 
The idea of meeting our incremental targets by developing land already owned by TOC 
makes eminent sense but only to the extent that dwellings would be limited to 2-4 
stories and/or be compatible with existing surroundings. 
As an example the old quarry site might be 4 stories whereas the site on Templetonia 
should be limited to 2 stories. 

936 None, in its presented form, but the concept in theory is what we should be trying to 
achieve for the Town 

937 The concept of Local Centres (LC) or Neighbourhood Centres (NC) is an attractive one but 
perhaps someone could explain the difference?? 
 
The idea of meeting our incremental targets by developing land already owned by TOC 
makes eminent sense but only to the extent that dwellings would be limited to 2-4 
stories and/or be compatible with existing surroundings. 
As an example the old quarry site might be 4 stories whereas the site on Templetonia 
should be limited to 2 stories. 

938 Neighbourhood centres in City Beach 
Distribution of Local centres and Neighbourhood centres throughout the Town of 
Cambridge 

939 This is the only scenario that proposes a subdivision of green-title blocks.  This is 
obviously a good thing.  It is very unclear why (a) this subdivision is not proposed in all 
the scenarios, and (b) why subdivision is only being proposed on corner blocks. 

940 We definitely like the corner lot subdivision proposal. 
We generally like the proposal as stated in the information. 

944 Increased density spread across more of the council area. 
Inclusion of more subdivision opportunities, offering a wider range of housing options 
with in the town.  

945 Area shading 4/neighbourhood areas make a lot of sense for development, and all 
suburbs in the town should be considered for this.  Corner lot developments are very 
good, and corner lot developments ought to be widely considered.  The town should 
consider developing it own blocks of vacant land. 

946 I prefer this Scenario over A and B but I think the heights and density levels still need to 
be reduced. The local centre along Cambridge Street looks good as long as it is not too 
high. It would be a shame for older buildings to be lost to accommodate development.  

947 Identified district centres creating focus.  
Some opportunities for the west of the town 

950 Parts of no 1 may be okay however some parts would probably support District Centres.  
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there 
is existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look 
at how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be 
lost to infill to reach a questionable target. 

951 at least some planning for the west of town however west leederville becomes a mass of 
high density. 

952 Minimal change and disruption to residential streets/ 

953 Parts of no 1 may be okay however some parts would probably support District Centres.  
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there 
is existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look 
at how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be 
lost to infill to reach a questionable target. 

955 Parts of no 1 may be okay however some parts would probably support District Centres.  
Development should be around train stations and activity centres and areas where there 
is existing built up heritage areas must be protected.  The City of Cambridge should look 
at how the City of Subiaco protects their heritage areas.  These are too important to be 
lost to infill to reach a questionable target. 

956 I like the proposal for West Leederville for the reasons already stated above. 
I like the potential for an increase in density immediately around the Empire Village 
shopping Centre, but only if it was to provide dwellings for over 55's in compliance with 
strict design guidelines to ensure the ability to age in place and for any development to 
have the appearance from the street of a single dwelling.  As proposed in Scenario C, the 
development potential is far too great - no development in this area should exceed 2 
storeys in height. 

 



  



 

237 None apart from possibly development of Templetonia, 

263 C does reduce the focus on a few very high density areas and vacant council owned land 
should be used to improve supply.  

286 Medium density infill around local shopping hubs like the Boulevard would be ok with 
apartments up to 4 or 5 stories. Already government owned land such as Boronia 
Crescent City Beach and the old quarry would be good infill sites.  

301 TOC owned greenfields sites to be developed (templetonia and quarry) 
The boulevard shops and shops along Brompton could be developed (BUT I think this 
should be done sympathetically to the single residential streets surrounding which should 
be otherwise untouched) 
West Leederville should be reasonably developed. It is walking distance to two train lines 
and has the best road transport links. 

302 I reject this scenario except for the fact that  
1- it attempts to make use of greenfield sites (such as Templetonia and the old Quarry). I 
also think the Bouldevard shops and shops on Brompton Crescent could have 3-4 storey 
development above them (I don't think this should spill over to the residential streets 
however). 
2- It increases density around west Leederville which will enhance the Leederville link 
project - and makes sense anyway given its closest to the city, has best transport links 
and best public transport (incl trains) 

437 Generally I think this is the best Scenario for the Town.  
Development of Vacant land on Templetonia & the former Quarry site. Not sure why 
development of the land on Templetonia isn't already underway given that the current 
sewer works & the fact that  this site should be considered as an easy option to add 
housing to the Town.  
Residential transition around Boulevard Shopping Centre & on Harborne St opposite Lake 
Monger School. 
Proposed density for all the District / Town Centres except Floreat Forum which I think 
could be higher density over the Forum building itself. Impact on adjoining properties 
would be limited.  

472 Use of vacant land and under utilised areas. 

679 The old quarry site in City Beach would be excellent site for high rise building if it can be 
cleared up. City Beach needs more options for those who wish to downsize. Corner lots 
should be changed to R20 or all very large lots changed to R20. 

870 5 - former quarry site 

933 I support concept of Area 5 (Old Quarry) as increased density here would not affect many 
current residents. Also look at other areas - see below. 

 

  



 

4 Ticked this box 

9 This scenario presents young families with a better opportunity to move into (own equity 
in) a leafy suburb, with appropriate infill. It will also allow older residents in City Beach to 
stay in the area in smaller accommodation, which is not possible now, where they (and 
their family) have outgrown the big houses. It also spreads the burden of infill more 
equitably throughout the town. The corner block subdivision opportunity should be taken 
as this will have minimal impact upon the existing streetscape. Alternatively, extensive 
duplex requirement of corner blocks could be allowed, as very happens attractively in 
many Sydney suburbs, for example.  

17 Good Plan 

27 Our much preferred option 

78 "C" looks on the surface to be GOOD option. 1. Corner block division should be an option 
with properties side by side not necessarily two different streets.  

101 All of the development is away from me 

163 This is an excellent scenario. 

210 Best option 
Dislikes commercial development 
Promotes walking to commercial area & bike riding 

375 Best of a bad bunch 

433 will help small local businesses 

560 Seems like a micro attempt at Scenario A... 

564 if you want to increase density around shopping centres, why not allow high rise living in 
the centre, why do you want to allow it around the centres?  Inside the centres have no 
overlooking issues and existing facilities and scope for parking 

575 Carefully managed development should be allowed (but see below). 

594 I am generally in favour of expanded higher density housing.  I would like to see scenarios 
A and C combined. 

623 I believe in 2017 it is definitely time to allow increased housing diversity and choice. 
Quarter acre blocks with a single residence cannot be sustained. We are trying to prevent 

urban sprawl. All around Floreat suburbs are flourishing by allowing blocks to be 
subdivided and a higher housing density.  

640 Generally this is OK design wise (best) 
but I definitely don't support point 6 (corner block development) or Point 3 (specifically 
the residential transition, while the increased dev on the forum would be fine) 

683 totally in favour of scenario C. 

685 Yes. Yes please, yes please, yes please. 

690 A little fairer 

742 Generally support. 

755 I originally supported Amendment 31 & as an older age resident, believe there should be 
some opportunity for downsizing provided in the immediate local area, i.e. duplexes or 
nominated corner sites etc.   

793 I also like this scenario - all makes sense.  Now, to really cap off the 'village feel' of City 
Beach - allow sub-division of the larger blocks to cater for the age group who don't want 
to leave their beloved suburb.  Thank you for the opportunity to have a say. 

794 I have no objections to approved subdivision of large on corner blocks.  New subdivisions 
i.e. the Old Perth Nursery site - should be high density. 

795 Support this scenario. 

798 This is the best plan.  Having grown up in City Beach, I like this best as it allows me to 
possibly stay in the area.  Combining all three scenarios would be best. 

812 Like 1, 2, 3, 5, 6. 

815 Strongly support scenario C as it allows for development in high frequency public 
transport routes but also caters for limited development in City Beach in local centres.   

818 Like - generally support scenario C.  Allows for development in high frequency public 
transport routes and limited development in City Beach in local centrse. 

839 Yes! Because this is the way to avoid problems similar to that at the new Perry Lakes 
development in Floreat or prockets of high rise areas in claremeont. 

840 Yes! Because this is the way to avoid problems similar to that at the new Perry Lakes 
development in Floreat or prockets of high rise areas in claremeont. 

875 agree 



903 Best of A, B and C 

926 It isn't Amendment 31. 

949 I prefer a combination of Scenarios B and C. 

 

  



 

19 Nil 

20 None 

50 NO. I do not approve of this option either. (same reasons as A). The West Coast area is 
not being serviced with any opportunities for additional urban growth, nor mixed use, 
nor diverse centres. Have another look at Amendment 31. This was the Mayors Platform. 
Where is the discussion on this?  

74 question mark 

87 NONE! Its completely against the State Government's policy of development near Activity 
Centres.   

90 None!   

91 Scenario C 
i like no aspects of Scenario C 

93 Very little. This is a poor option. 

95 none 

96 I completely oppose Scenario C 

98 None - I oppose this scenario strongly. 

99 none 

102 Nothing! Do not allow residential subdivision anywhere! Any subdivision that does 
happen should be strictly to accommodate for the ageing population.  Over 50's only.   

103 Do not support option C.  

104 Absolutely none. 

106 None - Worst than the already rejected A31 

107 Oppose scenario C. 

108 none 

109 I don't particularly like this scheme 

110  I oppose scenario C because it is much like amendment 31 which I see him in please 
post. 

111 Virtually none outside of the district centres, but even then, like my comments on the 
other options, the height limits are generally too high, and the extents are too much.  In 
short, I don;t like Option C at all.  Just bin it please. 

113 Nil 

114 None 
People live in Floreat for a reason, we like it the way it is, that's why other people want to 
live here, hence the cost to buy a property here is what it is 

115 I do not support scenario C. 

117 Under no circumstances do we support buildings higher than 4 storeys in West 
Leederville, and these buildings should be limited to the area between Cambridge Street, 
Railway Pde and Thomas Street/Loftus St where this type of building height is already 
existing. NO higher density in fill should be permitted north of Cambridge Street. 

118 Nothing 

120 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

121 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

122 None 

124 Nothing at all! 

125 I like no aspects of Scenario C 
  

127 I like no aspects of scenario C 

128 AS ABOVE 

129 Nothing.  Terrible option. 

130 None 

131 Strongly oppose scenario C 

134 None - Leave things as they are -  give people choice to live in a low density suburb. 
Perths population is no longer increasing at the same rate, there is an over supply of 
commercial and residential premises - development will only make this situation worse. 



Empty premises is not a good advertisement for people to move into a area. 
Don't spend money which the Govt does not have. We have enough mixed use as is.  

135 none 

137 Nothing 

139 Nothing to like in Scenario C 

140 Completely oppose Scenario C 

141 None - it is a bad scenario and should be scrapped  

142 My comments as per scenario A for West Leederville.  

145 Strongly oppose scenario C 
I don't like any of the aspects of this senario 
Includes worst features of A31.  Targets some areas that have no good transport routes 
and already have established homes 

147 None 

148 NONE 

150 NONE. 

152 I oppose Scenario C as it includes the worse features of A31 which we have already 
rejected. 

153 I do not like any aspects of scenario C 

155 NOTHING! 

156 Scenario C allows for the  subdivision of larger corner blocks which is good because in our 
case our block is a  a very large (1250m2)corner block on a 90 degree street angle ie it 
can have 2 separate entrances in 2 different streets.This will allow our  married children 
to live on the one block and bring younger people into the area.Young people cannot 
afford such large blocks of land.Currently there is an old house on the property. Sub 
division will allow us to invest in 2 new houses in the area and make the current old area  
look newer with new houses.;We want to live with our grown children on the current 
block and subdivision will give us this option.The council needs to allow for more 
different types of housing options since it does not make good investment sense to have  
only one house on such a large corner block which is hard to maintain for older people . 
We do not want to live in mansions..We and our married children prefer to live in smaller 
houses and for smaller houses , we do not need these large blocks . 
We are keen to invest in City Beach ie build new houses ,but the current uncertainty as to 

what housing options there will be is preventing us form making further investments in 
the area.We hope that this current process will produce some outcomes soon.  

157 NOTHING!  

159 NOTHING!  

160 NONE.  This is an attempt to increase the density throughout the suburb and will destroy 
the garden suburb.  The failure to highlight the blocks being affected will potentially skew 
the results of this survey.   

161 Nothing really. 

162 NOTHING!  

164 I don't support this scenario, as it looks very similar to Amendment 31 that the 
community did not support. Why is this even included? It allows triplex, duplex and 
battleaxe subdivision and is not in keeping with the character and amenity of the 
established single residential streets. It doesn't take in to consideration the major 
transport routes around major centres in the suburbs.  

167 none 

170 This is totally unacceptable as an option. NOTHING. 

211 I don't see the point of this scenario, really. I don't really like any of its aspects. 

217 Oppose Scenario C 

220 Nor acceptable 

221 I don't not like this option. 

222 This is my least favoured option. 
It is consistent with other two strategies to focus development near the railway stations 
in West Leederville. 

225 None - it has many aspects of A31 which the residents of town of Cambridge have said 
they don't want. 

227 None. This looks like a repeat of Amendment 31 which was previously strongly rejected 
by the community. 

229 None 



230 None 

231 Scenario C is not acceptable!  

233 Nothing 

239 Not acceptable  

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

243 None, if not shared across entire Town 

244 None 

246 None 

247 None .Looks like A31 rearing it's ugly head again!! 

248 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

252 Nothing I like of this plan. 

254 None 

255 None 

256 I don't like any of these scenarios. I am concerned that the heritage of West Leederville 
will be compromised> 

258 This Scenario is UNACCEPTABLE 

259 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

265 Nothing at all.  

267 None 

268 Higher density aspects are unavoidable. Question is WHERE best. Nobody wants to be 
affected. But some will have to be. 
Focusing on existing  ' major centers'  cannot be avoided. 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

272 Not acceptable  

273 Nothing 

274 None - not acceptable.  

275 None 

276 None 

277 I oppose scenario C because: It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that ratepayers 
rejected. it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood's. it fails to 
capitalise  on major centres + corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices. 
proposes a massive Transition Area around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is proposed around the  district centres + all the other local centres. proposes 
massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled + extensive subdivision with 
more density and significant impact. it ignores the importance of high frequency 
transport. it destroys the character + amenity of established traditional homes + single 
residential streets. it will allow triplex + duplex stratas + battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by historical subdivision pattern. it will open the 
doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden suburbs. it is 
contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

278 This is equally bad.  

280 None  

283 This scenario is unacceptable 

284 This Scenario is unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen large density increases. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases 

285 NONE - ALL ARE UNACCEPTABLE 

287 None 

292 This is the worst of all three and totally unacceptable for those of us who live in West 
Leederville. 

293 West Leederville CANNOT support the kind of infill you are suggesting without TRIPLING 



the physical size of the school - making it bigger than Wembley to support the increased 
need in the area 

294 No aspects of the proposal are acceptable 

296 All Scenario's are unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases.  No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

298 I like no aspects of Scenario C. It is appalling. 
 
We need to preserve the wonderful amenity of the area. In particular, low density with 
large single residential blocks and wide set backs. Do not wreck what we value and love 
by allowing inappropriate development, density and height. Why do you think people are 
prepared to pay high prices to live here? 

299 Nil 

300 none 

303 NONE 

305 I do not like it. 

306 Same concerns as noted with respect to Scenario A above 

307 all 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE. 

308 As above 

312 This is not acceptable at all as it will destroy the amenity and street scape of established 
older areas within the Town.  The trees in these areas are in excess of 50 years in many 
cases and can never be replaced once destroyed.  Subdivision will always cause 
dissension among neighbours and once a poor precedent has been set it is very difficult if 
not impossible to reverse.  It is simply not worth taking the risk of developing in these 
suburbs as it will be impossible to turn back the clock once the damage is done.   

313 Few; strongly oppose this option 

314 None 

315 No aspects 

316 I reject this Scenario so there is nothing about it that I truly like. 

317 Nothing. The proposed high density housing in West Leederville is totally unacceptable. 

320 I oppose this scenario - please refer to comments. 

434 Little. 

435 None 

436 Nil, we do not want more density increases to West Leederville.  
We have spent significant money moving into the area based upon the unparalleled 
appeal and offering of West Leederville - which is being able to purchase a large, non-
subdivided block with a character home over with over 100yrs of history - in the inner 
city.  
Any increase to the density seriously threatens this beautiful appeal and will see 
thousands of collective years of magical property replaced with modern box garbage as 
developers seek to create more and more unliveable shoe boxes. 
It also is an insult to existing owners who have invested millions into a lifestyle not 
offered anywhere else in Perth. Protect your current owners.  Look after those that 
already call and make West Leederville home & special. 
Local amenities, ancillary services, schools and road infrastructure can not cope with 
further density increases and the dramatic additional load it would place on these 
services. 

440 Nothing at all. 

441 None of them. Completely dissatisfied with the proposal. 

442 None. I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. 

444 No 

445 Nothing! 

446 None. 

449 none 

452 None.  
I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. 
You are asking us to respond to proposals / maps provided, that really are not worth the 
paper they are written on, there is no relevant backing to the "facts"?  there is NO 



evidence of where this information has been derived  from. where is the information 
these are based on and I, along with all the other members and residents of West 
Leederville wish to see this before we agree to any such vaguely proposed assumptions. 
To me it sounds like the Council has "decided" that this is their agenda and what ever we, 
the residents, might have to add, will not even be considered.  Before we make any 
decisions, provide us with what we need to know i.e. the facts, the source of where this 
information derives and exactly what commitments are required to be made and by 
whom?? then we will stand a better chance and be able to make a much more educated 
comments. Do not attempt to railroad us into this is what is " expected " by government 
and it is a commitment that HAS to be made until we see evidence of that and if that is 
the case, it certainly needs to be spread equitably across the entire council , including 
City Beach ! 

453 None. This scenario is not acceptable 

454 Same comments as for option A. All options appear to propose high (4-10) story appts in 
the west leederville area including historic Holyrood St. I would support medium density 
two story townhouses across Cambridge rather than having high rise appts in certain 
areas 

455 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

457 None.  Why all the growth in West Leederville.  Am I missing something or did some 
planner go nuts in West Leederville then forget about Floreat and City Beach - the 'token' 
development proposed there, compared to WL is a joke.  Nothing short. 

461 Nothing. Too high density in a small area. 

462 Nil at present 

463 I don't like any aspects of Scenario C. 

465 None 

466 Absolutely nothing 

467 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

468 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

469 None to be honest 

471 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

473 None 

474 Nothing 

475 None 

477 None Of Them 

479 I don't really like this scenario 

482 NOTHING!  

485 None 

486 ALL scenarios are not acceptable. West Leederville has already seen its fair share of 
density increases. No more density increase for West Leederville. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

491 None! It is almost an insult to see a dressed up version of A31, which was 
overwhelmingly rejected by residents. This must be rejected for any further 
consideration!  

494 Please whatever you do don't spoil the beauty of our garden suburbs, admired by visitors 
& tourists & treasured by residents. I think highrise (greater than 2-3 storeys), high 
density buildings anywhere within existing, usually two storey residential family areas, 
spoils the visual amenity, generally brings attendant social problems & devalues the 
propery values of what is usually the main family asset. 
The Leederville aspect (1), although I prefer it as in Scenario A.  
I would only like any development in Scenario C to be low key and low rise (2 storey), 
compatible with the existing standards & aesthetic amenities. 

496 None , same comments as scenario a 

497 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

498 Nothing this is terrible. 

499 none of aspects are acceptable 

501 Nothing; it is too similar to Amendment 31, which ratepayers strongly opposed. 

502 None. 

506 Nothing 

508 Totally opposed to this. Will destroy the existing ambience of the neighbourhoods. 
Unpredictable parking issues and  increased traffic in neighbourhood. 



509 None 

510 I like no aspects of Scenario C. 

513 NONE OF IT 

514 I oppose Scenario C and I do not like anything about Scenario C. 

515 Nothing 

516 Nothing 

517 OPPOSE SCENARIO C. 

519 I do not accept any aspects of Scenario C.  

520 none 

521 Not acceptable.  

524 Nothing. 

526 None. 

528 I don't support this SCENARIO C! This is a disaster for Town of Cambridge residential 
area! 

531 None 

532 None 

533 Worse of the lot. 

534 Nothing really. 

535 DO NOT support scenario C, which is a form of Amendment 31 strongly opposed by 
ratepayers.  

536 None 

539 None 

540 None 

542 STRONGLY OPPOSE Scenario C. 

544 Nil 

545 None 

546 None 

547 None 

549 Not a lot 

550 NONE 

552 I do not like scenario C 

555 Nothing 

556 There is nothing in this plan I like.  

557 Don't like this. 

558 None.  Seems this would only appeal to people hoping to cash in by selling up and 
moving out, once corner block subdivision is approved.  And probably to people wishing 
to move into Churchlands school zone "come what may".  It can only disadvantage those 
of us who are left. 

562 I don't like any of the aspects of Scenario C and object to it and oppose it. 

569 None 

570 THIS A 31 ALL OVER AGAIN !!!!! 
 
I can't understand why we are looking at it again.  
With a rejection rate  of 82% last time why are we doing it again 

572 I don't like this at all.  

574 None  

578 - do not like this strategy 

581 Nothing 

582 Oppose this concept 

585 DO NOT SUPPORT THIS SCENARIO 

586 I do not support this option. 



588 Do not like any. 

589 Nothing at all. 

590 No aspect 

591 None 

593 I completely DO NOT support any aspect of Scenario C.  Like amendment 31 it serves to 
erode the very fabric of the garden suburb .  

596 This scenario is not acceptable 

597 I don't like any aspect relating to Scenario C.  

598 None. Still better than Scenario B though. Scenario A is the best. 

600 None 

604 None. 

605 None, looks like A31 all over again. Doesn't really take advantage of maximizing growth 
of the three major activity centres and intrudes in the minor areas on the single 
residential atmosphere.  It looks like Cambridge/Salvado streets will eventually be built 
up. Stay out of the rest of our lovely green suburb. 

607 None.  

610 none 

612 Nothing. 

614 None. 

615 nothing 

616 Do not Support and oppose Scenario C 

617 Do not support Scenario C 

618 I DO NOT LIKE ANY ASPECT OF SCENARIO C 

620 Not sure this Scenario is clearly explained, seems very vague and not well described, 
especially the corner lot subdivision option. does this also include strata title, battle-axe 
and multi storey development in residential streets? 

621 None of it. This as stated doesn't even address the required amount to meet the growth 
target.  

624 None, I consider the scenario to be unacceptable to residents of West Leederville. The 
existing West Leederville activity plan is more than enough density for the services that 
are available in the district particularly with respect to the primary school. 

627 Do not support Scenario C. 
I am strongly opposed to subdivision in traditional single residential streets. 

630 None. This is not acceptable. 

631 None. 

633 None, I completely oppose all aspects of Scenario C. 

636 None 

637 Nil 

638 I don't like any aspects of this scenario.  

639 None!! 

643 DO NOT SUPPORT OPTION C. 
Negatively affects the life style I have chosen without any significant advantages apart 
from short term capital gain 

644 None 

645 None. Don't support Scenario C. 

647 I like no aspects of Scenario C 

648 Nothing! 

649 Nothing I don't support this and oppose it  

651 Don't like this one. 

654 None.  For West Leederville it is exactly the same as Scenario A. 

656 None of it. Its a shocker that makes no sense at all. Wembley is ignored (crazy) and 
Empire Village (a small local centre ) is smashed. Absolutely insane.  This should be 
rejected and the focus maintained on the major activity centres and major corridors. 
Leave the local streets and land around the local centres alone 



659 I do not support and oppose option C. 

660 There is no aspect of Scenario C that is not already adequately catered for in A and B. 

664 Don't 

665 None 

667 There is no aspect of "Scenario C" that is acceptable. 

668 DO NOT SUPPORT AND I OPPOSE SCENARIO C - IT INCLUDES THE WORST FEATURES OF 
A31 THAT WE HAVE ALREADY REJECTED  

669 None 

678 No 

869 None 

876 Not many 

881 Do not support any higher density in our suburb 

885 No real comments either way 

887 None, I find Scenario C confusing, as it doesn't appear to support the same principles and 
common sense approach to existing activity centres as the other scenarios. 

888 None - not supported. 

894 The inequity of this scenario - new premises almost entirely in West Leederville with little 
to no development through Floreat and City Beach - is a MAJOR concern. Where are 
these people going to be educated? The Primary school is at capacity. This needs to be 
shared through out the entire town. 

895 As a current home owner and resident in West Leederville, there is very little in Scenario 
C to like. 

896 - A largely terrible scenario regarding Area #1 in West Leederville – the remainder of the 
scenario appears to have significant merit. 
- The establishment of a Floreat Forum district centre. 
- The focus on the Southport Node (east of Southport Street). 
- Is consistent with transit oriented development. 
- Demonstrates an equitable distribution of increased density (Area #s 3, 4 and 5), and 
results in more Local Centres. 
- Is consistent with the draft Wembley Activity Centre Plan submitted to the WAPC for 

endorsement (Area #2). 
- Addresses many opportunities/possiblities absent from Scenario A. 
- There is minimal density bleeding into traditional residential areas in Area #s 2 and 3 
(being around Floreat Forum and the Wembley district centre). 

897 I don't agree with Scenario C. 

898 Nil 

901 None, although it supposedly allows for some of the infill impacts to be shared across 
wider community 

904 None. This scenario is not acceptable 

910 Multi-storey buildings between Cambridge St and the train station should be explored. 
Prefer to keep them to a maximum height of 4 storeys. 

913 All comments below. 

922 Probably the worst option of all. 

925 Not really any. 

927 None. Strongly oppose all aspects of this Scenario.  

928 None - lacks specificity 

930 I do not support this option 

932 None 

941 I am totally against this option which incorporates the worst apects of Amendment 31 
that was soundly rejected. 

943 I like NOTHING of scenario C 

948 None again developing West Leederville to overflow without spreading the planning 
density to Wembley and Floreat districts. 

 



 

 

  



 

7 Amendment 31 again completely inappropriate for 2-4 storeys around a small 
community shopping centre. 

11 corner block division - this creates a "nast" sandwich at our location 

13 Corner lot development will have minor impact on "garden" feel of suburb. 

14 Plan C destroys the nature of the suburb and tier too significant an impact on local 
residential area 

21 Don't like much about it at all.  The other 2 seem to be far more logical. But I don't think 
option C is good and would hate to see a proposal like this proceed - it is least aligned to 
Government policy of all 3 options in terms of centres or corridors, and could end up with 
a real mess in terms of corner block subdivision - especially on short streets where single 
homes end up being surrounded by subdivision.  In that instance you should look at the 
opportunity for bookended homes to be allowed to also subdivide and develop. I think 
option C is a terrible option. 

21  It looks like a bit of a mish mash and the corner block issue which caused so much 
confusion and angst as part of A31 raises it's head again.   

22 Has a feeling of development being ad hoc and unplanned.  Opportunistic development 
can lead to poor planning outcomes.  Battle-axe subdivisions are hideous.   

23 Residential transition near Empire shopping centre should be no more than 2 storeys 

24 Would prefer growth centred on Cambridge St only.  As with previous comments all areas 
of growth must be connected to dual use bike paths. 

24 The government owned land should be retained to provide extra schools or public 
transport infrastructure to cater for the higher population. Selling the land for 
development is short-sighted. 

34 This is a terrible option. This spreads density throughout local character suburbs and will 
destroy the gardens suburbs which must be preserved.  This scenario was clearly rejected 
during the A31 debate. 

35 I do not want subdivision in City Beach and Floreat. It unnecessarily spreads density 
throughout character streets and does not maximise density where it should be which is 
around major activity centres and transport routes.  

 do not like small cluster developments 

37 Do not support this Scenario at all. Oppose Scenario C ; Includes the worst features of 
A31 which was already rejected; focus's density increases on local residential streets and 
neighbourhoods; fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support 
density and lifestyle choices; ignores importance of high frequency transport; destroys 
character and amenity of established residential streets; will allow triplex / duplex stratas 
and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatible with character established by the 
historic subdivision pattern; will open doors for more widespread density increases 
across hearts of garden suburbs; contrary to government policy which seeks to protect 
character and heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

38 The damage it will do to the garden suburb environment in Floreat and City Beach.  I 
believe that the area covered is large enough to ensure this aspect of the Town can be 
maintained as is whilst still providing greater housing development opportunity. 

39 I don't like this scenario. I do not want subdivision in City Beach and Floreat. I find the 
map misleading as corner blocks are not coloured. This scenario has already been firmly 
rejected by the residents of city beach and Floreat during the A31 debate. Density should 
be contained only to areas around major shopping centres and train stations. 

42 Least preferred. 1) Higher maintenance & support costs by council. 2) Most difficult to 
create a sense of community where as the other 2 options above do. 3) High rise issues 
as in item 3 of board 4.  

44 Having residential transition in the small shopping area on Grantham street is silly. 

45 Oppose scenario C because: includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; focuses 
density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; fails the 
capitalise on major centred and corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices; 
ignores importance of high frequency transport; destroys character and amenity of 
established single residential streets; will allow triple/duplex stratas and battleaxe 
subdivision which are incompatible with character established by historic subdivision 
pattern; contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

52 Oppose scenario - revisits A31 which 85% of residents rejected. Not compatible on major 
transport centres and transport corridors. Will totally unhinge the character of T of 
Cambridge if triple/duplex stratas become common.  

53 Oppose scenario C - seems similar to A31 previously rejected. ? Transport. ? Increase 
traffic cue to public transport. Destroys character of our green leafy streets with 
generous block sizes - decrease value of our properties and fantastic suburbs for raising 
children in future. Is contrary to government policy ??!! 

54 Against. We have already fought against + won the rejection of Amendment 31 + here it 
is again 'really'. It is just infill on a hit and miss strategy. My fear is you give in to 
subdivision + the development will take advantage + before you know it the garden 
suburb we so dearly want to protect is gone. This is contrary to government policy which 



seeks to protect character + heritage values + to retain existing built up character + 
amenity. I am directly affected by this scenario + oppose it whole heartedly  

63 Definitely not - 4 stories at the end of our street - this is far worse than the Amendment 
over which the Mayor lost office - Manor houses etc. We don’t want high density of this 
scale. We have repeated our thoughts for more than ten years.  

68 Pushes too much local congestion through small streets. Cause major traffic issues.  

81 Don’t like corner subdivision - leave as full blocks for families who want large garden 

87 Its putting density in residential streets and neighborhoods which are miles away from 
activity centres. The facilities provided at the small local shopping centres can hardly be 
compared to the services you find at "Activity Centres" (e.g., at The Floreat Forum or 
Wembley). For example there is not even a post office at the Empire Village Shops (City 
Beach). As an example of the lack of services in City Beach, elderly people at the 
Retirement Village (many without transport) cannot even pay their bills! They have to 
travel by bus to the Floreat Forum to do so - and public transport to get there is poor and 
infrequent. How on earth would City Beach accommodate urban growth? We have only 
just got sewerage! This scenario ignores the importance of high frequency public 
transport. In my opinion its very similar to Amendment 31 - allowing subdivision across 
the suburbs (City Beach and Floreat) with also having no regard to the heritage and the 
character of these suburbs. There is a retirement village on Kalinda Drive and a school. 
Driving down this street (especially at peak hour) is already difficult and congested. 
Amendment 31 was overwhelmingly rejected by Residents and even by the Minister for 
Planning himself - I understand the main reason for the Minister rejecting it was it was 
contrary to the State Governments own policy of focusing/putting development and 
urban growth near Activity Centres and services (e.g., hospitals, medical centres, major 
shopping centres). City Beach contains many narrow suburban streets - as an example, in 
my street, if there is just one car parked on the road its impossible to pass if a car is 
coming the other way. With the increase in traffic and cars (under this proposal to  allow 
subdivision on corner lots) it will be hazardous. Strongly disagree with Scenario C.             

89 I am most opposed to this Scenario 
- It focuses density on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods. 
-Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices. 
-Ignores importance of high frequency transport 
-Will cause generalised traffic congestion 

90 To similar to A31.  I don't want the character of our street changed by allowing 
triplex/duplex developments on corner blocks! 

91 I oppose scenario C because  
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected  
it focuses density on residential streets and neighborhoods  
it fails to capitalise on on major centers and corridors which can support density and 

lifestyle choices  
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport  
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow driplex and duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity    

92 The residential transition around neighbourhood centres must be limited to 2 storeys  
with 3 allowed only perhaps in exceptional circumstances    4 storeys is just to high .the 
residential tone of the area around neighbourhood centres must be maintained else we 
will have a a defacto District centre raising out of the site .Privacy of surrounding 
residential plots will be substantially compromised by allowing greater that 2 storeys.. 
The town planning design features of the Ways and cul de sacs of Floreat,City Beach and 
part of Mt Claremont with winding roads following topography ,potential  choke points 
and no footpaths are totally incompatible with infill of corner blocks .The road systems 
and subdivision features are not capable of increased traffic, on street parking caused by 
increased multiple car families and consequental on street parking . 
.In addition the essential services eg Garbage,Fire ,emergency, Ambulances, road 
sweeper,Trade and delivery  vehicles will be unable to access ways and cul de sacs 
choked by infill and vehicles as a result of incompatible multiple residential properties 
situated on corner entrances and sharp corners( all choke p[oints)  of existing fully 
developed and carefully designed streets . 
I note there is no proposed increase in Public transport  in any scenario for  
Branksome,Kalinda, Templetonia ,Oceanic drive Hale Road, Empire Ave , Drabble,or 
North/ South transport to access Westfield Innaloo,Karrinyup or Claremont quarter so 
residents of South City Beach Central and north City Beach ,My Claremont will will still be 
totally reliant on  private transport( that is how the area was designed )  to efficiently 
access regional centres for all services accept for perhaps some  local supermarket stuff . 
Most of existing bus services do not go via  
For example the new 24 hr IGA at the Boulevard shopping centre does not stock many 
advertised IGA staples and any advertised specials so cannot be considered a basic local 
shopping facility for the local resident who is therefore required to travel many(5-7)  
KM`s to buy staple food lines . 
South City Beach residents a have no local shopping centre outlet. 
Hale Road bus services do not  pass any shopping centre so this area has no public 
transport access to Cambridge or Stirling shopping facilities as these buses go to the City . 
Overall conclusion is to increase density in any of these fully developed and carefully 
designed suburbs which are currently at populated at maximum design capacity will only 
degrade the quality of those areas and cause downstream problems for all concerned .ie 
the residents and Town of Cambridge administration .  

95 I dislike this proposal immensely - this will destroy very nice pockets of beautiful 



neighbourhoods 

96 1. This scenario is contrary to Government policy. 
2. I do not agree with suburban subdivision or increased density in local residential 
streets, particularly around the Gayton Rd Shopping Centre as parking in this area is 
already a problem. 
3.Transport availability in this area is not particularly frequent. 
4. Increased population brings increased traffic and parking problems both for residents 
and visitors. 
5. Allowing duplex, triplex and battle-axe subdivision would destroy the character of 
single residential garden suburbs together with problems associated with increased 
traffic and parking. As yet we do not have another High School. Churchlands is 
overcrowded. Could the local Primary Schools cope with increased population? 
6. No structures over 2 storeys should be allowed in residential areas. 
7. If Scenario C is adopted it will open the doors for more widespread density increases 
across traditionally garden suburbs. 

97 It spreads density everywhere, and will ruin the suburbs. It doesn't make the best use of 
public transport routes and shopping/entertainment precincts. It will just reduce the 
greenery in the suburbs and result in many more cars on the roads, and parking issues. 
Doesn't result in as much diversity of housing types as the other two options. 

98 1. It includes the worst features of Amendment 31 which has already been rejected. 
2. It does not capitalise on major centres and corridors which support higher density and 
could thrive from potential expansion around them. 
3. It ignores the use of existing high density transport infrastructure 
4. It increases density in least suitable residential streets. 
5. It will have highest environmental impact on green space and residential areas, 
destroying character of established suburbs and green-space. 
6. it will allow subdivision and duplex/triplex stratas contradicting government policy to 
protect heritage of garden suburbs. 
7. it will open the door to more density across whole Town area rather than solving 
density targets in a smaller number of more suitable places. 

99 does not meet growth target; density increases are on residential streets and 
neighbourhoods that are not designed for high density (ie no public transport 
links,services); no increase in density around service centres, transport links; does not 
make the most of existing high frequency transport routes; allows subdivisions of blocks 
that will not be in character of the historic subdivision plan; will set a precedent for more 
widespread subdivision, thereby destroying the character and heritage values of the 
area; ignores the importance of the high frequency public transport. 

102 Stop taking our environment. I'm so sick of seeing our beautiful old trees knocked down 
to make room for massive dwellings that break all the building codes. Allowing 
subdivision of corner blocks etc is just going to make it worse. There is no sunlight getting 
into adjoining properties because they're building right up to the boundaries, cars are 
parked out in the streets creating excess traffic.  

This is far too vague "Residential areas within close proximity to Neighbourhood Centres 
and Local Centres could accommodate residential development between 2 and 4 storeys 
depending on location, site area, accessibility and impact on adjoining properties."   How 
far will they be allowed to spread?   

103  Includes the worst aspects of Amendment 31 focusing increased density around 
traditional garden suburbs.  Destroys character of the suburb by allowing duplex, triplex 
and battleaxe subdivision and will open door for further subdivision.  Will put increased 
pressure on residential streets and existing infrastructure.  

106 1. Focus density increases on local reidental traditional streets and neighbourhoods 
2. fails to capitalize on the major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
3. Ignores importance of high frequency transportation 
4. destroys characters and amenity of established single residential streets 
5. will allow triplex / duplex streets and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatiable 
with the character established by the historic subdivision pattern 
6. Will open doors for more widespread density increases across heats of the garden 
suburbs 
7. does not comply with the government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage valvues and to retain built up character and amentiy 

107 All of them.  It includes the worst features of A31 which has been rejected.  Focusses on 
density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods.  Fails to 
capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density.  Ignores importance 
of high frequency transport.  Destroys character and amenity of established single 
residential streets.  Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historic subdivision pattern.  Will open 
doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of the garden suburbs.  It is 
contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

108 looks like a repeat of A31 
increases density in residential street that was clearly rejected by the community - look 
at the last local government election results 
concerned over corner lot subdivisions  which will destroy the existing amenity which 
attracted us to Floreat 
Will have adverse traffic impacts on local streets 
Will increase property values for some ( ie corner lots ) but reduce values for more 
ratepayers 

110  It includes features of amendment 31 which I have already rejected. It focuses on the 
overall development of traditional residential areas with too much scope for subdivision 
of blocks. It will destroy the character of our garden suburbs. It is contrary to government 
policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and to retain existing 
character and amenity. I oppose  scenario  C 



111 Includes worst features of A31 and open up the floodgates for widespread density 
increases in our beautiful and rare garden suburbs.  I am really disappointed that Option 
C has even been presented given A31 was so roundly decried, and eventually thrown out.  
This woul mess up the character and amenity of our gorgeous garden suburbs.  Not a fan 
of Option C at all. 
focuses density increases on local residents/traditional streets and neighbourhoods 
There should be NO 4 storey options in residential areas, maximum 2 storey 
The corner lot development option is horrendous.  I am outraged that it is even being 
contemplated as an optyion after the A31 debacle. 
Doesn't capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support this density 
Insufficient consideration of importance of high frequency transport 
Not keen on 4 storey buildings in the gray residential areas in the West Leederville 
district  
Don;t want any scope for subdivision/battleaxe/triplex/duplex etc in the garden suburbs.  
They are absolutely incompatible with the character of our suburbs.  We should be 
protecting these heritage style suburbs, they are rare, and I believe the govt also has a 
policy top protect these (so to not do so would be contrary to govt policy).  We have 
already been through this once on A31.  The people spoke, this idea needs to be 
permanantly scrapped 

114 High rise in residential Floreat is no good and would be totally out of character for the 
area. Large blocks sub divided is a stupid idea, that's why we choose to live here because 
of large blocks where you don't have to live on top of your neighbour and you have a 
sense of space around you. 
Perry Lakes precinct looks like a concrete jungle in a ghost town, don't repeat it!! 
Keep in character with the suburb, and stop trying to make into something it isn't! 

115 It degrades the existing residential style living that is in place in the surrounding areas, for 
those of us who moved here for that style of living. 
It increases density in areas not well serviced by public transport. 
It destroys the established character of residential areas by bringing in battle-axe, triplex 
and duplex housing. 
It doesn't match existing government policy to simultaneously protect existing 
heritage/character while taking advantage of higher density centres and main transport 
lines. 

117 No high density buildings (i.e. higher than 2 storeys) north of Cambridge Street. Multi-
story limited to 4 storey height. 

118 Too much like A31. Completely at odds with the character and desirability of the area. I 
am incredibly disappointed that the members of council are even considering this again.  

119 Points 4 and 5 would Unnecessarily destroy the character  and streetscapes.  

120 I oppose scenario C because:it  includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers 
rejected 

it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

121 I oppose scenario C because:  
• it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

122 Seeks to maximise the damaging effects of increased residential density. 
Whether intended or not intended, the character of the suburb will be affected in an 
adverse way 

123 Do not support corner lot subdivision, will change character of area and will increase 
traffic and parking issues, particularly when City beach is a off street parking area at 
present and hard to get through some streets if there is parking. 

124 I don't understand why this scenario has even been put to residents and ratepayers. I 
oppose scenario C because: 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that ratepayers rejected; 



it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhoods, which is illogical and not 
what we want; 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors that can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
it proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre, which is itself 
larger than what is proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres; 
it proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact, which is why we opposed 
Amendment 31 in the first place; 
it ignores the importance of high-frequency transport and will ruin quiet streets; 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets; 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision that are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern; 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of garden 
suburbs; 
it is totally contrary to government policy, which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity.   

125 I oppose scenario C because: 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

127 I oppose scenario C because: 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 

subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

129 I believe in controlled infill not planning for infill everywhere which will destroy the 
heritage of Floreat, City Beach & Wembley.  I believe  the best communities offer a 
variety of housing for people at different stages in their lives.  Uncontrolled infill will 
destroy the option of family living on large blocks. Once this option is taken away it can 
never be provided for again.  It will be a shame to lose this beautiful aspect of the Town 
of Cambridge. 

130 It contains the worst of Amendment 31 which was widely rejected by rate payers. 
It runs the risk of destroying the character and amenity of established traditional homes 
and single residential streets. 
It could destroy the garden suburb nature of our suburbs which is contrary to 
government policy with regards to character and heritage values.  
 
I do not think our planning regulations need changed. I live in this area because I love the 
garden suburb nature.  

131 Strongly oppose scenario C as it includes the majority of features already rejected in A31. 
Focuses density on local streets, neighbourhoods and interrupts streetscapes 
Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors that can accommodate extra density 
Destroys character of traditional single storey streets 
Adds to parking pressures in quiet streets 
Will allow triplex, duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern 
Ignores importance of high frequency transport 
 
Properties surrounding floreat forum already have pressure on parking for both staff and 
residents therefore higher density in this area will add to existing pressures 

133 It does not look as if this scenario would achieve the long-term growth target. 
Subdividing corner lots will increase density potentially without any corresponding 
increase in services and transport improvements. 
The areas to be developed are  spread-out so providing additional services to these areas 
is not as efficient as if the development is centralised. 

134 No detail on what the rules and regulations will be about developing corner lots  



Leave the Quarry site alone in it's bush setting  
Leave open spaces alone e.g. Alderbury reserve  
You have already destroyed the feel of West Leederville - I now never go there - too 
congested. Cambridge St is a nightmare / unsafe to drive with the new median strip - you 
can not over take a cyclist safely which increases road rage.Hence people will not access 
any new developments You are now starting to destroying Wembley area in the same 
way.  
Floreat Forum - has a nice open feel about it - re development will cost a fortune and 
make me feel closed in. Property values around here are very high  and thus will cost a 
fortune to acquire and re develope unless you are going to re develop on open spaces 
and destroy current amenities e.g. primary School Oval, the tennis club, bowling Greens 
etc  

135 It is Amendment A31 all over again. It could destroy the very character of our suburbs 
which planning regulations should be aiming to protect and preserve. I want our garden 
suburb to remain just that not be riddled with poorly thought out infill.  
 
I do not think our planning regulations need changed. I live and have bought property in 
this area because I love the garden suburb character which defines Floreat and City 
Beach. 

136 I do not agree with Residential Transition zones. 

138 Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
Includes the most opposed features of amendment A31 which has already been rejected 
- don't waste more time and money on this option PLEASE - your ratepayers - your 
customers - don't want it  
Does not utilize current transport centres or focal points  
Goes against government policy to keep character & heritage values of garden suburbs  
Will open floodgates for widespread density that will destroy the character of suburbs 
that people have worked long & hard to be able to buy into - because we like the 
character, appearance and vibe of our low density garden suburbs.  

139 I oppose scenario C because: 
1) it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
2) it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
3) it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
4) it proposes a massive ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is 
larger than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
5) it proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
6) it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
7) it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
8) it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 

9) it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
10) it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

140 Completely oppose Scenario C 
 
• Includes worst features of A31 already rejected by the TOC residents 
• Focuses density increases impact on local residential traditional residential streets and 
neighborhoods 
• Fails to capitalize on major centers and corridors which are able to support density and 
life style choices 
• Ignores importance of high frequency transport  
• Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
• Will allow triplex/duplex strata and battleax subdivision that are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern 
• Opens door for more widespread density increase across hearts of garden suburbs  
• Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character & heritage values and 
retain existing built up character and amenity  

141 I dislike the whole of this scenario. It is back to increasing density in residential garden 
areas that don't need or want higher density living. People choose to live in these areas 
due to the character of the suburbs and don't want this destroyed by increased density. 

142 I do NOT like the idea of 4 story block popping up in the green suburbs. This destroys 
what the garden suburbs are for.  
 
I do not think we should have 8 to 10 story blocks in the Floreat/Wembley centres. Limit 
to 6 stories. 

145 Fails to focus on major centres and corridors 
Damaging to the garden suburbs 

147 Anything that allows potential development not in character with established historical 
garden suburb that City Beach is know for. 
Completely oppose density on residential garden streets. 
1. I oppose 10 storey buildings, Kimberley St development is already an issue with 
residents. 
3. I oppose anything over 4 storeys around F/forum regardless of anuy new 
redevelopment there. It will become a bottle neck for residents and shoppers the area is 
simply not large enough for the intended numbers. 
4. I oppose anything in and around Empire Village, the changes proposed will forever 
change all aspects of the Village it has become. 
5.Quarry should not be residential, it blends with community use of Bold Park and should 
be left aside and upgraded for sport, especially as City Beach High school will need sports 
fields. 



148 1. NO to any thing over 6 storeys, 10 storey buildings is a ghetto in waiting. 
3. F/Forum redevelopment would never be big enough to support this amount of infill. 
4. reject all development in and around Empire Village, its a residential area and streets 
were not designed for increased traffic flow,  
As the name implies it is supposed to be a Village. 
5. Quarry should be kept for community expansion needs of Bold Park and upgraded to 
playing fields for the increased numbers at the High School 
6. Floreat subdivision with its hotch potch of housing should be enough to seriously 
reconsider subdivision in these other areas where family friendly streets want to be 
maintained. 

150 OPPOSE COMPLETELY. Revisiting the worst features of A31 which has already been 
overwhelmingly rejected by residents and who are totally fed up with this issue being 
raised repeatedly. Local residents DO NOT WANT increased congestion in terms of traffic 
and residential overcrowding in currently a quiet neighbourhood for which we paid a 
premium price for exactly that, a quiet, peaceful existence. Did you not get that message 
last time? This plan fails to focus on density where it should be: in major centres, not 
local streets. As it is we live in Gayton Rd and we have trucks roaring down the street and 
massively much more traffic because of the Empire Village expansion. The last thing 
residents want is EVEN MORE. Council should be focusing higher density around the 
larger commercial areas such as Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and West 
Leederville precinct. This would totally destroy the character of our neighbourhood, an 
issue which we have gone through repeatedly in the last few years BUT ARE PREPARED 
TO FIGHT IT ALL OVER AGAIN if the bullying authorities keep trying to intimidate us and 
force this on us once again. Garden suburbs will be totally destroyed and polluted with 
noise, traffic, parties and congestion. Put development where it is APPROPRIATE not in 
someone's back yard. We are long-term residents of City Beach and this is the 4th time 
developers/real estate agents and bullish Councils and Government have tried to force 
this on us. We are sick of being raised repeatedly by new generations of developers and 
jumped-up planners who think they are having a great new idea. This is contrary to 
government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and to retain the 
existing character and amenities. Charging ratepayers a small fortune then ignoring their 
already stated views is unconscionable conduct. 

153 I oppose scenario C because: 
 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 

residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

155 1) It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
2) It focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
3) It fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
4) proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is 
larger than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
5) proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
6) It ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
7) It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
8) It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
9) It will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
10) It is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

157 1) It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 2) It focuses density 
on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 3) It fails to capitalise on major centres and 
corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices 4) proposes a massive 
‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger than what is 
proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 5) proposes massive 
change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive subdivision with more 
density and significant impact 6) It ignores the importance of high frequency transport 7) 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 8) It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision 
which are incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 9) 
It will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 10) It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity 

159 1) It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 2) It focuses density 
on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 3) It fails to capitalise on major centres and 
corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices 4) proposes a massive 
‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger than what is 
proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 5) proposes massive 
change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive subdivision with more 



density and significant impact 6) It ignores the importance of high frequency transport 7) 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 8) It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision 
which are incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 9) 
It will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 10) It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity  

160 Particularly the increasing of density around corner lots and generally pushing infill 
throughout the suburbs.   

161 This scenario doesn't align with well established best practice, it is sprawling and will 
deliver a slow and inconsistent response. 
 
Cambridge is an ageing population and this will do little to offer age appropriate 
accommodation on the scale needed.   
 
I would also be concerned about the necessary scheme amendment drafting to ensure 
that City Beach would not end up with battle axe blocks and duplex, triplex 
developments.  If there was to be subdivision it would need to be on the basis of blocks 
being subdivided for single residential dwellings only, rather than unit developments to 
ensure the heritage value of the neighbourhood remains intact.    There are some 
exceptionally large corner blocks that would be nicely subdivided, but for new houses 
rather than unit developments.   
 
The 400m zone around Empire Village is also excessive.  There has been a significant 
number of new homes constructed in this zone and therefore they are unlikely to be 
redeveloped for 20 - 30 years.  This will lead to a mismatch of residences to the 
detriment of the community and heritage values of the precinct. 

162 1) It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 2) It focuses density 
on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 3) It fails to capitalise on major centres and 
corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices 4) proposes a massive 
‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger than what is 
proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 5) proposes massive 
change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive subdivision with more 
density and significant impact 6) It ignores the importance of high frequency transport 7) 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 8) It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision 
which are incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 9) 
It will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 10) It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity  

170 • it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected already 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 

lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

174 Oppose Scenario C because: I don’t want to live next to a six storey block of units, it will 
be my Scarborough hell all over again! I rejected A 31 and this is another sorry version of 
it NO THANKS!! It will destroy the character of our street and homes. Take your higher 
density elsewhere!!!  

175 Oppose scenario C : includes worst features of A31 we already rejected. Focuses density 
increases on local residents traditional streets and neighbourhoods. Fails to capitalise on 
major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices. Ignores 
importance of high frequency transport. Destroys character and amenity of established 
single residential streets. Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision 
which are incompatible with character established by the historic subdivision pattern. 
Will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs. 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character & heritage values and to 
retain existing built up character & amenity.  

176 OPPOSE SCENARIO C because: 
● includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; 
● focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; 
● fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
● ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
● destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets; 
● will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern; 
● will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden 
suburbs; 
● contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character & heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character & amenity. 

182 Scenario 6 is definitely a no go.  How dare you present a similar plan to the original 
Amendment 31.  Let's make it clear "Limited suburban subdivision "T" these 
opportunities" are too wide in definition to bring comfort to tax payers.  Why do you 



want to spoil the amenity of the area??  This is a historic garden suburb - Keep it this way. 

183 I oppose Scenario C 
I thought Amendment 31 had been put to bed.  Obviously not!!  It is extremely 
aggravating, as a rate payer, to have this matter raise its ugly head again. 
Please Listen carefully to us.  It may be that your job depends on all of us that are 
disgruntled Ratepayers. 

186 OPPOSE SCENARIO C 
● ?? worst features of Amendment 31 already rejected! 
● disrupts density in existing residential areas and hence amenity for residents 
● contrary to existing government policy  
●  not wanted by the people who live here 
will destroy character and ambience of existing suburbs. 

188 Disappointed that emphasis is on corner blocks should be broader to allow greater infill 
and associated infrastructure, council should ask themselves "why have no money City 
Beach residents moved to ?? Centro?" 

190 Prefer development to be consolidated in certain areas rather then spread through the 
district.  I do not want to see suburban subdivision allow, which is possible under this 
scenario.  Keep the developments in limited areas, keep the garden suburbs intact! 

191 Not happy with the height allowed 10 storeys, I think this is too high.  Unhappy with 
corner lot subdivisions as this would really change the neighbourhood with increased 
street parking and transport movement.  The Newman primary school site is I believe 
zoned residential this could have major implications if increased housing was allowed.  
Traffic is already chaotic around there. 

196 I oppose Scenario C   
- does not capitalise on major centres 
- not supported by high frequency transport 
- destroys character & amenity of established single residential streets 
- focuses density on residential streets & neighbourhoods 
- Includes worst feature of A31 which categorically rejected by votes at last election. 

197 I oppose Scenario C: 
- does not capitalise on major centres 
- not supported by high frequency transport 
- destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
- focuses density on residential streets & neighbourhoods 
- includes worst features of A31 which was categorically rejected by votes at last election. 

199 NO! NO! 
Once again this is a re-run of amendment 31 and will change the character of the suburb 
and destroy it forever. 

200 TOTALLY AGAINST SCENARIO C!! 
A RE-RUN OF AMENDMENT 31 AND WILL CHANGE THE CHARACTER OF THE SUBURBS 
AND DESTROY IT FOREVER.  GO AND LOOK AT SCARBOROUGH TO SEE THE EFFECT THIS 
DREADFUL SCENARIO WILL CAUSE TO COASTAL WARD GARDEN SUBURBS. 
IF THIS SCENARIO SEES THE LIGHT OF DAY, I WILL ONCE AGAIN BE CONTRIBUTING 
DOLLARS TO THE FIGHTING FUND TO OVERTURN IT AND THE COUNCILLORS THAT 
SUPPORT IT!!  ITS CALLED DEMOCRACY IN ACTION AS THE COUNCIL FOUND OUT LAST 
TIME TRIED TO RAM AMENDMENT 31 DOWN RESIDENTS THROATS AGAINST THEIR 
OVERWHELMING OPPOSITION. 

201 Do not agree with scenario C at all 
1. Problem of parking increased traffic etc 
2. Less of character of currens garden suburbs 
3. No gardens or lawns for children to play around their homes 
4. Worried about follow up of destroying other suburbs of their current character. 

202 Oppose Scenario C 
- ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
- destroys existing character of single residential streets 
- will allow triplex / duplex & battleaxe subdivision 

211 This proposal seems pointless to me. It does not focus on commercial growth and seems 
more interested in provoking needless fuss by a return to rejected and poorly conceived 
residential subdivisions. Why ignore the better options of development in existing major 
centres and corridors? This is just change for change's sake, which is never a smart idea. 

212 Oppose Scenario C because: 
• includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; 
• focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; 
• fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
• ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
• destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets; 
• will allow triplex/duplex strata and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern; 
• will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs; 
• contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

213 Oppose Scenario C because: 
• includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; 
• focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; 
• fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
• ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
• destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets; 



• will allow triplex/duplex strata and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern; 
• will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs; 
• contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

214 Oppose Scenario C because: 
• includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; 
• focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; 
• fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
• ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
• destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets; 
• will allow triplex/duplex strata and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern; 
• will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs; 
• contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

215 Oppose Scenario C because: 
• includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; 
• focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; 
• fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
• ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
• destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets; 
• will allow triplex/duplex strata and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern; 
• will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs; 
• contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

216 Oppose Scenario C because: 
• includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; 
• focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; 
• fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; 
• ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
• destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets; 
• will allow triplex/duplex strata and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern; 
• will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs; 
• contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

217 includes the worst features of A31 that we already rejected. Focuses density increases on 
local residential/traditional streets and neighbourhoods. Fails to capitalise on major 

centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices, Ignores importance 
of high frequency transport. Destroys character and amenity of established single 
residential streets. Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity. triplex/duplex 
subdivisions are incompatible with the character established by the historic subdivision 
pattern. 

221 The community voted against development in these areas (City Beach / Floreat), the 
community bought into the area knowing full well the zoning of the area and should not 
have to be forced to endure increased development in the area.  Destroys the character 
and amenity of the established area.  Increases in density will only lead to further 
increases impacting the family friendly area and any wildlife.  I would like to see 
commitment from the town in preventing increased development to protect these 
(Floreat/City Beach) traditional areas.  Many young persons aspire to own a large block in 
the city to raise a family and be able to carry out hobbies in their backyards - reducing 
block size will only force those who work hard to afford a large block to move further and 
further from the city.  Increased density in these areas will only increase friction with 
neighbouring properties as they are too close e.g. noise, parking, even children playing 
will increase the level of complaints the town receives.  I hope the Town does not try 
again to destroy the amenity of these areas. 

222 It adopts similar strategies to A31 for suburban infill which have been soundly rejected by 
ratepayers.  Corner lot subdivision will significantly alter and destroy the suburban 
streetscapes in Floreat and City Beach.  Floreat in particular has many non-right angle 
intersections which already pose traffic safety issues with current housing density.  Add 
more traffic and development on these intersections and the problems will escalate. 

225 I oppose scenario C because: 
 
    it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
    it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
    it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
    proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is 
larger than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
    proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
    it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
    it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
    it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
    it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
    it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   



227 It increases density in local residential areas and will have a negative impact on 
traditional streets and neighbourhoods. It doesn't capitalise on existing infrastructure 
and transportation corridors like scenario A and B. It puts population in areas that do not 
have the transportation infrastructure in place. It will destroy the character and 
established environment of local residential streets. It will be the first step to bringing in 
another Scarborough, Doubleview, Innaloo type of housing which lacks any character, 
has destroyed the local environment and has brought in negative social impacts to those 
areas. This is precisely the reason why we decided not to live there again and chose to 
live in City Beach the second time we have moved to Perth. Scenario C is contrary to 
government policy which seeks to try and protect character and heritage values. 

233 Why ONLY focus on corner lots. There are much larger blocks in City Beach (1100sqm +) 
that could be developed. Ridiculous wastage of space. 

237 Corner lot subdivision - A31 ALL OVER AGAIN. Should not happen. Do not agree with any 
buildings over 4 storeys in residential areas. 

248 I oppose scenario C because:  
• it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

259 it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 

residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

263 I do not like that option C opens up the specter of random subdivision across the wider 
suburbs. This will negatively affect street scape across the area and destroy the garden 
suburbs. We should seek to protect the garden suburbs as much as we can.  

266 To me Scenario C puts the traditional garden suburb street scapes at risk. I don't like the 
idea of increasing the density in standard suburban streets. I think it destroys the 
amenity and appeal of our beautiful suburbs. I think the traditional suburbs of City Beach 
and Floreat should be protected for future generations. 

268 In general , option  C  seems to go back to Amendment 31as it includes  density in 
residential neighbourhoods , particularly 
corner blocks and subdivision which will have a major impact 
on existing lifestyle and character and heritage. All this was 
strongly rejected by ratepayers rejecting A31. 

276 It is too  broad approach. This does not capitalise on the already major areas that have 
good transport and retail services.  More money would need to be spent to ensure access 
to transport is available.  The street scapes of these areas would change dramatically and 
take away from the suburban feel fully established, thus destroying the character of 
these established areas that people purposely selected to live in for these reasons.   

281 I am totally opposed to this scenario. 
1. Spreads population growth throughout traditional residential streets that are not 
designed for it. 
2. Will destroy the garden suburb nature of City Beach and parts of Wembley 
3. ignores the need for frequent public transport services to support increased 
population density 
4. inconsistent with government policy for infill, whose stated intent is to preserve the 
character and amenity of existing suburbs etc 
5. Does not focus in keeping growth in the nodes where mixed use can lead to a critical 
mass to create services and jobs 
6. A31 has already been rejected by the community - why are you trying to impose its 
worst features on us again? 

282 I do not want to see subdivision in Floreat & I don't want to see corner blocks subdivided 
in Floreat  

295 This scenario is opposed as it includes the worst features of A31 that were already 
rejected by the community. 



Focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods. 
Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors that support density and lifestyle 
choices. 
Ignores the importance of high frequency transport options. 
Destroys the character and amenity of established single residential streets with likely 
negative effects on real estate values. 
Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern. 
Will open the door for more widespread density increases across garden suburbs. 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values, and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

298 I oppose scenario C because:  
• it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 
 
In addition, Scenario C  is not a total stand alone scenario. It is clearly admitted in the text 
that aspects of scenarios A and B would need to be implemented. This is the 
Frankenstein option. 
 
We need to preserve the wonderful amenity of the area. In particular, low density with 
large single residential blocks and wide set backs. Do not wreck what we value and love 
by allowing inappropriate development, density and height. Why do you think people are 
prepared to pay high prices to live here?  

300 Residential streets should not be touched. 
Transport routes not developed (they should be) 
Corner lot subdivisions should be rejected 
It has the potential to destroy the character of our suburbs. 
This has too many similarities with A31 - we have been down that path and it was 

rejected by the minister. No need to go back and try and rehash it 

301 Most of it - It is A31 rehashed. This has already been rejected by the minister for 
planning. 
Corner Lots MUST be rejected 
Potential to destroy single residential streets. 
Potential to destroy garden suburbs character for ever. 
Cambridge street should be developed. 
Concentrate development at hubs 
Parts of this are at odds with government policy 

302 Too much development in residential streets.  
Character of the garden suburbs must be protected - this scenario doesn't do that. 
Family suburbs need to be quieter with less density- this is becoming increasingly rare 
and should be protected 
Corner lots should be rejected. 
Aspects of this are very similar to A31 and has already been rejected by the minister for 
planning 

305 This scenario fails to capitalise on major centres and transport routes.  
It destroys the larger blocks for future generations and takes green space from the 
suburbs.  
The density will create more pollution as people will need cars to travel to services they 
require.  
The character of the suburbs will be altered for ever as the garden blocks are slowly 
developed and greenery is replaced with concrete.    

312 I don't like any of it.  Increased density in the middle of established suburbs will always 
mean more cars, more concrete and less trees.  There is increased pressure on roads  and 
reduced amenity for residents. 

313 Focuses density increases on local residential streets and neighbourhoods 
Does not capitalise on major centres and corridors that can support increased density 
and lifestyle choices 
Ignores importance of high frequency transport 
Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
Allows duplex/ triplex/ battleaxe subdivision which are diametrically opposed to historic 
subdivision patterns 
Promotes widespread density increases across traditional garden suburbs 
Contrary to policy that aims to protect character, heritage values, and existing built-up 
character and amenity 

343 This is NOT acceptable as it promotes subdivision in established garden suburbs.  Must 
retain character of large blocks with multiple trees for future generations.  Any 
subdivision will set bad precedent and create arguments among neighbours.  Focus on 
development / inflict only along corridors / in centres and support this by better public 



transport.  Infill in suburbs destroys amenity, increases cars, noise, congestion destroys 
trees.  Reserves need more maintenance - use steam, clear out dead wood (by hand NOT 
chemicals) so reduce bush fire risks.  Get rid Stephenson on MRS.  Promote beachfront 
more - sculptures by the sea for better in City Beach than Cottesloe!! More activities on 
beach for Fremantle ideas. 

349  I don't like the proposed 2.4 storey development in City Beach, they would not fit with 
the garden suburb homes currently there.  If 2.4 storeys are needed they should be on 
urban corridors on where there are not existing homes, e.g quarry site City Beach near 
surf club.  It doesn't make  sense to increase density where the transport links are not 
there. 

367 Strongly oppose Scenario C.  This scenario includes the worst features of A31 which we 
already rejected.  Why is this even on the table for discussion? 

370 How much government land is available for development in this area? - if available use it 
for smaller blocks. 
I oppose triplex & duplex buildings in single residential areas these are only to be 
featured in Cambridge St and commercial areas. 

372 We strongly oppose scenario C 
- very similar to A31 - which we rejected 
- will destroy the character of our suburb 

373 I ABSOLUTELY OPPOSE Sc C as it is bad planning that doesn't comply with got guidelines 
and fails to capitalize on major activity centres & corridors. 
It is incompatible with garden suburb design & will reduce families quality of life with 
triplex & duplex stracks & battleaxe subdivision (not good infill choices) It includes worst 
features of A31 

374 Absolutely oppose Sc C as it has worst features of A31 (which was rejected by govt 
planners) focussing Density on traditional streets is load planning. 
This will destroy the valuable asset of many families (their quality of life too) of the 
Garden Suburb Design & will open the door to widespread density where public transport 
is sadly lacking. 

376 I absolutely oppose scenario C as it is not good planning and it is like A31 which was 
absolutely rejected by gov. planners. It is not centred around transport and will destroy 
the historic subdivision pattern of garden suburbs. It doesn't include major centres or 
corridors. 

377 I absolutely oppose scenario C! This is poor planning. This will destroy the historic 
subdivision and garden suburbs. 

378 Strongly oppose scenario C because it does not comply with good planning objectives by 
increasing density through residential streets (proven in A31 disaster) 
Fails to capitalize on major centres and corridors which then glues lifestyle options 
Destroys character and amenity of a historic garden design suburb 

Will open doors for more widespread density that is not good planning or necessary or 
good for peoples quality of life. 

382 Oppose scenario C because: 
Includes worst features of A31 we already rejected 
Focuses density intensity on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods 
Fails to capitalize on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
Ignored importance of high frequency transport 
Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern 
Will open doors to widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity 

383 I don't like this idea at all.  Has a more 'blanket density' feel about it with little thought 
over existing residential streets and doesn't seem to consider transport accessibility. 

385 I would support the corner lot subdivision only…this change directly affects me and I 
disagree with all scenarios A, B, C for Floreat area.  The West Leederville development 
makes sense with easy access to train line and the CBD. Scenario C would effect my 
property value, privacy, change landscape of the Floreat suburb.  These proposals are 
NOT acceptable for the Floreat area and I strongly disagree. 

386 I do NOT support this scenario as development not near amenities as described above. 

387 Definitely against scenario C.  Includes worst features of A31 what part of we don't want 
this does the Council don't understand.  Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors 
which can support density and lifestyle choices.  Ignores importance of high frequency 
transport.  Destroys character of the garden suburbs.  Will open doors for more 
widespread density increases across heart of garden suburbs.  This goes against 
government p9olicy which seeks to protect character and heritage values in established 
areas.  I am directly effected by this scenario.  I live opposite the Empire Shopping Centre 
and there is temporary parking that is abused by all.  Adding more density will only make 
worse this parking problem. 

389 Dislikes - loss of streetscape throughout suburb.  Increased density in existing residential 
areas will lead to greater traffic flow on streets, increased parking of cars, boats, trailers 
on streets and verges leading to increased danger to children. 

390 Oppose C.  Does not contain density centred areas.  Does not create distinct areas to 
allow for economic transport and infrastructure needs.  Traffic less manageable with no 
clear centres or corridors.  Allows less potential to achieve government density 
requirements without encroaching on residential areas.  Lacks structure and 
containability. 



391 Scenario C is not acceptable.  Causes major impact to quiet neighbourhoods.  Will cause 
parking problems.  Subdivisions in the garden suburbs will only de-value the area and 
make it less desirable.  More people, more traffic. Not happy! 

392 Absolutely NOT.  Changing the composition of residential areas to conform to govt 
targets is lunacy.  It is piece meal and fragmented. 

405 Strongly oppose scenario C.  Community already strongly rejected infill and subdivision in 
local residential traditional streets.  Destroys character of suburbs, increases on street 
parking.  Fails to utilise transport corridors and existing busy roads.  Places pockets on 
high density in leafy residential areas.  No triplex or duplex stratas in these areas. 

409 We do not support scenario C.  A watered down A31 is just not wanted by coast ward 
residents which we thought was settled.  We do not want to see our garden blocks cut up 
into duplex, triplex or more in the common battleaxe configuration, it will degrade the 
coast ward suburb that is so popular.  We would consider Council land to be subdivided 
into 500-550 sm sites for single housing but not battleaxe.  Corner sites of 1000m2 
subdivided into 2 sites for single residential would be ok. 

410 Unclear what is proposed.  Do NOT agree with any effect on traditional streets not on 
transport links.  Do not support corner block subdivision etc.  Merely a foot in the door!! 

412 Oppose scenario C because: includes worst features of A31 we already rejected; focuses 
density increases on local residential/traditional streets and neighbourhoods; fails to 
capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices; 
ignores importance of high frequency transport; destroys character and amenity of 
established single residential streets; will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe 
subdivision which are incompatible with character established by the historic subdivision 
pattern; will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden 
suburbs; contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

413 This scenario seems too similar to the proposal A31 and should be ignored in favour of 
scenario A plus part B if needed. 

414 This scenario is completely against the 'Garden City/suburb' concept and places too much 
load on West Leederville/Wembley.  What about creating new small block developments 
on existing, suitable open spaces for single storey, limited rise buildings on for o/55s or 
o/60s? 

415 Do not support and oppose scenario C because: includes worst features of A31 we 
already rejected; focuses density increases around a small local centre and local 
residential traditional streets; oppose subdivision in traditional single residential streets; 
fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; ignores importance of high frequency transport; destroys character and amenity 
of established single residential streets; will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe 
subdivisions which are incompatible with character established by the historic 

subdivision pattern; \will open doors for more widespread density increases across 
hearts of garden suburbs; contrary to government policy which seeks to protect 
character and heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

416 Very opposed.  Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support 
density and lifestyle choices; ignores importance of high frequency transport; destroys 
character and amenity of established single residential streets; will allow horrible 
battleaxe subdivision (side by side much better); density increase forgets the garden 
suburbs; density increase away from trainline results in more cars on the road increasing 
congestion and reducing quality of life for all. 

418 Scenario C is NOT supported by us.  This scenario would have a large negative impact on 
the overall liveability of the suburbs.  Increase of noise, traffic, disturbances and safety 
implications. 

420 Absolutely DO NOT support scenario C because: it is the old proposed A31 which was 
soundly rejected.  Do not agree with subdivision of traditional single residential lots.  I am 
still a believer in the original endowment lands act.  Destroys the character and reason 
why I live in Floreat. 

421 This would only encourage greedy and unscrupulous developers an example already 
occurring opposite 10 Norbury Crescent which has irrevocably damaged our streetscape.  
It is shameful that the Council allowed this to happen. 

422 Oppose scenario C.  Density increase on local residential traditional streets and 
neighbourhoods; destroys character and amenity of established single streets. 

447 This scenario is opposed as it includes the worst features of A31 that were already 
rejected by the community. 
Focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods. 
Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors that support density and lifestyle 
choices. 
Ignores the importance of high frequency transport options. 
Destroys the character and amenity of established single residential streets with likely 
negative effects on real estate values. 
Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established by the historic subdivision pattern. 
Will open the door for more widespread density increases across garden suburbs. 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values, and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

455 I oppose scenario C because:  
• it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 



than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

456 The proposal for residential areas within close proximity to local centres in City Beach 
should be extended to properties within a 500m radius of Local Centres (Empire Village 
and Ocean Village specifically). 
 
The corner lot subdivision opportunity should definitely apply to blocks within 500m 
radius of a local centre and should be able to be subdivided into green title blocks. 
 
West Leederville development should be restricted to 6 storeys high - there are enough 
vacant apartments in the city centre without a need for more so close to the city 
 
The Wembley suggestion is ok. 
 
2-4 storey developments are adequate for Floreat district centre. 

458 It is likely the residential areas (for smaller local centres) identified will not be supported 
by sufficient public transport. 
Doesn't take advantage of high density along major traffic corridors. 
Unsure about corner subdivision - this will likely lead to extended subdivision throughout 
the broader town over time. 

459 - I don't really want to change anything but Scenario C is the best option 
- it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
- proposes a  ‘Transition Area’ around Floreat Forum which is out of character with the 
area 
- proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
- it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
- it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
- it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
- it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 

and to retain existing built up character and amenity   
- Bold Park should be retained as is and not impinged with residential development that 
will inevitably adversely impact the unique and natural parklands and open space it offers 

463 I oppose scenario C because: it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers 
have already overwhelmingly rejected; it focuses density on residential streets and 
neighbourhoods; it fails to focus on major centres and corridors which can support 
density and lifestyle choices through existing infrastructure; proposes an oversized 
‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger than what is  
proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres; proposes wholsesale 
and unwanted change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact; it ignores the importance of high 
frequency transport already in place; it will destroy the character and amenity of 
established traditional homes and single residential streets; it will allow triplex and 
duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision, which are incompatible with the character 
established by the historical subdivision pattern; and it will open the doors for 
widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden suburbs. 

467 I oppose scenario C because: 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 
The result of increased density on corners and choke points in ways and close will result 
in the provision of over design capacity of ways and close.  The resultant outcomes of 
even greater  street parking( already at critical levels)  making access by Emergency 
/service /Trade /ambulance /utility services being completely  obstructed which is totally 
against all State safety and Public service policy.  

468 • it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 



• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

469 This appears thimble & pea trick to revisit defeated A31 proposition. People have chosen 
to live within these lower density precincts at addition expense via purchase price rates 
etc. To some it may appear elitist but not everyone are multi millionaires but have made 
a lifestyle choice that comes with a premium. 
There are less transport options in these areas to support higher density as well as 
supportive commercial hubs. Will radically change the streetscape and amenity in 
traditional low density suburbs.  

471 I oppose scenario C because: 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

474 I do not agree with this Scenario as it is not far off the previous A31 which the majority of 
rate payers in the affected area rejected. It will destroy the Traditional Streets and 
neighbourhoods. It does not take advantage of the transport hubs. Allowing Triplex and 
Duplex stratas will start the destruction of the garden suburbs. The will only be the start 
as once this is through there will just be more and more density through redevelopment. 

This Scenario is not in accordance with the Goverment policy on density. 

479 This strategy creates lots of little hubs which will erode the present unique nature of the 
suburbs. 

480 This proposal provides less density around the district centres and urban corridors. This 
will push the density increases into the suburb, which will be to the detriment of the 
suburbs, and the new residents alike. This will not place the increased density near the 
facilities that people need to use and will create additional traffic and congestion. 
the corner block  subdivision proposal will spoil the current layout of the suburb and 
community and also will not place density near the areas that can support the density 
increase. 

482 1) It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 2) It focuses density 
on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 3) It fails to capitalise on major centres and 
corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices 4) proposes a massive 
‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger than what is 
proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 5) proposes massive 
change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive subdivision with more 
density and significant impact 6) It ignores the importance of high frequency transport 7) 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 8) It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision 
which are incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 9) 
It will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 10) It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenity  

491 I vehemently oppose scenario C because: 
it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers have already soundly rejected. 
It focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhoods which makes no planning 
sense. 
It fails to capitalise on existing major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices in accordance with government policy.  
It proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
by comparison with what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local 
centres. 
It proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact. This would destroy the character of 
my street as a large percentage of blocks would qualify, due to it being a U shaped way. It 
would change all of City Beach and Floreat in a destructive manner. 
It ignores the importance of high frequency transport routes as a factorvin allocating 
density. 
It destroys the long standing character and amenity of established traditional homes and 
single residential streets, which were the reasons we moved to this area. 
It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern. This would go with 
reduced setbacks adversely impacting on the streetscape. 



It would be open slather for widespread density increases across the hearts of 
ourvprecious garden suburbs. 
It contradicts government policy, which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

494 I think it would be a crying shame to build highrise structures in the beautiful coastal 
strip. Such structures could dominate the landscape, spoiling the visual amenity. I would 
hope to preserve some of the unique natural beauty, fauna & flora of this area (& Perth 
in general), for future generations. Keep what makes us unique - don't let our town 
become just like so many others, another conglomeration of high density suburbs where 
there is no room for trees & gardens. 

495 The proposal for residential areas within close proximity to local centres in City Beach 
should be extended to properties within a 500m radius of local centres (such as Empire 
Village and Ocean Village specifically). 
 
The corner lot subdivision opportunity should be definitely applied to blocks within 500m 
radius of a local centre preferably subdivisable into green title blocks. 
 
West Leederville development should be restricted to 6 storeys high - there are enough 
vacant apartments in the city centre without a need for more so close to the city 
 
The Wembley suggestion is ok. 
 
2-4 storey developments are adequate for Floreat district centre. 

497 I oppose scenario C because:  
• it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

501 Will destroy the character and safety of smaller/more quiet areas. It is targeting 
traditional streets and homes, and the ratepayers who do not support higher density 

planning. It is forcing residents to accept a lifestyle that is unwanted. 

510 I oppose scenario C because:  
(i) it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity; 
(ii) it does not recognise the importance of providing  new housing options with access to 
high frequency transport; 
(iii) it does not recognise the potential of major centres and corridors to support density 
and lifestyle choices; 
(iii) it threatens the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets; 
(ii) it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern; 
 (iii) it does not protect, nor indeed celebrate, the wonderful diversity that Cambridge 
offers to residents; 
(iv) it appears to includes aspects of Scheme Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected, 
indeed there is an element of frustration in responding to similar questions to those that 
have been previously posed to residents;  
(v) it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhoods; 
(vi) the  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre is larger than that which is  
proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres; 
(vii) it proposes significant change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and 
extensive subdivision with more density and significant impact. 
For example, we live in the south-east corner of Bendigo Way. The original design of this 
street was modified by re-development of what was the Kapinara Kindergarten site into 
two blocks. In this corner of Bendigo Way are two houses with no street frontage other 
than two adjacent driveways of minimal width. As a consequence we already experience 
problems with street parking. A31 was particularly concerning for us because it did not 
allow for consideration of specific circumstances and justifiable grounds for exceptions 
etc.  

513 ALL OF IT because 
1. It includes all the worst features of A31 we have already rejected 
2. It focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets and neighborhoods 
3 will open doors for more widespread density across the heart of the garden suburbs 
4. Ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
5. fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors 
6 contrary to government policy that seeks to protect character and heritage values 
7. destroys character and amenities of established single residential streets 
8 will allow duplex/triplex strata and battleaxe subdivision which are incomplatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern 

514 Scenario C includes the worst features of A31 we already rejected; focuses density 
increases on local residential traditional streets and neighbourhoods; fails to capitalise on 
major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices; ignores 
importance of high frequency transport; destroys character and amenity of established 



single residential streets; will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision 
which are incompatible with character established by the existing/historic subdivision 
pattern; it will open the way for more wide spread density increases across the hearts of 
garden suburbs; it is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing character and amenity.  

515 it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

516 it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices 
proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

517 Includes worts features of A31 already rejected.  
Focuses density increases on local residential traditional streets. 
Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which support lifestyle. 
Ignores importance of high frequency transport. 

Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets. 
Will allow triplex/duplex starts and battle axe subdivision which are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern. 
Will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs. 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

520 Worst than the other, you want to touch Bold Park, which is one of your treasure. Don't 
you see that at the moment, people are going back to authenticity, nature and you want 
to change all of that. People and nature need to be protected and you plan are not doing 
it. 

522 As far as the information provided in the diagrams is concerned, I feel that the corner lot 
development diagrams were intended to mislead. I feel TOC has purposely shown this 
scenario as a separate inset map so as to NOT show the full impact of this proposal to it's 
residents. In saying that, if I were to mark each corner lot on your map provided, I 
envision a lot of "book ended" streets as these houses will no doubt be double storey 
with a greatly reduced setback as they'll only be built on 450sqm-550sqm blocks. Looking 
at the typical Garden Suburbs, some looped streets will have several "book-ends" on 
their corners. Book-ended streets goes against the character and amenity of many of the 
streets in the garden suburbs and causes a visual obstruction on each and every corner. I 
strongly disagree with it. 

528 1) This is A31 in disguise.  We rejected it already. 
2) It is unacceptable to bring 2-4 storey buildings so close to residential area. 
3) fails attention to major shopping centers 
4) will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs 
5) contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenities 
6) I don't like the whole idea of subdivision in residential City Beach Area 
7) I worked hard to save enough money to afford house in City beach.  If someone else 
wants to live in City Beach, let them go and work hard to save money.  Stop making it 
easy for anyone to come and ruin the character of City Beach, unless your purpose is to 
breed leeches. Save the suburb people aspire to live in. 

529 The western half of the Town is a beautiful area blessed with open green spaces including 
Bold Park, Perry Lakes, the Wembley Golf Course and numerous smaller parks and 
reserves.  It is very important to maintain the attractive character of this prime 
residential area. The Boulevard and Ocean Village Shopping Centres  (4) are small islands 
of modest commercial activity within it and any development should place strict limits on 
the height of buildings.  Buildings in these two areas should not exceed two storeys. 

535 Strongly opposed to Scenario C, which will forcibly ruin the character and safety of 
traditional streets and impact residents' lifestyles. 

537 Is this not amendment 31 c that was abandoned 



538 I am not sure that the increase in density around Beecroft Park is the way to go. The 
Boulevard shopping Centre struggles to accommodate people already. Denser population 
will only stretch services further still. It is also close to school and not sure if this a great 
idea also.  

540 Includes worst features of A31 which has been rejected. 
Focuses density increases on local residential areas and fails to capitalize on major 
centers and corridors and ignores high frequency transport whilst destroying character 
and amenity of single residential streets.  It is contrary to government policy which seeks 
to protect character and heritage values and to retain existing built character  & amenity. 

542 Higher density will destroy the safety and character of quiet residential streets. Do not 
support this scenario. 

545 I do not want anything other than single residences on the potential development areas 
owned by the Town of Cambridge.  The character of these areas must be maintained. 
I do not want medium or high density development in City Beach 
I do not want medium or high density development on corner lots in any of the 
Cambridge suburbs 
Corner lot subdivision will always impact surrounding residents and damage the 
aspirational lifestyle for all WA residents 
There is no need to increase densities throughout the residential areas when high density 
can be achieved in the rail access areas. 
Increased density must be only in the rail access districts 
Development must be only at West Leederville and Wembley  

548 Development of the quarry site as the amphitheatre is a unique and special place for 
entertainment and cultural events and as such should not be developed. The area 
surrounding the amphitheatre may provide some opportunities for development.  

555 It will destroy the amenity of City Beach.  We bought into City Beach specifically because 
of the low housing density providing good space between dwellings, the open road 
reserves containing few parked cars and the ease of getting quickly and safely into the 
Perth CBD.  Subdivision around the Empire shopping centre will remove these benefits 
for the residents of Oban Road and surrounds. 

558 The corner lot subdivisions are basically the same as Amendment 31 which was very 
clearly rejected by the residents.  It forces all the negatives of high density living onto all 
residents and removes our choice of living in the desirable garden suburbs we currently 
love.  Problems include traffic, parking and destruction of the attractive garden visual 
aspect (we've seen it happen).  

562 I do not agree with densification of residential areas at all. High-rise buildings are suitable 
for District Centres and cities and not for residential suburbs.  

564 This is a terrible choice and i strong oppose it. It destroys the traditional streets by 

allowing infill by stealth. Increase cars on traditional leafy streets, duplex and triplex 
infills have already been rejected by the community. It seeks to spread the density rather 
than concentrating it where you can get inner city like communities (ie West Leederville). 
Opens the door for battle axe blocks and destroys character of our suburb. Drive through 
Wembley Downs and see what residents do NOT want their leafy streets turned into. 

566 Completely disagree with point 4 in City Beach this is crazy - this will completely change 
the face of City Beach and this is what we fought so hard against with A31 - makes me 
feel very nervous would be devastating if we voted out one mayor just to get another 
who is going to allow the same thing happen anyway; 
 I think Scenario A or B is better for Wembley as I think there is scope for further 
development which would result in further growth of the community atmosphere here; 
In theory I think subdivision of corner lots is acceptable however this scenario board does 
not address height - existing 2 storey height needs to be maintained for the aesthetics of 
our neighbourhood; 
Disagree with Floreat proposal see comments above on height restrictions etc 

568 As above in Scenario B and C. I would really like to understand the continued push for 
more density in Floreat and Wembley. These are suburbs, not inner city areas. 

570 It allows triplexes & duplexes in areas where the streets a re not designed for and people 
park in the street which causes many problems. 
Please look at OCEAN MIA !!!!! 

571 Will allow duplex/triplex subdivisions  

576 Centres 2,3,4 and/or 5 may be too small to attract the numbers of residents, visitors and 
customers needed to create viable centres  

577 Absolutely dislike the corner block idea. It unnecessarily impacts on next door 
neighbours, some who may have bedrooms on the adjoining fence lines  etc. It seems ad 
hoc and will destroy the look of the suburbs. It will pit neighbour against neighbour, and 
it seems very bad planning. 

578 - fail to utilise major centres and transport corridors 
- density increases around small local centres  
- density increases along local residential traditional streets 
- will destroy character of established single residential streets 

579 High rise not appropriate in Residential areas 

582 Problems with high rise in predominantly residential area 

585 THE WORST FEATURES OF C31 HAVE ALREADY BEEN REJECTED. WE DO NOT WANT HIGH 
DENSITY IN OUR SUBURB, DO NOT WANT EXTRA CARS WITH NO PARKING SPACES 
AVAILABLE WHICH MEANS THEY ARE ON THE NARROW STREETS, DO NOT WANT TO 
ENCOURAGE GROUPS OF PEOPLE LIVING HERE TO PARTY ETC JUST TO SAY THEY LIVE IN  



AN AFFLUENT SUBURB. WILL DESTROY THE CHARACTER AND AMENITY OF 
ESTABLISHMENTS SINGLE RESIDENTIAL STREETS. NOT CAPITALISING ON MAJOR CENTRES 
WHICH CAN SUPPORT DENSITY AND LIFESTYLE CHOICES. 

586 -potential development areas owned by the Town of Cambridge, including the former 
quarry site and the vacant land on Templetonia Crescent, could be developed for 
residential purposes. 
- will damage garden suburbs character 
- does not take into account public transport hubs which will lead to increased traffic in 
residential streets. 
-potentially will ruin traditional residential streets - destroy character and peace and 
quiet. 
- already rejected a similar proposal - all the same reasons listed at that time. 

587 DO NOT SUPPORT AND OPPOSED TO MOST OF SCENARIO C because; 
includes worst features of previously rejected A31; 
focuses density around small local centres and local (traditional) residential streets; 
fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which will support lifestyle choices; 
substantially ignores importance of high frequency transport; 
destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets creating setback 
and parking challenges; 
will allow duplex/triplex stratas and battleaxe subdivisions which are not in sync with 
character established by historic subdivision plan; 
will open the floodgates for more widespread density increases across the garden 
suburbs; 
contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity  

590 This scenario looks like Amendment 31 again with an attempt at un-controlled infill and 
destruction of amenity in City Beach and Floreat without proper planning and infra-
structure, delete items 4 & 6. 
Item 5 is of questionable value given the small land areas available in Templetonia Cres 
and the (contaminated) old quarry site. 

593 Increased density in areas not suited to in-fill. Allowing duplex/triplex starts and 
battleaxe subdivisions which arose the quality of a suburb . Is at odds with any semblance 
of respect for the garden suburb and destroys the character and amenity of the area. 

594 I would like to see more detail about plans for corner blocks including identification of 
those considered suitable for increased density. 

598 It creates high-density housing in what are now quiet residential streets, filled with 
families and older residents.  It haphazardly scatters these chunks of high-density in 
amongst traditional streets, lowering property values and creating a mish-mash of 
residential densities with no real rationale or reasoning. 

602 Development of areas within the suburb. It is disjointed and suggests a lack of vision and 

a lack of sense  and understanding of what is attractive about the suburb, its open garden 
aspect. Seems too close to the rejected A31 plan.  

603 I am not in favour of increased density and subdivision in solely residential streets - and 
reduction in character of the few remaining leafier precincts which do not have as good 
public transport access and which appeal to younger families. 
The subdivision of corner or other blocks in such areas (eg Wembley Downs, 
Scarborough) has been shown to significantly impact the character of these areas.   
I also so not think any further existing vacant government vacant land should be 
developed - but should be preserved as open space - as once developed you will never 
get it back. 
Rather, high density development should be sensibly focused on district centres with 
good public transport (ideally rail and bus) and other services (incl shopping and 
community centre) access. 
  

605 Especially the corner lot subdivision opportunity which is rearing its ugly head again. 
 
Considering you're saying "C" won't be effective without combining it with plan "A", 
seems like a sneaky way of reasserting infill. 
 
Are you planning to compensate those abutting the corner lot subdivisions whose 
property values will decrease? 
 
Also, not maximizing growth along the high  frequency transport corridor. 

606 I am totally opposed to subdivision within the garden suburbs.  It is very important to 
maintain the amenity and character and the greenery of the garden suburbs and to 
provide choice for those who do not wish to live in higher density areas.  The corner lot 
subdivision option would result in my quiet street becoming very noisy and congested as 
I am opposite two corner blocks, with only one house on my right and across the road 
before there are another two corner blocks. 
I am also opposed to the development of so-called 'vacant' land owned by the Town.  
This land provides habitat for plants and animals and is part of the amenity of Cambridge. 

609 Destroys historical character and amenity if single residential streets. 
Will destroy garden suburb character 
Owners would not have an equal opportunity in having a say about subdivisions. 
Oppose subdivision in single residential streets. 
Fails to capitalise on transport routes and major centres. 
Increased noise and traffic. 
Will ruin the amenity which residents have chosen when purchasing expensive single 
residential properties. 

614 It includes worst features of A31 we already rejected. Focuses density increases around a 
small local Centre and local residential traditional streets. Oppose subdivision in 
traditional single residential streets. Fails to capitalize on major centres and corridors 



which can support density and lifestyle choices. Ignores importance of high frequency 
transport. Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets. Will 
allow triplex/duplex stratus and battleacre subdivisions which are incompatible with 
character established by the historical subdivision patterns. Will open doors for more 
widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburb. Contrary to government 
policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and to retain existing built up 
character and amenities. Can Churchlands PS & SH cope with further increased 
enrollment? I think not.  

616 oppose subdivision in traditional single residential streets 
destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
the character established 

617 Subdivision in traditional single residence streets is not in keeping with garden style 
suburbs. 
It fails to take into account the importance of public transport availability. 

618 I oppose scenario C because: 
* it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected; 
* it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s; 
* it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices; 
* proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 
than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres; 
* proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact; 
* it ignores the importance of high frequency transport; 
* it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets; 
* it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern; 
* it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs; 
* it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity . 

620 I am concerned that this will impact on the established residential amenity of  traditional 
garden streets. There is no detail as to size, character or actual density with this 
description. It seems to randomly target any street which has corner blocks through out 
the town and would lead to an overall destruction of the garden suburb character of our 
town. As a resident I know that existing services and internet connections are unable to 
cope with this potential huge increase in density this scenario implies. Many areas of the 
the Town have inadequate transport facilities to cope with this Scenario. It seems illogical 
to increase density around a small suburban group of shops which already have quite 
inadequate parking. 

627 Scenario C includes the worst features of Amendment 31 which was soundly rejected. 
Inappropriately supports density increases around local residential streets. 
Will destroy character and amenity of established single residential streets by permitting 
triplex, duplex and battle-axe subdivisions with resultant increased vehicles and noise. 
Ignores importance of high frequency public transport. 
Will permit further density increases to the detriment of the character and heritage 
values of the suburb. 

629 Do not support subdivisions of residential area into strata units of duplex. 

633 All of them, this is just A31 rebranded, local resident have already made it very clear that 
they do not want anything like this, the fact that the council is even prepared to propose 
this astounds me. Density is not required to be increased in small local centres, the whole 
reason we live here is because it dosnt have that. Transport is poor or non existent, 
improving that, not wasting money trying to push initiatives like this through. We do not 
want subdivision anywhere in this area. Increasing Floreat forum to 8 storeys is 
ridiculous, it is completely unnecessary in this area, its less than 10 minutes to Karrinyup 
or Claremont if people need a bigger centre.  
It goes completely against government policy to protect charachter and values. 

637 I oppose Scenario C as it includes the worst features of A31 which has already been 
rejected.  It focuses on density increases around local residential streets. 
I oppose such proposed subdivision in local single residential streets. 
Does not capitalise on major centres and transport corridors. 

639 It includes the worst of Amendment 31 that ratepayers rejected. 
It focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhoods. 
It ignores the importance of high frequency transport. 
Proposes massive changes to corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision. 

640 I am on a corner block myself and while I can see this offers future investment 
opportunity, I can see already where other corner blocks have been subdivided it ruins 
the character of the streets. This decision might reduce my options in the future but 
honestly I'm not  planning on selling so it's not a benefit to me and only benefits investors 
(people who what to build to rent or sell)  
A31 was already rejected. Point 6 (not sure why it's being posed again in this survey) 
I personally don't want further subdivision and more traffic in residential streets 
This will ruin the character of the suburb (which is what first attracted me to buy in the 
area 13 years ago) 

647 I oppose scenario C because:  
• it includes the worst of Amendment 31 that rate payers rejected 
• it focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhood’s 
• it fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and 
lifestyle choices 
• proposes a massive  ‘Transition Area’ around Empire Village Local Centre which is larger 



than what is  proposed around the district centres and all the other local centres 
• proposes massive change to all corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision with more density and significant impact 
• it ignores the importance of high frequency transport 
• it destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets 
• it will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle-axe subdivision which are 
incompatible with character established by the historical subdivision pattern 
• it will open the doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of a garden 
suburbs 
• it is contrary to government policy which seeks to  protect character and heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character and amenity   

648 negatively impacts suburban streets and fails to concentrate grown where it should be- in 
high traffic routes and current economic zones. 
Don't want triplex/duplex to be allowed on battle-ax blocks- devalue the suburb with this 
kind of infill. 
Doesn't protect heritage and character of this beautiful area. 

649 My husband and I bought this block of land 60 years ago because it was spacious living 
with lovely use of parks and natural bush lands The trees were retained and the park like 
suburb was created  
I don't want Heavy traffic  
Changing a spacious area to a congested area  
Changing the value of property  

652 In particular, I am against corner lot sub division 

656 The focus on density around the Empire Village local centre. Makes no sense at all. It 
proposes a massive transition area larger than that proposed for the district centres and 
corridors!! It must be deleted so those traditional streets are quarantined as they are 
elsewhere and protected. Appears to be a brain fade options and not consistent with 
good planning 

657 As a community we have already strongly rejected the features of A31 that this scenario 
proposes, why are we here again?? 
We do not want density increases around small local centres and local residential 
traditional streets. Kids will not have access to the same childhoods we had, playing 
outdoors with increased traffic, on street parking etc etc. 
We oppose strongly subdivision in traditional single residential streets. 
Ignores the importance of high density areas having access to high frequency transport. 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

658 As a resident I feel extremely nervous of what development might occur with scenario C, 
as good building design standards would be necessary to achieve corner lot subdivision 
with "minimal impact on surrounding residents".  Ex '65 Oban St' is a bad example of 

what has been approved by council, and should not become the norm.  

659 I do not support and oppose option C because: 
- Oppose subdivision in traditional single residential streets 
- Includes worst features of A31 we already rejected 
- Focuses density increases around a small local centre and local traditional streets 
- Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
- Ignores importance of high frequency transport 
- Destroys character and amenity of established single storey residential streets 
- Will allow triplex/duplex starts and battle-axes subdivisions which are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern 
- Will open doors for more widespread density increases across the hearts of garden 
suburbs 
- Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain exisiting built up character and amenity. 

660 The proposed increased urban infill by subdivision of larger lots is misconceived. 
Experience in the area south of Alderbury street Floreat (then  in City of Nedlands) in the 
1990's highlighted how it is unworkable. This is a traditional family area. Additional 
houses increase the number of families ( not couples) with increase demand on all 
infrastructure such as parks schools, street parking etc. Measured development of new 
areas such as was achieved with Perry lakes development on what was a greenfield site is 
a better alternative. 
 
To allow all large lots to be subdivided will not achieve any realistic increase in housing 
availability because of, inter alia,  cost factors. All that will happen is that those rated on 
an unimproved basis will be assessed on "highest and best use" and  simply be rated as if 
two lots notwithstanding that it will remain a single dwelling given the size and capital 
cost of the existing dwelling. 

662 Permitting corner block redevelopment only will become inequitable and will lead to 
increased redevelopment of blocks into strata's and battle axe blocks instead of 
concentrating development around regional centres.  Housing around the City Beach 
shopping centre housing is already higher density housing or are parklands, however City 
Beach shopping centre itself is run down and part an ugly abandoned building site and  
facilitating redevelopment of that shopping centre as part residential up to 4 stories 
could be an improvement but limited in scope compared to development around Floreat, 
Wembley and West Leederville centres.  

670 Do not support scenario C.  1.  Will allow triplex/duplex strata and battleaxe subdivisions 
which are incompatible with character established by the historic subdivision pattern. 2. 
Will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs.  
3.  No to subdivision of traditional single residential streets.  4. No to a return of A31. 

671 Do not support.  Will destroy the character of streets and suburbs.  Will lead to problems 
with street parking and lead to ugly subdivision.  This has features of A31 which was 
soundly rejected by residents.  High density should be located where there is high 



frequency transport and variety of essential shops within easy walking distance. 

673 We do NOT support scenario C.  Basically retains the rejected A31. 

674 Don't support subdivision of corner blocks OR in traditional single residential streets.  

675 Do not support and oppose scenario C because:  includes  worst features of A31 we 
already rejected; focuses density increases around a small local centre and local 
residential traditional streets; oppose subdivision in traditional single residential streets; 
fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices; ignores importance of high frequency transport; destroys character and amenity 
of established single residential streets; will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe 
subdivisions which are incompatible with character established by the historic 
subdivision pattern; will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts 
of garden suburbs; contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and 
heritage values and to retain existing built up character and amenities. 

689 Do not support and oppose scenario C.  Worst features - too lighter density increases.  
Does not capitalise major centres and corridors which can be supported.  Destroys our 
catchment(?) etc, etc, etc. 

693 Totally opposed to scenario C - it is A31 already rejected all over again! 

694 My fear is the turning of Floreat area into buildings instead of the garden suburb. I cringe 
at the sound of yet another house coming down and another monstrous boundary to 
boundary cement block replacing it. Gardens destroyed - trees gone. Sad sounds. 

696 Scenario C completely unacceptable.  Reeks of A31 proposal which the resident rejected 
by a vast majority. 

698 Oppose scenario C as it may destroy the character of our 'garden suburbs'.  Public 
transport is poor in their, so on-street parking could become rife (and dangerous) 
hindering servicing and safe walking. 

700 Not a good nor a sensible scenario - a re-hash of the failed A31 nonsense. Keep character 
neighbourhoods. 

701 I do not support scenario C. I oppose scenario C.  This will allow triplex/duplex strata and 
more subdivisions this areas are already maximised - parking/schools are already to max 
capacity. Leave our character established historic subdivision alone. Growth is needed in 
outer suburbs!! Not inner suburbs. 

710 Oppose this scenario in the strongest possible terms.  Focuses density increases on local 
residential traditional streets.  Fails to capitalise on better density options at activity 
centres.  Introduces development styles incompatible with hidtoric subdivision pattern.  
Does not protect heritage or character values.  See letter in Annexure A attached. 

714 Do not support for reasons stated far left (Coast Ward proforma) 

717 Oppose scenario C which could dramatically and adversely affect many traditional single 
residential streets in the town. 

719 I would reject this scenario as it will inevitably lead to loss of the existing open character 
of the suburb. It would in time lead to increased density across all streets whereas 
scenarios A and B limit the areas affected. 

720 DO NOT support and oppose scenario C. It destroys the character and amenity of 
established single residential streets. The gardens and trees are already disappearing and 
being replaced by exceedingly large homes, subdivisions would only make it much worse 
and create serious traffic problems. It would increase the heat in our suburbs 
exponentially too 

721 DO NOT SUPPORT SCENARIO C REASONS: Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battle axe 
subdivisions. Will open doors to more subdivision. Includes worst features of A31 which 
destroys character and amenity of garden suburbs. Will create density increases around a 
small local centre and local traditional streets.  

722 OPPOSE SCENARIO C (TOTALLY) a) repeats worst features of A31 (already rejected) 
b) places density increases on local residential streets 
c) I oppose further subdivision of residential lots within town 
d) fails to focus on transport corridors & major centres which can support higher 
densities 
e) destroys character and amenity of "garden suburb" streets (As did A31) 
f) sets precedent for future higher densification across garden suburbs 
g) contrary to state gov. planning policy which seeks to protect garden suburbs character 
and heritage values. 

723 Totally oppose C. This includes A31 which was already clearly rejected oppose all 
subdivisions in traditional areas. Destroys character of the established traditional centres 
etc. Don't want triplex, duplex, strata subdivisions in the established areas at all. Garden 
suburb. This is not what was originally designed for Cambridge area (old PCC) under the 
endownment lands set up after the war in 40/50 Cb's area. 

724 REJECT AND OPPOSE this option as has elements on amendment 31 about it and reject 
high density living in quiet residential streets.  

726 I am not in favour of C as I understand this scenario involves increased density in the 
existing residential streets. It is very obvious to me that it will result in street parking that 
will be unacceptable for aesthetic and safety reasons. Bodmin Ave has an example of 
how this would be with one house that has 6-7 cars parked. Obviously tenanted with 
shared occupation by a number of tenants 

727 DO NOT SUPPORT. Has worst features of A31 already rejected. 
Destroys amenity of existing single residence areas, not to mention character and 
heritage values of these areas. 
Will allow triplex/duplex subdivision (strata). There is already a moritorium in place 



stopping battlex subdivisions. 
An existing garden suburb will be at risk of near destruction with this scenario opening 
doors for future development densities 

728 -This scenario will decrease amount of "green space" available at a time when we are 
dealing with pollution problems 
-Floreat/Wembley are amongse a few suburbs with lots of existing trees and garden 

729 Completely oppose scenario C because  
This has already been proposed in the form of A31 and was soundly rejected by the 
residents, why is it still being proposed? 
Traditional Floreat single blocks should not be under any pressure to be split up 
Increase in traffic will be detrimental to safety of an area which is full of children 

730 I oppose this because it will change the character of our single residential streets. City 
Beach, in particular, is a garden suburb and should remain so 

731 Strongly oppose Scenario C 
1 includes the very worst features that were rejected in A31. 
focuses density increases around asmall local centre + destroys our beautiful quiet 
streets, gardens, trees, birds etc. will open doors for more wide spread density increases 
in our garden suburb. This is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect 
character + heritages values + to retain our existing character + amenities. 
It is totally unnecessary to destroy our beautiful suburbs when there are so many empty 
apartments in Perth 

733 Good to see City Beach impacted, but generally HATE THISOPTION. TOTALLY against 
corner subdivisions, like Amendment 31. 
A combination of all three options is best. ALL shopping centres and stations get modest 
density increases INCLUDING City Beach, Floreat, City Beach max 4-6 storeys include 
Herdsman and Ocean Village Centres 8-10 storeys is NOT suitable west of Selby St, 
Maintain the Garden Suburb feel to Floreat + City Beach, 

735 Do not support and oppose scenario C for the following reasons: 
*likely to destroy character and amenity of existing single residential streets 
*will permit development of duplex/triplex strata and battleax subdivisions out of 
character for the area 
*will allow and encourage more widespread density increases - although the Empire 
village is a patronised local facility we do experience increased noise disturbance. 
This is currently acceptable but we would not want it to increase significantly through 
higher density development and associated parking problems in local streets. 

737 No. Oppose scenario C : includes worst features of A31 we already rejected. Focuses 
density increases on local residents traditional streets and neighbourhoods. Fails to 
capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices. 
Ignores importance of high frequency transport. Destroys character and amenity of 
established single residential streets. Will allow triplex/duplex stratas and battleaxe 

subdivision which are incompatible with character established by the historic subdivision 
pattern. Will open doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden 
suburbs. Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character & heritage 
values and to retain existing built up character & amenity.  

738 Do not support and oppose scenario C.  Will create parking problems and related 
disharmony amongst residents.  Will impact negatively on residential areas due to noise 
and increased population density.  Will increase instances of neighbourhood disputes for 
Council to manage. 

744 I oppose Scenario C. Higher density results in serious traffic problems. 
Smaller dwellings still have 2 or 3 cars per dwelling 

745 I don't agree with this concept the smaller centres (such as empire) are very effective 
without substantially impacting on the surrounding residential properties 

749 I strongly oppose scenario C that looks to target growth potential around smaller local 
centres and local residential streets. I oppose subdivision in traditional single residential 
streets.  That will allow triplex/duplex stratas and subdivisions which are incompatible 
with established by by historyic subdivision pattern. Will open doors for more 
widespread density increases of garden suburbs. 

750 I strongly oppose scenario C.  It includes worst aspects of A31 - which has been already 
rejected.  It will massively increase traffic on local residential streets.  It will destroy the 
character of well established single residential streets.  It will destroy the beautiful 
heritage 'one family home' and turn the garden suburb into triplex, duplex high rise 
stratas. The only people who will benefit are developers. 

751 I am totally opposed to scenario C which againn attempts to destroy the delightful 
garden residential amenity which Floreat provides by an overindulgence in residential 
infill. 

752 Scenario C is quite unsuitable for the City Beach area and Floreat. They were developed 
as garden suburbs and should be encouraged to retain the garden suburb ideal. 

753 Strongly oppose scenario C.  I opposer any increase in density in City Beach. We moved to 
City Beach from Scarborough 15 years ago to get away from the problems caused by 
incrased density.  I believe it is morally wrong to change the density code for the area 
once people have already purchased properties based on the existing low density.  If you 
want a smaller dwelling, to to Scarbs/Swanbourne/Leederville etc. I strongly oppose any 
incrase in density just as I opposed A31 - which is why I voted Withers out! 

756 Do not support scenario C.  Destroys traditional residential streets - 'garden suburbs'.  No 
transport (high frequency) available.  Does not support government policy.  Devalues 
properties.  We have rejected this proposal previously. 

757 Definintely not supported.  Too many options available and this is likely to be similar to 
the old Amendment 31. Too vague! * At least identify these other possible sites so we 



can respond appripriately. 

758 I fully support and agree with Major Keri Shannon and the TOC Council's rejection of 
scenario C.  For example: opposite my house is (redacted) which received WAPC approval 
for 2 green titles with over street frontage on a 823m2 corner block.  This will have an 
impact on street parking more traffic, maybe party noise on a usually very quiet and 
pleasant Perina Way.  How can this happen?  It does not protect the character of this nice 
street.  NO NO NO to this scenario. 

760 Do not support scenario c (see left) West Cambridge includes unique areas (natural and 
native) - (i.e. Bold Park and Floreat and City Beaches).  These ameniies serve not only 
Cambridge as a whole, but Perth generally - with its proximity to its centre.  Turning City 
Beach into a high population area would be detrimental to the area as a whole.  Its small 
neighbourhood centres do not match higher density. 

771 Oppose this scenario.  Focuses on density increase in residential streets. 

772 I oppose this scenario C because it could destroy our beautiful green high quality living 
suburbs.  Once its destroyed you can NEVER get it back. It would only go further, high 
density in suburb which would also mean traffic disasters.  It's just like Amendment 31. 
Stop and wait for new Council in Oct 2017. 

773 I strongly oppose this scenario.  It reproduces all the aspects of A31 which the community 
of Cambridge has already rejected.  We need to preserve garden suburbs for all to enjoy 
directly or indirectly.  Once the open environment of these suburbs is lost it is lost 
forever. 

774 I strongly oppose this scenario.  It reproduces all the aspects of A31 which the community 
of Cambridge has already rejected.  We need to preserve garden suburbs for all to enjoy 
directly or indirectly.  Once the open environment of these suburbs is lost it is lost 
forever. 

775 Totally oppose public transport hopeless therefore car parking will increase and roads 
not wide enough for street parking.  Will destroy verges, increase traffic congestion. 
More accidents.  Origin subdivisions not planned for high density. 

776 I strongly oppose this scenario.  It reproduces all the aspects of A31 which the community 
of Cambridge has already rejected.  We need to preserve garden suburbs for all to enjoy 
directly or indirectly.  Once the open environment of these suburbs is lost it is lost 
forever. 

778 Do not support and oppose scenario C because: destroys character and amenity of 
established single residential streets; will open doors for more widespread increases in 
density across garden suburbs; this is a similar proposal that the rate payers 
overwhelmingly rejected under Simon Withers.  Will allow triplex/duplex 
dwellings/stratas and battleaxe subdivisions not in character with the historic subdivision 
pattern of the suburb.  Contrary to gove policy which seeks to protect character...(cut off) 

784 I do not support scenario C as it destroys the character and amenity of established single 
residential streets.  Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors.  Ignores the 
importance of high frequency transport. 

785 Do not support and oppose scenario C because density increases around smaller local 
centres and suburban areas not needed and ill significantly destroy the character of the 
area - leave it alone. 

786 Do not support - green belt areas should remain 'as is' i.e. with large gardens and parks. 

788 Do not agree with this proposal. We bought in City Beach because of the large blocks. 
Triplex and other subdivisions will ruin the streetscape of this 'garden suburb' and impact 
on residents privacy.  We understood that density objectives could be achieved by 
developing unused land and around retail/commercial areas. 

789 NO.  Do not support C. Not sure if the map displayed was accurate.  Keep suburbs quiet - 
no high rise in the suburbs and in residential streets.  High rise to be built on high traffic 
roads e.g. Cambridge St, Selby and Grantham.  Providing privacy for neighbours - no 
balconies to overlook neighbours and forsted windows if windows overlook neighbours. 

790 Do NOT support this scenario.  Will lead to uncontrolled developments in areas that 
should remain as is with respect to residential status, zoning, etc.  Growth should be 
considered only under scenarios A and B. 

794 I am against battle-axe or 'mansion houses'.   

800 Don't like the lack of residential transition down Cambridge.  Don't like lack of 
development in Floreat and Wembley.   

805 Oppose scenario C. Will adversely impact on residential streets and neighbourhoods; 
destroy the character and amenity of single residential streets; contrary to govt policy to 
protect the character and heritage value of our garden suburbs. 

812 Dislike 4 - not near schools. 

820 Do not support scenario C. City Beach and Floreat should not be subdivided. The size of 
blocks are too small and houses already occupy nearly all of the blocks.  The existing road 
and rail are inadequate for the existing population. We need to protect the existing 
character and ambiance of the lovely Floreat and City Beach suburbs. 

824 Do not support.  Cambridge suburbs with low density and large setbacks have become 
unique in Perth now that many other suburbs now have subdivision.  This offers a choice 
for people who want to live in a low density area.  Why can't the town focus on meeting 
quotas by the current route of increasing density in new areas. 

825 Oppose this scenario strongly.  Is a rerun of A31 which we rejected.  Strongly oppose 
density on residential streets and neighbourhoods.  This plan does not capitalise on 
major centres or corridors which can support density and lifestyle choices.  Destroys 



character and amenity of established residential streets.  Allowing duplex, triplex and 
battleaxe subdivision is not compatible with the character and heritage and this is 
contrary to govt policy that promotes retaining existing built up character and amenity.  
No need to compromise our traditional streets. 

833 No support for scenario C.  No spread into local areas. 

834 Do not support.  Focuses density increase around local residential traditional streets.  
Oppose subdivision in traditional single residential streets. Ignore high frequency 
transport. Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets.  
Destroys garden suburbs through increase density.  Duplex/triplex strats are 
incomplatible with character established by historic subdivision plan. 

837 Strongly oppose.  Focuses growth in areas least able to handle density and development 
changes without negatively impacting local residents and requiring expenditure on new 
roads and infrastructure. 

838 Least supportive of Scenario C.  Impacts traditinoal residential streets; destroys character 
of established single residential streets; ignores importance of high frequency transport. 

843 Do not support C.  Garden nature of suburbs away from major corridors should be 
retained. 

845 NO! I do not support scenario 3.  It is A31 which we have already rejected.  Includes 
worst features of A31; it fails to use major centers and corridors which can support 
density lifestyle; destroys our character and amenity of established residential streets; 
contrary to govt policy seeks to protect character and heritage values and to retain built 
up character and amenities; will allow triplex/duplex strata and battleaxe subidvision; are 
incompatible with character established by our historic subdivision pattern. 

846 Do not support scenario C. This was already rejected and same remarks on that time 
destroying character of area. 

850 Do not support.  Peacefulness of the suburbs will be lost, have already objected to similar 
if not same proposal. 

851 Do not support scenario C because it includes density increases in local residential streets 
and ruin the amenity of established single residential streets. 

853 Frustrating that the already discredited aspects of A31 have re-appeared.  These streets 
are already heavily patronised by through traffic and am and pm traffic is already a 
nightmare.  As a resident for 45 years I regret that any radical departure from the existing 
amenity will never be able to be reversed or rectified. 

854 We do not support any changes to density around floreat forum.  Oppose strongly. 

855 Do not support scenario C.  This is because it includes the worst features of A31.  
Opposed to subdivision in local residential traditional single resident block streets.  Need 

to protect the character and heritage of the suburbs. 

856 I oppose scenario C.  I particularly dislike the corner lot subidision aspect and the higher 
density in residential areas, which will damage the existing character and amenity of the 
established single residential areas, which are a significant and valuable part of the 
heritage of these areas. 

857 Reject and oppose this option as has elements of Amendment 31 about it and reject 
higher density living in quiet residential streets. 

868 Does not develop existing areas for which infrastructure exists. 
Increased density in residential areas will fundamentally change the character of 
Cambridge suburbs.   
Increased population is not supported by amenities.   
Increased traffic, etc will negatively impact living for residents. 
Increased traffic density is distributed causing 'rat runs' through residential areas rather 
than utilising existing corridors.  
Increased density will place neighbours in conflict. 
Proposed change in building types are not in keeping with the character of the suburb 
(i.e. building above single or double storey.) 
Increased noise and disturbance in residential areas with reduced separation between 
dwellings. 
Opportunity for further spread / creep and increase in density leading to 'hot spots' 
within residential areas. 

871 the fact that some subdivisions are limited to only blocks.  Even though it makes absolute 
sense to subdivide lands which are at a corner so new houses can have direct access to 
main street , other large blocks with enough frontage should also be given the 
opportunity to subdivide .   

873 Corner lot subdivision is not effective. Floreat and Wembley Centres are far too small. 
This will not reach the infill dwelling targets at all - and because it is so isolated, will just 
look out of place. Plus the lack of change here will just prohibit development to happen 
in these areas in the future.  

876 Seems like A31 all over again beginning with corner block development 
seems like a hybrid scheme. 
Stick to a plan like the corridor approach 

882 In favour of Point 6 provided sufficient on site parking is required. Kerb side parking near 
corner are traffic hazards.  

888 - Almost back to A31 planning which was soundly rejected. 
- Pockets of high density around City Beach and Floreat that will put pressure on traffic 
around quiet neighbourhoods.  
- Like A31, this scenario would facilitate battleaxe/strata development which goes against 
the character of areas like City Beach and Floreat.  Once this is allowed, it will only start a 



run of similar development through these suburbs. 
- Unfair on residents who have worked hard to buy and live in these garden suburbs only 
to find out they are going to get subdivided for high density living.   

889 Aspects we do not like include : 
1. ignoring Scenario A and/or Scenario B, both of which are needed to meet the 
challenges of the Perth & Peel @ 3.5 million concept. 
2. misinformation about Scenario C, such as claims that it will ‘destroy our garden suburb’ 
and spoil the ‘character and heritage values’ of the area.  

892 I don't like any of it. There is no need to increase growth in the smaller urban areas - 
people move to those areas for the space, the quiet and the small community 
neighbourhood environment. It is exactly why we bought our home in Floreat. Proposing 
the corner block development again is completely at odds with what community wants, 
recently proven overwhelmingly by strong residential opposition to this exact proposal. 
Why is it being proposed again? Does the town not listen to ratepayers? Don't they care 
about what the residents have repeatedly stated? Increasing the population by crowding 
in more residences in the neighbourhood will deflate the value of our home which we 
put everything we have into. It is outrageous that council has the gall to propose this 
again. Concentrate on the district centres and corridors which will increase the 
population immensely, and leave the neighbourhoods alone. Ratepayers have already 
made it clear to council that they oppose this proposal overwhelmingly. 

897 1. Does not focus increases in density on major centres and corridors. These should be 
the first focus of increases in density. 
2. Corner blocks are not shown on the map but there are many of these throughout the 
suburbs. I suspect that the proposed development of corner blocks will open the door to 
development across the entire suburb. I am on a corner block but am opposed to their 
development. 
3. Developing corner lots would result in greater loss of trees and greenery than 
multicenter development concentrated on major centres and corridors that have already 
lost their trees and other greenery. 
4. In the diagram, it says that development of corner lots would be allowed where this 
would "improve the overall streetscape". Based on experience, I am not at all confident 
that this would actually be adhered to if such development was allowed. 
5. In addition, corner lots are mostly not convenient to public transport so it does not 
make sense to develop them as part of the first line of density increase. 
6. The increase in density to 4 storeys around Empire Village seems too great for such a 
small shopping centre. 
7. Scenario C is against government policy to protect character and heritage values. 

898 Oppose Scenario C Because 
Density increases on local residential / traditional streets and neighbourhoods. 
Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
Will allow triplex / duplex stratas and battleaxe subdivision which are incompatible with 
character established by the historic subdivision pattern  
Will open the doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden 

suburbs. 

906 It is vague and unknown which areas could be upgraded and the look of the suburbs are 
more likely to change more significantly with this scenario. I dont want to see any more 
residential subdividing allowed within residential streets in Floreat or Wembley. Floreat 
in particular is the garden suburb and is iconic.. It needs to stay as is as much as possible.  
In all scenarios  
I would be concerned about how the local public primary and high schools are going to 
cope with a higher number of students. 

908 My earlier comments favouring spreading and moderating the intensity of the re-
development stand.   The boundaries of more intensively developed areas should be 
roadways and the intensive areas should not increase traffic in housing areas.  This may 
require the reconstruction of roadways. 

911 Transport routes inadequate 
Does not utilise existing centres and corridors 
Destroys existing garden suburbs 
Does not seek to protect character and heritage values 
Is unlikely to increase density vey much 

919 Corner lot subdivision opportunity is strongly opposed and not supported: it means going 
back to Am. 31.  
None of the scenarios show expected traffic flow or densities. Difficult to make 
comments when this is not shown. For example Cambride St in W. Leederville was 
transitioned into a "High St precinct" (by the council) which now impedes good traffic 
flow. 

926 Corner lot subdivision - absolutely not! How does the Council aim to determine what 
constitutes "minimal impact on surrounding residents?" I don't think there will be many 
residents who will deem such development next to their properties as "minimal impact". 
Good luck with that one! 

930 This option allows subdivision of selected larger lots which are frequently corner lots. 
This will increase traffic and parking around corners and will have and adverse impact of 
children going to and from school and others moving around the area. Smaller local 
centres are located within traditional single residential streets and are often colocated 
with small local parks. Development around local centres does not fall within government 
policy to protect local character and amenity. 

933 I DO NOT support corner lot subdivision (unless it is a 1300sq m block or larger, and 
appropriate to the location/street). 
In all scenarios, I do not support residential transition greater than two storeys. Do not 
increase density in single residential areas which currently have no multistorey housing. 
Any increase in density here will significantly effect the character and amenity of the 
suburbs, and would make it like many others, so no individual identity. 



935 With regard to the District Centres identified as 1,2 & 3 in this Scenario C my comments 
have already been expressed in Scenario A.  
 
LCs and NC need to be better defined. I can see lots of disadvantage in promoting too 
many and there would need to be some thought given as to the types of retail outlet that 
would be appropriate for each one.  A thriving District Centre at Wembley could also take 
business away from local/neighbourhood vendors leaving them vulnerable in the long 
term. 
 
If you are thinking of modeling LCs and NCs on Empire Village for example some lessons 
need to be learned. 
1 There needs to be a focus on a more diverse mix of tenants. Parts of Empire Village are 
now little more than a glorified Food Hall. 
2 It’s a disgrace that the only provision that seems to have been made for repair and 
maintenance vehicles or staff employed at the village is a permit to park on the grass. 
This seriously degrades the ambience of the village. Why does everyone underestimate 
the need for parking? 
 
I do not agree that every designated LC or NC should predetermine a need for higher 
density living. LCs or NCs should remain intimate, a place for meeting your neighbours 
over a quiet coffee perhaps and any associated or incremental residential development 
around an LC or NC should be limited to 2 or 3 stories. 
 
The fact that the subdivision of corner lots is something that is still considered a future 
option is, in my view, a disgrace and totally inappropriate in a document that is 
supposedly seeking constructive ratepayer input into future planning.  
 Were ratepayers not clear when they so emphatically rejected Amendment 31?  

937 With regard to the District Centres identified as 1,2 & 3 in this Scenario C my comments 
have already been expressed in Scenario A.  
 
LCs and NC need to be better defined. I can see lots of disadvantage in promoting too 
many and there would need to be some thought given as to the types of retail outlet that 
would be appropriate for each one.  A thriving District Centre at Wembley could also take 
business away from local/neighbourhood vendors leaving them vulnerable in the long 
term. 
 
If you are thinking of modeling LCs and NCs on Empire Village for example some lessons 
need to be learned. 
1 There needs to be a focus on a more diverse mix of tenants. Parts of Empire Village are 
now little more than a glorified Food Hall. 
2 It’s a disgrace that the only provision that seems to have been made for repair and 
maintenance vehicles or staff employed at the village is a permit to park on the grass. 
This seriously degrades the ambience of the village. Why does everyone underestimate 
the need for parking? 

 
I do not agree that every designated LC or NC should predetermine a need for higher 
density living. LCs or NCs should remain intimate, a place for meeting your neighbours 
over a quiet coffee perhaps and any associated or incremental residential development 
around an LC or NC should be limited to 2 or 3 stories. 
 
The fact that the subdivision of corner lots is something that is still considered a future 
option is, in my view, a disgrace and totally inappropriate in a document that is 
supposedly seeking constructive ratepayer input into future planning.  
 Were ratepayers not clear when they so emphatically rejected Amendment 31?  

941 It destroys the amenity of the garden suburbs. It allows development of selected lots, 
usually corner lots. This increases traffic density and parking on corners which reduces 
the safety of people moving about the area, particularly children walking or riding to 
school. The small local centres are usually colocated with small parks. Development of 
these areas reducus their amenity and is not congruent with government policy to 
protect the character of suburban areas. 

943 DO NOT SUPPORT and OPPOSE SCENARIO C because; 
It includes the worst of A31 that rate payers rejected. 
It focuses density on residential streets and neighbourhoods. 
Fails to capitalize on major centres and corridors that can support density & lifestyle 
changes. 
Proposes massive changes on corner lots by allowing uncontrolled and extensive 
subdivision. 
It ignores the importance of high frequency transport. 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets. 
It will allow triplex and duplex strata's and battle axe subdivision which are incompatible 
with existing character. 
Will open doors for widespread density increases across the hearts of garden suburbs. 
Contrary to Govt policy which seeks to protect character heritage values and to retain 
existing built up character and amenity. 

950 No 2 to 5 Most appears ad hoc and would certainly affect the residents who purchased in 
close proximity.  The original design and intention of these suburbs should be protected 
ie garden suburbs. 
No 2 to 5 I see major traffic issues with roads and parking being major headaches for 
residents and shoppers alike. 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets. 
It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle axe subdivisions which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern. 
Garden suburbs should be protected as per their original well established purpose - no 
increase in residential streets. 
It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 



and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

953 No 2 to 5 Most appears ad hoc and would certainly affect the residents who purchased in 
close proximity.  The original design and intention of these suburbs should be protected 
ie garden suburbs. 
No 2 to 5 I see major traffic issues with roads and parking being major headaches for 
residents and shoppers alike. 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets. 
It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle axe subdivisions which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern. 
Garden suburbs should be protected as per their original well established purpose - no 
increase in residential streets. 
It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

955 No 2 to 5 Most appears ad hoc and would certainly affect the residents who purchased in 
close proximity.  The original design and intention of these suburbs should be protected 
ie garden suburbs. 
No 2 to 5 I see major traffic issues with roads and parking being major headaches for 
residents and shoppers alike. 
It destroys the character and amenity of established traditional homes and single 
residential streets. 
It will allow triplex and duplex stratas and battle axe subdivisions which are incompatible 
with character established by the historical subdivision pattern. 
Garden suburbs should be protected as per their original well established purpose - no 
increase in residential streets. 
It is contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values 
and to retain existing built up character and amenity. 

957 Includes the worst features of A31, which has already been rejected. 
Focuses density increases around a small local centre and local residential traditional 
streets.   
Oppose subdivision in traditional single resident streets, including corner blocks. 
Fails to capitalise on major centres and corridors which can support density and lifestyle 
choices. 
Ignores importance of high frequency transport. 
Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets. 
Will allow triplex / duplex strata and battle-axe subdivisions which are incompatible with 
character established by the historical subdivision pattern. 
Opens doors for more widespread density increases across hearts of garden suburbs. 
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect character and heritage values and 
to retain existing built up character and amenity. 
THIS OPTION IS NOT SUPPORTED. 

 

  



 

29 As noted above in relation to Scenario A, I don't believe the 800m radius test for 
increasing density is appropriate to West Leederville.  I strongly object to proposed 
expansion of the District Centre and to proposed areas of District Frame and Transition 
that intrude into quiet, residential areas of the suburb.   
Scenario C is entirely inappropriate as regards West Leederville. 

33 High density development of West Leederville area with minimal focus west of Harborne 
st. West Leederville is growing as desirable and vibrant suburb; this is a consequence of 
sensible range of low, medium and high density dwellings, good tree cover and few large 
buildings. This scenario will convert West Leederville into grey, windswept concrete 
towers, while leaving the remainder of the LGA untouched.  

36 west Leederville development beyond existing development which is already out of sync 
with the rest of the town of Cambridge 

49 No. A West Leederville activity plan was recently approved by WAPC in 2016. Definitely 
no greater density desired it is already high density.  

57 Dislike: Pt 1,4 

62 Strongly oppose 800m radius in West Leederville. Don’t like potentially 2-4 storey heights 
in a quiet residential area. Will destroy current amenity cause parking, traffic and waste 
problems.  

105 I live in West Leederville on Blencowe St between Cambridge and Woolwich. The current 
diagram has my house on the cusp between the District Centre and the District  Centre 
Frame when I consider my segment of the street residential. I believe that high rise (more 
than 4 storeys) should be limited to developments which front onto Cambridge St.  

137 This would kill the heritage enclave of West Leederville while leaving the rest of the town 
completely untouched.  It is unconscionable.  Streets like Woolwich, Northwood, 
Blencowe, St Leonards and Tate have unique character that should be preserved.  The 
idea of 10 storey apartments on Woolwich St is madness.  I cannot understand why 
would you do this when vast swathes of Wembley, City Beach and Floreat are untouched. 

165 Still believe 6-8 stories is too high around Floreat and 10 stories WAY too high for West 
Leederville. 
Other areas of Perth provide this high-rise living, this is not the direction I want to see our 
suburbs move. 

267 Areas suggested as "District Centers Frame" and "Residential Transition" in West 
Leederville are Residential neighbourhood streets.  If Multiple Dwelling Buildings are 

allowed to be built in this area that will increase traffic and lead to greater demand on 
the services in the area.  It is not appropriate to have higher density living here.  West 
Leederville density has already been increased and SHOULD NOT be increased further. 

269 I do not support any further density increases in West Leederville. 

316 I reject this Scenario.  I do not agree with the development proposal for West Leederville 
particularly the height proposed to 10 stories.  This appears to be either influenced by 
affluent lobbying developers for self interest or those from City Beach and Floreat where 
there is virtually no high density proposed and certainly not 10 story buildings.  Either 
way this is not appropriate density for West Leederville.  West Leederville should not be 
the area to be burdened by the proposed increase in residences even if this proposed 
number of new residences is even close to the required infill. 

323 As per A and B, the northern extension of the West Leederville centre up to Woolwich St 
is inappropriate; this is already medium density, and making it high density would 
destroy the existing friendly and vibrant neighbourhood. Tower St and Woolwich St 
would be better as a residential transition zone. 

434 Only impacts on West Leederville. Few other areas impacted 
Expansion and increased density in West Leederville residential areas is not acceptable, 
particularly high rise residential 2-4 storeys in fringe areas. 
High rise is not ideal abutting the residential areas either 

435 Any further density increase in West Leederville except along major roads like Cambridge 
St.   

440 4 story development in transition areas? Seriously? Where are all these cars going to go? 
The assumption that people within 800m of a train station will all leave their cars at 
home is flawed. the district centres frame and transitional areas are way too extensive, 
and all concentrated on WL. WL has already borne much of the poor development 
decisions of the past and is now being seriously damaged by poor design, increased 
traffic, loss of greens pace and parking issues. 

470 The footprint for rezoning west Leederville still too large 

549 The district centre at West Leederville should be limited to a maximum of 100 m north of 
Cambridge street.  The residential transition should be limited to a maximum of two 
stories. 

554 District center frames proposal in West Leederville still proposing for 4 to 10 story 
development through out  existing low level residential area. not a realistic proposal of 
high density given the current suburban setting. 



575 The boundaries for development in West Leederville should be restricted to WITHIN 
Cambridge Street and Railway parade (and no further) till this area is FULLY developed. 

612 Scenario A, B and C all destroy the architectural heritage of the area.  Each scenario is 
irresponsible and unacceptable.  We are constantly seeing in the papers that West 
Leederville is currently one of the most sought after suburbs in Perth.  This is because of 
the beautiful old houses, the community spirit and village feel of the area.  This will be 
completely destroyed by each of the Scenarios.  

613 The impact it will have on the West Leederville community and family friendly way of life 

624 Increases in the density in West Leederville is unacceptable as it would totally destroy the 
character and amenity of the historic suburb. West Leederville seems to be providing a 
very large proportion of the density increases to the whole town of Cambridge The 
existing plan is enough of an impost on the rate payers of the West Leederville Area.  

646 I do not like the 800 meter radius from the railway stations and that 2 to 4 stories are 
proposed for quiet narrow streets on the edges of the radius. This does not fit with the 
character of the suburb. We cannot accommodate the increase in traffic, noise, waste 
etc. Strongly oppose the areas earmarked for residential transition. Also cannot see 
Woolwich street as a district centres frame - completely out of character with the current 
streetscape. No space for parking, waste management - will mean less green areas - loss 
of tree canopy. 

667 I am opposed to any further density increases in West Leederville 
 
I have lived in West Leederville for the past 20 years and have seen the residential zoning 
change to R30, causing a significant detrimental impact on the infrastructure within the 
area.  Further densification will have a dire consequence on community health and 
wellbeing, connectivity and sense of place and historic character of the area.   
 
The three options provided only look at increasing density in three areas instead of a way 
to integrate increased density throughout the entire Town of Cambridge (eg why not 
rezone larger blocks to give those that want to subdivide the option) I liken the current 
plan to placing all statewest housing in the same area.  This is not visually appealing or 
conducive to building stronger healthier communities.  This plan appears to be a knee 
jerk response to Perth-Peel@3.5m instead of understanding the current infrastructure 
and capacity and engaging with the community to develop a vision for each of the wards 
within the Council.   
 
My specific concerns include parking, increased traffic, lack of cycle paths and/or wide 
footpaths for access, lack of public green open space (active and passive), lack of SAFE 
access to Lake Monger, loss of tree canopy,  the complete inability of WL Primary School 

to cope with its current enrolments numbers (In the last 7 years the West Leederville 
Primary School population has doubled from some 250 students to over 500.  This has 
now caused the relocation of the Kindergarten to Lake Monger and the use of Cowden 
Park for play and sports.  The School has no oval, limited playspace, no parking for 
teachers or parents).  The issue with tree canopy (which I see you have started to identify 
in the Towns Treescape Plan) is of serious concern in the three options provided, with the 
heat island effect, reducing the quality of living of residents.  There needs to be more 
green space and trees in West Leederville not less.  We are restricted in tree planting by 
verge size.  We are restricted for green space by provision and access.  This proposal as 
with the other two proposals are unacceptable. 
 
Perhaps you should challenge PerthPeel@3.5m.   

669 It invades the interior of West Leederville which is already under strain. 

907 I do not like the increased density in West Leederville. I believe there is far less green 
open public space in West Leederville than in other areas of the TOC. 

921 1. West Leederville DC: 800 metres excessive. 2 storeys maximum within fringing areas.  
3. 4 storeys maximum in surrounding areas. 6 is excessive. 
4. 3 storeys maximum. 

 

  



 

1 People who may prefer to live in higher density dwellings may also like to live nearer to 
the beach or parklands and not just close to shops and/or transport.  

19 This will be insufficient to meet future infill requirements.  Again, this is weighted heavily 
to the West Leederville area in the east, though understandably due to proximity to rail.   

30 Again there is too much focus on West Leederville which generally has smaller lot sizes 
than both Wembley, Floreat and City Beach which provide far greater opportunities for 
division of lots increasing density while still allowing easy access to transport etc 

75 Seems the worst model with everything cluttered at Leederville 

79 Don’t like Leederville having to carry the majority of increased density living. This should 
be spread evenly across the town of Cambridge 

86 -not enough areas in City Beach benefit from increased development. South City Beach 
still has no plan for a shop/local centre 
- subdividing corner blocks is a start; but in City Beach all large blocks (over 850-900sq m) 
should be subdivisible (as they are north of Hale Rd) 

100 Does not go far enough. Change the zoning and allow subdivision of all large blocks.  

116 Not Acceptable - why don't you look at high rise developments in City Beach and Floreat? 

126 West Leederville takes the brunt of change. 

128 AS ABOVE 

132 Too much emphasis on West Leederville.  West Leederville already has increased its 
density, block size 300m2 whilst Floreat & City Beach remain at 900m2 +.   West 
Leederville amenities can't cope with more density, esp primary school already over 
capacity.   

143 West Leederville area for increased use far too much. Not enough development of 
Wembley/ Floreat forum or anything else west of the forum. 

144 I like the use of the main arteries of Boulevard, gratham and cambridge sts - so a bit more 
of Option 2 down the corridors as well - spread it out over the whole town, so public 
transport can be improved through density for everyone. 

146 As per previous comments. Too much infill in West Leederville. 

154 Too much concentration around West Leederville - this should be spread a along main 
public transport routes as in Scenario B. 

163 This should be combined with some more corridor density aspects such as higher density 
right along Cambridge street. 

168 It does not even mention city beach it's a dead suburb with under-utilised schools parks 
etc get more people living there.  

169 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 
 
NO MORE DENSITY INCREASE FOR WEST LEEDERVILLE!!! 

198 OPPOSE THIS OPTION 
- TOO MUCH CONCENTRATED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN WEST LEEDERVILLE. 
- WILL CAUSE MAJOR TRAFFIC PROBLEMS. PARKING - ENTRY ACCESS. 
- DIFFICULT TO IMPROVE PUBLIC TRANSPORT. 
- NEGATIVE IMPACT ON RESIDENTS. 
THIS OPTION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED. 

209 Unfair to West Leederville again. 

218 Do not agree with the West Leederville District centre proposal as per Scenario A as it still 
proposes up to 10 stories in residential area. Also development in other areas should be 
restricted to 4 stories on major roads and 2 stories in other residential areas 

223 over development and exposure in west Leederville  

224 Floreat and Wembley need to be developed further to increase density to provide 
opportunities for local business and residents 

230 Massive overdevelopment of West Leederville again! Please stop trying to destroy our 
suburb. Make the other suburbs share some of the load. See comment option A. 

231 West Leederville will lose entirely its characteristics and such density increase is not 
acceptable. No need for further residential development in City Beach where no frequent 
public transport is provided. 

232 Too much density around West Leederville. There is a Centre Plan already in place with 4-
10 storeys and the rest of West Leederville is already zoned medium density so it doesn't 
need to change. 
I don't think the properties north of the Wembley Centre should be upcoded. 



239 West Leederville and Wembley have already seen its recent fair share of density 
increases. 

240 Again, too heavy an emphasis on West Leederville. 

241 The density levels are too high for West Leederville.   
Traffic is already intense. 
Higher density needs to occur on the larger blocks in Floreat and City beach 

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

243 Centred on West Leederville with no spreading of the increase in residential density.  
Again, no planning for increase in services especially schools 

244 Stop trying to put more pressure on the West Leederville precinct. I did not come to this 
suburb 26 years ago to be surrounded by apartments, if I wanted that then I would live in 
the CBD of Perth. This is unfairly targeting a suburb which is already suffering the 
pressure of increased density. The development in the lower end of Kimberley Street is a 
disgrace. 

245 No other moderate to high density should exist in West Leederville except facing the 
railway line 

246 Undue emphasis on West Leederville including total destruction of the amenity of those 
living in the eastern end of the suburb. 

249 There weren't enough suggested options for further afield than just West Leederville 

250 Again, Not much growth in City Beach. 
NO! NO! NO! NO density increases in West Leederville. 
We've had our recent fair share of density increases.  West Leederville Primary School is 
bursting at the seams!!!!  And the increased traffic on our street (Kimberley Street) is 
disturbing and dangerous!! 

253 Scenario C doesn't provide sufficient urban growth in Wembley, Floreat or City Beach. 
I prefer fewer centralised areas of growth as in Scenario A 

258 It places the bulk of the density increases in West Leederville, which has already had 
significant increases in recent years.  It shifts none of those increases to Floreat or City 
Beach.  West Leederville has many historic streets and homes which will be destroyed by 

these plans.  Further there are insufficient amenities to cope with the increased density. 

262 Too much development in the West Leederville areas at the expense of areas around City 
Beach and Floreat  

265 This is the worst of all the scenarios  - this is weighted heavily towards increased density 
in West Leederville.   

274 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. No more density 
increase for West Leederville. West Leederville should not, and cannot accommodate any 
further density increases. Our school is already over populated and we have a strong 
sense of community that will be adversely impacted by the proposed changes.  

278 This puts an even higher concentration of high density housing smack in the middle of 
West Leederville. It is a terrible, ill-thought idea. There are huge areas of land in City 
Beach - why is no change to density being pushed there? This is a totally unbalanced 
proposal!!! 

279 Too much density in West Leederville. 

280 Focuses all density increase in west Leederville. Need to spread the density increases 
across all suburbs, particularly city beach and Floreat.  

286 There is not much mention of increasing density on large corner lots in City Beach. In 
most cases they could have separate street entry and not be obvious changes to present 
street scales. 
The large mansions currently being permitted are cutting back the garden/ green 
proportion of their block so that the nature of the suburb is dramatically changing. Plastic 
grass which is environmentally disastrous because it is designed to never biodegrade - 
even years later in landfill- is allowed to cover large areas. Rain water is unable to 
penetrate to the soil/ water table to the detriment of large trees which rely on it. Rain 
runs into storm water drains instead. 

288 As for A and B 

304 The size of the corner blocks to be subdivided needs to be specified e.g. minimum 
1,000sqm divided into two. 
Too much development in  West Leederville. Make better use in Cambridge St, Harborne 
and Grantham Streets precinct like Scenario B. 

308 As above 

311 The lack of development around the Wembley and Floreat centres, which help to lessen 
the pressure on the West Leederville centre. 



317 The planned high intensity of housing in West Leederville is totally unsuitable to the type 
of area and existing housing. Higher density would not be supported by the current 
transportation and road systems which struggle with current load. WLPS is already to 
capacity with no further adjacent land available. It will be further impacted by the 
proposed Subiaco Kitchener Common development. Many existing residents have 
invested significantly in refurbishing and redeveloping their heritage character homes in 
keeping with the character and history of the area. 

318 Significant increase in density in West Leederville, beyond what is in endorsed Activity 
Centre Plan.  

319 Much too heavily concentrated in West Leederville.   
Doesn't consider pressure on amenities (such as parking, schools, parks etc). 

320 I oppose this scenario - please refer to comments. 

401 Development in activity/district centres will not solve the problem, that is short term 
madness.  Look at the problems other similar city/coastal areas around the world have 
developed by putting 'over dense' development in one or two locations - 
bottlenecks/lack of parking/lack of surrounding infrastructure, it shows lack of thought.  
Plan ahead before any development takes place, no one likes an eyesore! 

402 This idea will not solve the problem.  Consider rezoning of corner blocks.  This will create 
a more natural infill and the burden on existing infrastructure i.e. schools, public services 
and transport will be lessened. 

441 The high density increase is concentrated to West Leederville while City Beach and 
Floreat have minimal/no increased density. 
Already a glut of high density apartments. 

449 The fact that it singles out West Leederville (which has already done more than it's fair 
share) to take the brunt of further increasing population density. 
 
In my view ALL that areas should carry it's fair share of the load for something that 
actually has to be done.  We ALL have to be a part of that. 
 
West Leederville Primary school has already been expanded and expanded  and there 
does not seem to be enough space to allow it to carry a higher load, and nor should it be 
asked to. 
 
The nearest high school - Perth Mod - is not automatically available to local children and 
has been functionally removed from the equation.  
 
The "three scenarios" are based on sophistry that housing density should be majorly 

based on ONE already existing transport system - in this case the Train system. This is 
sophistry  and a red herring and it lets Floreat and City Beach off the hook.   
 
All current and future transport solutions must be looked at so that ALL areas do what 
needs to be done equitably. 

453 - The fact that historical buildings in West Leederville will not be maintained.  
- West Leederville already has higher density living than the other suburbs in the Town of 
Cambridge and therefore should not bear the brunt of increased higher density living. 
- The West Leederville Primary School is already at capacity and any increased density 
would put further pressure on this school. 
- Other amenities in the West Leederville area would also be detrimentally affected by 
increased density living 
- West Leederville has already been subject to increased density living with zoning 
changes over the time 

454 Same comments as option A. 

457 The unbalanced, inequitable share that West Leederville has to take, while people sit on 
huge blocks in Floreat and City Beach, rubbing their hands together because they off 
loaded all the development onto West Leederville and it's not their problem any more. 

462 The proposal appears to land the burden of  growth primarily with the West Leederville 
Area, whilst City Beach appears to bare no responsibility and the areas of Floreat & 
Wembley are minimal. In addition the proposal appears to provide no plan or direction in 
respect of infrastructure, such as schools (WLPS - which is already at it's limits), transport, 
basic services (sewarage, power, gas etc.) and the The proposal appears to land the 
burden of  growth primarily with the West Leederville Area, whilst City Beach appears to 
bare no responsibility and the areas of Floreat & Wembley are minimal. In addition the 
proposal appears to provide no plan or direction in respect of infrastructure, such as 
schools (WLPS - which is already at it's limits), transport, basic services (sewarage, power, 
gas etc.) and the  

464 Refer scenario A comments 

472 This is extremely concentrated on West Leederville. 
4-10 storeys severely impacts residential properties bordering on these developments. 
There is a lot of emphasis on the expectation that people will use public transport but the 
impact of car use will be huge in both movement and parking. 

485 The fact that all scenarios seem to concentrate the high density in the West Leederville 
area. Surely City Beach would benefit from extending development around the council 
buildings to incorporate adjacent businesses and housing for council employees, drawing 
more investment to the City. 



486 ALL scenarios are not acceptable. West Leederville has already seen its fair share of 
density increases. No more density increase for West Leederville. West Leederville 
cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

487 Excess development of amenity-poor west leederville, little development along 
cambridge and grantham streets. 

489 As above. 

493 Selecting additional growth for West Leederville is not supported, the current Activity 
Centre plan contains significant growth that the Town will already struggle to support. 

496 Many, same comments as scenario a 

506 Higher density in West Leederville 

509 800m radius for infill? Ridiculous & absurd. 

518 Same comments as per scenario A 

521 West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases. No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 

523 See all comments above relating to the potential destruction of West Leederville's 
character and amenity.  These apply even more in this scenario as it appears that the 
increased densities will push more deeply into the suburb. 

526 THe fact that like all other 'options' West Leederville bears the largest load of density 
proposal. A railway line nearby does no make any of these plans any more feasible. ToC 
cannot plan for any scenario outside of consultation with the Education dept and Main 
roads, whose job it is to plan infrastructure around development 

527 the majority of West Leederville scheduled to be built up 

530 Once again, West Leederville is expected to absorb most of the increase in density along 
with the increased height of buildings. 

544 No/very little diversity presented for City Beach 

547 The focus made on West Leederville growth. 

551 All the growth is located in Leederville and not spread throughout the Town of 
Cambridge. Very limited growth in Wembley, Floreat and City Beach.   Needs more 
density in these areas.  

553 Undue emphasis on increased development in West Leederville 

556 This scenario loads pretty much all the development in West Leederville. It will overload 
already inadequate infrastructure. The loss of the current greenness is inevitable and 
there is no plan shown for green space and recreational areas. The historic integrity of 
the area will be compromised significantly. West Leederville is a leading example of an 
inclusive and active community where residents socialize and interact continually, a goal 
many countries in the world strive to emulate. 
 
Any development over 4 stories on Railway Parade or Cambridge St, and 2 stories 
elsewhere is out of step with the developments done elsewhere , e.g Subiaco and East 
Perth. 

559 As above see Scenario A,   AND 
 
Directly impacts me and very little else of City Beach and Floreat 

567 I am against the density increase in West Leederville 

583 Expansion of the density of the Wembley town centre not as strong as it could/should be 

584 Same as A 

600 The West Leederville district centre/frame and transition area moving anywhere north 
past Cambridge St. This would ruin the quiet, beautiful suburb and be much too close to 
the Primary School. The school is already so small and can't accommodate further 
population increases.  

604 This scenario disadvantages ratepayers in the West Leederville district who are being 
treated like second class citizens simply because they live closer to Perth city and are 
within reach of two railway stations and the Transperth CAT. This solution is being 
promoted because of this convenience and protects the remainder of the Town of 
Cambridge. Each of the proposals is making the same assumption that because it is near 
transport it can afford higher density. The company acquired to prepare these proposals 
has looked for the simplest solutions and has been very slack in not providing a range of 
significantly different alternatives. The town council should be ashamed of themselves 
for promoting a solution that will destroy the historical significance of the buildings in the 
district and ruin the strong community presence found within the suburb. The council is 
sacrificing the rights of the West Leederville ratepayers at the expense of protecting City 
Beach residents and other suburbs throughout the Town. By allowing 2-4 storey buildings 
throughout the current residential area will result in increased pressure from developers 
to buy out properties and demolish the current Federation and Edwardian style housing 
unique to West Leederville and not found in other suburbs within the Town of 
Cambridge. The knowledge that my own residence in the suburb will be zoned 4-10 



stories is very concerning. It will not take long, once one or two houses are demolished, 
for our privacy to be compromised by over-towering apartment blocks resulting in having 
to sell up and move. 

621 This scenario doesn't address transportation and traffic issues associated with increased 
density. Increased density doesn't appear to be supported with necessary infrastructure.  

628 West Leederville changes way to significant and extensive. Not fair and not reasonable to 
change West Leederville to such a large extent.  

630 West Leederville has already seen its recent fair of share density increases. NO MORE 
DENSITY INCREASES!!! 

631 Too much pressure place on West Leederville section.  

644 Distribute density increases equally throughout the entire town; don't make West 
Leederville carry all the weight. 

653 Not enough development to provide downsizing possibilities in City Beach 

655 Scenario C is not different to Scenario A for West Leederville.  It places undue emphasis 
on the contrived district centre of West Leederville, ignores the planning  already 
undertaken in Wembley and continues to ignores the capacity of the Town's only real 
District Centre of Floreat Forum.   
 
West Leederville has an endorsed Activity Centre Plan which address the Perth to Peel at 
3.5m. This scenario assumes that because the community has been through these 
exercises and have accepted the need to include some medium to high density that they 
are willing and should take more. This argument based on this assumption is 
disingenuous and the perpetrators dishonest. 
It assumes the the current high quality public transport routes won't be expanded to 
meet increased population density outside its current routes. 
The people that live in the district centres may work in the CBD,  but they will still want to 
belong to sporting clubs, shop, go to the beach etc.  
 
This scenario creates a Town within a Town.  The people living in high-rise West 
Leederville will have vastly different needs and attitudes the rest of the Town.  The issues 
of the suburb would be more akin to those of City of Vincent or Subiaco or even Perth - 
heavily taxed schools, roads and different social and cultural needs. A high rise West 
Leederville would not be well served being part of the Town of Cambridge 

661 Pressure will remain for further expansion around Floreat Forum and Wembley centres. 

702 Larger properties in City Beach and Floreat need to be rezoned to allow higher density.  

This survey is one sided and totally disadvantages the residents of West Leederville.  
Options for higher density need to considered for all suburbs - not just one. 

777 It does not provide for diversity or flexibile housing optoins, long term, for aging 
residents, current and future who are compelled to leave the suburb of their life choice 
when they can no longer maintain a large house on a large block!   

791 It does not provide for diversity or flexibile housing optoins, long term, for aging 
residents, current and future who are compelled to leave the suburb of their life choice 
when they can no longer maintain a large house on a large block!   

814 The local planning strategy for the growth corridors is unfairly concentrated on the 
Wembley and West Leederville wards, leaving City Beach ward without any urban 
corridor or residential transition developments.  Therefore I cannot agree with urban 
growth scenarios A, B or C. 

818 Dislike - need to capitalise on major centres as in scenario A and B. 

849 Not acceptable.  Run more buses to City Beach! Link transport? West Leederville has 
already done its bit. 

869 As with the other scenarios the West Leederville precinct should not be destroyed by 
high rise residential and commercial buildings when other parts of the town are left 
largely untouched. 

872 as above 

874 As in Scen A. Noted 'minimal impact on surrounding residents and improved streetscape' 
for City Beach but no such noted concern for impact on WL residents!  

877 The scenario fails to take any opportunity to spread density equitably, and distribute the 
infrastructure and service pressures more evenly within the town by lower scale 
increased density in the larger blocks in City Beach and Floreat. Subdivision should be 
enabled here at R30.  
 
Scenario C will require the construction of a new Primary School, and significant 
infrastructure (including road) upgrades in order to accomodate the increased density.  
 
Scenario C sacrifices the heritage value of the area of the Town of Cambridge that has the 
oldest and most significant heritage values.  

878 Still more density needed in City Beach and Floreat.  

879 I don't like how West Leederville has been targeted to do all of the heavy lifting, with a 
large amount of the small suburb affected. Also, the amount of stories of the residences 



along the railway would be a blight on the suburb. Why do you want to put so much 
more in such a small suburb that is already pulling well above its weight, while places like 
City Beach, with its massive blocks, are untouched? 
I also hate to think what the traffic conditions would be like through West Leederville if 
this came in, it is terrible already trying to drive around the area! 

880 do not like that West Leederville has majority of increased density for the whole of 
Cambridge. this plan feels a bit uncontrolled in that there is no real direction to allow for 
good street scapes or a hierarchy of growth. 

884 subdivision should be done equally across the board. 

894 The inequity of this scenario - new premises almost entirely in West Leederville with little 
to no development through Floreat and City Beach - is a MAJOR concern.Where are these 
people going to be educated? The Primary school is at capacity. This development needs 
to be shared through out the entire town. 

895 Scenario C shows gross and unacceptable expansion of density in West Leederville, 
encroaching into our beautiful tree-lined streets, north of Cambridge St. The Scenario 
represents a disproportionate burden on West Leederville compared to other areas in 
the Town of Cambridge to carry the added density. 

896 - A largely terrible scenario regarding Area #1 in West Leederville – the remainder of the 
scenario appears to have significant merit. 
- IS INCONSISTENT WITH WEST LEEDERVILLE ACTIVITY CENTRE PLAN ("WLACP") 
RECENTLY ENDORSED BY THE WA PLANNING COMMISSION ("WACP") (Area #1) 
(the endorsed WLACP is surely consistent with 'Perth&Peel@3.5million'; why does it go 
excessively beyond the WLACP? (especially to the north of Cambridge Street); this 
scenario ignores the preferred scenario in the WLACP). 
- The West Leederville district centre in the scenario needlessly goes beyond State 
government planning options in its Central Sub-Regional Planning Framework; and results 
in an unacceptable opportunity for higher density in the garden suburb of West 
Leederville. 
- I query the inclusion of the potential development site Area #5 on The Boulevard when 
Council recently rejected a development which involved extending the Ocean Mia 
Estate?!?! 
 
- It focuses increased density on residential streets in the garden suburb of West 
Leederville; increased density bleeds from medium/high density areas of WLACP into 
surrounding residential streets.  
- The extension of the West Leederville district centre beyond the WLACP will have a 
particularly detrimental effect on the heritage values of Holyrood Street. 
- There appears to be limited distinct separation between commercial/medium-high 

density residential and traditional residential areas (Area #1). 
- It appears to be largely based on transport considerations without taking into account 
other considerations such as limited and already overburdened social (schools, green 
open space, heritage) and utilities (roads & parking, stormwater drainage, water 
pressure) infrastructure and amenity in West Leederville. It appears contrary to 
preservation of heritage, amenity and identity values of the areas. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville district centre appears likely to 
encourage buildings of excessive height and with a built form inconsistent with the local 
amenity, identity and character of the current West Leederville district centre. The West 
Leederville community is concerned about the resulting built form of increased dwelling 
density (which can cause overshadowing, disrupt solar orientation, affect cross-
ventilation), and how that will impact streetscape profiles (height, bulk and setbacks) and 
local identity and amenity. 
- The Residential Transition areas are too wide; they should only be a 1-2 lots on the edge 
of the District Centres and District Centre Frames. 
- The District Centre and District Centre Frames areas extend too far north of Cambridge 
Street in West Leederville. In West Leederville, these transition areas are substantive 
areas in their own right rather than a minor transitional zone; this results in AT LEAST 
50% of West Leederville being changed to higher density. 
- Buildings higher than 3 storeys are surely excessive for the District Centres Frame areas. 
 
- It is nonsense to release (high level strategic planning) scenarios for comment which are 
obviously inappropriate given known infrastructure constraints such that the scenarios 
can't be supported by existing social and utility infrastructure, eg overcapacity West 
Leederville primary school. 
- The scenario doesn't maintain/retain/preserve valued traditional residential areas 
surrounding the West Leederville district centre; it spreads increased density far beyond 
that proposed in the WLACP. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville district centre appears likely to 
encourage many strata developments, which become very difficult to 
refurbish/redevelop as they age because of the many owners and this risks the creation 
of 'ghettos'. 
- The scenario displays an inequitable sharing of dwelling density throughout the Town. 
- The high dwelling density in the West Leederville district centre does not evidence any 
potential for sustainable development (especially considering the lack of social and 
utilities infrastructure). 
- It doesn't appear to demonstrate any equity in making a diversity of dwelling options 
available to existing residents, eg medium-high density for older residents who wish to 
downsize but remain in their current suburb of residence. 
 
- The scenario is part of the Town’s response to Stage government planning policy 
(Perth&Peel@3.5million) which is based on questionable population growth figures (do 



the contained dwelling targets remain valid? – the statement accompanying Scenario C 
“As these opportunities will only accommodate a fraction of the growth target” may be 
flawed as there is doubt regarding the dwelling target numbers) and remains a draft suite 
of strategic land use planning documents which may not be endorsed by the new State 
government, and doesn’t take into account in policies (eg MetroNet) of the new State 
government; why should this State document drive the Town’s long term strategic land 
use planning? 
- It is difficult to give feedback about high level planning strategy possibilities without 
clear understanding over the development controls which will be applicable to 
executing/implementing development consistent with the final form of the local planning 
strategy. The acceptability of a planning possibility may turn on the applicable 
development controls and it seems that current development controls in the Town are 
inadequate and/or not supported by the local communities within the Town – ie the devil 
is in the details. 

899 West Leederville is still getting the majority of infill and they already have small lots. 
There needs to be more Residential transition areas where people can have their own 
little back or front yards and not have to live in high rise apartments.  
There is not a lot of difference between District Centres, District Centres Frame and 
Urban corridors except for height. They are all apartment living. Why can't the larger 
blocks be subdivided to allow for urban infill and therefore help reduce the number of 
apartments needed. 

900 The vocal minority who argue that City Beach is a "garden suburb" and therefore should 
be protected from growth targets. Yet the mansions take up whole big blocks with no 
garden! City Beach has many parks and open spaces as well as public amenities and these 
should be shared with a larger population. I don't like the "sense of entitlement" from 
people who promote City Beach being excluded from sharing the growth targets. Big 
blocks also require a lot of water and everyone knows that water is a precious resource. 
Families who have live in this suburb for many years want to stay but downsize and more 
options must be available and we live longer and remain independent. 

901 Burden of in-fill is mostly West Leederville and doesn't share the in-fill load impacts fairly 
across the community 

903 Low requirement of density in western half of Cambridge in comparison to eastern half.. 

909 Continues to unfair to residents of West Leederville and also Wembley. Although some 
amendments proposed around Floreat.  Residential Transitional diagram is totally 
misleading - picture shows two storey building yet small print provides may be up to 4 
storeys.  Does not take into account demand that will be placed on amenities, social 
infrastructure and utilities even with concentration around District areas. 

917 Item 1 - West Leederville District Centre - is unacceptable.  Refer to comments under 
Scenario A. 

918 The lack of support to major locations -  eg. Floreat Forum should be enhanced as a 
development node. 

924 Don't like corner subdivision. See comments on Forum in point 1. Unfair to destroy west 
leederville 

925 No valid reason to concentrate growth. Spread it out across the whole Town using "urban 
corridor" and "residential transition". styles 

931 The unfair increase in density for the Town of Cambridge imposed almost solely on West 
Leederville. 

932 I don't like ALL aspects of scenario C because : 
 
- this scenario is not acceptable 
- West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increase. No more density 
increase for West Leederville 
- West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate ant further density 
increases. 

934 Same concerns as A and B regarding Floreat District Centre. 
Again same concerns regarding too much emphasis on Cambridge Street especially if no 
other Centres developed. You will end up with this one Street with all the development. 

938 Increased density development is not evenly distributed throughout Town of Cambridge. 
West Leederville is burdened with the majority of this development and this area should 
be reduced by at least 75% from what is shown on the scenario. 
Development should be limited to 3 storeys throughout. 

939 The focus on urban growth in the Wembley, West Leederville and Floreat centres will 
lead to unnecessary increases in building height, which as explained above, is less 
desirable than the sub-division of green-title blocks. 

944 Reduced impact on Wembley and Floreat but still high density in West Leederville 

949 Too much focus on West Leederville Activity Centre. 

 

  



 

41 This option does not give sufficient privacy to the Wembley Activity Centre (WAC). 
Development and increased zoning to the west of the WAC should be encouraged to 
ensure there is an interface with the existing building heights. There needs to be a 
transition from the existing built form to new developments along Cambridge St between 
Marlow and Selby St 

236 Existing WACP is not acceptable - heights need to be reduced to four storeys and parking 
and traffic strategies need to be re-assessed.  

257 Don't like most especially more than 4 stories along major corridors especially in West 
Leederville and Floreat. 

261 height around the rear of my property on Tower street. Due to the natural slope, we are 
already low, and our retaining walls are already collapsing due to the apartments behind 
us.  

303 The Height and Density proposals. 

433 block the views of the nature, e.g. the big trees and parks 

460 Anything above 5 storeys. 
The fact that few developers know what they are doing. The quality and size of the infill 
to date is nothing short of an urban disgrace. The apartments in perry lakes for 
example.... poor quality, poor finishes, not enough elements of good design, not enough 
variation .  What a shame. So much potential so many short cuts.  
 
I am not alone in having a complete lack of faith in council to engage suitable designers 
and builders.  

534 A development like this, for example the intersection of Cambridge St and Birkdale St will 
effectively be 4 separate sections with a significant intersection splitting it up. These 
developments work much better with a Piazza in the middle, not main roads. 

601 I think Floreat District Centre should be a maximum of 2 storeys and surrounding 
residential areas limited to two storeys but smaller block sizes, eg. 350m2.   
The residential transition areas close to neighbourhood centres (4) should be limited to 
two storeys but smaller block sizes eg. 350m2 (green titles) which would allow increased 
density. 

622 8-10 storeys too high for  mainly residential suburbs 

625 3. Don't like the proposed height  for Floreat District centre. Should. be limited to 2-4 

storeys 
4. Should be maximum 2 storeys. 
6. Don't like corner subdivision 

642 Birkdale St Development.  It's too small and too close to Floreat Forum to make sense.   
How many centres do you need so close together?  Allow slightly higher density further 
out from Floreat Forum, instead of around BIrkdale ST.   

686 Do not support at all.  Opposed to high density infill in our local community. 

748 This scenario I strongly disagree with. Do not support a 10 storey development of the 
Floreat Forum.  Do not want the character and amenities of single residential streets 
altered.  A definite no to the development of triplex, duplex, strata and battleaxe 
subdivisions, especially in Floreat which was originally designed as a 'garden suburb' 
which is exactly why people choose to live with the abundance of trees. 

754 I disagree with this scenario completely.  High rise is not acceptable in a residential 
suburban area. 

792 However, do not support the development up to 10 storeys, at any location - max 4/5 
storeys.   

852 No.  Moderate growth around the Floreat forum again means hi rise.  With the school 
and sports facilities, the hi rise would have to be on the eastern side, which again would 
really impact on our area.  This scenario is too vague.  We chose to live in this area 
because it is a quiety, safe area and it is not designed for the big increase in vehicles, 
noise etc. 

914 The number of storeys of buildings and associated privacy issues and strain on 
infrastructure in an already densely populated neighbourhood. The loss of heritage, and 
history of a beautiful area. The loss of beautiful old trees and birdlife.  

922 How can you possibly consider this degree of high rise adjacent to Cambridge Street 
whilst excluding this elsewhere?   

929 Number 1. The high rise developments have already impacted extremely negatively on 
the residents of West Leederville.  

945 4 to 10 storey developments are not appropriate for the town, they will destroy the 
character of the place.  At most developments should be limited to 4 or 5 storeys, and in 
neighbourhood areas only 3or4. 

946 The same comments as above but I do not like the urban corridor along Cambridge Street 
and also at Grantham Street. It would be a mistake to let the levels be above 2 storeys 
(No. 4) as it takes away from the character of the existing residential dwellings and to 



allow such density would not be in keeping with the surrounding dwellings, particularly 
the streets running perpendicular to Cambridge and Grantham Streets.  

952 High rise is never appropriate for small urban centres. Maximum of 4 stories in the 
district centre is enough. 

 

 



 

16 Similar to comments on Scenario A. If there is to be further infill than public open 
space/parks needs to be developed in the Wembley and West Leederville areas. 

31 Using publicly owned land for housing.  I'd prefer it to be used to develop more public 
open space - there is not a lot of it in many areas of the TOC eg West Leederville 

56 Don’t Like: lack of planning in W.L. for POS future child care etc. Lack of safe connection 
to lake monger.  

93 There is nothing in this for the community - it is purely for developers and property 
investors.  
Reduction in public open space. 
Corner lot subdivision was CLEARLY not supported when Amendment 31 was proposed. I 
don't like the way it has been vaguely incorporated into this option. 
No way to address transport issues, lack of facilities, etc. 

149 There is no mention of how the communities in the built up areas will be supported with 
additional community facilities. 
There is a very high potential, unless guidelines are well thought through and gazetted 
,for the corner lot option to bog the Council down in endless conflict with neighbours. 

151 West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density in density increases. 
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases (parks and open space, traffic roads and parking). West Leederville's historic 
character and close residential community will be significantly impacted. 

167 see below, developing all undeveloped land and infill 

219 As above. 

235 I am against the development of the former quarry site for residential development.  I 
would prefer this  to be public open space for the use of everyone  

252 West Leederville is targeted and high rise building will be built in the community. There is 
no room for kids run around, no room for parking, no room for school.  

291 All these current scenarios are encouraging a higher concentration of people into an area 
that is bursting at the seams.  Take West Leederville primary as an example. 

307 West Leederville has already seen more than its recent fair share of density increases. 
West Leederville school, roads and other amenities cannot accommodate further 

population increases. The school in particular is a nightmare at drop off and collection 
times. The area can not cope with more people and traffic. 

310 The Residential Transition area in West Leederville covers almost the whole suburb, 
which will destroy it.    Constraints in West Leederville are not being taken into account - 
heritage value, already stretched school, limited public open space and smaller block size. 

442 All of it. I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. The proposal to change the 
Tower St/Holyrood/Cambridge street precinct to a red zone doesnt demonstrate any due 
diligence to the environmental sustainability of the area and fails to demonstrate how 
the services of sewage and water and power will cope with the increased population. 
The council adopted a greening of the suburb approach when it implemented reduction 
of cambridge street in West Leederville and the ideallic leaf streets will be in jeopardy by 
this proposal. We lack green open space and the proposal to red zone Holyrood Park 
precinct is not keeping with the street scape TOC initially adopted. 

448 Again, West Leederville does all the heavy lifting. WL Primary school is now SO crowded 
that the children have virtually nowhere to play on the school grounds and have to go to 
Cowden park just to run around (my children are no longer at the school, so no vested 
interest here, just concern for our local kids)! What do you think will happen with even 
more apartments? Meanwhile Wembley, Floreat and City Beach schools all have 
generous play area and /or ovals. It is not equitable.  

450 Too much density in West Leederville. Too much pressure on West Leederville Primary 
school, with no space adjacent to school to expand. Building heights too high in West 
Leederville. 
Cambridge street has been reduced to one lane in West Leederville, further development 
will lead to traffic congestion. 

461 Too high density in a small area. 
West Leedrville primary school is too busy as it is with the current residents in the area. 
Not enough green space / parks in the area to accomodate the increased number of 
people. 

465 All of it.  West Leederville Primary School is busting at its seams and it cannot 
accommodate any more students.  There is limited space available to play and no school 
oval. Cambridge Street is dangerous now that it is one lane and impossible to cross for 
children.   

484 Too dense in traditional character streets in West Leederville. School not big enough. 
Lack of open green space! 
More needed in Coastal suburbs. More along Cambridge. 



504 Most of it. West Leederville is a historic suburb already devastated by horrible grey 
buildings and scenario C plans for many more. If the plan is for the town to increase 
density, it should be distributed throughout the whole town. The plan for substantially 
increased dwellings was made during the mining "boom" so those figures are no longer 
relavant. The infrastructure in West Leederville (school, roads) cannot cater for anymore 
density the way it is. 

533 These are terrifying proposals for West Leederville residents. The increases in density 
proposed for West Leederville is unacceptable. The primary school is already completely 
full with no space for the children to run and play. The proposal completely ignores the 
infrastructure required in the area for schools, water and power and ignores the current 
village and community atmosphere of West Leederville. 

573 No consideration of infrastructure, schools, heritage or traffic. Impossible to make an 
informed decision.  Proposed complete overbuidling in West Leederville residential areas 
will destroy local community feeling. 

596 This scenario proposes significant increased density for West Leederville. West 
Leederville has already had its fair share of density increases. It is a small community that 
cannot accommodate further significant increases in density. Major issues would be 
capacity at the school, parking, heritage and other amenities. 

597 The same comment made for scenario A I would apply for scenario C. 

607 Creating a centre in West Leederville. Cambridge St is already too busy and the local 
school can't cope. There needs be communication with the state level about where 
children living in these properties will attend school. What land is proposed that you'll be 
taking over? As a resident this creates fear that it'll be homes.  

636 I have copied the things I don't like about proposal A to here because in my opinion there 
is no difference.  
West Leederville District Centre proposal is not acceptable. The construction at West 
Leederville Primary School shows that the suburbs density already too high for the 
current infrastructure. Current zoning in this suburb has already created very ugly 
dwellings where two dwellings can be squeezed side by side on a 500m2 block.  

654 Same comment as for Scenario A - it is completely unacceptable and has no consideration 
of equity, open space or future development. 

666 No plan around potentially increased school population at West Leederville Primary.  
No plan about upgrades to park facilities around West Leederville (ie which would be 
shared with higher numbers of people).  

690 But again West Leederville is 'sacrificed'.  The primary school cannot accommodate any 

more growth.  The parking and traffic is already unacceptable. 

695 This is A31 all over again. They should be looking at government owned land to build a 
high school not more density housing. City Beach transport routes are practically non 
existant having to wait 1 hour for a bus. I have had experience of many cars parked on 
the street making it very congested do not want it duplicated. 

870 1 - West Leederville expansion - West Leederville is already over crowded, over 
populated, West Leederville Primary School is busting at the seams and parking around 
the suburb to visit the businesses is a massive issue.    

891 Grey zones on 1 to be removed - cant take pressure in schools, parking and roads and will 
create congestion and flow is condensed thus blocking access to Floreat and City Beach if 
density occurs before . If you density certain areas close to Leederville and Subiaco the 
commercial value will be spent outside our zones 

904  - The fact that historical buildings in West Leederville will not be maintained. - West 
Leederville already has higher density living than the other suburbs in the Town of 
Cambridge and therefore should not bear the brunt of increased higher density living 
- The West Leederville Primary School is already at capacity and any increased density 
would put further pressure on this school.  
-  Other amenities in the West Leederville area would also be detrimentally affected by 
increased density living  
- West Leederville has already been subject to increased density living with zoning 
changes over the time 

947 the significantly increased densities that are planned between Cambridge and Woolwich 
street in West Leederville. This area is already under pressure with services, particularly 
the primary school, which will be difficult to change. There is a large impact on west 
leederville and it is not beyond the realms of belief to imagine that this suburb may move 
between town or cambridge, town of vincent, city of perth or city of subiaco in the 
medium to long term. 
the district centres in floreat and wembly are very small and would be unlikely to become 
identified centres  
not much development in the west of the town. 
10 stories seems too high, maximum of 6 would be better.  

948 We love living in West Leederville . It has a small community feel, with residents knowing 
each , children who have gone to school together .People have chosen to stay in this area 
because of this. There were enough ammenities to support the area but a the new 
apartments already built and new coffee shops have negatively impacted with traffic and 
parking problems. The Primary school is operating to maximum capacity, It is difficult to 
find Parking at Coles due to the gym next door . People are trying to find parking for 
medical appointments focusing on street numbers causing more near miss accidents, also 



parking for other businesses  The West Leederville District cannot cope with more high 
density without negatively impacting on the area and those residents already living here.  

951 all of the high density in west leederville. traffic,stores and schools will not cope with the 
extra population in one area, spread between suburbs. 

 
  



 

238 Need better traffic flow from Subi/Cambridge st to the freeway. 

309 Transportation needs. Connectivity with other hubs in adjacent councils.  

446 Increased density inevitably means increased traffic with accompanying noise pollution. 
 
McCourt Street and Woolwich Street currently carry a disproportionate traffic flow. 

451 Cambridge street has been reduced to one lane in West Leederville, with cogestion 
around poor parking entry to Coles and bus stops, further development will lead to 
further traffic congestion. 

502 Does not show any plans for road redesign, transport systems, school spaces, urban 
pedestrian spaces, or buffering to garden suburbs. Cannot comment on just a few colour 
codes on a map.  
Floreat Forum is a disaster currently - expanding it in any way will only make it worse. 
And how can you just abut higher density living across the street from lovely old garden 
suburb homes? How is Birkdale going to work unless Cambridge St becomes a pedestrian 
place. Currently its a raceway (try crossing the road to the Deli or Pizza shop. 
Wembley Cambridge St area is also a disaster currently. Instead of being a lovely urban 
pedestrian space like South Tce, Freo, its just become a vehicle disaster and a place none 
of us want to go to. 
West Leederville Cambridge St, was stuffed up a few years ago and will only get worse 
with further development. 
Grantham St, is just a speedway - maybe the worse. No trees, just tarmac and even tight 
for cars. Has anyone ever tried to cross Grantham St or get out from a shop. Suggest you 
don't try. 

508 See above - Will destroy the existing ambience of the neighbourhoods. Unpredictable 
parking issues and  increased traffic in neighbourhood.Will make existing commercial 
hubs less viable. Mean that car use will not decrease.  

550 It is already impossible to drive along West Leederville streets as the current ability to 
subdivide blocks means that residents and their visitors are parked along both sides of 
streets.  The infrastructure will not support further (or event current!) infilling.  The 
school is already completely overcrowded. There is not enough green space.  There are 
heritage properties at risk.  Cambridge street is already a nightmare to travel along since 
the council works that prevent any access to West Leederville shopping centre if 
travelling North and force you to cross 4 lanes of traffic to travel across Cambridge Street 
to be able to turn left onto Railway and then double back.  "Infilling" West Leederville will 
make it impossible for those from more western suburbs to get into the city.  It will be 

gridlock.   

557 Same reasons as A. Impact to already congested West Leederville.  

563 Possible use of current open space for infill housing. The proposal would lead to more 
traffic congestion in areas that currently can't cope. Do not want aditional highrise 
accommodation which would rob the surburb of it's character and simply be an extention 
of West Perth (which has already begun to happen). 

588 This is a repeat of Amendment 31.  The community strongly rejected increased density in 
residential streets.  Why is this line of planning continuing and ignoring ratepayers 
opinion?  The last Local Government election results were clearly a public rejection of 
Amendment 31 in its original form or any other form.  Concern over corner lot 
subdivision that will destroy the current amenity that attracted most Floreat residents.  
Will have an adverse impact on traffic in local streets and although it will increase value 
for ratepayers who own corner lots, it will decrease values for other ratepayers.  

589 1. This scenario appears to include most of the bad features of the rejected Amendment 
31. Despite words such as 'limited' it could easily be used to justify the non-strategic and 
dysfunctional infill development that has blighted much of suburbs like Scarborough, 
with parking and transport problems. 
2. It doesn't respect the sensible features of the Perth & Peel @ 3.5m strategy, notably 
the transport factors. 
3. It does not respect the established character and amenity of areas like City Beach. 
4. If development really is to be 'limited', Scenario C doesn't have the potential to make 
much difference. Hence there would inevitably be pressure to relax the 'limits', resulting 
in the Scarborough-type infill that will ruin established amenity. 

599 1. The size of the proposed area for District Centres - It is fare too dense and large for the 
size and location of the area - Traffic management will impact all the major roads around 
the area 
2. A more even placement of "Residential Transition", ie. 2-4 story throughout the Whole 
of the Town of Cambridge, including City Beach and Floreat. 
3. 1 Above would allow more even population and growth of shopping areas and small 
business. It will also support more resident to live near to the beach - a much sort after 
lifestyle. 
4. 10 Story buildings generally don't enhance local lifestyle conditions in any way. They 
create for delinquency behaviour with increase in traffic, cafes/wine bars etc. 
5. I'm a West Leederville resident and this is a real "community", quite extraordinary and 
critical to protect. I expect it can be protected and sustain a "limited" growth if kept very 
low. 
6. Perth (suburbs) need to keep the beautiful architecture of areas such as those in Town 
of Cambridge. 



7. Quite an imbalance of City Beach and Floreat growth is insulting to all the residents 
within the other areas. 

608 There is a strong potential for significant change in character (destruction?) of the 
character of the area.  It is impossible not to notice the change that has occurred over the 
past decade or so.  Adding to the concentration of population in a small area, with a large 
volume of through traffic will adversely affect everyone in the area.  it is possible that 
existing residents will be driven out. 

611 District centre frame area, particularly around West Leederville. The current proposal is 
as far north as Woolwich Street and the Primary School. My concern would be around 
the ability of current roads and infrastructure to cope with potential increased traffic and 
additional intensity brought on by the concept. 
 
I see benefits to the residential transition area, but coupled with the District Centre 
frame concept, I think that area of West Leederville would lose some of its character.  

626 There is a risk of over congestion of traffic and some unsightly building on the corner 
blocks.  I am very wary of this scenario. 

638 I think concentrating the growth in west Leederville is fraught with risk and long term 
problems.  
Many of the streets are too narrow to accommodate higher traffic. Whilst property 
owners will presumably have off street parking, often for high density buildings they get 
only 1 bay, yet the vast majority of couples and families have two cars - where will all the 
second cars go, and the cars of their visitors?  
West Leederville Primary is already overcrowded - how is it going to cope? Particularly 
when there is a growing trend for families to target inner suburbs to purchase and move 
into in order to get into good primary schools? 
There are many very old houses in West Leederville, which will be lost over time as 
developers, naturally, buy property and replace the existing dwelling. Once that 
character and history is gone, it's gone forever.  

643 Ruins the family feel of the suburban streets without significantly increasing housing 
availability.  
Inefficient use of infrastructure. 
Will take a long time the develop as dependent of a large number individual owners and 
organic growth - no economy of scale. 
Parking and traffic issues will not be able to addresses easily. 
Limited encouragement for new investment in shops and restaurants. 
Residents will continue to travel to other areas (beyond  Cambridge) for restaurants and 
entertainment, 

664 See comments for Aand B 

665 Focusing density around small local centres and in local residential streets which does not 
have the capacity for increased traffic. 
Oppose subdivision in streets of single residences which will increase traffic 
Destroys character and amenity of established single residential streets 
Increases traffic on residential streets 
Reduces private yard space for children to play in safely  
Contrary to government policy which seeks to protect and retain existing character and 
heritage values 

801 I don't like this one at all.  I'm for development and this plan look very restricted.  Once 
again Cambridge St need to be two lanes all the way no street parking. In all these plans 
my house sits in the district centre so it does not matter to me but would prefer scenario 
B. 

886 Area 1 - the over development of West Leederville.  This area has been undergoing infill 
over the years with subdivisions of the larger residential blocks.  This is appropriate.  
However, when these blocks are divided in to 3, that generally means 6 cars and more 
cars once there are teenagers or young adults. If this becomes the 'norm', the streets will 
be blocked, it will be impossible to have family gets together  eg Christmas/Easter if there 
are other families doing like wise.  I feel sorry for the rubbish truck drivers trying to 
navigate the streets now - leave alone in the future.  The other thing that needs to be 
consider with increasing the population, if there are more families with children, schools 
which are already struggling to accommodate the increase of numbers in recent years 
will be under immense strain.   

910 The density is much too high for West Leederville. West Leederville is already very dense 
with narrow streets, traffic congestion and limited parking. We strongly disagree that 
there should be multi storey buildings north of Cambridge St in the West Leederville 
District Centre. Ten storey buildings are too high in all cases, the maximum allowable 
limit should be 4 storeys. Do not allow multi-storey buildings to encroach into suburbia 
where there is normal residential housing. 

920 The District Centre proposal in West Leederville is bordering an area which already has 
insufficient parking for local residents. We live in Glen Street which is a dead end street 
to the back of the primary school where most of the residents do no have off street 
garage facilities. Between the school & doctors surgery on the end of the street residents 
are continually having difficulty getting parking outside or close to their houses.   
 
We understand that the primary school is already at capacity with limited ability to 
expand further. Introducing higher density housing will only add to this challenge. We are 
a young family & when it comes time to send our children to school we would be highly 



disappointed if a place were not available to us due to this influx.     

  



 

1 Lack of densification along the central and coastal areas means less opportunity for 
people in these areas to downsize and stay in the same neighbourhood.  

2 Ambitious since hard to see how whole corridor can be developed eg; from Lisadell to 
Reserve Street.  

5 This option seems to have less impact - but a bit "piecemeal" 

11 BOO! For this option 

12 I hate this idea as it will destroy the great suburb I live in. 

15 Completely oppose 

15 Looks like the  old Amendment 31 high level infill / area that impacted significantly on 
existing residential in area and where there is limited public transport 

20 The dictatorial notion that we want urban growth in these areas. 
People have made decisions to invest and live in the area based on existing living 
patterns. 

26 The proposed development in City Beach is too close to my single house property on the 
other side of Hale Street. 

61 I also don’t like this idea of people being pressured to live in flats instead of their own 
homes high rise does not necessarily always indicate progress!!! 

64 I also don’t like this idea of people being pressured to live in flats instead of their own 
homes high rise does not necessarily always indicate progress!!! 

67 Scenario C is far too conservative and does not allow for growth enough within the town 

88 Lacks structure 

94 Development around the Empire Village centre and the very limited development around 
Floreat Forum and the main corridors leading to the city.  

101 Much of the development is going to be on traffic corridors which are already past there 
capacity. I suspect the same argument would apply to water, sewerage and electricity 
supply.  Generally I am not in favour of high rise living as (with the exception of where it 
is on extremely expensive real-estate, due to some special factor ie view or location) it 
tends to deteriorate into a poor environment. I don't think next to a railway station 
qualifies as a great location. I also believe that low rise unit developments tend to the 

same poor environment given time. 

104 Just how is it substantially different from Scenario A? 

109 I think this is a lost opportunity to set a long term planning framework for the Town of 
Cambridge and to maximize density. 

112 This Wembley activity centre plan is short term in nature. Comparison with Melbourne's 
arterial roads in prime suburbs show what could be.   

113 Local residents enjoy a great amenity through a sense of space and light which will be 
destroyed by a rapid character change  of the local environment 

152 The whole scenario, please remove it from all the options. 

158 This concentration may not appeal to a lot of the local residents. 
There are likely to be major traffic and parking problems unless very well designed. 

164 I don't support and of this scenario 

178 OPPOSE C 
- includes won't features of A31 previously rejected 
- fails to capitalise on major centres & corridors 
- destroys character & amenity of established single residential streets 
- Don't want duplex/triplex development & battle of subdivision 
- Contrary to govt policy to protect character & values & retain existing built up 
character. 

179 TOTALLY OPPOSED 
Cant understand why this revamp of A31 has been  presented! 

180 TOTALLY OPPOSED 
CANNOT UNDERSTAND WHY THIS REVAMP OF THE REJECTED AMEND 31 HAS BEEN 
PRESENTED AGAIN! 

181 a dog's breakfast 
Fail 

206 Okay - combine with corridor … and reduce W. Leedy. 
Why is half the suburb ear-marked for increased density?  Parking is already so hard for 
residents and friends!   
Every new development reduces our tree scape (ie the corridor for birds between Lake 
Monger & Kings Park). 

229 All three scenarios are totally unsuitable for this small area as were outlined previously 



247 All of them 

251 Not enough focus on longer term value of public amenity through significant focus as 
envisaged in the first scenario (A above).  Misses the drive for better vibrancy distributed 
along the Town which in turn will drive better public mobility options of light rail and 
community orientated bus links (CATS type services). 

254 ALL 

255 Pretty much all of it. 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

271 This scenario is unacceptable. 

272 Not acceptable  

273 All of it its A31 again! 

275 All of them. Basically ruins a beautiful suburb.  

277 I like no aspects of scenario C 

283 The whole scenario  

284 All aspects 

285 ALL ARE UNACCEPTABLE 

287 All 

292  'Local Opportunities Scenario' is merely a euphemism for making our suburb the high 
density scapegoat for the rest of Cambridge. It is ill-thought out and will ruin the 
community spirit of the area which is quite exceptional in this day and age. 

294 No aspects of the proposal are acceptable 

296 All Scenario's are unacceptable. 
West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases.  No more density 
increase for West Leederville. 
West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

297 Even worse for West Leederville 

299 All aspects 

315 All aspects 

342 It seems to me more work  is required - look at the 2 storey house on the corner of 
Rosedale and Salvado Ros.  Met planning requirements - But by time the slopping block 
was levelled we have an ugly development equal to 3 stories - no vegetation to allow the 
building. 

366 Looking at the map again  Oh, very sneaky! Looks like another version of A31 - shouted 
down in case you forgot. 
ABSOLUTELY OPPOSE SCENARIO ( C) 
PS - don't care if I'm labelled a NIMBY.  This sort of proposal sets a dangerous precedent 
and opens the door to the proverbial then end of the wedge in terms of inappropriate 
subdivision, excessive height and loss of amenities. 

380 NO - Not again Please do not consider 

381 OPPOSE scenario C 

384 Don't like any parts of this scenario. This is similar to Amendment 31 which I opposed.  
Nothing good here. This should not be an option. 

393 Do not support.  Strongly opposed. 

407 No.  I do not support scenario C: Local opportunities.  A definite NO! 

411 I/we live on the Boulevard and there is a huge amount of traffic on this road.  This traffic 
should be directed down Underwood Avenue to West Coast Highway.  I did not buy my 
house to live on a major traffic street.  The Council has done nothing to address this 
matter other than a few roundabouts.  The Boulevard is a gateway to City Beach and 
should be kept as more of a 'tourist drive' than a virtual freeway with hundreds of cars 
and trucks using it every day.  I do not support any further development of Floreat Forum 
as there is too much traffic next to the primary school already.  Wembley could benefit 
from some extra restaurants, bars and amenities to become another interesting area for 
the locals like Oxford or Beaufort Street. However, more parking is needed. 

417 Strongly oppose scenario C. 

419 I do not like any aspects of this scenario C.  I do not support this scenario C.  I oppose 
scenario C as it is inherently the same as the previously rejected A31. 

436 All of it - none of the proposal is acceptable.  

438 Again, all three feature West Leederville.  

439 All scenarios are not acceptable 



West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increases and cannot and 
should not have to accommodate any further density increases. 

444 Any more multi storey buildings in west Leederville would be wrong and sadly detract 
from the suburb.   

445 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE. 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases.  
NO density increases!  
West Leederville Primary School cannot accommodate further population increases.  
There are NO feeder high schools in the area.  

452 All of it.  
I find the proposal disturbs the historical framework in our community and adds 
additional pressure to our existing infrastructure and school. The proposal to change the 
Tower St/Holyrood/Cambridge street precinct to a red zone doesn't demonstrate any 
due diligence to the environmental sustainability of the area and fails to demonstrate 
how the services of sewage, water and power and even traffic alone, will cope with the 
increased population. 
 
The council adopted a greening of the suburb approach when it implemented reduction 
of Cambridge street in West Leederville and the idyllic leaf streets will be in jeopardy by 
this proposal. We lack green open space and the proposal to red zone Holyrood Park 
precinct is not keeping with the streetscape TOC initially adopted. We went though great 
pain to achieve this with some local shops even having to close as they were so affected , 
now you want to add to that and in fact change the "entire " plan again!  

466 Each and every aspect 

473 No density increases 

475 Ruins existing suburbs 
Increases noise, neighbourhood disputes, congestion. There is not effective public 
transport available to these suburbs already  

476 the proposed increased density around shopping centres doesnt go far enough. 

477 All Of Them 

481 See my comments above on scenarios A and B.  

483 ALL 3 (a + b + c) SENARIOS ARE UNACCEPTABLE 
WEST LEEDERVILLE HAS ALREADY SEEN ITS RECENT FAIR SHARE OF DENSITY INCREASES 
WHICH WERE NOT IN HARMONY WITH THE EXISTING LANDSCAPE  
NO DENSITY INCREASES 

WEST LEEDERVILLE SCHOOL AND OTHER AMENITIES CANNOT ACCOMMODATE FURTHER 
POPULATION INCREASES.  

498 Everything. West Leederville which has the greatest proportion of beautiful rare 100 year 
old houses is being set up to have them replaced by high density properties.  This is 
nonsensical! 

499 I don't like any of the aspects 

503 -twiddling little developments 
-no grand plan 
-there's the old idea of "we must have City Beach suffer as are the rest of us" 
-that chestnut of infill is raising its ugly head:  move on and think of nodes 
-missing the big opportunities 

505 See Scenario A comment 

511 Floreat  Forum staying the same..... 

519 I do not accept any aspects of Scenario C.  

524 All of it. 

531 It is highly inequitable to propose all development be undertakin in a small area of the 
town. The underlying premise of rapid growth needs revisiting. The last assessments 
were done during an atypical boom period. This has finished and future growth will likely 
be significantly less. e.g. there is an oversupply of apartments in Perth currently. Plans do 
not take account of the change in State Government and the fact that they have already 
flagged a change of approach to urban development (e.g. smart cities and transport 
hubs). Globally there is a move to reduced car use and more healthy community oriented 
urban design. Large multistory apartment blocks are predominantly built to suit 
developer needs, not communities. 

532 All of it - it defies comprehension as to why West Leederville has been singled out for this 
plan, and why this kind of plan was dreamt up in the first place. If it is planned around the 
train station, West Leederville is not the only station around, and there are bus routes 
that could more easily be targeted all down Cambridge Street and Lake Monger Drive. 

536 Floreat and City Beach are garden suburbs and were designed as such. 
Why is this the Town of Cambridge determined to spoil the whole of its Council"s  
character. 

539 All 

552 My home is still demolished by multi-storey buildings. 



569 All of them as again it is a worse scenario than either A or B and has the largest impact on 
the overall nature of the Town. 
High density high rise development should not sit as any part of Town planning schemes. 
Council has already had community backlash with regard this so please take note. 

572 All of it 

574 All aspects 

580 as above 

581 Everything 

591 All of it 

595 Might not appease the State Govt.'s desires for increasing density. 

615 no high density 

632 It would be a shame to diminish the heritage of older homes between Cambridge and 
Grantham with too high a density. Floreat Forum is bound to the west by the primary 
school and sporting clubs and oval, a hugely significant benefit and bonus to all of 
Floreat. Vehicular access would need to be vastly re-assessed, as currently, traffic is 
compelled to go through residential from some access points.       I understand that many 
LGAs and WAPC have relaxed average lot areas on corner lots for more than a year.  
However I believe that it is far more acceptable to relax some averages or access widths 
to allow a more random distribution of infill subdivision, rather than increasing driveways 
at intersections four fold and making it a bonanza for the fraction of landowners on 
corners, whilst jeopardising the opportunity for infill scattered along the street.  With an 
ageing population, and younger people finding homw ownership more unattainable, 
division of the family home into 2 properties, makes a lot of sense, not just for corner 
lots. 

645 All. 
This is a ridiculously scenario which will destroy one of Perth's most livable suburbs. 
High density housing has been proven to create a poor living environment. Once the 
unique environment of TOC is destroyed it will be lost forever. Change for the sake of 
change is unnecessary, and in TOC it is unnecessary. 

651 It is very hard to accommodate the population growth and the house demand. 

668 DO NOT SUPPORT AND I OPPOSE SCENARIO C - IT INCLUDES THE WORST FEATURES OF 
A31 THAT WE HAVE ALREADY REJECTED  

681 oppose scenario 

691 We oppose scenario c 

697 Strongly opposed to this scenario as I have always been as this is contrary to the 
legitimate expectations of ratepayers.  Council should not proceed further with this 
scenario and should take ratepayer wishes on board this time to avoid a repeat of that 
which has gone before. This scenario reflects poor planning for the district. 

699 Dislike all aspects. All is currently fine. 

715 Cross, cross 

718 No, reject. 

725 DON'T AGREE WITH SCENARIO C 

732 No thanks  

736 SEE ABOVE 

746 Do not support. 

747 No - no not support high density development. 

759 Definitely NO. 

762 Do not support.  Agree with comments opposite (COAST WARD PROFORMA) 

763 Not supported.  For reasons stated opposite (COAST WARD PROFORMA). Inconsistent 
with my submission on Amendment 31. 

764 Agree answer to scenario C: Local Opportunities.  Do not support scenario C. No. 

765 No definitely not!!  This is a very bad idea.  Local government should be improving living 
standards not destroying them.  

766 No. 

779 Bad features for residents. 

787 No infill. 

807 It has already been rejected once.  Why is it even being discussed again?? It will have an 
unwarranted impact on the area in which we chose to live.  We strongly oppose this 
proposition which abuses the character of our garden suburb. Strongly oppose. 



822 No scenario C. 

835 Completely oppose. 

841 Do not support scenario 6 (six) 

844 Do not support and definitely oppose scenario C. 

865 Not agree. 

887 Nearly everything - the major district centre of Floreat Forum, has virtually no density 
provisions. It is a bustling, well visited centre (you can hardly get a car park most days) 
with two major supermarkets, a post office, library, council offices etc, well serviced by 
public transport and is an ideal place for future housing density.  
Secondly Cambridge st again has no density provisions, except in West  Leederville, 
where again there seems to be a concerted attempt to completely change the feel of that 
lovely, treed character suburb. Given the mixed development already occurring on 
Cambridge st, it would seem an obvious corridor to support higher density, particularly 
given the services already present. 
Thirdly, I cannot even understand why the Empire Village centre is put forward for higher 
density. It is a small neighbourhood centre in a garden suburb, very poorly serviced by 
public transport. It bears none of the characteristics of the other activity centres 
proposed for higher density. Services in the centre are limited, the surrounding suburb 
has no density development in place, so the scenario would be revolutionary not 
evolutionary. Having watched the Amendment 31 process I cannot believe that a version 
of those options has been proposed again. 

905 Again, I feel strongly that the Leederville area should have minimal redevelopment of any 
type. 

916 I have a general comment that applies to all scenarios. I support increased density, but I 
want to know more about the problem we are trying to fix prior to deciding on a solution. 
It seems to me that there is no evidence based data that can tell us about population 
growth looking towards 2050 and that current targets are based on information that is 
old. Tell me about the targets we are going to reach, tell me about why other suburbs are 
not targeting 2050, tell me what the state government has to say about population 
growth, tell me about the infrastructure plans to support increased growth. I want to 
know more about how the town of cambridge plans to manage the increased density in 
terms of schools, roads and amenities such as water drainage and rubbish. It doesn't 
make sense to me to try to pick a plan without these extremely important issues being 
explored. It seems we are trying to find a solution before we have properly defined the 
problem.  
 
Because of my above stated opinion, I find it very difficult to comment on the scenario 

because I don't have enough supporting information, however I have a few comments: 
 
West leederville again takes the bulk of the increased density, while there is minimal 
increased density in City Beach or floret. I think that there needs to be a whole of town 
approach to increasing density. 
In this scenario,  almost half the suburb of  west leederville is gong to be 2-10 storeys, 
including some historic residential streets. It will completely change the nature of the 
suburb.  

927 All 3 scenarios are based on increased 2050 density targets as per Perth/Peel 3.5 million 
draft document, while LPS only required to plan for a 10 (possible 20 year) planning 
phase.  Town is already on track to achieve that density increase through existing and 
recent planning changes in West Leederville.  Planning for density increased targets well 
beyond 10-20 years is not needed at this time and it is reckless to plan for such given 
uncertainty over State government targets and provision of key infrastructure to 
accommodate such additional long-term targets. Planning and consultation should have 
also been canvassed on the basis of no additional density increases and continued 
working on current planning initiatives.  
 
Strongly oppose increased density or increased building heights in residential streets. 
This includes in particular the residential streets in West Leederville.  
 
Planning and scenarios presented and density increases proposed do not take into 
account key planning considerations such as Heritage, Schools, Sewage, Water, parking 
space (both on property lots and street parking) and other infrastructure.  Planning needs 
to undertake proper assessment of these factors. 
 
Any density increases should be limited to high street areas, and commercial ‘transition’ 
zones. 
If density is to be increased, that density should be focused on high street corridors such 
as Cambridge street.  However further high street corridors and any proposed density 
increases also need to be utilised and equitably spread across other Town high streets 
including but not limited to Grantham Street, Selby Street, Harborne Street, Railway Pde, 
Jersey Street, Est Coat Highway, Oceanic Drive, Brookdale, The Boulevard, Empire, 
Challenger Pde.  The focus should not just be on Cambridge St in West Leederville and 
Wembley 
 
Town should work harder to unlock high street potential for density increases rather than 
increasing density in residential streets. Increased density in residential streets will 
destroy community and fabric of suburbs. 
 
Strongly oppose any further increased density in West Leederville, in particular in 
residential streets, as West Leederville is already at a high density capacity with R30 and 



higher zoning and already very small block sizes of 300m2.   
West Leederville cannot accommodate further density increases and doing so will 
increase already troublesome level of on-street parking, verge bin space issues, limited 
public spaces, school at capacity, anti-social behaviour already experienced in and around 
Town Hall district zone. 
 
City Beach residents currently have minimal alternatives to down size either through 
subdivision of existing properties or adequate selection of housing availability on smaller 
more manageable blocks.  Such residents have no choice but to move out of the suburb 
which they have lived in in many cases most of their life.  Town must consider greater 
equity of planning choices across the Town to accommodate all residents, including those 
coastal ward residents who actually want the ability to downsize and have smaller more 
manageable blocks particularly in later years of life. 
Town should work with the State Government to unlock disused or large commercial 
areas for housing rather than the “easier” solution of just increasing density in residential 
areas.  Eg Subiaco Oval/Railway Pde precincts and development of that area post AFL 
clubs Football leaving end 2017.   
 
Strongly oppose any commercial zoning in residential streets.  In particular as proposed 
by all scenarios, particularly for West Leederville, orange shading on scenario maps, as in 
West Leederville residential streets between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street and 
between Cambridge Street and Railway Pde.  Commercial development and zones must 
be confined to high streets such as Cambridge Street and other high streets in the Town. 
Consideration should be given to expanding the Town’s “District Centres” on a more 
equitable basis across the town to include high activity zones in Coastal Wards not 
currently designated as District Centres.  For example, shopping precincts such as Floreat 
Forum and Boulevard Shopping Precincts are well-placed in terms of their size to and 
already existing commercial scope to become designated District Centres. These areas 
are currently label “Neighbourhood Centres’ and ‘Local Centres’ and should rightly be 
redesignated ‘District Centres’.  Doing so will assist with the equitable distribution of 
density and also unlock such more appropriate areas for density, as opposed to pushing 
towards more residential streets.  
The process to date for consultation on the draft LPS has been limited.  For example 
limited information has been provided to the public on how the information to be 
presented for consultation has been determined and what main factors or instructions 
drove the proposed scenarios put forward for comment.  The information presented for 
consultation and comment only puts forward scenarios for significant density increases.  
Consultation that is balanced should consider all alternatives including no, minimal or 
modest density increases as well as continuation of existing planning initiatives without 
the need for significant change. Further, for example, the scenarios presented are 
skewed so that all three scenarios have density increases in residential streets for West 
Leederville.  No scenario is presented for comment whereby there are no or minimal 

density increases for West Leederville, unlike has been afforded to other suburbs.  
Accordingly the comments received will no doubt be in response to the scenarios as put 
and as a result the results will be biased or unbalanced from the beginning.  The 
consultation process needs to be unbiased, balanced and with proper consideration and 
options.   
Broader planning consideration should be given to more innovative and broader planning 
solutions such as developing better access to the coastal ward through increased public 
transport and other transport avenues.  Doing so will thereby unlock further density 
solutions for the town including in  coastal ward areas.   
 

928 All - far too general - ignores current development trends, transport facilities and 
resident's preferences 

936 Please also refer to common problems listed above with all three scenarios. 
 
Scenario C (and indeed all three scenarios) don’t achieve the goal of ‘connected city’ – 
the scenarios have no vision for numerous well developed activity centres or precincts 
across the Town, but rather focus largely on just one existing activity centre in West 
Leederville with cursory, limited design thought given to other areas. 
 
The basic lack of take into account town planning fundamentals of social and physical 
infrastructure, engagement with overriding state planning and governance bodies, 
neighbouring councils illustrates the complete failure of this scenario, all three scenarios 
and the planning and consultation process itself. 

956 I don't like the following things about Scenario C: 
I think that the Floreat District Centre is underdeveloped as this end of the Town needs a 
larger, more vibrant Centre with a greater concentration of mixed-use development in 
order to create commercial growth and local employment opportunities. 
The proposed development opportunity around the Empire Village shopping centre is 
excessive - no development in this area should be greater than 2 storeys in height. 
I think that increased residential density should be concentrated around district centres 
(not spread throughout the residential areas of the suburbs as proposed with corner lot 
subdivision in tis Scenario) so as to create vibrant precincts close to public transport 
networks for commercial, social and environmental reasons. 
I do not think that Scenario C makes very good use of existing public transport 
infrastructure and will increase the number of cars within the Town as the population 
increases and the reliance on cars for travel which is bad for the environment. 
Scenario C ignores the unique qualities of the Garden Suburb single dwelling per lot 
subdivision pattern of Floreat and City Beach.  Unless deep street setbacks are required, 
the subdivision of corner lots will also have a negative impact on streetscapes. 



Scenario C is contrary to State Government policy which calls for density to be 
concentrated along existing high frequency transport routes and around District Centres. 
Anther reason why Scenario C is not as good as A or B is because our community needs to 
create opportunities for older residents to down-size and stay in the area.  As established 
through the Amendment 31 process, the subdivision of corner lots will NOT create more 
affordable housing within the area or dwellings suitable for older residents who wish to 
age in place - it will only create density.  Older residents need to be within walking 
distance of shops, medical facilities and government services and very few corner lots are 
located near these. 

 

  



 

28 There should be no plot ratio controls and set backs to Railway Parade and side 
frontages/side boundaries on corner properties on Railway Parade, encouraging 
maximum use of sites to maximise use of existing public transport.  
All properties along the Railway line should be zoned mixed use to ensure a vibrant and 
safe environment. 

32 Why on earth would you think of something like this? Were your planners bored, or do 
they have to reinvent stuff to justify their jobs and the function of the council? Looks 
like it's time to sell and move out of the area.  

226 This is the preferred plan by far 
 
No transport corridors as proposed in the transport plan released last year are included 
in these scenarios, how are these factored into scenario design? 

293 Love the idea of option 5 

314 Same as a and b scenarios. 

437 Nil  

500 Please refer to my comments for Scenario A. Same comments for Scenario C. 

546 See below 

713 No. 

885 As long as there is no over development  

902 None 

923 None 

940 No particular dislikes. 

 



 

 

  



 

29 As noted for Scenario A above.   
Please note: I am also concerned that the only meeting held in West Leederville was on a 
Tuesday night with very short notice given of the meeting.  I am especially disappointed 
given West Leederville appears to be affected more than other suburbs by the proposed 
increased density in Scenarios A and C. 

30 There should be a more qualitative approach to the density increases not just a 
quantitative formula based on the shortest distance to public transport. There has to be 
increases in density but it shouldn't be formulaic to the detriment of those suburbs which 
happen to be closer to transport nodes eg West Leederville. 

34 Density should be focused around major activity centres and transport hubs 

76 City Beach does have some development options on board 6, however it has much more 
capacity than this. City Beach is more or less untouched, this needs to change! Cant leave 
West Leederville to bare the complete brunt of development  

92 A measured merging of  features Scenario A and B would appear to be the best 
compromise to achieve the Govt ambitions without destroying the existing amenity of the 
fully developed residential areas of the   Town of Cambridge and still retain the confidence 
and goodwill of the ratepayers generally . 

146 Spread the infill further out.  More in City Beach and Floreat 

151 Plan for heritage does not include important planning issues such as heritage, current 
school capacities, historic town character and amenity. Density should be spread more 
evenly throughout the Town. 

160 Scenario A is far superior to this, B is better but the council has the opportunity to create 
West Leederville into a very high density area and leave Floreat / City Beach alone. 

161 This scenario ought to be abandoned in favour of Scenario A.   
 
Future densification in areas outside those shown in Scenario A should be left to future 
policy makers, when and if, further density is required in the Town of Cambridge and once 
take up and the uplift in density through a scenario such as that proposed in Scenario A is 
better understood.   
 
Density improvements should be a piecemeal approach to ensure that the redevelopment 
zones reach their potential in a sustainable manner.  If too many areas are rezoned at once 
then it is conceivable that none of the development zones will be successful. 

168 We all pay the same rates yet as I resident of west Leederville I feel unfairly subjected to 
further density living when I feel we are already full! I think 300sqm block should be 
allowed across the town of Cambridge with higher density along all major arterial routes 
across the town of Cambridge  

230 Spread the load to western Cambridge 

233 There are no/very little options for development in City Beach. This seems very odd 
considering there are some huge blocks in the area. I would like to see the option for 
residential blocks 1100sqm or larger be rezoned for future development. It is ridiculous to 
suggest that this would disadvantage the City Beach community in any way and yet it would 
allow some small variation in housing options - ie a few smaller lots (still larger than 
500sqm mind you) that are still part of the suburb.  
Not ALL of the density changes need to be around transport routes and activity centres - 
not everyone wants to live in such a way and clearly not everyone catches public transport. 

240 Yes, greater use of land inside the City Beach Bold Park area for residential buildings. 

241 Higher density and high-rise in City Beach 

242 All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE 
 
West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. 
?   
West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population 
increases 

244 Yes stop increasing density loading on West Leederville. 

245 Yes. City Beach has much larger blocks and doesn't have any high density plans put 
forward. There will be a lot more housing development opportunities on the other side of 
the railway line once Domain Stadium and PMH are vacated. 

249 Further afield than West Leederville! 

250 Spread the growth out EVENLY through Town of Cambridge. 

258 The Council should be looking at increasing density in Floreat and City Beach.  There are 
many areas there with room for growth, which are of no historical or aesthetic value or 
significance. 

269 Density increases should be shared evenly throughout the town of Cambridge. 
 
Density increases suggested are above those levels required in a 10 year plan.  Density 



increases should be no greater than required in a 10 year plan. 

278 Explore lower density across other parts of the Town. 

280 High density in city beach and Floreat  

282 Look at Wembley for growth  

283 Yes, maintaining West Leederville at its current urban density limit 

284 Density increases to Wembley, City Beach and Floreat areas 

287 A no change option to preserve West Leederville 

296 Higher density in City Beach and Floreat 

299 NIl - the density should be remain at a residential transition level and spread further rather 
than focusing in hubs. 

300 Forget Scenario C- Concentrate of increasing density along transport routes and in activity 
centers (this would include modest increase in density on the Boulevarde shopping center 
site). 

302 Cambridge street should have increase in density as it is a major transport route - BUT any 
development should also incorporate an increase commercial space 

307 Put more development into the other centers (Floreat Forum and Wembley Town Centre) 
and City beach. 

308 As above  

310 Combining the increased density around Floreat, Wembley and City Beach shopping areas, 
with less density increase in West Leederville. 

316 Validating the infill density requirements and then spreading the density across all suburbs 
including City Beach and Floreat as well as West Leederville and Wembley. 
Ensuring that the supporting utilities and infrastructure are there or are provided for such a 
plan.  Clearly sme of these are provided by State Government so until they are clear about 
their priorities to truly support infill targets with the requisite utilities then there is no point 
planning for such infill.  So rather build a plan that has supporting utilities or defined plans 
for the utilities.  This will by definition likely support spreading the infill more broadly within 
the Town of Cambridge rather than concentrating it in West Leederville.  Also let's limit 
either the height or the graduation to or percentage of higher buildings so that the form of 
development is visually pleasing and not a set of high-rise square boxes.  Also some more 
planning for bikeways and provision of thought for driverless transport options which will 
be with us within this planning horizon. I would like to see the brief set for the consultants 

since it did not seem to address the full coverage of the Town of Cambridge yet we are all 
paying for the work with our rates.  No real consultation prior to presenting three scenarios 
as if they are the only choice is not suitable in our diverse shire. 

317 Lower density proposal that spread the increased population across a wider area is the 
preferred approach. The council should consider City Beach and Floreat as these areas have 
very large lots as compared to West Leederville. It is unacceptable that all 3 proposals 
impact West Leederville significantly and present a lose , lose, lose outcome. 

318 Opportunity to reduce excessive increases in West Leederville and replace this with a 
combination of Options A and C. 

319 Expand the "residential transitional areas" to a larger area, expand urban street corridor 
along Cambridge Street. Find other target areas away from West Leederville (which cannot 
accommodate that number of new residents). 

320 Please refer to comments at Scenario A. 

323 This option doesn't go far enough to resolve the issues around the lack of diverse housing 
options in the western half of the LGA. There would be significant opportunities to provide 
more diverse options with infill and new developments in this area, particularly focused on 
specific demographics, like the adult children of residents now seeking a first home, and 
aging downsizers, who are looking to remain in the area. Why not consider some higher 
density golfing estates, infill villas or beachfront townhouses? 

434 expansion and increased density in West Leederville residential areas is not acceptable, 
particularly high rise residential.  

436 Leave the existing density rules unchanged. Focus on heritage listing the valuable & rich 
history of West Leederville instead of threatening the appeal of this magic inner city area. 
Don't succumb to capitalist pressure - the damage is irreversible, you don't get a second 
chance to protect history. Add value to the EXISTING residents who have committed to the 
area. 

438 It's really disappointing that there are enormous tracts of the council area completely 
untouched by any changes. Why aren't you looking at more sub-division opportunities that 
spread the density targets around the suburb? It's also very concerning that the mayor's 
local area is one of the few largely untouched by this (with the exception of option C) - it's 
very disappointing.  

441 Increased density for City Beach and Floreat and reduction in the concentration of it in 
West Leederville. We have already experienced density increases to the area. The other 
suburbs should follow suit. 



444 re-balance the extra accommodation and multi story to the relatively spacious floret or city 
beach 

445 Density increases in Floreat and City Beach. Density should be spread more evenly through 
the town.  

448 How about investigating how City Beach can be utilised as an area for growth? There are 
many houses in City Beach with massive structures on large blocks with small gardens and 
small families. If the zoning was changed in City Beach, we could see medium density 
housing that would easily fulfill the requirement for an extra 6,900 dwellings. There could 
be a combination of 2-4 storey apartments, along with duplex and triplex development. It 
would attract more people to the area, particularly empty nesters from other parts of the 
town, and public transport is SO easy to include in this.  

449 Yes - ditch the false starting point (800m from train stations in it's three variations) and 
replace it with the actual starting point - that ALL areas must do their share.  From THAT as 
the starting point  work out what needs to be done - and be fair to everybody. 
 
Fair minded people would accept that (well, most would)  

450 Density increase should be in Floreat, City Beach, Wembley. 

451 More density spread through out town of cambridge especially Floreat and City Beach 
where density could be increased along bus routes, near existing shopping facilities and 
overlooking open spaces where it would cause overlooking and over shading issue. The 
traffic naturally spreads out after West leederville then again lessens after Wembley, so 
other suburbs should be increased before West Leederville to try and maintain  road safety. 
Floreat and City beach are still very close to the city and services compared to most suburbs 
in perth so inceases in density there make sense when compared to the whole metro area 
not just within Town of Cambridge. Increasing density and a "Town centre feel" in the more 
spread out areas of Floreat and city beach would help bring back a sense of activity and 
community and give aging population more housing choices. 

453 - Higher density living in Floreat and City Beach areas  

457 Equitable development.  West Leederville - Southport Hub ONLY.  Wembley - Cambridge 
street shops ONLY.  Floret Forum ONLY, City Beach shops ONLY.  Small Village Centres, 
which will better service the needs of the local community (so less need for cars).  Better 
bus services between the regional centres.  Village centres create communities. 

461 Spread the density increase from City Beach, through Floreat & Wembley. 

462 Items to be considered in my opinion are: 
1. A more even distribution of growth responsibility across the entire Town 

2. An understanding of the plan in respect of infrastructure and how this will be modified to 
accommodate the additional/changes in population 
3. There appears to be no consideration of how changes in transport are likely to 
occur in the near future, such as driverless cars, which are likely to impact any planning 
strategy     

464 Refer scenario A comments 

472 Spread out development over the whole town and limit to 2-4 storeys. 

484 City Beach and Floreat taking more infill and more housing choice. Should be able to retire 
into a smaller property where you have always lived. No housing choice currently, but 
transport links available which give rise to higher density. 

485 As mentioned above. If you allow any further density in West Leederville, you will probably 
find a similar situation to Subiaco where business have closed down because of parking 
difficulty to service access etc. 

486 A more balanced density spread throughout the Town of Cambridge - such as City Beach, 
Floreat, West Coast Highway, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, Grantham St,  Wembley Golf 
course or Perry Lakes development. 

489 As above. 

492 *There is abundant underutilised/blighted land at the eastern end of Cambridge Street and 
around Southport Street. Increased density development should commence there. 
*No development should be permitted where visual privacy and solar penetration are 
compromised in existing dwellings. 
*There must be neighbour consultation and agreement at Development Application stage. 
*A high frequency transport corridor along Cambridge Street should be prioritised from City 
Beach to Leederville station and further development should be based around this. 
*Has any consideration been given to local schools?  
*Any development guidelines should be considered in conjunction with adjoining City of 
Subiaco and City of Vincent.  

493 If the Town does not want to entertain infill in City Beach, then the appropriate action to 
take is to renegotiate with the State to reduce the 6900 dwelling target.  That argument 
needs to be done on its merits rather than trying to stuff the City Beach infill numbers into 
other areas. 

498 Yes share the load fairly across the suburbs. 

501 Concentrate on areas which support higher density living, not quiet streets. 

504 The plan should be scrapped until population estimates can be recalculated. Also, the 



amenities in areas marked for higher density should be upgraded to cater for it. And the 
historic area of West Leederville should not be expected to do the "heavy lifting" for the 
rest of the suburb. 

509 Rethink. Return to drawng board with a more inclusive and well thought out approach. Do 
not continue devaluing our suburbs further by encouraging class warfare. Not touching City 
Beach is the biggest act of cowardice in the history of town planning. Well done Keri 
Shannon! 

510 I would like to see a strategy that recognises, indeed celebrates, the value of diversity 
within the current council boundaries, including preserving the character of the residential 
area around the network of parks in City Beach. 

519 Any proposed scenario must, at a minimum: 
o   MUST NOT involve increased density in residential streets. Density should be limited to 
the high street. 
o   MUST share the distribution of infill amongst ALL areas/suburbs of the Town of 
Cambridge. Inequitable concentration of density in West Leederville is NOT acceptable. 
o  MUST be based on consideration of factors OTHER than transport (which favours low 
density in City Beach/Floreat). It must also be based on consideration of factors such as 
capacity of local schools, existing density levels throughout the Town, and a comparison of 
actual likely demand for high-density accommodation versus existing supply of high-density 
accommodation in the town.  
 
Fundamentally, however, I challenge the feasibility, legitimacy and sensibility of this 
proposed 2050 plan (and its projected population growth/density targets) for two primary 
reasons:  
1. We have a new State Government with so-far undefined proposals for education and 
transport infrastructure.  
2. The population growth of Western Australia has diminished significantly since 2007-08, 
the period in relation to which these scenarios appear to be based.  
3. We have a current abundance of supply of high-density accommodation in the eastern 
parts of the Town (e.g. on Cambridge St near the medical precinct; on Selby Street near 
Herdsman). To what extent is the demand meeting the supply in this regard?  

521 West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate any further density 
increases. 

523 *Cease using the term "neighbourhood centre" when you mean destruction of a 
neighbourhood, which is what appears to be planned for West Leederville.   
*Greater densities in Floreat and City Beach need to be investigated, for example a couple 
of 10 storey apartment blocks over several blocks in the Games Village? 
*The Town of Cambridge should not approve the building of single houses when existing 

properties are demolished - instead the opportunity should be taken for sensitive infill 
developments at that point, in consultation with neighbouring property owners. 
*See all points re infrastructure, heritage and equity in discussions of other scenarios above 

526 All 3 proposals are poorly thought out, simplistic solutions, with the smallest suburb, WL, 
being the hardest hit. Why is ToC even proposing such measures? WL has already met State 
govt density targets. We now have a new govt, and future planning policy is currently 
unknown. How can you plan for development when state govt policy has not even been 
formed? 

527 More even build up across suburbs 

533 High density housing should be kept to the High Street and then done in consideration of 
infrastructure to support the population growth. Also consideration should be given, is 
there is some required goal of density in the town, for high density on high streets in City 
Beach, Wembley, Floreat and other centres - not just West Leederville. 

535 Focus on growing areas away from quiet streets. 

539 None of the scenarios are acceptable. No more density increases for West Leederville 

546 Having just registered to take the Survey we find that we are constrained to comment only 
in the context of the three scenarios. This is totally unacceptable! Hence these comments 
have been pasted into all three scenarios. 
 
As residents of West Leederville we would like to voice our concern regarding the Long 
Term Planning Strategy for the Town of Cambridge. 
Firstly we have grave misgivings about the transparency of the process and its scope and 
the need for these detailed proposals in a 10 year plan. The figure of some 6ooo new 
dwellings is based on the projections for growth in Perth to 2050 – a period way beyond 
the scope of a 10 year plan. Surely a 10 year plan should be incremental and take account 
of developments elsewhere in the metropolitan region and in particular in neighbouring 
Councils. For example what will be the impact of redevelopments at Subiaco Oval, the old 
PMH site and those being proposed for Scarborough and Innaloo? The proposals take no 
account of current densities nor the existing or additional infrastructure required for these 
changes in population density. What is the consulting company that has been responsible 
for the development of the plan? What is their expertise and have they been involved in 
the development of previous proposals for other Local or State Government bodies? How 
were they appointed? Was it through a formal call for expressions of interest? Do they have 
any potential conflicts of interest or associations with the Town of Cambridge? Will the 
scoping document provided to them be made available to residents and can we be assured 
that any proposal that follows from this process will be a draft and subject to further 
consultation and review? What are the real timelines for submission of any plans and are 
these still relevant given the recent change of State Government? 



The request that comments should be made on each of three scenarios is totally 
inappropriate. The three options provided lack equity across the Town with all the major 
proposed changes occurring in West Leederville and two of the proposals making no 
changes at all to the City Beach area. It is not possible to opt for any one scenario as all are 
seriously flawed. 
While we understand the need for increased density given the population growth in Perth 
and hence the targets proposed by the State Government. The Town of Cambridge already 
has a current West Leederville Activity Centre Plan adopted in 2013 which has our support.  
The three scenarios laid out in the LPS do not take into account the increased density 
already accommodated within that plan and proposes further increases in density including 
multistorey and commercial development in adjoining exclusively residential streets. West 
Leederville has a density greater than any other part of the Town of Cambridge with many 
block sizes less than 300sq metre. In addition there are many multiple unit developments 
either under construction or recently completed.    
Increasing the density further will put considerable strain on the current infrastructure like 
schools, green space, parking, traffic and utility services such as sewerage. 
We are not averse to some high rise development along the main streets such as 
Cambridge and Southport streets and the area between the Fremantle rail line and 
Cambridge Street from Thomas street to Northwood Street, but allowing for development 
of multistorey commercial and residential properties in residential streets such as ours 
(Tower Street) totally unacceptable and is inequitable with no increased density in other 
residential areas such as City Beach and Floreat. 
It is vitally important that the residents remain informed as to subsequent changes to the 
LPS and have an opportunity to have further input prior to any submissions being made to 
the Western Australian Planning Commission  

548 See earlier comments outlined in Scenario A. To facilitate this, the Council may consider 
purchasing adjoining blocks to develop into a small residential complex ie < 10 units, as an 
example, adjacent to the property in Templetonia Crescent. 

550 Look at less congested areas/suburbs to take infill. eg Floreat and City Beach. 

556 I do not agree that the proposed centralisation of density primarily in West Leederville  
should be pursued. Plan B is a better option. 

558 Yes.  Avoid the ideology of infill centered  on Perth.  Retain the desirable nature of the 
existing suburbs.   Look for less intrusive ways to develop other centres instead (Midland, 
Joondalup etc). 

559 As above see Scenario A 

574 This plan imposes too much density on the suburb of WL and therefore the amenity of the 
suburb will be compromised. Density should be restricted to Cambridge St without bleeding 
into surrounding suburban Streets. More density should be considered for the suburbs of 

Wembley, Floreat and City Beach instead of WL taking almost the entire quota of infill 
requirements.   

575 Why has West Leederville been chosen for significant development and other suburbs are 
unchanged? The growth plans need to be 'fairly' apportioned throughout ALL suburbs. 

584 Same as A 

596 Density should be spread evenly throughout the Town of Cambridge - not just West 
Leederville.options could include: I ncreasing density in City Beach, Floreat, West Coast 
Hwy, The Boulevard, Oceanic Drive, Wembley Golf Course, Perry Lakes development and 
rezoning areas with larger blocks. 

599 Spread the growth and the small business opportunities. 
Spread the load of 2-4 stories in ALL areas "evenly"....that is include City Beach and Floreat. 
The shopping areas, and business owners, in City Beach and Floreat will benefit from the 
growth. 
High rise - 4-6 Levels maximum along Railway and Cambridge seems appropriate as these 
support efficient public transport to the city....but are NOT appropriate within the general 
residential areas. 
Town of Cambridge are putting these suburbs at risk of looking like slums in future years. 
Please rethink the volume of traffic and parking. West Leederville already suffers from 
parking and traffic in most streets. 
If the proposed growth happens......Where will the new school be built??? The current 
school in WL cannot sustain any further growth. 
I believe that all new buildings MUST provide car parking for each bedroom, PLUS visitor 
parking OFF street. How does that work with proposals A,B or C.? 

601 I question whether we need to develop Floreat  and Wembley to any great extent  
especially for retail and offices.  There is an adequate supply of office buildings in close 
proximity at Subiaco, West Perth  and the CBD.  Perhaps transport provision should be 
further investigated. 
I support some medium density residential development near the Town,District and 
Neighbourhood Centres however the traffic implications should be further investigated. 
Unless public transport is improved I think there will severe traffic congestion issues along 
Cambridge Street right through to West Leederville. The impact of the recent 
developments in West Leederville and Wembley on Cambridge Street are already 
noticeable. 

608 A very steady promotion of growth in the proposed areas and a broadening of the areas in 
which increase in residential density is applied.  Spread the load and retain the attraction 
and amenity of the township. 
Increase in density of residential occupation should be spread more evenly to retain the 



attraction and amenity that is Perth. 

624 Increases proposed around the arterial roads noted as transitional residential should be 
confined to areas that border arterial roads and include all such roads in the Town, 
including Cambridge/ Oceanic Drive, Selby, Harbourne, Grantham streets and The 
Boulevard. The proposed use marked four and five along with previous suggestion would 
provide a more balanced approach to the infill of the entire town and limit the impact of 
change without destroying the character of the town and its separate suburbs.  

628 Spreading the proposed changes more evenly throughout the town of Cambridge rather 
than making West Leederville (which already has parking issues and narrow streets) bear 
the brunt of the development. 

630 Leave West Leederville alone and focus on City Beach or Floreat 

636 Keep high density living on main roads and spread it out evenly through city beach and 
floreat.  

638 I would like to say here, given there doesn't seem to be an opportunity to provide 
additional comment elsewhere, that I'm not opposed to increasing living density in West 
Leederville. it needs to be done sensibly.  
For the smallest suburb, with already stretched infrastructure to accommodate the highest 
density seems illogical - 27.38 people per hectare in West Leederville, and just 7.16 in City 
Beach? I don't understand the reasoning, and it can't just be based on public transport.  
My other concern is crime rates. My understanding is that West Leederville has a higher 
crime rate than the other suburbs listed in the scenarios, will this not only increase with a 
higher, more concentrated population? 
I strongly support Mayor Shannon's views on the Local Planning Strategy - higher density 
needs to occur, and occur quickly to protect our all of our suburbs, and I hope all views and 
opinions of residents in every suburb is taken into account.  

646 What is happening on the other side of the railway, when Subiaco Oval is going to be 
redeveloped. A fair share of infill can be done there, and also at the Princess Margaret 
Hospital redevelopment site. 

667 1.  Rezoning all suburbs so residents can decide if they want to subdivide.   
2.  Look at all suburbs to assess infrastructure, capacity and then engage with the 
community to ascertain their vision. 
3.  "Even" density across the Town (that means City Beach too). 
 
a few other suggestions... 
4.  Sink the rail line and place greenspace on top, or turn it into a road and remove Railway 
St, Cambridge etc 
5.  Place at least two underpasses to Lake Monger so WL residents can access 

6.  Reclaim green space for WL 
7.  Reclaim space for the school to increase footprint or relocate the school 
8.  Cycle paths and wide footpaths 
9.  Increase tree canopy 
10.  Cambridge St and Lake Monger Drive are a complete nightmare to cross, drive on, 
access.  Future plans need to review traffic congestion in peak hours.  Work completed last 
year has caused massive bottlenecks.   
11.  Can you please provide something for the kids to do - playspaces/playground/pump 
track/parkour/obstacle course at Lake Monger, Hollyrood or Cowden...the growing 
population of children have limited opportunities (most of the playgrounds are designed for 
under 7s. 

669 City beach and floreat 

821 Why is growth so important. A combination of scenario A and C would still give us a 
community feel.  This is important. Community around district centres and local 
opportunities.  Don't put all your eggs in one baskeet. 

836 this looks like Amendment 31 in disguise.  Please let us keep the character of our suburbs.  
Do not make the complete area into a concrete jungle.  Some people like busy built up 
places in which to live we would not! 

870 City Beach further development  

871 I think if the vision for our western suburbs is to have a dynamic, divers , prosperous group 
of suburbs , we need to reflect it in our housing options. keeping the old style of houses, 
with large blocks , which makes it very expensive to demolish and rebuild will only result in 
attracting and retaining very similar group of people in the region which consequently 
means less diversity of thoughts and less progress & growth. we need to have a 
combination of solutions scattered across the suburbs and streets where a young 
professional family can live next to an aged senior family where they can socialise ,learn 
from each other and transform the suburb towards a modern , dynamic growing suburb.    

872 as above 

873 Subiaco Train Station - how does the 800m catchment impact the sites within it. 
'Future Development Sites' interesting - but how will these be developed? If it was simply 
single dwellings it would be extremely disappointing, but these are not the right areas for 
increasing density - the focus must be around train stations and urban corridors.  

874 As other Scenarios 

877 Amendment 31 was a more considered proposal and is preferable to this. It should be 
reintroduced. 



 
Increased density along major transport corridors in Wembley, Floreat and City Beach 
needs to be considered (ie along the Boulevard, Oceanic Drive and West Coast Highway). 
None of the scenarios contain any significant amendment to the density in City Beach and 
Floreat, where the block sizes and zoning are the largest and most generous in the town 
and have significant scope for increased density. This is a significant oversight and missed 
opportunity, and would enable an increased density spread throughout the town.  
 
Opportunities to renew the leadership of Town of Cambridge should be considered so that 
such biased, ill-considered and obviously political proposals are not developed with my 
rates in the future. 
 
The proposal is unworkable in the absence of a new site and State funding to construct a 
new primary School in West Leederville. If the Town of Cambridge is not able to come up 
with well considered proposals, perhaps we should leave it to the Planning Minister. 

878 As mentioned in Scenario C we need higher density in Cambridge to achieve our goals. 
Make sure the 4-10 storey buildings are built throughout Cambridge in suitable places and 
avoid the scenario where West Leederville does all the heavy lifting which has been the 
case for years. The traffic in West Leederville has grown significantly over the years 
especially in some streets due to increased density and Cambridge St is already a very busy 
road. Try crossing it to get to St John of God Hospital. The only solution is to speed the 
density more evenly. 

879 Yes, lets look at City Beach and Floreat with all of that land! I realise that the people of City 
Beach have a lot of pull in the council, but this is ridiculous. How come in all three scenarios 
City Beach is left alone? 

880 spread density evenly throughout the District Centres (not just West Leederville). allow for 
Urban Corridor along Cambridge Street and provide corner lot subdivision opportunity, 
increase density in City Beach, the blocks are huge and it is ridiculous that  increased 
density in City Beach is not allowed. 

886 The increase of population needs to be spread over the whole area of the City of 
Cambridge so that the facilities in place at this stage are able to be used to capacity and 
those that have room to increase their facilities, to start the planning now. It is all very well 
to say that West Leederville can have more infill because of the public transport options, 
but public transport is not the only necessity for a good lifestyle.  It is important for people 
to be able to maintain relationships with family and friends;  going to restaurants and cafes 
is not always ideal or preferable. 

894 The Maps seem misleading - District Centres Frame from McCourt street to Kimberley 
Street up to and including Woolich Street? This would destroy the character and appeal of 

the suburb completely. Surely this is a mistake. 

895 A better and more even spread of density across the Town of Cambridge.  

899 Yes. The increase in density that is required by the government should be spread over all 
suburbs and not just centred on West Leederville. Large properties in Floreat and City 
Beach should be allowed to be subdivided to help with the urban infill. They should not be 
left out. Many people will say that it will decrease the value of their properties but this is 
not true. Cottesloe for example has small lots and is one of the most expensive areas in 
Perth.  
By increasing density on large lots in City Beach and Floreat will allow residents to remain in 
their community. Duplex developments or  subdivision on large lots will not impact on the 
streetscape or traffic management providing the lots have significant road frontage and it 
will not adversely impact on the streetscape providing the crossovers are kept to a 
minimum and allow sufficient landscape to the front setbacks.  

903 Beef up the opportunities numbered 4, 5 and 6. 

904 Sharing the density with other suburbs in the town of Cambridge eg Floreat and city beach.   

906 I strongly believe that W.Leederville is well suited to higher growth due to the proximity to 
transport and the city and Leederville. I think more of the increases in residential 
development should be there rather than around Wembley or Floreat. 

908 I do not like any of these scenarios, A, B or C. Selectively allowing properties to increase to 
three or more units is unfair.  The people who benefit are the those who sell up, the losers 
are those love their home and the area and want to stay.  Surely the duty of the Council is 
to support the ratepayers who support it.  Redevelopment should be evenly distributed and 
minimised. 
 
In principal, redevelopment should not favour some and disadvantage others.  To have high 
rise or high density rezoning overlooking and crowding out single homes is unfair.  Any 
increase in density should be minimised and evenly spread and available to all lots.  All the 
initially surveyed residential properties should have the opportunity to increase by one 
additional unit per property. 
 
If this is impossible the impacts should be mitigated and those who are disadvantaged 
should be compensated.  The views and requirements of the neighbours should be 
respected in assessing any redevelopments and the objections should only put aside if they 
are determined to be unreasonable. 
 
Along these lines the corridor and centre developments should be as low as possible and 
spread wide and thinly. 



910 Opportunities for higher density living should be explored in City Beach and Floreat where 
there is an abundance of space. 

912 you should ensure as part of the mix of apartment sites, corner lot subdivision and medium 
density on transport corridors that there are strict design guidelines and a separate and 
independent design review panel set up as part of the requirements of the scheme 
amendment to ensure high quality architecture. 

917 All wards must be required to accept some responsibility in terms of increased density.  It is 
not acceptable for the Town of Cambridge to ignore low impact solutions such as corner 
block subdivision in Floreat and City Beach.   

929 A more equitable distribution of development and buildings of no more than three  stories 
that do not impact negatively on the existing residents. 

931 Increasing the density in other parts of the town which have much less density than West 
Leederville, for example City Beach. 

932 - West Leederville has already seen its fair share of density increase. No more density 
increase for West Leederville 
- West Leederville cannot and should not have to accommodate ant further density 
increases. 

936 Planned sub-division and activity centre developments across the whole Town including 
City Beach and Floreat, and indeed across council boundaries need to be considered to 
create a truly ‘connected city’  . 
Integration of planning across artificial local council boundaries clearly needs to be 
considered. 
The currently bias and coastal ward-driven agenda to this process needs to be rectified.  If 
the council will not do this, the state government needs to be brought in to rectify the 
planning process. 

948 The Town of Cambridge should be treating all their residents equally ensuring that highly 
density  be spread to all areas. Wembley and Floreat need to also be targeted as has West. 
Leederville . 

951 spread development between all suburbs to take impact off roads and schools in west 
leederville 

 

  



 

19 Scenario C could be considered in conjunction to a revised (thinner) corridor growth 
strategy that doesn't creep north of Cambridge Street.  Could also consider increasing the 
density along Salvado road between the Wembley centre and Selby Street – lots of good 
local facilities, local parks, and currently surrounded by higher density apartments already. 

21 If you are looking at some density in City Beach you should also include the block of houses 
bordered by Oban Road, Simon Place and Tilton Terrace - direct access to parkland and 
could suit a denser development on the park with only about a dozen homes required. 

32 Move the retail precinct (and traffic flow) down to Railway Road. I wouldn't call a bottle 
shop, a supermarket with no visible entry from the street, a dirty take-away Indian 
restaurant, a gift/fashion shop that's often closed and a newsagent who doesn't speak 
English... a retail precinct. It used to be rather nice but now it's a disgrace. There is no soul 
and it's an awful place to be.  

44 City Beach, like other coastal areas e.g. Scarborough must accept development.  
Development should be limited to 5 stories in main street and less behind main streets. 

56 Add: increased density between Birkdale + Wembley. The road network is busy; there is 
space to plan for mechanisms to make it safe & accessible. Design criteria to ToC's high 
density criteria. Multi age precinct concept as per Landcorp site as Claremont footy oval.  

60 Other opportunities (not necessarily linked to scenario C) opportunities to remove red tape 
for alternative housing types. I.e. share housing communal living is there provision for 
affordable housing + dept. of housing?  

94 Dumping the Empire Village development, allowing more in the northern City Beach 
commercial centre area (since its a bit of a mess) and combining this with Scenario B for 
Floreat and eastwards. 

96 Some consideration could be given to develop unused sites such as the former Drive-in 
Theatre. This would be in a bushland setting mid-way between the Boulevard and Oceanic 
Drive, where transport could be made frequently available and would not impact on any 
existing residential areas. 

104 Try planning some increased density for the residential areas around Perry Lakes. I think 
you will find there are more opportunities for expansion there if you look. 

109 With all the schemes I am surprised that the shopping center on the Boulevard has not also 
been included as an activity center. I understand Councilors may be scared after recent 
backlash but an activity center is a different type of proposal to that previously considered. 
I'm not sure how well this corridor is serviced by public transport but I assume that could 

be resolved. Density in this area would be unique in the city due to its proximity to the cost 
and would also offer locals an opportunity to downsize while staying in the area. An option 
they don't currently have. I really think this is an important missing part of the strategy and 
study area. 

113 Local transport routes: Cambridge/Southport Streets could support limited further 
increases 

123 Old cinema area is wasted area at this point and should be developed, even if there is 
contam or protected species, consider offsets of other areas that have the habitat such as 
along boulevard and highway corner. 
 
Unclear what happens for high school with change of government, would appreciate 
information on t his. 
 
Thank you for opportunity to comment in this well. Information is presented clearly, 
including understanding of how much infill is needed and better options have been 
considered. Thank you 

132 See above for A & B 

136 The area between Challenger Parade and Fred Burton Way opposite the City Beach 
restaurants should be considered for medium density development.  This is not only fair to 
ensure the City Beach area also contributes, but will also lead to better public transport as 
density increases.  

137 A more even distribution across the town.  It is also ok to do higher rise next to the railway 
line but not so as to encroach into the quiet streets north of Cambridge St. Reasonable 
development along Cambridge St, Harborne St, Selby St and Grantham St, which are 
already busy roads. Look at the existing shopping area around Floreat Forum.  

143 Along The Boulevard (or especially the Boulevard shopping centre), Oceanic Dr - maybe the 
corner of Oceanic Dr and West Coast Hwy for commercial development - something like DC 
Frame/ Urban corridor. 

148 Quarry is reported as being unstable ground to build on, so maintain it for future expansion 
of Bold Park and use of playing fields. 
Templetonia can be developed only for normal housing with block size suitable to match 
the suburb. 

149 Once you start talking about quarries this opens the option for development of the former 
sand quarry on Challenger Parade opposite the beach and abutting Fred Burton Way. 
Formally primary sand dunes this space was mined for sand some decades ago and has 
never recovered. Perhaps a Leighton Beach style development 



would be suitable here. 

154 I wonder whether enough development is proposed adjacent to Leederville and West 
Leederville train stations, which will require cooperation with neighbouring Councils. Train 
station hubs are the best way to reduce traffic density. 

156 Yes there also needs to be more housing options for residential areas.ie Granny flats ,multi 
generational housing 

163 There is also the opportunity to have a higher density hub around the international school 
site in City Beach to provide more affordable accommodation to families attending that 
school or any replacement school on that site. 

223 further development along Cambridge and around city beach shopping centre  

232 The run-down shops e.g. along Grantham Street (at Marlow), Harborne (the small centre) 
and elsewhere could do with some incentives to get redevelopment happening with  2 
levels of apartments over shops. 

236 Cambridge street in walking distance from the train station (in West Leederville) should be 
incorporated into development plans.  Given this is a medical area, development here 
would be well suited for higher end apartment dwelling. 
 
Allowances should be made for future sights (not currently readily identifiable).  For 
example the City Beach High School site is now highly likely to be available for 
development. 
 
Development needs to be focussed away from residential areas, and adjacent to open 
areas like parks.    Therefore in addition to West Leederville, development should focus on: 
- Salvado road near Henderson Park 
- City Beach High School 
- Floreat shopping centre 
- City Beach shopping centre 
- Wembley Golf Club 
 
Having significant developments on main roads risk producing low quality developments 
which don't blend into the heritage suburbs (as can be seen by the Urban development).   A 
strategic approach should consider and ensure liveability  of both existing and future 
residents.  I would also like to see green space (trees, gardens, pools) incorporated into 
developments. 
 
I don't understand why the Town is targeting growth in excess to that required by targets, 
and given the time then a significant portion of future development should be for future 
identifiable opportunities.  Growth should be staged and ensure residential areas retain 

their look and feel.  
 
 
Assumptions and targets should have been disclosed and incorporated on all scenarios.  
Transparency is important, especially when residents have such a low level of trust in the 
Town. 

252 Look at the waste land and vacant land.  

262 The Area  around Gayton Road could have two to three storey unit. ,  and the area around 
the shopping centre at Hale Road next to the City of Stirling  These areas have a bus route 
and if that is what you are hoping to develope then use the transport that is their for the 
elderly and the young professionals.   

279 Put Urban Corridor in key local centres and transition along the main roads only - not one 
street back from the main roads (too much). 

286 What about the City Beach Civic Centre which is rented too cheaply by the Bridge Club and 
has large parking areas around it. A modern community centre would be a huge asset to 
the area with apartments on top or around it. Because of the slope of the land on 
Templetonia there could be underground parking. The height of the building would not 
impact too much on sea views of homes in the road above. 

288 The semi-commercial precinct around Southport St would support even more density with 
much less impact on current residents and improved access to Leederville station.  

311 More encouragement for existing small centres to survive , especially on transport routes. 

375 Government owned land should be used if high rise warranted. Duplex development on 
corner blocks. No high rises near residential streets  

437 Relocation of City Beach Telstra Exchange building on corner of Boronia & Kingsland Cres. 
Existing building is run down & unsightly. Land to be added to Templetonia site which 
should be developed as a matter of priority.  
Relocation of West Coast Bridge Club on Templetonia Cres and redevelopment of land. 
Again building is run down & doesn't appear to be overly used.  
Surplus land around Wembley Golf Course in particularly land on the corner of Durston Rd 
& Empire Ave.  

458 Potential for more smaller local centres along main Cambridge Street corridor. 

470 All three scenarios need to be combined to spread the load. 
city beach  must make a significant contribution - return of Ammendment 31? 

476 should incorporate this with the other two scenarios 



487 Use the existing corridors of cambridge and grantham streets to drive development without 
impacting existing residential areas. 

494 Combine the Leederville option from Scenario A with the Cambridge Street/5 options from 
Scenario B. If any other developments go ahead in Scenario C, please make sure they are 
not higher than 2 storeys and not high density. Please let them be in keeping with the 
existing suburban norms & values. 

503 BIG thinking at Floreat will relieve much of Wembley and City Beach with an advantage to 
neighbouring suburbs and in keeping with state's plan:  look at Hay St/Underwood Ave, 
Howtree Place and Stephenson Ave:  bring visitors and shoppers from east, west, north and 
south. major access from the freeway, CBD and West Coast Hwy to our town's natural 
naval:::  (sorry - centre) Forum- the land is there as well as our advanced techniques of 
tunnelling. 
a large development in the centre will mean the character of the bulk of the town need not 
change;  and would more easily attract overseas investors with big bags of money to build 
the dream 

506 Sinking of railway line. 
 
Higher density along railway corridor. 
 
3 Storey along Cambridge Street. 

511 Floreat Forum should be a "mini Karrinyup". 

549 Provide a strong link along the axis between the Leederville and West Leederville train 
stations.  Take advantage of the Northwood Street beteen Railway Parade and Cambridge 
Street as a central hub and shopping precinct that is off the main Camrbidge thoroughfare 

551 More development around shopping precincts & main corridors.  Need boulevards with 
cycle tracks on roads to narrow roads to slow down traffic and make it feel like we live in a 
community.   Council needs to visit City of Vincent to see how well they have done their 
cycle paths on roads.  We need to make our communities more liveable,& walkable whilst 
maintaining plenty of open space.   More Residential Transition on main corridors and 
within the suburbs. 

564 Utilise vacant land allow busy streets and transport hub to provide sites.  Go high there 
where overlooking is not an issue and public transport can be used.  Get cars off street 
parking. 

583 Apartments located within the golf complex and some small increase in the density of 
South City Beach. 

587 focus on one or two precints (West Leederville and Floreat Forum) and deliver what the 
residents/ratepayers desire i.e. well planned development  

619 As outlined above, there is a real opportunity to achieve the Government's higher density 
target for Cambridge, whilst preserving existing residential streets of our garden suburbs, 
by providing high rise along West Coast highway. We can plan for it now or wait for it to 
happen - as it inevitably will (sooner rather than later ) and in the meantime ruin our 
suburb and upset a lot of people. 

651 The area within 800m to the major train station - Subiaco station should allow to build 4 to 
6 stories, as the train service is more reliable and always be the first preference for travel.  
People also will enjoy the walk distance to Subiaco's  market and coffee shop. 

685 Ocean Village shopping centre Hale Road now sold to Pindan. Homes at last. Please fix this 
hole in the ground. It is a blot on the landscape.  Also the phone tower is against Cambridge 
bylaws. This tower is too close to residential dwellings, please remove. 

777 The council should consider:  allowing subdivision on blocks between Dunston and 
Brompton and along Council borders.  There is no impact on streetscape therefore it is 
already subdivided on the other side and there are large setbacks.  Allow subdivision on all 
corner blocks.  Allow 2 residences with the 'look' of one. 

791 The council should consider:  allowing subdivision on blocks between Dunston and 
Brompton and along Council borders.  There is no impact on streetscape therefore it is 
already subdivided on the other side and there are large setbacks.  Allow subdivision on all 
corner blocks.  Allow 2 residences with the 'look' of one. 

800 Like to see a mall down Northwood St. 

882 1 Bold Park & the old Drive-in be developed as medium density with some high density. The 
Council areas seems extravagant & the site could be better utilised without affecting the 
rest of the Town!    
  

891 Develop high rise at Perry Lakes  
Develop high rise above netball centre car park and baseball park 
Develop between Bold Park pool and Boulevard looking over golf course thus more people 
to support golf course and bold park amenities 
Develop high rise around Ocean Park Village 
Develop high rise around Floreat Centre above car park 

896 - The inclusion of a village green/market square in the Cambridge High Street Node (area 
bordered by Cambridge, Northwood, Railway and Kimberley). 
- Redevelop ‘air rights’ over the Fremantle train line at West Leederville station; sink West 



Leederville station and connect the Cambridge High Street Node (particularly the area 
bordered by Cambridge, Northwood, Railway and Kimberley - which minimises negative 
impacts on existing residential dwellings) with a redeveloped Subiaco Road and Subiaco 
Oval (I acknowledge that Subiaco Road and Subiaco Oval are not within the Town). 
- Expand Herdsman Area #4: develop an expanded Herdsman district centre including along 
Pearson Street and including areas bordered by Pearson Street, Pearson Place, Herdsman 
Parade and Flynn Street. 
- Prepare a Floreat Activity Centre Plan to provide residents and the community with an 
opportunity to better guide development of a Floreat Forum district centre. 
- Potential development of City Beach Senior High School site. 
- Expand east-west Area #4 Floreat on Cambridge Street. 
- Expand east-west Grantham Street Area #4. 

900 I believe that the old drive in land near the council chambers should be developed to 
provide apartments to assist in reaching the required growth target. As well, I think that 
since Empire Avenue is a transport route and some houses have wider verges, that higher 
density should be considered there as well. 

916 For this scenario- harbone, granthma, selby st.  

919 Margins of the Wembley Golf Course / City Beach Tennis Club area need to be looked at as 
per Claremont Football Oval style development. Also cnr Durston Rd and Empire Ave. 
Areas of existing development need to re-examined, eg Perry Lakes, Nth of Herdsman Pde 
and Selby St.: can they be better optimised? Why do the latest areas of proposed new 
development in the scenarios have to take the greatest burden?  
Look at areas which have existing high rise to see if this can be optimised e.g. cnr Selby and 
Cambridge Sts. 

920 We believe more development around the Wembley Hotel precinct would be more 
appropriate with more frequent bus services added along Cambridge Street. There are a 
number of vacant or low use business fronts along Cambridge which could be utilised for 
this purpose.   

921 Explore cooperation withCity of Subiaco, e.g. to sink the railway line between City West and 
Subiaco. Already 50% sunk now. Massive additional land area. 
In the FAQs, LPS Part Two includes economy and employment, retail and commerce, 
tourism, recreation and open space, community facilities, urban design character and 
heritage, traffic and transport and infrastructure services. This would include schools, and is 
vastly broader than the Scenarios offered. Consultation that respects our intelligence needs 
to be holistic. 
Prior to the Scenarios we should have been invited to look at the total town map and offer 
our thinking. We are not ignorant about planning and we live here.  

933 Yes. Block of land/scrub next to Floreat Park Primary - excellent for meduim/high density 
close to shops/transport/school/etc.Little effect on current residents. 
Also look at land on south side of Boulevard west of Templetonia in City Beach. Again little 
effect on current residents, but close to shops/transport. 
Also look at land on edges of Wembley Golf Course, similar to Claremont Oval 
development. And Bold Park Drive, as again little effect on current residents. 
Finally, go slow with increasing density. Population increase is now not as high as was 
originally expected, so add density in slowly as it is needed, rather than aiming high to 
begin with. Perth and Peel may not get to 3.5 million, so why destroy the character and 
identity and heritage aspects of our beautiful garden suburbs, for an as yet unconfirmed 
population target. 

947 If the majority of the density of the town is in west leederville it would make sense to have 
the town centre and administration there, it would also be close to WALGA  
This would allow the current town administration area to be used for another high school 
or education facility (univeristy campus)  

956 I think that there is greater development potential around the Ocean Village shopping 
centre that could take advantage of the topography and ocean views looking south west, 
ideally for dwellings designed for people over 55. 
The identification of the vacant land on Templetonia Crescent should only be developed as 
low density residential with a maximum height of 2 storeys so as to integrate with the 
surrounding residential area.  It is not suitable for more intensive development than this 
because it is not serviced by frequent public transport or within walking distance of the 
local shops. 
The former Quarry site has the potential to be developed at a density compatible with the 
multiple dwelling sites of Ocean Mia. 

 

  



 

1 Zoning changes should apply to all lots with adjoining boundaries so every lot in a 'City 
Block' will have the equivalent zoning. This gives a financial opportunity for affected owners 
to sell and move across the road or a location still within their neighbourhood - not out of 
the area. This will achieve a more equitable impact of densification across all of the Town. 
(Ally please add text written on back of map) 

6 I believe this is the absolute minimum required. Corner blocks must be able to be 
developed. The description in the brochure defining this is how restrictive planning laws 
can cover the requirements. Large block (over 900m²) should also be able to be developed 
and not detract from current streetscapes. In fact small blocks already exist in some parts 
of city beach eg. 500m² 

25 None of the scenario address opportunities to  increase density in existing single residential 
areas within a walkable catchment of Local centres or high frequency public transport 
corridors. 400m to the north and south of local centres / Cambridge street should be 
increased to R20 as a minimum, especially as there is already a significant number 
subdivisions of this type from previous planning regimes. East Floreat would be a an 
example of land that is currently R15 that should be R20, possibly R30 depending on the 
specific lot. 

71 Corner block subdivision with street frontage for both new blocks 

86 -all blocks larger than 850sq m should be subdivisible throughout Cambridge Council. No 
exclusion zone in City Beach please!! 
- more areas in City beach designated "residential transition'  

101 Reduce the minimum block size by 25% and maintain the existing set backs. This would still 
allow for a family home and yard with parking. 

112 Although many private property owners do not welcome change, the TOC's plans are 
crucial in facilitating the future development within these prime suburbs. Arterial roads and 
activity centres should be used advantageously, to attract developers to greatly improve an 
area, in accordance with a suitable local planning scheme, helping create a global city. In 
addition, corner lots should be permitted to be subdivided across the coastal suburbs in the 
TOC, to alleviate some of the burden of higher density for those rate payers close to the 
CBD. 

126 I'd like to see people being encouraged to use their blocks to build duplexes, triplexes and 
townhouses to increase diversity. I like the 'maisonette' idea. I do want better compliance 
checks on developers. 

228 Corner lot subdivision should apply throughout the whole town 

246 Greater subdivision provision in City Beach 

253 See comments under Scenario A 

293 Go back and look at City Beach and Floreat. It is insane the size of the blocks they are 
getting away with in those areas. It's the Mayor's agenda from the beginning. Saveher 
precious 1/4 acre blocks and make the hard-working double-income families of West 
Leederville deal with it. Not good enough!!!! 

303 Look into the possibility of allowing DUPLEX or 2 STOREY TOWNHOUSE Developments on 
the large CORNER BLOCKS in City Beach, Floreat and Wembley. This would allow many 
residents to downsize, yet remain in the area. 

342 I am in favour of corner blocks being subdivided.  More single storey houses needed. 

460 allow corner block subdivision to accommodate a low profile townhouse concept.   

525 Large block subdivision with minimum subsequent block size of 450 sq metres 

544 Yes. There are very large 1100m2+ blocks in City Beach that make up a small percentage of 
the suburb (so won't affect the 'street scape') and yet could easily be granted rezoning to 
allow for smaller green tile blocks to promote diversity in housing options. The other 
options presented only allow for a very small diversity in option - apartments/town houses. 
Corner blocks as a development option alone will achieve very little in City beach as a 
significant number of these blocks have very large new dwellings on them that preclude 
them from development. Allowing development of the very large blocks in Central City 
Beach gives diversity and makes perfect sense. 

555 There should be NO further consideration of subdivision in City Beach ! 
Lessons should be learnt from the way Drabble Road in Scarborough has been developed.  
Please don't repeat the mistakes made by Stirling CC. 

565 Go back to Amendment 31 which was a well thought through and considered document 
that proactively managed the inevitable move towards infill. We need residential options to 
enable downsizing seniors to "stay local" which is critical for a sense of engagement and 
well-being.   

570 I believe that the Town should investigate  REZONING  a large areas, for example  
the SOUTH CITY BEACH. Bounded by West Coast Hy, Challenger Prd & Oceanic Drive. 
This generally is an old area with some $M  houses in the  area. This rezoning could also 
take in part of the Army Reserve Buffer Zone. ( IE rezone 10 Hectares which is in the 
Nedlands Council 



This will upset 50% of the residences. 
This proposed change  could take up to 10 stories, which will cause some controversy, as 
did in the early days of Scarborough . 

579 Investigate allowing larger and corner blocks to subdivide { 2 dwellings/block } 

582 Subdivision of larger and corner blocks with a maximum of two dwellings per block. 

592 you should most definitely pursue well designed corner lot subdivision that will not detract 
from the surround streetscape for parent lots larger than 950m2. 

623 I believe there is room and a demand for the introduction of triplex/duplex and battle axe 
subdivisions in this area. This has been done successfully in other areas while still 
maintaining the character of the area. Young people who were brought up in the area 
should have the opportunity to return and live in the area and may not be able to afford a 
large home but could re-enter the suburb by purchasing a unit or smaller residence.  

653 Move away from high-rise and focus on subdivision to allow residents to stay in their 
current area as they retire and need smaller blocks  

655 Provide better housing opportunities around the Town's largest activity centre - Floreat 
Forum. 
Corner block subdivision alone in City Beach and Floreat is, in my view, a poor choice.  
Allow bigger pockets of sub-division e.g. R20 in Floreat, City Beach and Wembley near 
major road, schools and shops.  South Floreat is a combination of R20 and R12.5 - make it al 
R20.  Upcode the areas around existing shops especially where there are supermarkets. 
 
There are ways of more sympathetically added dwellings without destroying one areas to 
save another from any change.  
 
Pursue a reduction in the target as West Leederville has an endorsed Perth to Peel at 3.5m 
Activity Centre Plan.  

739 Subdivision of huge blocks in City Beach and Floreat should be considered for subdivision 
especially those on corners owned by life long residents who wish to downsize without 
leaaving the City of Cambridge. 

815 Subdivision of corner lots should be reserved to areas within a 00m radius of local centres 
but should be green title blocks. 

818 Need for rezoning of all but especially corner blocks within 500m radius of local centres to 
R20 to enable green title subdivision. 

883 The size of the corner block which can be sub divided e.g. 900 m & above can be divided 

into two.  

884 Yes. Keep the rules simple, like the rest of Perth. Change all coding to R20 in all suburbs of 
cambridge. If your block is 900m or above, you can subdivide in two. This rule should apply 
everywhere. That would keep increased density low and shared across the board. 

889 Other opportunities to be investigated include : 
1. zoning changes to allow subdivision of blocks larger than 900 m². 
2. greater variety of subdivision development options, rather than the few options 
proposed by Amendment 31.  
3. proceeding with all 3 Urban Growth Scenarios without delay. 

890 There would appear to be no consideration for the obvious benefits that increased density 
would bring to City Beach especially the older parts where there is majority of poor quality 
housing on large plots of land. Any scheme should encourage regeneration of this suburb 
which lacks a social heart in comparison to that found in Floreat, Wembley and Leederville. 
This comes by allowing diversity of housing that enables all age groups to live in the suburb. 
Close to home you only need to look to Cottesloe which has a range of housing form the 
large mansions to the small apartments mixed throughout the streets.  

901 Lobby the State Govt to implement a "large lot levy" to compensate the State for the 
additional cost of providing infrastructure to large lots.  This levy could be used to provide 
green space, compensation and fund infrastructure to support inner city in-fill. 

923  subdivision of lands which are bigger than 900sq as they are relatively difficult to maintain. 
And can create the opportunity for parents and grown up children to live independently but 
next to Each other. 

925 If even a small proportion of the enormous blocks in Floreat and City Beach were sub-
divided into townhouses, huge density gains could be made without the need for inhuman 
10 storey buildings. 

938 Corner lot subdivision, limited to 3 storeys, throughout Town of Cambridge provides a more 
harmonius way to introduce increased density. 
 
Use a combination of the best of the 3 scenarios (and suggestions from residents) to create 
a more even spread of increased density development throughout  all of Town of 
Cambridge along main roads, near district, neighbourhood and local centres and on corner 
lots.  Present these ideas at the next community consulation. 
 
Ensure minimum tree coverage is maintained with all developments. 

939 I repeat the other opportunities which I have referred to above in relation to Scenario A, 
that the Town of Cambridge should first investigate and thereafter factor in the sub-division 



of green-title blocks in calculating whether it is able to meet its additional dwelling targets, 
before proposing a local planning strategy that encourages high-rise development. 

940 In all scenarios, consideration should be given to existing residents who move into old age 
wanting to stay in the area which is where the subdivision of corner blocks and the 
subdivision of 900sqm blocks would be very beneficial to such people. 
 
Consideration should be given to the policy in the UK where aged residents are able to have 
2-3 persons live in their home with live-in carers so reducing the need to build large aged 
care centres and providing a better homely lifestyle for people moving into old age. 

944 What population figures underpin these scenarios? Given the end of the mining boom in 
WA and the much reduced population growth figures in Perth, it seems premature to 
commit to drastic changes leading up to 2050 at this stage. 
Increased subdivision would have much less effect on the amenity of the areas and would 
mean suburbs in the town near the coast also take some of the increased density. It is 
essential that there is more equitable distribution of infill than is proposed in any of the 
three proposals. 
Public transport options such as shuttle buses from Floreat Forum, City Beach Shopping 
Centre to train stations need to be explored. 

 

  



 

11 You need to consider likelihood of houses to be demolished in area. Housing diversity also 
includes maintaining decent 800 + size blocks as well as the down size one. I would invest in 
"elevator shares" if this went through. 

14 Any infill through suburbs needs to be done with considerable and careful planning for low 
impact. 

28 Ground floors should be activated by allowing various non-residential activities 24 hours a 
day including workshops, cafes, studios, entertainment etc. 

28 It should be a requirement that all developments should be designed and site administered 
during construction by WA registered architects to ensure appropriate design quality is 
achieved in these denser urban scenarios (as is the case in other cities like Sydney). 

28 'Passive House' environmental standards should be required of all developments, as this 
would ensure comfortable & secure environments (including acoustic control) in these 
areas, as well as improved internal air quality and significantly lower energy requirements. 
Note this is the only building certification that delivers the above as the certification 
process includes both design and construction components, ensuring the final buildings 
actually meet their targets: 

28 http://passivehouseaustralia.org/what-is-passive-house/ 

28 Height limits higher than 10 storeys should be explored along the Railway line due to the 
excellent public transport and not having neighbours to the south affected by shadows. 

28 Scenario B with 6 storey height limits. 

28 Ensuring rigorous, high quality design and construction standards for large apartment and 
office buildings. 
Any proposal to include or leverage the West Leederville Activity Centre Plan. 

119 Point 6 could be a consideration but often developers dominate these opportunities and 
build cheap, ugly housing with minimal parking which would ruin street scape again.Also 
Consider the hilliness of some of these areas. It's a lot more noisy living on a hill or in a 
valley like around the boulevard's empire village so extra multi story housing would 
exacerbate this. I lived in Scarborough for 20 years and watched the suburb get destroyed 
by developers. learn from the city of Stirling mistakes. It's why we moved to the town of 
Cambridge.  

145 Yes - other options.  Stop trying to put high density into areas that do not want it. 

218 For the West Leederville District Centre I would propose that it would be reasonable to 
have developments up to 4 stories along major arterial roads, that is, Cambridge St and 
railway Parade as these could be separated from current houses by the current north-south 
laneways and if designed to be in keeping with current housing styles, could be visually 
acceptable. The connecting streets between Cambridge St and Railway Parade would be 
limited to 2 stories and in keeping with current housing. Development along arterial roads 
should be limited to 4 stories and fringing residential areas limited to 2 stories 

231 Reduce height limit for District Center (max 6 storey), District Center Frame (max 4 store) 
and Residential Transition areas (max 2 storey). 
Public landscape and private gardens should be preserved and implemented as a priority to 
guarantee high living quality.  
Focus on public transport before developing new areas! 

440 I reject the notion that increased density of this type is a foregone conclusion. 4 to 10 
stories is simply too high anywhere in this area. Lower the height and density and restrict it 
to the transport corridors which have already been degraded by poor planning and 
development outcomes. Fix what is broken first! 

454 No more high rise appts!  

481 See my comments on Scenario A. 
The scenarios as presented with their inherent bias are plain insulting. 

505 See Scenario A comment 

569 Council should reject the whole principal of high density within the Town as a general rule. 
The only exception should be in appropriate areas along the rail corridor. 

597 See comments for scenario B.  

816 1.  West L DC - 4 to 10 storeys too high, 4-6 storeys maximum and fringing areas no higher 
than 2 maybe 3, it is already congested.  3.  FD Centre - 4-5 storeys max NOT 6-8 at FFSC.  
Surrounding properties 2-3 max pref 2 storeys max.  4.  Residential areas - 2 storey height 
limits as these are residential areas primarily not commercial.  5.  Town of Cambridge sites - 
quarry, Templetonia and golf course - these areas should be developed before altering the 
density and fabric of single storey residential areas.  6.  Corner lot subdivision NOT in 
support of, existing traffic issues form cars parking on roads of intersections that obstruct 
views of oncoming traffic, do not support this.  Development should occur in City Beach 
and not just in the locations of Floreat, Wembley and West Leederville. 

913 All comments above. 

 



  



 

16 Schooling needs to be considered as the schools in the area are already accommodating 
more students than is comfortable. 

28 The council should invest in high end streetscapes including lush plantings and street 
furniture, to complement the high densities. 

31 How to get more public open space near the proposed increased density residential areas 
so that everyone is within walking distance of such areas. 

43 Will increased density in W.L increase the prospect of underground power? What public 
transport plans do you have? 

77 5. Don’t get rid of community facilities Bridge used 7 days/ wk & keep lots of people sane 
& occupied 

102 Why encourage more people into the area when you can't provide for the ones who are 
already here. Start looking after us and our environment for a change!  We have no High 
School, no activities for toddlers/children (have a look at what Craigie Leisure Centre 
offers their residents, then compare to Cambridge). Limited public transport for 
residents.  Get some water going back into Perry Lakes after the developers sucked it dry.  
Create a nature walk from Floreat to Scarborough and tap into what's happening down 
there.  We walk along the highway with trucks doing 80kms and you can't even put up a 
safety barrier to protect pedestrians.  Look after what we have rather than creating more 
issues.  

167 take the opportunity to reserve 'bush forever' and other undeveloped government and 
council land in perpetuity, as reserves. It is the parks, gardens, bush and ovals that make 
this area what it is, not buildings or shops or businesses. 

221 I believe the Town needs to implement a tree plan in the area and ensure old / heritage 
trees are not removed for development.  Verges with the Town should have a minimum 
of one large tree planted on residential verges. 

235 A better tree and streetscape policy which is consistent and improves the look of the 
suburbs. Preservation of trees and heritage homes  

239  schools and other amenities cannot accommodate further population increases 

251 As per Scenario A above. 

271 How will the West Leederville Primary School be able to cope with this population 
increase? 

I will only support density changes if ALL regions of the Town of Cambridge are affected 
equally. 
This scenario is unacceptable. 

304 The former quarry site in City Beach  - turned into park land/ dog exercising area instead 
of residential. 

305 The parks need to be protected and well maintained into the future. Weeding should be 
done by steam and not chemically as shown by the City of Fremantle. 
Perry Lakes is a disgrace and has been left to deteriorate for too long. It has been an 
important nature sanctuary that is on the verge of collapse due to the inaction of council 
and state government.    
Stop using glycosphate poison on our parks. Once sprayed, I see signs stating to keep 
clear for 3 days. Well nature can not read. Ours small trees and wildlife are being killed as 
this poison is sprayed by this council. Glyphosphate is banned in Europe - why are we so 
lazy here. Use steam and protect what little wildlife remains.       

312 As above, bush reserves need better maintenance to reduce bush fire risk for those 
neighbouring properties.  Removal of dead wood / branches and better rubbish 
collection and maintenance of footpaths throughout.  Steam as alternative to chemical 
sprays for weeds to protect wildlife and people.  

314 I think the planners should think of the impact of parking, traffic and the fact that there is 
one primary school and no secondary school in West Leederville!!! 

524 West Leederville is a small community and its amenities cannot accommodate further 
significant increases in density. This includes: West Leederville Primary School which is 
already at full capacity, minimal parks and open space and issues with parking, traffic and 
road congestion. The area has already undergone substantial increase in density post the 
WL planning study in 2012. 

532 Yes,  the TOC should investigate possibilities of buying lots or parcels for sale to be used 
for schools, parks and other amenities required. 
It should also refuse submissions from developers who haven't allowed for adequate 
parking. 
West Leederville has already seen multiple dwelling development in Kimberley Street 
which has impacted on residents with traffic problems in the morning getting to the 
freeway. Cambridge Street already comes to a standstill in the afternoons- surely this has 
been noticed- and if so how can even more development focused on just this area be 
justified? 
I believe that the TOC would be a better place to live for everyone if this kind of density 
was spread over the whole, and would make sense if this were concentrated only on 
major roads like Cambridge (the other end since there is already high rise in parts of 
Wembley and West Leederville) Lake Monger Drive, the Boulevard for example.  



There also need to be stricter conditions regarding both sound insulation in these units as 
well as on any alfresco areas which are already a problem to neighboring houses and 
units.  

573 Consider infrastructure, school capacity, traffic and heritage BEFORE presenting a plan. 

607 With the focus on construction, what about developing more green spaces. 

640 Underground power..  
 
To be honest I'd rather investment was made in beautification & improvements to the 
existing environment - schools, parks, street scapes, the idea of development, increased 
business development, increased density, more subdivision seems sound economically, if 
there's a need. But Floreat has been traditionally a residential families/Retirees suburb 
(at least it has been), my neighbors & I came here to get out of the CBD to a primarily 
large blocks, low density/low crime suburb. There was a premium to buy into this 
location for this reason. In my opinion we have adequate services, along Wembly, 
Grantham, and in Floreat forum. I may sound like a Luddite, but it's the character of the 
suburb which makes it such a great place to live, with all the existing services (Schools, 
Restaurants, cafes, bars, stores etc.).  I will add that as with ''Perry Lakes development'' 
the pressure on the schools and the increased traffic hasn't been accommodated in the 
overall infrastructure and bringing more jobs and families to the West end of Cambridge 
would repeat this. Pressure on primary school class size will also ultimately  impact the 
school results/status, one of the really positive features in this location.  
 
Of all the options I like C the most but no development on Salvado or Corner block 
subdivision 
 
By the way despite my negativity I would like to say thank you for providing me an 
opportunity to give feedback.. I'd be happy to discuss in person 

658 A LPS needs to be accompanied with the Urban Green Framework and building design 
standards being developed by DoP.  That is so the community can be confident of 
standards for green open space (including trees/shrubs/garden) for each structure to 
ensure monolithic structures with no green space (eg 65 Oban St)  is not repeated in 
residential areas.  Green urban landscape is so important for the health (mental and 
physical) of the community.   

740 Area (1) needs to be considered in conjunction with Town of Vincent. It needs to be 
broken up with small parks - breathing spaces for seating/trees and grrass with cafes etc. 
nearby. The  introduction of area (5) is good if for local shops, park, retirement village; 
somewhere where grandparents and grandchildren can meet etc. Good to see Birkdale is 
back (4), but some of the corridor gorwth along Cambridge St could be incorporated as 

well.  Try and minimise car use: increase density with v good local shops and tiny open 
spaces. 

765  Try putting in some decent wide footpaths suitable for the disabled; there are still areas 
that have none.  More and better cycle paths are also needed. 

914 As mentioned above. The endangered red-tailed black cockatoos are often in the mature 
trees around West Leederville. At a very minimum, there should be planning 
requirements to manage and preserve the trees within the area. I believe there are 
environmental requirements to protect the habitats of these birds.  
 West Leederville and Wembley are beautiful suburbs with history, and a really 
interesting and diverse mix of architecture. Any changes should be sensitive to maintain 
the balance, aesthetics, history of the area or risk spoiling one of Perth's best suburbs. 

934 We need to make use of Lake Monger more.  I know it has been opposed previously but a 
family friendly café with fenced off playground included, maybe with a deck over  the 
water would be absolutely beautiful there and would enhance the Lake and the area not 
detract. 

942 I would like if planning ahead is based on a bigger picture including planning for local 
schools, both primary and secondary, and social and recreation centres to help families 
and to all people to live better healthier lives. 

946 The same comments as for A and B really. Restrict density and height and beautify areas 
with more greenery and gardens. Do not detract from the heritage feel of the suburbs, 
particularly in Wembley with its heritage Wembley Hotel and older business buildings 
along Cambridge Street. Make the area more attractive with a facelift but do not make it 
urban and dense which would make it ugly and busy and not a suburb but more like the 
city centre. Retain the existing feel of the area and also the parks and recreation areas by 
not overdeveloping. Please do not give in to State Government directives for higher 
density living in suburbs that can't accommodate it without losing their character and 
also greedy developers who just see dollar signs and not decency and the wants of 
existing residential owners. I would also like to see parks and recreation areas left 
undisturbed (particularly Henderson Park and Malbot Talbot Park). It is unnecessary for 
paths to be put in to connect them and an amphitheatre as the beauty of these areas is in 
them being natural and simple. More greenery and concrete. There is already an 
amphitheatre at Reabolt Hill!!! Do more by doing less and saving precious money for 
projects that really do need doing!!! Thank you!! 

949 Many more public open green spaces in West Leederville Activity Centre and close 
surrounds. 

 



  



 

2 Need to reduce traffic - increase public transport ahead of development (ie; bite the 
bullet) rather than wait for demand. What option to develop Underwood - Hay street as 
main route and Cambridge street.  

28 Streets should be designed to slow down traffic below 30 km/hr encouraging community, 
improving safety and discouraging cars. 

28 We should allow developments that don't require car parking but instead promote 
walking, cycling and use of public transport and hence make developments more 
affordable and sustainable. 

40 Roads should NOT be widened to accommodate increased traffic. Widened roads will 
eventually lead to wider congestion. Improve public transport instead.  

100 If you increase housing density, you need to construct more footpaths/cycle paths to 
encourage walking/riding and improve public transport links/frequency and variety of 
bus routes. Alternative is that City Beach turns into a giant car park. Preferable improve 
transport infrastructure (incl footpaths and cycle links) sooner rather than at same time. 

226 Implication of future transport corridors. 

238 Closing off local streets so that existing streets do not become thoroughfares. Need a 
way to get traffic from Cambridge street to the freeway without the back street run or 
increasing road usage on the local streets. 

502 Yes the whole thing is being tackled the wrong way. First get a shared view on how we 
want our Town to look and feel in 10 years time. What is the heartbeat we want?  
Then what are the primary structures we need to change? How do we change these crazy 
roads like Cambridge St, Grantham St, Howtree Place, Brookdale St, The Boulevard. Get 
the through traffic away from the Town. Maybe we need to introduce a new ring road to 
bypass the through traffic?  
Public Transport major structure, light rail that provides an interconnectedness to the 
Town to Rail nodes. 
School strategic plan, Pedestrian Urban places. we find we have to go to Freo on 
weekends to find any heartbeat. The Forum is bland at best and we hate Cambridge St 
Wembley. As far as the Beach is concerned Clancy's or the Floreat cafe is about it for us. 
The new stuff is a bit like Barnett's Elizabeth Quay. 
Sorry but we have a long way to go. Years of neglect and dominance of vehicles. 
Let's get back to the High St type living environments, with pedestrians and bikes ruling 
over stupid through traffic. 
And densification will follow as a natural development not a forced development. 

518 To clarify. Lets do this properly. 
 
Additionally, where is innovation and technology considered. For example driverless 
vehicles, electric cars, possible future Town transportation methods such as light rail. 

530 Bike paths 

538 Boulevard, Empire Ave are all becoming rat runs for people from further north. Option C 
will only increase traffic on a heavily calmed stretch of road. Not sure who's bright idea it 
was to fill in bus bays. Waste of rates. 

631 How best to accommodate the additional traffic and bikes, pedestrians along Cambridge 
street.   

632 I am really concerned with Cambridge's policy of forcing new residential subdivisions to 
have below ground carparking with regard to cars accelerating up to street level and 
reversing beepers and visibility being compromised in detecting children, bikes, all 
pedestrians and animals.  There are so many creative security gates and screens, 
attractive laser cut panels etc, that people should not be compelled to go down. 

666 Extension of Green Cat route further into West Leederville/Lake Monger area.  
 
Would like to see some studies confirming whether high density is likely to support more 
small business in the West Leederville area.  

907 Transport. Transport. Transport! Please improve public transport.  For example, light rail 
from Glendalough train station, along Herdsman Pde, Grantham St, then along the 
Boulevard to the coast. This would link several town facilities, swimming pool, golf 
course, library, and the beach. Also given part of this is Stirling council, share the cost 
with them.  
 
 
The opportunity to sink the railway line in West Leederville, providing space above for 
increased housing density, which is in close proximity to Subiaco parklands.  

 

  



 

15 aesthetic and character of the area against existing govt policy 

20 Leave the suburbs as they are. 

88 No, would rather leav our suburbs as they are now 

93 Drop this scenario and work the other two. 

107 Scenario A or B or rather, nothing at all.  Peel 3.5 should be revisited along with the need 
for urban infill in the western suburbs.  It has just been reported that Perth has 
approximately 14,000 more homes than are needed given the contraction in the 
economy and the return of workers overseas or elsewhere in the nation.  The need for 
infill, simply, is no longer there.   

114 No leave as is before you completely destroy the character of the suburb 

134 We do not have to meet target for several years - so leave things alone and see what the 
future holds before you jump in a destroy what we have.  
If you don't re develop there will be no need for a costly Management of additional 
vehicle traffic. 
Show  some backbone, oppose Govt policy and / or get it changed. Listen to your 
residents / owners who voted you in. There are ways to make development hard for 
developers - lots of rules and regulation e.g. insist on an over supply of off road car 
parking - lost of basement parking which will be expensive to construct, open spaces 
within the development, height restrictions etc . 
I bought into the Floreat area 40 years ago, I did my research which showed it would 
always remain single residential, Govt Gazette under the Endowments Act   - Govts have 
made several amendments over the years, which had eroded the quality of my life which 
I chose - do not do any more damage and force me to live out my life surrounded by high 
density development  and it's associated congestion - leave my wonderful suburb alone 
and let me and my ancestors die in peace and quiet. 

141 Scenarios A and B 

211 Either of Scenario A or B; this scenario has no merit. 

227 None. Scenario C should be withdrawn as it is not a viable scenario and is simply 
Amendment 31 in disguise.  

264 I don't think you have given enough information on any of these proposals in here and 
I'm opposed to increasing urban density so dramatically in west Leederville thereby 
putting more pressure on the already limited infrastructure ie. schools 

281 No. Kill this stone dead now. 

567 If the state of the Cambridge Street east is an indication of high density living then I am 
strongly NOT in favour of all Scenarios. 
There is always house hold and vegetation rubbish on the footpaths and verges. 

572 This needs to be scrapped. It has already been opposed by the community. Why are we 
even considering this again? 

591 Anything but scenario C 

593 No, HANDS OFF  the single dwelling , appropriately set back family home with a large 
garden , that is rightfully the Australian   dream . Don't try and turn City Beach or Floreat 
into a ghetto suburb such as Scarborough with its crass in-fill, congested side streets etc, 
etc. 

602 This proposal should be rejected in preference to Scenario A or B with my comments in 
regards to these scenarios 

603 No - A & B are a reasonable start. 

604 We are already on track to meet the ten year plans so why should we work further than 
this. There are no legislative requirements to do this? 
Subdivide City Beach lots and share the zoning changes across the Town. 

605 Yes, stick to plan "A". 

612 Recent newspaper articles indicate that there is a significant oversupply of high density 
housing, with around 11,000 apartments empty.  The Town of Cambridge should be 
questioning the Government's outdated requirement for more high density housing and 
development; and/or its own greedy thoughts of raking in money from the rates of these 
developments and consider whether this is needed and the detrimental effect that this 
will have on the community not only now, but long into the future. 
 
If the only way forward is to increase density, this should be considered in areas of no 
architectural significance and even then building heights should be limited to 3-4 storeys 
to limit the impact on neighbouring buildings. 

654 I would like to know what the growth target (that this scenario doesn't meet) is, how it is 
derived, and who is responsible for it.   
There is an opportunity to consider what will happen in the adjacent shires of Vincent 
and Subiaco that is not provided.  Indeed, for West Leederville, there is also the 
likelihood that changes to any density specifications and the question of what happens to 
Subiaco Oval is pertinent but not raised in the consultation. 



792 To reject C is to create an 'us and them' divide within the town. 

868 No further development of Cambridge and maintain the character that is cherished. 

922 Consider dropping the whole plan. 

926 I will give the same answer in this section for all 3 Scenarios presented.  
The planning proposals, and the drive for increased housing availability is based on the 
Perth & Peel @3.5 Million report. The opening paragraph of that report states:  
 
"Over the past few decades, the Perth and Peel regions have experienced a radical 
transformation as the State’s continued economic prosperity has seen the population 
soar to more than two million people. The subsequent demand for homes and jobs, and 
associated physical and social infrastructure has resulted in a city with a linear, sprawling 
urban form that now stretches more than 150 kilometres from north to south. 
 
"Over the next 35 to 40 years, it is anticipated that the population of Perth and Peel will 
top 3.5 million, placing increased – and unsustainable – pressure on our natural 
environment, our economic well-being and our highly-valued way of life". 
 
Since that report was published, the fortunes of WA have changed dramatically, and with 
no immediate indications of world economy changing in a way that will revitalise Perth's 
position as a major powerhouse of Australia, it appears to invalidate the Perth & Peel 
@3.5m report. Minister Day has been shown to have had, at best, poor judgement and 
possibly a hidden agenda, and so I believe there is a need for a revalidation of of that 
premise upon which all this so-call development is based.  
 
There is also the statement that the suburbs stretch 150km from South to North, and so 
infill is the only real option. Really? Why can't new suburbs be developed further up and 
down the coast, and further inland, developing Mandurah and Joondalup as proper cities 
in their own right? Doing so will help to reduce the overall congestion in Perth itself as 
more people live and work out of the Perth Central Business District.  
 
If it is necessary to do infill building in the existing suburbs, councils including Cambridge 
should have a plan in place, but only activate parts of that plan as demand requires. This 
will help to regulate and control the greedy developers who are waiting to pounce on 
those suburbs with little regard for the culture and character of the areas.  
 
I also think there needs to be absolute clarity whether the intent is to allow residents to 
live in smaller properties while staying in in the same area, or to downsize on the same 
block. The infill option of building more smaller residences on the one block (either 
through subdivision or a Manor House concept) is unacceptable. It unfairly affects 
neighbouring residents and should not be allowed. It would be better to have a new 

development similar to Perry Lakes, but including a range of amenities (shops, etc) so 
that the older residents living in that area have all their needs met on their doorstep, 
without the need to travel to the busy district centres to do their shopping.  

927 All 3 scenarios are based on increased 2050 density targets as per Perth/Peel 3.5 million 
draft document, while LPS only required to plan for a 10 (possible 20 year) planning 
phase.  Town is already on track to achieve that density increase through existing and 
recent planning changes in West Leederville.  Planning for density increased targets well 
beyond 10-20 years is not needed at this time and it is reckless to plan for such given 
uncertainty over State government targets and provision of key infrastructure to 
accommodate such additional long-term targets. Planning and consultation should have 
also been canvased on the basis of no additional density increases and continued working 
on current planning initiatives.   
 
Would like to see greater equity of distribution of density levels across the Town, 
including better higher density choices in Coastal Ward which is severely lacking at 
present and as presented under the proposed scenarios. 
 
Any density increases should be limited to high street areas, and commercial ‘transition’ 
zones. 
If density is to be increased, that density should be focused on high street corridors such 
as Cambridge street.  However further high street corridors and any proposed density 
increases also need to be utilised and equitably spread across other Town high streets 
including but not limited to Grantham Street, Selby Street, Harborne Street, Railway Pde, 
Jersey Street, Est Coat Highway, Oceanic Drive, Brookdale, The Boulevard, Empire, 
Challenger Pde.  The focus should not just be on Cambridge St in West Leederville and 
Wembley.   
Town should work harder to unlock high street potential for density increases rather than 
increasing density in residential streets. Increased density in residential streets will 
destroy community and fabric of suburbs. 
 
City Beach residents currently have minimal alternatives to down size either through 
subdivision of existing properties or adequate selection of housing availability on smaller 
more manageable blocks.  Such residents have no choice but to move out of the suburb 
which they have lived in in many cases most of their life.  Town must consider greater 
equity of planning choices across the Town to accommodate all residents, including those 
coastal ward residents who actually want the ability to downsize and have smaller more 
manageable blocks particularly in later years of life. 
Town should work with the State Government to unlock disused or large commercial 
areas for housing rather than the “easier” solution of just increasing density in residential 
areas.  Eg Subiaco Oval/Railway Pde precincts and development of that area post AFL 
clubs Football leaving end 2017.   
 



Strongly oppose any commercial zoning in residential streets.  In particular as proposed 
by all scenarios, particularly for West Leederville, orange shading on scenario maps, as in 
West Leederville residential streets between Cambridge Street and Woolwich Street and 
between Cambridge Street and Railway Pde.  Commercial development and zones must 
be confined to high streets such as Cambridge Street and other high streets in the Town. 
Consideration should be given to expanding the Town’s “District Centres” on a more 
equitable basis across the town to include high activity zones in Coastal Wards not 
currently designated as District Centres.  For example, shopping precincts such as Floreat 
Forum and Boulevard Shopping Precincts are well-placed in terms of their size to and 
already existing commercial scope to become designated District Centres. These areas 
are currently label “Neighbourhood Centres’ and ‘Local Centres’ and should rightly be 
redesignated ‘District Centres’.  Doing so will assist with the equitable distribution of 
density and also unlock such more appropriate areas for density, as opposed to pushing 
towards more residential streets.  
The process to date for consultation on the draft LPS has been limited.  For example 
limited information has been provided to the public on how the information to be 
presented for consultation has been determined and what main factors or instructions 
drove the proposed scenarios put forward for comment.  The information presented for 
consultation and comment only puts forward scenarios for significant density increases.  
Consultation that is balanced should consider all alternatives including no, minimal or 
modest density increases as well as continuation of existing planning initiatives without 
the need for significant change. Further, for example, the scenarios presented are 
skewed so that all three scenarios have density increases in residential streets for West 
Leederville.  No scenario is presented for comment whereby there are no or minimal 
density increases for West Leederville, unlike has been afforded to other suburbs.  
Accordingly the comments received will no doubt be in response to the scenarios as put 
and as a result the results will be biased or unbalanced from the beginning.  The 
consultation process needs to be unbiased, balanced and with proper consideration and 
options.   
Broader planning consideration should be given to more innovative and broader planning 
solutions such as developing better access to the coastal ward through increased public 
transport and other transport avenues.  Doing so will thereby unlock further density 
solutions for the town including in  coastal ward areas.   

950 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet 
planning target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 
million should be reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale 
and rent data.  There is no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any 
additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space 
and other big picture items/infrastructure.   

Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe 
these are due in October 2017. 

953 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet 
planning target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 
million should be reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale 
and rent data.  There is no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any 
additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space 
and other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe 
these are due in October 2017. 

955 I really do not think the Town needs to do a lot.  They have already just about meet 
planning target of 2031 of 4000 extra dwellings.  If anything the Perth and Peel @3.5 
million should be reviewed given the current population decline and property for sale 
and rent data.  There is no need to rush ahead.  This review should occur first before any 
additional development. 
I am alarmed that councils have been selling off land to achieve infill targets rather than 
setting it aside for public assets and to make sure we have enough schools/green space 
and other big picture items/infrastructure.   
Before any major decisions are undertaken council elections should be held - I believe 
these are due in October 2017. 

 

  



 

27 Well covered. 

902 No this is the best option to create sustainability  

 

  



 

13 Some as scenario B  

36 can we have some council representation in the eastern parts of the town that are not all 
about developing 

66 Decrease council fees for 'parks' fees 

78 2. How MUCH LONGER is this ridiculous process going to take??? 3. sick to DEATH of 
council corruption!!! 

87 No 

91 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

98 SCRAP IT! 

106 No - DO NoT PROCEED WITH THIE OPTIONS. COMPLETELY AGAINST. 

115 No 

120 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

121 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

124 I don't think anything should happen before October this year, when we have another 
chance to get rid of councillors who are pushing agendas most residents don't want. 

125 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

127 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

128 AS ABOVE 

130 Firstly, we should stop this process and wait for a new council to be voted in for October 
2017. 
 
I support the development of density infill sites such as Perry Lakes but I question the 
assumptions behind the demand for higher density in these suburbs, i.e. what property is 
selling best in Perry Lakes, larger blocks. What is not selling, apartments! 

135 We should stop this process and wait for a new council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Rate payers deserve no less than a council which acts on their behalf! 
 

I support the development of density infill sites but question the assumptions behind the 
demand for higher density e.g. what property is selling best in Perry Lakes? The larger 
blocks. What is not selling - higher density options such as apartments. 

139 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

147 Again consideration should be given to await the council elections. 
Decision in relation to the changing face of schools in the area and their needs as 
commented re Quarry.   I also believe that the Quarry field is unstable for building blocks. 

153 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

155 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for  the LPS and 
we should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding 
also. 

157 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

159 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

162 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

170 Why the need for such a rushed decision now! Why not wait for the October elections 
and a new council reflective of residents current views and not those of a disgraced 
former Mayor? 

217 How about you go back to look at what future population growth rates will be without 
the mining boom. How many apartments are left empty now?? How about the low rate 
of rental occupancy?? 



222 Put the whole planning process on hold until after the next council elections.  It will be an 
election issue so it will be fairest to allow residents/owners to make a choice at the ballot 
box. 

225 wait until the new council is voted in in October 2017 

229 Most definitely NOT 

237 Again, come up with a better plan TOC, its what we pay you all the big bucks for. 

248 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

255 No 

259 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

268 Again , wait until new Council in place in October 2017 

270 ALL scenarios are not acceptable 

272 Not acceptable  

276 no 

277 we should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

285 YES - SHOW SOME FORESIGHT AND STOP PREDATORY DEVELOPERS TURNING INNER 
SUBURBS INTO GHETTOS 

294 No 

297 See A 

298 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

309 Scenarios have been developed around a urban maps of current infrastructure but it 
would be good to have scenarios map based on demographics and the needs of these 
demographic groups turned into a resource map. 
  

313 No. This scenario should be removed from future consideration 

433 n/a 

435 I feel it is an affront to provide these three scenarios with the implied suggestion that we 
must choose one of these. None of them appeal to me at all.   

442 I would like to investigate looking at other options for the LPS. For example why are we 
needing to commit to higher density reform on such an extent. The population 
expectations have changed since the mining boom has ended, and with a change of 
government and review of light rail option and the redevelopment of Subiaco still unclear 
we should not be commitment to such radical and short sighted high density changes 
without a more holistic and indepth look at the whole picture. Also I find it completely 
unacceptable that West Leederville is having to take on the majority of the changes to 
the LPS. 
 
 
Other points I wish to raise is why is the council looking at 2050 population in our ten 
year plans. We had changes in 2013 to reflect the greening of cambridge street and 
preservation of our sense of community and under these proposals the increased traffic 
and population will require cambridge street works to be reversed and rectified to 2 
lanes.  
No proposal has included foresight to our school problems in that WLPS is over 
populated as it is and increased density will add additional pressures to this 
overstretched school. The school is 1.7 hectares and with no oval or playing  grounds 
Holyrood, Cowden and Lake Monger are their only options and with that kids will be 
crossing even busier roads. 
Equity in the solution needs to include all suburbs INC City Beach and not burden one 
suburb.  
The existing services are already stretched and additional populations on the scale 
proposed will see streets dug up and homes disrupted to add additional sewage and 
water services.  
The environmental impact on the birds migrating to Lake monger and the impact of bike 
paths and transport and roads will immediately impact our community. 
 
These scenarios are not acceptable and additional consultation needs to be undertaken. 

452 I would like to investigate looking at other options for the LPS. For example why are we 
needing to commit to higher density reform on such an extent. The population 
expectations have changed since the mining boom has ended, and with a change of 
government and review of light rail option and the redevelopment of Subiaco still unclear 
we should not be commitment to such radical and short sighted high density changes 
without a more holistic and in depth look at the whole picture. Again give us the facts!. 
Also I find it completely unacceptable that West Leederville is having to take on the 
majority of the changes to the LPS. 
 
Other points I wish to raise is why is the council looking at 2050 population in our ten 
year plans. We had changes in 2013 to reflect the greening of Cambridge street and 
preservation of our sense of community and under these proposals the increased traffic 



and population will require Cambridge street works to be reversed and rectified to 2 
lanes.  
 
No proposal has included foresight to our school problems in that WLPS is over 
populated as it is and increased density will add additional pressures to this 
overstretched school. The school is 1.7 hectares and with no oval or playing  grounds 
Holyrood, Cowden and Lake Monger are their only options and with that kids will be 
crossing even busier roads. 
 
Equity in the solution needs to include all suburbs INC City Beach and not burden one 
suburb. The existing services are already stretched and additional populations on the 
scale proposed will see streets dug up and homes disrupted to add additional sewage and 
water services.  
 
The environmental impact on the birds migrating to Lake monger and the impact of bike 
paths and transport and roads will immediately impact our community. These scenarios 
are not acceptable and additional consultation needs to be undertaken. 

455 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 -  
and by the way -  I am fed up with filling out these forms to express my opposition to the 
relentless push for increased density and the resulting erosion of the environmental and 
aesthetic qualities of our lovely garden suburbs.  Please get the message!!!!!!!  Alter the 
planning laws in exactly the same way for every suburb West of the river including 
Dalkeith, Peppermint Grove, Mosman Park, Claremont, and Nedlands or the system is a 
joke..... Please pass this on to the State Planning Minister (whoever that is this week...) 

456 No. 

463 Waiting for the new council to be elected in October before anything is done. 

466 Repeating yourselves again 

467 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

468 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

469 Yes; the IQ of some of the local government members 

471 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

475 Anything but this  

477 Wait For The Local Council Elections 

482 We should stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Many Councillors up for election are strong advocates of the failed A31. Their 
instructions to contractors and influence in the LPS is likely to be out of touch from what 
residents want. A new Government is likely to have new requirements for the LPS and we 
should wait until instruction from this new Government is clear before proceeding also.  

491 This option must not become the basis for any further study. We should wait until after 
the October elections to give a fresh council the chance to guide such an important 
study. 

495 No. 

497 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 
Please go to the planning minister and tell them we don't want our suburbs destroyed by 
over- development.  Once the genie is out of the bottle we will see the gradual but 
relentless destruction of lifestyle and environmental values of Cambridge.  We 
deliberately moved from Stirling where we were directly impacted by developer greed 
and poorly regulated development.  Please DO NOT destroy our garden suburbs........  

499 I don't like any of the aspects 

508 None 

515 Wait till council in oct 

516 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

528 Do we still need to increase density in Town of Cambridge with the economical slow-
down? The density in TOwn of Cambridge should stay the same as it is.  THere are many 
properties for rent and sale.  This is a sign that there is sufficient amount of houses 
available to people.  Town of Cambridge should be the town people of Perth aspire to 
live.  Bringing density higher would take the exclusiveness of Town of Cambridge and it 
will be a big loss.  It will turn into another Scarborough/Doubleview/Innaloo where 
people have no backyards and places to bring up well rounded kids - leaders of 
tomorrow.  Think twice before destroying Town of Cambridge. 

536 Stop all infill until other inner city Councils such as Peppermint t Grove and Cottesloe  
have fulfilled their quota of Urban Growth. 
Or try to get the Government to see the damage that infill is doing to the laid back, 
friendly Perth  lifestyle. 
Councils sent have to pay for Neighbourhood parties in Perth neighbours were 
neighbourly. 



Living cheek by jowl with no gardens,birds etc. does not for good neighbours make.  

540 Not for this scenario. 

547 Have a break, take some holiday in the country side and preferably comeback refresh, 
and connected to the spirit of the land. 

557 As per previous answer. Not in favour of any of these options. 

581 Yes 

588   

589 Focus on Scenario A instead. 

590 See Scenario B 

615 no 

616 no 

618 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017. 

633 Yes, replacing whoever in the council keeps trying to push this sort of thing through and 
keeps wasting our money. 

639 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

645 No, leave TOC as it is. 
The proponents of these schemes should be asked for their resignations. 

647 We should stop everything and wait for the new council to be voted in for October 2017 

650 When I click on 'here' to view Scenario C, I am directed to a blank page 

656 None 

660 no - it should be rejected 

661 No. 

664 I never got an invitation to the earlier consultations and several others in Blencowe St 
said the same.Apologies that this hasn't met the deadly but I had difficulty with the slow 
website. 

665 No 

887 No 

898 No 

943 Yes put everything on hold until after the next LG elections in October 2017. 
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Urban Growth Scenarios

In considering options for urban growth the Town has prepared three scenarios to accommodate 

urban growth in different locations with differing built form outcomes. The plans outlining these 

scenarios are available at voursay.cambr dge.wa.gov.au. 

Please provide your thoughts on the Urban Growth Scenarios in the spaces provided below.

Urban Growth Scenario

Open Day Board 4 

Scenario A: District Centres

The District Centres Scenario focuses 

urban growth on the three district centres 
- Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre 

and the West Leederville Activity Centre. 

Each centre is a focal point for the 

community, and presents opportunities 

to accommodate additional urban growth 

and employment to create mixed use, 

active and diverse centres.

Feedback 

Which aspects do you like? 

Which aspects don’t you like? 

Are there other opportunities you think should be further investigated? 
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Open Day Board 5 

Scenario B: Corridor Growth

The Corridor Growth Scenario focuses 

growth along th identifi dcorridofs 

of Cambridge Street, H rborne Street, 
Grantham Street and Selby Street, with 

slightly less intensity within the District 

Centres.

With increased public transport 

frequency along each of these corridors 

proposed, and linkages between the 

three district centres, tht;!se corridors < 

have opportunities to accommodate 

further urban growth.

Open Day Board 6 

Scenario C: Local Opportunities

The Local Op’portunities Scenario looks 
to target growth potential around smaller 

local centres, suitable government 

owned land and other limited suburban 

subdivision opportunities.

As these opportunities will only 

accommodate a fraction of the growth 

target, it would also be proposed to focus . 

more substantial urban growth within the 

West Leederville Activity Centre, similar 

to the District Centres Scenario, with 

moderate growth i.n the.smaller centres 

of Wembley and Floreat Forum.
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Urban Growth Scenarios

In considering. options :f r urban growth’ the Town’ has prepa"red. ’thre~’s- eh r.iost accommod~~e ’: :::. :’ .’:. 
urbangrcwth in differ nflocations with diffehng’builtfor~ utco":le~..Th p.l~n(ou:tH.nir9 th. se 

. 

scen rios are’ ava"ilable. at oursay.cambridge.wa.gov.au... 
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Please’ p~ovide yo r t~~U9hts: 6n the Urban Gr~wth Scenari~s :i.n the spaces provided below. 
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Urban Growth Scenario

Open Day B rd .~ 
Scenario A: Dlstrlc.t Centres

The District Centres Scenario focuses’ 

urban growth o the three district centres. 
- Floreat Forum, yvembley Town Centre 

and the West Leederville Activity Centre. 

Ea h centre is a focal point for the 

community, and presents opportunities . 

.. 

to accommodate additional urban growth’. 
,. 

.. 

and employment to create mixed use, . 

active and diverse centres. 
.

Feedback 

Which aspects do you like? 

Which aspects don’t you like? 

Are there other opportunities you think should be further investigated?
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scenar’ioB:Co.rrld ’r GroWth" : .

The Corridor Growth Scenario focuses . 
. 

gr wth along the identified orridors 

of Cambridge :St~e t, Harbrhe Street, .’ 

Grantham Street and Selby Street, with 

slightly iess intensitywithin:the District 
Centres. 

. 

With increased public: hilnsport 
frequency along e ch Of these corridors 

proposed, and linkages between the . 

three district centres, th secorrido’rs.: 
. 

have opportunities to accommodate ’.’ 
. 

further urban growth.
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Open Day Board 6 

Scenario C: Local Opportunities

The Local Opportunities Scenario looks 

to target growth, potential around smaller 

local centres. suitable government 

owned land and other limited suburban 

subdivision opp rtunities.

As these opportunities will only 
accomm date" a fraction of the growth 

target, it would also be proposed to focus’ 

more substantial urban growth within the 

West Leed rv lle Activit yCentre, similar 
. 

to the’Distr’ict Centres Scenario, with. : 
mod rate growth in the: smaller centres 
of Wembley and F’Ioreat Forum. .
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
In accordance with Part 3 of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) 
Regulations 2015, the Town is to prepare a LPS for its Town Planning Scheme1. A LPS is a 
high level strategic planning document that sets a long-term (10 to 20 year)2 planning 
framework for the whole local government area.  
The strategy sets out the local government’s objectives for future planning and development 
and includes a broad framework by which to pursue those objectives. The strategy will need 
to address the social, environmental, resource management and economic factors that 
affect, and are in turn affected by, land use and development.  
In accordance with the Local Planning Manual the LPS should:  

onal planning policy, including current strategies, 
structure plans and strategic development initiatives (or provide the rationale for why it is 
not);  
�
��Provide strategic direction for land use planning and development over the ensuing 10 
years or longer as the basis for the local planning scheme;  

sustainable resource management and development3 in 
the context of state and regional planning;  

 provisions of the 
scheme relating to development and development control;  

-making in relation to proposed 
scheme amendments, subdivision, and development;  

lanning and programming of physical and social 
infrastructure at the local level; and  

further studies or investigation4 within a local government area to 
address longer-term strategic planning and development issues.  
Over recent years, the Town had followed a progressive approach to the review of the Town 
Planning Scheme to allow strategic studies and plans, such as the West Leederville Activity 
Centre Plan to be implemented through scheme amendments and to allow for policy reviews 
whilst an LPS and its component strategies were developed.  
In February 2016 Council resolved to commence the preparation of a Local Planning 
Strategy. A project plan was adopted by Council at its Meeting held 26 April in order to 
confirm the approach, resourcing and role of stakeholders in preparing the LPS to facilitate 
project delivery. 
2.4.2 Project Objectives  
The project objectives as outlined in the LPS Project Plan are as follows:-  

" and "Strategy" 
document section that will form the principal planning document for the Town’s local 
planning framework and guide the review of the Town's Planning Scheme;  
                                                           
1 Could the LPS have a wider use? E.g. raising people’s awareness of the Town’s features, values, opportunities 
and issues   
2 Not very long term for natural resources such as vegetation, wetlands, coastlines etc 
3 Does this include tree canopy targets, Town carbon neutrality, maintaining/improving Lake Monger, Perry 
Lakes, underground power etc?   
4 Suggest that the Town investigates cost effective ways of monitoring and reporting the status and trends in 
groundwater levels, tree canopy, urban heat island, greenhouse gas emissions, power consumption, domestic 
waste fluxes and Town water use (as was done through ICLEI’s Water Campaign until a few years ago)   
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reflect the values and attitudes of community members, stakeholders and 
Council5 in preparing the Local Planning Strategy and ensure that the community has 
adequate opportunity to be involved in the development of the Strategy and to provide 
comment on it;  

use and development expectations  
 
Local Profile  
This section is required to outline and analyse the characteristics of the Town and the major 
physical, environmental, social and economic influences relevant to planning for the future.  
To date, the Town has prepared some material for the Local Profile. This predominantly 
relates to demographic profiles and assessment of housing stock6. It is expected that the 
consultant will use this material as a starting point, undertake further research and analysis 
and complete the Background Information and Analysis section accordingly.  
The Town has not prepared detailed Housing, Transport or Commercial Strategies. 
Therefore some sections of the Strategy, in particular the Commercial section, will require 
specialised research, modelling and forecasting tasks in order to satisfy WAPC 
requirements.  
As a minimum the following content is 
required in preparing the local profile:- 
Population and housing  

 

profile;  

forecasts;  
 housing stock 

(e.g. housing type, tenure, housing market, 
building approvals);  

 

needs and targets.  
 
Note: The Town has access to demographic 
information from Profile ID which will be 
available to the consultant (refer to 
http://profile.id.com.au/cambridge/home)  

Economy and Employment   

role/function;  

(i.e. income profile, occupation and 
qualifications profile of residents, 
employment in the Town); and  

 
 

                                                           
5 Hopefully on more than urban density patterns  
6 A narrow focus, surely 
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Retail and Commerce   

commercial activity;  

commercial areas;  

(existing and future);  

catchments; and  
 

 
This section will require specialised 
commercial expertise and is to include an 
assessment of future commercial floor 
space requirements over the Town taking 
into account population projections and 
expenditure patterns.  
The extent of modelling and forecasting 
should be appropriate for the nature and 
scale of activity in the Town and to provide 
sufficient background for the planning 
strategies.  
This element of the LPS may be required to 
be prioritised over other elements of the 
LPS given that the Town is dependent on 
this information to progress a number of 
other projects.  

Natural Environment and   
climate and 

climate change7;  

resource management,  
 

Physical Features   
environmentally sensitive sites, natural 
heritage8;  

 

setbacks;  
Water management and supply9; and  

 
 

Tourism and Visitors, Attractors and 
Facilities  

 

                                                           
7 There have been some good analyses of beach erosion risks which I hope are picked up. The slow decline in 
groundwater levels in the Superficial Aquifer need to be documented as this underpins the irrigation of public 
open space and about a quarter of the Town’s private gardens and lawns.  
8 Need to document the nature conservation corridors in the Town. This should include the roosting sites for 
Carnaby’s Cockatoos which are a feature of the Town. These high trees were identified as part of the Strategic 
Assessment of the Perth Peel Region 
9 ICLEI Water Campaign measurements seemed to stop suddenly if the web is a guide. OK if they weren’t cost-
effective but it looks like an unintended cessation. They would be more relevant if they included monitoring of 
groundwater levels which underpin most of the irrigation (and cooling) in the Town  
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attractors/landmarks, tourism, visitors, 
accommodation; and  

opportunities10.  
 

Recreation and Open Space   

public open space;  

recreational facilities; and  
 

 
Community Facilities   

community facilities; and  
 

 
Urban design, character and heritage   

housing and suburbs and identification 
of heritage values;  

 
 
Note: The Town will be reviewing its 
Municipal Heritage Inventory over FY 
2016-17 which will be able to be used to 
input into the LPS.  

Traffic and Transport   

infrastructure (walking, cycling, public 
transport, road network, freight, 
parking);  

-
level requirements);  

 
 

Infrastructure Services   

electricity11, telecommunications.  
 

 
Development opportunities and 
constraints  

 

opportunities (i.e. redevelopment sites) 
and constraints (i.e. ownership 

                                                           
10 One opportunity may be a thermal pool next to Bold Park which has a nearby unutilised bore into the 
Yarragadee Aquifer, something that one proponent investigated in 2015-16. This opportunity seems to have 
been lost to the City of Nedlands (Tawarri Lodge – Sunset Homes area) but there may be room to reinvigorate 
the proposal is the Nedlands pool is successful   
11 Underground power needs to be explicitly stated here; maybe also storage of renewable electricity as is 
done at Alkimos (an opportunity to be considered?)   
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arrangements, physical features)  
 

Analysis of Key Issues12  
This section is required to outline the issues which arise out of the planning context and local profile 
and matters that need to be addressed by the LPS and discuss options to address issues. The analysis 
should include an explanation of each issue, which interests are affected, the areas that are 
particularly affected and the significance/urgency of the matter. 

                                                           
12 What isn’t clear is how the Town should plan with ‘neighbourhood issues’ in the next 20 years – land set 
aside for the Stephenson Avenue, decisions on providing facilities that are used by people from outside the 
Town, beach parking; land such as Bold Park which is not part of its jurisdiction but has weed, pest and fire 
issues etc. Because the Town contains a disproportionate area of natural assets such as beaches, lakes and 
parks the Town is probably underservicing them as it can’t recover funds from non-ratepayers and the state 
government sees them as LGA assets. Also, what is proposed to happen to the Cambridge Endowment Lands 
Act 1920 through until 2037? From ToC website: The only elements of the Endowment Lands Act which still 
have direct relevance pertain to building and roof materials in the area.  
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c/o 14 Palana Road 

CITY BEACH   WA   6015 

Info.cwra@gmail.com 

 

 

19 April 2017 

 

Mr Jarrod Ross and Ms Karen Hyde 

Taylor Burrell Barnett 

Level 7 

160 St Georges Terrace 

PERTH   WA   6000 

 

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE – SCENARIOS FOR LOCAL PLANNING 
STRATEGY 
 

Thank you both for the opportunity to meet and discuss the Local 

Planning Strategy for the Town of Cambridge.  As you appreciate, the 

proposals in the Scenarios were released the night before we met 

with you. 

 

Since our meeting with you, we have engaged with residents and our 

committee and its consultants have now had an opportunity of 

reviewing the proposals in detail and we thought it would be 

worthwhile explaining the reasons for our position to you both.  

 

As part of the A31 debacle, residents in the Coast Ward have learnt a 

lot and been educated about planning.  In particular we have learnt a 

lot about state government planning policies. 

 

Directions 2031 and Beyond clearly set the State Government’s 

objective to reduce urban sprawl and consolidate urban development 

as infill. 
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Since then, the Draft Sub-Regional Planning Frameworks – Central 

Sub- Region were released in May 2015 and introduce more guidance 

and logic to clarify the requirements for urban consolidation and 

infill targets. 

 

Residents are generally supportive of State Government Policy to 

reduce urban sprawl and increase density.  They generally support 

the principles in Directions 2031 and Beyond, Perth and Peel @3.5m 

and Development Control Policy 1.6 (TOD). 
 

Page 20 of the Frameworks sets out 10 Urban Consolidation 

Principles which are applicable to the Frameworks and should guide 

density/infill strategies.   

 

Very relevant to our garden suburbs and the recognition which needs 

to be reflected in any LPS proposals, is Principle 2 which states: 

 

“Character and heritage 
Ensure the attractive character and heritage values within suburbs 

are retained and minimize changes to the existing urban fabric.” 

 

The Frameworks also state that in the Central region built heritage 

and suburban character need to be considered and that the 

Frameworks should not be interpreted as a requirement for across 

the board increases in density throughout established suburbs.  This 

principle is a priority for CWRA. 

 

The Targets 
 

Quite clearly, the State Government intends the vast majority of 

density to occur in identified urban consolidation areas.  The 

Frameworks state that the aim is for the majority of all new infill 

residential development, approximately 75%, to occur within the 

identified urban consolidation areas of activity centres, corridors and 

station precincts.   

 

It is therefore necessary to broadly assume that 25% of all new infill 

in the Central sub-region will occur as a result of incremental infill 

growth in areas outside of the urban consolidation areas. 
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Applying this to Cambridge  
 

The Framework sets the Town of Cambridge an Infill Housing Target 

of 6,900 dwellings by the year 2050. 

 

We know that Cambridge has already achieved more than 50% of its 

dwelling target and that it is performing very well especially 

compared to other local governments. 

 

For the Town of Cambridge, the activity centres are specified in 

Figure 6 – Activity Centres in the Central Sub-Region (page 22) as 

Floreat Forum, Wembley/Jolimont and West Leederville. (We also 

note that Floreat Forum has been specified as a district centre since 

about 1997). 

 

Accordingly, applying the methodology to the 6,900 target for 

Cambridge,75% of that target is to be achieved in major corridors 

with high frequency transport and activity centres ie Floreat, 

Wembley/Jolimont and West Leederville in the identified core, and in 

the frame and transition areas  around the core).Streets beyond these 

identified urban consolidation areas remain as is – typically low 

density. 

 

25% of the Town of Cambridge’s target is to be met through 

“incremental infill growth in existing built up areas within traditional 

suburban streets”.  That is – the suburban areas outside the urban 

consolidation areas described above. 

 

Suburban streets of City Beach, Mount Claremont, Floreat, Wembley, 

West Leederville and part of Jolimont all fall into this ‘traditional 

single streets’ target category. 

 

This means all these suburbs in the Town (not just City Beach and 

Floreat) must find approximately 1,750 new dwellings by 2050 to 

satisfy the Frameworks’ criteria. 

 

Our understanding is that City Beach, Floreat and Mount Claremont 

have already gone a long way in providing the any “pro rata” density 

required of them by the way of incremental infill growth as follows: 

 

St John’s Wood       59 

Perry Lakes Redevelopment  592 
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Ocean Mia     108 

Edge Visionary apartments  

At Perry Lakes recently approved  162 

 

TOTAL COAST WARD CONTRIBUTION TO DATE:  921 DWELLINGS 
 

This information would suggest the Coast Ward has already absorbed 

more than half the incremental infill target for the whole Town.  The 

suburbs of Floreat, City Beach and Mt Claremont are doing what they 

can to contribute to what the government requires of them especially 

given their planning context and location.   

 

Additionally the Floreat Forum is a district centre which is now being  

proposed for activation by this Local Planning Strategy.  This will also 

be as significant density initiate in the Coast Ward.  The  Floreat 

Forum is clearly identified as an activity and district centre with 

proximity to public transport. 

 

Our position regarding the Scenarios 
 

We are strongly opposed to those more local density initiatives in 

Scenario C which we see as both very harmful to the traditional 

single residential streets and the established character of the garden 

suburbs.  They are also unnecessary given the far better and more 

logical density options elsewhere around the major activity centres 

and high frequency transport corridors.   

 

We believe density should be concentrated as specified under Perth 
and Peel @3.5m to ensure it delivers the promised economic growth 

and employment opportunities in the right locations near public 

transport.  Ad hoc density spread throughout our traditional streets, 

neighbourhoods and suburbs will not deliver the true benefits of 

density through economic growth and jobs and will simply erode the 

character of the suburbs (homogenise them with others) and 

increase traffic and parking conflicts and reduce liveability and 

residential amenity.  

 

Doing what the government requires as stipulated in its State policy 

documents, means Cambridge can easily achieve the targets and 

deliver the perceived benefits of density. 

 

For theses reasons we support elements of both Scenario A and 
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Scenario B where density is clustered close to the major activity 

centres, high frequency bus route corridors and train stations.  These 

are key pieces of infrastructure necessary to support the density 

increases which is consistent with State Government Policy.  

 

A focus on these areas will ensure the Town can meet its long term 

dwelling targets in a logical manner without the need to ‘bleed’ 

inappropriate medium density housing out into the traditional single 

residential streets and around small local centres. 

 

Secondly we understand Scenario B is about the Corridors, and note 

that Floreat and City Beach have been correctly identified as not 

having any corridors in Figure 10 – page 26 of the Frameworks.  We 

note that the Frameworks identify Grantham Street and Cambridge 

Street as corridors.   

 

However, we note that the scenarios do not include any consistent 

approach to the interface areas adjacent  the main activity corridors 

to the neighbourhood areas as contemplated by Figure 9 of the 

Frameworks page 25 and query why? 

 

Our concern with this deficiency is that if the Town is once again 

failing to comply with State Policy and directions, and is pursuing a 

plan which conflicts with state policy and also offers more 

development potential than is necessary in the wrong places in some 

ill informed attempt to comply with that state policy, then it is highly 

likely the WAPC will not only amend the LPS to add in the interface 

areas or increase centre frames BUT it is also highly unlikely they will 

rub out or remove from the Local Planning Strategy other extra bits 

of density the Town has offered up, even though these extras  are not 

required to meet the targets or satisfy any other criteria 

 

Essentially what we are saying is that a policy compliant focus on the 

urban consolidation areas means intrusion of density into the 

traditional streets so prized by residents is both unnecessary and 

very unwelcome. 

 

We therefore ask that you strongly recommend and counsel the 

Town and its elected members in these matters to ensure residents 

of Cambridge have the benefit of an LPS that conforms with State 

Policy – no more – no less. 
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For the following reasons therefore we strongly oppose Scenario C:  

 

� It represents density in the wrong places – spread though 

traditional streets where there is no high frequency public 

transport, activity centres or station precincts. 

 

� It will homogenise the character of our suburbs with those 

surrounding us.  Still being R12.5 (unlike most of the 

surrounding suburbs) provides our suburbs with their unique 

character and a unique housing choice and provides housing 

diversity, not only within the Town of Cambridge but within 

the greater metropolitan Perth.  They are another valuable 

lifestyle and housing choice in their current state and in their 

own right adding to the true housing diversity palatte of the 

Town. 

 

� Due regard should be given to the substantial different housing 

offerings already available in the Coast Ward and the 

immediate surrounding areas eg Ocean Mia, Perry Lakes, Ocean 

Gardens retirement village, Scarborough Beach apartment 

developments coming on line, LandCorp Shenton Park rehab 

site, Wembley and West Leederville.  All our suburbs do not 

have to offer the same product.  Each suburb can and should 

retain its individual character if the LPS is to truly represent 

the views of the residents. 

 

� The Empire Village proposal in Scenario C has a far larger 

density  "transition area" drawn around it than any other local 

centre or activity centre in this option which is simply not 

logical.  Traditional streets abut the centre and there is no need 

for change of the scale being proposed. It is not of a size which 

even warrants a transition. The Empire Village doesn’t even 

have a post office.  Why impose District Centre transitions on 

one small local shopping centre? 

 

� We note that the Frameworks say on page 22 that SPP 4.2 

Activity Centres for Perth & Peel defines a hierarchy of centres  

based on the future importance of each centre from a network 

perspective and the magnitude expected for a centre.  

Therefore we fail to understand why a district size centre 

transition zone has been applied to a neighbourhood centre 

which is not included in the Frameworks. 
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� Transition areas are generally required for transition from a 

high density to a medium density, however in scenario C for 

Empire Village there is no high density area.  The Empire 

Village Centre itself has not been granted any higher density 

and even if it is the scale of such density would not warrant a 

transition of this size. 

 

� Such density even in a mild form would have significant impact 

on these very traditional single residential streets which are 

not set up for such density change given the subdivision 

pattern, road network, lack of rear access and current 

problems with parking due to the redeveloped centre and 

restaurants. In this case it is appropriate to retain the R12.5 

coding up to the centre edges as to do otherwise would result 

in significant local impact and is simply unnecessary. This was 

a major issue in the refusal of A31. 

 

 

� We strongly oppose any move to permit green title or strata 

title subdivision of corner lots as it is not a relevant response 

for these historic garden suburbs. It will simply provide an 

opportunity for a quick profit  and will not generate genuine 

housing diversity.  It is a very poor option for these character 

suburbs. Even Minister Day did not impose corner lot 

subdivision on these garden suburbs in his version of A31. 

�  

 

� City Beach and Floreat have curvilinear streets and were 

designed on the garden suburbs principles – gentle loops, ways 

and places.  Due to the layout of streets – introducing traffic 

and parking concerns that come with retrofitting infill in 

suburbs and subdivision patterns not designed for infill (no 

laneways or dedicated on street parking) intensifies the 

problems and impacts on residential amenity. 

 

� The historic primary street setbacks are 7.5m for City Beach 

and 9m for Floreat.  Upcoding  or similar will bring inevitable 

compromises in street setbacks (we saw this in A31) which will 

deliver an intrusive change in the pattern of development and 

impact on neighbours  (We have previously provided  

information in regards to  Advice from State Heritage Office)  
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� It is a basic planning principle that you do not upcode (or 

encourage density change) along a side boundary due to 

impacts on neighbours and lack of any clear edge.  Going from 

R12.5 to (say)R20 or 30 is a significant density increase for a 

suburb that is all zoned R12.5.  

 

� It is the location of the bulk and scale of the buildings to the 

front and middle of large similar sized blocks with a generous 

primary street setback and backyard that gives the suburbs 

their open and garden character. 

 

� Corner lot subdivision and subdivision generally goes against 

the historic planning principles upon which the garden 

suburbs were established.  The original covenants for the 

garden suburbs banned terrace houses (smaller homes) and 

adjoining homes looking similar or being constructed in similar 

materials. 

 

� Corner lot subdivision will not achieve diversity but instead 

allow for more large homes (but on smaller blocks) out of 

keeping with the neighbourhood, bottlenecking ways and 

places and impacting on neighbours on side boundaries with 

building bulk looking into their backyards and altered setbacks 

will impact on the streetscapes and established character of the 

suburbs. 

 

� Parking issues that arise with retrofitting infill in established 

streets are magnified by the layouts of streets as crescents, 

ways and places. 

 

� Once corner lots fall to spot recodings and density increases, 

the precedent  will see a spread of this density change through 

the rest of the suburb eroding character eg lots sandwiched 

between corner lots. 

 

� Changes in setbacks and driveways will lead to significant tree 

and loss of vegetation which in a garden suburb known for its 

streetscapes and gardens dramatically erodes character. 

 

� The garden suburbs of Floreat and City Beach should be 

preserved for future generations like City of Stirling has done 
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for its garden suburbs of  Coolbinia and Menora with policies 

creating conservation areas and as suggested by the State 

Heritage Office for City Beach and Floreat.   

 

 

The Local Planning Strategy should recognise that City Beach and 

Floreat represent a unique and very well established single 

residential housing choice option in their current state and should be 

protected in their current form.  They are serving their purpose and 

being regularly renewed.  No change can be allowed to the existing 

larger setbacks to protect character, heritage values, streetscapes 

and amenity. 

 

Neither upcoding around a small local centre or corner lot 

subdivision are needed to meet the targets. Given the density 

opportunities which exist that align with the frameworks (i.e. Major 

centres and Corridors) there is no need to introduce any density 

change into the traditional residential streets of City Beach and 

Floreat. These suburbs should continue to be allowed to function as 

increasingly rare single residential housing option for the long term.  
 

If you have any queries or would like to discuss, please do not 

hesitate to contact us. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Rob Walker 

President  

Coast Ward Ratepayers Association Inc. 

 

 

 

Copy by Email to:  

 

Ms Marlaine Lavery  

Director Planning and Development  

Town of Cambridge 

mlavery@cambridge.wa.gov.au 
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#17(82) 

I would like to make e few remarks regarding City Beach. 
  
The original Civic Centre on Templetonia Crescent is on a very big, magnificent site with ocean views. 
The stone walls alone must have cost a fortune.  
It has for years been underused and neglected with the walls being cracked by vegetation, big areas 
sealed for car parks and the large building only partly occupied on some days by a bridge club. It is an 
unbelievable waste of a prime site and should be redeveloped as a true community centre or 
subdivided into residential properties. 
  
Low to medium density housing , townhouses, subdivision of large blocks should be allowed in City 
Beach as it is in other parts of Cambridge. The wish of a vocal minority who wanted to maintain the 
garden like appearance of the suburb and rejected higher densities in a previous survey, is 
meaningless in view of the increasing number of massive single houses which leave virtually no room 
for a garden on the now much smaller blocks. 
  
The roads leading from City Beach into the centre of Perth (Oceanic Drive, Cambridge Street, 
Boulevard, Grantham Street) should not be obstructed by numerous, mainly useless islands, 
roundabouts and other traffic calming devices. The worst example is the ‘garden’ in the middle of 
Cambridge Street in West Leederville. Add to this the traffic light for the pedestrian crossing and you 
successfully block the traffic flow leading to long queues of cars during rush hour. 
The new islands on Grantham Street require a dangerous ‘waving’ instead of driving in a straight line. 
If you add a cyclist to two rows of cars on the road these islands are a recipe for disaster, and after 
dark the hazards are even greater since these islands are hard to see.  
Both roads are a nightmare and commuting between Perth and the coast takes longer and longer. 
It should also be taken into account that every braking and acceleration of cars increases the 
pollution in the suburbs as well as the consumption of petrol. 
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#18(83) 

I am concerned that redevelopment (and development) of coastal areas does not recognise many 
things. (Not necessarily the council but certainly many residents). 
 
A. Cambridge is situated in the privileged position of close proximity to both the city and the ocean. 
B Blocks here are, in many cases, larger than those being released in more remote suburban areas. 
C Owners/ occupiers are often second, third and later owners 
D Some owners bought in endowment land sales and have a continuing sense of privilege. 
 
Occupants/ owners of coastal areas of any city must accept that, as much prized areas, they will 
among the earliest to be targeted for redevelopment, including more entertainment areas, 
housing,GREATER POPULATION and better public transport. 
 
Every worthwhile city in the world has to go through this stage in their development, and truly 
successful cities have great transport and a wide variety of housing options. When they are truly 
developed, good public transport takes over from the emphasis on roads and car ownership. 
 
I understand that Iwe are along way from this point, many decades but we must have the foresight 
to see the way to the future. 
 
Probably most importantly at this stage, it is important to ensure provision for utilities required for 
the future with wide easy to provide easy. access throughout the area (may or may not include - gas, 
electricity, water, sewerage, technology including telephone, computer and future inventions. 
 
We bought into endowment land property in 1970 and would have loved to build on the back of our 
block but have moved on to The Rise (2003) where we have a pleasant environment and lifestyle. 
 
Have heard rumours of the future redevelopment on Ocean Village shopping centre. It is a great area 
for developing the sort of amenities we need. Could even be the first area for a good size high rise ( 
perhaps  medium) facility and set an example for other areas of Cambridge, and especially City 
Beach.Yes, there are people in favour of it! 
 
 Unfortunately. many City Beach residents (along with Cottesloe) are back in the dark ages when it 
comes to development. 
 
Thanks for the opportunity to comment and vent. 
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#19(85) 

 
Absolutely opposed to any proposals the ToC has in place for planning in West Leederville. 
  
Or rather, that should be total lack of planning. I’m not supporting a plan that is fundamentally 
flawed and dumps all of the council’s agenda in one area, as a simplistic solution. 
  
I see 3 options on the table, and every one of them has West Leederville proposed as the high rise 
district of Cambridge. A railway line in close proximity does not make such a plan viable, or 
justifiable. 
  
In fill must be shared. Wembley, City Beach and Floreat have to do their bit. Arguably, they have all 
the space and rezoning available, that WL does not. If transport is the issue, address that. 
  
West Leederville cannot support mass infill. It is a tiny footprint of land. It will lose what green space 
it has. It has been subjected to development and in fill for 20 years already, with DAPs now allowing 
developers to do as they please. 
  
WL Primary cannot support mass infill. It simply has nowhere to go, and is already at capacity. A new 
storey on the existing library is to allow for current student numbers. The Kindy years are already 
offsite. The school has no more room to build anything else. 
  
West Leederville has been subjected to thoughtless and agenda-driven ‘planning’ for years. The 
‘pedestrian precinct’ of the Coles area is a joke. Council have created a traffic bottleneck and parking 
issues, with even more vehicles using West Leederville as a cut through to avoid Cambridge St traffic. 
Two previously thriving business at Coles went to the wall, due the longer and bigger disruption to 
trade than promised.  
  
If ToC is going to plan, you have to allow for the people that increased housing density will bring – 
the schools, the roads, traffic management. ToC have done none of that. 
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#20(86) 

 
 
My further comments (similar to and hopefully extend previous comments) on the 
LPS out for comment are: 
 
1. The options for increasing density in Cambridge should be based on 
transport routes. In turn it should argue for increased support for public 
transport. 
 
2. The LPS should also consider the recreation advantages on Cambridge and 
build on opportunities that provides, including increased seaside living. This 
principle supports high density (h.d. below) near the Lake Monger Primary 
School, adjacent to an N.C. in Stirling; the Ocean Village shops in Hale Road; 
the beach front at recreation centres; Empire Village extending east to the 
golf course. 
 
3. Current fashion in h.d. are not attractive in many ways. They are based on 
a concrete box that can be found around the world with no acknowledgement of 
the country or culture within which they are built. They offer little or no 
scope for social interaction, with all provision of social space being left to 
government. Government does this after the event utilising the already 
utilised public land. 
 
Developers argue that they know the market. This is an insufficient response 
to the community cry against h.d. 
 
I request that criteria for high density developed in the LPS process take 
account of streetscape architecture, provision of social space, provision of 
services such as aged care and child care. 
 
4. Overall this LPS is constrained by the demand from government for h.d. 
There is no commercial land shown in the scenarios. If commercial land is 
considered (together with recreation), there is scope for greater h.d. in the 
location of the Herdsman N.C. 
 
5. I own to not being a fan of the Forum. It could well benefit from 
development with residential above. At the risk of making comment at a level 
lower than you are looking for, the driveway along the east side, home to 
banks, could be a very good outdoor dining, walking, market area. 
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#21(190) 

 
I do not support any of the 3 options. West Leederville already has too much higher density living. 
Parking will be a nightmare not to mention the sea of rubbish bins on collection day. The 
development of Subiaco oval will have an effect on our suburb with increased traffic and rat running. 
WL Primary School is already at full capacity. High rise apartments will lead to a transient society in 
our suburb and apartment dwellers/renters  will not contribute. Crime will increase. Single story 
dwellings will be denied privacy.  Low budget poor quality high rise flats will be to the detriment of 
our leafy quiet suburb.  
  
Higher density needs to be addressed in untouchable suburbs like City Beach and Floreat where 
blocks are much bigger. 
  
Please leave our suburb alone. 
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#22(193) 

Re: New Local Planning Strategy in West Leederville 
 
Reference the above, I declare that: 
 
1. All 3 scenarios are NOT ACCEPTABLE. 
 
2. West Leederville has already seen its recent fair share of density increases. NO FURTHER DENSITY 
INCREASES in West Leederville. 
 
3. West Leederville school and other amenities cannot accommodate further population increases. 
 
Please ring me to discuss 
 
CC: West Leederville Residents Association, please add me to your dist list 
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#23(323) 

 
 
Some further comments on ToC planning strategy follow. 
 
1. The potential for the development of an increasing heat island effect should be planned for. I 
understand that the current thinking concetns the use of evaporative cooling mechanisms. Obviously 
the planning around this would need to stay abreast of technical developments. City of South Perth is 
in the procees of trying to retrofit such planning. Better to plan it. 
 
2. The commercial area in the vacinity of Herdsman would seem to provide scope for high density 
adjacent. Perhaps many of the Wembley residential blocks are already subdivided thereby not 
providing the numbers to justify the effort. This doesn't look to be the case for the Floreat side, yet 
the scenario showing ths option is for a very limited area. Why? 
 
3. Bike corridors and walking routes such as Yange Kep Bidi should be included in the strategy. 
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#24(365) 

My personal response is very much as has been summarised by the WLRA after the meeting 
on Sunday 2 April.   

While supporting increased density along Cambridge St (similar to the units constructed on 
the corner of Kimberley and Cambridge or in the centre of Wembley village), and recognising 
the redevelopment that is going on south of Cambridge between it and the railway line, I am 
concerned at the higher density proposed for the residential area north of Cambridge St.  4 
stories is excessive.  Subdividing the blocks to make more houses on smaller blocks is already 
happening and sadly too many 'grand old ladies' that give historic character to the area are 
being sacrificed.  The units under construction crammed into a block in Kimberley St (near 
the Ruislip St corner) are a good example of what we DON'T want!  We do not want or need 
multi-storey units in this area.  East of the Leederville Town Hall there are 2 high rise units - 
old style and not really suiting today's needs, but there are also two vacant blocks there that I 
assume will eventually be redeveloped as high rise when the economics dictate that there is a 
return on them. 

Our area is already crowded with traffic and parking.  The school is bursting at the seams, 
with little room for more classrooms unless the small amount of playing area is further 
compromised.  The school already uses Cowden Park for recreation during breaks - hardly 
ideal! Heaven knows what pressure there would be on other services. Has this been properly 
surveyed? 

At the other end of the town, the large blocks in City Beach and Floreat appear untouchable.  
Long term residents of City Beach who wish to downsize and remain in the area have very 
few options beyond buying a retirement villa in Ocean Gardens!  Why cannot they subdivide 
their 900sqm blocks and build two more modest houses - one to live in and one to sell to 
defray the costs - at least as nice as many that are being built here in West Leederville on 
plots that are already smaller! They could not be worse than some of the excessively 
extravagant houses that already exist in the area.  I cannot see this leading to huge changes to 
the character of the area in the short, medium or even long term!  A bit more flexibility for 
those residents would be nice.  There is no compulsion for any owners to change what they 
already have, if they don't want to.
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Mr Jason Buckley 
Chief Executive Officer 
Town of Cambridge 
1 Bold Park Drive  
Floreat  WA  6014 
mail@cambridge.wa.gov.au 
 
Cr Corinne McRae 
67 Blencowe St  
West Leederville  WA 6007 
Cr.macrae@cambridge.wa.gov.au 
 
Cr Jane Powell 
85 Blencowe St 
West Leederville  WA 6007  

Cr.powell@cambridge.wa.gov.au 

 

Proposed Strategic Community Plan – Local Strategy Issued for Public comment. 

Thank you for consulting on this important matter.  I note that the adjacent shires of Subiaco and 
Vincent do not appear to be doing the same, suggesting Cambridge is at the forefront of considering 
how urban consolidation may be approached in our Town.  Thank goodness you asked, because 
none of the scenarios used to stimulate comment represent an equitable, well thought out, 
justifiable plan that recognises the key attributes of the Town and the complexities and context for 
Cambridge.   

The planning strategy scenarios presented appear to assume that all you need to do is consolidate 
next to transport and commercial hubs to achieve density targets.  Whilst this is a good simple 
concept, it represents a one-dimensional, dangerous focal point for planning around two features of 
the urban environment.  If consolidation around transport and commercial hubs are pursued in 
isolation, the strategy will result in ghetto like communities with unsatisfactory access to open 
space, recreation and lifestyle opportunities.  Any strategy focusing only on transport and 
commercial opportunity is flawed. 

Key Point 1)  Planning strategies need to recognise a range of drivers and a broader context.  
Many people wish to live near open space, key recreational and other features that are an 
essential part of the fabric of a healthy community. 

The strategy has forgotten one key principle that is a pillar of humanity – equality.  Equality has not 
been considered and is not mentioned in the scenarios.  The implications of selected density 
increases should be equally shared by all of the residents of the Town of Cambridge.  Otherwise you 
will disenfranchise and penalise particular communities, whilst others benefit.  Opportunities should 
also be offered in equal measure – and the opportunity to live in higher density accommodation 
near open spaces is denied in all three of the strategies. 

I project myself forward into the scenarios presented and for all of them the vision I see is that whilst 
West Leederville cowers in the shade of the 10 storey dwellings, and its residents deal with the extra 
traffic, parking, noise, pollution and social issues, City Beach/Floreat has no requirement to 
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accommodate increased density.  The residents from City Beach and Floreat merely have to pass 
through the shadows of the multi storey developments on their way to and from work.   

City Beach and Floreat have wonderful open space and recreational assets that would be hugely 
attractive to new residents.  So far I am only seeing a scenario with new restaurants, upgraded 
public open space in these suburbs and no opportunity for higher density living in these suburbs.  I’m 
sure many people wish to live in higher density living with great access to open space.  Providing that 
would be equitable, sensible and do-able.  Indeed, research would indicate that open space in high 
density living is essential for well-being.  Plan for it.  Create those opportunities.  West Leederville 
and Wembley don’t have significant open space locally, so if you want to increase density in West 
Leederville and Wembley, you need to work out how to provide for it. 

Key Point 2) To achieve a balanced outcome for the Town of Cambridge you need to equitably 
distribute density loadings and opportunities throughout the town.   

Finally, the scenarios do not provide any indication of what our neighbouring suburbs are planning.  
They don’t appear to be on the same path as Cambridge.  Why not? 

Particularly for West Leederville, the implications of what is planned in neighbouring Subiaco and 
Vincent has some bearing on our suburb.  No plans are indicated as far as I can see on their 
websites.  Particularly relevant is the fact that football is leaving Subiaco Oval – 50 years of lease still 
to go.  What is planned, what will happen there?  Will all around West Leederville also be allowed to 
build up to 10 storeys – or more?  What will happen with the transport and commercial 
infrastructure and open space there? 

Key Point 3)  West Leederville is impacted by the adjacent shires much more so than any of the 
other suburbs.  It is difficult to provide informed comment on a strategic plan on a narrow corridor 
without the context of what is planned in surrounding areas. 

I hope these comments are of use to you.  I would be happy to discuss any aspects with you or your 
staff. 

Yours sincerely, 

Anne-Marie and Phil Scott 

86 Northwood St 

West Leederville  WA  6007 
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Feedback to the Town of Cambridge Community Consultation  

for the preparation of a  

Local Planning Strategy and Strategic Community Plan (15 March – 01 April, 2017) 

 

I have attended one of your open days and completed my comments on one of your questionnaires 
provided. 

However, I feel that more needs to be said about the process undertaken  for developing the LPS 
and SCP, the apparent primary focus during the open days held and some of the issues springing 
from this. 

1. The Process 
Whilst the objectives for preparing the LPS were set out in the “Frequently Asked Questions” 
sheets issued,  they seemed to get lost in all of the text surrounding them. 
However, in terms of gaining people’s input in order to achieve these objectives, the 3 
scenarios displayed on the large drawing sheets displayed  (and the feedback 
questionnaires) focussed people’s attention only on options for increasing density to  
achieve  government targets for additional dwellings to meet population growth projections 
for Perth.  
Little or no input was sought on what people want in the way of diversity of housing options, 
employment and education opportunities for youth,  public  services and amenities, and 
where in the Town they should be provided as the town population ages and grows. 
It seems to me that all these 3 scenarios do is divert any discussion on how the town should 
develop into the future,  and  instead  get people focussed only on how to achieve housing 
targets by increasing urban density in the eastern suburbs of the town (and of course thus 
keeping the western suburbs  untouched – as there was no scenario that proposed any 
increased density to residential areas of the western suburbs).  
 

2. Why Taller Buildings? 
Scenarios displayed at the Open Days propose limits of: 
- 8-10 storeys at the Floreat Forum, 
- 4-10 storeys in West Leederville. 
History in Perth over the last 5 – 10 years has shown that such limits proposed are often 
exceeded in reality. 
What is the magic formula that dictates these heights?  Who determines this – is it 
government, or developers telling  government so? 
Why not have 3-4 storey maximum heights? These seem to have worked very well for 
centuries in major European cities we would all regard as highly liveable. 
Why not consider: 
- 3-4 storey maximum heights along all major transport corridors that are already 

developing naturally this way, and elsewhere where block sizes and setbacks from single 
residential allow. 
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- Then plan for improved future public transport, public services and amenities readily 
accessible to all areas, not just the maximum density few. 

3-4 storey residential developments are certainly do-able by developers as can be seen by 
some good examples of recent developments in Perth .eg 
- Joondalup City Centre, 
- Old Perth Road, Bassendean, 
- Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith. 
All 3-4 storey , looks and feels great, brings in extra people, shops and services. 

 
3. Distribution of Density 

In order to distribute the density to help achieve growth targets without overconcentrating 
development in only a few small areas: 
- Why not revisit the Amendment 31 proposal for the Western Suburbs? i.e. 

- Duplexes, manor houses and maisonettes on lots of 900 sqm +. 
- This was a perfectly reasonable proposal that seems to meet the objectives of the LPS 

 in terms of providing some diversity of housing options and does not impact on the 
 amenity or feel of the areas in any way. In general , this also reflects what is already 
 possible in all Council areas in the greater metropolitan area. 

- Other than the “NIMBY” criteria (which should be totally disregarded), I cannot see 
 what the major objection  is to this proposal by the Coast Ward Ratepayers 
 Association.  Perhaps they should be asked to offer up some other options for 
 increased density in their areas that they would find acceptable (or work with ToC 
 planners to do so). 

West Leederville: 
- is already high density, comprising of mostly small blocks with single residential, narrow 

streets crammed with cars, sandwiched between major busy motorways and 
thoroughfares focusing traffic on the City centre (with the inherent “ratracing” through 
residential streets to avoid traffic snarls). 

- The West Leederville Planning Study has already been carried out in 2008-12 
- with community consultation and input into a documented scheme, 
- the plan ultimately accepted by the community despite adding considerable additional  
   density, allowing up to 6 storey development in the main activity zones (only to be 
   frustrated and upset with even higher densities subsequently approved and built in  
   both high activity and single residential zones), 
-the plan formally approved by Council (2014) and the WAPC (2016). 

- Why are we revisiting this again now and proposing even greater density? Is it because it 
is regarded as easier than having to confront residents of City Beach and Floreat with 
increased density proposals in their area? 

City Beach and Floreat: 
- Low density mostly larger single residential blocks, 
- Many are highly developed with large houses and pavements covering most of the lot 

(which belies the “garden suburb” tag), 
- Wide streets and thoroughfares, 
- Can readily cope with some lower level increased density in residential areas without 

impacting on amenity in any way, 
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- Some increased density would foster diversity, encourage improved public transport and 
other public services. 

- Yet to have planning studies done on shopping strips and high activity areas such as 
Floreat Forum which could accommodate additional dwellings . 
 

Wembley: 
- Generally low density single residential, 
- Some medium density on major thoroughfares , having developed naturally over time, 
- Could easily cope with some increased density in these areas where appropriate, 
- A planning study recently undertaken on the Wembley Centre  which significantly 

increases density and additional dwellings in the high activity zone – in approval stages. 
 

4. Public Open Space 
All existing public open space and recreation areas should be retained and improved where 
appropriate, as it will be needed to cope with increasing population and development 
density. 
- Create more cycleways E-W and N-S to encourage more cycling, 
- Create more shaded footpaths between activity centres to encourage more walking, 
- Plan for more schools with appropriate recreation areas i.e do not overdevelop existing 

schools. 
5. Conclusion 

I do hope that some worthwhile input to meet the objectives of the LPS is achieved from 
these open days and any further consultation and input that follows. We all want the best 
outcome for the planning of the community in which we want to continue living. 
 I hope that strategies and plans developed consider all concerns and are developed in a 
balanced and  independent way. 
I also hope that the community will be given an opportunity to comment further on the final 
outcome before it is cast in stone. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Henry Stawarz, 
9 Coldstream Street, 
West Leederville, WA, 6007  
Em:henry.stawarz@westnet.net.au 
 
31 March, 2017 
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I am providing feedback direct via an email with an overwhelming concern for the 
broader process being undertaken from the engagement of Consultants, to the provision of 
3-scenarios and the ability of local Government to make this exercise complex and confusing 
in respect of the real objectives and the information provided. 

Firstly, the preliminary part of this process should be driven by Town personnel, given the 
cumulative numbers of years of experience across mid-senior levels. Surely for all the years 
we have been paying our executives salaries they must have a well developed, fundamental 
understanding of what the ratepayer base is seeking and needing from a community 
planning perspective. Maybe it suggests from the CEO down that the Town's executives 
need to spend more time in the community, moving around and listening! 

Second, the 3 scenarios are nothing more than railroading and kite-flying. They appear 
a jumble of standard ideas which have been shaded on maps on the pretence of well 
thought out options? I doubt any major components will achieve an outcome that will satisfy 
all ratepayers and residents anyway. It is a futile exercise that simply perpetuates division 
between coastal and other ward people. 

The FAQ document highlights the entire issue.  There is no provision of macro-level statistics 
that underpin the broader objectives for the Town? The Town has an implied responsibility 
to clearly map where we are right now with where we are required to be at a point of time 
in the future. My understanding is that we fundamentally have a long time to satisfy State 
density or infill objectives, therefore fail to see an immediate need to be so focused on an 
increase at this point in time. 

Lastly it is clear the Town and therefore the Consultanst are completely 'gun-shy' to even 
suggest any impact on City Beach after the Ammendment-31 fiasco that cost ratepayers 
millions as a result of a disasterous plan to completely over-reach and make a significant 
change to one group of ratepayers and residents. 

The Town, including Councillors need to get back out into the community and develop a 
range of general issues that are central to what people want.  Then develop them into a 
suite of options that can be proposed with flexibility that does not advantage one particular 
section of the Town's community versus another. 

Western Australia's population growth has flattened and will be this way for years to come. 
 There is no longer the urgency as during boom years when over 1,000 people were arriving 
in WA every week. We also should be more circumspect about creating the 'future town 
slums' with these horrendous 'concrete box' apartments which are a lazy way to infill and a 
goldmine for developers. 

I would like to see a softening of focus on density, a broader view of where opportunities 
exist across the entire Town and see the Town officers take a more proactive part in 
communicating with it's constituent. 

If they are unable or unwilling, then clearly we need to find people who can. There is no 
shortage of commercially minded people in Perth from inside and outside of local 
Government capable and willing to contribute. 

Please find a brief comment on the 3 scenarios; 
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� Scenario 1: This proposition is absurd to dump all responsibility on West Leederville. 
The mention of 10-storeys is just wrong and is nothing more than an ambit 
proposition to soften us for 7 or 8. 

� Scenario 2: Much the same as with scenario 1 plus a lot of questions around what 
this will do to Wembley. Surely the horrendous overkill of the 'Urban' development 
ensures the Town must not repeat. 

� Scenario 3: Looks like Scenario 1-lite? 

 
For the record I am a victim of horrendous planning approvals, a victim of the DAP/SAT 
processes and what appears to be a greed for rates and supporting developers who have 
only one objective which is counter to the Town's ratepayers and residents. All because of 
the idiotic 800-metres to a train station and the failure of the Town to proactively review 
over-development risks in suburban streets upon new R-codes in 2010. 
 
My links to the Town go back 3-generations so I am invested and have a genuine care factor 
in this Town, but more and more it becomes easy to be disillusioned with the madness of 
State and Local Government making bad decisions and wasting taxpayers money. 
 
I am open to discussions and conversations and have chosen email because the online portal 
is both confusing, difficult and at the same time restrictive? 
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SUBMISSION TO TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE PLANNERS 
 

Following consideration by the WLPS Board 
Board Meeting dated 2 May 2017 

 
 
 
The Board has a number of concerns and observations regarding the proposed increased 
density of dwellings in the Town of Cambridge, largely clustered in the West Leederville 
area.  We note: 
 

� as a public school, West Leederville Primary School (the School) is legally required 
to accept enrolment of every primary school aged child within its catchment area 
(attached for information) The appropriate link is http://wlps.wa.edu.au/local-intake-area/ 

 
� as a residential area that is highly desirable for families, any increase in residential 

density will likely increase the demand for school enrolments; 
 

� the School's facilities are currently at capacity.  The extension currently under 
construction increases the number of classrooms but does not address existing 
constraints on other required facilities (e.g. formal and informal recreational space 
for play and physical education).  The additional classrooms will cater for current 
projected demand over the next five years (based on growth experienced over the 
last 5 years).  These projections do not include the proposed development 
scenarios under the Cambridge Local Strategy; 

 
� existing public open space within the environs of the school is presently constrained 

and inadequate for the school's recreational and physical education needs; 
 

� any increase in density under the Cambridge Local Planning Strategy scenarios 
puts further pressure on limited school resources and facilities.  Consequently, any 
increased development scenario that is supported by the Town of Cambridge must 
be supported by a local planning scheme amendment providing for a development 
contribution plan in accordance with State Planning Policy 3.6: Development 
Contributions for Infrastructure.  The development contribution plan needs to 
provide for the funding of School facilities or local public facilities that can be utilised 
by the School; and 

 
� the School Board would be happy to work with the Town of Cambridge to identify 

required infrastructure/improvements. 
 
 
 
Barry Harvie 
Chair 
West Leederville Primary School Board 
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Town of Cambridge : Planning for Our Future  
Strategic Community Plan 

 
 
This is a submission on the Town of Cambridge : Planning for Our Future Strategic Community 
Plan. 
 
 
Names 
 
Rename “Local Planning Strategy” or “Local Planning Scheme”, both abbreviated to LPS which 
will cause confusion.  Maybe change to “Cambridge Planning Strategy (CPS)” and keep “Local 
Planning Scheme (LPS)”. 
 
 
Vision 
 
The three proposed CPS scenario maps as presented for public comment, are too similar in 
design and are presented as a choice.  There is in principle no option for a totally different 
opinion.  Initial ideas should be bold concepts that make people think, that is if the Town want 
real input from the population.  There must be a wealth of ideas amongst the residents and it is 
a waste and condesending not to make use of them.  May need a more interactive way of 
getting public ideas.  Now people select a scenario that has the least impact on them.  That 
means possibly not the best but the least bad. 
 
The Cambridge Planning Strategy looks too much like an LPS where we are just planning for the 
next few years.  The aim for the CPS should be laying a framework for the coming decades with 
a vision.  As clearly demonstrated in Tony Seba’s address to Nordic Energy Summit, Oslo, that it 
took only 13 years, from 1900 to 1913, for horses to disappear from the streets in New York to 
be replaced by cars (Tony Seba, 2016).  If change in technology could change society so quickly 
a 100 years ago, then we have to think even more visionary now. 
 
 
Terms of reference 
 
The proposed strategic plan suggests three scenarios with major density increases in West 
Leederville.  Was that the brief given to the consultants?  When will that be available to the 
public. 
 
 
Public Open Spaces  
 
All Public Open Spaces (POS) to be retained, especially with increased Property Density there 
will more need for more POS.  Using Council owned land to increase density is only a very short 
term solution with long term disadvantages in the form of reduced options for Council solutions. 
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Heat Islands 
 
With the higher density and high rise proposed for West Leederville it is very important to 
realize that this could easily create heat islands, which are a health hazard (Brown et al., 2013).  
Heat Islands should be considered in any development strategic plan. 
 
 
Alternative Scenario 
 
At end of this submission a map shows an alternative proposal (Scenario-HB) where the density 
increase is basically along main roads of Floreat and Wembley.  So no increased density in West 
Leederville at all.  Using a back of the envelope calculation with the following parameters: 

� Total length of streets with increased density about 18.4km. 
� Assumed block width 20m. 
� Creates about 920 blocks (only on one side of the street) over the total length of the 

road segments. 
� Depending on where on which street there are 1 or 2 sides for densification. 
� With mixed use of properties it is assumed that only the ground floor is commercially 

used. 
� Use number of levels as multiplier 
� This would give around 4500 dwellings.  Therefore the target by the WA Gov can easily 

be met.  
� The ESRI shapefiles of the HB-scenario are enclosed to the submission. 

 
Advantages of Scenario-HB  

� West Leederville has not been touched. 
� Increases walkability. 
� This alternative plan would make increased public transport more likely to occur, 

because higher densities close to existing bus routes. 
� The outcome also indicates than the needed target of around 3500 is feasible without 

going too high. 
 
 
Open Space in Development 
 

� Open Space in developments is a general term should be split up in Paved Space and 
Green Space.  So that Open Space not just exists of paved driveways. 

� The minimum amount of Green Space should be set at 20% of block size.  This will 
ensure maintaining the “Garden Suburbs”. 

 
 
City Beach 
 
In City Beach the situation is different.  Besides the Boulevard Shopping Centre and a 
redevelopment of the City Beach IGA there is no opportunity for corridor densification.  
However there is the opportunity for “Corner Lot” and “Manor” style development concepts as 
in the proposed Amendment 31. 
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Fig-1 is an aerial image of a typical corner block in City Beach, ideal for “Mano” or “Corner Lot” 
development as proposed in Amendment 31. 

� The argument against it at the time, was on basis it destroys “Garden Suburb”  which is 
flawed since many of the recent developments like the one adjacent to the corner block 
have basically no green space.  A suburb full of that type of developments could easily 
be referred to as “Concrete Paved Suburb”. 

� After a quick aerial image scan of the corner blocks in City Beach in between The 
Boulevard and Empire Ave, about 30% maybe ready for redevelopment in the next 5 – 
10 years, of which only a portion will use higher density option. 

� The opposition of the scheme did as if the whole suburb would be bought up by 
developers, demolished and replaced with higher density dwellings.  That is not going to 
happen, unless what they are saying that all the current dwellings are of such a poor 
quality that they need replacing within 5 years.  And by the way, it also is not 
compulsory to redevelop in higher density, just an option. 

� The are in City Beach about 1060 and in Floreat 770 corner blocks larger 900m2. A good 
resource for increased density. 
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Corner Lot development 

 
� The example Fig-2) in Amendment 31 has too much driveway (“Paved Space”).  This is 

basically a design as per R-codes. 
� Let design it more sustainable with more Green Space and Carports near the secondary 

road, so no valuable Green Space wasted with paved driveways. 
 
 
Redevelopment 
 
In Floreat and Wembley there are Art Deco style houses along the main roads which are 
identified as potential for higher density redevelopment. 

� The developer should be encouraged to keep the original house (at least the facade), 
but could make two properties of one.  Lets say split it in to a 2*1 and 3*2. 

� The original house is in need of renovation, so major structural changes are probably 
needed anyway, so to make them semi-detached is not too hard. 

� What is needed from the Town of Cambridge is a more flexible development regime 
compared to the rigid R-codes. 

� So instead of a ’battle-axe’ development have a side-by-side development. 
� If allowed the  result will be increased density while keeping some “heritage” buildings. 

 
 
Walkability in the Town 
 

� At a community workshop (?2 years ago) about redevelopment options around the 
Floreat Forum many attendees wanted better shaded footpaths so it would be more 
pleasant and easier to walk to the Forum.  Especially for parents with prams or walking 
their kids to school.  And not to forget the elderly who could be walking or using a 
powered scooter.  To extrapolate this to other areas, good shaded footpaths on both 
sides of the street would encourage people to walk to their shops etc.gopher 
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� Walking in the shade is very important, because it is cooler and the pedestrians are out 
of the sun.  Since the prediction is that the climate becomes hotter more shade is even 
more important.  In addition it is visually more pleasing to the eye. 

� Street trees also increase the value of nearby properties.  
� Create community “squares” were people can meet, play and relax. 
� Increasing and maintaining shady side walks has a cooling effect for their surroundings, 

it helps avoid to heat islands.  It is important to decide which trees have the best 
shading and cooling properties, and which types are best for absorbing pollutants from 
the air. 

 
 
Traffic and Transport 
 
The traffic and transport scenario seems to be based on current levels of vehicle use and linear 
increasing projections in to the future as has been the practice in the past.  Throw the current 
thinking about traffic and transport out of the window. 

� The Stephenson Highway plan is a concept of the 1950s and 1960s and is obsolete.  
Transport and Parking requirements will drastically change because self driving cars.   

� The first reaction of many will be that it is all ‘pie in the sky’, but lets not forget the the 
smartphone is not yet 10 years old, and Uber was founded 8 years ago.  The CSP is a 
strategy for the next 30+ years, so it has to look into the future. 

� I recommend watching Tony Seba’s address at the Nordic Energy Summit, Oslo (2016, in 
the 1st minute and at around 35 min into video is about transport changes and self 
driving cars) then it will be clear that we cannot continue with current way of thinking in 
planning. 

 
 
Notes for Scenario-HB : 

� Just north of the 9 storey apartment building in Cambridge St, Wembley, create a zone 
with up to 4 stories 

� On Grantham St, Ken more Crs, Kirkdale Ave and Peebles St opposite school and church 
can have higher density up to 3 stories. 
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N.B. Enclosed the ESRI shapefiles. 
 
A submission as a Private Citizen 
 
Humphrey Boogaerdt 
10 Sunnyside Rd 
Floreat  WA 6014 
hb@payung.biz  
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Respondents were asked to provide feedback on each of the three scenarios, and in particular: 

•	 What aspects respondents liked about each scenario; 

•	 What aspects they didn’t like about each scenario; and 

•	 Whether there were other opportunities that they consider should be further 

investigated. 

This report provides an overview of the respondents comments to each of the scenarios/

questions by theming common comments and providing a summary of the themes identified 

in responses. 

It should be noted in reviewing the report that the theme summaries are not intended to be 

an exhaustive description of all 959 submissions, and minority views or more nuanced points 

raised may not have been captured in the summary description. To ensure that an accurate 

portrayal of the comments received is provided, the verbatim comments have been included 

as appendices to this report. 

The report concludes by providing a series of recommendations to the Town in undertaking  

the next steps to preparing the Local Planning Strategy in cognisance of the feedback and 

preferences of the broader community. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides a summary of the submissions received during the community 

engagement and consultation on scenarios for future residential infill development within the 

Town of Cambridge as a component of the preparation of a Local Planning Strategy for the 

Town. 

The scenarios were advertised for a period of 37 days between Wednesday 15th March and 

Friday 21st April 2017. The open days were well attended by the Cambridge community. Town 

staff and consultant team members were on hand to explain the scenarios, answer questions 

and discuss any concerns or opportunities raised by the community members. 

There were a total of 959 individual submissions received from respondents during the 

consultation period, the vast majority of which were provided by residents and ratepayers 

within the Town. Submissions were received from individuals, businesses and representative 

groups. 

The three scenarios presented are broadly summarised as: 

•	 Scenario A - The District Centres Scenario: This focuses urban growth on the three 

district centres - Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and the West Leederville Activity 

Centre; 

•	 Scenario B - The Corridor Growth Scenario: This focuses growth along the identified 

corridors of Cambridge Street, Harborne Street, Grantham Street and Selby Street, with 

slightly less intensity within the District Centres; and 

•	 Scenario C - The Local Opportunities Scenario: This looks to target growth potential 

around smaller local centres, suitable government owned land and other limited 

suburban subdivision opportunities, in addition to retaining a focus on District Centre 

precincts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report provides a summary of the submissions received during the community 

engagement and consultation on scenarios for future residential infill development within 

the Town of Cambridge as a component of the preparation of a Local Planning Strategy for 

the Town. 

The scenarios were advertised for a period of 37 days between Wednesday 15th March and 

Friday 21st April 2017. During this period the scenarios were available via the Town’s website, 

and the Town hosted a series of five open days as follows: 

•	 Leederville Town Hall, West Leederville on Wednesday 15th March; 

•	 Empire Village Shopping Centre, City Beach on Saturday 18th March; 

•	 Activ Foundation Offices, Wembley on Wednesday 22nd March; 

•	 Floreat Forum Shopping Centre, Floreat on Saturday 25th March; and 

•	 West Leederville Shopping Centre, West Leederville on Saturday 1st April.  

Each of the open days was well attended by the Cambridge community. Town staff and 

consultant team members were on hand to explain the scenarios, answer questions and 

discuss any concerns or opportunities raised by the community members. 

PLATE 1: IMAGES FROM COMMUNITY OPEN DAYS HELD AT FLOREAT FORUM (LEFT), 
EMPIRE VILLAGE (TOP RIGHT) AND WEMBLEY (BOTTOM RIGHT)
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2. SUBMISSION OVERVIEW
2.1 SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED

During the consultation period there were a total of 959 submissions received, with: 

•	 544 (56.7%) submissions lodged via the City’s website portal. 

•	 308 (32.1%) submissions completed using the feedback forms provided by the Town; 

•	 65 (6.8%) submissions completed using a pro-forma submission prepared by members of 

the community; and

•	 42 (4.4%) submissions prepared in alternative formats, including formal letters and emails 

direct to Town officers. 

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK
Cambridge 2027

FEEDBACK FORM
The Town of Cambridge is interested to hear your views and ideas on the Local Planning Strategy. 

Please tell us in writing if there are elements of the material presented that you like or don’t like, 
and if there are further opportunities you think we should investigate in preparing the Local 
Planning Strategy. 

All personal information provided will be held as confidential by the Town, and will not be 
published in any summary of submissions viewable by the public. 

YOUr DETAILS

Name:         Gender: 

Suburb: 

Email Address:  

Age:       Under 18        19-29        30-39        40-49        50-59         60-69         70-79         Over 80

What is your connection with the Town of Cambridge? (tick as many as apply)

 

Signature: 

I am a resident 
within the Town

I work within the TownI am a business owner 
within the Town

The closing date for submitting your feedback form is Friday 7th April 2017 at 5pm. 

FEEDBACK FOrMS MAY BE LODGED VIA: 
Email: mail@cambridge.wa.gov.au 

Post: Attn: Project Officer – Local Planning Strategy, PO Box 15, Floreat WA 6014

In Person: At the Town’s Administration Centre - 1 Bold Park Drive Floreat, or at any of the 
Community Open Days. 

Online: A version of this form is available at yoursay.cambridge.wa.gov.au 

I am a visitor to 
the Town

I own property 
within the Town I study within the Town

FIGURE 1: BREAKDOWN OF SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED BY TYPE FIGURE 2: EXTRACT FROM THE FEEDBACK FORM PROVIDED BY THE TOWN OF 
CAMBRIDGE
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2.2 SUBURB BREAKDOWN
Of the 959 submissions received: 

•	 355 were received from City Beach (37.%); 

•	 214 were received from Floreat (22.3%); 

•	 1 was received from Jolimont (0.1%); 

•	 1 was received from Mt Claremont (0.1%); 

•	 53 were received from Wembley (5.5%); 

•	 2 were received from Wembley Downs (0.2%); 

•	 318 were received from West Leederville (33.2%); 

•	 2 were received from outside of the Town’s municipal area (Doubleview, Karrinyup) (0.2%); 

and 

•	 13 submissions did not state their suburb (1.3%). 

FIGURE 3: BREAKDOWN OF SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED BY SUBURB FIGURE 4: SPATIAL PLAN SHOWING SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED BY SUBURB
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2.3 RESPONDENT CLASSIFICATION 2.4 AGE GROUPS

In response to the question of the respondents relationship with the Town’s municipal area: 

•	 730 respondents identified they were a resident of the Town; 

•	 39 respondents identified they were business owners within the Town; 

•	 52 respondents identified that they worked within the Town;

•	 5 respondents identified that they were visitors to the Town; 

•	 450 respondents identified that they were property owners within the Town; and 

•	 5 respondents identified that they were studying within the Town. 

It should be noted that many respondents identified themselves as falling within more than 

one category (e.g. resident and property owner). 

Respondents generally fell within an age group above 40 years of age, which corresponds 

with the age structure of the Town of Cambridge more generally. 

In summary, the age range provided by respondents identified that: 

•	 The majority of respondents were aged between 40 and 69, with a total of 601 responses 

from those aged within this grouping; 

•	 There were very few responses from those aged under 30, with only 25 respondents 

identifying themselves as falling within this age bracket; and

•	 There were 154 respondents who identified themselves as over 70 years of age; and

•	 103 respondents did not provide a response to the question, or the question was not 

applicable as they were not responding as an individual. 

FIGURE 5: BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENT CLASSIFICATION FIGURE 5: BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENT AGE GROUPS
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2.5 SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS
The summary of submissions outlined in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 has been prepared to provide 

an overview of the key themes that were raised in the submissions received to provide a 

reader with an overall picture of the community view. 

Sections 3, 4 and 5 relate to those feedback forms and online submissions that directly 

answered questions on the three scenarios. Section 6 outlines pro-forma submissions and 

the alternative format submissions received (letters, emails). 

It should be noted that the summary is not an exhaustive description of all 959 submissions, 

and minority views or more nuanced points raised may not have been captured in the 

summary description. 

To ensure that an accurate portrayal of the comments received is provided, the verbatim 

comments have been provided as appendices to this report. 

2.5.1 NON-CONFORMING SUBMISSIONS

In reviewing the submissions made, a number of respondents provided an answer that did 

not conform to the question posed. These submissions have been included within a ‘non-

conforming responses’ theme and are generally identified where: 

•	 A respondent has provided a negative response when asked what they like about a 

scenario (e.g. ‘No’ or ‘Nothing’); 

•	 A respondent has provided a positive or neutral response when asked what they don’t 

like about a scenario (e.g. ‘Not sure yet’ or ‘Nil’); 

•	 A respondent provided a response that was unclear (e.g. ‘Moving to the country...’); or 

•	 A respondent provided a response that was unrelated to the scenarios (e.g. ‘We should 

stop everything and wait for the new Council to be voted in for October 2017’). 

Non-conforming submissions have been considered by the project team and are outlined as 

a component of this report. PLATE 2: SUBMISSIONS REPEATEDLY RAISED CONCERNS OF THE IMPACT OF FUTURE 
INFILL DEVELOPMENT ON EXISTING SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND THE 
DEMAND FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES, OPEN SPACE AND SCHOOLS
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3. DISTRICT CENTRES SCENARIO (SCENARIO A)

The District Centres Scenario (Scenario A) focused urban growth on the three district 

centres - Floreat Forum, Wembley Town Centre and the West Leederville Activity Centre. 

Each centre is a focal point for the community, and presents opportunities to accommodate 

additional urban growth and employment to create mixed use, active and diverse centres. 

The District Centres Scenario as presented during the consultation and engagement period 

is outlined below and on the page on the right. 
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FIGURE 6: SCENARIO A AS PRESENTED TO THE COMMUNITY DURING THE CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT PERIOD
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3.1.2  GENERAL SUPPORT 

A total of 123 comments were received that were generally supportive of Scenario A, 

without specifying the elements of the scenario which they supported. 

3.1.3 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 109 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either unclear or they answered in the negative rather than the positive. 

3.1 WHAT ASPECTS DO YOU LIKE? 

There were 633 responses which related to what respondents liked about Scenario A. These 

responses were generally aligned with two key themes, being: 

•	 Support for intensification of existing district centre precincts; and 

•	 General support for the concepts outlined within the plan. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 1. 

3.1.1 SUPPORT FOR INTENSIFICATION OF EXISTING 
DISTRICT CENTRE PRECINCTS

A total of 401 comments were received which generally identified that respondents were 

supportive of the existing district centres accommodating further infill development, with 

many individuals indicating that they considered these centres suitable for such development 

as they: 

•	 Are located close to existing public transport infrastructure, minimising reliance upon 

private vehicles; 

•	 Are predominantly existing urban environments where higher density development and 

land uses are well established; and

•	 Generally limit the expanse of growth into ‘traditional residential streets’ throughout the 

broader suburban areas. 

It should be noted that some of these responses were qualified with suggestions to amend 

the extent or building heights proposed within centre precincts. 
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PLATE 1: THE SUBURBS OF WEST LEEDERVILLE AND WEMBLEY (FACING WEST)
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The comments were generally underpinned by concerns about a lack of equity in the 

distribution of infill requirements across the Town, a desire to see opportunities spread 

throughout the Town to allow ‘aging in place’ and greater diversity of dwellings throughout all 

suburbs, and a concern that focusing population growth only on centres would result in those 

centres losing their unique character. 

3.2.2  BUILDING HEIGHT/INTENSITY TOO EXTREME

A total of 113 comments were received which identified concern with the intensity and height 

of built form proposed under Scenario A. 

Particular concerns were repeatedly raised with respect to: 

•	 The intensity and height of new residential buildings being constructed in the West 

Leederville precinct, and concern that this may spread beyond the inner core area of the 

precinct; 

•	 The intensity and height of buildings suggested within the residential transition areas, 

particularly as these areas are primarily single storey residential areas, and 2-4 storeys is 

a significant change to the local environment; 

•	 The intensity and height of building proposals within Wembley, particularly in the context 

of adjacent single and double storey residential precincts; and

•	 The intensity and height of building proposals within the Floreat precinct, with some 

concern about the potential for the Floreat Forum to have substantial height, and others 

concerned about the transition of such height to the surrounding residential precinct. 

The comments received were underpinned by concerns about visual blight, poorer quality 

built form, overshadowing or overlooking of neighbouring residential areas and associated 

issues of congestion and infrastructure demand that higher density development will result 

in. 

3.2 WHAT ASPECTS DON’T YOU LIKE?  

There were 553 responses received which related to what respondents did not like about 

Scenario A. These responses are generally aligned with six key themes, being: 

•	 Insufficient distribution of population growth; 

•	 Building height/intensity too extreme; 

•	 Extent of district centres too extreme; 

•	 Congestion of the movement network; 

•	 Insufficient community services, schools and public open space; and

•	 General opposition. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 2. 

3.2.1 INSUFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 
GROWTH

A total of 125 comments were received which identified concern with the concentration of 

population growth solely within District Centres under Scenario A. 

In particular concerns were raised with: 

•	 An over reliance on West Leederville to accommodate a significant amount of growth, 

both through changes in the height/intensity of built form and in the extent of the district 

centre expanding into traditional suburban streets; 

•	 A reliance on Wembley and Floreat, which were not considered to be presently well 

serviced by public transport, and are currently smaller centres not considered to be ‘urban’ 

in character; and

•	 The lack of any proposed infill development throughout the City Beach and broader Floreat 

areas, and a perceived lack of recognition of further infill development opportunities within 

surrounding local governments including Subiaco, Stirling, Vincent and Perth. 
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3.2.5 INSUFFICIENT COMMUNITY SERVICES, SCHOOLS 
AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

A total of 40 comments were received which identified concerns with respect to the extent 

of the pressure on community services, schools and public open space. In particular 

comments noted:

•	 The existing demand for schools within the local areas, and the increase in demand as a 

result of increasing population within these areas; 

•	 The extent/usability of open space within district centres and the increasing demand for 

these spaces as a result of increasing population in centres; and

•	 The increasing demand for community services and utility infrastructure that will come 

with population growth. 

It should be noted that comments were primarily focused on issues of insufficient community 

services, schools and open space within West Leederville, and to a lesser extent Wembley. 

3.2.6 GENERAL OPPOSITION

A total of 85 comments were received which were attributed to the theme of ‘general 

opposition’. These comments were primarily: 

•	 Straightforward objections without qualification (e.g. ‘No’, ‘Not Acceptable’); and

•	 More qualified objections listing multiple reasons that could be attributed to multiple 

themes previously identified. 

3.2.7 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 70 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either unclear or they answered in the positive rather than the negative.

3.2.3 EXTENT OF PROPOSED CENTRES TOO EXTREME

A total of 61 comments were received which identified concerns with respect to the extent 

of the area proposed for consideration of redevelopment. In particular comments noted that: 

•	 The northern extent of the ‘Residential Transition’ and ‘District Centre Frame’ extended 

too far into the existing suburban streets within West Leederville and Wembley centres; 

•	 The West Leederville Centre as a whole was too large and exceeded the current West 

Leederville Activity Centre Plan boundary too significantly; and 

•	 The extent of transition within the Floreat District Centre precinct was too large and 

should be accommodated closer to the existing shopping centre.

In support of these comments respondents referenced concerns with the potential destruction 

of the suburban character within these precincts, demolition of heritage/architectural 

significance, traffic congestion and overlooking/overshadowing of existing dwellings. 

3.2.4 CONGESTION OF THE MOVEMENT NETWORK

A total of 59 comments were received which identified concerns with respect to potential 

congestion of the movement network within the centres and corridors as a result of proposed 

infill development. 

In particular comments noted that: 

•	 Concentration of higher density development within centres to the extent suggested will 

result in increased road network congestion with continued reliance on private vehicle 

use; 

•	 Vehicle parking will become a more substantial issue as a result of more residents and 

visitors accessing the centres, which needs to be catered for and well managed; 

•	 Greater prioritisation and investment in cycling and walking infrastructure is required to 

support higher density development within the centres; and

•	 The current provision of public transport within the majority of the three centres is 

insufficient to cater for the proposed population growth, and it is unclear how this is going 

to be improved. 
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3.3.2 BUILDING HEIGHT / INTENSITY

A total of 32 comments were received which related to the proposed building height / 

intensity. These comments broadly identified: 

•	 Potential modifications to the building heights suggested, predominantly reducing the 

suggested heights within the centres and the transition areas; 

•	 Focusing taller buildings in areas such as the railway precincts and Cambridge Street, 

rather than encroaching on residential areas; and

•	 Adjusting building setbacks to reduce the impact of building height on adjacent 

properties. 

3.3.3  COMMUNITY SERVICES, SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC OPEN 
SPACE

A total of 27 comments were received which related to community services, schools and 

public open space. These comments broadly identified: 

•	 The desire for further investment in local public open space within and surrounding 

existing growth areas, particularly focusing on the West Leederville precinct; 

•	 The need for consideration of current student numbers within local schools, and the 

impact that further population growth may have on these schools; and

•	 The impact of further infill development on community and infrastructure services, and 

the need for expansion of these services to cater for growth in demand. 

3.3 ARE THERE OTHER OPPORTUNITIES YOU THINK SHOULD BE FURTHER 
INVESTIGATED? 

There were 447 responses which related to further opportunities for investigation. These 

responses were generally aligned with five key themes, being: 

•	 Distribution of infill development; 

•	 Building height / intensity; 

•	 Community services, schools and public open space; 

•	 Movement Network; and

•	 Heritage. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 3. 

3.3.1 DISTRIBUTION OF INFILL DEVELOPMENT

A total of 245 comments were received which identified concern with the distribution of infill 

development, and identified other areas that are worthy of further investigation. 

Particular comments were repeatedly raised with respect to: 

•	 The lack of opportunities for redevelopment within the western sections of the Town, 

particularly within City Beach and Floreat; 

•	 The potential for smaller lot subdivision within existing residential areas to allow a greater 

diversity of product; 

•	 A desire for surplus government land assets to be considered for new residential 

development; 

•	 The desire for a focus along Cambridge Street, rather than expanding centres north into 

existing suburban areas; 

•	 Consideration of neighbourhood centres and local centres as opportunities for further 

intensification; and

•	 Objection to the suggestion that infill development within the Town is required, with 

suggestion that the targets established by the State should be rejected and growth 

should occur elsewhere. 
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3.3.6 NON CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 103 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either: 

•	 Unclear; 

•	 In the negative (e.g. ‘No’, ‘Not Acceptable’); 

•	 Suggested that the preparation of a Local Planning Strategy should be deferred until 

after the 2017 Council elections; or 

•	 Opposed planning towards an infill dwelling target as they considered the methodology 

used to calculate the target was flawed. 

3.3.4 MOVEMENT NETWORK 

A total of 31 comments were received which related to the impact of proposed growth on 

the movement network within the Town. 

In particular comments noted that: 

•	 Parking within centres was considered to already be challenging, and required further 

consideration in the context of additional development;  

•	 Consideration of technological advancements in transport, including driverless cars, 

need to be considered in planning for the longer term; 

•	 Improvements in public transport, including light rail and expansion of heavy rail, need to 

be factored in to proposed growth areas; and

•	 Further investment in cycling and walking infrastructure is required to connect centres 

and the surrounding suburbs. 

3.3.5  HERITAGE

A total of 9 comments were received which related to the protection of heritage, identifying 

the need for any infill development proposal to take account of the importance of existing 

heritage buildings and character within suburbs and natural areas, and be designed to 

ensure that these values are not compromised. 
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4. CORRIDOR GROWTH SCENARIO (SCENARIO B)

The Corridor Growth Scenario (Scenario B) focuses growth along the identified corridors of 

Cambridge Street, Harborne Street, Grantham Street and Selby Street, with slightly less 

intensity within the District Centres. 

With increased public transport frequency along each of these corridors proposed, and 

linkages between the three district centres, these corridors have opportunities to 

accommodate further urban growth. 

The Corridor Growth Scenario as presented during the consultation and engagement period 

is outlined below and on the page on the right. 
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FIGURE 7: SCENARIO B AS PRESENTED TO THE COMMUNITY DURING THE CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT PERIOD
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4.1.2 GENERAL SUPPORT 

A total of 160 comments were received that were generally supportive of Scenario B, with 

comments that: 

•	 Indicated general support without specifying the elements of the scenario which they 

supported (e.g. ‘Yes’, ‘Okay’); and

•	 Indicated support for specific elements of the plan (extent of centres shown, building 

heights, specific corridors). 

4.1.3 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 156 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either unclear or they answered in the negative rather than the positive. 

4.1 WHAT ASPECTS DO YOU LIKE? 

There were 678 responses which related to what respondents liked about Scenario B. These 

responses were generally aligned with two key themes, being: 

•	 Support for intensification within the identified centres and along corridors; and

•	 General support for the concepts outlined within the plan. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 4. 

4.1.1 SUPPORT FOR INTENSIFICATION OF CORRIDORS

A total of 362 comments were received which identified support for focusing infill development 

within centres and along corridors with many individuals indicating that they considered 

these centres to be suitable for such development as they: 

•	 Limit the expansion of the district centre precincts into surrounding suburban areas;

•	 Are predominantly existing urban environments where medium and higher density 

development and land uses are well established; 

•	 Are located close to existing and/or proposed public transport infrastructure, minimising 

reliance upon private vehicles; and

•	 Generally limit the expanse of growth into ‘traditional residential streets’ throughout the 

broader suburban areas. 

There was some conditional support noted within this theme, with some respondents 

identifying concern with: 

•	 Expansion of higher density development along Harborne, Grantham and Selby Streets 

which are generally characterised by lower density; 

•	 Residential transition areas expanding from Cambridge Street into the suburban areas; 

and 

•	 The height and intensity of development within growth areas. 
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PLATE 2: THE SUBURB OF FLOREAT LOOKING EAST TOWARDS THE PERTH CBD
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4.2.2  BUILDING HEIGHT/INTENSITY TOO EXTREME

A total of 98 comments were received which identified concern with the intensity and height 

of built form proposed under Scenario B. 

Particular concerns were repeatedly raised with respect to: 

•	 The intensity and height of buildings suggested within the residential transition areas, 

particularly as these areas are primarily single storey residential areas; and

•	 The intensity and height of building proposals within the West Leederville, Floreat and 

Wembley precincts, with similar concerns as those raised in Scenario A regarding existing 

examples of such development causing problems within these precincts. 

The comments received were underpinned by concerns about visual blight, poorer quality 

built form, overshadowing of overlooking of neighbouring residential areas and associated 

issues of congestion and infrastructure demand from higher density development.

4.2.3 EXTENT OF CORRIDORS TOO EXTREME

A total of 47 comments were received which identified concern with the extent of the 

proposed corridors and centres under Scenario B. 

In particular concerns were raised with: 

•	 The expansion of higher density residential development into surrounding residential 

areas, particularly adjacent the ‘Urban Corridor’ precinct and the three District Centres; 

•	 The reduced focus on existing District Centres (in comparison to Scenario A) which are 

primarily urban in character, and the spreading of the urban environment further throughout 

the Town; and

•	 The expansion of higher density development along Harborne, Grantham and Selby 

Streets which are currently lower density residential environments.

4.2 WHAT ASPECTS DON’T YOU LIKE?  

There were 547 responses which related to what respondents did not like about Scenario B. 

These responses are generally aligned with six key themes, being: 

•	 Insufficient distribution of population growth; 

•	 Building height/intensity too extreme; 

•	 Extent of corridors too extreme; 

•	 Congestion of the movement network; 

•	 Insufficient community services, schools and public open space; and

•	 General opposition. 

It was noted that the key themes raised in Scenario B were very similar to those raised in 

Scenario A. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 5. 

4.2.1 INSUFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 
GROWTH

A total of 94 comments were received which identified concern with the concentration of 

population growth within centres and corridors under Scenario B. In particular concerns were 

raised with: 

•	 The sole focus on the suburbs of Floreat, Wembley and West Leederville to 

accommodate future population growth, with no infill development proposed within City 

Beach or the broader suburban residential areas; and 

•	 The limited extent of corridors proposed, with some respondents suggesting these 

should be expanded further west along Oceanic Drive and the Boulevard.
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4.2.5 INSUFFICIENT COMMUNITY SERVICES, SCHOOLS 
AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

A total of 20 comments were received which identified concerns with respect to the extent 

of the pressure on community services, schools and public open space. 

In particular comments noted:

•	 The existing demand for schools within the local areas, and the increase in demand as a 

result of increasing population within these areas; 

•	 The extent of open space within the Wembley and West Leederville areas and the 

increasing demand for these spaces as a result of increasing population in centres; 

•	 The impact on the streetscapes for identified corridors as a result of increased demand for 

crossovers and on-street parking and the potential removal of street trees; and

•	 The increasing demand for community services and utility infrastructure that will come 

with population growth. 

4.2.6 GENERAL OPPOSITION

A total of 170 comments were received which were attributed to the theme of ‘general 

opposition’. These comments were primarily: 

•	 Straightforward objections without qualification (e.g. ‘No’, ‘Not Acceptable’); and

•	 More qualified objections listing multiple reasons that could be attributed to multiple 

themes previously identified. 

4.2.7 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 27 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either unclear or they answered in the positive rather than the negative.

4.2.4 CONGESTION OF THE MOVEMENT NETWORK 

A total of 91 comments were received which identified concern with congestion of the 

movement network under Scenario B. 

Particular concerns were raised with: 

•	 The recent reduction of Cambridge Street in sections to only a single lane, which was 

considered to contribute to traffic congestion throughout these precincts; 

•	 The existing traffic congestion on Grantham Street, Harborne Street and Selby Street 

during peak periods; 

•	 The narrowness of the road network throughout corridor areas, particularly when trying to 

accommodate increased frequency of public transport along these corridors; 

•	 The uncertainty of State Government commitment to fund improvements in public 

transport infrastructure along these corridors; 

•	 The increase in traffic congestion along the corridor as a result of higher intensity 

development putting greater demand on the road network; 

•	 The lack of cycling and walking infrastructure along these corridors to encourage people 

to cycle or walk instead; and

•	 Parking difficulties within centres, which could expand throughout the corridor unless 

properly planned. 
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4.3 ARE THERE OTHER OPPORTUNITIES YOU THINK SHOULD BE FURTHER 
INVESTIGATED? 

4.3.2 BUILDING HEIGHT / INTENSITY

A total of 32 comments were received which related to the proposed building height / 

intensity. These comments broadly identified: 

•	 Potential modifications to the building heights suggested, predominantly reducing the 

suggested heights within the centres, corridors and transition areas; 

•	 Need for activation of ground floor areas within centres to ensure that passive 

surveillance of the street and street life / interaction is encouraged; 

•	 Focusing taller buildings in areas such as the railway precincts and Cambridge Street, 

rather than encroaching on residential areas; and

•	 Adjusting building setbacks to reduce the impact of building height on adjacent 

properties. 

4.3.3  COMMUNITY SERVICES, SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC OPEN 
SPACE

A total of 20 comments were received which related to community services, schools and 

public open space. These comments broadly identified: 

•	 The desire for further investment in local public open space within and surrounding 

existing growth areas; 

•	 The need for consideration of current student numbers within local schools, and the 

impact that further population growth may have on these schools; and

•	 The impact of further infill development on community and infrastructure services, and 

the need for expansion of these services to cater for growth in demand. 

There were 405 responses which related to further opportunities for investigation which were 

generally aligned with four key themes, being: 

•	 Distribution of infill development; 

•	 Building height / intensity; 

•	 Community services, schools and public open space; and

•	 Movement Network.

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 6. 

4.3.1 DISTRIBUTION OF INFILL DEVELOPMENT

A total of 207 comments were received which identified concern with the distribution of infill 

development, and identified other areas that worthy of further investigation. 

Particular comments were repeatedly raised with respect to: 

•	 The lack of opportunities for redevelopment within the western sections of the Town, 

particularly within City Beach and Floreat; 

•	 The potential for smaller lot subdivision within existing residential areas to allow a greater 

diversity of product; 

•	 Suggestion that the railway line be sunk in West Leederville to allow development to 

occur overtop between West Leederville and Subiaco; 

•	 A desire for surplus government land assets to be considered for new residential 

development, with a particular focus on sites throughout City Beach, Floreat and Wembley; 

•	 Consideration of neighbourhood centres and local centres as opportunities for further 

intensification; and

•	 Objection to the suggestion that infill development within the Town is required, with 

suggestion that the targets established by the State should be rejected and growth 

should occur elsewhere. 
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4.3.5 NON CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 102 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either: 

•	 Unclear; 

•	 In the negative (e.g. ‘No’, ‘Not Acceptable’); 

•	 Suggested that the preparation of a Local Planning Strategy should be deferred until 

after the 2017 Council elections; or 

•	 Opposed planning towards an infill dwelling target as they considered the methodology 

used to calculate the target was flawed. 

4.3.4 MOVEMENT NETWORK 

A total of 43 comments were received which related to the impact of proposed growth on 

the movement network within the Town. 

In particular comments noted that: 

•	 Modifications to the road network to reduce congestion and improve functionality, with 

particular focus on Cambridge Street, Hale Road, The Boulevard and Grantham Street; 

•	 Parking within centres was considered to already be challenging, and required further 

consideration in the context of additional development;  

•	 Improvements in public transport, including light rail and expansion of heavy rail, need to 

be factored in to proposed growth areas; and

•	 Further investment in cycling and walking infrastructure is required to connect centres/

corridors and the surrounding suburbs. 
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5. LOCAL OPPORTUNITIES SCENARIO (SCENARIO C)

The Local Opportunities Scenario (Scenario C) looks to target growth 

potential around smaller local centres, suitable government owned land and 

other limited suburban subdivision opportunities. 

As these opportunities will only accommodate a fraction of the growth 

target, it would be proposed to focus more substantial urban growth within 

the West Leederville Activity Centre, similar to the District Centres Scenario, 

with moderate growth in the smaller centres of Wembley and Floreat Forum. 

The Local Opportunities Scenario as presented during the consultation and 

engagement period is outlined below and on the page on the right. 
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FIGURE 8: SCENARIO C AS PRESENTED TO THE COMMUNITY DURING THE CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT PERIOD
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5.1 WHAT ASPECTS DO YOU LIKE? 

5.1.2 FOCUS ON SURPLUS GOVERNMENT LAND

A total of 10 comments were received which support focus on identifying and facilitating the 

development of surplus government land assets such as that identified in Templetonia 

Crescent and the ‘Old Quarry’ site. These were considered to be strong opportunities for the 

Town to quickly achieve infill development without impacting upon existing neighbourhoods. 

5.1.3 GENERAL SUPPORT 

A total of 34 comments were received that were generally supportive of Scenario C, with 

comments that indicated general support without specifying the elements of the scenario 

which they supported (e.g. ‘Yes’, ‘Okay’).

5.1.4 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 274 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either unclear or they answered in the negative rather than the positive. 

There were 534 responses which related to what respondents liked about Scenario C. These 

responses were generally aligned with three key themes, being: 

•	 Support for greater distribution of infill development opportunities across the Town; 

•	 Support for increased development potential within the West Leederville area; and

•	 General support for the scenario. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 7. 

5.1.1 DISTRIBUTION OF INFILL DEVELOPMENT

A total of 216 comments were received which identified support for focusing infill development 

across the whole of the Town, with many individuals indicating that they: 

•	 Wanted to see further opportunities identified throughout the City Beach and Floreat 

areas, particularly around local and neighbourhood centres; 

•	 Wanted to retain a focus on development within proximity to the train stations at West 

Leederville, City West and Subiaco; 

•	 Were supportive of consideration of suburban residential subdivision opportunities such 

as that shown in the corner lot subdivision example; and

•	 Preferred the reduction in spread of higher density throughout Wembley and Floreat. 
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PLATE 3: THE SUBURB OF CITY BEACH LOOKING NORTH-EAST
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5.2 WHAT ASPECTS DON’T YOU LIKE?  
5.2.2 EXPANSION OF WEST LEEDERVILLE ACTIVITY CENTRE

A total of 28 comments were received which identified concern with the expansion of the 

West Leederville Activity Centre precinct in this scenario, with particular comments concerned 

about: 

•	 The expansion of the activity centre area north into the more traditional suburban streets 

of West Leederville; and

•	 The increase in the building heights compared to that envisaged under the existing 

Activity Centres Plan.

The comments received were underpinned by concerns about visual blight, poorer quality 

built form, overshadowing of overlooking of neighbouring residential areas and associated 

issues of congestion and infrastructure demand from higher density development.

5.2.3 INSUFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION 
GROWTH

A total of 129 comments were received which raised concern with the distribution of 

population growth, with respondents generally identifying that Scenario C still did not provide 

sufficient equity in the spread of infill opportunities, and relied too heavily on centres such as 

West Leederville. 

5.2.4 BUILDING HEIGHT/INTENSITY TOO EXTREME

A total of 23 comments were received which identified concern with the intensity and height 

of built form proposed under Scenario C. 

Particular concerns were repeatedly raised with respect to: 

•	 The intensity and height of building proposals within the West Leederville, Floreat and 

Wembley precincts, with similar concerns as those raised in Scenario A regarding existing 

examples of such development causing problems within these precincts; and

•	 The intensity and height of buildings suggested within the residential transition areas, 

particularly as these areas are primarily single storey residential areas.

There were 715 responses which related to what respondents did not like about Scenario C. 

These responses are generally aligned with seven key themes, being: 

•	 Residential Subdivision outside of Centres/Corridors; 

•	 Expansion of the West Leederville Activity Centre; 

•	 Insufficient distribution of population growth; 

•	 Building height/intensity too extreme; 

•	 Congestion of the movement network; 

•	 Insufficient community services, schools and public open space; and

•	 General opposition. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 8.

5.2.1  RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE OF CENTRES/
CORRIDORS

A total of 336 comments were received which identified concern that residential development 

would occur within the broader town area, with common concerns expressed relating to: 

•	 The reduced focus on existing urban centres and corridors to accommodate further infill 

development; 

•	 The potential that the Town had re branded Amendment 31 and were attempting to 

progress with broad scale upcoding of residential areas via Scenario C; 

•	 The proposed Residential Transition precinct surrounding the local centres and 

neighbourhood centres, as this was considered detrimental to the amenity and 

character of these areas; 

•	 The potential for corner lot subdivision to be permitted as this was considered to be 

detrimental to the character and amenity of suburban areas; and

•	 The proposal for the Quarry Site to be developed as it was seen as a community asset. 
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in the broader suburban areas; and

•	 The lack of cycling and walking infrastructure along these corridors to encourage people 

to cycle or walk instead.

5.2.7 GENERAL OPPOSITION

A total of 127 comments were received which were attributed to the theme of ‘general 

opposition’. These comments were primarily: 

•	 Straightforward objections without qualification (e.g. ‘No’, ‘Not Acceptable’); and

•	 More qualified objections listing multiple reasons that could be attributed to multiple 

themes previously identified. 

5.2.8 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 13 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either unclear or they answered in the positive rather than the negative.

The comments received were underpinned by concerns about visual blight, poorer quality 

built form, overshadowing of overlooking of neighbouring residential areas and associated 

issues of congestion and infrastructure demand from higher density development.

5.2.5 INSUFFICIENT COMMUNITY SERVICES, SCHOOLS 
AND PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

A total of 36 comments were received which identified concerns with respect to the extent 

of the pressure on community services, schools and public open space. In particular 

comments noted:

•	 The existing demand for schools within the local areas, and the increase in demand as a 

result of increasing population within these areas; 

•	 The extent of open space within the Wembley and West Leederville areas more broadly 

and the increasing demand for these spaces as a result of increasing population in centres; 

•	 The impact on the streetscapes for identified growth areas as a result of increased 

demand for crossovers and on-street parking and the potential removal of street trees; 

and

•	 The increasing demand for community services and utility infrastructure that will come 

with population growth. 

5.2.6 CONGESTION OF THE MOVEMENT NETWORK 

A total of 23 comments were received which identified concern with congestion of the 

movement network under Scenario C. 

Particular concerns were raised with: 

•	 The increase in traffic congestion and parking problems in centres;

•	 The increase in traffic in local streets with further development causing congestion and 

parking problems;  

•	 The uncertainty of State Government commitment to fund improvements in public 

transport infrastructure along these corridors, and the lack of public transport investment 
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5.3.2 DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

A total of 62 comments were received which related to development opportunities within 

the Town which respondents thought worthy of consideration. These comments primarily 

related to: 

•	 Outlining either objection or support for proposed development areas such as the Quarry 

Site, Templetonia Crescent, Empire Village, Ocean Village and others; and 

•	 Identification of other opportunities including City Beach foreshore area, the former 

Drive-In theatre site, the Town’s Administration Centre, Perry Lakes, City Beach High 

School site, Wembley Golf Course and the sinking of the railway line. 

5.3.3 SUPPORT FOR RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

A total of 40 comments were received which related to support for further residential 

subdivision and development opportunities within suburban areas, with respondents 

identifying: 

•	 Support for the proposed corner lot subdivision opportunity; and

•	 Support for broader scale upcoding of existing suburban residential areas to assist in 

meeting infill targets. 

5.3.4 BUILDING HEIGHT / INTENSITY

A total of 21 comments were received which related to the proposed building height / 

intensity. These comments broadly identified: 

•	 Objection to ‘high rise’ development, with a suggestion that more moderate 

densification within centres and corridors is appropriate; 

•	 The need for activation of ground floor areas within centres to ensure that passive 

surveillance of the street and street life / interaction is encouraged; 

•	 A preference of focus to taller buildings in areas such as the railway precincts and 

Cambridge Street, rather than encroaching on residential areas; and

•	 Adjusting building setbacks to reduce the impact of building height on adjacent 

properties. 

5.3 ARE THERE OTHER OPPORTUNITIES YOU THINK SHOULD BE FURTHER 
INVESTIGATED? 

There were 414 responses provided in relation to the question of  further opportunities for 

investigation which were generally aligned with eight key themes, being: 

•	 Distribution of infill development; 

•	 Development opportunities; 

•	 Support for residential development; 

•	 Building Height / Intensity 

•	 Community services, schools and public open space; 

•	 Movement Network; 

•	 General Support; and 

•	 General Opposition. 

These themes are further outlined below, and the individual submissions aligned with the 

theme are outlined in Appendix 9. 

5.3.1 DISTRIBUTION OF INFILL DEVELOPMENT

A total of 124 comments were received which identified concern with the distribution of infill 

development, and identified other areas that worthy of further investigation. 

Particular comments were repeatedly raised with respect to: 

•	 Concern with the proposed size and scale of West Leederville centre, and the impact that 

such redevelopment would have on the character and amenity within these areas; 

•	 The equity of infill development throughout the Town, with respondents primarily raising 

concern with the greater emphasis on the eastern precincts of Wembley and West 

Leederville to deliver the bulk of infill development; and

•	 Concern regarding the reliance upon local and neighbourhood centres, along with 

surrounding residential precincts, to provide infill development. 
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5.2.7 GENERAL OPPOSITION

A total of 30 comments were received which were attributed to the theme of ‘general 

opposition’. These comments were primarily objections to Scenario C and/or objections to 

any further infill development within the Town. 

5.3.8 GENERAL SUPPORT 

A total of two submissions were received which were attributed to the theme of ‘general 

support’ for Scenario C. 

5.3.9 NON-CONFORMING RESPONSES

A total of 91 responses to the question were classified as ‘non-conforming’ as their 

responses were either: 

•	 Unclear; 

•	 In the negative (e.g. ‘No’, ‘Not Acceptable’); 

•	 Suggested that the preparation of a Local Planning Strategy should be deferred until 

after the 2017 Council elections; or 

•	 Opposed planning towards an infill dwelling target as they considered the methodology 

used to calculate the target was flawed. 

5.3.5  COMMUNITY SERVICES, SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC OPEN 
SPACE

A total of 29 comments were received which related to community services, schools and 

public open space. These comments broadly identified: 

•	 The desire for further investment in local public open space within and surrounding 

existing growth areas; 

•	 The need for consideration of current student numbers within local schools, and the 

impact that further population growth may have on these schools; 

•	 The impact of further development and urban intensification on the local natural 

environment; and

•	 The impact of further infill development on community and infrastructure services and 

the need for expansion of these services to cater for growth in demand. 

5.3.6  MOVEMENT NETWORK 

A total of 15 comments were received which related to the impact of proposed growth on 

the movement network within the Town. In particular comments noted that: 

•	 Improvements in public transport, including light rail and expansion of heavy rail, need to 

be factored in to proposed growth areas; 

•	 Modifications to the road network to reduce congestion and improve functionality, with 

particular focus on Cambridge Street, Hale Road, The Boulevard and Grantham Street;  

•	 Parking within centres was considered to already be challenging, and required further 

consideration in the context of additional development; and

•	 Further investment in cycling and walking infrastructure is required to connect centres/

corridors and the surrounding suburbs. 
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Ref Respondent 
Classification Summary of letter

4 Pindan Capital Ltd Letter 4 is submitted by Pindan Capital Ltd and identifies a 
preference towards a combination of the three scenarios as the 
most appropriate and effective method in achieving the purposes 
of the Local Planning Strategy. The letter outlines a number of 
implementation limitations to each of the scenarios, including 
fragmented land ownership, geographical limitations, need for 
coordination and requirements for infrastructure upgrades. The 
letter also outlines the respondents preferred approach for 
redevelopment of the Ocean Village Shopping Centre as a high 
quality mixed use development. 

5 CLE Town Planning & 
Design on behalf of 
APIL

Letter 5 is submitted by CLE Town Planning & Design on behalf of 
APIL, representing the Floreat Forum landowners. The letter 
outlines recognition of the need for the Town to plan for infill 
development as part of the Local Planning Strategy, and identifies 
that the Floreat Forum site is a substantial opportunity to 
accommodate higher density, mixed use development and assist 
in meeting the Town’s dwelling targets. The letter identifies that 
APIL are eager to work with the Town in preparing an Activity 
Centre Structure Plan for the Floreat District Centre to further 
guide redevelopment of the Floreat Forum and the surrounding 
area.

6 Individual Respondent Letter 6 outlines concerns with the proposed expansion of 
inappropriate higher density housing throughout the City Beach 
and Floreat areas outlined within Scenario C, as this is considered 
to greatly impact upon the heritage, character and amenity within 
these residential areas, and is not considered to be supported by 
the State planning framework. The submission then proceeds into 
detail as to the concerns with the aforementioned elements of 
Scenario C, and identifies alternative growth areas and building 
typologies for consideration by the Town. 

7 Individual Respondent Letter 7 outlines concerns with proposed high density 
development along Cambridge Street and within centres under 
each of the Scenarios due to the perceived impact upon amenity, 
streetscapes, traffic congestion, anti-social behaviour and 
infrastructure demand. The respondent outlines a number of 
alternative development opportunities, including redevelopment 
sites and alternative building typologies, for consideration by the 
Town. 

6. OTHER SUBMISSIONS
6.1 PRO-FORMA SUBMISSIONS

As outlined in Section 2.1, there were 67 pro-forma submissions received from respondents 

which took two different forms. The content of these submissions is shown in Appendix 10. 

6.2 FORMAL LETTER SUBMISSIONS

During the submission period the Town received 40 submissions from respondents in longer 

letter format. To ensure the message of these letters was conveyed accurately they have 

been included as Appendix 11 to this report. It is noted that personal details contained in the 

letter have been redacted for privacy reasons. 

Ref Respondent 
Classification Summary of letter

1 Individual Respondent Letter 1 outlines an objection to all three scenarios on the basis of 
inequitable distribution of increased density throughout the Town, 
and a lack of contextual information to allow respondents to 
provide informed feedback. 

2 Individual Respondent Letter 2 outlines concerns with respect to West Leederville in 
particular, calling for a greater understanding of constraints to 
urban development, a need to better understand the drivers for the 
preparation of a Local Planning Strategy and the identification of 
areas for infill development, a need for equity in distribution of 
growth across the Town, and a preference towards continuing the 
implementation of the West Leederville Activity Centre Plan. 

3 Individual Respondent Letter three outlines support for the majority of the elements of 
Scenarios A and B, but expresses concern with the reliance under 
Scenario C on local areas to do a disproportionate share of the 
density heavy lifting, and considers that Scenario C spreads 
densification too far into traditional suburban areas. In particular it 
raises concern with respect to the residential transition zone 
adjacent Empire Village and the corner lot subdivision proposal 
identified under Scenario C. The submission then proceeds into 
detail about the respondents preferred scenario mix and specific 
concerns in relation to elements raised in Scenario C. 
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Ref Respondent 
Classification Summary of letter

14 Individual Respondent Letter 14 outlines detailed commentary with respect to each of the 
Scenarios, with a preference towards a hybrid approach with 
redevelopment focused on district centres and corridors along with 
surplus government land, and an opposition towards a change in 
density of residential areas within City Beach with some limited 
exceptions. 

15 Cambridge Residents 
Association Inc. 
(CRAi)

Letter 15 is a very detailed submission from the Cambridge 
Residents Association Inc (CRAi) which reviews the Consultancy 
Services Request for Tender (RFT) and provides commentary 
against each of the elements listed, in addition to providing a 
mark-up of each of the Scenarios and the Opportunities and 
Constraints plans for consideration by the project team. The 
mark-ups identify a number of questions and concerns with 
respect to the intent of notes listed adjacent plans and the manner 
in which proposals are to be implemented.

16 Coastal Ward 
Ratepayers 
Association (CWRA)

Letter 16 is provided by the Coastal Ward Ratepayers Association 
(CWRA) and outlines concerns with the proposed expansion of 
inappropriate higher density housing throughout the City Beach 
and Floreat areas outlined within Scenario C, as this is considered 
to greatly impact upon the heritage, character and amenity within 
these residential areas, and is not considered to be supported by 
the State planning framework. The submission then proceeds into 
detail as to the concerns with the aforementioned elements of 
Scenario C.

17 Individual Respondent Letter 17 focuses primarily on redevelopment opportunities 
throughout suburban City Beach, with a view to allowing further 
subdivision, and concerns about traffic calming treatments being 
dangerous for motorists and a cause of congestion on major roads. 

18 Individual Respondent Letter 18 provides general support for development within City 
Beach to accommodate growth in population. 

19 Individual Respondent Letter 19 outlines opposition to the reliance upon West Leederville 
to accommodate a large proportion of population growth for the 
Town, raising congestion, public transport, schools and open space 
as primary concerns. 

20 Individual Respondent Letter 20 raises specific concerns with respect to higher density 
development throughout the Town, and in particular focuses on 
demand for public transport, social space and provision of services, 
in addition to the mix of land uses and the built form outcomes. 

Ref Respondent 
Classification Summary of letter

8 Individual Respondent Letter 8 questions the underlying methodology and objectives of 
the proposed strategy and community engagement, and raises 
concern with the notion of identifying potential growth areas 
without consideration of consequential opportunities and 
constraints analysis, implications of higher density development 
and necessary infrastructure upgrades. 

9 Individual Respondent Letter 9 outlines a need to plan for an aging population, in addition 
to ensuring that affordable housing opportunities are provided 
throughout the Town. The letter then outlines concerns with each 
of the Scenarios presented, citing feasibility of future development, 
need to understand detailed development requirements (access, 
setbacks, parking), streetscape impacts and public transport 
availability. 

10 Individual Respondent Letter 10 outlines a concern that the Council and Town officers 
have ignored the outcome of Amendment 31 and proceeded to 
prepare a densification strategy which the community do not 
support, and a concern that the case for infill development has not 
been sufficiently justified to the Town’s residents and ratepayers. 
The respondent then identifies the reasons for their lack of support 
for any of the scenarios, citing a lack of vision, a need for clearly 
linked transport planning, a need for further community services, 
schools and open space and a need for greater equity in the 
geographical spread of infill development.

11 Individual Respondent Letter 11 primarily raises concerns with the impact of all three 
scenarios on West Leederville, citing concerns about the impact of 
higher density development on existing residents, the impact of 
infill development on streetscapes, the potential to compromise 
heritage values, the impact upon the West Leederville Primary 
School and the impact on service infrastructure. 

12 Individual Respondent Letter 12 outlines detailed concerns and proposed modifications/
alternatives to each of the Scenarios which primarily aim to focus 
redevelopment along Cambridge Street and within centres, albeit 
with reduced building heights, and limited to no transition to 
surrounding residential areas. 

13 Individual Respondent Letter 13 outlines detailed commentary about the likes and dislikes 
of each of the three scenarios, with particular focus on Scenario A 
and the opportunities and constraints posed by the transportation 
planning outlined within the Transport @ 3.5 million plan. The 
respondent outlines their total objection to Scenario C, as they 
view residential infill throughout traditional suburban areas as a 
poor planning outcome not supported by transport planning and 
destructive to the character of these areas. 
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Ref Respondent 
Classification Summary of letter

34 Individual Respondent Letter 34 outlines an objection to all three scenarios, with particular 
concerns regarding densification of precincts, residential transition, 
density comparisons and the need for services and infrastructure 
to support further development. 

35 Individual Respondent Letter 35 outlines concern with respect to the equity of infill 
development across the Town under the Scenarios, and is 
particularly concerned with the reliance upon the Wembley and 
West Leederville wards to meet density targets. 

36 Individual Respondent Letter 36 raises concerns with the process of advertising the three 
scenarios, the likely height of buildings to be developed, the 
distribution of density throughout the Town and the need for public 
open space. 

37 Individual Respondent Letter 37 raises concern with the process being undertaken and 
particularly with the use of consultants over Town staff to prepare 
concepts and proposals, the advertising of only 3 scenarios 
without sufficient background information or statistical analysis, 
and the limited spread of infill development proposed throughout 
the City Beach area. The respondent then provides more detailed 
comment on each of the three scenarios. 

38 Individual Respondent Letter 38 provides a general objection to redevelopment within 
West Leederville. 

39 West Leederville 
Primary School Board

Letter 39 is provided by the Board of the West Leederville Primary 
School and raises concern with the potential increase in population 
of West Leederville and the consequent demand for places at the 
School, in addition to limited open space and school resources. The 
Board provides support for the preparation of a Development 
Contributions Plan to assist in funding upgrades in school facilities 
and/or local public facilities that can be utilised by the School. 

40 Individual Respondent Letter 40 provides no position on any of the scenarios or the 
preparation of a Local Planning Strategy, but instead provides 
commentary as to the affordability of housing, issues of recycling 
and general traffic concerns. 

41 Individual Respondent Letter 41 provides a detailed submission which raises concern with 
each of the scenarios presented, and proposes an alternative 
scenario based on infill development along multiple corridors 
throughout the Town, in addition to corner lot subdivision 
throughout City Beach. 

42 Individual Respondent Letter 42 outlines an objection to the three scenarios presented, 
and suggests a review of potential at Grantham Street and the City 
Beach coastal strip. 

Ref Respondent 
Classification Summary of letter

21 Individual Respondent Letter 21 raises concerns with respect to higher density 
development in West Leederville, with concerns about parking, 
traffic, schools, anti-social behaviour, privacy and visual blight. 

22 Individual Respondent Letter 22 raises concerns with proposed development in West 
Leederville, with all three scenarios not considered acceptable, 
and concerns about the West Leederville School and other local 
amenities. 

23 Individual Respondent Letter 23 identifies support for further planning to consider the 
heat island effect of urban development, commercial development 
in the area of Herdsman providing greater density opportunities, 
and bike corridors and walking routes throughout the Town. 

24 Individual Respondent Letter 24 opposes increased residential density in West Leederville 
beyond Cambridge Street, and in particular the area north of 
Cambridge Street. The respondent raises issues of equity in the 
spread of densification opportunities, the potential for poor quality 
built form in new apartments and the need to consider the 
capacity of the local school. 

25 Individual Respondent Letter 25 urges the Council to consider planning medium density 
residential development along major transport routes, considering 
opportunities for downsizing lots in City Beach and Floreat, and 
ensuring that infrastructure planning is in place to support 
residential development. 

26 Individual Respondent Letter 26 urges the Council to consider the key drivers for people 
choosing a place to live, to consider the equitability of density 
loadings and opportunities throughout the Town, and to consider 
the broader context for infill development, inclusive the 
surrounding local government areas. 

27 Individual Respondent Letter 27 objects to all three scenarios on the basis that they too 
heavily rely upon West Leederville and do not propose sufficient 
redevelopment in City Beach or Floreat.

28 Individual Respondent Letter 28 provides support for some sub-division in City Beach to 
provide choice for changing demographics. 

29 Individual Respondent Letter 29 objects to all three scenarios and makes the point that 
infrastructure planning needs to be undertaken prior to urban 
development occurring. 

30-
33

Individual 
Respondents 

Letters 30 – 33 are identical and provide detailed comment on each 
of the scenarios, with some items supported and some items 
considered unacceptable. 
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4. Undertake further analysis of development opportunities at Local and Neighbourhood 

Centres including Empire Village, Ocean Village, Birkdale Street, Harborne Street and 

Grantham Street centres. Detailed analysis should focus on the existing commercial sites 

themselves in the first instance, with transition to surrounding areas to be considered only 

where deemed appropriate and beneficial. 

5. Assess opportunities to encourage the development of ancillary dwellings (‘granny 

flats’) on existing residential lots to assist in allowing residents to ‘age in place’ without 

the need to subdivide or substantially redevelop existing residential areas. 

 Detailed planning and analysis of ancillary dwelling opportunities should include 

consideration of the size and scale of the dwellings, built form and site design considerations 

and access and parking implications. 

6. Further investigate surplus government land assets in the ownership of the Town and/

or the State Government as these appear to be a substantial opportunity for the Town to 

deliver on infill targets without potentially compromising existing residential areas, and 

may provide revenue to support further infrastructure development throughout the Town.  

 These investigations are likely to take some time to progress, as they will require 

agreement from the agency responsible for the land and investigations as to site suitability, 

in addition to the preparation of a suitable statutory planning framework and detailed 

designs. 

These actions will be investigated at a holistic level as a component of the Local Planning 

Strategy, with further detailed planning and progression of opportunities to be undertaken by 

the Town over time. 

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

In considering the submissions made by respondents during the advertising period Taylor 

Burrell Barnett would recommend the following actions be undertaken in preparing a 

‘Community Preferred Scenario’ for infill residential development across the Town: 

1. Reassess expansion of the boundaries of the identified Wembley and West 

Leederville District Centres beyond that already identified under their respective Activity 

Centre Plans. 

 This will require further analysis of the likely built form and land use outcomes, and 

consideration of further planning that is required to support these areas, including demand 

for school sites, community infrastructure, service infrastructure and open space, in 

addition to impacts on the local and regional movement networks. 

 This should be undertaken at a holistic level as part of the Local Planning Strategy, and 

then via detailed reviews of the Activity Centre Plans and any additional planning required 

to inform infrastructure delivery, public realm improvements and built form standards. 

2. Undertake further analysis of the Floreat District Centre to establish indicative built 

form outcomes, land use mix and dwelling yields to assist in identifying a potential Activity 

Centre boundary, and inform the preparation of a future Activity Centre Plan and other 

detailed planning for the area. 

3. Undertake further analysis of the Cambridge Street / Oceanic Drive corridor between 

Howtree Place (Floreat) and Oxford Close (West Leederville) to assess the capacity for 

higher density residential development at a scale appropriate to the surrounding context. 

 Detailed planning for these areas should be undertaken prior to any Scheme provisions 

being drafted using indicative built form parameters including building heights and 

setbacks to ensure that access, overlooking, overshadowing and streetscape are given 

due consideration. 
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